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Sharp Decrease.- In- Eijiïôrtd: 
the agricu.ltural ;•prodiiéts and  irOn anci-,' iron. produdts , ëioups ; théjDominiOn 
Bureau of  S. t, a-  tiOtidis7,-• reipbrts .  Canada' à . 'm'erciiandfde :e.tpôrt';tra.de d édréàsèd 
in 

, . 
value:  t-9, 169,779,OOO  ii  Soptibèr „compar e-d. tiiththe ) iieW bàiit hly i•èd'Ord 

for peacetime, of  424g; 685,00b in  Augu let and' $220 810 °do- ± àept értér 
1945. 

.  :.Tho  agregate  value of.  mercb.andise_ . exports, in the first nine months 
of  the :  year . ist$1,663,944,000' against  $2,516,966,030 in the se  period 
last year.:  ; 

PQp_t.eriber„ c]...ine.  in 'value 	 WaS- .largely: due 
t_o; shipmente - ,-,o'nly. $11 ;591 ;000:Worth 1Of' whea.t pompared *it h48;123' . 000 

previous.  year., ' i ,,Value of  tzheat flour ; ékportp" -.ivas.  el.0 ; 83f;bbo- against 
s7,g,40 '0,00., f» Iron.and its pro-  duct'S declined from. $29;050,000 ,to •; 
$10,8-42-_,000 la.rgely.,_bedau-se-  of  SMallShipMents ôr. freight 'aut,OmObilds nd 
autopiobile, part 	yaltied :-.at:. $2 9 704;000 `Waà':'only'à - fifth àe last 
year's figure. HoWèver, value of  paSsenger car-  ek=iisort'd rose  from j:; "'- : : 
$12,000 to $2,009,000. •- 	 - 	 % +-j 

cl.:/ibypp94t, ..t?../.7.0A of ,•FO94.. e  4,17A10,t)1produq 	and ,paper,continued heavy, the 
$54-2Ô5 000,comp.red at h""4-4*'0É -00o 	 - 	-1<zi 

compared r,wit h,.:,;;‘;f3:1 ;837 ‘,>o 	 the Un  tod Cindon zas âé- C6 -nd 
with 5. 4,2. 58,ô9O:against$5,8,820,000 -;, 	 was T=tiiét:third 
heavi sqs,-•-: p.tirp 	 e 6.34;9b0 aairist 4 21-58 re:000:.L°Frâfice 
came , nei't 	$3 ; 643,000, ààains t 	; 0 E3;po-ô'; off6i;naci 
vrit' e3;354;000 against e3,680,060; A. uSt.raiia.̀  $3.,29,1;0.90 
$4,023,000, and China e3,082,000:aga1nst'Witii2-$15,:000.' ' 

Ieroval bf:CÉCIPUblishing‘ Power' Sought  
Conservative , member_ of Parliament for - Lake 'Centre; 	; - saYS: he:intends 
to intro-diide at thenext session  abilito reraDve fr oni theCanadjan. • 
Broadciidting Cài'pà -i'eion.j the "power  it ' iiàà to publish neWsijap-erS • :and 

/ perio.dfdals."  

.a .  SaskaitcheWan'izprt y->  d Ohl:rent ibir at É egiria he sa id  - -the:: CBC 
might conceivably, dorrep•de_to eeércieê, that r6v.m..r 	, 

$2,000,000 granted-  to it IYIDatliam‘ en-t at tïie 	 C11 

Prime ,Minister IM2ressèd7vtith. Truman' Address : -Prime :-1.1inister: 1.1aCkénzfélKing 
said .he- was :"tremendouSly, impressed" .  by 'tlare •.Prddress delivered 'bY-:' 
:President .TriiManT at ....the: cipenind_bi ..-.-..éhe .United I  ations Generai 
"Itwa.sa „very, very  eirja 	 47:9:ddecl. The_ Canadian' Preàs- sajs 
that , tihile  rio 'aàïno-undeiiieiit has" b'een "Made' 'Yet' it has loaredLKin  
will visit the President at the ilhité‘ Hciiià-e-  during  the  weekend,' 
returnine •to, ..0t,tawa. Tu.esday. ,( CP ) - -•

High Average_ . Canada Savings Bo iia  jtcitaI for sevén .day# 
of Canada Savings •-..P,ond  sales  "'is „$,11' ,-15,65;b0Ci,;, On"d bais of 'fivér 'sdr.ÏY's -
t he WaS*$7.61:1•347 -coral5ared h` $582.09. 'a-t' the  '-'ssame •, 	. 	, 
stage of the Ninth VictorY LCSan 	 - 

. 	„ 	„ 	 . 	 , 

New Do4utycChainitari 'ForlPricee-B0ar-di  11,:-.11.. ,,Taylor.ha.s been_ appointed. senior 
Deputy Chairrnan''of the Prices ;Board ,  ancl_will lbecome-reSponsible forj the 
détiVe " administration of.b: the Board s 	work,' enabling. - Cha.irman  Donald  

,-, Gordon'-"to ,:dévcite more time i.to. - consideration of ...general -policy." 
Taylor succeeds M.W. PlcCutcheon who has .-rési.gned. Ltc. Tayfor's, -,f9rmer 
duties included those of Foods Co-ordinator, which are being assurnAd by 
'Frank  S.  Grisdale , .•-• previously 'Deplit y. -_Co-ordinator. 	: 

- r 	 ••••,.:-.. • 	° 	 , 	 - 

, f 	 (over) 



Miners Lau.nch Labour Unity Move.: Executives of the United Mine Workers in the 
Maritime provinces sa.y they have gained enthusiastic support for their 
approach to the..i'lmerican Federation of...Labour centre in Halifax with 

- "proposals for unity action." A District  NO. 26  convention of thé U„M.W., 
meeting at Truro, N.S., was told that the move had 'been Well received.' by 
other unions in the seaside provinces. 

The11.M.yi. is affiliated with the Canadian Congress of Labour and many 
telegrams 'expressing approv- ai 'came from organizations affiliated:With'the.i ()'; 
other,-major-Canaddan group,  he Tra.d.es  andr La.bor Congress, affiliated in 
tu_rn, wit h  the  AOFLO  U.LahI. efficia_ls des bribed their àét-ion' • 
first . step tévra.rd..co-operatio -n betweeri the to  big  union groUps4- 
message _f_rom Capt0  Ben  Maci:enzie, -president, of  the  Canadian FisherMent -s , 

 Union:  (T,,C.L.), said thé U.M.W., 	for- u.nity` of labour in  ireva Scotia 
should be an  inspiration to  the  entire labour movement." (CP) 

Quebec --.1.,egislation Declared Ultra- Vires  A' -Privy - .Ceuneil-de`eiSfen- in London  
has declared ultra vires Quebec provincial islirtion Which -Claimed: fcer 

„ .the provincial..treasurybank. deposits in that province which reMain _ 	r • 	 - e 	 • r  

, unclaimed for 30 .yee.rs. - . "irnd_ ap-cisi onfende .  a s ix-year  dispute  --between 
the  DeMinion and;t -he' .. provin.ce.-  In 1944  imrliament .,paSsed araehdraent 3 1' to  
the Bank 'k.et -&-p-reViding' that  all dePosits'Uncraimed after five' Yearà shohld 
be reported, in 'al'Pe.rliamentary return and' - a.11' tinclaiMed 'after ten Year'S 
should be tUrned - uier to  the  13,ank , of Canada-. --.. Thè deimsits , Usual2.7. 

 small—sums- 	had reached  an  àg'gregate  total  of44,158,000 . for all  :Canada 
by 1945; - (dP)' 	 • - 	_ 

QC- 

Food PoiSoning  Affects 300  Authoit.ein1 ntral  'are' Condiicting-i'a 'widespread 
investigation into 'th.e.. - C.,aùàe efiro, 	 ,300,  members of 60 
famil.ieà- in the,-  _éityeS 6a:it end 711:11-  e r é;*;; 4.11 --n‘oTz- faiii...ilii'eS"`ana j all‘a.r.e 

_,ÇO. 1-4.11,dered  out  of -daiiger;, -`1);,it 'héalth'insp- eC-terS - are` 	 -sari. Pleb -' 
of meat- and '‘1?›..read and P'Olicé-_Were Ca.12.6d .,in„when. ,tra'cès -Of arsenic  We-  re- 

, 	. 	, 	, 

found.: in  bread. ; ./%2. trepto dOc cue'.ntâMi.natiàn'.. vra.' 	 isrlie of the  
meat samples- .  Police  sa:y hev  are -unaialSe -  t rUlé LOUt z the  f■CiSsibility• 
the poisonings" Were- not accidential .. 	 ç 

Maritime Dealers Told Svredish Lumber Prices Lower:  H. Cyril David, _ represent ing 
the  _British :timber controller,  , told, a meeting - of  Laritirne  provinc e  
dealers -  at __!.:oneton, N. B.-, that * eastbi'n Canadian --  pr ice S_ were aiDové 	- 
Sweden's : highest soft- lumber' price.s.. He said -, he wanted to oltain 
price fair beth to—producers and British-  buyers,' but Brità...in iT0-111Cf -210-t--  

pay fan.cy prices.  The dealers advised him that other export radr:. -ets* 'were 
attractive .at Dresent,_ blit .  a 10 _per.,c'ent -',1ifcrease_ in the price  of ' -'soft • 
wood for export to Britain would be ,satisfactor_y.  (CI')  

High -Prices ,  May: Limit Australian Import s Prirr,ie, Minister 1.B. Chifley  of 
 i,ustralia says ;that .a reduction :of ---iMpOrts"1--frorrf--Tor-th -  AMeiica -prob ealyly' 

would be inevitàble OWindto high*, pri ceS. f- The  London  Times 'qUotes hiri  
as  saying Australias «if fi çUlt es inmaking  dollar  pur-Ctia'Ses  in  Canada 
also:- had b"e -en ..'âggievated -  by  the  recent adjustmont  of the  -Canadian  dollar 

 to Parity-  'With. the  -United: States  doIlar," 	 e 

Inter-Provincial Tourist Conference Ends: T.  lie threeday . conference of - 
provincial,tourist :officials ..at ...Ottawa arranged by the Canadian Travel 
Bureau  _ha's -ended.' With 'a: call' by the, ,liUreaitts- -director',.. Lee -  Dolan; 
dont-intied  efforts-  to iMproVe  food,  sanitatien .-faCilitieS and _ 	 , 	 • 

accommodation. He  said  a DominionWide - show of courtesy;te :Visifôrb 
vra.s equally important. 

The zjortty of the 20,000,000 ,visitors from:the-United _States -this -. 
year had:been pleased with . Ca.nadian - hospitalitY a-nd. pai.'ticurarly with 
price controls, but the - occasional dissatisfied tourist could do_ gr_ eat 
harr:i. 'The -.conférence 'was called' to co-ordina:te  provincial and Dominion 
tourist -programs for 1947. -(CP)  

First Squatters Appear In L:ontreal:  In--the first appearance of_ a 'squatting 
movement in Ilontreal, five families of war veterans -- 18 persons in all --
bave  taken possession of a 10-room.house on McGill College Ave. (CP) 
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rore 	Strikes ? Settled:  ; ;Settlement _of„the, strike, at- the Truscon_Steél Company- 
of Canadp.,,Ltd., ::  has -ende'd ;itille,'ÏaSt Of  thestrftes in the Wirriser„ Ont., 
area  and i . P.-n -:early s.ettleinent is predicted, at  the  big Ca.nadia.n Westinghouse.., 
Company plant  at ,HaM.iïten  Ont ; 

PEIPJ-03rP9s. , ..liavevoted -_-;tO acdept  a 12-cent ranrhour litage increase, _ 
ending  their.;120.-dayroid s:trike. 	t  Hairilton  a.. joint, annoilncement - by the ... 
company  and 	said:  pereement had. - beenTréoched.' on  all „principal' but -- . 	 _ 
standing 7s-issues, _subjedtto  ratification  by• 4,000 eraployees. The 7tiorkers 
have been  idle since the.union,. called‘ a . strike._ la.st Su.ly 5, :seeking_ 25-cent 
hourly wage boosts.,- and_ . 3. , ,40-,hour 1-yee1 z.  

Meanwhile, a Canadian Press surveY disclose's that the-three *big  basic  
steel :p1._,T.nts_. recently .:1#volved. in.„ a., lengthy strike were r.esuming production. 
rapidly 	 -.füll-sc ale operat ions_ expecteçl within tWo 	_ four -  weeks'. The . 	 _ 
flow or  teel isf;reatest frori the Hamilton works Of tbe Steel Company. of 
Canada, which; Mai ntp.ineâ part fai;_ production  throughout  the  strike. The . 
Dominion  Stee), and ,Coal.' Company  ,at. Sydney,  N.p.., _ plans  full, production  in 
two week.s 	the  Algoma'.  ,_.Steel,COrpora't ion a.t' Sault Ste-.../fiarie, 'Cnt. 	'- 
reports .H.-rdpid..progr-  -eSs"  in  resuml.'ng- ,Operations. (CP). 	 _ 

U.N. At omic ,  .Commission Hears, •Canadian, Expert:  __Following...an address by Charles,. 
S.  „Parsons;  or the  Canadia.n, Bureau .  of _Mine- S. 	,Unifed--,tatiénà 

infOrmal . 'meeting ,with it ,tedhnIcal advisorS, has  :agreed. 
unanirao-Usl'y-,the.'t ,ContrOlà: coul.d, be - established at..•refineries. _ Ur.  Parsons... 
outlined  saf&guards e-Sta.blishe-çl at -..UraniuM ref,ineries' in Canada. _ 

The „ meeting  agreed.:U,IT. db-ntrer,raàdiiinerY could e' 'Set, 	. Wit hotit 
bersefie- ,'organi' zàt ien :and. without_ un.chié interfel'ence with 

the prdductio.n.,,kroCeSs. '• The ,Conmision , cdri26sed or al iribmi? or: ii, 6f  the  _ 
dontinuing collection of  mat criai  

and facts -u-pon which..*iO  base a plan -for international  Côntrol of i atonie  , 
energy. ci)  

Cosgrave Going To China:,  - Trja.de linister acinron has P.nnounded  the  -. appointment:: 
of Col.  L.V. /bore... Cosgrave ,as Canadian . Con'iMercial. 'Counsellor .td,  China à1.4. 
he will lealie_V-ancouver. next week fto to.ke-  charge'.O. f. the  :Ca:r..adian -trade 
office ,recently,re-opened in 'Shanhai  Col.  Cosgrave,' who :represented 
Canada during the signing-  of Ja.pan's -incond.itiona.1 -surrender aboard .  the 
U.S.S. Lassouri in August, 1945, was  Trade Commissioner in China for 10 
years before .the. war-and, also .served in a .similan capacity in ikUStralia. 

Mine 	Taxes  Under Study;-,  Following .,representations,from provincial  1nes. 
minister,s,‘ a . - Cab i net committee , wi 11 _ udy t he  question .of -taxation 'of ..Mi:nes. 
The  provinces,  contending that  a  princip1e,_of applying st-o nii.es  a  .srstegt'_ 
of taxation designed prinarily for ot.her industries  is unfair' , Seught *à • -- 
Royal, Corimission_invest 
has suggested  seonsgeration77first. be  : given.'liy',..a--:daiîinet coiriitoe 
composed. of . gen, 	nee  mister I isley and .11.  econstruct.i 	er. 
Howe: 	 .• 	 , 	 , 	 - • 	 - 

Polish Soldiers Fe_pected Eext Month: i ; The  *.r.irst movement Of  the  4..„000 Polish 
Soldiers who will be  admitted to ::_Canada is expected to be cOraple - ed next 
month with the arrival- of ,'.,betwee.n 4,500 and .2,000. Alr- are  Members  of . 
tbePoiiSh  forces  wh.ch fought along-  side:Cana' dia.n -units - in."Itak-r-,and'y'lhp 
now do not vzishto returito.Po1and. Sqleeted oZ;..viork: On' Canadian 
fa.rias,„they 	berequ-ired„ to .sign-  &gr.-  eèmeisit;-:to'reMain 2 a.t. least à.,.. 
year  at current farm-wages.. , (CP) - . 	, 
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Wheat Stocks Building Up:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in 
North America October 17 aggregated 127,132,393 bushels, an increase-of 
8,382,126 over the October 10 total. On  the corresponding date a year ago 
stocks stood at 219,378,894 bushels. 

Heavy- Demand Boosts Mineral Production:  Current* heavy demand for building - 
materials is, reflected in the latest production figures for leading_mineral 
products durindthe'firSt 'eight Months of the year issued by the DoMinion -
Fureau of Statistics. 

Cernent  production was -  7,769,211 barrels compared with 5,37&;9.07'file.t1iet'2. -..... 
same period. " ef'last yer ,  olaY .  products 'e7,491,38'7 (%;936,481); 'gypsura,' 
944-;528 tons -  (396;032); 11Me-;'552`,368' -tons.- (557,525) .;- feldspar -i''20 154'tors-
(17,832); and asbestos, 349,638 tons (319,388).- 'Coal- production-  rosé-to -.-' , 

 11,549 ;896., tons ,  or  br -  aiiPro±imat ely 800,000  tons. * The eig'ht -month' output  
of geid- advanced:"Érom 1' 749 667 .  fine.  ounces last-year- to =1•‘``898 9 	9 

silyele--fron."8 -,530;392 fine our:ides - to 9 e  134940. ' - aopper oût-pût--was" • 
reduced -cfron' 340 - 585: 246 pounds' to 246 785 ' 	9 110 nickel- frora 181,685,114 
peundb to 12230 -,332, -  a.nd zinc frôm 360,724,516 pounds tô 324,950,838, " 
while lead advanced from. 217,908,742 pounds to 249;429;487: , 	. - • 	 • 	, 	• 	. 

DehydratiO- n . Plant 'Burned':  The .deliydratiôn Plant- and--btarch factory: of thé Netr•' 1  
Brunswick 	 at Hartland; . 	 b-èen CiestroYea' 
by fire' with 1.6SÉ 'estimated -  a.‘ t: more than Z,250;000. The -lobs' places  the ' 
extenàiVe  I  ev,ni-iinsWick-riioteiti:;:grovrings area- in 	 position as  
the  only  :ether dehydration  plant -  in. the province 	at' .Gro:nd .  Falls , 	 , 	, 
was burned-  several' months ago. Plans had  .been underway to enlarge the- ... 
Hartland plant to cope . 11,ii.th t-he s" --siiiti's -Pot at-à ''Cr`e'p thià . Year. : '- • (`CP) 

Chief 7iisti-ce -To Visist France  :- 	Justice -Thibaudea-U.Rinfret 
of the .:Supreme' .Court _of 'Ca/lad 	sit 'France shortly at the  invitation  
of the French 1.1fniSter . ,o2f «Information.: He  nll recei'Vei  an  honorary digErée:' 
atc:the- r-e-bpeni`ng ..ef' the University - of Caen  1Zovemb_er -. È1-  -and deliver 
series of addresses - oil Canadian: topic's :in other  parts of  the  countrt.  

The ',Univeràity was almost co'mpletely destrOyed - -duri-nd the War and s " - 
Canadihn, aid, particularly  d. contribution from  the  - Quebec - goVernmenti-- 'Made::- 
possible partial  restjore‘tion  of  the .librar3r. -  The  Queb-ec • _ 	. 
treasurer, Iron; Onesime •Ga.-gnon will receive  an  honorary''degree  on  behalf 
of Premier Ma.urice'Dupléssis  of  Quebec. 	 - • 	' 

Alfalfa  Export Ban Ififted:  The Dominion Agriculture Department has announced 
that alfalfa E..;eed .now'ma' y be exp- orted to any - co-untry,; 
rèstricted for severe:I .:year-8 t becaUse  of the  World .-séécf -ihort#e, ,  but 
Ca.nadian' -exiôr-Èérs - noW have . 6nly to obtain éxport -  péi.init's -from' the  Trade 
Department,. _:Alfalfa seed production is estimated at - .9,000,000 pounds, - 
with  3,500,000  needed -for domestic , use.  - : 

_ 	 . 	. 
Officer Exchange 'With Australia:  The .Australian High Corissioner's office 

has announced that Lt.-Col. Charles H. Finlay of the Australian Army 
Staff Corps  has arrived in Ottatia to spend. two years 'on eXcluinge. d.u-ty. 
-With the Canadian .11iny. 'The-Canadian exchange officer, 	 George 
Wattiford  of  Ottawa' novt -is en routé tô Australia. • , 

". 

GleallingS:  '" The „Ontario iiqüor' ration,' cut because of a  bottle 'shortage," iiaà -- 
been ,increa:s-ed to  four ' bottles of spirits  .Monthl3i... • •Abôüt 5,000- wivea' and 
children - of 'Canadian' véterans still in 1ta1nàr~ :expected to arrive - in ' 
Canada before Christraas......Carleton College at Ottawa has conferred ittl 
first deuees at the -third annual convocation when the Governor General, _ 	 • 
ViscoUnt  Alexander  • delivered convocation addreàs.,.;,.. -..McGill:tiniversitii., 
today officially' inaugurated new 25,000,000-volt -$330,000  cyclotron  for 
atom research....Itidgément ha.s been reserved folloWing hearing of the ' 
appeal by Fred Rose, Labor-Progressive .  member of 'Parliament  fox'  Montreal- - 
Cartier,' against  bis  conviction on espionage charges...`..Ontariô Labour " 
Minister Charles PaleY has called representatives Of the - LuMber and Sawmill 
Workers' Union and timber operators to a meeting in Toronto next' Tuesda'y - - 
to discuss the two-week-old strike in,northern Ontario. 
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Gena„,Crerar-Re -tires:  „Gen. 	 C a p. ,--_ 
cs3mma.nded ,  the .ls.t Cana.dian Army,. in  Lortiuost roro,.- -18:retirietô'''.. 

7, civilian aife :. this . y,reekend. 	:is”, t he_ :fourth: ,Canadian.  _ toT attain, the: 
-rank ol."  	a.nd tiie firS*È.;eVer -  to CoMinàfid.d full  arriy: in the 

 fiel-d-,..troD:ps under his ,con;mand at.one tiMe-,„-nuMbering,T,:0b;000 0-  
It was a.nnoUncod earlier in .1-ie year tb.e. Lrena' Crerar SOon. Woed 

retire gna  he made a.farewell côast-to:-C6a -Sti.tOur"  of - taiià:de:-. Tc50.aY, 
after. his,› r_etu_rn froM Prague .wher,re i  ,hô. réceiV,ed th:é Iii.ghe -E.it  . CzéàhôSlovakian 
awar—d;-..-The-  ôrd-e'r  of the 	 ds .  „well arS'., The, Order: 
of the White Lion (First -ClasS) ;- it  wa:d abn.OiinCé-d-bibeeend'e Iidà.dquarters 
that his:.  retirement wou.1c1 beeffective, October, 27.,,- 	 _ 

1._na—tiVe-.: of  iii1tn, Ont 	hid"  raduated, ‘.fi.6-11  the  flpy1 - L:i1ity: 
(99,13;eWe-i,,a)  t - ,}7-4.p.:gsOn,0-nt. - , t,  and  nc.rl  a , àt 	 record in  tbé 	t 
Gre-a-t War- 	an•  expert in  Coiint-er'-batterY 	 th-e--'redént: war: he 
handled large infantry, artillerY and  arrred-  i'orMations with' 	 • 

unqualified., success- eraerging as one of  .the first ra.n1r. commanders of 
..,moaérn w-  areas' 	, 113  tunic bear's  in, rows or:ribbbna--z- in.érudi -ng - avia.rdà 
from all... -the 	 , 	, 	. 

, Other, Canadians, t o ) .attain. the i'ank-  of -  general, .were,een. -  Sir  Jifli 
Otter,  ,. 	iCan  Jar  .c o=aander , Gen*. , 	 ,Currie,_.Canadian . 

1.7-irst -Great. ;1Eir, and  den,' 	,V_C"NaUght «onTi whô. lcd  
the  dan-acii-hn'id' my in the  ear' ly part, o .f. the --laSt warp_ 	 • - 

.• 	 3 	 • 	 . 	 • 	 3 

Coal bituationIrajrovinf,:  - With an improvement .  in  the clomestid _fnel-, situation, 
dLue to indreased imports -  of  -anthracite, Béconstruot.ioxiHnistor aim has 
announde-à that frem n.ow--  until FebrijarY -1, -1547, 	,_ConSumars  in • 
Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime provinces Ma:y obtain -100 Éer cent of 
tbeir_norpal solid. fuel s  requiremerct s, with not_ more- han ,80. : per_çent in 
Cïas-5 	Ïue'l. 

B-ecauise  of  the  pro1oned  eg-a--3:.strike-s  in  the United States  r. e:cently, 
,,-, i consume-rs hacl be-ien permitted . -on1 	O  per-  dent `6f inorMa1:_ 'requirement s - 

with -6:ci,-Ïer-„-..ent 	,t0D 	fuel. : 	1.10'w'eT said it 'Was. ', i iraposSible; to 
s.ta-t-re whetlier these' increiisea-  will continue,"adding that 'because  of' the 
recent Canadian steel strikes the coke inventory was "extremely leW," 
and with a severe coke shortage in,the U.S. "no appreciable increase" in 
imports could be expected for some ime. However, larger quantities of 
briquettes and domestic coal from western Canada were available. 
Class "A" fuels include U.S. and Welsh anthracite, anyibized" coke, 
low volatile coal and briquettes. 

Rubber Strikes Virtually Over:  The settlement of two - more strikes in Canadian 
rubber -31ants leaves only one strike continuing at the Merchants plant 
of the bominion Rubber Company at Kitchener, Ont., where negotiators are 
reported to be near an agreement. The strikes settled were at tile 
Dominion Rubber Com-oany's textile plant, also in Kitchener, where - 
employees have ratified a new  agreement  reached yesterday,and at Toronto, 
where-  1,400 workers at the Gutta Percha Tire and Rubber Company plant 
voted to end a dispute which began last June 24. More than 10,000 
workers in 10 rubber plants had been involved in the work stoppages 
which resulted in drastic shortages of automobile tires and other articles. 

-r 

(CP 

Many joining R.A.F.:  Air -Force Headquarters  ha  s announced that 700 former 
members of the R.C.A.F. already have responded to the R.A.F. recruiting . 

 drive in. Canada. Officials at Ottawa say no limit has y-et been placed on 
how many recruits the 12.A.F. will accept from Canada. (CP) 

(over) 



r 

Russia Drops Opposition to Canadian  Proposai:  At yesterday's neetirig of the 
, United Nations General Assembly', the•Russian delegate : Andrei Vishinskr, 

announced- withdrauelof Soviet  opposition  to debate on th .C.I.'reto`and-,two' - 
other -controVersia is-sues, ône initiated by Canada-. - The-"Canadian-- 
proposal is to place - a time limit on oratory and otherwise streamline 
United Nations procedure. All will be debated when presentation of 
Assembly delegation le_a_ders, is concluded, probably late next week. (CP) 

Claxton Back In Paris:  Health Minister 1:3rooke Claxton has returned to Paris 
frein a five-day.  flyIng vibit toti Greece and Italy where hé_. gathered_first4 
hand accounts of economic  conditions  in  the  two cCUntries. 	Athenà; , 	• 
accom-oanied by_  the  Canadian Ambassador Ma j LGen. -  L.R. LaFleche; h -e:  had 
an audience  with  King George,, who -  expressed appreciation for Canada's': . 	. 	. 	 , 
aid_to Greece through U.N.R.R.A. channels and admiration for the  .--'--- - , 
Canadian'war. effort arcl industri -al progress. - _ 	, 

' 
 

On  his flight from Athens to Naples, his aircraft was caug*  ht in 4- 
sudde n  storm and pitched about *wildly for 30  rainut eb ; àeyeral times-  - • 	,  
being  in  danger  of  plunging intti' the  set. ' (OP)  

, 

„ 
Bond Sale Total Soars:  In nine days-, Canadians have pur,Chased el60,821,850 - 

worth  of the net  Canada Sav4igs.,B6nds and the  first -: Week"'s -  average 
individual -pui;chase,is''4'43.0 86* conroared with  382 62 ut the  comparable  
point' in the - Ninth Victdry LoanCampaign._ . . 	 _ 

_, • 	 • 	 „ 	 - 	 ,. 	 .... 
Iron And -  Steel'Prod -uction Lacier: ' ' Continuing the 'Sharp -decline recOrde-d for  

711.1y,  production of  iron  and steel  - in'Canada' droppe,d -  in  AUglist: tii. --.a.'new _ 	_ 	.  
low_ level for the_year, the Dominion  Pureau of  Statistics reports.  

Big irôn.  production  was' only' 46, 494 net  tons' coMpared' with'64',472 . 	. _ 	- 	.-- 	. 	.• 	. 	... •  
in  ,3-uly," 129,890: in '3-tiné and ' 139;812 in August; last . year. - 'Production " 
for the eight -  radnihs -ended Au-̀ gtiSt -aggregated' 986,989 tons 'âgd.inst • 1, 232,- 
162 in the corresponding- '1945-period c; 	- 	- : 

__ 

	

	_Productio n  of steel, ingots and castings dropped to 88,7,29 tons 
'compared-with 135, 914  in  julY, 214,861 in rune  and•-•224;928 in' August,,:.. 

_,... .,.. ,. . . , - -- ,  

1945, For  the  eight ini:iniiis' output ' was  1 , 674 , 282  ...6iiiis' aka:iiiit ' 2 , 049 , 707  
in the Same -period - of 1945.--  

e 

e 

Predicts' Soaï Sh6rt -aee Nearly Overi  7 /ass' 	llo-pe Saunderà, diréetor  of 
the  Prices Board's Consumer Branch, said in '.Vinnipeg that  the  soap 
sca.rcity‘soon will - loe over fo-llowing settlement  of  strikes in 'eastern 
Canada. ' She said oils, fats  and  soaps again were being sup -plied ancf-the 

* , only thing which would bring the shortage - buck would b'e-more st'ikes.  
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' Prime Minister In WaShington:  Prime.Einister.-Mackenzie-King is in ,Washington 
- today as the guest of President Truman,- ArriVIng '-iestérday, hé -  was  met: 

' by  the 'Canadian -  Ambassador-designate to  the United  States, Hume Wrong,. 
and- spent' the flight ut historic ,Blair_ House, the State: department !s' 

- hospitality Centre for distinguished- guests,', .0n Satiirday Mr. King' ws 
at Tarrytown as guest of Nelson Rockefeller, former head of -the Stata, 
Department's intra-American affairs division. The last time Mr. King 
Wiàs in Washington--nearly a ,  year ago-_-it wfts  in  company- with Prime , 

- Minister 'Atlee-for conferences with Lr  Truman on Tatoinic - energy; .(CP), 
_ 	

- 

Martin on International Co-operation: . Speaking  in  Montreal .Saturday, bta.te, 
Secretary Paul Martin predicted that, if international ,)conol-riic co- 

' 	operatiOn' breàks  don, : 	'f ear;ve _will enter a .  n2.1 	 _ 
- 	 - wanfare_."  In an  addr-éàs, déàiing -ivith'Sône of 

	

. 	_ 
the  'problems.  facing  the  United .Naticne, ,he 'added .that t7all nations _ 

Iraffbi,  in -t14' ead -from 
- o e of the  Canadian delegates_to- the ,United 14ations- „,GEeuar 

Mr. Martin ',travelled ifrom Lake: Success', 	to addreSs ,the, sst  
Masters  of Commerce of the higher school of commercial stà4ies. 

- 	"Wa ara at present 'engaged _upon ..the .greatest :_effort ever made toward re- 
' 	establishing the reign:of law_among , nations,", be said :If we build well this 

May be the:last great ,effort: ,If :the:lights - of _civilization _ go  -ailt for. a 
: third t imé, they may never . go - on 'again: ' One of - the greatest, gains  of the war 
Is *thé truth realized' that we ,live, in an  interdependent world. That we cannot 
arrest  or  :halt this interdependence is 'manifest:in the nature.  of -modern society." 

 The  -. world 'Could ndt ..emerge ,from t heeconomic dislocation  . arising from the 
war within "any reasonable time without :a, degree _of-economic Collaboration 	- 
among nations for which history will provide no parallel under Peace Ccindi-
tions .- “ (cp) 

Canadian Wins -  U.; S.  Navigation  - Award:  A Canadian, Wing Commander Kenneth C. Laclure 
of Westmount, Que., has been named winner ofthe,newly-inaugurated Institute 
of Navigation Award, to be given annually for the  most outstanding  contribution 
to the advancement of the science of navigation in the U.S. 

- •WIGtMaclure , chief research officer . on. the _flights of .the R.A.F . Lancaster 
-"Aries" over  the  north", magnet i c.: and . geograPhiC pole s, made exhaustive  - study of 

' *prOblemsTpeculiar to› navigation .at :high spepd over  polar' regions ,, where in 
extreMe- cases all directions become south and _where traditional , methods of 

' orientation by magnetic instruments -fail,  
Trained as an actuary before he joined the R.C.A.F., 	MaClure showed 

such-aptitude for navigation that.'he, was posted.  to ) a. specialist, course  at 
' 

	

	Cranàge,- Chéshire:', In.recent years , he. perfected . a system based on entirely 
neW. Conceptions- of orientation; and, in the opinion of navigation authorities, 

' hi s  contribution  to  the  success  of the_"Aries" flights and data , ho  collected 
will have far-reaching -  effects. 	, 

During the polar flights he worked in an unheated rear compartment, in 
temperatures down' to 65' degrees of- frost, without intermission for perirxis of 
:la and 19  hours. The R -.C.A..F,said 	?Wi,thPut W/b ,  MacIure- ' a devotion' to duty, 
thé valuable scientific -  information, eould- not have baen obtained." , 	_ 

Grey,  Appointed Trade.Commiasioner to-India: :Richard Grew,,_who wa $  captured and 
- interned' by-the. GerMans while  _trying to escspefroY1  Norway_ during  the 1940 

invasion, has been appointed Canadian Trade Commissioner to India. He will 
take charge of the office at Bombay early next year and his territory will 
include Burma and Ceylon. He joinad -the foreign trade service in 1925 and 
served as trade commissioner in Calcutta, Tokyo and Oslo. 

(over) 



Electrical Workers End  Strike: The wheels of another large Canadian industry soon 
will be turning -again following a weekend settlement of the 112-da'y-old strike 
at the Canada Wire  and  Cable Company Leaside $  ' Ont. - Laboùr Minister Huxnphrey 

--itchel1 announàed that - Judge Samuel- Factor , - --commissioner in  the dispute, had 
 "arranged-  a settlement on wages and uriion security fOr thé plant 'S 1;200 -  woi.kers. 

Ternis  were not announced, pending ratification by the workers. The union, The 
United,Electrical Wrokers (C.I.O. ), asked wage increases of 25 cents an hour and 
a 40 hour work ing- week'. 

1,'.Test inghouse orkersT Rat  ify' Agreement  : J.'. The' 4 ,000 workers at :the Çnadian.Westingious 
plant-  at Hamilton; - 	- have  rat ifiedf an  agreement' ,ending7their, sti‘ike/"iith-- 

 acCeptance' of 13-cent-an=hour -Wage increasesi- Only one strike.,remains-,in the 
electrical industry, :a- dispute - invorving 7_00 ..v,rorkers of the ..Ama/gamated. 
EleCtrical ComPitriï at 'Toronto.' - Negotiations -  there. are.; - schedulesi-  -to .resume 
today.' - (CP) 	- - 	-  

, 	 ; 	
; 	

• _ 

Automobile :"brkerS -  Gain 1age Bobsts: cl'!orkersr.in the, Ford --and....General ,  Motors  plants 
at r'indsor, Ont.',:: have voted;"to' accept; .offers. of .w-age inereases 	Ther ;Ford 
company will pay 12 cents an hour more and the General otors workers • pay 
will be ,raised -by -13 cents 'an 5, 	 - _ 	 . _ _ 	 . 

Labour Unity Movement Gaining Headv,--az. : -- The :idea_; , of .closer co,-!operation -between the 
- 350,000 -niernberà 'of Cantidà ts two'ina jor labour organizations --the Trades and 

Labour-CoilgreàS rand: :_th'e 'Canadian :Congress  of Labour-7seemsj :  to  4e--_g.ain4g head-
way. Revived by a resolution at a recent_ "convention of the T.L..C. which urged 
establishment of a -central :labour council,  the  unity move won .Lquiçk support 
from the C.C.:L. 'and: - its , Offiderb ,have:written  the T.L C suggesting something 
be done about -It. À 	• 	 . 

- 	More reeent -support has: -come' from the  -:United .Min.e- :-Workers. convention in 
' the Maritime  provinces hera officials rreported t encouraging re_sponse to corn-

- Muni cat idris veith  T L C  -affiliated  unions in the ctrea::- ,  The  U M W. is,.in the 
'PeCuliar position of  being affiliated  in Canada with the Ç C L. ,  which ;draws 
major suppOr't • froni the  Committee  of iIndustriaI Organizations while  in the 
United _States 'it' IS -*affiliated with the - rival ',labour .movement, -the. American _ 	. 	_ 	_ 	. 

' 	Federat iân' 6f  Labour .' 	general A .1--;11,. unions  in Canada ,are„ linked with the 
. - and thè 	-is' -anxious 'to; clear .14 the! situationé.- fCP) 	• 

; 	 - 	• 	: 
Slight Increase in Business Volume:  The monthly survey of Canadian business 

operations by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics shows that productive 
_ 	operations were 'greater in Sebtembei ,  than," Augu,s_t - with the index of the  

phySical volume of ' business -ShoWing-  a slight 'increase ,on, -:the -,bds.s  of: — - 

	

calCurat ions. 	- 	*: 	. 	- 	 • , 	- 

	

, 	. 
- Canada Meets Ur • ent' Vaccine  Re. tiest : To :Combat; an _outbreak of L.:Rip:le/Test , a deadly 

cattle disease -,  in North  Africa," the Canadian iCoMmercial! Corporation : has 
shipped 96;600 dosés of vaccine by  air to - U.N;R.R.A: --..‘at-New_sX"ork . f The vaccine 
vas  prepared in Canada -during  the vear: - by :a joint .:United _!-States-Canadian project 
established as a defence against :pôssible.use :ofiRinderpest asi : a, bacteriological 
'warfare weapon-.  

Fearing the North' African Outbreak_ May spread ,  to 
officials urg,ed that -sômé" of  the Canadian:;vaccine be-.flown.to  Athenb.3 to form 
an eMergenCy ban  k agali).St:Which.anY Eüropeat` country çoulçl draw._ Three cases 
Of  vaccine, - packed  in dry' ice; havé been shipped...to New York :-! and 
officials now are arranging speedy deliverY;td -i Athens.:, -- 

More Canadians 1.'lin:Szechoslovakian AWardS::-: -: Marking the 28thr ann,iversary- of ‘  the 
Czechoslevak Republic ; Karel- 	Sakh -,. charge _ d 'affaires. at !  Ottawa -, - today 
presented 17' highranking Canadian-) off jeers - `With  the  Order of the Ilhite Lion 
in recognition of war services. He also presented a Czechoslovak Military 
Cross' to Lt 	S.D. Shore- -of .the 'Royal _Canadian.Navy, :for .  bravery in _ 	 _ 

	

' rescuing a CzeChosloviikian Citizen when' their vessef:-was, 	 - en - 
* route to Russia'. 	7 	 - 	f 
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Canada Urges Organization of U.N. -  Armed Forces:  Rt. Hon. -Louis a. Laurent, 
Secretary of State for External - Affairs and head of the Canadian delegation 

. to  the United Nations General Assembly, - today, 	urged the U.N.-Security Council 
to "go ahead with all-pOssible sp'eed- in the cOnstriictive work of organizing 
the military and economic measurea - of . enforcement."' - 

"Ifie, all of us, are bound under the Charter to refrain from using armed 
forces eidePt as provided by  the chater,"'he said. "The - government and people _ 
of Canada are anxious to - know what armed'forces, in common with -other members 
of the United Nations, Canada should maintain-as our share -of the burden of 
putting world'force behind world-Iai."  
-- Canada waS "particularly cOhCerned" . that-the'S6CuritY2 COundil and Military 

Staff Committee had "so - far failed tô make-substantial progress towards a 
conclusion of special agreements mdth individual members ...and thus make force 
and  Other : facilities available to the - Seburity Council." 

It Would be in the interest of all- members "to-see  the Security Council 
equipped and - ready in faet'to- enforce proper- decisions'foi-the Maintenance of 
world peaCe and also as-a - Consequence to see' Serious consideration givento the 

. reduction of national'armaftehts sb-that the productive capacity of the world 
thus cohserved -  may be-used for iMproving the living conditions of all peoples." 

' - Mr. St.:Laurent-said the U.N.-. arso Should'strive to'fortify its juridicial 
functiona - an4 take "every poSsii)le precaution against multiplication  -of inter-
national organizations, conferences, councils - and éommissions." 

Privy Council BearinG Continues in London: Argument - concerning the right of appeal-
to the Privy Council in London is continuing before seiren«law lords of the 
Coundira'judicial committee ..- Latest to be heard are the . views of the British 
'Columbia Attorney-General, preSented by a London LaWyer, Wilfrid Barton. 

He said the'syStem of - apPeiils to-the _Privy Councirformed a• "fundamental 
part" of  the law Of the'Colony of British Columbia when-it entered the Dominion . 
The right~f appeal was - establiShed 'and existed at the unioh by virtue of acts , 
of the - karliament of Great Britaih'and . dali only be repealed, abolished or amended 
by Imperial enactment," said Mr. Barton. 

He - added - that hià - aim wa -s - to*show that the Statute of Westminster, 1931, 
"does - not increaSe the legislativé-jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada 
under the British nOrth America Act at - the expense of -provincial legislators". 
The  British Columbia Attorney-General:contended the.B.C;*Legislature only•was 
"competent" to abolish appeals to the Privy.Council. 

Previously C.R. Magone of Toronto'presented argument for Ontario contending 
that the Privy Couneil  o±  any o-ther-court in Ehgland is not subject to-any force 
that can be applied by . the Parliament- of Cahada." He:submitted that the B.N.A.Aet 
in giving power to set up a-supreme' court in Canada did not give the Parliament 
of Canada the right to abolish the right of 'appeal to the Privy Coundil. (CP) 

, 	(Note: See Airmail Bulletin, October 22.) 

Prime  Minister  Returns:  Prime Minister i Mackenzie . King-returned to -Ottamié today from 
his visit with President Truman at:Washington. -He told reporters that his talk 
with Mr'. Truman  had covered a "wide-range"  of  subjects, but he had-an understanding 
with thé President that their discussions =Lad stand as '"purelyi)ersonaI." 
in Washington, Mr. King - inspected - pràperties being considered for 'a new Canadian 

- 	Embassy. (CP) 

Murchie to Retire  Shortly:' Defeace - Headqùarters has announcectthat It.-Gen. J.C. 
Murchie, C.B., C.B.E., 51, of Ottawa, Chief of Staff at Canadian Military 
Hcadcuarters in London, soon will retire. Simultaneously announcement was made 
of the appointment of Brig. H.D. Graham, C.B.E., D.S.O. and Bar, 48, of Trenton, 
Ont., as head of the Army Section of the Canadian Joint Liaison Staff end Army 
Advisor to the Canadian High Commissioner in London. 

(over) 



- 2- 

Praise for Canadian Navy: Rear Admiral Leo -H. Thebaud, deputy inspector-general 
of the United States  Navy-  says - thé,U.S. Navy learned "a whale.  of a lot" from 
the Royal Canadian Navy experience in north Atlantic anti-submarine warfare 
before Pearl Harbor. Soeaking at a U.S. Navy Day luncheon in Ottawa, he told 
high-ranking Canadian Navy, Army and R.C.A.F. officers that R.C.N. experience 
gained "the hard•way" was of'great.value to AmeriCan sailors. 

"And, the'striking thingsbout'it was that in so many caSes - we learned -  -* 
from R.C.N.R.'s and R.C.N.V.R.'s," he said. "Yours was truly a navy of 
civilians in uniform, even more than ours...." 

Admiral . Thebaud also paid tribute to the work of the H.M.C.S. Crescent, 
the Canadian destroyer which "so gallantly rescued recently the crew,  of an 
American floating drydock in distress southeast of Kodiac, Alaska." 

Noting that Canadian and American naval  traditions and Methods "have 
corne  down to us from that mother of all English-speaking services--the Royal 
Navy," he said_extension of the co-:operation shown by-all' three during the 
war would do much to maintain the hard-won peace.. . (CP)  

_ 
More Eontreal Squatters: The families of three war veterans, 12.persons in all, 

- 

- have taken possession of a house in Montreal which recently was raided and 
closed by police because of alleged .gambling 	 It was the_éecond 
squatter operation within a week in the.city. ,The Homelesà Veterans.League 

- r  announced it would attempt to take over for homeless veterans.all - gaming 
houses or.unoccupied former gambling premises. (CP) 	. 

Bumper Apple Crop:  The Dominion Bureau-of,Statistics now estimates the Canadian 
- apple crop at 16,739,000 bushels,_more than twice-last's years-harvest and 

. 20 per .cent higher.  than the 10,year average of 1935745. -The crops in Nova 
Scotia, Quebec and Ontario : are. heavier.than anticipated in September, while 
no change was . made in earlier figures for. British ColuMipia.and New Brunswick. . 	, 	 , 
Increases,in estimates also were given tor the.pear-and peach_crops, th-s 
totals being 867,000  and..  2,111,000 bushels, respectively. Grape  production  
now is estimated at 66,216,000 pounds, 6,000,000 less.than earlier - forecasts 
due to reduced yields in Ontario.- 	, 	 - 	. 

New Rates for Airmail Going Abroad: Postmaster General Bertrand has announced •. 
adoption of a new weight unit of a ouarter ounce to rePlace --the"former half= -' 
ounce unit for airmail going abroad from • Canada. ,Effecti've-Novemlier 1,.a 
quarter-ounce letter ,  from Canada to the United Kingdom or.Europe will require 
15 cents postage compared_with,the former_rate of 30 cents for a half-ounce. 

Rates_to points in Canada and-Newfoundland remain at seven cents for the  
first ounce and five_cents for each additional ounce, while those to United 
States points will be seven cents for the first ounce and five cents, instead 
of six, for each additional ounce. 	 _ 	, 

' 	-New quarter-ounce rates„include 10 Cents to Bermuda, West IndieS, British 
Cuiana,-Mexico, Cuba ànd.dentral and South-America; 15 centsto Hawaii; 25 
cents to Guam, Phillipines, Asia, Africa, Oceania, Australia and New Zealand. 
The-"Canada air letter," . a form,combining letter and envelope, is not affected. 

• , 
Winter Arrives -on Prairies:  -Snow in depths up-to two.feet blanketed the prairie 
- 	provinces during,the weekend and weather forecasters predict more to come. 

Lethbridge, Alta., was - heaviest .  hit with a fall ofs: 24.4 inches and,where a 
. 	31,000,000-sugar beet crop was feared a total,loss,  The  temperature - at 

Lethbridge was three degrees below-zero Sunday night. (CP). , 

Gleanings:  The United Kingdom Board of Trade has announced a list of 36 additional 
products now eligible for export from Canada to the U.K. under the.token ship-
ment policy inaugurated earlier in the year...Discussions -areunder way between 
Canadaand the United:States on the-use of the Alaska Highway for "in bond" 
-truck.shipments from the U.S. to Alaska....Defence Head'ouarters has-annOunced . 	. 
that gratuities for Gen, H.D.G. Crerar, retired commander of the lst.Canadian 
Army, will total e3,754, probably the highest paid a discharged Canadian,service-
man....A direct motor vehicle service from Toronto's Malton airport to western 
.Ontario cities-will_speed air mail:deliveries. by as much as . a full day. _  

- 30 - 
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Benning Sentenced;to Five Years:  James Scotland Benning,. 33-year.-old former .  , 
dfficial-in'thewartime :Munitions Department, has been_sentenced to five 
years in penitentiarylay Chief Justice J.C. •McRuer-of the:Ontario.Supreme 
Court. A jury deliberated for four hours before returning a verdict of 
guilty -of alcharge-of,communicating confidential:informati,on,to -Russia.. 

“Of '18 'Canadians tietained  as . a result of the espionage.."1-pràbi,.Mr-,- BenilinÉi 
, ivas the 'seventh to.be convicted: . Two have been acquitted- _ 

- 	-Chief  Justice McRuer said - he had been "foundguilty ofÀ yery,„verY 
- seriOus..criMemone designed to do great.injury to our :netional,existence. 

The jury - has-come -to the conclusion that youwere.the.agent :Foster. Foster 
mà's:a most active agento':.In the light - of the proper administration_ of 
justice I cannot regard your sentence lightly."  (CF) 

Irimé;MiniSter'Meets.Cabinet.:-  Prime Minister Mackenzie -King.he1d - a - Cabinet -: 
-meeting'shôrtly after his return from his Washington meeting-with President 

* Trtiman and his visit 'to the opening sessions of the United NationsGeneral 
Assembly. 

On his return yesterday he told reporters he felt there was "less  of  
contention" .in:current.Assembly sessions than in preliminary  stages of other-, 

;-international , c-onferences.•-"Disagreements in theMâélved;are-,not - ;tb7be' 4e.. 
• preciated .,-" he said. - . "We must get - to the truth." 

1JiT ing termed.President Truman's address "excellent" and.said his remarks 
--- 

 
were  "akin to-the Canadian view on world affairs that the nations . all must give 
their support,to  the United  Nations organization. 	. . 	 • 

Of his talks with the President, he said they had "decided to talk about 
,anything'that:either party.might wish to discuss but the conference.should not 

- be regarded.as - being more than inrormal.....We tar4ed,freely -and à«v -antaàebüsiy 
*:cinmatterà-cif mutual concern." -- (CP) -  

--Lastof Rubbér Strikes Over;Woodsmen Negotiate: Canada's . labour picture has been 
brightened by settlement ot tne'itleJL 	iu leup;thy striKes -in tne•ruouul.. 
industry und optimism surrounding a conference in Toronto regarding the strike 
()Vbush workers in northern Ontario. - 	 . 	- - 	- 	, 

1ThErstrike of 1,200.workers at.the merchants planf'of - theDominion, 
- Rubber : Company.at Kitcheneri-Ont., _ended with union, ratification of an . 
.agreement.granting - general-mage increases of 13 cents an hour,.retroactive to 

- -May 19'en1 off-shift bonuses. -The strike began .last June-24 _with a - demand for 
a 20.;, cent'hourly.increase. - 	 - - 

-.At ,_.Toronto, Jack Ouinn, president of the Port -Arthurjocal of-the Lumber 
,-and Sawmill Workers (A.F.L.). said,northern Ontario lumbfàncomPanies'had agreed 

to the union's basic demands for union recognition and a-» daily minimum lyage. 
..The agreement,still is in the draft stage. 

Gardiner Discusses:Wheat Policy: Agricul(ure Minister. Gardiner says the government 
will seek to remove "at the earliest possible date" the difference of 30 cents 

_betweenAhe -prices at which,wheat is sold in Britain and to millers for domestic 

However,:.he saidA.n an interview, that the difference could not ,be-
eliminated at.present without "putting out of balance" the-cost-of-living and 
theSovernment price control program., 	. 	 ,„ 	, 

-. Canada charges Britain n.55 a bushel e while,wheat.is . sold .to , Canadian 
millere,at e.25 a bushel, (CP)_ 	 , , 	. 	 _ 

Immigration  Higher!  The Immigration  Branch reports that nearly 34,000 new Canadians 
came to  the Dominion  during the first Six months of 1946, anl.ncrease of 147 
per cent  over:the same period of 1945. Most were wives  and children'of service- 

. 	'len -and 25,000  of  them came from the British Isles. Americans moving to Canada 
totalled 5,000 and 1,600 immigrants came from northern'Eurâpean-càûntries and 
2,100 from other parts of the world. 

(over) 



Two Canadian Officers to Study Abroad:  The Defence Department has announced that 
Brig. James,',D.B.' Smith, C.B.E-0, IM3.00 -; 35; shortly->illelincuish:bis' 
_appointment as:Commandant-of:the'RaYalMilitary:College%at --eingstonto - enter, 

England'fbï ad-vânced -stUdïe-d: -  Ah-othei; - --- 
announcement disclosed that Col. Dollard Menard, -  D.S.O., Director of Infantry 
at Defence Headquarters;1 will  attend a military staff course at,the flEcole 
de Guerre' and  later the "Ficole des Armes" in Paris. Col. Menard commanded 
Les Fusiliers  Mont-Royal ln the .Dieppe raid. Brig; SmitiLwas promoted  to-
command an -armored:brigade overseas on May 6, 1943, attainingthEf rânLc  of  
Brigadier at'an-earlier.age than:any,other Canadian officer.-,. 

Unemplo ment , InsuranCe Fund2G1;oilng:i-The  Unemployment.Insuranee_Commission-
annotinces --that during September the net increase'in_the.Unemploymentinsurance 
Fund was e4,395;061;-- bringing the -,balance.attha end of the month,to 1337,819,2 
Employer-empl6yee dontributions totalled:0,994,253,.the:hiehest_for any Septem 
to date, and 41401,820,morethàn,the same:month last year. .Thel,Dominion Govern 

- ment pays -all the-costs of -administering,both,unemployment,-insurance and the 
National Employment Service and'no.management 'expenses are:charged to-the Fund. 

' 	". 	 -,› 	; 7. 	•-• 	 -- r 
Shingle Price Ceilings Up:  The Prices Board has announced increases in the manufac-

turer' and wholesalers! ceiling'iprices.on'British Columbia s red-cedar . shingles 
which wirl - bé reflected'in increases in retail pridëâ of 2Q t6:25 Cents14. bdndlè, 
Theaction-was.tàken td.offset.. --part  of the effet  of recent:wage-boosts and the 
higher cost of loge. 

'fr.) 
SecuritY -Salésw- in August:  .The Dominion Bureau of Statisticsa.eports,that net 

-sales:e'securitiee-by Canada to all countries_reached* -a-lower.-level in'August 
than in any month sinceSecember; 1944. et salesof .»,100,000 compared with 
18,300,000.-ln Jul'Y and22,300,000'in June; . Net repurchasesof securities from 
the-United:Kingdom reached 11,700,-000 and-securittrade;with other countries 
was the greatest in severalsyeare with.net'purchases.of $1,100,000.' 

Record -Livestôdk:Price: - In - -bUying  a- five-month7,old - calf,:Glenafton Xillarney, for 
440;000, the Waterloo County Holstein - Breeders' Club is believed to rhave  set a 
record Canadian price for a single head of livestockc;.:The clubbought the calf 
from J.J.E. McCague of Alliston, Ont., for its artificial breeding centre. An 
offering -6f 66-head brought 4>145,275,_or an ;àverage- or_e2Ï201•, -  alsorbelieved to 

	

_ 	 _ 

	

be a new record average for a consignment - sale. (CO:: 	 , 

Howe on Full Emgoyment: Reconstruction Minister Howin an address inAinnipeg, 
declared that full-emPloyment "can be:provided onlyby'new 'and - vigorous types 
of Cd-opèrativé -àction between federal.and'provindial governmente,-between 
mana&Ment-and labour and  between government.as , a whole .and industry as a whole. 

Warnibithatfull employment was ”hot a - gift that.can , be handed  do  wn by 
government," he said that while "high wage costsî'highmanagement cost,-high 
advértiSing:c6st, high'distribution costs are all very attractive to those 

' 	récéiving*themn -they'also-mean high prices'and'"some industrial groups ,may even 
-- - no* bé threàtening to priée themselves 'out of the market.".'. - , 

"Neither the Canadian nor the:overseas consumer of:our.goodslis so:rich or' 
reckless that he will ever disregagd price" and "if firms price themselves out 
of . the'Mai.ket....full - employment - in'Canada cannot'be achieved.'"» - 	, 	 , 	 • . 	, 	• 	 . 

Gleaningà:-''  Prices-Board Chairman' Donald Gordon' will review the -Canadian price contrct 
position in a series of five CBC broadcasts beginning November 1.... The Canadii 
Counâil Of Profeesiohal'Enginees and'Scientists - is forwardinga.resolution to 
the goVernment aeking that professional engineers and scientists be'placed on 
the same basis as other Canadians withlrespect to labour'exit,controls;:.. 
C. : Fraâer Elliott,-Deputy Revenue Minister, announces that salary bontrols have 
been relaxed to correspond with the easing of wage control.regulations.... An 

. abrupt thaw has followed-the. heavy early snowfall in western Canada.... , A tota: 
of e50,000i000 . in compulsory Si:lings collééted s with ,inCome't'aX.in-1942 wdll be 
repaid,byyarch'31; . 1948, mdth tw-6 per cent interest.,...The i t6tal sales of Cana( 
Savings-Bonàs,have reached,217,263,500 in 12 days With - Payroll, purchaeing plant 
,accountingi for 06,714,000  of the total.  
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Last of Strikes Settled : : . ,_Settleraents have been arranged. in the last two .s_trikes _ 
, in the  series of labour-.management  disputes which - clouded  the Canadian 

: industrial-scene during .muchof ,the summer_and fall.. A :joint. statement _from 
t,he Araalgams.ted 	 Company.„ Toronto, _and-officials of-zthe .United 

Nork.ers (Ç Lg..) „said terms ,  had_ been. reached. to endl !the,115-day 
strike of the company'e ,7,00 workers._ .Terms iwere, withheld. pendin.g :ratifica-
tion by the union membership. 	• 

, Yolloluing _conferences , in TorontorOntario Labour ,Minister Da.ley..announce_d • 
, 	the .,signing  of an  agreement -between off•iciaraT. of thé Lumber  and Sawmill 

iWo.ricers Union -,(-A.F.L. ) .and camp_operators which wil3.• encl.-the-19'-.day .strike 
. of. bush. workers in ,northern--Ontario. This ugreement-Also, needer_only_ 
tion,by the :workers to become el7fective..., 	, 	 ,‘ ;s : 	•. 

_ Settlement of. the Toronto-  strike, t.erminate_d the -last,- of i ,:str. ikes ,by ,a . 	_ 	_ 
.cal plants. (CP) 

•_ 	 _ 
Set By-election Date:  Prime. MinisterMackenzie ,King . .has announced. thât  an ord.er-

-in-council :hal. been.  passed„-fixing, December .,23  as the dateof, the:-..by-election 
jIi the :-constituency. of Richel.ieu-yercheres...... The -..seat-, was ,made,yacant by  the 
death of the late P.J.A. Cardin las t ,  October _20.: 

New Brunswick. Concludes Tax Agreement with - Dominion: Premier J.13. -. :14cNair of New - 
Brunswick has  announced, at  Fredericton tha.t a dé_ir - taXaticin- - iieérriént b et_We en - 

tha>t • proy, in._ce  and  . the  _Dominion_ beçomes effe ct ive November-, 1.. _In. „the first 
Dominion-Provincial  _agreement reached •eince proposals .made :  in-the, last- Dominion 
budgetra t,he .province and its municipalities. will yacete. the - ,inçome and corpora-
tion. tax fields for :five _years in re_turn -for an .  annual,  cash. ,payment from the 
DorainiQn.: 	 ' 	 • ' 	 . 	 ° ' 

Mr.- McNair and the Provincial -  Treasurer,- J.J.H. Doone, conducted. :  the 
ma jor-- negotiat-ions at  Ottawa and remaining, details likely ; will:, be s cleared.• •  
up by mail. - (.CP) - 	. - 	 - 	 • • _ 	• 	 • 	. 	• 

Bracken Proposes Social Credit. Delegate to U.1 	Progressive Conservative Leader, 
John Bracken one of Canada 's delegates to the United Nations  àéberarki.S-serably, 
has proposed in an  interview. in_ New  York.  that the Canadian-, d_elegat . ion be en-
larged to include a representat_ive 's  of the.  Social ,Credit party% 	_ 

He said the, idea of -having' the delegation : include the leaders' of the opposi-
tion. and- oil the C.C`.F.. -was "en-. excellent -plan " . but  "L woUld, have made _ the 
representation wider, still and included-the fourth party in our Parliament-- - 	. 	. „ 	. 	 • 	, 	 _ 	• 
the Social Credit group...with sudh a dele_ga't ion no section of  the nation could 
feel .unrepresented." 	(CP ), = • • . 	, 	, 	 • 	- 

, 	 " 	 . 	 • 	 - 	 - 

IiitchellSays PolesFager to BecomeCanddians Labour; 411.n.i.s:4er iitchefl said today 
th•at- "never ,  was . any group more enthusiastic to imMigrate to •Canada nor. more 
eager., to_ .make -good as. Canadians- than the., Polish war YeteranS being brought here 
to work • on  farms." 	. 

Some  of -those rejected by  the  Canadian. Selection mission ,.in Italy, because 
of lack Of "farm experience or sortie  other reason, turned away with tears in their 

eYes. 	 , 	 * 	 * * 	" - 

• Mr. Mitchell said a liner carrying the first. 1,700 would -,arrIve at Halifax 
'about Noyember là and  -a. second- *ship' with _appro'Ximately 1,3 -00 would ' dock -  about 
Noveraber 20. The Poles have. an average- age of 29 and an avei'a.ge of.eightyears  _ 
of farming ; experience. , 

- 
Post Office Experiments with' Helicopter:  The Post Office Dep-  artment has agreed to 

demonstration, of the value of_ helicopters in speeding mail handling. Tomorrow s_ 
a helicopter will pick u.p.incoming mail. at an airport in :subu'rban - Uprands and - • . 	• 	, 	• 	. 	• 	_ 	• 	... 	_ 
deliver it to the roof of the central post office. (CP) 

( over ) 
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:Greber Returns for Confere.nce:  -.- Jacques Greber, -noted French town planning :  expert, 
has returned to Ottawa to resume his work in planning the beautification of 
the capital as a national memorial to those who gave their lives in the „. 
Second, Great  Var.  ' He will attend meetings or the new  National Capital  
Planning Committee  as  consultant . -. 	- - Greber has made - several.: tratia-atianti - 	- 	- 	 . 	 . 

— trips' sinCe he first wa-s asked tO co-ordinate the planning by  Prime  Minister-
Lackenzie King, but this time he said he hoped to remain for "an extended 
stay. 8. 4 	: - 	- 

- 30 - 

Im_ELeration  Offices  in 	 ened: The 
its '-iramigrati on inspection :offices .ln Parie, 'Brüssels 7and The liague;'- --WhiCh were 
closed when war 'broke -out 'Mines -.and  ReàoceIinistér Gren i.-arinOt-irided that 
diplomatic Offices in Noriay-, Sweden-, Denniark %Lid 'Greece 	 'aUthori zed 
to -grant visas to qualified -  •immigrants.-- - He added ,that facilities ''vvOtild be 
ptovided in -other -  countri ea as 'the need 'Wds- ' determined 

	

. 	 - 

Yacl\ramara Reports . .on Vocational -  Trainiiir4: ,. ,-'-ArthUr -11actianiarà.:Deputy-1;abonr Minister , , 
in a su.rver of  the  vocEitional training :pre/gram for  véteraric»-:eày's'; -that 
' are being trained ›during Sisplemberiy It .had" - beerilantiCipated that  -a 'total of 
100,000 ,woUld'-seek'sudh , training and td :date 70,00G 'had 'been -lboked -after. 
The plan would continue for at least 'another yeari-J 	 had  - beé-ome: more 
and . -More''-impbrtant-'t -o 'relate  the training  given ' tà era.O.OYhent'-bprp'ort unities. 

	

. 	:; 	 • 

i;en-le Commandant at Camp Borden: Defence Headquarters has announced that 29-year- 
' old  Bruce F  MacDonald ,- -D. S. O. of  ‘-.Ednioxitori - -hae re-entered  the  army  ta  take 

- command: of the .Armoured.:Cdrpà schoOL at  Camp  --'13'orderi,;:-Orit:';' with  the acting  
- 7  rank of-'Lieuteriant-Col -OneL,' He :retired'in•:19:15 . 'after- oVer -aead --bervfc:e' as 

brigade major of the 4th Canadien:. -Arraoured 	 " 5, 

P. I  C  A. O.  Radio  Technical Divi al ôn Itab: Fir ét --  Meetin  -' Attendedbyl4O delegates 	W 
and observers ,  frdm 28:nations , the' first' 'meeting  of the  --raai 6 technical: - 
division; • of the - ProvibiOnar 'International Civil- '.ià'ikati 'on 'OrgantiatiOn  ii  
being held  in  Montreal'. - The  'conference  will 'atteript to decide what  radio 

 - navigation: -eqUipment lahotild-be ado:pted  as standard on  wOrfd  air rOuté-â.' ; 
CrouP 	 -tainpbell Canadian delegate ,'-'`Waa lepofnte'd chairain• 

of the radio division, with S.L. Her of The Netherlands, first vice-aatrman, 
and  ThôMaa :sr.:- Monahan of Ireland .,'''sèCond  vice -"Chairrààn. --Fôr''''the fir ét time 

	

represented' at a' 	 meeting with -  foûr SoViee:Ob-servers' 
attending. So far they have taken no part in discussion(CP)  

Claxton in  The  Netherlands:: .-2 Continuing-._113 ...totir''..ipf« -_Europ;4-..Hearth-Aiiiii-atèr -  Brooke 
Claxton- leaves The Hagize today' for London  where' he  Will - Meet  Bitish' 
authorities before attending  the  oPening-: session- ôt thé eeorla Health - ' 	- 
Organization's 'interim''comMiSaidn  in  *Geneva.  r  

At The Hague-he  said at  a- ideSs`Conferéiaée that his ttii4.» of 'Canadian 
 missions  had shoWzi hin  that dire -nee d .  exists -  èen-erallrY  on the continent, ' but 

- "if  you  have i :  the mc.)ney7, Yôu can  get.' in nâny EiiroPeah' citieS_ deala -  iinobtainable 
in t•iashington, Montreal : or Ottawa."' 	- 	 - 

lis. Claxton said Canadians were proud of their part iithIiberation  
of The Netherlands and are "glad to see what great recovery has been made day 

- by daY by the Dutch 	 Hundreda . .Of Dutch' viéribrIdes  in Canada -  - 
repredented "warm tieà- of  sentiment" * betieen -  Canada  and  The Netherlandà .  to 

- wb1h ias -  added cortubn 'interest in'trade .  and"Pros‘PeritY  as the  eâsential 
foundation of a lasting .  peace. He expressed the hope trade:between  the  two 
countries would build' up tb r  a greater' leirel  han  eVer before'. 

Steel Production Still Downward: The downward trend in production of . pig iron 
and steel ingots continued  in  September. *  - The Dominion  Bui-eau--•  of Statistics 
reports . that pik iron' production  was 45,078  net  tons CôMpare"d' with 46,494 
in -Aiigust , 64,472 in July and - 13-5,227 in September, - 1945: Output of steel 
ingots and castings fell to 75,564 net tons against 88,729 : in-  August, 
135,914 in July and 198,508 in September a year ago. 

Bond,t...;alés Steadily Inèreasink: -  The  Bank of Canada announces' that the 13-d 
total sales -  of Canada -  Savings 1:3onds is ,,239,829,200. • 	- ' 

. 	 - 
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Canadatd.'grain e±port prOgramTto' a Sériémà 

Canada Savings

. . 

•Bonds' To 'ReMàiri• -en Sale: - Noting  sales  of e257 e-947 9600 :ïn-14 
Finance Minister' Ils/ey -says it ,noW is ''évident , thé neu :Canada Savingd 'Bond 

*' 
 

had been "cerrectlY . 'ConC'eive tà Meet 'WideSpread demand and that it  should 
reMain  as a -conVéniént-fao'ility'fortlie'investMent Of 'Peacetire 'saVings'. 4  
He àdid jthe facilitfed warild b"e''withdraWn' -'eit any tiMe if filture'demand did 
net  justify theni0  Ea 'natior,a1  objective  had ibeen'Set',,:but'ï5liine were  'laid 
on a  Scale which -ejould - "find reasenable'jutification"  in sales àf$200 9 000 000 _ 
or 	• « 

C:anadikrn Information service :Ott  aw 'Canada 

Vol. 4 No'.'269. - 	! 	=, 	 FridaY Nove -mber 1, 1946. 
_ 

Varcde Argues For '1YobiniOnb .'DeputY-Tiistie.....e- Minister F.P. Varcoe J.sYaPeairing :  
on behalf af the AttorrieY-Général àf Canada before the 'PriVY Council in - 
_London where the seven law lords are considering the fate of thé last: 
judicial link between Eritain and Canada -- the right of appeal to the 
Irivy- 

Mr'd'Varcoè-  conténded  the  word- "gehéral."'i:n Section -101 ge the 'British 
 ' North AmeriCa - -ACt" ‘."giVes  the  Pariiaként of . Canada-'-the poioars  to legislate 

with  respect to- every Canadian -aPpéal -0' 0 c;'' I  submit --thaf  the  woid ' general' 
applies generally to all provinces and generally to all laws of - Canada.." 

(SoctiOn'-101-sayd- the' -Parliadent- of  Canada ray establish à general court 
of -appeal- for Canada and  any a-dditIonal'cOurts :  for better 'eaministrat ion.  
of the laws  of  Canada) -o r  1C11' 	- - 

Minister  ,Takin West' indiT___...22.._:1`411: Labour Mini st IfuriPhrey irthell)  
•-*- 'is- sailing  from  Montreal' tomorrow on a- long-delaYed -  VacatiOn which Will -- 

take him as far south as Georgetown, British Guiana. Accompanied by 
Mitchell, he is making the trip on the Canadian National Steamships 
freighter  Colbourne  'which 'ealls'• at -- Mani West mues  part s'•and-.".1..i'd :-.expe-ated 
tà côitipletè • thé retiirn' trip  tà'' Saint" John  ,': NO Y°  bY; mid-Decei7ibbr0 

World:Wheat StodkeStill-Short 	:ReüLirement-,di .:  DesPite wàrld. ^1 teheat• production.  , 
of 5 9 900 9 000 9 000 •bushéls- -> •-•thé Dominion'137.reaU of Statidtics - saYs-in its 
monthly world wheat survey that "taking all known factors into consideration 

- supplies  eVidentlY•Will rbriain:Shert of  requireraonts at  least  for 
the  duratiàn'Ot: thé -  C- Urrènt c'reP'Srear." ' 	-** 	 • The 

 surVeY said that :réliablè: soUrèes ,  estima.te .'that -  up te -  700.  Million 
bushelà will be reqUired from the' four: principal : ex:porters ' if ini3Orti needs 
`are' to bé Met. ÀpPrbkiMat elY' half .of` - thé -.  760.....odd _million' busheld exported 
'freniCanada .'aneth&tinitècl'Stated-biateen -. J.tily.r9 • 1945-9  and rune 30 , ' 1946 
vas  obtained from carry-over :stocks. This source is not available thib'year 
and,' in- addition,..àdie 	 lOW . stocks' in'these' 
countries may  be  anticipated. On Suly 1, wheat stocks in Canada,_ United 
States-, `Atistralia'and- Ardentind»Were'eStiMa.ted at enly - 373000,9 000---- budhels.,-: 

* 
 

the  lowest :since' 1938,; -  • • 	• 	 _ . 	 • 	 . 	 , 	 . 	 , 	 • 

In  Canada,'shortaged -  of  railWay és.$ and lake  and Carn3  'shipping' have been 
hamPéring Movenient Of 'Whéat'inte - exPort 'poditions -0'ThOUsar4S -. Cji': -  box  Cars...are 
in 'pOOr- dhàp'e.'after . › protracted war -servfc'i'and.''heavY•demand''fOr freiiht Cars 
6it It the prairies  Ï6' ./noire"th'à Firge néi'- 'crop to lakehead 'ports  has CauSéd i-  a 
lack of sufficient equipment for grain reverrientà'fàrther' easto -- MuCh - rinland. 
shipping has been diverted from grain,movement in an. attempt to .  get . _ 

' 'AMericair. Ceâil into' Canadian'.bi:xis - ,befOre'i'freeze-Up‘ and  cônipetitien -'7frOM="the , 	, 	 , 	. 	 •'I 

pulp and ore' trades arso is -  heavy.  As  'a consequence* . eleVator  stocks in  

Montreal l'and'other St.:;'1:aWrenCe - ports"aré 'at - a very -  IOW fever and  thàusands „ 	 _ 	_ 	_ 	• 	. 	. 
ôf .  tons 'of' èceaoing 'Shipà have - bean - held - idle' in' "Monti' eaIait1ng 
cargoes for Europe. Continuation of this condition is, bound to impair , 	. 	 _ 	s_ 	 r 

Panadian Appointed To World  Bank Post: Charles Chipman Pineo of the Royal Bank of 
Canada has been appointed director of loan operations of the world bank, with 
Arthur Hoar of the Bank of England as Assistant Director. (CP) 

(over) 
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snthètic Rubber Price'  gut Again::,Re-gon-Structidn Minister Howe has:announced that 
the price of synthetic rubber produced at the government-ownedolyMer Corpora-
tion plant in Sarnia, Ont., has been reduced from 20.35 to 18.5 cents a pound. 
.Mr.-Howe said it .was the.seventh price reduction effectedy  the  plantsince( 
it first, rubber,waa_solcUfor39.96 cents a pound:in..1943: -  _ 

' -- "F6réseeing the-day'When - haturàl'rübber 	wptild . bécbMé -dbré  
itive, Polymer has striven to increase the efficiency of the plant and thus 
make possible a gradual lowering of the price of Canadian-made synthetic 
rubber," said Mr. Howe. "Thus Polymer has been able to reduce its prices and 
is continuing to meet competition from natural rubber despite the recent drop 
in the price of that commodity from 23.5 cents to 20.25-cents  (U.S.) at 
Singapore." 	 _ 

_ 
Offer War Vessels for Export Sale:  War Assets Corporation is offering for sale for 

export several types of Canadian war surplus vessels for which - demands in the 
Dominion are "pretty well filled." The corporation is particularly interested 
.in bids from South America, where numbers of similar vessels-haVe -been sold 
previously. 

Those being offered include frigates r  ram 	 s ped cargo lighter and new tugs. 
- The frigates are each of 1,510 gross tons and up to September eight had been 
sold for prices up to 3140,000. The wooden cargo lighters, which  have a carry-
ing capacity of 35 tons, are being offered at 32,800.each. Sales of "Warrior" 
class tugs, ocean-going steam-driven steel tugs of 550 tons, have been as high 
as 3140,000 a tug, while the smaller "tanac" steel tugs are pricéd- at 333,000 - 
each. 

More Japanese Leaving: Deputy Labour Minister Arthur MacNamara announces that,the .. 
fifth and .what may be the last party of voluntary Japanese repatriates will 
sail from' British Columbia for Japan during the week of November 25; In the 
four previous sailings of this type, almost 3,800 volunteered to_ep to Japan.'_ 
The number on the fifth sailing is estimated -at about> 175.  

T 
New Bond Issue: Flnance Minister Ilsley announces completion of arrangements for 

the issue of 3400,O00,000 Dominion of Canada 1 3/4 per cent bonds dated.  . 
November 1, 1946, due November 1, 1950, to the Bank of Canada and Chartered 
Banks. ,The proceeds, plus 331,000,000 cash, will retire the following: 
3197,455,000 1 3/4 . per cent Conversion Loan due November 1st, 1956, called as 
at November 1st, 1946; 3193,286,000 2 per cent 1941 Victory Loan due December 

. 15th, 1946. 
The price was 100.75% or a cost basis,of approximately 1.55.per cent. 

- 
Renew Milk Agreement:  Announcing renewal of -their agreement of - October 1, which 

increased the price of - milk by three cents a quart in Ontario,  the_Whole Milk 
Producers' League and the Ontario Milk Distributors' Association have issued 
a joint announcement that prices will remain at present'levels Until.the,Royal 
Commission on milk makes its report. Meanwhile the League  won  a , two-wèek 
adjournment in the hearing of an application for an injunction to restrain 
extension  of the agreement. (CP) 

s 	 s 
Wheat Stocks Increasing:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North 

America October 24 totalled 137,384, 374 bushels, an advance.of 10,251,981 
over the total for October 17, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports. 
Visible supplies on the corresponding date last year were 223,741,156 bushels. 

Gleanings: Dependents of Canadian servicemen made up 200 of the 700 passenger s . 
 arriving at Halifax aboard the Scythia which also brought home a group of 22 

members of the R.C.A.F. Women's Division, the last to leave Britain....the_,s, 
population of Rouyn, Quebec, has increased .by - 15,000 to 35,280  in the  -last" - 

 two years....A roaring gale which lashed the British Columbia coast yesterday 
disrupted shipping and caused one death...The average individual sale of-Canada 
Savings Bonds now is 3398 against 3374 at the same stage of the 9th Victory Loan 
Campaign...August gold production in Canada was 231,200 fine ounces compared 
with 239,554 in July and 211,754 in August, 1945....The 1946 prairie census shows 
decreases of population in 22 of the 30 federal electoral districts. 

•i 
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Price Control Situation Explained:-  In the first of a series of,fi\i*e broadcasts 

to explain the price control situation, Prices Board Chairman Donald 
Gordon says that "however much we may regret it, rigid stability of prices 
is beyond-achievement . 	the.only.choice open to us is between controlled 
re-adjustment' and uncontrollee,re-adjustment." 	 ' 2  
_ 	During.the war , moét disààreements on pi.ice controls could be éettled 
by asking "what action Would best inCrease our war 'effort." Now, however, 
peacetime pressures were, being felt. 	 . 

9 	 " 

.,"We . find'labour inte -résts insisting Upon higher wages but.demanding 
steady priCeS. We - find the farmer'asking for higher prices but insisting 
that the cost of his supplies be held. And we find manufacturers contending 
that the prices of his product should be treed of control, but objecting to 
the rising.costs of his labour and materials. This kind of pressure is one 
reason why the cost of Miring has been rising this year . 	." 

- 	Among.the "other reasons" why prices could not be held "absolutely ., 
steady" was that s 'six years,of war have left a_legacy of higher_costs which 
cannot help blit influence the leirel of prices." Thé problem of keeping prices 
down during the war had been aided by the fact that "so long as manufacturers 
had a large volume of war business they could manage to sell their civilian 
produCtion - at 1941 prices. 'But; when war  business  went, they found that 
costs were-seriously out or  line with . 1941 prices and in many cases some - 	 _ 	. 	_ 
increase_had tà be permitted to ensure.stipply." 

In the United States, "which has more influence on Canada than any other 
country," piices had risen since rVJ-Day "just.about as much .  as during the 
whole period  of  War itéelf." This - was bound to have somà effect on 
Canadian_prices.beCause Cd higher import costs,,the "enormous  pull" of 
the imerican,market Which could strip - Canadian markets of  important 
items and the "psycholbgidal'effects" on  Canadian produces. 

'The "only réal solution" to the problem, "expanding production," had 
-been delayed by industrial disputes both in Canada and the United States and 
by shortages of supplies and certain types of Skilled labour. -- _ 	- 

Mr. Gordon warned that ". 	• immediate removal of contràls ,would be 
followed by,a sharp increase_in the cost of necessitieé." 

Privy Council Reserves Judgment:  Six days of argument over danadà's right to 

	

. 	. 	_ 	 . 

abolish appeals to the Privy,Council in London ended Yesterday when,the 
seven law lords of the Council reserved judgMent. In closing argument for 
the Attorney-General of Canada, Deputy Justice Minister F.P. Varcoe said 
"the people of 'Canada- want an indépendent,'self-sUfficient judicature." 

_ In brief rebuttal, C.R. Magone of Toronto, representing the Ontario 
Attorney-General, re-emPhasized his prévioUs  argument  that the system  of 

 appeals to the Privy Council - is - an integral part of the administration of 
justice in Ontario, saying:- 

maintain that as the Parliament of Canada has no power to pass 
legislation giving the right of appeal to the Privy Council from-provincial 

	

_ 	_ 
courts, it cannot therefore abolish it." 	 , 

, Wilfrid Barton, a London lawyer appearing for British Columbia, said 
that "only the British Columbia legislature is competent to abolish appeais 

•" Representatives appearing for New Brunswick and Quebec had nothing' 
to add to previous arguments. Manitoba and Saskatchewan had supported the 
Dominion's right to abolish the appeals (CP) 

Canada's Share of U.N. Cost:  The Finance Committee of the United  Nations has 

suggested that Canada paY 3.1 per cent of the annual cost  or  administering 

the organization. (CP) 

(over) 



Strfke Vote By -Maritime Miners Predicted 	resident Freeman Jenkins:told the 
convention of the United Line Workers (C.C.L.), District No. 26, that a strike 
vote among 13,000 coal miners in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick probably will 
be taken within the next four weeks.' They would bé asked whether they w6uld ' 

- sanction ,a strike if 3  in the opiniorr -ot'union-Offiçialà, a's-atf-eactoi 
settlement of the union's 10-point wages-hours program cannot otherwise be 
obtained. 

- The program calls for a $2.50 increase in daily wages plus a 15 cent boost' 
for cutters, shooters and loaders working at the coal face on tonnage rates. 
FresentbasiC wage's are - 5.84 a day for a 44-hour week.. The'miners'alsb - seek. 
a 40-hour week. (OP) --: 

Amateur Radio FreOuencies -Released:  The Air Services BranCh Of'thë'bePartment - of 
, 	 r , 	 • 	 - 	 • 	 - 

Transport has.announced s the release to2amateuriradio:opérators:x9f-thelast of 
the frequencieS -which - had - been 'taken froM - them:fOr use by thé - SerVicéé during 

Canadians Donate Meat:  The Food Information committee'reports that Meat ration 
coupons voluntarily donated,:by'Canadians in the first two uéèks of .0ctàber have 
made approximately 250,000 pounds  of  Meat available for export - to'-the - United 
Kingdom und Europe. Reports reeeived from 21 out of 31 ration Branch Offices 
showed à'tàtal of ,i08,574 Meat  coupons reCeived between October  1 and - October 
15, bringing to over 1;400;000 the number of  coupons  donated in the laât -six 
months., 	' 

- 

Army Canteen  and Mess Funds`Deposited:'  Maj.-Gen. É.G. Weeks,.the Adjutant-General, 
says that a total of 6,500,000 accumulated during the'war from army canteen 
and messes has - been - deposited'in the Consolidated Revenue - Fund cif'Cahada. 
He told the Military Engineers  Association of Canada'that, - if -Défence' 
Department'auggestions are ftalowed, the,money will be'used to'provide 
organizatiOn 'grants to help army units establish théMsélves in'peacetiMe, 
establish scholarshiWfor'veterans' sons and provide' 4sOme kine:of .  
benevolent fund for - needYyeterans who  cannot qualify  for asSiatancé'dndér 
existing provisions. Included  'as about 46;000 from the BritiSh'government 
as the army's share of profits from troopship canteens up to 1942.'(CP) 

Substantial Increase in Employment: There wass substantial increase-in - industrial 
employment generally in ,Canada at the beginning - of .qeptember,  the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics saYs in its_monthly review of empldiment'ipayrolls. 
Although industrial  disputes  continued to be . an - imp6itant'faCtor, settlement 
of some strikes contributed to the upward movement, which was also seasonal 
in character. " Expansion  took place in all pdvinCes,-and_vey_generallY in -.- 
manufacturing; as - well as in most of .the non-manufaèturing industries.- 

The staffs  of the 16,087 establishments in the . eight leading:industries 
participating,in the monthly survey aggregated 1;793;875 Comared- -With 
1,768,001 at the beginning of AUgust., The inerease'of 25;874-workers,  or 
1.5 per cent, was larger - than that at September-1 in any  other year Since 
1940, and also 'considerably exceeded the .averageincrease ai that  date inthe r  

period since 1920. 	 -; ' 	— 
„ 

August Coal Production Higher: Canadian mines jaroduced 1,346,087 tons of coal in 
August, an increase of 12 per cent - over the correàponding month lait Year, 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports. -Aggregate'output for the‘first' 
eight months . of the current year was 11;549,896 tons, an advance' bf-ieven per 
cent. 	• 

, 

Benning Appeals Sentence:'  Bail of :1;6,000 has been set for J.S. Benning, former 
Munitions Department official, pending decision on his appeal against 	 •  

conviction on a charge of communicating confidential information to Russia. 
Benning  vas sentênced . to five years in penitentiary. (CP) - 
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the war. 	 - 
Effective November 2, the remainder of the 7000 . :to 7300 and the 14000 to 

14400 kilocycle radio freouency bands revert back - to Canadian amateur radio 
stations on the same rddiotelegraphy - basis às before - the war. 
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rire 	 PriMe.  Minister Mackenzie 
King has announced the composition of the Canadian dele(gation; to -the General 

•'t onfé renee  of  the° United 	 F,dtiCatiôrial, '"ScieriTifi -c° and  Cultural 
Org-antiati:On'• 	 NOVeriibér 19 -;"'1?he delegates are 
Dr. 'VI et-6r" D'Cré, (Chairmn) until fedeiitly Superintndent. of Educati on for 

'the" ProVinôè  of  Québec, 	 Chancellor of 'the  ',University of 
Alberta; Mr. Ed.mond TurcotteEditor'of'"Le Ciknada"  an d  ni1 recently 
Director of Public Relations for UNESCO; Mr, Herman Voaden, President of the 

•"-': Canadiari-Irte'• 	 f;a1-- . of Kelvin  High 
- Scflool;4 1;linniTpeg.` 	 •• 	• 	• 

•The - 'è.1 -teimÉtte'delegates  are Miss  Ma'r0.;ii-ret  S  Gill, Lib r'ari an of the 
°. 

 
National  Ë.e'sèardh Coinieils; 	 La'...ii-tiouri; sr, RePi-àsehtatiVe  in  •the  _United 
Kingdom of the National Research Council, and  Miss -Sliiabe'-Gii'lAyri" Wood, 
Chairman of Foreign Relations Committee of Cana.dian, Arts Council. .. 

• 1,  • 	 the'-' de re gàtéb Will'haVe :  Mr  PauL Beailieu t . Of  the  Canadian 
,_••IF.irnba'séy'!" in Pii.rià;';' Miss  Kathleert Iréritviçk,'CUrato"r,'Saiforit i..ti" Gallery,  and  

ass-St staiTt;' tif*the -  Di r Ctor,  and  Mr  L A D - Sléphe'n's' . ôfthe''bàp-artmènt of 
;i4,kterna1 Affairà "(Seô'retaryof the :• del'egation)". 	 - 

) 
• • 

Feed Grain Shortage: The g irea.t falltm-'6-Amerit- '6.f"Wheatfrom• -•West.  ern' Canada to the 
St. Lawrence  liver ports is in full swing and is causing a shortage_ of western 

••feed''•graing ,-;in•-:eastern-'Ciiriada.: l'G'oViirninent oliicials saythe i'eed„-grain situa- 
_ • ti on will ense:"EiS ; more  tranport.tion bec om'es s oval labie • and' definite impro vement 

CutS d oWn 'wheat ship- 
:• 	 • 	 . 	, 	. 	• 

z.. 	 • 	 _ 	 C 	2 	 '.. 	 • 

-'ilachtnq. Tool  Sales"-iecentralned:  • 1.'iri -ther - 'aecentralila. -Ei ori' iii"'the method of 
selling war surplus machine tools and productiôn•equiPMent h-as been announced 
by  Aar  _Assets Corporation. Effective_this month, one branch_sales office in 

• -• 	-:eadh , •of":the'"•Coi'15(ir.ati:Oris-S 2iveQrandLsiig regIon e- ill sell mz.i.Chine tools 
arid p•I'edudt-i 	e 	 diis 	Sales tri' Quebec  end  'Ontari o •vv e re handled 

• ';• • -)..by l•tiachine TobIs r  Di rot isSaiés bivision, lelOntre al 	Sales '- Otitlets now _ are 
 binches  in Fialtfax,=-Ybn-E'rèà1, -  forato, - Winnipeg' and •VanCeu)i-er. 

%irLaohine :tears' 'from 'war 'industries have formed .:erie of  the  :major  categories 
of mt.•teria.ls sold by 17.11.C., averaging, more than ;- 4,1.',1 000,OOd monthly- , 'and 
totalling more than ;i;28, 000, 000 up to October 31. 

;;. 
- 	• 	 . 

Btislurien -Retu'rnirig "tà ;Work  -10116V•iing•-  tleir  ratification of  • an „agreement  betveeen 
_operators and the .iiimber'''arie•Savihri:- .1i VrorkerS"-sU-nion : (A.F.fi.'), thousands of 

- .bush :workers -are ' :rétu rri.iri.È;tO- -the wodds cams  in  'northern  Ontario  
however' in  TiniMins'; 	 's-om-e' lUmb`e ring 1'f/ins : point out 

• , that «se‘ttlernent-oe tÉe' -  ga-diiy dtrike  for  •-à;-•qt5;:aday ' minimum  'Wage .  and  improVed 
7:wor1' ing',  conditionSA..rivOlved only pilli-,Wood'operators  and  .-that.. ; riorie of the 

,• 	companies ;riot' . Ciit- tirig -:pulp' had 'srgried.  the  'agreemen -t'.. An s  'official of ;one firm 
said his company -  woiild 'deal 'with' the' 	wheri' 	 iridlcated by open 
vote that they wanted the union to represent them. (CP). 

Suspend  Charter of Legion  Bra.nch:  PrebSiing an investigation of 'possible Communist 
cells in its organization, the Quebec Command of the Canadian Legion has 
suspended the charter of its Snowden branch and warned another branch in 
Outremorit, a suburb of kontreal. -  

Charter of the Snowden Branch was suspended by Hugh M. Parry, Legion 
provincial president, as an outcome of  its  support for the squatter movement 
in Montreal and for the strike by the Cunadie.n Seamen's Union last summer. 
He said the Outrernont branch would  get off with a warning because it was a newly 
organi zed unit. - 

. Gilbert Rosenberg, preside,nt of the Snowden Branch, said in a statement 
that  the provincial command was side-stepping the veterans housing issue and 
seeking, to "divert public attention by a 'Red' scare." (op) 

(Over) 
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e. a lth 	Conference 	Ottawa -- Pr ovine i ar. health education, °flit 	Ure, Mee--tft--Cfr, 
.Dorainion health department officiafs at  Ottawa  today and tomorrow and the 50th 
semi-annual meeting of_ the Dominion Council of Health opens .j.n-the.capital: 
ednesday. Deputy Health Ministers of the nine provinces will attend the 

Council .discussions as well as representatives of labour agriculture and_ 
, public health organizations-. -  • 

Among subjects to ,be discussed are reported cancer "cures",. the 'shortage . 	_ 	• 	. 
of  nurses, venereal diseases control, Canadian representation in the world 
health organization and the incidence of poll omyeli .tis and amoebic dysentery 
in Canada this year., Dr. G.D.e. Cameron, Deputy Minister of the Dominion 

	

health ,Department, will be ,Chairman' 	(CP) 
, 

Forecasts 'Housing Improvement' Next  'ear:,  1413...Mansur,: president  of the  Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, has predicted in an, address at Oshawa, Ont., 
that there will be an improvement in supplies of building materials throughout 
Canada in 1947. Hei,said the government was ta*id.ng steps to increase production 
of necessary materials. (CP) _ 

Hospital, Treatment for Veterans: Veterans Minister : Mackenzie reports that the 
number of patients in Ifeterans Affai -rs 'Department Hospitals and. homes and in 
ether hospitals Under >  ContraCt'has increased by 48  per  cent since , VJ-Da.y. 
The total:was 8,805 on AUgust 14-.1945, and -13,020, on October 12,- 1946. 
During the same period normal bed space in D.V.A. installations increased 
from 9,416 . -to 15,223,..an,.increase,of 6.1.gper cent. 	<„ . 	_ 	 _ 

. 	 . 	_ 	 • 
Date for - BCyer Trial Set:  -At the opening--pf the November,Assizes.in-Montreal, the 

-date for the,trial of Dr. Raymond Boyer wus set for. January -23: Dr. Boyer, 
McGill University chemistry professor and,wartime member of the National 
Rea.êârCh Council  staff,  is charged with conspiracy and contravention-of the 
Official Secrets Act. At liberty on bail of 415,000, he pleaded not guilty 
and  elected trial before a French7speaking jurY on arraignment at-a previous 
term s  of the court. -  (CP) 	_ 

ProgresSive l Conservatives to Contest 13. -election: Progressive Conservative leader 
John Bracken has announced that his party .will contest the : byrelection in 
Richelieu•-Verchèrzes next - December 23. :"Richelieu-Verchères has , ben  Liberal 
for 50 3ieiirs  and  there is . the temPorary handicap that we have no semblance 
of organization  - there yet, but we are a national party- and 	 be in the 

	

. 	 _ 
fight,'".  he -said., (CP) , 

Gleanings: The Royal Commission which is to en.quire into the production and  dis- 
tribution of milk.in Ontario will begin its sittings November.18 	In the _ 
first graduatin7 ceremonies since before the war, 25 -em-ountiee-Iii-Vé be-dri -/Ïade 
full-fledge>d members of the R.C.M.P.......Ralph B. McKibbin has been named 
Depu -ey Ch.iéf of  the  .Securities De-partment of the Bank of Canada succeeding 
Gerard Gin-gras; who has retired,to enter a Montreal firm......Brig..J.L. Ganong 

• of Toronto has been elected president of the Canadian Inf,antry Association.. 
...Gordon C. Edwards, 79, forraer Liberal member of Parliament for Ottawa. and 

- prominent  businessman,  died_ suddenly  ai 	home Saturday., , 	 . 	, 
, 

• 
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_ 
Gordon:Warns bfl)anQtr. 21. _Immediate De-Con_troI: .  Pricard'Chairman Donald 

Gordon,-11Lhisr .second broadcaSt.,in a IserieS .  'explaining the , Canadian 
p.rice , .cont.rolj.àituation, Ma.rneid :.banadians rast'nicht :thilt , inunediate de-
control would mean a rapid LinCreaSe ip priceS5É -MoSt- of'the'Tbasie foods 
which would "pretty-definitely" be folIewed'by'à "seri6ua"; , c11apse. 

doest meanthat we won't havo .  controlled price 
adjustments from - .time totime..aS . We; 

.7subsidies , ançi-,,Éreeini.,;-,trade,:fioe'wààime:restriCtion 	Butas '1 have 
said,

. 	. 	, 
the  effort will be ; topreVent'diaorderly donditibilà inoUr , domestic 

.:marketa.undnot to,fellow. .the eiedàsea Of other' CoüntrieS'; 1  he- said. 
"Stable prices:are lieliMpre -;: lnthejest'intereStaof' , ourproducers 

_ _ 	_ 

and, -consumers alike than are'rapidly'rising - and' fallingpriCes with all 
the,.uncertaintiesHand speculationWhiCh goiMith thrr 

. 	 np1icies-,of 7 the - Dou'rd',IMbjrdonsaidth&"payMent of 

	

; -i1rge cnergency subsic1i€s cu1d not  b 	uStified- in:a n'Orffial:peacetime 
economy." Their removalanS-bOme" orice . 'riSb'S SUChaafthode in 	and 
canned goods. However, some "important" subsidies stilIrebeing paid-- 

,..eoual to 8;2 cents a.  pound  or butter,  lb to 2:à per cent on bread prices and 
.2thoseonHdried . frits, emldbring. 
Price inereases of 40 to 50  per cent 	.i.,;dyment'of Silbsidies whiCh reached 
13G,000,000in ,1945'. now mas _at -an annUal:raté .  Of , j9000;000: 

During the war,. .in'order to eLakesdre .  Canàdà"Éot a'fair.:share of 
,the Board_didbusinéss direetly zith rtny COuntries, buying in 

buiksuchthings . as : sugar„ta', -.'Coffee Coccja, SPiCeS,vegétableoils 
citrous fruits, bananas .and rice . Wartime cOnditidriamadeitimpossible 
for.t1ndividua14mporters to obtain these supplies and purchases of large 

	

;-- 	- 	 . 
-Iôuantitiesalso were,made,a ; better prices 	 idavidual  

These bulk Purchases,meant gôvernment coarol - of imports ,and distribu-
. tion,-in,effect a_form .of,ratfiOning - Which operateelmoSt effectively." As 
_normal trading resumes, these controls'would be aiScontinued -gradually, but _ 
some government organization WOula . be needed to 'dear 'with:such-things as . 	. - 	- 
sugar "perhaps for some years." 

In_spite of irritating shortages, such as lard and its substitutes, 
!'Canacians  are consuming.zibre:  and  better balanced food"than at . any . time in 
our history and the y are  getting  that  food at lbwer *prices than  in most 

- countries." 
. 	_ 

Administration Change at I:eel) River: -  Reconstruction . LUniter Howe-has announced 
.that by early next-year.Canada's atomic energy eant'at'Deep River, Ont., 
will  corne under . adminiàtr'atiVe- control of the AtOmiè ,EnerFy Control Board 
-width the National Research CoUnCil- in -charge*of'physical.dperations. The 
plant was constructed b.y . defenee'Industries, Ltd.; acting as contractor for 
the wartime lunitions bepartment'. 	- 

Defence Industries also was charged with "certain operations of the 
project for war purposes," Mr. Howe said. "There yet remains certain work 
to - be performed by Defence Industries, Ltd., which may take as long as two 
months or more to complete." • 

The National Research Council has been carrying on research at the plant, 
125 miles northwest of Ottawa, since it was completed. (CP) 

T.C.A.  Carries  Millionth Passenger: When.rs. L.D. 1 ,ielles of Vancouver boarded a 
-Trans-Canada Air Linos plant at - Toronto for .a flight to her home àhe became 
the millionth passenger to be carried by the line since it bec;an operations 

. in 1937 on a 122-mile air route from Vancouver to ,Se.uttle, Washington. She 
was presented with a wrist watch to mark the event. T.C.A. now has flown more 
than 500,000,000 passenger miles over 5,299 miles of routes. 

(over) 
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Cost-of-Living Higher; During September the cost-of-living inder'cbmpdled by 

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics advanced 1.3 points from 125.5 on September • 
3 to 126.8-  on:October-1. The -Bureau, 'attributed ;,-a ma.jor'part of . the f rise to 

--;:,increases "fr..,consumer-Anilk::::prices:,although -inde-xl numbers'. foi 'ive  _ of  -the 
six family  budget 'grOu. 	 The -indiïx -  had---déclin-e-d ---81fgh-try. :Ttité 
previous month. 

. 	The food index moved up from 143.2 at September 3 to 146.5, further 
seasonal declines in vegetables offsetting part of the rise for.milk.. 

„: Results .  of  an  October suryey of rentals incrased the index for this group 
from 112.6 .to 113.4. The fuel - and light index - rose sl ightly .  from 10 7 .3» _ 

: hile  the clothing index moved up -from 129.6 to 130.2 and the index of home- 
, 	furnishings and services from 128.4 to 128.8. • The miscellaneous items 

. series was-unchanged at 113.9' 	' 
, 	 • 	 . 	 . 	 , 

Nayy Craft Leave Halifax:  In sharp contrast to the wartime secrecy which 
surrounded movements at the port of - Halifax; two Royal Canadian Navy ships 

, left the harbOr today in a noisy, colorful' ceremony marking`the beginning 
of a peacetime cruise. The aircraft carrier Warrior - and the Canadian-built 
Tribal class destroyer Nootka came down' the harbor with sirens screeching, 
bands playing, pennants flying and sailors lining the decks.. - 

The Warrior is being transferred tà the Pacific, 'while the Nootka 
will accompany the 18,000-ton carieras far as the Panama Canal before 
returning to Halifax. The Warrior will t ake part in manoeuvres with the 
cruiser Uganda and destroyers in Mexican PaCific waters before proceeding 
north. • (CP) 	 ' 	 - 

f 

Burns Names Assistant Deputy Mintster:, Maj.-Gen. EULOI  Burns of Ottawa, former 
director-,general of rehabilitation in  the  Veterans Affairs Department, has 
been appointed Assistant Deputy yinister of the Department. He is succeeded 
as Director-General by Brig. T.J. Rutherford of Owen Sound, Ont. 
. 	Veterans Minister Mackenzie said the work -of D.V.A. had increased 

. steadily in recent months with.Deputy Minister Waiter 'S. Woods .carrying a 
"very_heavy burden" and it had becoMe "imperative that he  have an assistant." 

Rice Price Ceiling Raised:  The Prices Board has authorized- price increases in 
imported rough rice which will fie reflected in increases in'consumer prices 

 of from three-to five cents. The Board said the increases were authorized 

	

- 	to offset removal of a subsidY paid to milling companies which had been 

	

- •. 	dropped in keeping udth the - policy.  of removing or reducing wartime subsidies 

	

- 	therever possible. The new ceilings also reflect higher prices in the UnitedtJ  
States, from which Canada at present iMportS ber ride.-- _ • 

Gleaninfzs: _ The Ontario governmeht has taken over the formér.army basic training 11 
.. 	. 	- 	 . . 	 . 	 . 	. 	. 

centre at  Brampton  for use as a reform school ta -tts program to segregate 	î i 
youthful first offenders from experienced law breakers...ln the -third squatte 
operation in Montreal within two weeks, 22 members of three veterans' famille, 

- 	have occupied -a .buii,ling in Snowdon Junction...John In. Delamere, 36, of Toron 
, has been appointed  As sistant  Adjutant General...at ArMy _headquarters, ,Ottawa, 

with the rank of. Lieutenant-:Colonel...Maj.-G-en. E.G. Weeks, the - 71ajiitint 
, General, begins a Dominion-wide -tour of army establishments at ,Halifax today. 
Dr. Simon James McLean, 75, assistant chief commissioner cif theBoard of 
Railway Commissioners, died in hospital at Ottawa today.  _.  

• 
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CanadeUrgéaActionon - FoOd atIT.N.i,.*The -Canadian delegationat the United Nations 
-- .General- AesembIyhas:pIaced:_aresolution -before the EConoMicCômmittee Urging 

increased 'internationaleffortS-tomeei:the World foOd'aittiationneXt-year. 
The resolution, moved by the Canadian Secretary of State, Paul Lartin, 

saicUthe_GéneralAsseMbly-had "learnedwith-conCern:thatqUite_apart_from 
anyiforeign:exchange'diffitultiea ,ôn:the'part-Of iMporting:coUntrieeXpected 

. ,.'supp/ies- :of:breadërains,.ride, fats'and oiiseAairy:prôductaildeat end sugar 
Sppéar to-be .àùbàtantiany inadequate 'to meet 'minimumrreqUirements  for  -human 

-:.__consumptiônrin-1947-.1 
"Therefore," the resolution continued, "the General Assembly: 

10 Urges the governments and international agencies concerned to 
adopt or retainArreasuresjnedeasaty to. , réduce-the-defieits in theSa.: 

Other substitute foodattiffs , and 2to , distribute the available 
- 

2.Re-emphasizesthe need:torsovernmentsandinternational-: 
-agencies,taeontimiéandexpand , the-publicationof fullest_ 

--posaible - inforMation concerningsUppliesand, -requirements Of - 
.auch foodstuffain order that- actionMay be guided ,by , these 
facteoti 	:; 	 _ 	- 

.The-Canadian'resolution , aleo noted-that:theAssembly had "learned with 
satisfaction of the extent to - which-the poaitionin-1946 Was-imprOved, 
particularly with respect to bread grains, by the actions of individual 
governments and of international organizations" It pointed out however, that 
the situation  had "continued to be unsatisfactory with respect to most  food-
staffs  throughout 1946." 

In moving the resolution, Er. Martin recounted  Canadas part in alleviating 
the 1946 grain shortage. He said the Dominion had been exporting grain at an 
annual rate of 340,000,000 bushels for the last three years, a figure 100,000,000 
more than normal. In July, at the end of the crop year, Canada had been left with 
the "barest reserves." He suggested that for the present the comedttee leave 
the problem of world cereals to the International Emergency Food Council and pass 
on to other questions on the agenda. 

Social Credit Party to Contest Richelieu-Vercheres:  The Social Credit party, Which 
scored its first victory outside the province of Alberta in the recent Pontiac 
by-election, has announced its intention of contesting the December 23 by- 
election in Richelieu-Vercheres. At a meeting at Sorel, Que., the provincial 
party president, Roland Corbeil, was chosen as candidate. Real Caouette, the 
new member for Pontiac elected as a candidate of "L'Union des Electeurs de 
Quebec" will sit with the Social Credit party in the next session of Parliament. 

W.A.C. Sells 129 Ships: War Assets Corporation has reported sales of 129 War 
surplus ships and other craft for a total of 41,889,626 during October. The 
figure does not include any 'Park" ships disposed of by the Park Steamship 
Company as agents for W.A.C. The largest sale was that of six small freighters 
built during the-war for the China coastal trade, sold for 4715 9 000, while six 
surplus tugs brought 4656 9 153 from buyers in Canada, New York, British Guiana 
and Uruguay. 

Big Jump In Bond Sales:  Total sales of the new Canada Savings Bonds now have 
reached 4349 9 937 9 200 9  a sharp rise from the total of 4276 9 614 9050 reported 
at the ènd of the initial two-week period last Saturday. The total is expected 
to go still higher as returns from a large number of industrial firms have 
not been received yet and a quantity of general sales is still to come. Of 
the grand total, 03,233,950 was subscribed through 523 9 826 applications in the 
Payroll Savings Plan and 256 9 703 9 250 from general sales to 366 9 720 individuals. 

er 

ut 

(over) 
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British-  Poultry'Exnerts Arrive:  —Six-  r'epresentatives of the United Kingd.om poultry 

industry have arrived in Ottawa to begin a tour of Canada and the United 
States to study North American trends-.-in the induatry0 _Dr. R. Coles,- - 
Supérintendiri TadviSorY officer  of the British Mintatry . of Agri qu1tu.re'S 

-Stock--imiDr-érVeiiiént -acheMes' 
in both countries before leaving New York Dece.mber 12 to return to Britain. (CP) 

Prices Board Warns of Fuelwood Black Market:  In an effort to stamp out black market 
activities in fuelwood, the Prices Board has issued a statement urging all buyers 
to check prices at the near_est Board office before buying_ fuel -wood. It said 
many persons unfamiliar with price regulations had b.een "unfortunate:victims 
of unscrupulous sellers who have taken -advantage _of their position." 

Alberta Premier In Ottawa: Premier .  Manning of Alberta has -arrived  in  Ottawa on a 
business trip which will include exploratory discussions with Dominion officials 
regarding a possible taxation agreement. Meanwhile taxation talks between the 
Dominion government and Manitoba still are continuing in the capital and 
Saskatchewan's Provincial Treasurer Fines also is discussing the same ques-
tion. (CP) 

Gleanings: Ten United States servicemen, the first members of a detachment of 
about 100, have arrived at Churchill, Man., to join a Canadisui unit in cold 
weather tests of military equipment—The Dominion Agriculture Department 
has ann.ounced the annual Dominion-Provincial agriculture conference to map 
the 194? farm production prbgram will be held at Ottawa -December 2 to 4 
The Civil ServiCe Commission has announced that Clifford A. Patrick of 
Ottawa ranked first in. a Dominion-wide competition for the position of 
Director of Social Services in the Veterans Department...Premier Maurice 
Duplessis of Quebec will officiate at the opening of the International 
Paper Company's new ,p'1,500,000. plywood plant at Gatineau, Que., next 
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Six Diplomatic Appointments Announced:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King today 
announced six important diplomatic appointments involving Canadian 
representation in Ireland, China, South Africa, Belgium, Luxembourg, Chile 
and the United States. The appointments follow:- 	. 

Hon. W.F.A. Turgeon, formerly Ambassador to .delgium and Minister to 
Luxembourg, to be High Commissioner to Ireland. 	, 

Eon. kr. Justice T.C. Davis, formerly High Commissioner to Australia, 
• to be Ambassador to China. 

E. D'Arcy McGreer, formerly Counsellor in the Canadian Embasgyto Belgium, 
to be High.Commissioner to - The ,Union•  of South Arica. 

Victor Dore, C.k.G., formerly Superintendent of Education for.the 
. 	Province of Quebec, nominated by Canadian Government, subject to 

- 	approval of the Prince Regent of Belgium, as Ambassador to Belgium 
and Minister to Luxembourg. 	. 	 - 

Co Frasee Elliott, C.M.G., formerly Deputy Minister of - National Revenue 
for Taxation, to be Ambassador to Chile. 

T.A. Stone, formerly.  Counsellor in the Canadian Embassy to the United 
, States, to be kinister in the same Embassy. 	- 

Canada Supports U.N. Yembership for Eire, Portugal: The Canadian delegation to the 
United Nations General Assembly has criticized the action of the Security Council 
in rejecting applications for membership from Portugal and Eire and supported 
an Egyptian motion to send the applications back to the Council for reconsidera- 
tion. In the-Council the Soviet delegate bad exercised the veto to disapprove 
applications from Eire, Portugal and Trans-àordan because they have no diplomatic 
recognition from Russia. 	 - 	 . 

In making the Canadian presentation, Dana Wilgress, Canadian ambassador 
to_Russia, said the Assembly could not be regarded "merely as a rubber stamp" 
for the Ccuncil's recommendations, The U.N. Charter "clearly" states-in article 
4 that the organization is open to "all other peace-loving states -- which 
accept the obligations.contained in the present charter - 7  and in the judgment 
of the organization are able and willing,to carry out these obligations."- The 
Canadian delegation's opinion was that the ground on which the veto had been 
exercised was not in accord with "either the letter or the spirit" of the article. 

kr. Wilgress said that, while "many of us may not agree with the attitude 
of Ireland during the war," that attitude àhowed the Irish "placed a rich value 
on peace" and also that Eire is "fully able to carry out independently whatever 
policies are espoused by the Irish people." He added that Canada's delegation 
also believed Portugal isfully eligible and "moreover her entry into th 
organization is desirable„" 

He said there was "soma doubt" about the ability of Trans-Jordan to carry 
out charter obligations independently and, before advocating.her membership, 
Canada would "like to have an opportunity of examininz more closely" her posi- 

(CP).- 
, 	. 

Canada Agrees to U.S. Trucking on Alaska Highway: Authorization  ha  s been 'given for 
shipment.  of goods in bond from points'in the United States to - points in Alaska 

. and from Alaska to the United States over the Alaska - Highway and connecting 
roads. "This action has been taken in impleffientation of undertakings of-the 
Canadian government which were made at the time authorization was given to the 
United States government to construct the Alaska Highway," the announcement said 

The road has continued to be used only as a military highway except .by 
special permit. The action was "taken in anticipation of the tima when facilities 
on the Eighway will be such as to warrant opening the road to general civilian 
traffic." 

(over) 



,• 
) . Miniàer-Announeds :Refugee Plan:•:Prime Minister Mackenzie King announced today 
that arrangements have been completed with the Intergovernmental Committee on 
Refugees by which "it is expected that sonie of the refugees, whose relatives have 
applied for their  admission  to this country, will be enabled to proceed to - Canada. 

To aid -thescheme ,-immigration: inspectors :would be. sent, to. Europe  frein •Canada 
as'a "special:  nieasure"' teken"becauSè of the de-sIre of the  Canadian - government te 
make a contribution to the solution of the refugee problem." 

. The recent amendment to the immigration regulations made the following person 
admissible: "The wife or unmarried child under 18 years of age, the unmarried son 
or daughter 18 years of age or over,-the father or mother, the unmarried . brother 
or sister, the orphan nephew or neice under 18 years of age, of any person 
legally•admitted to and resident in*Canada -who is in'a position to receive and 
care for such relatives." 

Ir. King said many of these people now are in displaced persons' camps or 
otherwise under care of such-organizations .as UN0RflA  The new arrangements 
had been made because "in the past . there'has been no way in which these people 
could receive the• necessary immigration inspection prior to proceeding to Canada 
nor was there any organization capable of arranàing for their *moVement to Canada." 

Lists of those whose relatives had applied for their admission to Canada 
will be sent to the Intergovernmental Committee which will - locate and assemble 
them 'at convenient points - for inspection.' 

"Preliminary arrangements...will be made at once, andthe co-operation of 
the -appropriate military authorities in Germany now is being Sought. It is not 
expected however, that it will be possible for personà - in the. occupied zones to 
be inspected for some .time0"-'7 

Polish Treasures Missing: Dr. Alfred Fiderkiewicz, Polish Minister to Canada, has 
disclosed that some of the "priceless" Polish art treasurers kept-in Canada 
during the war are missing. Including tapestries woven in 1560 by royal 
command, Chopin manuscripts, a coronation sword„:a Gutenburg.bible and* other „ 
articles, they were stored in - churches and convents at Aylmer and Ste. Anne 

_ -de Beaupre, sue. - _Church officials released the missing pieces ,to a man giving 
the correct password, -  "The Holy Virgin of Czestohova4tand presenting a "receipt." 

• 	They described the man as having a tumor behind hislear and the minister 
T:  said the description muld fit a former member of the Polish Legatiôn at Ottawa 

named "Polkowski," a representative of the former Polish government in exile. 
The treasures came .to. Canada in custody of the former minister, Victor Podoski, 
who arranged for their safe-keeping. Most of them and e7,000;000 -in gold have 
been returned to Poland. (CP) 

Alanbrooke and Simonds Debate Empire Defence: Field Marshal:Lord Alanbrooke, former 
chief of,the Imperial general staff, speaking at a meeting of - the Royal Empire 
Society in London, called for a Commonwealth chief-of-staff committee to co-
ordinate all Commonwealth defences. Lt.-Gen. Guy Simonds of Kingston,' Ont., 
when invited to address the meeting during discussion of Lord'Alanbrooke's 

. ,remarks, rejected. the plan as unnecessary. 
-Gen. Simonds, speaking solely as a Canadian citizen and without official 

sanction,,said the present close liaison system among Commonwealth countries 
is adequate, adding that it must be maintained at both government'and military 
levels "to foresee and take necessary steps to prevent dangers and in that way 
lay a basis.for quick,organization for war." 	 -, - 

He said Commonwealth countries were reluctant to enter any more formal 
undertakings which involved the ouestion of pace or war because "the power to 
take a decision in these matters rests only with the elected  représentatives of 
the people and there is reluctance to give any flat undertaking until such events 
actually materialize." 

-"Otherwise, in'fulfilling them, there would be danger that countries would 
go to war divided internally or else placed in the invidious position of-having 
to forgo an accepted obligation." (CP) ' •- 

Canada Signsylax Aueement ll_th Britain:  The Canadian goverhment has signed an 
agreement with the British Board of Trade under which Britain will take the 
entire exportable surplus of all grades of Canadian flax fibre and most of the 
exportable surplus of flax tow during the 12 months ending September 15 9  1947. 
It replaces a wartime agreement which ended last September 15. (CP)' 

2 
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Missing Polish Treasures Cauee Press Sensation: The story of_the missing Polish 
art treasures.has,been - dominating Canadian newspaper headlines for two days 

- and'apparently the crux of the matter lies in the hostility between the 
present Polish government and supporters of the former.government which took 
wartime'refuge in London. ,Prime Minister Mackenzie King tolct a press con-
ference that-the Canadian government was not involved in -the controversy as 
the treasures were kept in Canada in private custody. 	_ i„ 
: .The Toronto Daily Star published a dispatch from Quebec crediting to a 

high official.of the Roman Catholic Church with a statement that "the whole 
of. the'Polish treasure is definitely safe, but at the present.moment it is 

. lost to the present government of Poland." This story said:that "at the 
time the treasures were deposite4  an  article of the agreement was that they 

_ .shoulcLbe returned to the government utich gave them to the Church for safe-
keeping.!!, 

In Montreal, a Pole who said he could not give his identity because he 
feared reprisals against his relatiYes in Poland, said the missing tapestries 
and other valuables were "sacred treasures cared for by and presented to the 

• Church'centuries ago" and they now were in "safe hands." 	- 
leanwhile,-the "man with a tumor_behind his ear," Jose Polkowski, mto 

had beenAndentified by the_present Polish Minister to Canada, Dr. Alfred 
Fiderkiewicz,,as the one who allegedly obtained some of the treasures from 
a convent, said that Minister's explanation of how the trunks.leftthe 
convent was "just not true." He added that "this is nothing but politics." 

The 'Minister agreed that "politics is behind all thi8,1 and.named the 
former Minister, Dr. Waclaw Babinski, Polkowski and Adam Zurowski, former 
first secretary in the Polish Legation,„as being behind the. disappearance. 

-So_far the .Polish Legation-has.not requested the'Canadian government 
for assistance in  gaining possession of the various missing articles. 

Prime Minister Comments on Diplomatic Appointments:  Prime Minister Mackenzie 
King, commenting on the appointment of C. Fraser Elliott,,Deputy_Revenue 
Minister for Taxation, as Canadian,ambassador to Chile, said he would like 
"all in the public. service to note that they have the . opportunity in the 
future of being abroad after distinguished service, whatever department 
may be concerned." 	, 	 . 	- 	2 

"Members of the public service _who have distinguished-themselves in 
any - department,.not merely those attached to either the Prime Minister's 
Office and the External Affairs Department, may look forward to,the 
possibility of being named to diplomatic posts representing Canada abroad," 
he said.  

"The government.considers diplomatic appointments as artiongàt the most 
important it has to -make from time to time and the government is seeking to 
secure the most experienced and best qualified mono...Members of the public 
service have:almost a ,priority on such appointments." - • - 

Mr. -King . also said the government considers "ambassadorial and High 
Commissioner appointments are of equal importance.", He observed that the 
term "high commissioner" would be the subject of further consideration and 
some other designation might be decided upon such as "representative." 

= 

Nightineale Acquitted: . The fourth of the latest series of espionage trials has 
ended.with acquittal of Matt S. Nightingale, former Squadron Leader-in the 
R.C.A.F. who worked in the land communication lines section. An Ontario 
Supreme Court jury deliberated for four hours before acquitting Nightingale 
of a charge of communicating confidential information to Russia. It was the 
'third 'acquittal since the espionage trials - began. 

 Next week a series of speedy trials involving the cases of Gordon Lunan, 
' 	formerly on the staff of the Canadian Information Service,'Durnford Smith, one- 

time National Research Council engineer, Prof. Israel Halperin, wartime army 
ballistics-_expert, and Dr. David Shugar, naval anti-submarine expert 9  opens 
before a Carleton County judge. 

(over) 
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Export Supply Outlook Encouraging: Llarking Foreign Trade Week, Trade Minister 
James A. MacKinnon, said in an address at St. Catharines, Ont., yesterday 
that "looking over the whole broad field of export industry" and considering 
the improvement in -the- labour situation, he felt that "the outlook  as regards 
export supply conditions may well be described as one of encouragement." 

The most "overshadowing" fact of all in many lines was "the sheer 
necessity-for - taking care, as quickly as possible, of the huge backlog of 
demand in a home market that is still such a long way from being adequately 
supplied,and - very sensitive iwits_reaction.to 

- kr."_MacKinnan said the "main body of  Canadian export;industrylias been 
going about • its business in a way that leaves little -, room fori misgiving - or 
:serious criticism." The tight supply , situation was duerto . :"excesSive .- 
world , demand:and:not in-  any_general'let-down in CanadianprodUction": A 
"tremendous effort"waâ being made in Canada to "take_fullradvantage of 
the exceptional market.Opportunities that-exist today." -_ -  . 	 . 

'lle_made'a detailed survey:of varïous industries,Sayinethat:in wheat 
and other.exports Canada was unable to:take care of  ail  business:that is 
offering'Ithrough no fault of her - own." 'In wheat, despite "magnificent" 
efforts ofithe,farmers and the "extremely high level" of-rdlling production, 
nothing short offa,"phenominally large" crop this year would have enabled 

, • Canadw:to-export wheat in such:volume. - - Newsprint exportswhich,had passed 
wheat in value this year, still could not meet demand despite the:- fact-. 
mills2arecoperating - at 99 per centiof,:capacity. 

• 	- 	 _ 	_ 	 . 
Struegle:to-Harvest - . SugérlBeets:,  Bundreds - ..of workers are tolling -dn.:soft, muddy 

fields in southern Alberta in an effort to save an estimatedy70,000'tons of 
sugar beets, potential source of some 21,000,000 pounds - ofJsugarrfor rationed 
Canadians. :The .drop was buried beneath a two-foot snow fall,two - weeks ago 
and- since then.warm weather has made the ground so soggy that.harvesting 
machinerycannot:be_ used. ,Farmersï ,  high school students,German,prisoners of 
war and Japanese:evacueeâfrom British:Columbia already have-harvested_ 
apProximately.a. fifth_of,the  original 90,000-ton crop. 

R.C.A.F. Inaugurates New'Teletype Service:'  The R.C.A.F0 basitakenan important 
forward steplie -the - development of intra-Commonwealth communications with 
inauguration of its new radio teletype.circuit linking R.C.A.F.,units.in 
Vancouver, Ottawa, Halifax and London, England. It is the first direct 
radio teletyp&circuit ever,to - operate between.Canada anct:Britain4 - - 

-'The new'équipment, known'as-yfrequency - shift teletype,iutilizes the 
principle.of... -trequency modulation;: In-efficiency and'econbmy . of - operation 
it is.expected - to pa-for itself quickly..in eliminating , rental_cost of wire 
teletypeequipment;,=, 	 ., 	 - 

The Vancouver transmitter is located on Lulu Island, -and the - receiver 
an Westham Island. The Ottawa transmitter is at Rockcliffe_and- the receiver 
at Navan,'while .the Halifax transmitter is on Clarence St..:in.thecity and 
the receiver , atqLount Uniake. 	• 

National Film Board Obtains Mexican Outlet: Irene Baird, National Film Board 
representative in Mexico, said in an - interview at Ottawa.that_Na.B0 has 
signed-a three;.year'contract with one of Mexico's leading -Motion ,picture 
companies, Clasa,Films Lundiales, S.A., to distribute Canadian films 
throughout that country. She said trade with Mexico had. - shown' an'.,rastonishing" 
increaseBefore the war Canada - was 41st among'supplierà - ofgoods to Mexico 
and .now stands'fourth«.; 	 f 	 • 	- 	 , 

I - 	 - 	 I.F' 
Wheat Stocks - Accumulate: .Continuine_the week-by-week advance -noted-since'harvest 

time, stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North America at 
midnight October 31'stood at 149,577,750 bushels, an_increase sofq2.,193,376 
-bushels'...over - the total for the preceding -week. However; 71hé boïinion Bureati 
of Statistics, reports Current stocks remained.below the .level of,last year 
when - the totalwas222,957,579 bUshelS. 

. 	 •_ 	 _ 	_ 	- 
Gleanines:  Naval officials at Halifax have-disclosed that civilian-workers at the 

NavyAlmmunition Depot at'Renous, N.B., are on strike for,higher:wages...àar 
'ASsets'Corporation.is_offering for sale:35 temporary army.and navy , buildings 

' at Gàspè, 	 linister Mackenzie King says the government is consider- 
ing creation of a new diplomatic post--High Commissioner':to , India,;=-' 

c 
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kraeinnOn 	EXplaïda 'Trade'  Situationl:' 	 'addreaa 'Of FdréigiCTrade 
— 

Tradd-Minister ilLecKinnon -  said isi'feel' tliat 'at:no tirnèiti-the last 15 Yearé' 
or more have we had such firm ground as we now have for hoping- and believing 
that the reviVa1 ::.df' international -  tradé'Will have the .  benefit ' 	a inCere „ , 
strOng, persistent and  united  support in place of  féë-15Wàtià diajdinted 
efforts"  

'àPèakinë b ef i• e the': Canadian Exporters' ssoc iation  in Toronto - 1a-St'*" 
night ÎLT/Y ÉlacKinnOli -  said 'World  commerce  had neVer 'recOvered, 'exCePt"'tà''very 
limited-'extent "frôm::the : démbraliting- deell.né that set -  in '16:' or 17 - ye àrs 
agà:"' Prdgrésà'f'' tOWard - réViving trade before the - war: Was 	 eall" • • 
and  an'terdS'ebf 7  United  :state à ' dollars it  amounted': to ')Ohly 28,000

, 
000r000- 

„.  

in 1938 compared with 69,000,000,000; in 1929.' 
The War'CaiiSéd another' "terrifie Setbeek"  and  World odMmèreé:nCW.Wis 

sub ject'td "prdbab1Y the - most' formidable sYStem'' of trade contrà1:.  and 
_ restriction' :that' the modern wOrld has eVerseèn" However, at London: and-

succeeding .chnférenceS, - the major trading nations  -"are gett ing together in -à 
sincere and' èàréfUllpIânùêeeffort 	sométhing 	4édiamenburate with.  •  
the greatness of the purpose that-,milstb -& abliieved;t1.- 	 - -H 

Respecting  Canada,  he said a .first glance at Canadian export figures for 
the f irst nine :iiionth's ::Of -1946*may contianed'_"sOmetling  of a.;:shocic, 7 s ince  

hâS-  bedn a" falling  off of 'rbundly .850,000000 	.'''.coMpared'-with- those  of the 
same peridd'4n ›1945.'": . - This "eriàràOtia Shrinkage 	is :notasT serious' as: it 

"j -  It imans.:that :Canada' has  "sa id  goodbye: ti5,- the âlmést fantastic scale 
of ekports" during  the  war 'when' munitionabOOsted -exporte amounted toï,3 - ,000-.. 
000,000•  'Or MOre 

- By anY"'Peatetlifte standard ' Canadian exports ' were  at  a 'very- high leVel " 
and for  -the'firathine. months  of 1946  reached±1,6à0 	000 ugainst-J an  
average.:.' Of61.1,000 ;000 - for a Similar- -PériOd Of -the 1astfive pierwar years,. - 
He added that there had been "no pronounced change at all in the total value 
of-Canada's  imports."

To ôbtain.  a  "firà footing"  in future  eXp6rt -business  wit h 3ritain ane. 
westernkuroPé ,.'-àanadà Woulcf have t•obuy:Tribre' from those) .countries- and 
"citirind theedhing7 year, no-  featUre Jof  Canadian trade' is likely  to commane-
greatér7interest- than the trend ' -Off' our -- 'pUrchasés; espebialli franithe United 
Kingdom:andilSo -- frOmthe grâup : te , western Eurdpean-' cOUntriea" - 

Martin GiveS 'Canada 's 	on- refuge à  Hdn.- Patil-  Mart in; Secretary  of:  State , 
has ' outlined - Canada 's -position on  refugees  in a debate before the United - 
Nat ions -General 'Assembly 'a-cdmmittee' on social  problems'. He said Canada:was ' 
anxious to see an international refugee organizat low created immediatély; 
was willing to pay its share of the cost and . had , proved a willingness to 
-accePtdisP1aCed peradàs  as  settlers-. 	 , 	' 

He referred tà)PriMe Minister  Mackenzie 	annoüncement on 'refugees - 
Thuriday-  and said thai  no further categorieS of refugees could be admitted to 

' Canada until' the  housing situation.  improved  and  -refugees* could be -pro-vided 
-mrithr.adeq'uate shelter ;dgainst* "the rigàrdus nature: of our 'climate during the 
' *inter - mohtfià 	 - 	 ' • 

Mr Mart in:Said hé-lefieved- agreement .  had become' *''Very general" on four 
major points: 

A. The problem of refugees is an international responsibility; , 
B. • VoluntarY rePatriation shouia be carried out to  the  -fullest possible 

eXtent. 
C. No genuine refugees, as distinguished from a war criminal , should be 

forced to return to his country of origin, against his will; 
D. No aid should be extended to war criminals, quislings or traitors. 

InpAe PresentsCrec : Hume Wrong, newly-appointed Ambassador to 

the United States, presented his credentials to President Truman yesterday, saying 
the relationship between Canada and the United States is "unique among sovereign 
nations," and he doubted that "the interests of uny two countries touch in so 
many points, small as well as great.'" Mr. Truman replied that the importance of 
the relationship between the two countries and the "unparalleled...productive 
friendéhip...cannot be too often re-affirmed." 
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. 
rclZaughton  Gives Views  on  Aton  Bomb: Unt the United  Nations can be 	eff act- 

ive Gen.  A .G .L 1..,c1Taughton, Canadian delegate on  the  U. /1... Atomic Energy 
Contrôl Coric1ss1on, ~ays the  continue  product -10 and further improvement  of  
all "special weapo of  - 	 ng- th  at orale 

	

rorth-Aiiérie an co'ntinent for the preve-ntion-  of  agrés-sio-n: 	 - 
As quot ed by,'4,111-„-Lis 	in,,the New York Times  , Gen. Mel:aught° n ; ,:who 	. 

also is Canadian chairman àf  the  -canada-Uni t ed States ;To nt Defer...ce T3oard.' 
said the only possible t hreat to North Ame.rica's safety would be "some com-
bination -of-.forces-in Europe . and 44.sia _which had extended,. its d.ominance ,t o the 
oceans, to east: s and. west ; and .s  to  the  nor t 
exist, now„ :he, 	-•: 	 - 	 - 	. 	„ 	- 	• _ 

Surrender- of.: t he s , n.itor#p be mb or .  any-.  , of ourspecia1 .sieapons.  of  gregt ipowe;i 
vrithoût efre et ive int  emotional eoiarol j.. inc1ud  n an  accpptable-, int ernati on'ai r 

 stem of insPection woUld, like uniia.teral disarmarnent , be à 
"I ri thes emt ters, t he safegu ard.s 	è 	nor,r, possess ar e.. not. - sor:ethi rig 

which 	C-ouid retail). ir-we ceased to pro -r-ess " 	-contiru- e-d. "Therefôre I _ 	 , 	- 	. 	 _ 	- 

saY thast uninitherUnited Iationcan ,effectivp.ly ...assume the-, task.. o• iantain- 
inc 	- peace. - and  s curl t ys, the  .continued .p'oc.;luçti ons t-.14. fur tWi-%.; 	oveme-n- 
of all.s.--,weapons ,s37,4 ta.1.1 .toc t he . ev.ent o OfiaggresSi -çns painst. ou.r Ishores' 
making impossiblé any likelihood of success . 

.pntil. : effective 	s arnamen:L.  can be brougitabotit,  e w . 11 çà..riti• nue-.t -O 
need this fie-4errent oatta.ek„.:.,agp.'inst ourselves and. -  this asSurance - to.  
peace-lovi ng nati ons, that, "I.E:orth i AmE;i-iça. reniai  4s:  strong.::an,--  ds,„ well 
them..It-f must 	„the,.-eay.',nest.....„ hope, pf,-.9ach r  one 	:pha..« e#eç'tkre 4• iscï .„?..n. , 
ment., 	bepome.-;.--,not a perei. pus hope but -a+jraqticablo1 goowrdij çh  
the United Nati ons will stea.dfa.S.-Y_ ProgreP * 7 - 	- 	• ” 	* 	-- =„J 

3.r  

Canada rot Re s_po ns ibl e- forMissi 	s „ Art : A !.!4igh: go vernmen, t,,, ofri a.'1!!„" „is 
quot ed. 	the-, Cgnadian, Press as sayel..ng . Canada 	. _not eon9eivab1e respen.:,.74 bleff 
fo  the disappearance- Of , 52  trunks , or ,Poli,sh ar,t t re asur es om war- 

plac es in; t helDomi ni o no Ée- was con-linen-tin& on a Lond.ons  _di spat c h quong 
official oh o1 1i . Embassy.:there-, as,:  saying ,-tha.t .  und_er- erFAS 

Potsdam' Agreement the Cana.di an government  "must  recover itrOr Poland,  

	

q;eiscuP.ei- 	 of:J. the 
case is, schectul.é d ,.b.etween, Dr. „ Alfred„ Fiderkiewicz ,•t he Polls h.,  „Mini st er , nd,- 

Pearso n,, Undersecretary: of' Stat e, for External Affairs ,next 
, 

reed for Cont inued Controls Stressed: Pri ces Board Cha.irman Dono.ld._ „Car don,,; ;-iti„  the  
thifa ser ies 	a1,1s n pri.e.e- co ntrol , 1ast  ni ght uspd CQ ttozi.- „as ,an 
example of t be: reed- for. ; .,po nti nuing some ! con.trolsiflLCarnda.He sai 3O„; :the, 
D omini on-. had. a aarge: cott on_ irdus :try whi c,b. ,pr ovi de d- a  

bu,t no - cotton:  is gT0I773. tfl Care.4a0- 	c ontrolsf.  -- Canada ,..•vsrou_41,),  bp 
"complet ely at thmergy,'_'.., oLfpreign marks 	as- to, pr.ice and. ,  siupplyes-,Th  
pri ce now was kept down under a subsidy system.. 

AS . long as ,_"t he-, sarders - 	are still „pr eya lent on a= viorld 7wide. . ts. 
basis.,- 	 seems obvi ous t1it theabolition- 	--proteeti7g:TÉ.91'efio:P. 
must,. rien: t -bat this, co.Intry--,w. 11: .s.iff er, , he ço ns equences 	por,e 	rcl.y 
than would otherwise, be. - -t17,2- case 	 _ • , 

• 7 	 :.;. 	,s; 
Controls on Sea Products Lift ed: The Tràde Depa -_,Ftment has a.dtvised panadiela exporters 

tints;  export „permits_ rnpv V71 11  be: :granted., freely-  s, for canned,. clizis fih. paste, 
lojpst ers and ,lob ster . past e uahugs -mue.;sel s 	 s,ea. t rout, „ee,ls, shed
anchovies , oist ers -sce.119,pe3, 	ot_her type 	shell -fi 	Following- deçi.si on 
or. It he  International  Emergency:  ?,.00d Counc_il nt 	 loc at ions. 	apply 
only t o such canned fish as salmon, herring , kppered snaCks , nlewiye , - pilchards , 

ries , bristling, /  ,sild,-,-,tuna, xackerc1 , -.South- Afriean, crawfish and scanned 
groundfish. 

(1:0TE: Er OE, Airmail Bulletin Monday-, November 	Remembranee 
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- _Canada' s, September :External Tra.de Reviewed: One fUll year after _ the 'end of the 
•Cana.el..e_s 'external: trade in September - was . valued at 4328,013,000 

. ; .-.compared with - 4409„218„000 in August and- e347 5,240,000 'in September, -1945, 
bu.-.Lwa.s, far in excess of the average of 4137 9 429 9 000 for September in 
ther-.193539:-.period... 

-, , Aggregate .-:yalue..for the:first nine months --of-this year Was 43,043,- 
906,000 compared with 43 9  744, 636, 000 in the same period of 1945. 	- 

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported that "the buoyancy which 
eharacterized merchandise imports:since the.first -of_the year was _a.gain 

--,evident -in September,  the  value being -4156,096;. b00 as compared with 
e1-22.„259,-000 in _September, .1945." -  - Aggregate value _=of'merchandise imported 
-during 	-fi rst nine months was 41,360,810, 000 againti» :1187,77O,  000 in 
-the like ,pe riod, :of 1945, and the 1935.-39 • average of_ 4493, 641, 000. 

..3 

	

	,Q•anads., 1.8 domestic _merchandise export trade wa.s reduced in September, 
Standing at 4169, 779,000 - compa.red with the peace-time high of 4242,685,000 
in the preceding,month 'and,.$220,810,000 in September last year. Merchandise 
expel-tee during .the .first -nine months was , -valued at $1,663, -944,000 compared 

$2,516,966,000 in -the-_like. period of 1945 and:an laverago  of $616,976,000 
•for 19,35-39.  

Import gains in eight of the nine main commodity groups were widely 
; 

	

	distributed -,throughout ,the whole commodity structure,- outstanding increa.ses 
being : shown  in the-  inflow of  automobiles and parts -, -farm-  impleraents, industrial 
machinery,,•coal, petroleumi rubber, wool,- cotton and artificial -silk. The 
outstanding;decrease was in the -return of Canadian war ma.terials from abroad. 

Importsi .from the  United  .States reached '4115 9 766, -000 - againts 489, 588,000 
a year - .ago,-,.and. the -nine-month aggregate was -4968 9 734,000 compared with 
490%948_,00Q »last -year.... Imports from the United 'Kingdom alSo were -heavier 
a1  11-.,938,, 000 compared with49,631, -000,- and a nine-konth aggregate of 
4159,286,000 againts e98,-68.7.9  000.. 	 .; 

Imports from British. India in September .were valued. at 4' 4 , 7 6 8 ,  000  
compared with 43,389..000 in September last year; Argentina',' 4 2 , 2 4 7 , 0 0 0 , 

• compared-_wi.th 4413,000, and Yugoslavia 42,470,000_ corapa:red with  e1,857,000. 
Other countries which supplied Canada with goods, in exceas> of 'a -  million 
dollars each during the month w-ere British Guina, Jamaica, Australia, New 
.Zealancl, Brazil, Honduras. With one exception -- Australia- -- imports - from _ 

:. 
 

this  latter group were substaxitially higher. 	. _ • - 	 • 

, Rent Control-.Tou_gh Froblem:.  In the-fourth of his series ,  of five:talks explaining 
. price, c_ontrol,- Prices Board Chairman Donald Gordon said that rent control 
and-eviction control- gave the Board .8more worry than all the other controls 
put together." 

In other prices it had been possible to make specific upward adjustments 
to meet risin.g costs,  but  "rental regulations constitûte a; body of rules - - of 
general  application  which have in-éVitably given .risé to cases of individual 

,hardship" and  it  had n.ot been possible to "develop_an administrative system 
.tha.t could deal with be thousands of individual cases - which would arise _ 
if each landlord or each tenant were given a right to claim consideration on 
special merit." 

- 	If.,an adjustment is attempted„ "rentals must be dealt with as a whole" 
!t0  0under exis:ting conditions of congestion  and  shortage, any Permitted 

„ adjustments _would almost immedia.tely be - reflected in - all ,  rented properties." 
n, Furthermore.;  in the same -circumstances, if controls were abandoned, n  

"xiot only W ould rents rise substantiallY but  • there -would be many 
, -thousands- of-evigtions  and  painful distress - in the process. Here we have a 

situation, -therefore,. where the security of tenure and the peace of mind of 
:thousands .  of ,citizens- must be weighed against the dissatisfaction of owners who 
are temporarily prevented from improving their profits - or getting possession 
of their own, property." 	 (over) 	- - 



More Consumer Goods Available:  Reflecting the improvement in the availability 
of,consumer goods, the dollar volume of wholesale sales climbed 19 per cent 
in September compared with the same month last year. The Dominion Bureau 

.; 'ef:Statistics reported that all regions of the country shared.in the_géneral 
advance.*_Footwear and.automotive equipment registereethe! - greateÎt increase 

2 and clothing and'footwear showed inventory improvement of 68 and 39 per cent, 
respectively- Wholesale grocers' sales were 24 per cent higher-than a year aso, 

Retail sales increased 11 per cent higher over-September, 1945, with 
- radio and electrical stores marking the largest gain.of'80.per cent more 

business.: 	 r,. 	,, 2  

Montreal Hotel to House Veterans:  The old Place Viger- Hotel- in Montreal's lower 
east section is being prepared to house .60 needy families of war veterans. 

. -Built by the%Canadian Pacific Railway, it was closed to the public in 1935 
‘af_ter the-hotel  centre ofthe city shifted westward-and during-  the .war served 
as a manning pool formerchant seamen._ Fifteen-families,involved recently in 

squatter movement, already have been moved in. The Central Mortgage and 
Rousing'Corporation has taken over the bui1din 	H1 	- 
1. -1  Meanwhile, .in Vancouver, the C.P.R. has given.notice that the lease to 
a citizens' committee of the 525-room old Hotel 'Vancouver'will not -bir renewed. 
The lease-has-six months to run. The ccmmittee has operated the building as 
a veterans' hostel and it has 1,400 occupants, including 300 children. (CP) 

- 
Veterans' Land,Act Settlement Progressing:  More than  •46;000 veterans have qualified 

for settlement-under the terms of the Veterans'  Land Act, of wham more than 
17“)00 :are. already_settled on their properties.-  Veterans Affairs Minister 
Mackenzie, in_releasing figures ma the • operations of the vu, up to the end of 

_September, reports that of the number qualified, 22,272"were for small holding. 
'jin  connection with industrial or other.employment, and.626'for - emall holdings 

---,- oombined with commercial fishing. The remaihder qualified for full-time 
_farming and includes-those settling an Provincial and Dominion lands. There 
were 7,709 veterans settled on small holdings, including 290 comMerdial 
fishermen. The other 9,591 were full-time farmers. 	" 

The average assistance granted full-time farmers mw 45,126; to small 
.- holders employed in industry or otherwise "e4,891;'and for commercial fishing 

$ - 	11 holdings e 693., 1 	- 	- sma 

Lumber. Price Ceilings Remain:  Following conferences with TiMber Controller 
Terrence Flahiff, Prices Board Chairmar Donald Gordon announced today that 
no general increase in the price ceiling on lumber or removal of price ceilings',  

. was contemplated at present. Mr. Gordon pointedout- that information.avallable! 
' -with respect to the overall earnings position of the lumber industry had not 

indicated a need for price adjustments except possiblY in a few instances 
which still were under review. 

Liberels Chose Richelieu-Verchères Candidate: -  A Liberal convention at Sorel, Çpél 
has chosen Gerard Cournoyer, law partner of the late Hon'..P.J.A.-Cardin, 

- to contest.the by-election in Richelieu-Verchères next-December 23 made 
- necessary by the death of Mr. Cardin. Mr. Cardin held the - seat for 35 years. 

Gleanings:  B.K. Boulton of Montreal has resigned as president of-Martime Housing 
_Ltd., to return to private industry...Frank H. Brown  of Toronto, financial 

, ..-_‘ . advisor_to  the Reconstruction Department, has been named Depilty Revenue 
Minister for Taxation, succeeding C. Fraser Elliott, neivly-appointed -Ambassador 

- to Chile...Operations of domestic airlines continue-to expand with 76,000 
., passengers carried in August,. 11,000 more than in July and almost double the 
,total in August, 1945...With the return - of the Lady Rodney to the Canadian 
National Steamships only two ships remain on the repatriation - service -- the 

-, 	Samaria and the Empire Brent...Health Minister Brooke Claxton, who headed 
=Canada!s delegation ut the close_of.the Paris Peace - Conference and recently 

' 	made an extensive tour of Europe, arrived at New York" aboard the Q:ueen Elizabeth: 
...Hon. Thibaudeau Rinfret, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, has 
arrived in Paris for a month-long tour of France as guest of the French Infor-
mation Linistry...The first group of Polish farmer-veterans, 1,700 in all, has 
arrived at  Halifax  aboard the Sea Robin. 
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Two Prairie 'Provinces Negôtiate Tax Agreements: Premier Gerson: of Manitoba. and 
Provincial: Secretary F.MFines - of Saskatchewan. have-left the capital'. after 
-coMpleting negotiatfons 'for new Dominion-Provincial -tax  agreements,  which, 
if approved -  by -the -'provincial- legislatures,' will extend. - for _five years'. 
Replacing the 1942 tax agreements, the new pacts follows:Neeks of negotia-
tions between the provinces and Finance Minister Ilsley. , 
-Iir Ilsley also  announced negotiation of an agre'ementwith_ Saskatchewan 
relating to approximately e80 -,000,000  of trea.sury •bills given by the :province 
as a result of loans made by the Dominion ' for relief- and other:purposes 
during the depreSsion.-:' 	 :• • 	• 	- 

- '"When this ‘Settleeient has , been-  approved - by Parliament  and  implemented, 
the '480,000,000 indebtedneSs- of -Saskatchewan to  the Dôminion'. 	°will ,  be 

. -reduced' to aPproilmately e36,000,000 and .  repayMent . 	this aniount - will be 
- spread. over 30 < years, n Mr.' Ilsley -said.i ,  

He• added. that initial disetissions regarding thé indebtedness .  of Manitoba 
also:had taken place but there had not been•time to : complete these negotia- 

. 'tions before Premier Gars-on had-to return to YvVinni'Peg.- - 
- 

 
New  Brunswick prévidualy announced that It had reached .an -agreement on 

taxati5fl with  the `Dominion government. Discussions now are taking place with 
Alberta and -British  Columbia  has indicated it will undertake similar negotia- 

' tions.: -  The goveriun'ents of Nova Scôtia and Ontario are holding-_partY -caucuses 
the' . qtiestion;: qhile no-  -indiCation ha's c'ôme' from, Q,uebec and: Prince Edward 

Island as to their attitude on the ,  Dominion-propoàals. 
, Premier  -Walter Jones of Prince Edward Island novi is  in Ottawa, but he 

àeys he is not 'cOnderned 'with* the'tax question on hià _present visit 

Espionage Trials ResuMed:  'Gordon Lunan, former member - of the 'Canadian'Information 
- Service staff, liaspleaded not giiilty to a charge of conspiring to commu- 

nicate -dcinfidential information :.to Russia as .the first ,  of a 'series :of.  four 
- 	speedy trials before a Carleton County judge opened in Ottawa. 

• Defence -- CounSel: J.L. Cohen inforMed the judge that he had served 	* 
subpoena's , on --Prime Minister Mackenzie King, Reconstruction Minister -Howe -, 
Mr. Justice R.L. 'Kellock :of-the : Supreme .  Court of Canada and several R. - C.M.P, 
official's aà 'potential 'witnesses. Judge A.G. McDougall directed that - the 

- 'question 'of •:their appearance - be left until -they -actually were called. 
Mr. Cohen hàs 'given-no indication whether be actually will 'call' them.. (CP) 

French Ambassador Hopes for Trade Revival: • The -French- Ambassador -to Canada , Count 
Jean de Hautclocque, said  in an interview In Toronto  that purchases - made in 

° 	-. Canada ; largely -  thrbugh -  the credits of'-e442,000;000 extended by the Dominion, 
would prove of "great importance" to 'French 'recovery. -The bulk of the pur-
chases were trucks, locomotives and farm equipment, paid for by 20 per cent 

•'' -caah and 80 per cent through the credits. ...So fari_purchases_in  Ontario alone 
totalled e61 -,000 ,000. 	- 	 • 

- He 'sàid the • - "bad side" of 'French-Canadian trade-was that'France now was 
- .not - exporting ‘nvery much" to Canada. -However,  in the  next three ,year's he 

hoped Frariée 'veould be able tà•e±port "as•much as, if:not more-:than; in 
• 1938." '(CP) - 	- • - 	 • 	- 	 - 

Home Building Cost 37 Per Cent Higher:  The Central Mortgage and Housing  Corpora-
tion, in the first-of a series of:quarterly booklets titled "Housingzin_ 
Canada" reports that the' Cost  of  building an - individuel Canadian home jumped 
37 per cent betwèeri --1939 and 1945 and still was increasing. However, -  material 
prices » have not -;réached the inflationary level  of the period after the First 
'Great War and:were seven per cent lovier than in 1920. Rents in.creased only 
eight per:cent in the 1939-1945:period. (CP) 	 . 



Missing Polish Treasures Discussed:  The Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, ,Mr_. Pearson, and the Polish Minister,- Dr. Alfred' Fiderkiewicz, 
conferred yesterday: on the question of the missing Polish art treasures. 
A -atâtement -frem the External -  Affairs DePartment said the Minister, -  while  • 
not suggesting that the Canadian Government had any responsibility in the 
matter, asked whether it would be possible for Canadian authorities to 
help in locating them. 

-.. The statement explained that Canada had not accepted responsibility, 
for any of the treasures stored in the Dominion during the war. Those 

. stored temporarily  in a government building had been turned over ,t_o  Dr, . 
Fiderkiewicz la.st August. 23. - _ The.1:'olish-.Miniater was informed that. - ' 

-, Canadian authorities would consider whether any  hep  _could appropriately 
be given in the matter  of: 	missing- treasures which had-been stored by 

_ private arrangement.. 	..s, 	 - 	 s y, 
_ 	 - 

Only  Three  Per Cent Unemployed: The labour, Department°s Mon.thly _report on the 
7 -manpower. situation, shows that only three_ per cent of  Canada  's Labour.force 

.wes sunemp.loyed _at__ the end of  October_. 	 „ 
The outlook was described as ',very different ,' f.roM that ,a year,..sgo 

- when the -closing- of,_war industries created  pools of _unemployment in many 
areas, _co.mplioated_ by .the return, :of 600,000 -war_veterans. - A niarked  irn- 
provemsntadbeenshown in- the induatrial regions of Ontario Ein‘ d..Q,tiebec, 
the Prairies provinces and British Columbia had_.  a steady _rècoVery, but the 
,Maritime provinces have not regained:  the position  of a year ago., 

_ _There were 134,000 unplaced.applican.ts registered _with- National 
Employment Service•offices -_at L October 31a drop _of -8,000 during, thf3„ month, 

- while-the .nwnber - of un' 	:vacancies _throughoutCanadawasl33OOO, a 
decrease-of 9,000.- , Co.mmenting on the .,generals_it_ua.tiOn, the report_ sysaid: 

".The present .optimistic _outlook ,of industry_ is due mainly_ to-the 
sudden_termination_, in the_ first weeks of October, -  of most, of the strikes 
'in the country., s_ Of the_ - 26,000 workers involved. in. 4i.sputes _at, the Seginning 
of the month, all,except -about 700 now have returned -te, -work. 

• ,_,Output 	:,the vital-  steel, :elect.ri cal apparatus ,- -automobile 9  rtili'ber , 9  

cheraical, :and brass industries is forging aheaci.and will soon .  'stimulate 
general production increases. An extensive flow of goods will close the 

-general demand-supply gap and relieve .  inflationary pressure.  The  heavy. , .. 
-,. demand for .all types of goods will probably maintairi - maniifadtûrin .g .-„ -emplOYMent 

- in the next _few months, thus offsetting its normal seasonal.._declineel- s 

September -  Economic Activity - slightly Higher:,  An average  of  six repreaentative 
._ factors _reflects a slightly ,higher level of ,economic activity,in,Septe.mber 

. 	than in the preceding month, ,the Dominion Bureau of_ Statistics reports. 
Increases were shown in bond . prices, ›  speculative trading and in the sam'ount of 
deposits with chartered banks. Notice d.eposits at ,the beginning of the month 

" were greater thansat any oth.er reporting dat_e. The index of common stock 
prices dropped from 116.9 in August to 104.4 

• A further decline was shown in rpoductive operations--the index of the 
physical -volume of business ._reced.ing_nea.rly - five pointa to 173.3-..-  The - s:  
recession of 2.7-per'_cent reflected a drop in mineral:production s,Man' Lifacturing, s 
the output of electric power and  in  the distribution of commodities. . 	_ 	. 

,Canada Sends Delegation  to  Textile Conference: Deputy Labour Minister Arthur 
MacNamara has annotmced that a Canadian delegation will attend the  first 
meeting -_of  the  industrial :  cornraittee on textiles of the - International.  Labour 
Organization, - The Canadian d.elegation, headed by Raymond Ranger,2  assistant 
to the:Deputy .  Labour Unister , . consi sts .of . two representatives . of the Depart - _ 	, 
ment, two of industry and two textile -workers unions. The,meetings are at 
Brussels, opening November 14. 

, 
Gleanings: . The Defence . Department _says only 2,812 _ Cariadianïservi °omen' still - are  

- overseas  and  all will sbe repatriated ,before Christmas...Maj.-Gen'. 'high A. 
Young,' vice-president s-of the Central Mortgage and Housing ,Corporâtion-,- has 
been:electedipresident of_ Wartime Housing, Ltd., .inr the ‘board ._ of, directors. 
Dr. Louis Charbonneau of Ottawa has been appointed assistant director of the 
Canadian Citizenship Branch in the State_Department.The CBC--announced changes 
in broadcasting regulations which will permit beer and wine companies to sponsor 
radio programs in provinces where laws are changed to permit advertising of 
beer and wine. 

- 30 - 
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Canada Asks , Fair'Sharin .ofspeN..00sts:: 'Speaking for the Canadian ,delegatioe,' 
Progressive ,00neervati,ve leadar JOhnt4racken - told,the United Nations _General 
Assembly yesterday that "we cannot ask the taxpayer in any country to:pay_ 
more per head than the taxpayer in the United States." 

f: 	--"No-911e_ ç.an.denY, that.,7„iin,this field of financial buriens-to:be borne - 
our_>.membestaes,'We mairisks_reactionlamong.the -publicand , tlie-govern- 

-zf.: -Allen_twch m1ghe0Paidize the Stable and progresstve deVelopment_ of our 
entire world organization,r. Bracken said. - 	 matters-the> 

:3-United Nations-must: have the whole-hearted. and% continued supportof our_ 
respective leglslatures andpeoplese at horne. . 	 - 

said ,ttle.Uni.ted. 'States:delegate, Senator Arthur Vandenberg; had - __ 
, Pargued - ere_f9Teib1e,thst cePacitY,to pay-coulenot:sarely_be_eade: the: -  
"on1Y,_:crj.ter1on7for distributing theU.N..financial-hurden when the result 

-Plac9P:Practically,50:per-Cen.t on ..one:nation,alone. - However, Senator. -: •  
Vandenburg's proposal to place a ceiling on the amount to be contributed by 
any'oneneion:would create -"difficulties".for,otherestates. 

-, -,Mr.-BraCken:said:the_lInited-, Sa.tes-has - the largest - nalional income per 
,ceP1ta2snd,the - ine1vidu81 taxpayer was concerned with "the relation -which • 
his personal contributions:will'be:fas,to:the contributions.of,taxpayers in 
-other-..COuntriea_where the capacity to - pay is:equal_ to or greater.than his 

a.  Ceijj:flg., substantially belOw .the present-percentage,.were ,placed 
on the percentage to be contributed by the United:States,"it.wiWbe 
necessary_ to,extend -,that,ceilingsto:all,the member states-whose per capita 

_contribution - wouldfotherwise:exceed'thpt:of-the United*States.taxpayer." -  

Atomic Conmission,Sets-.Deadline:.:  A resolution,,sponsored by  the United -States 
;and Canaçiaï,has - beendosssed bY the;United Nations-,Atomic-Energy,CommissIon 
setting December, 31:as:thedeadline for-at least an interim,report:on methods•

Lof,00ntrolling the msnufacture and-use, of-atomie ienergy,  :The vote was 10 
_to,i0,_with i Russia.and_Poland abstaining. 	 - 
- 	1 0anada's:delegate, -Gen.00L. LcNaughton,'seconded_theresolution put 
P,Yernard_ko.  Baruoh,,the-United States-delegatei, saying that it-was partic-
ularly desirable because three members of, the commiOsion will_be :retiring -
at the end of the year as their original terms as . members of the Security 
Council—will expire. The,Çommission,conststs of ; the 11 members orthe'Council 
and Canada 	- 1 s -  

koNaughton saidthesCommission_had been in-session_five months 
ia.aPProPriate;that Perore,:the endsOf the - Year.we should convey.tO 

the,pulici-whiCh is naturally-concerned, a statement of the ground we have 
covered.":. He commented. that scientists had "attained .a better understanding 
of-the, diffioult :problems-,beforecus," but he.realized- that "we haveJpeen 
considering various forms of safeguardS from a technical standpoint, the, 
same methods may not be appropriate when we come to discuss political aspects 

	

sr, of theprobleme" ,  ,(Cp)-; 	 sr 	--• 

Premierl)rew Again Asks-For , Dominion-Provincial Conference;- 1 -Premier George Drew 
of Ontario,said yesterday:after%a , caucus,of.Progressive,Conservative members 
of;the legisiature'thathis gov_ernmentl still believee.the.Dominion-Provincial 
-conference, adiourned,indefinitely last Spring, should besreconvened. 

"Unless there is a resumption of the Conference - which adjourned last • may, 
.the - course we ProPose:to rollow will be announced 'in the Ontario Legislature," 
he,said.- "There will be_no_session until the New Year and.the exact date will 
be decided,later" ,s s. ; -2 

Nova Scotia,a-Liheral Party caucus,is being_held today. Premier Angus 
Macdonald told.a.Political meeting last night that .lie  hoped a new  tex,: 

 agreèment,between Nova.ScOtia and the Dominion. lomulcUae reached soon. (CP) 



Prime Minister Hears Leeion Delegation: A Canadian Legion delegatien;_headed by 
j -Gen C.B. Price, Dominion president, met Prime Minister Mackenzie King 

,and :Liaembers ;of the7cabinet yesterday --to•.,present7" briefs -O' housing  and  Other. 
-,matters 4ireetly-_çOncerni:ngT-.Veteranà_7:Thè: -._houàinez.brietrasked,.-.the 
*-- inent• tb.  staiè.  eontr-ol of the building  industry t-o avOU "imminent danger of - 
complete failure" of the reconstruction and rehabilitation program and 
advocated doubling present proportions of wartime housing programs. 

, Géno .  Price said subversive elements were "fishing in troubled' waters, 
particularly among veterans." kr. King is reported to have told the delega-
tion' =that it was  a '"great 'cote ort • to  the _Gotrernment" . :to , khbvuthat: thrOughout ...) 

- Canada Legion ineMbersr Were atting - --aS a' "-steadying '-infruence> in trotibled 
times. " 	 `-' 

Army Personnel -,  NoW-' Subject - tb Taiati 	Army: -h-eadquarters:la s 'announced :that all 
. 

	

	nexubers  of_ the- -postwar Cetnadlan' Army . -ActiVe  For 	whether 'serving': in' Canada 
or= abroad,' noiearè subject to, full civ-illan'-taxeS on tbeir -2-pay ànd -  aliOviances. 
Under- --protrisiens 'of  the  Income War Tai Act as ainended 'AugUSt 1946, théàé -
taxes becoine,  payable: aà'' :from October' I,- 1946, 'or .  from. the :date-,  or  'a sôldier  's 
appointment to or enlistriênt in' the =postwar 'for -ce, -1?ihiehever is the , later 
date c;!'" Deductiens-  will-  be alloWed for certain'' einciluMeiatà: ,  such 'as-pension fund 
dediiètions 	 al-làwances , :separation: allewancèS and' living  allowances 

7  in- -exceSS 

	

	 rates to Personnel Ser -Ving out'sfdelCanada ,  Or': in ,  Efrea -s' 
where -  living c-osts- are abnohnally- -- high:such as  th the:'NorthweSt -  Terri tbries. 

: 
Labour Force Increases:,  The fourth quarterly:'sùrVey: conducted - by  the  .Domintôn -: 

Bureau of Stati 'sti e s?. shows  that; Canada' à civi 1 Jan'. labbur- -  fOree increased by 
149;000:r  between ',Tune 1:: and: August •Z1.: The :total f orce ia&-• 4 ;977,000 Persons 
at -the ,-, end_ Of; August:compared with ,828•;000'- Tune 	 •*-- • 

An:estimated 47,860,000 'were employed; August 31 -, 'of-  whom 4,656,000-  iere 
at work and 204,000 had a job but were not at work. On June 1, 4,702,000 
were: recorded.- as :being' employed,- including 4,581,000 -at work', and 121,000 
with a jeb'-butinot'<at Work.- 7 - 	••.' 	' 	- 	= 

- There were-: increases in' employment. in all five- econemic regions with': 
the Ontarioi total ,  rising-from ':1,618,000 • to -  1,673,000; 'Quebec froia 7 1,289,000 
to 1,330,000, Prairie Provinces from 1,007,000 to 1,041,000, Maritime 
Provineeàfrom 414,000 - to -:423,000- - and British COluMbia:Irom-374;000,to 
393,000 .  Estimated'distribution of:employment in - diffèrent -Andustries show 

1 7 ' that those -  employed 'in manufacturing -fell' from .  1,256,000 at -  June - 1 to: - 
1 .,229-,000- at August;T31,- ---wh1le the number- in  agriculture rOàe - froin1,274,000 
to 1,317,000. In trade, finance and inSurancethe -number employed ,  'advanced 
from: 685,000 to - '727 ;000 . and- in service froM 772;000. tô8O2,OOO. In - trans-
portatton - and coMmunication -  the éraployèdroSe - frOm -'336,000 - tO 354,000 ,‘ - and 
in  --::construction frOm  241,000 tô's 267,000.. 

Newsprint.' Tonnage -  Récordà' Established':  The :menthly , Survey by -'thé- - NeWsprint 
Association of Canada shows that new t onnage records have been set• in.  both 
production' and ':shipments during -Octeber .. Shipmèntà 'totalled= 387,294:- . tons, 
exceeding production•-by"10;858'tor1à.= 	waS 79,204: toi à er'25`07 per cent 

- higher than October e; 1945, and 98,034 -  tons' or: 33. 9 per cent higher than ' 
• .0etober,• 1939à 2-ProductiOn'was 376,436  tons, an  increase  of 65,461= or 21;1 

pericent»arer Octebér, 1945; and 95,451- -  tons 'or '34- -:per-'cènt --over • Oetober ; ' - 
 1939.; 

Another I .L. O. Delegation Named:  The Labour department has' announced ,  the-names of 
Canadian delegates to the first meeting in Brussels November 25 of the Industrial 
CoMznitteè for  Building , Civil Engineering and Public',-Works ; •.- set •Up by  the rT 

--Internati onal Labour Organizati en. - The' governMent- willbé repreSented bÿ :.  

-Patil Ec; -Renatid,-- Chief - of the »External -Affairs' Department Is - - Tréaty-- . Divisfon, 
and Joseph E.:!-•Meindl. of -  St. Bonif ace , - Man. ; EmPioyment Advi Sor to the UneM-
ployment :Insurance :Comtnission 	 '•- 

- • Representing Canadian employers: are  J. Clà.rk Reilly , , :'General• *Manager -.of 
H the Canadian Censtructibn Associatien.; Masonville, Ciue, -and Allan C. Ross 

of Ross-Meagher, Ltd. , Ottawa, with John N. Flood of St.' JOhn,- 	;: as 
alternat.  Canadia• ;building industry werkerà 'are- representedlay Ernest Ingles, 
Vice-President  of the ;International • Brotherhoed Of- Electrical iîOrkers; London, 
Ont. , and °Sias ;FiliOn,- -1)resident of the Building- Trades Federatiori;- Montreal. 
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Canada Belôngs -Bloc:  -..•-:Senator Wishart 1cL Robertson, -,speaking  for 
 the Canadian delegation before • the :-.- *United:liations*.trusteeship5committee ;-: 

said yesterday that "we belong to no bloc, unless indeed it be a bloc of 
men of gobd will,  in whiCh - Catisê we  make ,  ria apologies." 	_ _  

'Senator i-ibbertsbn -, :apPealing -for speedy...establishment of. the trustee-. 
 CounCil; ,Said the ,Canadi an, delegationrepresented tzhat, was  once a 

"non.-;Self-governing ,s.territory,--todaY- a self-governing nation;  a  member of'. 
:- :- thé Britiah'CoMmOnviealth , of Nations as free; and in ,fact•as..completely 

master Of T our > own > destinies,as any --nati on 'that. is -  represented at this•--- 
council table." 

. a>  member -  of the Commonwealth,  Canada was - a nation, - "the :ma jority 
oé.*'Whes:e  people :havecotheri ,raCial 'origins 'than- those  of the  British: Isles," 
WhiCh''. had - nbt been 'entrusted :With''thè- responsibility of,s,administring  non-
self-gbvernitig, :territbriea --'and- which:'"haa --not- -  secured, and  does . .not._d.esire 
to s- écure  additions to-its territory-as a:result .  of, - war,".. 	 _ 

, 	He said establishment of the trusteeship council was "by-far - -themost 
Urgent and  prés :urged'- the , Aasembly to. avoid . "lengthy 7and 

- abrimônious:diacuasion'."  If  Members- took ...advantage -  of the  phraseology. of 
= ç ;t1 Charter to 'I'debeté  the c ountless questions- that can arise, we will :sieply 

-'intïkè no prOgresa'whatéver."'- , 	 ; 	 • 
Senatôr Robertson said there now were enôugh negotiated_trusteeship * .. 

agreements before the Assembly to bring the trusteeship council into•exiatenoe. 
"tet nuà'proceed'to -  aPprOve 'them' or' recoMmend such alterations.: , .....,..es would 
m& ce é 'therrL likely t o recé lye- ,  the approval of ,: the : Assembly:It-- 	 , 

	

thé - 	di sposed 	accepti in. good faith..the; proposals - _ 	 'Y 	 • 	 • 	 , 	 , 	 • 	 . 	 - 

of mémbér -  states Whb-  Will be charged with ' the !,--résponsibllity of administering 
these territbrieà." , -,- > 	 - 	; 	- 	••;-. 

ià our task to biiild; not tear çiown 	he said 	"It- is so ,easy„).to 
attribue --  faIae Motives to -those with ,,erhom we differ -, -,  in 	, religion,. 
ideology .  or éconOmi'c philosophy. - Yesterday,' some delegates. sought to 
por :tray 'deplorable -cOnditions whiCh: aré said -  to exist: in -: al mandat 	territory 
in' Afri.C.a' that has'.beèn administered by the  United Kingdom.: 

- -"I haVe - never beer in.Africa, but I  do  know:that I-  an al,citizen; or a 
country that wâà-  once  a nonself.--governing territory . -.under _the -administration 
of the United Kingdom and I can testify to this assembly.-that. - in.my , humble 
opinion no nation on earth has a prouder record in the field of hwnan relations 
th.an  haa thé United -KingdoM."•• 

.„ 
Sweden' Fairorà- PICAO BetOming Permanent: . Dr. Edward -ijarner ,. president- of _the 

Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization, has announced from 
PICAO headquarters at kontreal that Sweden has formally indicated she wants. 
the oi;ganizatio'n to be .c- orne a permanent body. Be -  said- Sweden -was the 14t1 _ _  
state - of  the 26  necessary to approve permanent 'establishment of the-roriian-
i zation• and - other countries noW' are passing -similar_ legislation- -  (CP) 

• 	. 
, 

liaif 	-Post -War  'Force:-  Recruited.:-: '-•rro aate ,494 _Canadians ;  have volunteered 
for Canada's podt-war R.C'.A.F.• Of 16;000 'men, -while.recruiting _in 'Canada for 
the i .A.F. hàs brow,ht 1,731 applications', far beyond _expectations..., Wing Cmdr,  . 

LacDonald, R.A.2. recruiting représentative at Ottawa; said at least two 
thirdà - of the applicants would'le disappointed as positions would be avail-

-ablie.  for wily' 400 .to 500 Canadians; (CP) 

Yormal 	Polish  Note on  Lissing  Treasures:  The Polish kinister to Canada, Dr. Alfred 
2iderkiewicz,  ha  s forwarded to  the  External .Affairs Department a formal : note 
'asking, for aid in - recovering .missing Polish art treasures which,were'rat -oréd --  - 
privately in Canada during, the.war. - The  note is *said-to cover the same ground 
as -a verbal rèquest by thé.Iinister to L.B. Pearson, Under -Secretary  of  State 

_ 

fOr External -Affairs last Tuesday.  .  (.C?)  



_iCanddrzinrNaVyat- 	 warships-- theairCraft _ 
carrier 4arrior, the cruiser Uganda and the destroyer Crescent.:-:wi11  take 
part in ceremonies _marking the, inauguration of the new president of kexico, 
tiguel,Aleirfan'; pec'ember 1.-> ',F611-eikintg 'training --eXerCiSera 'off  the S'outh.: 2 r: 

-..coaat 	 - --Acapu16-6.---;:::about 200: mile s-7south: 
of L.exico City, between November 28 and December 3. On inauguration day 
they will dress' ship, fire appropriate salutes and participate in local 
ceremonies. 	• 	 . ceremonies. 	 . 	- 

The ships will visit San Diego December 8 to 12 and reach Esquimalt 
3.C.., December  l6. The - .1;ar-rior Is  scheduled to •'participate in winter - 
training and spring exercises in the,Pacific. 

ents--in- late October -_•Lind. early _November • togeth.er :with the. acreages compile1 
from the June survey. 

-Compared. with .the-first - estimate. released, September -12 ., the second 
estimates -,are generally _lower., - the reduction  in  wheat amounting to nearly, 
22,000;000 bushels'... This decline_may , ,belargelY, attributed to unfaVourable 
harvesting conditions in-._ Saskat-chewan ,and- Alberta subsequent -to.- the_September 
estimate, but may alsol)edue -in. part, to..earlier.underpstimates Iof.the eXtent _ or damage causedby the,-.-July <frosts. ; •.. 

•"-Unsatisfactory -iharvesting,weatherandz-frosts-,also,largely account for a 
reduction in the oat _estimate of -  seme , 12;000,000 bushels, as well, as for de- 

( - :clines lof. 4,300,000 In barley4 over •1,000i000, in›,flaxseed : ,and:675,à()0 -• in,the 
rye estimate. Despite these reduced estimates-i s production, of..a1,1 of the major 
grains-is above - that -,of last:year,  , , the -increase, being, : most -ina.,..ked in the case 

, of wheat. - 	• 	:• 	 . 	 •,, 
- 

 

Production u of both peas and dry b ez,ns.. is estiniated at 2242 1 000  and 
 1,566,000 bushels-respectively-, ,showing,.slig_ht reductions from 

'estimate  but  substantially, above _, last year's  production i3 	increaseS 
f have bèén 'reglâtéred, inrestimates?of production of -,buckheat , 	x ed. , 'rai ns 

shelled corn, fodder corn and hay and clover. The alfalfa:estimate has _ 
- declined -  by› 60.,000. tons -to 3,203,000 tons , nearly 700,000 below last year. 

The hay •an.d clover .' crop, too, is significantly below -1a.st year 's- 
being- estimated_ now at 14,697,000 tons, compared y-iith 17,724,000 tons. 	, 

- 
 

The second estimate of the 1946 potato crop. indiçates a crop  of 48,- 
031,000 hundredweight, an- increase of 1,032,000 •over, the- first.:  estimate.. 
and 12,045;000 above last year's crop. . The sugar ,beet estimate.is -in- 

- creased by 19,000 tons' to 721,000 -  or just over-,100,000, : tons above _last. . 
year , s production,. 	• 	•- 	 • - 	 -.;.• 

IL ore  1,-iheat in Storage:  Visible supplies of Canadiun-, wheat  in  store-9r, in transit 
in North America at midnight, November 7, totalled 154,865,674 bushels, com-
pared with 149,57.7,750. November- 1 and 222,875,-053 on the ;  corresponding date •,• 
•last year. 

Automobile Shortage to Continue: _Reconstruction Department offici .als. are qu'oted 
as saying they believe .the domestic automobile shortage :ne,txt spring .will 
be "just about as difficult as now," because- of, the .continuing. shortage  of  
sheet steel.. _Aggravated by the lengthy strike in Canadian basic Steel plants, 
the difficulty of obtaining steel bas slowed•autornobile pr.ocluction considerably. 
The Ford •Company at- - ,Mndsor, ,Ont , has been forced to l'a3r -  off.. - workers`'ând - Cat . 	. 

- 	its daily output from 460 to 300 cars and trucks and. other manufactureis are 
running-  into the saine difficulties. - • 	 „- 	 • 

- -Another factor riirniting  the. number •, of .cars on the domestic .market is the 
large proportion of auto production going .to the export .market,, particularly ••, 
to Australia, New Zealand and South American countries. (C.?) 

Gleanings: - With salvage of most of the 90,000_ tons of sugar-;beetà -  biirib-d by an 
early snowfall, - southern ‘‘,1berta eowers hope for an .all-time record produc-
tion of 480,000 tàns...I..irs. Georges Varier, wife  of  the .Canadi an - ambassador 
to - Fiance, lias :been awarded the Jacques Cartier .medal •by the :French r•-)overn-
ment in recof_pition of hor work,for the llrench,people durip..g_and. since _t,he 
war....1 spectacular fire caused damage estir.uted 	:n;300,000 to thé 67-Year- 
old. "..7nox-Creocent .7.-resbyterian Church in 2'.:ontreal yesterday. 

- 30 - 
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Gordon StressesNeed for Public, Support:  - In the last of a series of five broad-
casts on price control, Prices Board,Chairman'Donald Gordon last night. 
warned Canadians that it is their choice whether readjustments needed in 
present abnormal post-war.conditions should'be controlled  or  uncontrolled. _ 

. i.  "We should_remember that it would not be.difficult to break down price 
control if enoughpeople lose,interest:in maintaining it," he said. 	. 

If re-adjustment:was to take place.without government supervision-ftwe 
must be prepared to accept sudden and sharp advances in prices of meny ne-
cessities and a condition of near-chaos in the field of shelter." We would 

- also have to "take,the,very serious risk--in my view a certainty--of a _ 
following;slump in -prices, in employment,_in income and especially in farm 

«Ancomes." This was.one of - the "main certainties" because "assumptions to 
' the contrary have.been-so consistently disproven." 	, 

He_contrasted.conditions in ,Canada mdth those in the United States and 
other countries and pointed out that ."every - returning traveller tells  us how 
fortunate we are in comparison with peoples in other lands." 

_"Take a really .good look at conditions - in the United States and decide 
honestly.if, the American baom can go on for - long withoUt a- time of reckoning, 
without a.period of re-adjustment," he said. "How long will our neighbours 
be prepared and able to. pay„such prices as 80 cents to la a pound for butter, 
and, at the same.time,•be,able-to buy-the great flow of such things as re-
frigerators and radios which are in the making?. 

."Recent events in the United States where all price control has.been 
removed,. except,on rentals, sugar and .rice, are bound eventually to -lave a 
marked;influence-upon.this-country.---But.* . - .it - is; - nevertheless, possible 
for,-Canada.to avoid the painful type of 'sharply inflationary and subsequent 
deflationary adjustments which are all too evident in the land _of our great 
neighbour. 

"We need not hesitate to take some pride in our self-disciPlined 
approach so*far and in our , shrewdness in refusing to buy,a pig in a poke-- 
which is inherent in the_boom and bust method of adjusting an,economy still 
distorted by the strains of.a great war. 

owe now have an excellent opportunity to study the effects of the 
United States example before this country takes the same plunge. By holding 
firmly to our present course, we can have the benefit of being able to form 
a judgment on the wisdom of our actions simply by contrasting price and 
supply conditions here with those of the United States. 

"It mav turn out that disorderly conditions in the United States are 
short-lived; it may be that large scale production will rapidly stabilize 
prices. If that snoula be the development we, in this country, can quickly 
adjust ourselves to it. It should not take very long before the United States 
picture becomes clearer, and then we can choose our awn time for complete 
decontrol. . ." 

Mr. Gordon said the Prices Board had given "a great deal of thought" to 
the question of removing price controls in some fields, "but it is abundantly 
clear that the control system is too interlocked to permit any such big fields 
of decontrol in present circumstances of acute àhortage." It would not be 
possible - to administer "that kind of half-free, half-control gystem. 	." 

Nova Scotia Prepares Alternative Proposal:  Following a Liberal Party caucus at 
Halifax, Premier Angus L. Macdonald said Nova Scotia was not "wholly" sat-
isfied with the Dominion tax proposals and would prepare alternative proposals 
for submission to the Dominion, Finance Minister Ilsley and Mr. Macdonald 
both addressed the caucus. (CP.) 

nbassy 	The United States government  lias  acquired 
the old quebec  Building and Bank of Ottawa properties next to the U.S. Embassy 
on Wellington Street in Ottawa to provide space for an addition to the presort 
Embassy building when labor and materials become available.  (OP) 

(over) 
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ce Department . SurVeys Universities: ,  Skilled...tethnicians and trained - minds 
for Canada's defence will be the object of a survey of Canadian universities. 
A joint statement from the armed .  services and Defence Research announces 
that;.; starting 4onday:, three.,teams -  of 7defencéand_i research personnel  vdll 
,spend 	 :three . :weeks:- vi stting• -,univeraitisi-throughoutj Canada-7,-, 
àsseSSiiik'the -  pâtential .  technical and profeâsi -Oniti 	iÏÏtyavai1ab1e for 
Canada's future defence needs and informing students of the qualifications 
required for. service 'in the::.active and reserve forces or in defence'reséarch. 

kembers of the teams are university-trained men and will be able to, 
advi-se students _wishing to adjust_their courses.. to defence' requirements ;;, 
outline defence needs and: state -- conditions: of servicè..,  

• „: 
Judgment- in Lunan Case Resérved:›•  The, espionage trial-.-of Cordon Lunen: -  ended-

yesterday with -  Judge . ' A.G. - LcDougall , reserving judgment until: konday. Defence 
Counsel J. - L.:.Cohen. of Toronto endech- his. case:without - calling- . Prime Linister 
Lackenzie - King...and -  other high-officials • he -- had :subpoenaed earlier in the 
week. . (OP) 	 _ • 	_•_ 	 • : 

Two Japanese 'Sentenced ,for -'#var Crimes: - Thé .Defence .Department has .  anriounced ,-- that 
Capt‹; Takio Kaneko•-and- Sgt. Toshiharu Uchida .have been found - guilty  and  
sentenced to. 28 and . 15-years imprisonment; respectively,. on chaï'ges, of, - beating 
and inflicting collective •punishmentson 'Canadians - and -other Prisoners of --fwar. 
Their prosecution was conducted -at Tokyo -_by --Laj. John 'Dickey -of Halifax, a 

- member 	- the Canadian -  War -Crimes Investiga tion Section. - • 
•:,:- 	 , 

Canada Again Importing Argentine Corn:Y.Reflectirig fmprovement i in shippink' facilities 
Argentine' corn .again is_ being imported into'Canada in. large quantitied..-Fiéures 
released:by -  the :Dominion Bureau - 	 cs shoiv Septeinber- imports. - fromi 
Argentina at-'622 -,.000 bUshels; bY far-the•largest for . any :month- thisr-year and 
almost -  double those for August. - Nine-month imports total 1 ; 121,000 bUshéls. 
First post-war shipments were - received from Argentina laat !Larch,- :the ' , first 
since 1941 when - sea warfare.  and - 'scarcity. of shipping interrupted, the-trade. 

During :the -  war -.'years the - United States was the only external - source- for 
Canada • s corn- reqiiiréments 'arid in the' nine -mcnths-ended"September't:hià year. 
that cowitry supplied:1,649,000 -  bushels - compared with. 1,414 ;00C--' in• a: similar 
periodof last ,year ' Imports:from the 'United States . in :September were 142,000 
bushels against 574,000 in .August. 

Park Ships Bring .62„580,000: Up to the' end, of October, a.total of 133 vessels .2 
of :the Crown-owned -Park L-teariship - .Fleet had been.disposed of _by the Park_ i.  

firm, acting as agents for :;ar Assets Corporation. A statement - from the 
Corporati-on 'says :receipts fromnsales total 4,562,580,162, or an average of 
470,527..per:vesseL.::. - 	 . 	 . 	. 
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Duplessis Turns Down Dominion Tax Proposals: 
. says - his 'government never•will enter a new tax agreement with the Dominion 

on the basis of proposals offered in the budget last -June 9  which he described 
as "even worse" that those advanced at the Dominion-Provincial conference 

Premier Laurice Duplessis of Quebec 

Speaking ,  at the official opening of a new _plywood industry_at s Gatineau, 
Que. Saturday: kr_;_ Duplessis_ declared.: "We, are masters, at leme and we intend 

. to  stay-, masters at home. We ask Ottawa, to respect whatbelongs 1to-  us and we 
will respect what belongs to Ottawa. We want security- and peace based_ on 
the constitution." 	 _ 	- 	. , 	• 

. • • He charged' that the present Dominion policy_  of  dealing separately_ with 
each province was "encouraging the corruption of- Confederation."  Although 
not definitely calling, for az new Dominion-Provincial- conf,erence  , Premier 

 Duplessis, urged that the Dominion collaborate with the:.provinces "before it 
is too late." 

_..Quebec was ready-to.'collaborate with the Dominion- and. to help- in seeking 
: a .solution tothe- federal _governmen'Os -  probleins .but Quebiec_'s -  Pellèbdra.tro-n-
never would go as far as allowing the -federal government to.,assimilete the 
province's rights. 

	

The .Dominion wàa:cbnstantiy1 provloking the provinces, 	Duplessis said. 
Quebec had refused.the request -  to give up_.-succession-duties because 
made' _such. a -  move- undesirable. Following this refusal Finance Mini ster- Ilsley 
had doubled - succession 'duties. without trying' to work out with the provinces 
-another solution to  taxation proble.ms......: 	 - 

He said Quebec was "on the threshold of the greatest industrial develop-
ment of any province, and I even dare say of any part of the world." Between 
1,000  and 2,000 new industries were planning to establish _themselves in - 

Quebec. -- (CP) , 	- • 	 '-` 

Canada Against Eliminating Veto Now: Rt-o -  Hon. Louis St. Laurent, chairman of the 
Canadian delegation, told the' United_ Nations General Assembly political 
corimittee that Canada was opposed to.revision of the_ U.N. Charter eliminating 
the veto power, .but .urged the veto be exercised "with restraint and in the 
interests of the United -  Nations. as a %tole." 	. 	 - 

Mr:. -St. -  Laurent, who helped write the Charter at San Francisco', reminded 
the committee that no member had questioned the desirability-  of, unanimity 
axnong the "Big Five." 

- .He warned 'against -submitting "frivolous" disputes to the- council and 
recommended that the - abstention of a, ,  permanent,_council.mamber from Voting be 
not interpreted as a. veto.  

"The Canadian delegation' does not associate itself with any proposal 
for 'the calling at this time of a conference _to amend the charter," :  Ivir. St. 	. 
Laurent said. "We believe ;that the charter _in tts'present form should be 
given a 'longer period -  of trial than. one ye.ar. 	 . 

"But the Canadian delegation does join in the demand voi:ced by so many 
other delegations that the veto be employed in future with restraint and in 
the interests of the United Nations as a whole. 

"The Canadian delegation feels .it would be premature to call in question... 
the rule of unanimity set out in article 27 (of the charte.O. 	What we do 
call in question is the manner in which the rule of unanimity has already been 
applied. All of us recognize that the peace of the world depends on whether 
or not the permanent members remain united in any serious international 
crisis." (CP) 

Lunan Sentenced to Five Years:  Gordon Lunan, formerly on the staff of the Canadian 
Information Service, has been sentenced to five years in penitentiary by Judge 
A.G. T.:cDougall who convicted him of a charge of conspirin.g to give confidential 
inforration to Russia. The next case is that of Agatha Chapman, 39-year-old 
Bank of Canada economist, who will appear next month on a charge of conspir-
acy. (CP) 



Price Controls Aid E ort Trade:  Finance Minister Ilsley, speaking at. Kentville , 
N.S. , said Saturday:that "by holding prices down we have to put Canada in a 
favorable position  to maintain  and increase its.'export markets when  the competi-- 

.-ti on. -,for world- markets is -.resumed - as it surely  :will': be-1011e:- of  _these days-. " 
:aft -eddré- â-s-  Prep-a- red for -de-livery before  the  -King's County Liberal 

Association, he predicted that Canada's price controls would enable the 
Dominion to withstand any possible "nosedive" in prices of world primary 
products. 	- 

"By refusing -  to allow. Canadian prices  th  follow world-  prices in-  their 
sharp upward- course we have insured ourselves -  substantially againstAhe 
hardships :consequent- upon deflation in the future-," Mr._ Ilsley said.' 

The government's aim had been to get rid of controls which could safely 
be dropped;' but. retain -, -those -  still 'needed,.  and  there was "no,;intenti on of 

- removing price__controls except in the orderly -  manner the government now is 
following;", - Abandonment. Df price control, by  the -United States did' not-  mean 

- that* Canada mist or Will -  take similar. action -. -! 	•E 	 .r 
"I do not pretend to know where the cost of living will ultimately-

settle'," he said.. "I ,  do:know, ‘however, that- the -official cost. of living 
index in the United :.States .1s -  now nearly- 50 per cent above pre-war (as 
compared with 25-per: cent in Canada) anci: that roughly one-third.  of  this - 

•increase has happened' since -  the end of•'. the .war."...: (CP) 

Progressive Conservatives Select Candidate-:  - A Progressive Conservative _convention 
has chosen -Ettenne Duhamel of Contrecoeur as a candidate in •  the  by-election 
in Richelieu-Vercheres next December. 23. . (CP) - _ 

Rose May Be Expelled from Party: Tim .i.3uck, national leader of the ,Labor-
Progressive Party, has announced at Edmonton that Fred.Rose,- member of 

• - .Parliament for Montreal-Cartier who has been convicted on charges of 
espionage -  conspiracy,. will be expelled from the party_ifs his pending appeal 
is dismissed. Lr. Buck also announ.ced: the intention -of running 80 to 85 
candidates in-  the- -next federal election. (CP). -  

Greek Relief. Parcels being Investigated: Maj.-Gen. L0R0 Lafleche, -  Oanadian 
Ambassador to Greece, has announced in Athens that Canada is,'investigating 
distribution of Canadian relief parcels in Greece and in the meantime 
bas been-"forced" to suspend' shipments of - used clothing. -  

- Greek Supply Minister Panayotis Kantzias quoted Gen*. lafleche .  as_ 
- saying that-  "had warehouses been emptied quickly; more clothing woUld 

have -been sent from -Canada." The Greek minister 'said that evidence 
pointed to diversion into the black market of some of the' 4,000,000 pairs 
of shoes and 17,000 -,000 pieces of clothing contained -in- _charity parcels 
shipped to Greede.- (CP) 	 - 

_ 
Gleanings:  -Victor T. Goggin-, -58,- , former -  general' manager- - of Wartime Housing, 

Ltd., died in a Toronto hospitar. - ..October sales of .419 , 629 5,180 .have 
boosted aggregate sales of  Var  Assets Corporation to 4284623,2150 ,00Sales 

- of Canada ,  Savings 'Bonds are -  near the 4400,000,000 mark....Dr. J-.T. Hogg, 
chairman .of the Ontario Hydro Electric . -Commission.-,- says that the burden 
on the Co.mmission's";facilities -is so great that poWer rationing might 
have to be introduced before - -new - power stations 'can be completed -in the - 
summer of -  1948. 	 I 	 ". • 
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Co-operation Needed for High Employment:  Thé "common end" of - high_employment 
"can be reached only .by new levels of co-operation between the:Dominion.and 
provincial governments,' between management and_labor and between government 

- as a whole and industry as  ,a whole--and industry includes agriculture,"' 
Reconstruction Minister Howe-declared yesterday_in -,Torontoi. • 

. 	Speaking before the Legal and -Literary Society at Osgoode Hall, Mr.,  Howe 
said "Canada must stand first among all the.countries of the - world in ability 
to provide opportunity and happiness for its young men."Provided there was 
there was "reasonable co-operation.amonz-all elements - of.our society"_Canada 
was better able than any'other country to 'prOvide a high levei-of empioyMent: 

' Regarding the:Dominion-Provincial tax Problem, Mr. -  Howe:said that, "in 
- 'default ofSeneral agreement," individual agreements now were being worked 

out:which "in themselves will contribute.to employment policy." 
"The more general they are," he said, "the_more they will allow the 

creation of a unified tax system that can be developed .to minimize the 
deterrents to industrial efforts, enterprise and efficiency. If the agree-
ments are wide enough, they may  permit the  emergence of a tax system that 
can be modified in nature and that can be adjusted to business cycle 
conditions." 	 - 2 , 

Transportation Aid to National Unity: _Transport Minister -Lionel Chevrier, speaking 
before the Chamber of Commerce at,Granby, Que., last night said:the media of 
transportation must "contribute to the uniting of our nation as it-  has never 
been united before.« 	 - 	- 	- 	f= 	 - 	T.- 

"It must teach us who live north.of the 45th parallel that -whatever our 
origin we all belong to a young, virile and powerful nation which has acquired 
an enviable position in the world and which will continue to expand greatly," 
he said. ."A Canadian mentality. .. °exists here in the Province of QuebeC, but 
:incertain parts of the country, 'it leaves much.to  be desired.": _ 

' Mr.-Chevrier.  said the reconversion 'of: industryfrom war to peace now was 
three-euarters completed and private industry-had-been helped "considerably" 
by the government- Special depreciation .alldwances alone amounted to e400,- 
000,000 up to October 1.. - - . 

neat Delivery Quotas - Removed:.  Trade Minister 'MacKinnon has announced:removal of 
all deliveryeuotas limiting the amount of wheat.western farmers may deliver 
to elevators. Referring to the exceptional level of producer - marketings of 
wheat during the current crop year, he said that, up to November 15, 201,000,- 
000 bushels had been marketed and there were 86,500,000 bushels in country 
elevators on that date. 

"These deliveries and stocks are very gratifying in view of the export 
demand which now exists," he added. "But all wheat marketed by producers 
during the present crop year will be reeuired to meet the urgent export 
demands for both wheat and flour." 

(over) 
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Last - Canadian-  Army- Unit Leaves.  Europe  : Final element of a Canadian 'armr which 
deployed,two corps in European campaigns,  the  Canadian section, headquarters 
British Army of the Rhine, Northwest Europe, officially closed its offices 
yesterday and started for home, six years and 11 months after the first 

-; Canadian_ contingent landed in the United Kingdam.r. It 'consisted of only .15 , 
--officers  and  '40 other rankS".and "since - _withdrawal"..-_of-"thejCàh4ian.:0ccüpâtion" .  
-FcirCel-iist June administered small miscellaneous units remaining to clear 
up the army's responsibilities on the continent. (CP) 

Report: -on - •Hydro Change:  The  Ontario Hydro ,,electrici_CommiSsion haa:;issued:aninterim 
- report saying that -changing the -hydrO :poWer- systemIntheT Niagara district 
the present 25,cyc1eïfrecuency:tothestandard. 6 0rcycleis practicalfrom a 
technical viewpo 	. The: report,whIchestimatedthecostof the:change at 
$200,000,000 over - a - period ,• Of , 20 -:years now is,: .being:; Studied by  municipal  hydro 
commissi iOns in pouthern Ontario. The  réport: - saidthere:JuoUld::benoincrease in 

. consumer casts.:and no itiaterial,:inCrease-c.in who1esele::powerrates.:2,  
- • 

Duplessis Advocates Provincial Gamhlings:Control:-- -  Premier 'Duplessis  of  Quebec, 
. saying that it must be recognized that npeople_like to "gamblé to a certain 

extent," last night advocated provincial autonomy - in control_ Of gambling. 
He was commenting on reports that while,lbingon had - declined in the Montreal 
area it still continues _on:a large scale _in - some. other areas ,of:QuebeC. 

ftwe have been asking the federal government:for years to amend the 
(Criminal) code so that the attorney-general of each -province ,will have a 

- free hand in _the Control  of  gambling,n he said. "If the. citizens of one 
province do not want to gamble, 'it snuld be up to their -attorney-general 
to enforce their .  wish. _ But - on the -otheriaand, if,people of,anotherprovince, 
such as Quebec, like to gamble a little, the attorney-general could .supervise 
a lottery for the benefit  of  educational ;and health. institutions./ (CP) 

PICAO DiscusSing Standardization: -  The  RadioTechnical Division of the Provisional . 
_ International Civil. Aviation Organization, which -  opened _its first - session in 

Montreal last October 30, has reached the stage of discussing ,  specific types 
of equipment in -conaidering world standardization. of:radio communications and 
air navigation aids. The Division, -which includes_representatives of 16 
nations, yesterday was sub-divided into - committees; _ -One _of tee, United States 

- Civil Aeronautics Administration landing systems has been recommended for 
immediate adoption as an  international- standard for blind landing .aids. 

Steel - Production Rising: Production of:steel ingots in Canadian steel_mills moved 
up sharply in _October; reflecting.the_recall of employees following the + 
termination of the strike early in the month. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
reports  production  _of steel  ingots  in  October  was ‘117,760  net  tons rising 

, sharply over the average output ,of.:77035 net—tons for August-SePtember. 
However, October production.was, considerably below earlier .months _of the year 
and the total for the ten months ended October fell to ,1,805,381 'net tons 
from 2,333,499 'Lla the - same period'of 1945. -  

Gleanings: - Pari-mutueI betting at Canadian race tracks totalled 448„667;744 this 
year, only slightly less than the _all-time high _of_ »9,867,765 set ln 1925.... 
Winter gripped southern :Alberta with below,  zero _temperatures ' - and _three feet 
of level snow...  ..Gordon  Lunen has :been,released on 'bail -of 46,000 .pending 

- hearing of an _appeal against his conviction on _espionage :conspiracy . charges... 
The Prî'ces:Board ration couPon figures,reveal 'British ColumbiE0s rpopulation 
has toppad the 1,000,000 mark, with Vancouver city itself:reqUiring 376,839 
ration books...The congress of Cuba held a joint session to honor Gaspard 

» Fauteux, speaker of the  Canadian. House of ;Commons,44.Frank_IL_Brown, mewly 
. appointed deputy _minister  for  taxation' in the Revenue .Depariment 	receive

•. a salary of b15;000, -the -highest -now paid any 'deputy -mtalster.- -J. 
_ 
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Robertson  On  6./orld Peace:  NorMan'Robertson,'Canadian Iiiàh Commissioner' to the 
United Kingdom, in his first public address since he'succeeded Rt.  Ion. 

 Vincent Massey, said last night in London tha.t "Canada., is determined to take 
her just part in 'meeting -  the responsibilities which the maintenance  of  peace - 
and security requires of all of us." 

Speaking before the Canada Club, he declared:- 
"Our - countries - have mach more in. common than a 'heritage of historical 

association, or a' mutuality of economie interest, even  more  than a common 
loyalty'to à single throne. 'de are members of like-min.ded .- peoplés sharing an 
attachraent to  certain moral  values, certain ways of life and ways of looking 
at things, which we are determined to pibomete and 'defend -. 

"Some ferns of social and political organization may develop and flourish 
for a while in autarchic self-sufficiency but neither social democracy nor , 
edonoraic liberalism«  nor for that  natter the distributive  state can  be  attained 
and preserved in'this modern werld .by a community living tô itself alone. 

-"Neither insular nor imperial nor 'continpntal isolatiowis cempatible• • . 	 _ 
with the kind  of  *life our peeples veish to _lead; 'le  want to ma.ke each One of _ 
the four freedoms a realit y  for every  man and weman in our countries but their 
effective * exercise requires a measure of -security both at  home and abroad which 
the world vhas not yet achieved.. .- - 

"No countries havé a greater stà.k.e than those of the Rritish Commonwealth 
in successful accomplishment of the task we have sot ourselires in creating the 
United Nations. , I_can assure you. Canada is determined to ta.ke  ber  just part _ 
in 'meeting, the * responsibilities which the maintenance of pe4ce and sedurity . ' 
requires'of  ai). of  us." (CP)` 

_ 
, 	 • 

Howe Predicts 1 47 Retord Buntline Year:' Reconstruction Liini-ster C.D. F..owe,- in a 
broadcast address as part of a CBC political . free time 'series,  said  last 
night that Canada is likely to have the biggest building year in  its  history 
in 1947. « 	 • _ 	, 	• 	, 	 . 

He sa.id that- this -  year, although the number of construction workers 
increased 30 per cent, the housing programs would -fall 5,000 to 10,000 
short of the target of 60,000 homes. A survey of unfinished dwellings in 
mtulicipalitféS of 5,000 population or over had disclosed that 35,000 units-were 
ineoriPlete - as of September 7. "Special efforts are being made by our 
priorities:officer  to  bring' into occupancy,those houses which are 50 per cent - 
or more complete.' 

Alaska Getting Canad:ian . Foodstuffs: Trade Minister MacKinnon'has announced that 
shipments of Canadian food. already have started  to move to Alaska,which ha.d -
appealed to the Dominion for help in meeting the food shortage creatéd by the 
marine strike, in :the United States. Canadian eggs; poultry, fresh fruits 
and vegetables have beèn - sent and arrangements completed last night for 

• 	 e 	 - 	 • 	 - 

-immediate shipment froM Ed.monton of 17 1/2 tons of beef. The Canadian liheat 
Board also has agreed to release flour. (CP) 

Dz.....1:52et  Hits Llaritimes: -  The prolonged dry spell' is continuing in Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick and many communities fear a water shortage this vrinter unless 
there is sufficient rainfall to raise water - levels before the freeze-up. . 

Some centres face a possible power shortage and New Brureiwick's larger 
cities appear in the most serious plight. At Moncton the reservoirs at present 
contain only 255,000,000 gallons and the city council has appealed to citizens 
to conserve as much - as . possible of the 4,000,000 gallons of :17ater used daily. 
Lakes in the Halifax area a.re as much as 34 inches below last year ,..s levels. 
(CP) 

(over) 
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CBC to StUdy Television Possibilities; 'A.D. Dunton, chairman of the Cana. dian 
Broadcasting-Corporation, says the CBC 'shortly will undertake a 'Study;  of the 
possibilities of introducing television to Canada, but it may be some time 
before a decision is reached. The CBC bpard of governors decided studies 

, should be made  of the  possibilities.-  of  establishing Publicly-owned television " 
facilities  in  iontreal  and Toronto‘; : As a  result - of a CBC-- stUdy  In  -1944; 
frequency modulation stations were established in the two cities this year and 

'others are to be built in Winnipeg and Vancouver while consideration-alSo is - 
being given to the possibility of granting FM licenses for similar stations 
to some private radio concerns. (OP) 

Warrior 	Has Only: Foot to Spare  in  Canal:  .Car'da's 18,000-ton aircraft .  carrier -, 
Warrior ha.s'Pa.cific brine under her keel  for the first - time after squeezing: 
through the Pana en Canal with only_a foot, to spare. By no means  the  largest 
craft to pass through the canal,  the  Warrior!s untibually.largé •overha .ng 
makes. 'her width 109 -  feet *even  with teMporary -removal r of .t hé outer ',extremity,. . 	 , 
of the more  prominen.t gun sponsôns., -  The wid.th of the canal ià 110 „feet.and-,_ 
in the Pedro 	lôck, where the greatesf_drop'ôCctirs and  the  shipta 
overharg is  completely below .the uPPer' level  of the  lock,  naval  officials 
described the passage as'"breathlesS - goingo" 

_ 
MexicanS Win Honorà at  ,Toronto Fair: A qUartét. of -hard-riding Mexidan-cavalry. „ 

officers' last, night topped - their _brilliant  invasion of  the _Royal  Winter Fair. 
at Toronto by séoring over  the  -,Diii.ted :States  and  Peru., to win  the  . Férgusen-
off iC ers team -dhallenie • trophy; féatur e. .àf  the  fair' Ei - cloSing' night ., ,The 
_MexidanS - won  all  but one  of the railitary:évents in .the.Weekrlông..h.orseShOW..:. 
Thé trophY:Was':ÎT6n. bY Ireland ,In" - 1938;* the las,t tirie  the  fairWas 'held. 

- - 	Revival of the fair 'dreW - sOme 400,000' spectatora ,t6,,Eiée.displays of 	, 
farm produce,, livestock and show animals_ and WatCh the  compétitions and,,•judging. 

-- (OP) 
' 

Says -Pilk Shôrtàge Threatens:  Robert  C. Smeilie, 'predident or thé ratiénal Dairy 
Cottncil of - Canada,' speaking  at  'Halifax, Said CanadaT'is not  -PrbdUCineenough:. 
railk to meet the requirements of her own people 'de'spit6 "almost 'iinliMit-éd" .  
possibilities in  the  export market. He termed pres,ent. s,hortages _of butter ,  

ChàeSd; 'evaporirted '  milk; 'ice cream  and  - cr-eara were' -largely:- "art if id tar.' and . 	 ; due to -export cOntracts.' 	 . 	. 	 , • 	;,; 	I 
While  only a'"iier-Y:  limited" quantity of butter  was  being -  éxpcirted`; Mai illy 

to the West Indies, overseas contracts for other dairy .  products.left 	-** 
insufficient ainount fer the 'domestié trad.e after' the; -eVer-groWing deMand _for, . 	 . 	• 	_ 	 . 	_ . 

- 
. 	 ' 	 ..• 	 - 

fluid Milk was--  Met fe, - 	- 	• 	• 
"The tiMe' May arrive  and in  the . not tàô  distant  futUre -. 'ivhen' 'Canada ;- 

will  of  nécessitY --  become-  an impérting nation  in  'Order  to 'Meet' the  deficiéney," 
Smeili:à said-, adding that  the  ni mber  Of :Cows' and  heifers-. on farms; iràs 

deCreaSing dos-Spite' increased population- and'the -  flow '  of  milk cliMiniajaing; ' ( OP) 

Noranda 	Line Union  Plans Strike:..  A local of the International T.Tn.ion..ofMine, :- 
ill  and:Smelter : Worker...a° (CIO), haa'annotaided...a decision to call1s Members -,•;: «.  

out on  strike 'tériorrow, at_11;branda. 	do-; at .  "Fori3.iida ; 	The  Union 
Which claims : 597 raernbers - among the.1,147 eMplôyeea 	'seeking union 
checkoff.: and 'wage' incrêases_of ' 16;.Cerits  an  iour retroactiv-e,to February,8 
when  the  preViOus contraet -eiPiredo The :COI:up-any' has-  'Offered- a 10.!ocent•-,an-hour , 	..• • . 	_ 	.„ 	, 
increase. -  (CP) < 

Gleanings:  . Winter_ weather prevails throughout the prairie provinces,, with_ 
snowfalls up---to 10 inàhes in southern. .'1.112,erta,and -Penh61d, ':4.1bert4 tbe 
coldest  spot - 'with `a. t'emperature' 	‘tl b_elowl. zero; and. the  cold vraVe is • 	. 
expected to moVe into eastern Ca.nad.a.; ...The .PriCeS  Board  has  - reMôved all 
equitable  distribution  controls. on datesand o_ther imported 'dried fruita...e., 
The Canada-United' States ' permanent joint defence „board has conCluded  a  twô-day 
meeting in Liontréal with .an announcement  that  its deliberations ;will  be 
repérted to the respective  'governments .....Dr.  ?C c,-  Popper of 'Ottawa 'lias been 
app6inted:Canadian Trade Commissioner (Agricultural Specialist)  and a statement 
says his work abroad will be more in the economic field than actual trade -• 

promotion. 
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U.S.:xdoal ,Strike  Affects - Canada:  The"strike  in United  States' deft Coal - mined -
haà- resulted in ,stepà by the cear centroller to  conserve stockpiles in . 
central Canada,  whia ldePéndà largelY - .ons-United.'States- sources  'fer - ità -
industrial coal. 

Reconstruction Minister Howe said that, in view, of uncertainties created 
by 2-the'''W,S U.S. strike , the Controller had isSited a.: directive  ;tci -coninercial ;dock 
operators and industrial Users in  the Great  Lakes and «St Lawrence-  area:s 
stating- theit  no  delivery' of bituminous COO: at  a raie in exCeSd  of  , ,dailY 
consumpt ion .  réqiiirements shall be - made .frein  a commercial ' daek't,e' any': 
indtistrial ce'xistimer •wh6 'has 6n:hand More - than 20 dayé supply. -• 

The directive applies to all industrial consuniers whe may receive  supplies  
from docks in the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence area whose requirements  are.  
more .t han•.«onti hundréd'tànd a Year. 

	

"Lake veds-sels .  are 'still_arriving - at' .  Canadian  docks, 	while -bur 'stocks 
. 	. 	 - 	• 	. 	• 	. 

kif:bitüminoiià Coal will -.fill - inuilediate consUinpt let - reqiiirements. it is - _ 	 , 

returied aimost ,to 'ilorma' 	 ••

_ 

McKinnon Says Trade Parley Useful:  110B0 McKinnon, head of Canada's delegation'' - 
at the preparatory portnittee of the international trade conference,, _says he_ . 
beliéés -the 'Coriniittée had aCcoMPlished valiiable -  work. 'jgave ' an interview  
in tônclOn bil.:‘-the eye  of  his  -.departure  for .: Canada:.- 	 '-• • 

" "Vie fdel *that-the .  preParatOry connittee  sessions,  ' now 	have  - '- 
served -Él'Uâéful -  purpose  and  'helped -  pave the . 'yra.Y  for a mucW more  intricate and. 
important" stage opening' at ,  Geneva. -  in the  dpring,"2hè saiçl.. 	' 

Before the committee meetings the Canadian delegation took Part' in 
' - discussions  - with'other CoMmenwealth repreSentatiVés: during - which viOws *  on 

 imperial: Preferences and Similar - Subjects' were  -eXchanged. - (GP) . 
' 	 .2 • : 	 . : 	 ' 	 "". 

Predicts Housing sShortage - Ove- r 	Majo-Gèn: « É.A. Young -,-  vide- 
president of the Central Mortgage -  and Ibusing Corporation, - says Canada's - current 
housing shortage began in 1930 and it probably will be "four or five years 
more"' before pre -dent- ne'éds 'are 'met. 

Speaking -  béfore  an Eastern  Ontario Rètail Lumber,Dealers -AssoCiation 
meeting in Ottawa,  he  said present «  needs -were'eStiMatéd at from 200,000 to - 
500,000 'units »a.nd:«exact eel/hates were difficult becaUse ofl  the problem of 
slum classification and the fact many families now living'"two to a: housen:- 
might prefer such an arrangement, "But whether it's 200,000 or 500,000 it is 
an acute-problemo''L - The object , of the Dominion  is - te'provide 400;000 unitd 
In the''nextfotir , oi',five` years.  If  ind.ustry remains stable and prices -  '- 
remain under control it -can° be' done....meanwhiIé it will -  be -Very .  hectic- and 
critidal" -- (CP) 

Pore SpeakS , at• U.11;:E.S.C;>0.;': Dro . Victor Dore, head - of Canaçla's delegtition - to the 
United  Nations Educat Iona]. , :Solent if ic  and Cultural Organizat ion; 'days' 
U.N.r.S.C.O. should 'concentrate at first on shôrt 7term . projeCts -. He told the 
Paris meeting that Canada .  considers U.'N.E.S.CO0 potentially one 'of - the' most 
valuable agencies of the United. Nations ,  Dr. Dore, Superintendent of Public' 
Instruction in Q,uebec, is Canadian tunbassador designate to Belgium. (GP) 
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necessary-that certain restrictions in -d.eliVerY be imposedto _give 
asà-liranCe ef - 'a fair and  -:,e4iiitabiki *-distrib'ution;" said  Ir.  - Howe,;.: 

' The* -Cb'ail : Contrôlier's 'directive  is aimod a.t coiiseriation  of  our, 
Stecitied, 'taking  in the long* tèrm view ,  as  ' it is irrPoSSiSlé tà -predict, 
just how long the esent situation will -  centime In. - the United. States. Our 

 interests are being matched very closely bY Coal Centrolo" 	 _ 
The Canadian ,coal eûtleok  for  this winter gave efficials: sop' &worry 

previoud 	st-rikes -,.' but an unliàlially.:Mild fall extended  the  - , 	 , 
lake shipping 'sèasen. and at be outset -  of the  ...c:rebent strike, -stodkpiles:. had 

(over) 



..,, 	 • 	 - 	- 

Poles Asked tO Register:  The Polish Legation in Ottawa  bas requested_l„all .:,Polish 
nationals in Canada to register voluntarily. The Polish Mirdster, Dr. Alfred 
Fiderkitwicz says  the step s befpg,= - takeii: to -facilitat_e ,_thei-r return:thoine !,' 
t!11% and when it,-mipht-be -zdesired-4'".7.7---, It-rwas.,--e-_-. 11routine!";_niatter-,-.to -:ostablish 

e cord--  ôr 'the --ebtimàted 006- 'to-6'; 006-  PoieS-  in -the - DiSMInio -n,-  hot - ÏË1üliT — 
 the 4,000 army veterans being settled on farms. 

- 
 

He  said he. expected_ some of the army veterans would be "coming around in r :- 
a -col:lee of months to register" because "as it happens among every group of 
people, a good percentage will .find that they do not ,like 	Canad.: JtnjT  
External Affairs Department official said-there was *nothing -,"iifristial" . -eibOUf.' _ 	 . 	. 	 _ 	. 	_ 
such registrations.  a.nd-a ,similar, step ,had been taken -by; , the Soviet 1  an.bassy,-, 
last year. *".(CP) 	 • 

Nova Scotia Negotiating for Naval Base:-  'A ,,spokesman for *T.qar Assets -,Corporation,5 
at Montreal, says .the ,Nova Scotia government is negotiating for the purcha.se ,D 
of theihàge:wartime naval training  base at  Deep 	 Previously:thezi, 
provincial gov-ernm' ant purchased the hoSp'ita] at the base locate,d. on - - 
Annapolis Basin, and  no  was ,negotiating for the entire property, 
(CP) 

. 	 . 	 , 	 „"

' 
	 • 

Door and - WindOpi Prices BoOsted:  The Prices isard has authorizedra 20- per cent — _ _ 
increase,. in _the ceiling prices of. d.00rs , scree-n d.00rs ,and door and- wind.ow 
fraMeS and a 25  per cent  increase in..the priCe of sash ",to : stimulate :production" 
which is "fa.11ing Short Of i the  ',needs, 'of  the enlarge.d.housing prograr;.,7 : --,The ;:  
Board said «Maximum 'PrideS previouslY: had:. been 'kept. at _baSic.,levelà, deSpit 
rising costs ,r of laboUr,,.1UMber, «glaSS and other material's ,a:nd.examination of 
data submitted by ,various trade àrg-anizatiOns and concer-ns _showed. mp.nu.facturing _ 
costà had. increased by. 20 té _30 per. cent. 	 _ _ 

,J 	 • 

Wheat Stocks Accumulate:: . Visible suppliez of  Canadian whéat rn Store  or in: ._trahsit 
in North America .at Midnight' 1Zovember_. 14 were recorded at .160,649,744 buShals, 
shoviing  an  increase  of 5;784,070 bushels over the' total for riOvembér -.7, : fhe - 
Dorninicni -Bureaii  of  St at istics  reports.  'Current stocks,.. ho-wever; ..".utère ;not  so 
heavy as those held a year ago, the total then amounting* to 217,088,621 -  — 
bushels., ,  

Manitoba Popülation . Lower: _Population of the Province of Manitoba has shown w.net  - 	 _ 
de-crease of approximately; 11,000 during the last,five ,years, .ae:cordingto: 
preliminary counts of quinquennial census returns made public by the : Dominion 

.-Bureau. of StatistiCs .,:. The advance' total  for 1946 .sta.nds,Tat : 718,69-9 : ad 
cômpared With 729,744 in 1941.' .Théreswa.s, hoWevér, l an inerease of  about 
7,500 over,.th.e 1936',total Of 711,216., 	 - 

general',upWa.rd. trend was noted in  the population of  larger -urban ,,centres 
in 1946. Population  of Winnipeg rose  fro-  m 221,960 in 1_941.to_:,224.,091i .  in 

 1946, St. BonifaCe froM  18,157 to  *21 -,320, and of Portage la Prairie from 
7,187 to ,7,545. Brandon's population, mea.nwhile, fell:from, 17,383.:to.  
17,147,  Dàûphints• 4,662  to  4,596, and  that  of The Pas *from= 3,131  -to -3;0$6;;;;: -, ---  

• . 
Hospital Dià persal Urged as Defence Measure:  After viewing‘pictures  of the 

Hiroshima area in Japan, doctors-attending an East Toronto .Med.iCa1 L41ssociation 
meeting PabSed'a resolution warning' provincial and municipal_ authorit ies„ to,,, z 

 take a leàson fr6m- Hiroshima and decentralize , hosnitals, as a precaution 
against atomic bombing. (OP)  

• 
Gleanings:  _A strike at  the  Eoranda 1.".ine at Loranda,-que., began,today when 

pickets blocked the-mine entrance...The :Defence Department- announces (that ;-- -- 
70 Canadian army officers and  men have been awarded decorations _by-the 	:- 
government of France...Below zero temperatures still prevail 'in southern .  
Alberta and. shortages of coal and natural gas are developing in some areas.... 
September production of footwear in Canada increased to ,3-,489,258 :pairs 	- 
compared with 3,126,099  pairs in Septcmber, 19450000WarsAssets Corporation 
is offering-  for _sale..the marine railway at  the  wartime Canadian armynavy, 
repair base ai Bay:Bulfs, 20 miles south of St. Iohn's. 	 . - _ 

• • 	, -30,- 
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Alberta Re,jects Dominion Tax Proposald:',  -* Premier pa C c-, -  Manning of ,:.11bértà'llas,„ - 
issued  a  :statement 'at - ''Edmonton. sa77iiie-the.t' the's -laterst Dorainien geV •erni-..iént 
tà..±'- :prOp.:6der.j'are-:ncie'aCdeptiiblè'fOr' sge ad -and' grOper-  r'é'asons .;" ' He  added, 

rèVer , that 1bertd would  do  its  full  share tofaci1itate .''pre'parat ion'.  Of :an 
alternative ja.greéÉent"satisfactory to  the  proVincé... 

He ,sa.id the -Alberta' "ge:Vernment. had analypeÈf' the  Many  factor  s' inVolvect'and. 
• -c? 	 'conclu- 	: 	" _ 	 s 

"1 0 In the interests of the •peopife  of  ca-ii-dda.''dà a whole, it is .absolutel'y' 
neceSsàry -tho.t - à mutually. - satisfactorSf fiscal agreement 'be reaChed -  between the 
Doniinidn: government' and  all thei.j:provinces.:To asPure- Satisfactery Dominion-
Provindia.1—r'efatiOnd and  .the''national"stability so 'esPential'at this tiMe", _bitch 
agreement must be voluntar3.r dontérihnutuai1y decePtal.)16 and'Whidii' Will' 'net 
irqpair the fundamental features of our ‘ federal.system,of, government on which 
ccinfédératien -.wa.P.' base. 	 - 

"2 There' arè drOgrids .  for._ -Valid:'objeetion.S' to tho t ermz  of  ae,eement 
prooSed it.  the Dominion budget in  that thei:do `conta.in featuros .  'which • 
seriousiviolate:7théf'fundamental principleS ef- 
They WoUld* :dePrive the provinces : of effictive, jtirisdictien' over their major  
fields„ of-:reV_enue:,  and 	 :1;i*nanciàf c:pirtreI 6Ver  the  ont 	national  
econemy- 	t'hè'''hands:' -ef federal' authorities.  

propagan.da' is ..peing. -dissemilia.ted:  in an  endeavor ,to Create 
the .opposite'j:Mi)reàstsin,' the tact of  the'retter-fs that  only three  provinces  
have i iiiclidated:"_any'liiili:ngness to  enter 'inte  an  agreement on 'the terms ' -dictat ed 
by the  Doii1nioxr budgct0  The  central -provinces of Ontario and.  '.?,ueloeC bot-h. 'have 
asserted definitely that they will not consider anreeMént .  on -the Deminion--  
present...terms, end it is becoming increasingly clear :that tlie objectionable 

-1" 6 -attires  in  the 'budget `Preii.esals  are  eqUally'Là'eUnàcceiitable to rnost- of the  - 
Other Pre-Vine  

He  Said 'thé - lIreViné -ed' which 'rejected' the ,D6iiiinibn',.iprope'sal .-8  or  had not' 
indicated a' Wi -llingiieSs te:liceep-t!  them reresentect 80  per cent of  the  Canadi an  
people and "in the'liglit  of  théSe'eireUMstanees --  it  is ObvieUs that -Ihe' 	j.  
Dominion budget approach to this important matter is  pro-doomed to failure . .0" 

"IiadividUal' .agreeriénts - betWeen the doMinIon and.a-sma11 ininority  of the  
provinces cannet Possibly 'assure  btabiliti -tb' the 'Canadian edenoniy,  or have 
possible  the ejrtensiV-e.-2progilà4. - of: -pubilc: invetments  and  impreve social -  ' 
serviées which caxr be  -imPlulutented-  onlY - 11  goneral' 	agreeMent. is  -i -»edehed.." 

. 	 . 

Peace Onl 	 Borib:, Dr. O.M. S_ olandt, director7general of 
Defence Researeh for • -theTarmed forcù,:sayi• the "cinky Possible 4efence" -.- 
aglainst' -  either.  atdmirc' or  biolegical Warfare -  Is to stop War. Speaking' 'before -- 
the Defenee 	Association of -Cariadd''at Ottawa, -hè said that  if  ano :ther 
vrar brOlce  but there was not datibt: "we .-  couid :::fight it ' and  •probablyIiin,".  but  
there -  WOU.1cf,be 	 . destruction"  -.and, 'Canadian  cities weüld be - 

He  â.eSe,ribéd hb résUlfs` of:t he'. a.  tonic, boa ing--  of  • ItiroShiMa  and  'said - an -  
at omi c bomb •attack -on.' a 'typical-  Ca.nadiari city Two-ed-  cause  only '7slightly 
lower" ' -edsUaities:,' with  the  --1. ikiihood that 'Éq i,opa Canadians' weuld be killed  - 	- 	- 
and  anet-her - 50 , 000 ' woUld' require prcilenjed treatMent. (CP ) ' 	* 

Ocean Priorities End Januaryl: Canada House in London has anneunced that the 
shipping situation has improved to such an 'extent that Canadian government 
priorities for persons desiring west-bound. berths will be abandoned after 
January 1. - Since june more than 1,000 priority passages have been arranged for 
Canadians returning home and an estimated 1,500 to 2,000 still are in this 
category. Highest level reached during operation of the priority lists was 
5,000. 

The sailing of the liner Aquitania, expected in January, will complete 
removal of Canadian Military Headquarters in London and provision has been made 
for the movement at government expense of all soldiers' WiVOS and children by 
next June 1. However, appeals for passages may be heard after that date. (CP) 

(over) 



'  I bite rabdur:-Lran.- -aqéraent oduc t io-n-  Commit t ees:  The Labour Department r—e-PCir'ts 
that the nuraber of Labour-Manageraent Production Committees now funàtioning 
in  industry across rJanada has reached i  more than . 450 -an ;,  increase ' of  7Oin  the 

- 
reaisto -incréas' e-wartimd product-1On 
. 	 _ 	 _ 

closer partnership.. of management and. workers, the committees operated so 
-successfully that _it was decided they could also fill a very useful place d.uring, 
the  period of reconversion and afterwards, by bringing management and  labour 
closer .  ,together," a Department statement says.. 	 - 

"W 	carne  hen it - ca -ie to getting' work- donc  during the war; cost 	Prodtiction1is---' 
not the iMportant item: ra.ther it - was' the:speed and volume  of. production  that  
mateered. 	ith industry returned to . a.' -basis of . cbrip'etitibri_frbm_other - iCountr.ies 
and other industries; the volume  of production:  in relation  to- coit became *. 
important_ once more._ ,•Ebcperience  lias  sliown,- tint the  COmmittées -'are an 	-- 
assistance to the varibus  industries  in facing peacetiirie ,coMpetitioh thrOugh 
an_improvemen.t of employer-employee  relations."  

The Committees are iridependent of  collective 'bargaining:and do  not oVerlap 
the field or union:-management nego-t. iation.. .The-y are "designed as - a.n. aid-  to 

.increade_produCtion, .irrprove efficiency  and  ,generally' to  -promo-be riUtual: 
confidenc e and  ,trust  `betWeen' the - part n.ers_iin industr.y." 	 L  

	

leacKinrion ppoint s ;Ir.  ea' Traffic Officer : Trd.de 	t er- *EracK.-innén ias a.'nnouridecl,-; 
appointment of William J., I. 'isher as an area  trafic  officer: in_Canadats- 
foreign - trade Service-. Ire will act as  liaison  -officerTWit,h -  other dov-ernment. .,_ 
departmérits , On  transportation  Problems , internal:and &it errial ,,,,  as they 
affect  --eXPort  and irtort .  trade  and  will also rei.)"resé‘iiti the  'd6partj.ient', on - 

 interdepartient-al Ceminittees' on,  telecommuni -catio-,ris -  and  free port.'aréas.' .; 
- "The newlY 'zipPointed area. traffid of ;11  fder a11  'develop, :a,  close Worlzi. «  

arrangement with..a.11 Canadian.. shipping', .railvia.Y and  air- transPertatron 
c orapa.ni , " ri said 	"He :will-  :d-VentuallY" assume  ré-Sixinsi 1;ilit y  • , 	 • 	• 	, 	 , 
for obta.ining -priorities and, in every WaY-podsible; will .a.sist'_Canadian 
busineSsMen to obtain, ship or air aCcori -loda-tien • • 	. 	 . 
remain in this regard."„ (CP),  _ 

Government -Determined tb Hold Controls: Rdsburces-I:inister Glen ,says the Dominion 
government will go dovni` to defeat,  if  necessary, in fts efforts to hold, price, 
controls until it is time  to abolish them. In an address before-a liberal - 
association meeting at Treherne,_ Pan. 	Glen said it would be "ridiculous" , 	 , 	• 

to hold another-  Dominion-Provincial conferenc,e -  at the present- time. (CP) _ 
. 	 . 	 . - . , 	 _ 	_ 	. . 	• 	,. 	. 	, 	. __ 	 _- 

Ration Books IndiCate  Po tE..i...]_.ation: The number:of ration books distributed. in , 
1946 ir_dicates tha.t Canada's population has-  :increased by 613 P  389 since the .   

1941 censils.• The Price's' Board distributed ,12,120,044, books during the year, , 	. 
- compared with 11,658,933 in 1945, when  many Canadian's were-overseas. -.The - 

1941 census showed a -population of 11 .1 506,655. - (CP)'  

Gleaningà:  ›-The Secretary of State's Department has -  anrioianCed it will,raake no 
recommendations  for  civilian awards to .Canad.ians, -in the King' ts. New Year list . 
of honers.;..Negetiàtions between the Major maritimeprovirice coal corap"ani -es 
and the  - United  Lane -  Workers of  rricaloading to  a  heiï. co nt ra -c t will  open  
at Glace' • Bay, 	9 - next.'week... -.The Nova Scot ia Fruit 'GrowerS' Associatibn -  - 
is sending two representatives tic-,; 'Ottawa_to -  dideuàs With bff.icialb of the — 
British rinistry  of  Food the poSSibility  of a long-term agreement for the sale 
of apples similar- Ito ‘:the British-Cahadian Wheat agreeMent....A:, cold .  waive - 
moving east from  the  prairie. provinces :caused -  à 30?-degree ,drop in 'temperatures 
in Ontario and gales forced Great  Lakes shippirig -into port. • 	— 
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Canada Opposes. Russian-Resolution:  -- Canada "will- .  not be a party" to any  effort 
to amend the United ..Nations Charter:2,1)y indirection or by. a strained 

_interpretation," Hugh Keen3.eysid.e 'ofthe,..Canaciian-.delegation told-.a joint 
eommittee of the economic . ,and social._eouncil,)during discussion.of a liussian 

:resolution ythieh,Would give the World ,teederation - of- Trade Unions the right 
,to place rnatters. - on the_,council. agenda. f 	 . 

Can.adian Ambassad.or to Lexico, said Canada sympathizes 
-w..-Ph.„desir -of organed1abQur for close- collaboration with L the  ,council, but 
effective provision had neenmade .  for collabDrati on through the .I.L.O. and 

.-the "preferred position" 	 »_ 
The Russian-amended resoluti on was a "nost disingenuous production, 

purporting „to _be, • a moclification of,- the. original_ proposal,. a , compromise," he 
.said4 "It 	in:fact,- the saine  proposition and ,"neither. the_verbal — 
_lipst•ck, nor the rouge. f-qf. indirection has altered, its,. essential character, 
.except -perhaps-to  point . 

The Russian proposal would. .give !the ki..Ë.T.U.•-:before ,-,the„-economic and 
social council  "ail  the -privileges ,of- a specialized, agency and all the 
privileges of a sovereign state, except that_ .it.wa_uld, not be,. allowed to vote" 
and.,"to do either of -_these things ,wou,ld 	 .be -contrary to the 
provisions_of .the Charter."- . , 	. •• - 	. 	• 	_ 

Ke,enleysidë said :that "-pertain .d,elegations., , . on .very -recent 
occasions have' expressed the most fervent- and;  I have,no doubt rie,hteous 
indignation, when any proposal in their view - contained even a suggestion of 
a -. change in the ,• Ch.ar_ter, now ,accept _this iobv-ious expansion -.of:  .the terns of 
that .document with an approval am.ounting to enthusias.m.."- The_. > "authors : of 

- this resolution",.were "endeavouring to dodge the. provision. of•the 0 21arter 
because a t. this time -it suits their convenience." • ; • _ 	_ 	 . 
- 	. "If we extend the Charter to cover these,special privileges for the • .

•will, the authors of- this resolution. s,ay _next_year when the 
International .Chamber of Commerce asks for similar rights:- and wh.en the 
following year the World Federation of Churches follows suit? You pannot 
have it both ways." 

' 	
"The ,b,asic..concept : underlying  the  organization, of :  the 'United Nations

and of its ,constituent bodies ,i s -repre sent ati on - 7On -  gëôgraphi -à , and natiOnar 
, .lineS- ," he declared. "So•tar as .Çanada 	,concerned, we are not now prepared 

:change thi,s' concept ..and.. to.•take over froM__ the corporative state--frora 
fascism.-the :principle of representation on  the  basis, of  functional 1  or_-, 
'o_ccupational, groups. . Not on.ly. are- ye notprepared.to  do this -open.ly_ and 
indirectly; we are rnOt .prepared.. to, do .  it__ furtive3.y _and by indirection. " 

British Columbia View .  on Tax Agreement:  . On the eve of Premier-Hart's departure 
for new financial, talks at Ottawa, Ëinance linister Herbert Anscomb "said' - - 
Saturd.ar that 'British  Columbia  - 	 '"not prepared to make a deal in Which this 
province is tied, hand and  foot  to a bureaûcracy 3 .,500  miles  away which is 
nOt interebted  in  giving our  people the social  Services' and  eiPanding our 

„epOnoin.Y." .. - 	.1 . 	, 	.._ 	; 	.:- 	. 	. 
. Speaking to executive's -  of the  B.C.  Progressive  - COnierVative party, of 

'which hë is leader, kr. Anscomb-  Said  the  Daraini,bni had  taken &total .of 
4;200,000,000 out of the province in 1943--;14 - b-y -  income and corporation taxes. 
"We are not going now, at the saine  tempo ,as during .  the war, but B.C. is , ..•
'gr .Owin.g and thérè ie.7311 be  a .  tresnèndoud.increàae in . 'revenUe." . He  *said, the  - "-- 	

■ 
provincial  "govei'n.rnent baà - asked: for a -  Pereentage  of revenue  colleCted_ in the 	 1 i 
province.• : (03) 

Hue Bond Sales:  Finance kinister Ilsley has. annotinced that on November 15 sales . 

	

	 . , 
of Canada, SaVings: Bonds  TpachecI, ,,P467,223,850, with  1,149,188 applications  
and the result had "greatly 'exceeded' expectations." 

(over) 
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Praise for Polish Settlers:  A second group of Polish army veterans, numbering 
1,200, disembarked from the transport Sea Snipe at Halifax during the week-
end and Deputy Labour Minister Arthur MacNamara issued a statement praising 
the manner in which the first group of 1,700 have been settled on Canadian 
farms. 
- - , "'ro m all-quarters," Mr. -6-acNamara stated, "we are receiving eXcelIent" -- 

 comments on these .Polish veterans. Never has there been a finer group of  • 
':encoietoCanda0 TheyareTntonror fine :`.;thYài4ue- ,i).iit:: 
go to-wOrk. , in-'the land -:they' Were lobking'fôrward-tà 'enter." 	'-'" 

- 	L:r - MacNamara add.ed' *that 'farmeré ;have --  beensb imPreésed 
• Allied soldiers= thatmany;jno -W •-eire'SaYing-thèywish"they had -asked-for -tigo 
:•lnstead of one.-;Other -farmers: -Who fallécr tb send in appliCationé - ai.é , -èbrry 

they delayed so long, since  applications réceiVed àubbtaritiallY outnumber 
the 'Polish veterané available -. 'Department.: of labour and - ,,prôVinci al agricul- 

: officia'Ià; who•' -are . 'supervising the plaCeMent';of' thèse veteranst the 
• eight di stributi on-centreS sadràeé - Canéda -,> had -  rep *orted - the Men are ;very' 
happy to be here and theY-› show- -  every-Pro'mlée- of ad juSt ing theinselveà quickly 
to Canadian life. 	 • 	 • 

,MacNamara - said it- ' - Was -mot ant icfpated '-that ilanY "réciuesté "Wcitild be 
received froni Poliéh•veterans td 'leave the 'farmé on WhiCh they are employed. 
A definite' understanding had 'been reache - d -- With each -Tarm -eMployer -  cOvering 
living and working conditions, includiie-minimuM wageé. ' , Proviâiôn alsO was 

- bèingrnadetokeepirï  dotouch-With- -botli'Polish'-veteran.s and' farmers so 
that steps :could be 'taken 'quickly :should any- diff idulties arise' *between 

• employer ranizi employee in particular' cases; 	 ' 	*=• 	' 
On the questiOn 'of 'the -serviCei* of these' Polteh vetéréxiS 

In Canada, Mr. MacNamara said that , with fewer persône• tineMployed -in -- Canada 
today than:there ,were 'a' year Eigcy, theÉe -has 'been' littiee' iMprOVemerit in the 
sUpply‘Of--eXperieficed-.farri wôrkers. - '' 	" 

New 'Air link "NextYeer:"'NeW-  Zealand's *CiviI"Alii -atiOn Minister; 'Ilre -deriCk :Jones, 
says-It:fa confideritlY expected -  that* the' prkyjebted -  P•acific trimk"air sévice 

"between 'New Zealand  and  Canada. will 'bestabliéhed earlY  ii  *194-7 • 'Like  the 
 Australia-Canada service,  the  new rOutei wbuld* be: Operated - I:It- the otitsétrby 

Auétraliari National  "-Airways  on  -behalf of'','Br-itisW Commonwealth Pacific Air-
lines'. 'Mr. -  Jones said that', linking, with  thé 'through service, New Zealand 
would proVide regiOnal ' services to=areas of its responsibility''ithe South 
Pacific% - (GP): ". 	 - 	 *' 	 ,:_.• 

, 

Illegal Cigérette- FactOry Found:  ' , Royal Canédian.  lylbunted  Police • offiCials have 
- aririounded disco-Very' Of an 'illegal' Cigarette faCtori in*•Montreal whiCh 'Wàs 
ttirning °tit. EiPproximateIY 100,00 -0 'Ciga'rettes"-Monthly on' lArhich• no: exCiée' - -tax 
was bein-g paid 	After:'sei'iure  of '6,000' Cigarettes  in an autoMobile-, :police 
•raid-ed th-e ,  faCtorYs where theY fourid:girls Operating -Machines which- tUrnea 
out a -product -éé shapely es that  of  licéttsèd'conceinise _ - Two men and -three 
women: -weÉé arrested on chargeb 'of 'viôlating' the 'Excise Act. (CP)*:- 

	

Refinery  Producti on  Higher':  dirtP *ut  of  refined- Pet.rdleum 	 "Sé products  in 	PteMber:- --:- . 	. 
_ totalled 6,-453,764' barrel's compared with 5,526 ,556 in the correspdridirk,. 

.* mOnth la -st year s  adCordinÈ to  the Dominion Bureau  Of Staisti - c -s,. • Prbdtiction 
for  the  nine' Months *ended September was  48,757,483 bairels .  compared with 

 44,932,-665 in the similar Period Of  1945.• Refineries * u.sed -6,619,547 -  béri'els 
of crude oil - against.6,094,398 in September, 1945. Receipts of, crude -d-Uring . 	, 	 . 	 , 	: 

- the 'month totalled' 6 , 804 , 756  barrels' including 6' 242 923  of iiniorted oil 

	

and: b61 , 833 frOM.• Canadian-  sources.-- 	" 	 ' 	• 

Gleaningà:  Some 30  trucks,  travelling in twO - convOys  and  carrying food frOm the 
United States tà Alaska are exPected* to reach Edmonton' today or tomorrow. 
In a two-way' international - short wave radio program November 30, the University 
of Montreal will confer an honorary doctorate upon Robert kazet, - 'rector' :of 
Caen University ., France...The Polish legation at Ottawa has announced that a 
bronze-  plaque was -unveiled in' :aariaw Sunday as a, tribute itO five Canadian-''-' "- , 
'airmen Who were killed in Germany November 24, 1945, -  while flying''an' emergency _ 	- 
supply of Canadian penicillin' to Poland. 
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St. Laurent Speaks on South African Question:  :Fit. Hon. L.S. St. Laurent, 
Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs, told a United Nations 
General Assembly committee. that Canada believeo India's representations 
against South Africa should first be referred to the International Court 
of Justice. 	 - 

The Indian delegation proposed that the Assembly call upon the South 
African government to revise its policy in respect of Asiatics in general, 
and Indians in particular. 

, 	Ir.; St. Laurent said there appeared to  béa preliminary question of 
jurisdictionc. Field Marshall Smuts had-taken the position that  législation 

 referred to "concerns matters which are essentially within the domestic 
- 	jurisdiction of South Africa." 

The International Court of Justice was "competent to settle author- 
'A.tatively-the various questions involved" and,lx. St. Laurent said, he did 
not believe "it can seriously be contended that this joint meeting would 
be mere competent." 
. "I.feel confident that, if. the court; -decidesthat there exist grievances 

with which the Assembly - is entitled to deal, they will be .dealt with as 
speedily and effectively as if we were to pass at this time a resolution 
which South,erica might regard as beyond the competence -of the Assembly." 

Miners-Take Strike Vote:  Some .13,000 coal miners in Nova Scotia and New . 
 BrUnswick--District No. 26 of the United.Mine Workers of America- --are , voting 

today*.whether,they_will strike if their officers . consider a just - settlement 
of wage:demands is not offered durineforthcoming negotiations for à new 
contract. 	 - 

The miners are asking for a basic hourly rate of el, compared with the 
- present-73-cent wage, and a minimum weekly - wage of_440. District president.7 
_Freeman-Jenkins - said it was theflearnest hope - of.every officer - of the union
and every miner that those who now have authority over such questions will 
not:force- us into a strike."' (CP)i 

i• 

kassey-Harris Workers Strike:  Harry Vandant, secretary of Local 439 of the 
United Automobile Workers, has announced that 500 assembly-line workers-
in'the kassey-Harris Plant_at Toronto have been on strike since Friday 
in protest against reduction of , piece-work rates. He said the,new schedule 
of piece-work rates on assembly of agricultural combines would mean a ' 
reduction of 65 per cent in the wages of men in that division. 

,Leanwhile at Noranda, Que., employees of the Noranda Lines, Ltd., 
- were permitted to pass picket lines to draw their back pay and about 100 
maintenance men are keeping smelter firen alive. (CP) 

- 
October Strike Figures:  In its monthly survey . of strikes and lockouts, the 

LabourA)epartment,says 393,296 - man-work days .were lost through 27 strikes 
involving 32,919 workers during October.. This was a_reduction of 200,000 
man-work days from the 657,601 . 1ost in:September through 33'strikes - 
involving 33,030 workers. 

The Department attributed most of the reduction to settlement during 
the month of 20 major strikes some of which had been in effect for several 
months. Preliminary figures for the first 10 months of 1946 show 188 
strikes, involving 133,317 workers, with a time ioss of 4,462,730 man-work 
days. For the same period last year there were 169 strikes, involving 72,490 
workers, with a time loss of 773,128 days. 

Former kember Dies: P.A. Seguin, 71,Liberal member of Parliament for l'Assomption 
from 1908 to 1935, died in a Lontreal hospital 3unday after a brief illness. 
He was.joint-clerk of the Quebec Legislative Council. 

, 

(over) 
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Additional Bonus For wheat Farmers: Trade kinister MacKinnon has announced that 
.the CanadiEtn. Wheat aoard and elevator companies operating in.the Prairie' 
Provinces have completed arrangements to make an upward adjustment of 10 

.-cents a bushel on wheat delivered. between August -,1,  194x5, and  July _31i:21:946. 
Tha adjustment means that 4, 23i000,000 will be distributed among western 
wheat ..growars.'....j.. 	- 	- 	 •••. 	• 	 _ 	 . 

r kr... kacKinnon4.said that ..in',1945-4.6. the :Board's - fixed,..initial.price was 
e.25 a bush41., but the new wheat policy - announced:in -Julyby-  thei Ddriiinion 
government provided ,that  the  -preaent initial price  of  .i;1.35 a busher-would 
apply on 1945-46 deliveries. -  :Wheat  Board  operations in respect *to the 1945- 

, 46 crop resulted. in •a-,surplus'from.which the adjustment -is being paid. . 
• e added that durin.g, the ,last 30 months the Board had'made.paYments to 
producers totalling si125,000,000  in  connection with crops - since _1940..' 

Progressive Conservatives  mn  P.E.I. By-election: Francis J. McNeill, _Progressive 
wonservative, won the provincial by-election in the 5th district ,of' Prince, 

a-slim majority of 44 votes over his Liberal opponent, Caroll 
Delaney. The seat was left vacant by the death of kr. kcNeill's father, 

kcNeillo kr...kicNeill polled 1,735 against 1,691 for Is. Delaney. The 
Progressive Conservative majority in the last election was 292. (CP) 

Vl'ar Gratuity Payments -  Reach Huge Total:  Nearly 1,000,000 _Canadian  wart veterans 
_ - have. drawn approximately 4S500,000,000 in war service gratuities:and"-  re- 

.. establishment --credits, according to a Canadian Press surv.ey. -- _ The grand 
total, which includes applications already approvect but not yet pai'd 9 : is 
roughly -  5?6,?O0 ,0000Jn addition, further .  large ,sums have been paid to 
put veterans - through university .or technical training and -in grant's iii2der 
the Veterans' Land _Acte. (CP) 	 - 

Automobile Sales Climbing: Canadian retail dealers sold 78-,344 motor vehicles 
during the 'first nine -months of 1946, with passenger cars accounting for 
slightly more than: 60 per cent of the total. The Dominion Bureau of.: 

. 

	

	Statistics -  reports that commercial vehicle sales' reached  3,215  units, 
compared with 30,166 in _the peak-  pre-war year of 1937. However, -144;•441 

•'" T passenger cars viere sold in the first nine months. of: 1937,:  while •these 
- sales reached only 48,129 this year. 	 _ 

Building Boom Boosts  1.inera1 Production:  The high-  level of activity in the 
building trades continues to be reflected in the production of certain 
leading Canadian mineral products, the Dominion-Bureau .of Statistics-
reports. Cement production during the, first nine months of this year 

- 

	

	rose-  to 8,913,097 barrels from 6,384,732 in  the 'sanie: period of, last year, 
clay products to. ii;8,603,524 from .4; 5 ,7 6 5 , 80 5 , asbestos to 400--,7.30 tons from 

' 357,863, gypsum-  to 1,193,053 tons from 528,382, while lime recorded a 
minor decline to 609,962 tons from 625,802. 

Gleanings: Canada's -  first post-war fleet was formed when the aircraft carrier:- : 
Warrior, the cruiser Uganda and the. destroyer Crescent. came together off 

, - - Acapulco,- Mexico, where they will. take part in kexican presidential. 
inauguration ceremonies December 1.. 0 The espionage conspiracy; trial of 
Agatha Chapman, Bank of Canada economist, opened in Ottawa yesterday.:. 

- The CBC has announced -  it  wilil grant the request of. the Ontario Property 
Ownerà' ,  Association for free time to - reply to Prices .Board Chairman 
Donald Gordon at the f irst opportunity. 	 - 

30 
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Poles Need Not Register:  The Department of External Affairs has iSaued a state- 
ment saying that 	should be 3"c1ear1e understood that under 'Canadian,  law '-‘ 

e b e  nciione  fin 	Okullir 	gd. 	-hims uf ' 	t Sitt o le th r'P f-1 hfr y nee 	esen_ 	 or ree 	 t _ e o s • -- 
rz•----=-3--- :•=zr--zz•-• 

. • 	. "There is no law in Canada" whi ch c ompels anyone to comply with an r , 
:order on the part  of, °a foreign goverrunent • to register at its diploma.  tie' or.  - 
Consular:offices ,"„ the . statement said.  "This  applies .eqUelly.  tà .the former . 	_ 	. 	 . 	„ 	 „ 
tembersi .',0f1-.;the3-.P_olish ;armed forces who have recently come to Ca3ieder,a4ct- i.Cio`i • , 
any  other per-  sons Of Polish origin who are 'residents  of Cenade . " 	 - 

.The:qtatement. added ,t hat while Fthe Department :was mot! -...toneultedzibyl 
t ;DPI 811, ;-.13e t 	Leo ncern tug, theregi stration,tthe -,,errangement eT;hich 

. th olish Legat ion a•-,› made- are_ not , one s Light c :um mally. -..1,vould:rrequireIthe 
egnsent,: .:gfi 	Cenacti an ;goVerrunent -. ,AnY -foreigri :diPlbmetic"...riniseionl_leiàat • 
liberty tb , call on 'citizens of _the state which_ it- represents,toresent); ),. 

ci,themselves-,.for -  regiAtration •et..- 	 acp 
Itrt 	' - cnt ds.te.h- 	 eiLt,`,':.11  CL' f 	TV 	iIi  

Toronto to Vote Cocktail Bars:  Toronto's 'city councilf -has' Ilecf-ded:itcUeuhritil:to _ 	_ 
the: -,vot er.e at-lithe next municipel3elections, January ,2 -i, , the_question whether_ 

• rr,i,•-_•theyi -fayoz-,,introduct ion, of .cocktail  lounge e lre3the. 
• Ontario,;Liquor -, 	 ilounge" si are .to be,..e.stablishect for, ilia.-!..ealeYnf • , 

- liguor, by the glass  in cities . of more _thEur ,50 -,000:Pbpulati-on 
-.centres, el.rSt_:: musti -  ïexprese, 'appr ova' lily-  5* a 'majority 	 J;11 

lb 	e-  explained: that,. the 'Toronto inunici pal! ivo te.3would) lev elm-  legal 
e ta„ ere ovincier egt slattOztï -: 

 
the  major it`/3 Mt= counc 

citizens were .entitled to express an  opinion. • Recentlyttlie-OtteWe(bCard of 
control:, decided4t zek  the provincial ÉCV-ernrientt te:-atnendi. the a-Cti:'Sô that 

hOld ,  votes oir, the•tpiesti 	CP.) :U=123i 
said, a hid,:  

Saunders" kemoriel ve1led:Àbustothè .1 a tei Sir= Cheries,EdWaieSetiridére,w 
— Canada' s f irst _Dominion Cerealist : who-  gained - world .fame  for the development: 

of Ilar4U.iel..wheet-inWaerunvei led3atz c érera' oniese•-iit.; the  

	

arze at- Ottawa). yeaterder.': The :iviork: of Litniel o sberry',1 	Ottaie 2'-'-scurptor,  , 
/r1q.the:t bustt 'stands:-  by the 	stairca se of=. theWilliath; Saunderel but lding - 

=named nfteri the scienti st !_s-, fat her „7_,who .w  as the-- -f ir-st direttor3bt3the o 
_.• 	experimental farms. :: 	- 	• 	 , - 	 • 
• e  t JJ •i• 	 1 ,1 	. 	'..to 	7 7,,` 	 eXP. 

Improvement -in'. CoalIProduc tl 	Production  of: Coal .in _-.3àaneda -in-3,SepteMber--yrose 
fr.) 20:_tperj cent; the totalvbeing -4-,426;929 -,3tonsïcromparedwitli34187;429 - licithe 
I Correspendinglinonthlastt year t Domini 	eatit of n Stet stiC s rreports.  

During the nine months ended . Sept ember (,-,12,9761,825',  tone'. were' prriducèdz'on 
compared, ,with .41,944,110 in the similar period  of 1945, an  increase of ;  nine 

.perJ,Cent.e Sept ember) CpkeproduCt ion-. wee 195;000; t ons/coarpared 	 ôoo31 
niAugus tp and- 316,000,3 t OnS in -:Sept ember-ila s t:,'„ year is -A.1September, ithportSî nY  

- . totalled 3;509,474tons-, an:Increase 	per:tcent overSeptember31945; 

	

QIn& thetotl -  rtbe - nine:month•;:pertOdi rose; tO, 	460:- toneifronn 
17,693 ,256.7.-;e7yeari3agoi_r:_c 	 ro  

'1e.; 

Gleanings:  our2 ilway-r employees were -; kt 	and f tve: passenger a 4.. werel injure'd 
el i 	in-_-:thez.head5-on -t collision of , a,!Canadi an i National/ Rai lway u rpa s senger 
train , and a freight --:near, Young ,• -•: Sesk. - ;.ect, miles!_ east of;3SS skatoon 
Dominion-Provincial conference on the administration of  old-age 'pensions 
regulati ons . ha s openedini  Ottawa, War- tet erane: eittendi ne 291 Canedt an -11 do epo 

- ù4ive slt1es,nowjtota1 35,000 r -more .; .t hen: -  the.; entire,: university:? enrollient 
pre -warryears 	 , P, roperty OWners! As soci ai 	he el. rétities téd 

free . radi title froml-thei CBC 	 to Ethé --..reCent sert es otstalksçby3,31: 
Prices _ Board Chairrnan Donald Gordon. 	 T  '!.74,S 

rid 
7;5 Ili 	 OF  

ear 	 - 
- 	, 
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COttober. EX-eCrts'ret HIgII LevoP  Canada  mérchandisé rexport trade c'climbedt o 
' 	r.-42O4,15O,OOO1nOatober frestithe aévélCof.. 4169 ;779 ; 000 In SepteMber 

shoWed  a  de -cliné: ̀ of .« 10.5 per cent  frein the : total e  of 4227 ;901;000.ein 
E s'et 7s-ziiet ollé;t1.1945.-...7:..i'llia!DominiorÉJBUréatiri:tif :Statist' Ce 7rep-ortS..tliat -during — 
a0Înxthe. tirst'L-.1Q-.1ienths f i-thiicyear ithe « velue • of rexpOrted neechandi se' :.-WEiS 
bf rç...041 868 ;094 000. ,̀,; egaini t 	; 867 ;000. 	the . 	f-period 

- 12.1:  0 14..t  o  xWoutstandIig featurect October exports - , Was a;sherP-  adVarfc efe in ., 
. .t.liac,«exgèirt 	 k,fromi 49 ;110,000 jIn  SePtember: to 

ce r43Q;6p0 ;000 	 .:thec,,ralue., of  Wheat '...eXp or ts was Lsubstant.lally below 
thè€tiguràet  448 ,138 ;000 4tcxr :Oetehér (last  yea  Wh en the  :May ententlfwas. 
particularlY; heaVy ;tO irieet the", Urgent -  Po 'ad-needs in Europe and élaewhere «. - 

	

tor la a .7_13s1 és..y....76-ki-arta-La 6Were,. he avii,..totell 	 00?„;_e ompa re d 
e 1-74126 ; 	 ,1641 ,000. last year e. Œkports ot .»heatflour 

" I cridit ,:e9.;-30*;00ci'reartiiii•étt i -iw1tlaep1itt;-1331-i000  ci. zSeptemb ,!.;>icand +.48;021;000 'a 
•T2yeae 	 !..5 	 anlexi 

era' 

	

	xsz lash'reiriont «dc,,#.écircied :Marked .«;à1i5sii-Si en. jiri ."5:actober-, inereasingto 
4I0,085 ;GOO ?mOMpared, liitecife; 037; 000 \ i.U.':Sept ember 'iland  46:,073,000.  year . 

_ 	ago.' - ileat' exportà.  at 48,072,000were also substantially in advance of 
n.suhe,  Sept embeinsval tie)  of ~  ;210;000; 	zi-f_é1.1235ribT: 'of  = tbectober 1945  

;value ti ori cL ,94a,000 . .-lurthan)Çshitnii7,advancee: Were:sit own rizr.:'..th e exports 
EneflpeWS-prinp;APla'nks..end-i-boardS;'iând-  rga-r.b.ut meràtmodèratà.,increeses in 
/ pttlInme`ect7"«,aùcbricCdpUlpiroiL. 	iuf 	 113J 0.1 

ol 	!!Althcide Oinad«  et! s ieggregat e doixiestic - fexport a(in (.0ct.ober, werà,.enat so , 
. 

	

	 is;evidence ofthe restoratthn  of  Lcriany- .pr«.  e +war 
trade'.:channels,": the «,:Bureau' said.l.„10ctobertrade.ireturne 'show zthat.Oanadi an 
goodS' .Wrerer.!deatiiied .: te ne «fewer than«  `106.:Coiintri es  or  graups of countriee, - 

89.1-fe.sfeemp—ared -lwith-3'9'Élu. 	 7:: „ 	 . 
„Pc.ttr..ber iexperta:F„ite rthe 1U.n.itgd.;-.:States were)..valued 	4.99-,0854507.4) 

ineludinefOanadiazavheat tcf_Lthe; value (oe.':ee ;477 ;0617, ter furtheaftce; 
-«"-;fina117deetixiàtiOrL:“ing:..i .•Unknoini «see., th «Ei me «..cof -shipment. , -.-.1n:i0eteber! last 

le,-1-earf:,; «,éirPC;itS: 	Un1ted.+ :,,6tatèétOta11ecii488 -,438,,319'. Value ;,f or the 
 CirSt e.1.0 !inonthS:' offcthià. .:year.;:i;res 4714,845,118 «fccripered with $4006. ;818,121 

in the  sanie  period. Of 1945.   Va1ueofmerchandieexportedtothe :United. 
- Kingdei ; In  Oct ober 'Was-  :44.7,664,852 - deir.pared with  +56,320,970,  and • in the . 
ElOE monthS;7.4480 ;2611;298._ itgainat)844.;41.?1;728. 

ti.-fon::. ill. October: SS- purchaser 04...Canadian 

	

iiith':dc_t aciteltice:iii35-;632i2114..emparedyri 	 feet; _ and 
ai.r10=meinth,7aggregatè .-oerilM; 080  ,784  :C«  amp aréd th ,  431; 4251;580 . .4;British 

$5;520;723 Corip aredz -wi th' ,.:42 ;975 ;56OE last: year,  , 
tne-fl and , -,-"453,13.88.,,093 th.the  10 ,Menthe. r.Compareci With 26 ; 352 -.;55Sel= The total  for 

".:Franàe'twaEi... - 45,,078;,1948::::cp.tpared 	4).7;135,70.e and_ Brit1sh IndiaW,161,173 _ 
compare:till th 3)10,709,522. -. 	 ; 	.9J, '3 al _ 	 . „ , 	. 	 „ 	 . 

,inersCive Uni out St ti ke :Authority-  President Freemae.,-Jérikint's ...fot:the United.-,kine 
fl Workeza  t, ,fAineritaire d)1.8 trio tz..26 (Nei( Brun s wi ck.;tand;ecaiip 

annciuheed , :tiiati,an,..overwhelmilngi.  Majori ty.,. of, miner s had. vi)ted ic; ' ive the union 
'exetiztiVe;i.he: Tower trî calL  à strike ienecessarY:Ités '... -enferce-  wage-demand s. 

. 	 ..Werà :._ava,ilable ...YD 	 , 1C: 	 - 
-  ii gzehe;!questioiaittakeeirviai-pit head oll: :ye Ste rda 	:-.rAre. you 3:fn f aVer 

, 	of & :strikb  if  dn the..opinioirof yonr_ -distritt OfricersasatisfaCtOry,_ _ 
• settlement-OP Wege demands Cannot" .be ,  

As a- .resUlt Union -  officials will open inégotiatiane .wi th mine operetors 
tomorrow,' ermed;with' a. strike mandate for the first time since thé U.L W. 

 was,recôgnized-, in Nova  Sceti a  in  1917.  (CE') 

Canada to  Continue 	. The canadian delegation to the -UNESCO meeting at 
Paris hnel express ed t hé Dominion' s 17i 11 in'gness t P  continue  aid t e war 
devastated countries'. The d elegation 's aid Canada  was particularly 
interested in 'Norway and The Netherlands , but was ready to aid di stressed 
children of any country. (GP) 

. 	. 	 ( !Dyer) 
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Canadian Delegation. Unanimous on Disarmament: 	Coldwell, 
leader -and a. Canadian représentative at -the United Nations General 
Assembly, says there is "complete unity" among the _Canadian delegates 

- on the -importance of - international disarmament. Speaking  from  New 
- York on one -of - the CBC political free time broadcasts; Mr. Coldwell 

said  that -even a measure' of success in disarmament -would improve 
7= • 	living standards throughout the world -  on a "magnificent scalej" 

Mr. •Coldwell said that, while he personally . was opposed to - the 
- 	broad veto power of the Big Five, he recognized "any attempt at this 

- time to' • amend the Charter to abolish the veto or seriously restrict 
its use would wreck the organization." 

"Undoubtedly disarmament is urgently desired by the nations, but 
• - - none is prepared to undertake it alone," he said, -"Indeed,  as  with 
. - atomic energy, so with disarinament, agreement can only be reached -

when all the nations are willing to submit to -inspection by a COIT1-:' 
missioner of the United Nations. Had Mr. Molotov expressed his - 

f Willingness to accept such supervision; tand• had he been followed  by 
 similar expressions by the other great powers, universal disarmament 

would be closer than it is. 	 • - 
". 	. No one here believes-that national armaments or the 

division of the world into rival power blocs will dô less  • than make 
-war inevitable. But - until the world police force has been set up by 
the security: council, nations, 'including Canada, are forced to consider 
their own national defense. . 	. It has seemed to me at this 
conference» as at - previous -conferences since the war. , too-  many speeches .  

: 1  in support of high ideals have been-made for propaganda purposes. But 
''-the test of  sincerity of 'statements made here- must -be the willingness of 

a natibn` to achieve -results, and this is vital in the - realm of disarma- 
----  

Agatha Chapman Acquitted:  Carleton County Court Judge A.G. McDougall 
yesterday acquitted Agatha Chapman, Bank of Canada economist, of' a 
charge of conspiring to' communicate confidential information to Russia. 
The judge gave his decision after a two-day trial and without hearing 
any defence argument. He said the Crown had failed to produce-  any 
evidence upon which a jury--had there been a jury—could have convicted 
the woman even under the broad provisions of the Official Secrets_Act.- :-: 

::It2 was the fourth acquittai  since the series of espionage trials Apegan 
last March. The 13th trial, that of David Shugar, former naval anti- 
submarine expert, began as soon as Miss Chapman was acquitted. (GP) 

Canada To Admit Few German Scientists:  The External Affairs Department has 
- • announced:that the Canadian government has decided that "a few  Germen  

*- scientists might be brought to this ,  country for work 'in which' no- : 
Canadian personnel were available." 

"The scientists are to be thoroughly' investigated before acceptance, 
- and admission•in eàch case is to be recommended by the PreSident -- -of the 

National Research Council and the Director-General of Defencè Research," 
the announcement said. "The German scientists  and  technicians are to be 
admitted on a temporary basis for industrial and educational purposes." 

I'la e Differential in Steel Industry Removed: The rational liar Labour Board 
has ordered wage increases of frorir cent to five cents for a majority 
of enployeeS of the  Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation plant at Sydney, 
14S., to bring their wages in*line with those paid - steel workers in 
Ontario 0  The increases are supplementary to the general 13-cent increase 
which formed the basis for settlement of the lengthy steel strike during 
the surrmer. The K.W.L..P. reversed a decision of the rova jeotia - regional 
board. The employer representative on the Board, Lucien Dugas, 
dissented. (CP) 
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Canada s ' Disarmament -Proposals Presented:  Canada ' s views on di sarmament were - 
presented to -ithe ''political-committeeof :thei:;eni_ted_ Nattenal; Cenereil 	r' 71 '  

eAssemb1y.Eyestérday ,91 	'five Lpeiht 'amendment -)tci thé - RtissialiTpropOéai 
wor1dc~ntrdLOf ;farmaments;: Thèt;:delegati dn ,-eP oke sznÉui.; Dane :rdlIgre s 	'1 t̀  
Canadian"A.Mbitssador it~1Rué I a ; 	sithé ICanedi an T'delegatikin rfelt -"th é 
resolution - proposed by the Soviet -.;clelegati. On do-ea not :e 

jeetivee - 	'-general- -terrasbüt1tdoée indt" --aUffi- 
c ently2.Yprint -.the Way O.: the '2sri eedy cattai ruriért  of  the ae 7cil5 je yea , 
said . The Ruselart-Tpropoeal;atsci ;left f"iinnéééesitily-`,-:ieeen 
prohibiting ,-;_the tali I it arY Use of« 	 " 
f, - - -he.:s1hternatidnal afegüùd f etimiét fr:bé ceffecti'vd rviithout Eibieerneiti One. 19,-,  

.drispectitei; 	r Wile es s rdé clarzed:J2 	-propos  ',that . !virith: this `-anciffn 
. 

	

	vi ew 	di gar-menierit Dtreate shduld 	da7f ore, the ,isétt irk :UP '6f 
sp ec i al international coma:feel on : .-o±..=ec5ntroI 'wi-thc....effeëtive fli-bwers 
ind epènd ent inspecti on  and  inquiry fto -see that any progr' tun. of disarmament 
is  carried DutLr111yand  -faithfUlli by ;41r2,1iattozie._r- : i.lbeîe.ioviers:_;:sliould2....L._. 
nc 1de4reedni of;acoessr.tednaPeet anYwliere; 1 n Tstat é 	order- --that'):- •  

-_-: the r co:chisel 621 matieit1f altiat -Sati afyr_tha ,;wholeukorld,  that- n6' 
breach .kif he-Alearmitiaiezit'i;tÈeatr. _la t akihg = -Plecd.'":;_frut.  •t 

The .ffive 1 point adlatthe',.; Cana& alp : --amerclmene were 	 : 
Reaogrritiort ,-  by 7thesemb1Y!;o1".-. "the ,  _he cas si tY: :be! an • earli and 

5; geherallfregulatioh 	-redhcti ' .:EirMament-a.." 	 ...14.?..;  

- 	 2. As--_ a :f irst step the . Security „Cotmcil 	broce-ed. --"withotit 
further.4e1ayli to -negotiate-with 1J0N0 :11È mb ere under Urti e le 43  othe  

1. Chart:err" the sspe el al (agreements. making- -avaIlable"_ -  tcç rthe Security'', co iinci 
;2. on-  fits fica lb...the-armed- -forceË. and -other. :assi stalice ,» -and facilities ,heceeeary .:?7 
for t help urposel:oriingilt4triiiag.; Internet i anal? .  peace nd s curi ty Ttf., 

„3, In order to _ eliminate riternie? end other; mead: deetrueti liieap-on'a 
_1 from na ti onal -2Étrmament s "expediti ous f ulfi llment by, the Atomic Energy 
Commiasion °flit sltilskl-  tinder the 'terms 	 EV.7.•rreg  

11.1)...ti7a4lertreatjr.t. or p ccriVenti bra te be accepted bY .-rvirtfialre à 	-statee-Ajofn= 
and c providi neff effe c tiveo ihternat ibnaic4. safe guardsIbi: Wejr or-Yinseetti6ir 
ena3.9ther.'_meana: ts:dproteetiJeomplyine st ate against thaurazardiiii-Ceravitilâw --it=-1,  

and:19vP9i9P5e4c1:3P-TPVI..0en ,; Ofuan -  inte rnati bnale contrale) coned ssion erie 
empowered t o make 'such' investigati ons 

riuts- C 
• 1-_ Ë„54i t- The r Ssçurity Counc141withiassistance:.>frOrethe_alilitarnStaffi ii  

Commi4tçl9. ;- :;111eubet P1ane‘2 et rtha-iearliest practicable --'datei to 'the ,!members: -: --_-_ I 
t he United  Nations for. the. _ establ ishmentia a.; SySt era tire -  the uregulat ion 

of the armaments as s provided for -in Article 26 of the'  Charter." 
.12, 	it) 	 . 

ree 	.From-Perf ct 	erff erar son -zot ;7..14anit ba says 
; provinelsl!egi4'goat9 	 Anvoyer;,3111.:Deminion;Ptoyinei al 

elPgMee4e th er-ir qiitlY1..negOttat ed separate agreement 
•betweenthe 4D9rointanjeenliiigt9wt4eh he:termed.t7f at tromuperfect  

IiiirA2),Pegfbetore (tnion of .Yaniteba.-_- eurai lemni ci paii ties 
lie*-21.qesql,T.Ii9,4:44.0-.-:ÇoglciPPrAleçretand:wryeithe::threer.'provitceswhichy-' Iliw 
*:signi24;iel:eea.E.431..';eme...4ts7.1r4ar.11,tc»e,e_PeW 4rungewick-Jand.; -.Seskatchewan-subbo 
L'sliould'. have r-the,..ii; _eothe_z Qvi-mces : are --making-. 3a 

-; 'their -  minds ôn t erms with ,  the Domini on government :" 	 • 	_ 
"If the government s of the less-favored provinces cannot recover for 

''-the'; support of ,; provincial services at on 1.,y, an average level some very sraall 
fraction' of  the ..wealth .whi ch those provinces - therns elves originally - produced 
they - ust :_inevitably be :forced into devices to prevent that wealth from. 

2 going :elsewhere; ": he declared: : .."From' such devices the -national interests 
will surfer. In fact it would be the , greatest tragedy.  . that ever :happened 

:country. -.1There should be no inter-provincial boundaries -to: trade. 
We want to do business with the rest of the country," 

(over) 
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Ontario Cabinet Minister Resigns: Hon. W.G. Thompson has resigned as Ontario 
,Minister of Lands and Forests and Harold Scott ,2rogressive Conservative 
member of the legislature  fox Peterborough, has  been-appointed to.. succeed 

ThompsOn; who will - contintie ab a -1-irivat6 -Member - from Kent East; 
said "pressing business reasons" made it absolutely necessary that he 
devote all his time to private affairs. 

Premier George Drew expressed "utmost regret" is accepting the 
resignation, saying that "as a result of his foresight and co-operation 
there are at present under construction throughout northern Ontario new 
forest prodUct industries to a value of nearly 05,000,000. . ." (CP) 

Nationalization of Liquor Business Urged:  The Nationalization Commission:of 	- 
the-Canadian Temperance Federation has reported to the Federation's -
triennial meeting• at Ottawa that no apparent legal or constitutional - 
obstacle lies in the way of nationalization of "the liquor traffic" and , _ 
the cost of such a change could be met easily. 	 - 	_- 

The Comrdssion report said it "understood" nationalization to mean 
"removal of all private ownership and control and operation from the - 
manufacture, importation , and sale of intoxicating beverages." 

ie believe that the huge profits made by the liquor makers and liquor 
sellers constitute a great menace to political integrity and good Citizen-
ship," the report said, adding that nationalization would create funds which 
should be administered by a ccamission to care for alcoholics and their 
dependents and develop temperance education. (CP) 	 - 

First Decline inieat Stocks Since Aupust: karking the -first decline . in the 
present crop year since mid-August when_deliveries in volume of new-crop., 
wheat commenced to-augment depleted stocks, visible supplies of Canadian - 
wheat in store or in transit in North America at midnight November 21 were 
reduced by 1,056,268 bushels from the total for November 14, according to 
the Dominion Bureau of_Statistics. Stocks on the latest date were , 
159,593,476 bushels compared - with 160,649,744 on November 14, and 213,519,- 
644 bushels at this tine last year. 	. 	 - 

Deliveries of -wheat from farms in the Prairie Provinces were lighter _- 
during the week.ending November. 21, totalling 9,849,770 bushels as compared 
with 12,484,468 in the preceding week. During the elapsed portion of the 
present crop year however, deliveries rose to 211,117,734 bushels from -
151,084,477 in the similar period of 1944-45. 

New aheat Flour Production Record:  Flour production in Canadian mills in October 
amounted to 2,432,875 barrels compared with 2,227,182 for the corresponding 
month last year, the Dominion .2ureau of Statistics reports. This was  the  
largest monthly production on record. - Flour produced in the first quarter .of 
the present crop year was 6,819,250 barrels against 6,293,879 in the Same -
period last year 

.1.1eat used in the production of flour in October totalled 10,846,694 
bushels compared with 9,925,524' for October; 1945, and the total:for the 
first quarter of the-crop year rose to 30,349,851 bushels from the 1944-45 - ' 
first-quarter total of 28 -,000,341 bushels. 	 - 

Gleanings: Rt. Hon. Malcolm LacDonald, Governor General of  alaya, will be 
rarried - to Audrey Rowley JJecember 9 at Ottawa where he formerly. was 
Kingdom.High Commissioner....Naval Service Headquarters has authorfzéd-àn-
waFe increase . .of 10 cents an.hour for civilian employees•at R.M.O. -Dockyard; 
Halifax.. ..Effective December 1 the liquor ration in Ontario is to 'be-
increased.from four 'to - eight 26 .-ounce bottleS mOnthly uhile that in Alberta , 
will be 'increased .from two to three....Prime Minister-Mackenzie-King Uill 
address-a dinner -at Quebec tonight in honor of Rt. Hon. Louis St. Laurent ., - 1- 

 Secretary of State for External Affairs and Justice Minister. - 
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yage Controls 'Lifted: ',;lartime :control on wages were removed at midnight _la,st 
night. The removal is subject to one :exception . 	and appeals 
pendingbefore -Regional -andr Yational War, Labour Boards on Ilovember 30 _will 
be heard and:expeditiously disposed of. -.The control of salaries is being « - 
removed-,from the same date. Applications for salary increases to -  be 
effective before November 30 will, however, continue to be dealt with 
under the order. _ 

The Prime- !Sinister, !,t%. Mackenzie King, -announcing removal of controls-. 
on vrages and 'salaries- said.: -"The stabilization of wages and Sa.laries was 
an essential element_in -the :wartime anti7inflation prograrme .  of the 
goverment, which included _the establishment of the price ceiling, heavy 
taxation  of  the  incomes of : individuals-and corporations and intensive 	- 
Victory Loan and war savings:campaigns. By_what it : accomplished 'to 	- . - 
prevent _inflation the government 'kept d.own the mon.etary cost of the war - 
effort, and distributed the burden more equitably among all the, people - of 
Canada. 

"Since the  1close  of hostilities, the battle against inflation has been , 
continued with unabated vigour. - Wartime methods were, -_howelier, -  too rigid' 
for the period of transition, when the objective was no longer the - 
reduction, but, 'once more, the _expansion of normal peacetime production. -- 
To that end, it has been the policy of the government to remove wartime 
controls as rapidly as the need for them disappeared. ith the gre.dual 
increasel.n•production, ,the need for - limitations on the expansion of - 
purchasing power has..decreased. - - Certain inevitable increases in costs 
made some increases in prices--unavoidab3.e. The pressure f_or wage - 
adjustments - has grown. . -It was only é. matt .er  of time until there ,would no 

 longer be.a need. fer wage and salary control in the-battle against  
Inflation.  The government believes that time has now arrived. 

"T•he removal of , wage and salary control involvee no -change in the-, 
goverment's policy respecting price control and the -control of rentals. . 
It is the policy of the government to mainain these controls as long as 
they may be required to protect-the people from a sudden and drastic rise _in _- - 
the cost of: living. The experience of other cc:um:tries has increaied  the 

 determinationrto see that the removal .of controls shall take place in  a 
gradual and ord.erly , manner po ..as to -protect•- the -standard  of living and the, 
value of the-war savings •of the peop1e0 -11 	, 	, 

- 	- 	. 
Tribute to  rte. St, Laurent: Speaking at a complimentary dinner to the Secretary 

of btate for External affa1rs,.1;w 0  St. Laurent , .at ,c-s.iue_bec last night, - 
Prime Liinister Mackenzie King said that Lt*. Sto-  Laurent had entered .  the 
Cabinet •for -the duration of the,war only, 	-• 

It., King added .:. ."Ilhen the War_ in Europe ended, 1.U., St.-Laurent 
reminded  me of.what had been said between us at the time he entered :.the 
government. But the party was then facing a general election. 1Sr. St.- 
Laurent would have been the last to seek retirement at such a moment. Be 
said he wished to be with the party through the campaign, but he hoped 
that soon thereafter it might be possible for him to retire, Since the 
elections, he has spoken to me at different times of considerations of 
which he felt he should be taking account. With characteristic chivalry, 
he has, on each occasion, met my request to carry on. Not only that, but 
in addition to the onerous duties of the portfolio of Iustice, which he 
continues to hold, he has taken from my shoulders and is carrying, for the 
time being at least, the increasingly heavy responsibilities which belong 
to the office of Secretary of State for Bbzternal Affairs. 

"I have aLready made it known that in such re-organization of the 
Ministry as I may deem it advisable to make, and which will be made before 
Parliament re-assembles, the Department of External Affairs vrill be given a 
Minister who will be in a position to devote his time, more or less 
exclusively, to intra-commonwealth and international affairs. Vath the 

(over) 



re-organization thus affected, I hope 	St. Laurent may find it. pos#ble 
yet for - some time to ;coke to . 6.ntirrné to giveto" our country in its - 

• parliamént,'. 	the f world 	iirena„.or 	-dr nat o nal affair's,; - the . . 	_ 	 . 
benefit of his exceptional talents and. his very great wisdom and. experience." 

$47 Million for Ontario Roti.ds:  - S.D. 	Deputy-Minister -  of,IiighwaYs „for, 
.Ontario  announced _in,„Niaerra- 	yest erday hat. -t he -Ontario -Government 
hai appropriatéd e47,000;-000 ter -  a Maintenanee and' COnstruction pro-gram -
to restore . its highway systems to their prewar standard. 

Criminal'Convictions Increase:-  Returns of criminal court proceedings reveal 'an 
increase of five per cent in the number of convictions for breaches of 
Canadian;laws in 1945, -.according to figures made public by the Dominion_

•  Bureau 'of Statistics. The . overall increase, from 473,238:in- 1944'to: 
497,883 in 1945,_was due to the greater number of convictions obtained -  inl 
the non=indictable class which rose 'from 430;727 in 1944-to 455;918. 
Convictions for indictable offences showed a slight decline, falling - frolif:'-'.7 '; 
42,511 to 41,965. 

Of the persons convicted of indictable offences last year, 540 were 
 tried' by jury, 2,323.  by judge 'without jury,  and 39,102 by magiétrates.- The 

Supreme -Court of Canada and the provincial Supreme CoUrts" dealt - with -557- --  -'- 
appeals of criminal cases -, -  an increase 6f 38 oVer the precedi -ng -year: -1'he •  

original convictions weré 'quashed" in 80 ' cases, 351' appeas were di smiésed , 
sentences were varied•in -100 eases, 26 new trials were ordered, arid . -31 
cases were held over.for - consideration during 1946. _ County courts diàposed-
of 525 appeals against convictions fôr - non-indictable offences- eompared 
with 544 in-1944.• 	 . 

$15 Million Hydro Plan For Quebec:  Premier Duplessis of Quebec yestêrday 
announced plans for a $15,000,000 -hydro-electric develoPment in  the 	- 
province and said that in future it will be no longer necessary for electricity 
users in Montreal to pay a $5 deposit. Customers' deposits on hénd wifl  

- be repaid. 	 - 	- 
The prer-der - fold-his weeklÿ press conference at Qdebec that the - 

Shawinigan -Water and Power Company planned to spend-$12,500,000 
development - of--:en -additional 195,000-horsepower at Shavrinigan  

In additionthe company would pay - $10,000 for , the plans - of the': 
develop.mént, $50‘,000 as -annual rental fees to the province; and $200,000 -  •-••• - 
annually to the province as  soon as the new development is in operation. 
A deadline for operations was set for January 	1949. 	 - 

The Goverrmient-owned Quebec Hydro will spend $3,000i000 to $3;500_,000 
to develop the existing Government power plant in the -Northern Quebec-mining. -  , 	 _ 

Cabinet Committee. -Meets Dairy Delegation:  The Canadian -Federation of - 
Agriculture - and the Dairy Farmers of Canada have presented a brief to a: 	• 
seven-man Cabinet coranittee urging higher priees for milk used in-the 
production of butter, cheese and .  concentrate& products: The brief claimed-- 
that  sotie  financial incentive was needed if the progressive decline in the 
output o' dairy products was to be halted. (CP) 

• 

Tsuda Sentenced to Life Imprisonment: Advice has reached Ottawa from Tokyo that 
Kojie Tsuda, known as "The Frog" to Canadians captured at Hong Kong, has 
been sentenced to life imprisonment for beating and maltreating Canadian'  I ;- 
and other Allied -  prisoners of war. He vras found guilty of beating Prisoners 
at the Honshu Camp and exposing them to cold vteather while they were poorlY 
clad. (CP) 
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Wilgress -Makes -Second Disarmam.ent Addreis -: *  L.D. Tailgress, 'Cana.dian'Amba,ssa-dor 

to Russi.a, said Saturday that . the "core of the diààrmarnent. Program" was 
first to plan "effective contr6 .1 of atomic enérgy".which Would lay the  ". 
foundations  for  "that  international confidence  whiCh will make  possible  . 	. 
further progress .in di.Sarmament."  . 	 . 

,Speaking before.  the 51-member political- committee, of the _U .N. ,Gen.eral 
_AsSembly; Lira 1Vilgress-  sài-cl "a:mere prohibition to prOdUce, and use atomiç 

*weëPons, .by -itself, is not enoUgh. the  very processes Which are .einployed 
for the application of  atomic energy to_peàceful -purposes produce' the 	; 
fissionable product which can be used directly. in the manufacture of  the • _ 
atom bomb." 	 _ 

"We  are  faced., ,therefore, êither. ii th the .total  prohibition  of the  use  
of  atomic.  energy or, its control for peaceful purposes only." • 	 : 
- If  it is tO be used, ,as er. ,VYshinskY ..had sàid, "for thè_benéf_it of - 	- mankind and not for its destruction" then prohibition Of the production and 
use  of atomic energy for war "must not result in its prohibition  for  peace s 7 

• Kt' '..Wilgress ,said *members of  the  Canadian del,egation .-"warnily .welcome - 
the fact ,the Soviet Union  accepts in principle _control'. by  inspection on of - • , 	 , 
disarmamerit in matters .o f. troops, weàponà and general _war :potential."  The 

 :supplementary  Soviet  prOPOsals had. uàed  the  words "Within the framewo.riè :  of  
.the security. councils". . 	 _ 

_"Are we to unde.rstand that before an inspection is carried out by .such 
a commission  - (disarinament 'Control) in the territory of àny - one of the :permanent 
members , that .member, would be able to exercise his veto , to prevent sUch inspec- 
tion?"IL'r.- 1'Wilgress asked. "Are we to understand that if:suchl inspection were , 	 . 	• 	. 	 . 	• 	. 
not prevented by‘the exercise of the veto, any  action  resU3_ting'from_ a report . 	. 	_ 	 _ 	 . 	 - 
by the .inspect. ing_ commission .  would be .subject to.veto action by one of the 
permanent memtiers?- 	

_ 

If  that  was  the  meaning .of the phrase , then the powers of ,thel. inspecti on 
commission  proposed in the Swriet resolution would be "insuffiCient." 

."The permanent internati onal commission of control _established_ under an. 
international. sdiSarmaMent treaty, - én.visaged in the revised qana.dian - amendmént --, -- . 	 . 
would..havel-  freedoxn of acéess to:Inspect a-nYwhere in any state, in order to • . 	 • 
sàtisfy itself - and  satisfy the whole world..that no breach of _ the disarmament 

Canadian WOman Wins Wheat Crown:  For the first time'in its -47year-old history, 
the International Hay and Grain Exposition at Chicago has awarded the wheat 
crown,to a .woman--Lrs. Amy Kelsey of Erickson, B.C. The new Queen's,sample 
of_hard red - spring type wheat weighed 66.5 pounds to the bushel,- * compared -

.with,66.2 pounds -for the ,samplé exhibited by L.E. Peterson  of Victor ,  
Montana, reserve_champion. 

Mrs. Kelsey's victàry retained for Canada the honor,woh by the Dominion 
in every _show since 1928. TWO other titles came to Canada when W.S; SiMpson 
of Dawson breek, ; ij.C., was juddéd "rye king" of 	America with a sàmple 
weighing 56.6 pounds and Gordon McArthur of Stayner, Ont., won the oats'àrown 
with  an  exhibit which tipped the.scales.at  43.6 poundà. (CP) 

Decision Reserved in Espionage Case:,  Judge A.G. kcDougall has reserved his decision 
a week after completing the hearing of evidence and argument Saturday in the 
trial of Dr. David Shugar, former navy anti-submarine expert who is charged mdth 
conspiring to communicate cchfidential information to Russia. 

Today the trial of Prof. Israel Halperin of Queen's University was adjourned 
until December 18 when Gordon Lunan refused to testify pending hearing of his 
appeal against a five-year sentence following his recent  conviction on similar 
charges. Prof. Halperin, a wartime army ballistics expert, also is facing charges 
of espionage conspiracy. 

The Halperin case is the 14th to come to trial of the total of 18 cases 
arising from the espionage investigation. (CP) 

(over) 

Monday, Debember 2, 1946. 

_ 
treaty is taking place," ne  declared. „____ 	• _ - 	. 	 - 	• 	, 	 , 	_ 



Canadian Youth  Commission  Holds Odd' erence:  Youth took the spotlight - at ,the 
capital when 200 delegates from welfare, educational and governMent bodies 
attended a two-day weekend conference sponsored- by .the Canadian Youth.. -- 
Commission. The delégat es heàrd Health *Minister _Claxton 'say., that  Canada 
t■ eSt ambassaci or s during the war were - the  yÔuninexnd.wbinên.servingthTthe 

 armed forces and working in munitions plants at home. Wherever he went 
during his, recent Europea.n trip he had found "stock in Canada exçeedingly 
high:" 

D.  Sidney Smith, president of Toronto University and chairman of the 
Commission, said:the migration '6È many young Canadians  to  the-united States' 
would suggest  that  in the_ post-war *period Canada "already" haS failed- to* 
xnake her -young people feer they'belong here.- 	 . 

E.G. Davis of the Canadian Welfare - Counéli repôrted that ' 2 * 000 
Canadians were in the 15-24 ,age group and  most  were .,optimiStie regardin.g - 
their future -employnierit'. -  While--Pos"-6=4var.  adjustment's  had  iDE3:exi`iiitide "with 
much better success  than any of us:dared to hope," he -.said various factors 

- would make it  more  diffictilt for young people  to get 'jobs. -  The sincreaSed 
training needed tO'qualify for - certain  jobs  worke,d hardships on lower • - 
income - groups and seniority pre.ctices  in  tsracie unions worked in such a 'way 
that "youth is the last to be taken on and the first to be laid off s .;" 
Mr. Davis said the Commission  has reCoitnerided -that' the schooi-leaving age 
be increased to 16 . and as - far' as  possible  to 18 to give .mOre.  training and 
at the saMe time  relieve  the labour -market.-  (CP) 

_ 	 . 

World Wheat Stocks Still 'Short:  - In  .its monthlY survey of the'world wheat situation, 
the Dominion  Bureau of  -Statistiés reports  that - worlci- -réqui-reinents for wheat 

. appear ' to exceed -  available' - expOrt Supplies; - despite the fac -  fairly 
.,satisfactory wheat  crops 'wêra 'harvested in'Many deficit 'areas. " 

"Cereal grain requirements will ieObably remain .  above - pre-War 'neecis Until 
_livestock populations can . be  rebuilt and large quantities  of animal  -products 
bécoine available to ;feed - the people of  mr-àffeCted : àôuntries the report 
,said. 

The situation  has  been "f urther - ti ghtened by  adverse  crop reports '‘from 
Australia a -reducti on to  418 , 758 , 000  bushels in the  Canadian -estinne  and  
the fact the current Argentine crop' "remains -problematicali"' ' 

In both the United States and Canada wheat exports  have  -fallen behind' 
schedule and the duration of the current coal strike "may'-liell detérnaine‘-  
the success or failure of a major part of the United  States -export -program." 

Naval Detachment à Mexican Inaugural:  A 100-man 	.fi;om'Canacla"s Pacific . 	, 	 _ 	„ 
Fleet, now anchored -in Acapulco harbor, _maràhed in the Parade in Mexico - 
City .  yesterday marking the inauguration of Miguel Aleman as Pre ssident  of 

 Later  in the day me.mbers  of the  contingent  were 'gueats  of  the z ' 
Canadian Ambassador, Hugh Keenleyside; - and Mrs. -  Keenleyside at the Canadian 
Embassy.. The ,fleet_puts to sea aeain tomorrow to resume its training 

_ cruise. .('CP) 

Gleanings:  The Dominion  Labour Department has Offered to Mediate the 11-day-' 
old  dispute  between the Norànda Mines, Ltd., and ité striking employees.- ;.. 
Prices Board Chairman Donald Gordon and other senior Officials are holding 
conferences today and tomorrow with the chairmen  of  14 women's . regional'' 

:advisory coMmittees -  of the Board's -  Consumer Branch(; ;0-  c;A  native  of Winnipeg, 
Man. , Sir William Stephenson, has  been aWard.ed  the  highest - United States - 
civilian decoration  the  Medal of - Merit  for  "exceptionally méritorioUs" ' 
wartinie services while director of 'British security co.- ordination  in the 
Western Hemisphere.,,..Sparked by the 'accurate' Passing.  of' Joe' (King) -  
Toronto Argonauts defeated Winnipeg Blue Bombers 28-6 at Toronto Saturday . 	_ 
in the annual classic Grey Cup final for the • nati onal- ,  championship . 	. 	r. 
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Action Suggested to Retain - Young Canadians: 'Ontario Health Minister Russell 
T. Kelly said yesterday he thought it wus a "crime" that 20,000 of the 
best young Canadians,had left recently for other countries. Speaking 
to the Port  Arthur city council he said there mré indications,that 
approximately 20»,000 more were making preparations_to _go because they had 
not found what they wanted in this country. 'MOst yOung men had some  
particular bent and should be.encouraged to follow it. The answer was 
not  the  system of the thirties, he said, wden ioting men were pût in road - 
.Camps, and the government spent 4.00,000,000 for nothing .. 

- 	 - 	 , 

Research Council Developing Air Navigation Aid:  The National Research Council 
is contributing to an overall program of developing radar aids to aerial 
navigation. .One  device upon which work is proceeding in the Council's 
Laboratories.is  à distance indicator Which tells the pilot of an aircraft 

: how _far he is from one or more selected ground stationS. The distance is 
given on a simple  dial installed on the aircraft's instrument panel and a 
light beside it flashes a code «tO identify the ground station from which 
the .distance is being measured. Flying between two points the pilot finds 
the distance indication increases until he reaches the half-way point. -- The - . 

- code flash then changes from that  of thestation he has left to the one for
his destination, and thereafter decreases. 	 _ 

_ It is proposed that a chain of ground ,stations,triegering this device 
be located along the Canada airways - so that the pilot may know his position 
to a high degree of accuracy, even when the ground is completely obscured. 
An experimental installation on a ,Canadian airline is  no  w ,under way - and - 
preliminary models have been testéd extensively. _ 

Canada Not Yet Affected by Coal Shortage: Although extension of the United States 
soft .,coal strike could prove serious, Canada is not,yet. feeling a coal short- 

- age; E.J. - Brunning said todaY. .71Are have:sufficient suppliesifor - current needs", • 	 . 	• 	. 	• 	. 	. 	, 
hé  added. 

- At, present; two.restrictions are in force: 1. Under an order-in-council 
effective last NOember, consumers are limited to .80 per cent -of their normal 
anthracite consumptfon and may obtain the rémaindér in bituminous or other 
cOal,.2. A, directive  issued at the opening of the United States strike prevents 
the.delivery to industrial users of more than their day-to-day requirements if 
they have 20 days' stock on hand: 	- 

_ 	, 

Anthracite from the United States,unaffected bÿ the United Mine Workers 
of America walk-out, is still coming into Canada in normal volume although 
shipments are bound to bé affeCted by the curtailing of rail traffic in the -- 
United States. 	 , . 	• 

. The Canadian picture is somewhat brighter than in recent ye .ars, 
Mr: Brunning declared. For the first efght m.onths of this year:coal produc-
tion' in the Dominion showed an inCrease of appl;oxidately 800,000 tons over 
last year and the outlook for the remainder of the year is good. 	- 

Wholesale Prices Index Up One Point: The general index of wholesale prices rose to 
110.8_in October from,the September index of 109.1, the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics announced yesterday. The index is based on thé figure 100 representing 
w#olesaleA)rices  in 1926  Of the eight sub=groups which comprise the index, 
four - wood products, animal products, non-metallic minerals and 'Chemicals - 
advanced, oie  declined and three remained unchanged":  Heaviest increases were 
in wholesale prices of newsprint, shingles, fluid and canned milk, eggs and 
bituminous coals. 

Smoke Nuisance Studied in Toronto : At the  invitation  of the Mayor, two combustion 
experts from the United States are making a sUrvey of Torontois smoke nlisance. 
They are carrying out a cross-section study of the schools, churches, office 
buildings, • factories, and other smoke-producing establishments. 

(over) 
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Canada not Supporting Intervention in Spain:  Canada is not prepared to support 
at this time outside,interventipn in Spain "which might impede European 
recovery or- reviire in Spain-the h6rrors and SufferingS of civil war"-, Dana-
L.  'àfigress , : kember-pf -ithe Canadian:Deléiatibn to- -thè United  Natiàfii General 
Assembly, said in New York yesterday. 

Speaking during a United Nations debate on Spain, Mr. Wilgress said 
Canada "abhors" the record and present policies of the Franco dictatorship ' 
In Spain. The  Dominion "earnestly hopes that the Spanish people may _be 
able to rid themselves of Franco  by peaceful means and establish a democratic, 
responsible.and emlightened administration. ft  

he said Canada "wholeheartedly" supported the second part of the United 
states resolution calling upon I lranco to surrender his powers to a broadly-
based proVisional government;› -  

Alexander Receives High Honour:  Field Marshal Viscàunt Alexander of T'unis has 
received Britain's highest order of knighthood. It was announced in London 
that the King has appointed Canada's Governor-General to be a Knight of the 
Garter. Six other leading war figures, including Field Marshal Viscount 
Montgomery of Alamein, were honoured mdth the same appointment. 

Malcolm MacDonald Reaches Ottawa: His  Excellency Malcolm MacDonald
, 

Governor_ 
General of kalaya,arrived in Ottawa late yesterday afternoon for his marriage 
in the city on December 9. The former United Kingdom High Cdmmissioner in 
Canada is engaged to Mrs. Audrey FelloWeS 'Rowley of °ttaen. 

New Gallery for Canadian Paintinen:  A new Canadiana gallery, four times  the  size 
of the present one is to be,erected by the Royal Ontario e-useum in Toronto. 
The grant for construction of the gallery - hés been donated by Dr. Sigmund 
Samuel who erected  and gave the first Canadiana gallery to the Museum in 1940. 
he is also donating many of the exhibits to be contained in the new edifice. 

- 
Ontario Takes Honours at Chicago Grain Show: Ontario exhibits obtained a number of 

awards and placements in the International Grain Show at Chicago, yesterday. 
Farmers of the province won first prizes in corn, soy beans, and - oats competi-
tions. 	_ 

Tanks Broupht To Canada:  More than 400 :United States tanks have been brought 
into Canada to help train the country's permanent and reserve'armored units, 
Defence Headquarters said yesterday. The new tanks are of two types, the 
Sherman and the Stuart, the former of the type used by Canadians in Sicily, 
Italy and on the Western Front. "mong the first units to receive the tanks 
will be the 1st Armored Reginent (Royal Canadian Dragoons) and the Royal, 
Canadian Armored Corps School at Camp Borden; 2nd Armored Regiment, Lord 
Strathcona's Horse (Royal Canadians) at Calgary; the R.C.E.M.E. School at 
Barriefield, Ont  and reserve force units in the vedrious military districts. 	1 iâ 

Production of Silver. Lead and Zinc 14duced in September:  output of silver was 
reduced in September, being recorded - at 953,495 fine oundes compared with 
962,889 in September 1945, according to the Dominion 3ureau of Statistics. 
Production has been higher in six of the nine Mnmths for which statistics 
are available, and the aggregate for the period rose to 10,085,435 fine ounces 
from - 9,493,281 in the saine  period of 1945. 	_ 

Bringing to a halt the series of advances - in evidence sinceLIrch, lead 
production in September fell to 29,041,992 pounds from 29,175,590 in the cor- 

- 	responding month of,last year. Reflecting the generally higher level  of 
production for the year, output during the nine months ended September rose 
tà 278 471 9  479 pounds from 247,084,332 in the same period of 1945. 

" Zinc output was almost maintained in SePtember, amountiné; to  38,564,195 
mounds compared with 38 P 459 108 in September ,  1945-9  the total for the nine • ' 

months ended September was 363,515,033 pounds compared mdth 399,183,624 
in the 'same period of 1945. 
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194'7 Agricultural  Tarets  Set:  The annuaL Dominion-Provincial. Agricultural 	. 
Conference.. ended yesterday and has recommended- that all "adequate" acreage 
bonus for- land seed.ed to barley must be paid western:farmers -  if feed grain 
production is to be increased and. outputior-_dairy.and livestock products 
-thus .maintained. Dominion Agriculture kinister Zames I Gardiner told the 
delegates he would take -their recommendations "to council and try to work 
out some solution satisfactory:to 	 , 

The three-day conference of federal -  and-provinCial -  experts: and  farmer 
representatives -  also recomme.nded a wheat -acreage of 24,000,000 -  for - 1947 
Last year the acreage recommended was- 23414,400 ,, the same assplanted 
the previous year, but farmers:actually seeded 25,900,000 acres. The  • - 
average .seeded in 1940-1944 was. 22 .,465,7600,--  

The acreage target for oats was set at 14,310,200 and for barley at 
8,000,000 against 1946 acreages of 13,162,700 and 6,730,500, respectively. 
Last year 518,000 acres were planted to rye and. the .1947 target was set 
at 487,000. 	- 	- 	 - 

The acreage recommendations are not man.datory,- but are outlined to 
meetingpof farmers in each-provincial - county and:.whether they are acted 
upon aepends on the z  individual farmers. 

The Agricultural Supplies Board reported to the conference that next 
year's world harvest should bring supplies within a "reasonable" measure 
of meeting requirements* • ' 

"It may be argued that the prospective demand for ierheat merits a 
further increase in Canadian wheat - acreage -  in 1947," the Board's report 
said. "Weigh.ing heavily against any suctv mo-ve, - however, is  the  fact that - 
increased feed supply is important and the fUrther fact that good conserva-
tion and cultural practices in the Prairie Provinces are based on a high 
proportion of summer fallow.-  'Any substa.xitial reduction  in suMmer fallow 
might, result in reduced production in-the,near future . ." 

On the'basis of the recommended acreage of 24;000,000 the Board 	- 
estimated 1947 wheat Production at 375,000,000 bushels com.pared with'the 
estimated harvest of 418,000,000 this year.- 

Largest percentage increase recommended was  a31  -per cent* -boost 'from 
139,775,000 to 183,000;000 potuids in cheddar cheese produ'ction. The target 
for hogs was raised 19 'per' cent from 4,350,000 to 5,175,000. 

• 
Molotov Declaration Praised by St. - Laurent: Rt. Fion. Louis St.  Laurent,T Canadian 

Secretary of State for External Affairs and head of Canadal'è U.N.'Delegation, 
has joined Britain, Australia and the United States in praising the declara-
tion by Jr . Molotov, Soviet Foreign Minister, that disarmament inspection 
and control machinery must be free of veto by the big powers. 

"The people of the world will be grateful to the representative of 
Russia for his speech," M.r. St. Laurent said. 

Since the disarmament inspectors and control officers will report to 
the U.N. Security Council, the veto power still will rest there, but, as 
Mr. St. Laurent pointed out, the use of the veto by any power or refusal 
of any country to permit inspection would be tantamount to an open declara-
tion of war against the rest of the world. (OP) 

Green Critical of Government  : Howard Green, Progressive  Conservat  ive  member of 
Parliament for Vancouver bouth, in a political free-time CBC broadcast la.st 
night, said the present federal government "and its wartime advisors may 
yield a control here and a control there but they will never get rid" of 
their appetite for "wartime powers." 

He charged the government had "muddled" handling shortages of lumber and 
other badly needed commodities. The Progressive Conservatives, he  said 

 believed the tax reductions announced in 1946 budget should have been effective 
then instead of in 1947 and that the delay had caused a slow-down in ptoduction. 
"Another way to prevent these muddles is to permit Canadians to run their own 
business free frora Government direction," he said. (CP) 



Hydr-o Shortage - BeCOmingSèrlous  Thdma-a- li...H.Oiîg; - éhairman of the OnteriolE d y ro- 
Electric Commission, told a press conference yesterday that the POwer 
s.hortage  1n .  southern,. ,Oritario las :reachect . such. serious,proportions that, ; 
rat loth ng similar t6....that-,during- -the --„wa'r-;:may:,;-have_,.,to_--_be._-intrOduced..Thel., 

. reasons 	T "inability -to' --expand-- tirizig- the ----wart'lack -- of- laboûr-:ah--d--": 
materials with which to construct new sources of supply, and an increased 
demand following the war." 

Meanwhile,' MaYor R.H. Saund-ers of Toronto called a special conférence ' 
between the Board of Control and the Toronto Hydro Commission to discuss 
the advisability of ̀ :re-introducing daYlight saving time . during the=winter _ 
as a conservation. measure., He- said it :was estimated -the- time' change :might 
save 25,000 kilowatt ;lours,. eight per cent of the city' s power load*.. 
added that street signs, Christmas- .decorattons  and  electriC heating:also .- 

 might have tô be rcurbed.(CP). 
' 

Noranda Strike Situation More Hopeful: Representatives of the Noranda-Mines, - -` 
Ltd.,' and striking union_members have agreed to meet vrith officials of the 
Dominion Labour - Department in Ottawa. following a mediation-offer- by*Deputy ,  
Labour - Minister Arthur MacNamara., About 1,000 employees have been idle 
for 13 days and -  today's Meeting in the capital will 'mark the first time 
the two parties have been brought together for:discussion since. the dispute -- 
began. (CP) 	 . 	. 

- 	' 

t' 

Discuss Trade Fair Plans: 'Trade Minister IZacKinnonleld-a-luncheon today- for' 
commercial representatives of' foreign countries accredited to Canada diiring 
which plans for the -International Trade Fair -  to be -  held'in .Toronto. May 31 
to June 12,-1948, were discussed. 	special Irochure; expected' to ..be fready. 
for distribution early in 1947, will contain detailed .infor.mation concerning 
exhibits, space rates;-rules and  regulational governing exhibits_and exhibitors. 

New Canadian  Freizhter in Trial Run: The new Canadian National-  Steamships. r.  
passenger and - freight steamer, Canadian Challenger, _attained a , speed of over 
17 knots in her trial - run  in the  St. Lawrence. - Designed for the West indies 
trade, ,the 7,500-ton vessel was.built at Lauzon; Que..„. at a cost, of e3,000,000. 
She will carry a crew.of 49. (CP) • - 	. 	 • 

Gleanings:  Cardinal.Villeneuve, Roman Catholic Archbishop of Quebec, has been - 
discharged as a patient from.Misericordia Hospital.in New York where he. was 
treated for a heart - ailment and soon will leave for Florida-to recuperate.... 
Navy .minesweeper Middlesex aground on a reef near Halifax since  1onday  
is feared lost, but a breeches buoy has been rigged and her crew of 22 are 
not believed in danger....L.B. -Pearson, Under-Secretary of  State  .for . 

External Affairs, will attend the final meeting of U.N.R.R.A. -  at  Washington:  
next week....The cost-of-living index advanced from 126.8 on October 1 to 
127.1 on November 1, which compares with 119.9 on November 1, 1945.... 
The last of 35,000 ,Cer.man prisoners of war at one time kept in-Canadian, . 	_ 	 .1 
camps, a group ,of 2,200, will leave Halifax Dece-m, 

r 
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Canada's Co-operation Lo.uded: F.H. La Guardia, director-general of U.N.R.R.A., 
speaking- before_;the 54-mtunber United Nations committee considering food 
relief, _yesterday lashed out against plans for supplying relief by - 	- 

. individual countries rather than through an international rora1zation.- 
He Praised_ Canada' s contributions:to international co-operation and  • 

said:- - "I would be  wil1 ingto_ designate Canada a. committee of one to - draw 
up a plan and I would take it-sight unseen." Paul Martin, Canadian 	-- • - 
Secretary of State, said there had been no greater demonstration of inter-
national action s, particularly  on the  economic and social level than that 
of U.N.R.R.K. and »it was significant that only 412 e 00O 3 000 of the vast sum 
the _organization required still remained unpaid by participating countries.  (ci') 

Nova Scotia Presents . Alternative Agreement: Premier Angus L. Macdonald of Nova 
Scotia announced last night that following a four-day cabinet meeting his -
government had decided on alternative Dominiôn-Provincial financial proposals 
and has forwarded-them to Ottawa. 	 • 

He said it was "difficult" to make a full statement of Nova Scotia's - 
position while negotiations still were pending and "nothing should be done 
which might interfere with the reaching of an agreement," Previously 
Macdonald had indicated Nova Scotia wants to retain all the revenue from.' - 
gasoline 'and amusement taxes.  (ci') 

Ontario Liquor'Change Effective January 1:  Premier George Drew has announced 
that Ontario's new liquor regulations will become effective 'January 1. • 
hr. Drew said he waS "convinced" that the new regulations, which provide 
for establishment of cocktail lounges in. 'hotels and sale of liquor by the 

,glass in dining lounges, "is the best and sanest legislation of its kind 
in the history of this province." 

ith the utmost emphasis may I say that the intention is not to increase 
consumption but rather to provide an honest and enforceable method of consump- 
tion under which the drinking habits of those people who do -choose to drink may 
te inrproved by the pressure of an increasing demand for decent behavior in 
public," he said. 	' 

The previous regulations provided for government liquor stores and the 
sale of beer by the glass in public beverage rooms.  (Ci') 

Urge Steps to Conserve Electricitz: -The Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission, 
faced with one of the most critical power shortages in Ontario's history, - 
ha s asked Jsouthern  Ontario communities to take drastic steps to curtail day- - 
time consumption of electricity. 	 - 	 - 

Municipal authorities have been  asked to ban daylight billboard and sign 
illumination and display lighting in store windows, uhile householders are 
being asked not to use electricity needlessly and not to use lights on 
Christmas tree decorations before December 21 and after New Year's Day. 

Commission-  chairrœn Dr. T.H. Hogg declared increases in' power production 
had not kept up with growing demands of industry and "every" conservation 
measure would have to  be used to continue stable operation of the system. (CP) 

Hospital  Destibyed by Fire:  A tuberculosis hospital at Peterborough, Ont., 
opera.ted by the Veterans Affairs Department, was destroyed by fire last night 
with loss estimated at approximately 1,500,000. All of the 228 patients 
had been evacuated from the flaming building within 15 minutes of the time 

1 

	

	the alarm sounded. None was injured. Peterboiroughts fire chief, George 
Gimblett, says the fire originated from a discarded cigarette stub.  (ci') 
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ii6.1aiferfac:3 oz.f.f Cs b -.30:e..tiorL-1£ 
e  .7Economie rAct ivit yoincreased-; in 10etobertcoThe:Domition: -IBuretiuzofraStat isti es 3 

_-_-.--2r4LLZÇPOrt SzthatiecOnoralczactivity.jincreasedlbodèratelycin.!:06tbberï- ,,thetindex 
IfUOt-tttS2PbbITSIal.DiroluMeâff businesa.  rieine-zia.7rointa,Jcompareddwith.that, 

a ! tc.g.*-,P0ptemberiÉriTheeteiehi*ei.é port Li aidr.itha -majOritj‘:_crrh:fantifaCturine - 
,.1-,,i'f-ziinfluStries-,,,„WereCaOre -lactive."-__artc1;.strikee:Sett1eMents; -..ha1pedstra1sekproduction 

- 	 ( (ID) 	 1,11: 
slaughterings vrere in greater volume and cottort used by the 

zoteXt i 	try-111=re _L±r_C,41-1-12 000 ,QOOtQc14, 1OOj 000 2pdiindi°-  ----7NeWSZÉ int 3 ei 

preMt t91;ço 76 lieZ. 6 it 91V3 Crag  t  heuhighe at re verz.re c orditd7 anduanot 	ng 
_c:11,0:-4:-.,deyelopmentere,i.antbrupt:.-increase:,iini:Oonstruct.iort.::_contraCtijawarded;«.- -J 

‘.').111; 1391-1141 12g7.-41:0 1t090 .AQQ-1-foz - azipoweriplant 'at L5 bawl ni gant-FitILS 	r.tc 

ed d'ef 	 crric.,.'lao 	doa- 
lo b,- -1,-,q.41311.4uppp.4.1.4.,, fo,uri-..ro,aininclassestQfibark...klepositzbr9stitetiy.tfCliejwhig,h 

pol it 4 on let heiEbeginningLot thelmonth° SaTingdeo9itS r_iterei.tp, ,-.exqeàs  of  
$3,500,000,000.1for the first time ' in 'history°'-  The  index of co=on stock 

...e0ripri4es Seeder:to:in a0W,E.i.t.e.c.PDS.I.tiOn  ;at z.-,101061-Eigainstra04 a4c inzS opt eph cJ  
Eltilugairra»...: feel:ear hancin.. -anr:oftheef-inontb`I-F the  

47eiraSenti:jeaeit9talli,,.4gL 85 -A.00 000_0apounds 	igionoduatIcn-  shcfWed a 
"incretaçe::(2e4g,tri:,pgrt::torthe;,sattlerfenti:ofithetisteel:.strikee.0'.The 

otstput';wL74i,941:9.114.Jasz..againSP45°07.,8 .2the'Jprécadinetionthe Cokeeoduction 
194,e3 	 . z1t2g), 9eitrade -recoveredlfrom,thel-preceding 

".`-à..:11no nth he Itotar.,-being 4206- ‘800 - 040 --7against'l$171"; 20G 9 000 itzt,..Septemb 
"Idoc e' ti 	brilca oJ 	1r 	o1ri1  c 	euerf.J elcfp11.2:vfe 

Wins Military Medal For Sabotage 'Activity: Sgt.; (A4ert.:11103201.111,-42 -i•jotCorifnto, 
r;-,  who waged 'a one-man •  sabotage war against the Germans following  bis capture at 
1:LDispie'i;_-..11a4ibqq4.LaYfar.4ed s-.4he-CW..itariz.Medal f 9r his•,-.explrfits ffinEefiefty_territory. 

imea -. he was ,responsible-for :the :destruction 
employing:40a :Germans rand .7;2u:railway locomot ive 

1.41,-,of..tools :by a: wor4ineparty ani et ha crashing 
- ;of•seve aircraft ,  as,  a rresult dot -sugarche zplaced 	 :c.gasoline 

zaealaudlo-931-g9;:l%Iot ihis 23.xploits,-he „wp:si-accepani.. 	all ‘A.ustrallan; but for the 

	

f.;;-: ri ,s- 	- 

criT C.) 	 leD( r. C-h..) 	"i(1/2. 
of--ientaiL- Controls 	 free-t  j  re-; broadcast -.arranged las -a3. reply 

t v 	reco_nt,,t &pre_ by PriceA f Board,Gbairman.ieonald• 	 l'of Ottawa; 
preside:re--if tie- Ganadiin Federation - of Property Owners y As sbe iat ions , - called 

--.,,/for;:e.-"reasonable...upward adjustment in rents based on. the change - in the cost-
,' of-living ind.ex-  since -  the date of-, fixat ion of rents a " 	- 

2. He also rcroposed- owners be giien "the opportunity of Working out with the 
government, a.system of gradual decontrol Which 	af'ford fair  protection  to 

:-.:: the tenant/ ard at , the'. same t ime offer sufficient incentive to private' enterprise 
to: build hous es °7 	 - _ 

LeClair .said' there were "injustices" in present controls and "the real 
pity  of the:whole tiling is the utter futility of this policy° o'- °as a Solution 

, ,rto thehousing.proH:flem.". The only solution was provision of  an  adequate number 
, of, housing units,: but controls were "making rental housing  'construction  un-

remunerative' and.eviction control was frightening capital from housinga" (CP) 
— 	. 

R.G.A.F. Reserve to be Permanent:  The R° C.A.F, Reserve, established near the end 
: of the:war, -  is being reorganized and replaced by a permanent ard voluntary peace- 

time system, At present all disclaarged personnel become members of the Reserve-- 
known' in .the -  service' as Class "E" --and are subject to mobilization in the event 

..-:.Of:iiiii;the-r-national emergency° 	- 
4,1; Under_ the:new plan five classes will be organized with the first four 

becoming what might - be called the "first line" Reserve for 'national emergencies, 
They vrill be subject to cafl for annual training .although this training will not 

alloweeto-,interfere with civilian employment ;  while the fil'th class will not 
-,be Subjèct to annual -  call.° Membership in the first four classes will be limited 
to.-10,000 men° (CP) 
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a 	 T é era 	 c training flight s 3b-Y-‘, 825 
Scuadron, attached to the aircra.ft carrier Warrior, are giving the Canadians 
a-taste  of  extreme changes in-.temperature.. „ The s.quadran ,  carried, out hi  

‘25:„.,0_10.P____f_e-dt..__téàp)  era,-  turés-,i(er* ,e.„'l 
aiir le r-ias-ked 	 .Simsl:f in e-s: and--  

thermometers in the engineroom registered 120 degrees. 
_ 

Dominion  Fana  Labour Program Continued: It was announced at the conclusion of the 
annual • Dominion-Provin.cial ._Farm:-- Labour iCpnferenc.e: t„'n,at rovixiial asecetilre 
ministem had•:indicated 4 a -,desire that • the  °Domitiion-Provincial Tfarm:labOur 
-proeam be  continued. -next  year  At a closed à ession -d el ega t es7a1S6 heard 
Frank' -Foulds. of - the:citizenship_ bra.nch of .the State`_Départruent • out-11116 steps 

taken to adjust, to Canadian conditions the- Polish - army ,  vet erana b clue 
placed in farm work. (CP) 

- • 	 r 	- 
Fisheries -- Départhant -BeinQ Reorganized;  -  •FisherieSiinister.Bridges ildS:arinounced 

that 'the' reorganization - of -his departMeat -  is 4aelldvaneed ,, but , J.:&-not 
expeèted to  take ;final _shape until =next - spring . The: »chângeS.- -  inclUde appoint-
ment of 100:new :inspectors:and a :realignment of sheriés ilistriCts;-- --The 
new policy requires that inspectors will not only enforce regula.t ions but he 
qualified :to -:provi de au th ori tativ e infâ rma io n -to fi sh ei-M en '- ôn 	ds of 

- - improving:both  the catch  and -the-handling and prO c essinà- of ';fiÉh. 

Lake Shipping - S easôn early Over  - The close of  --navigation on the  St . 'lavirenc e- . 
:Great:Lakes-waterways is  at - hand•_and already  na nÿ  -àhips -have -arriVed at 
their  winter;anchpragés 2 ile others now - - are ,  C'arrYilig -their final. ' -?êargo s 
for  -.,:the:.'year. The .'1946 season --got - -aWay 'to '-a ,-;s1 ow7start - becauge:  of  coal 

-,:- strikeS in_ the United:States- T-and a month-long striké bY"Canadian -lé.ke .5  
--seamen. Offici-als at the Sault Ste. Marie canals  said  total: traffiec-fbr 
the :year 	bè far bel ôvirLthe wartime i1and:T*hu1.e final '- f-igureâ 	e 
not yet available there were indications traffic there would be 25,000 

-,‘„,-...._tons ,.below last _year. • (CP ) 

etaill- Sales „-Sharply • Hiet er  :R etail  sales in  Canada - - incréaeed  11 per  cit ein 
 Octobei compared" with the same month  of  last year  and  ré co rcredian'advanc e 

of  _nine per cent  over the preCeding -month ; according to  the  • De-Minion ::Bür eau 
Statistics. - i, - :Unadjusted indexes of -sales ;rc-on *thé base; 1935-1 939--100, 

were , 226.5.-..for 'October, 207.7 ,:for Sept éraber, 'and-'203 -.8  for  'October,' 1945. 
Increases: over  October,- 1945,-- were • rePorted -for-  all 14 kinctS` of business 

represented in the g eneral index. - The western •prbviiicès ShbWea.-- sliaitiy higher 
increases in sales for October than did other parts of Canada. The most 
ign if i.cant feature  of  the regional :trends during: the -_pa-St:.- seVerai_moritiïs'--s 

•b-een,  the  .red-uced scale of sales increas es .  occurring  in the'É'aritirie Èrôvinces. 
- 

' 	 • 	 - 
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'st. Laurent •Dcplains Canadian Disarma.ment Stand: Speaking in a CBC broadcast 
from Lake Success, N.Y., Rt. Hon. L.S. -  St. Laurent; head of _Canada's United 
•Nations-  delegation_, said the ."significant difference" -between>Canadian and 

._.:Soviet• disarmament proposals 'nlay in the stress we placed -  on the - inter- _ 
related nature of disarmament and security, while they (Russia) ,referred - ,to: 
disarmament alone." 

.11e. - sa.id the. Canadian delegation had been "greatly impr essed" _with 
Mr Melotovi_s speech: 	Debember•4 in which he recoirnized atomic weapons- 
could not be treated separately from other weapons of mass destruction and ••- 
that  once established, an international control commission would-be free - 
of the .veto. 	 ' 
.•.Although Canada' was -  in g eneral. agreement with Russia oh -  the end to be 

_achieved :by. disarmament, Mr'. - St -. Laurent - :said,--."we -  wished:to be more specific 
about  the  means by which _those ends might be achieved."' , 

"'Vie wished to be sure first that the security council and the military 
staff committee would take the necessary steps to let the individual nations 
know:mhat armed 'forces -.they should maintain ab their_ share  of putting - yorld. 
forc.e2behind world law.. - • - 

j•-• "Second, we wished to - be - sure •tha.t the question of abolishing the atom - 
bomb was not treated separately from the question of controlling ,  atoMic -energy 
for, peaceful: -  purposes0 i" e wished., . . to -  avo id throwing out the baby' with the 
bath water.-- 	 • 	 - 	 • _ 	_ 	 • 

"Third-, we»td-shed,-to be sure that _effective international' control was' 
established over all methods of. mass destruction and not_merely over the atom 
bombe:, Bacteriological' and rocket -warfare_ are alsormenaces of the first - order. 

"Fourth -,- we - wish, to make sure -•that there would be - _an effective• syste.m- of 
international inspection of actual or potential means of mass destruction and 
that  the operation_ of this systerar_would not be subjected to-the veto Of any 
nation.".:,(CP) 

• „ 	. 
Canada Proposes Relief ,Survey:  Canada has proposed 'an amendment - to  the  joint •Anglo-

American draft_ plaii for relief .following the_ expiration , of U.N.R.R.A. ,The 
Canadian spokesman, Hon. Paul Martin, proposed that Brazil; Canada,' China, 
France, Poland, Britain, the United States and Russia .  each designate a member 
to for.m an eigh.t-man technical committee to. study minimum import requireraents 
of countries needing relief; _survey: the.means available to each'country to 
finance such,: imports and. report to the _U.N. - not later than January 15, -1947; 
on the .amount:of -financial assistance needed by receiving countries.; 

Mr. 2Martin ,, said •that ' "if - a concrete - ;U.N0 plan for raeeting genuine relief 
needs ,in '1947 is adopted.by_this assembly,and- is - in fact - international  in  
its form and scope, Canada. . .will participate in its implementation." 

Britain and the United States had objected to ftrther international 
administration of relief, contending the time - ha.d come ,to deal - with -the 
problem on a bilateral basis .. -.Fiorello LaGuardia, U.N.R.R.A. he,ad,' had 
appealed- to Mr. Martin to -"step into, the -brea.ch and help .in.this situtioiTt  

"I Ifop'e the delegate:from Canada will coMe'forth with 'a suggeritiOn  I  so - 
that wecan have .- no doubt that .sonewhere 3 somehàw, there Will be_ an 2 impart iel 
assessment•.of needs with a suggestion of - proportionate contribution,"-Mr. 
LaGuardia said. (CP) 	_ 	 — • 	- 	• .n - 

- •. iH 1  Monday, , De-cember 9, 1946. s' 

ways:-.Transportk -inister Chevrier; inanaddresS 
Saturday berore  the Toronto  Railway ,Club said he._"would not be surpri sed;:if ' Some 
day the Federal Government would be called upon to artiend its jurisdiction 'to -
cover international and interprovincial transportation by roads." (CP) 

Shugar Ruled Not Guilty: Dr. David Shugar, wartime anti-submarine expert charged 
with conspiracy to communicate confidential information to Russia, was acquitted 
Saturday by Judge A.G. LcDougall. (CP) 

Chevrier Discusses Füture of Hi 

(over) 



J . 

eekend -Fires - Take HeaVy *T011: A number  of  fires - took a heavy weekend' toll of 
life and property in Canada, with the most serious outbreak being -  th'-e 
destruction of tha 89,!-roorn Barry 'Hotel at Saska.toon,with the loss of. 11 	_ 
lives Aning .: -the 120I-guests reistered,l8otbers yiereburned -  origijured e 

reqùire hoSpital 	 - 1:= - 7  - 
No loss of life, but heavy property damage was suffered in five other 

fires. At St. Boniface, Eano, two grain elevators burned with first estimates 
placing *the loss at $500,000‘. _ At Toronto $250,000 damage was caused-by fire: 
which gutted the workshops of the Toronto Hydro-Electric Commission, while at 
LontreaI the century-old Bonsecours market, formerly sea_t• of  the municrpali 
government was gutted in a two-alarm. fire. 	• 

TWO .f ir es at London, Ont., caused a los of -e3 ;000' as the Casino' dance:- 
hall was destroyed and $50,000 damage to the feed and seed .plant of .the Jenkins 
Lanufacturing Co.mpany. (CP) _ 

Short-Term Commissions Offered „Naval Airraent  Short terra commissions, of five years' 
duration, are being offered to _Roya.I Canadian Naval.. Air Arm 'aircrew officers' 
at present serving in the -  interim force, it. ha-s been .announced at Naval Service 
Headquarters. 	 - 	 . 	„._ 

Service will be dated from january 1, 1947, and officers who sign up  for 
the five7year period must remain on,the active _list of the Roya.1,_ Canadian r airy 
,(Reserve) for an additional .five years.- Candidates, who must pass a :selettion 
board, are required to be in all respects fit for .fullflying ‘duties ;in ,opera-
tional squadrons. .- - 

- , 
Heavy Increase  in Airline traffic:  Domestic_ airlines in Canada recorded a.' heav_y-

increase in all traffic phases in September compared with the -  sarie period30f. 
a year ago,_according to preliminary figures compiled :by.the Air Transport 

-7Board  and the Dominion Bureau of_Statistics. 	 - 
- "Although the general .seasonal trend showed' a décline over the -record-',- 

 month of August, this was only slight_ and indications are that air traffic— , 
 will continue in the..current high volume level as- rapid developments in the 

operations are taking place,n_ the report said. - 
_ 

	

	Passenger miles-totalled 21,588,000 against,12,428,000 in:September,r, 
1945, -,while goods ton-miles reached 238,000 compared with 139,000. 

holesale Sales Increased in October:  Dollar volume of wholesale sales reached :- 
a n ea high in October, according to  the general unadjusted index compiled' 
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The October index reached 276.1, an 

- increase  of  16 per cent above the index of 237.2 for Octobèr, - 1945,  and  a:, 
gain of 6.4 per -cent over ,  September, when the index 'stood at-259.5 0 Sales 
in the first. 10 months of 1946 showed a gain of 20 per cent over the - 
corresponding period last year. 	- 

- Increases were general in all..sections of  the  country, the smallest " 
percentage gain over 1945 being reported in the Maritime Provinces where 
sales increased seven per cent. Increases in the other provinces were•15 
and 16 per cent for Ontario and Q,uebec, and 19 and 20 per cent for British 
Columbia and the Prairie .Provinces, respectively. , -The_footwear.trade 
continued to  show the largest gain over last year, sales increasin"g''32 
cent in October. 

Gleanings:  The;scene of negotiations regarding - settlement - of the strike at 
Noranda./i.ines, Ltd0 9  has' shifted from Ottawa to Toronto where the head 
office of ,the company is located....Six members of the Sooke; B.C., -High 
School -basketball -team. were killed when an automobile -plunged 85 feet - 
into Jacobs Creek Tafter crashing through a bridge....Interrupted by the 	- 
war,  the Blue  Funnel-Java-New York _Line vrill resume its service from 
eastern Canadian ports to the Far East with the sailing of 'the S.-S. 
Polydorus from Halifax December 24 for ports in Lialaya and the East 
Indies.....The father of liculth_r_inister Brooke'Claxto_n, „ George_Brooke.._ 
Claxton, .80-year-old ir...ontreal lawyer, died 1.3aturday folloWing a bief 

 illness. 

per 
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- Sponsored by the Citizenship Branch of the State Deaartment a national_ . 	r 
ceremony -will - be held in Ottawa JanUary 3 in the striking white stone Supreme 

- 'Court building. The Chief Justice, Han. Thibaudeau Rinfret, will preside and 
representatives from the nine provinces will attend to receive their Canadian 
citizenship certificates. 

During  •the following week, provincial capitals and other large cities will 
hold similar celebrations which Dr. H.M. Tory, head of the Canadian Citizenship 
Council, describes as "a strong indication of. Canadian unity without which our: ' _ 

(over) 

Tuesday, December 10; 1946.- 

Plan Citizenship Celebrations: Next New Year's Day will have historic significance - a 
----- as the day on which Canadiané  assume  their new, full-fledged citizeilïaD.  

and  plans are_being laid for ceremonial celebrations throughout the Dominion 
-during Citizenship %ek, January 5 to 11.  

nation Can never be truly great." 
The programs will include paradés of the colors, the singing of "0 Canada," 

musical programs and possibly pageants illustrating Canadian unity, followed.by 
ce-rtificate presentations in court and civic receptions attended by representa-
tives'of federal,'provincial and municipal governments and community end, sclaool 
organizations. 

The new Citizenship Act, passed at the last session of Parliament, creates. a 
for the first time e distinctive Canadian citizenship. All native=born Canadianà, 

, British subjects domiciled in Canada, brides of Canadian servicemen and all those 
now possessing naturalization certificates will be.declared to be Canadian 
'citizens. Canadian citizens are also declared to be British subjects and for 
the  first time the right of women to decide their own nationality is recognized. 
Previously women automatically assumed the citizenship of their husbands. (CP) 

ladji_n-..R2.11efProc ICar : The economic committee of United Nations Gener;i1 -- 
Assembly.unanimously adopted  Canadas compromise solution of the problem_of 
relief to needy - countries after U.N.R.R.A. concludes its activities. Delegates 
frôm-Britain, France, China, United States, Norway, Brazil, Czechoslovakia and 
Cuba paid tribute to Canada for helping to solve what they described  as .a  thorny 
problem - by proposing an amendment to thé proposal for handling 1947- relief -which 
previously had been rejected by Britain and the United States. Only change made  
in the Canadian amendment was to increase from eight to 10 the membership in the - , 
technical committee by adding Argentina and Denmark. 

' The Canadian proposal averted a deadlock which threatened to develop between 
countries advocating bilateral relief arrangements and those who felt an inter-
national organization should be created to succeed U.N.R.R.A. Thus the committee 
became  the  first'of the main U.N. committees to complete its agenda._ (Various) 

Glen Meets Mining Delegations: Resources Minister Glen told a union delegation 
from northern Ontario that the Dominion  government would give ";immediate and - 
serious consideration" to all phases of the gold mining industry in northern 
Ontario and Quebec. Two members of the Canadian Mine Workers' Union, an 
affiliate of the Canadian Federation of Labour, advocated increases of 20 

' cents an hour for hourly-rated employees of the Toburn and Bidgood Mines, 1-whiCh—  '- 
previously had been rejected by company officials. A second delegation from 
the Val d'Or, Qué., boards of trade met Mr. Glen and Finance Minister Ilsley 
to urge that the government "carefully consider" the possibility of granting 
special tax treatment to the gold mining industry and its employees. A brief 
outlined the growth of gold mining in the Val d'Or area and the difficulties now 
faced as a . result'of lower prices for gold and increased labour and material 
costs. ' (CP) 	 « 

Labor-Progressive 	Headquarters Raided: Police raided the headquarters of the French, 
EnTlish and Jewish branches of the Labor-Progressive rerty in Montreal as a 
follow-up to the arrest of Simon Malumed on charges of distributing an allegedly • 

 seditious and libellous pamphlet relating to the case of Fred Rose, Labor- 
Progressive member of Parliament who was sentenced to six years imprisonment 
for espionnage conspiracy. Searches were conducted, but no further arrests made. 
(CP) 



Municipal Election Results:  Municipal elections were held yesterday in a number 
of Ontario aentres_yepterday.and the mayors,of three large cities were re- 

, elected.-- Stanley Lewis in Ottawa, Arthur. Reaumè in rindsor and San Lawrence 

Ottawa ratepayers approved'abylaw authorizing the issue of 43,500,000 
in debentures to acquire the Ottaea,Light, Heat,ancLPewer,Campany and absOr‘b, 
4t in the city-Owned OttawaHydro CemmiÉsiOa._.Amongthe. othe:r_mayors : elea4d, 

in Cornwall, W.L. Hilliard in Waterloo, Garfield Anderson in Fort William, F._ , , 
S. FolWell in Belleville, J.L. Shaw in North Bay and Gordon Rife in Guelph:' 
(CP). 

Inspection of Saskatchewan Hotels Plannedf Provincial Fire Commissioner J.L. Young -
says plans to inspect every hotel in Saskatchewan for possible fire hezardà 
will be put - into effect immediètely. Originally it had been intended to carry 
out the inspections in January and February, but the loss of 11 lives in the 
Barry Hotel fire at Saskatoon precipitated the immediate inspection,,, 

Meanwhile, at  Saskatoon police and fire departments prepared  their  reports 
on the-disaster. .-At St. Boniface, Manitoba Fire Commissioner E.,E. Puttee said 
there were at present no indications of arson in the destruction by fire of 
two grain elevators, 100,000 bushels of grain and 750,000 êmpty grain bags. 
(CI)), 

Halifax Waterfront Busy:  Activity along the Halifax waterfront is quickening with 
the close of navigation on the St. Lawrence and there are now 13 ocean-going 

s  'frei-ghters- in port. Several are loading grain and others cargos_ranging fram 
pit props to apples for the United Eingdom.' Three are loading for the 'est 
Indies and two for France,while the City of Khios arrived with a shipment of 
nuts, spiceS-and tea. (CP). 

New Canadian Freighter in Difficulties: The new CanOian  National. Steamships! 	- 
7,,500-ton passenger and cargo liner, Canadian Cruiser, now on her maiden voyage 
to the Mest Indies haà reported engine trouble 50 miles northeast of Bermuda, 
but is proceeding toward Hamiltcn at reduced speed. A United States Navy air-
sea rescue plane, sent out to remove e sick passenger, was forced down at sea. 
(CP). 

Regional Priorities Office Established: In order to make speedy and uniform  the 
 .screening of applications for building materials by contractors in Westerà. 

Canada, a regional office of the P -riorities and Building Materials Branch has 
been established in 'Winnipeg, it was announced today by Reconstruction Minister 
.Howe. 

Hector C. McIntosh of Minnipeg will be in charge and his territory,will 
include Manitoba, Saskatchewan and the Thunder Bay region of Ontario. 

Freight  'Rate_ Hearings January  8:  The Board  of  Transport Commissioners has announced 
that hearings on the application of Canadian railways for a 30 per cent increase 
in freight rates will open in Ottawa January 8. . Organizations from any part 
of the country may present submissions. 

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports the_ operating revenues of 
steam railways in September amounted to 462,174,277 compared with e62,768,530 
in the same month of 1945. Operating expenses amounted to e58,379,065 compared 
with 452,680,880 and operating income was 41,734,706 against e7,828,026. Freight 
revenues for the month increased by 5.9 per cent, but passenger revenues were 
off. 25 per cent. 

Gleanings:  The emergency shelter administrator in Montreal has announced that the 
old Place Viger hotel now is completely filled end is providing accommodation 
for 47 veterans and their families...The Canadian  naval  flotilla consisting , ' 
of the_aircraft carrier narrior, the cruiser Uganda and the destroyer Crescent 
has arrived at San'Diego....E. Winslow-Spragge of Montreal has resigned as 
associate -financial advisor to the Reconstruction Department....Premier.Angus 
Macdonald of Nova Scotia has announced increases of from 41 to 410 in the.cost-
of-living bonuses paid provincial - civil servents....Eastern Canada has had ,  - 
several deys of unusually mild weather and meteorologists say no cold weather 
is in sight immediately. 
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Prime Minister  Announces Cabinet Changes Prine lanister Mackenzie King at a 
press conference yesterday evening announced three changes in the Cabinet. 
Rt. Hon, Louis St. Laurent vacates his post  as  Justice Minister to devote 
full time to his duties as Secretary of State for External Affairs, the 
former Finance Minister, Rt. Hon. J.L. Ilsley, becomes Minister of Justice 
and Hon. Douglas Abbott assumes the finance ministry in addition to his 
position as Defence Minister. 

Mr. King explained that he was "giving effect to the promise I made 
to Parliament the last session that a minister would be appointed to the 
external affairs office and give to it his entire time." While the changes 
placed Mr. Abbott in charge of three departments, Finance, Army and Navy, 
Mr. King said this wes only a temporary arrangement and he had not changed 
his mind about placing the three armed services in one portfolio. The 
Prime Minister added that there uouldibe "further Cabinet changes between 
now and the opening of Parliament" but he could not yet give a date for 
either event. 

No Canadian who had been watching the United Nations sessions in New 
York and world affairs in general "could fail to appreciate how very 

• important international discussions have become," said Mr, King. Canada 
was fortunate to have such a selection for the post as Mr. St. Laurent with 
his "deep understanding of world affairs and his great grasp of the law." 

Regarding Mr. Ilsley's appointment as Justice Minister, he referred to 
to the heavy wartime pressure in the Finance Department and said the change 
would be "all to the good so far as his health is concerned," adding that 
it had not been "too robust of late." Referring to Mr. Ilsley's work in the 
Finance Department he said 	"I would like to say how muCh I appreciate, and,. 
I am sure the country appreciates,  Mr Ilsley's many services in  that  office." 

Mr.  King said the changes would have been made earlier except that Mr. 
St. Laurent had been in New York and it was uncertain how long the U.N. 
meetings would last.  Now  however, it appeared certain they would end shortly 
and it might not be necessary for the minister to return . MeanUhile, at 
New York, a member of the Canadian U.N. delegation said Hon. Paul Martin, the 
Secretary of State, now heads the delegation. 

Mr. King said no date had yet been fixed for the by-election in Halifax. 
(various) 

Jchn: lalk supplies at Saint John, N.B., are 
reported to be about rS-s) per cent of normal today following a strike by 
approximately half of the 316 milk suppliers in the area yesterday. Members 
of the Association of Milk Producers and Suppliers, claiming higher production 
costs, are asking an increase of 35 cents to e3.80 a hundred pounds of milk. 
This uould result in an increase from 15 to 16 cents a quart to the consumers. 
Priority on available supplies is being given to hospitals and other institu-
tions. (CP) 

Housin Situation "Relativel Under Control:"  D.B. Mansur, president of the Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, said in an address before the Toronto Real 
Estate Board last night that the national housing situation is "relatively 
under control." At the end of October 55,000 new housing units had been 
completed, including 5,000 conversions under the emergency shelter plan. 

"The situation is not out of hand and we'll get out of this within the 
next few years," he declared. "Despite steel and supply strikes we're doing 
all right." 

How soon the Corporations  goal of 170,000 to 180,000 units could be 
reached depended on "how long the extraordinary marriage rate continues, 
maintenance of a high level of employment and public taste." (CP) 

(over) 



Musical Award Winners Announced: Winners of the 1946 awards to Canadian composers 
of serious music offered annually by the Composers, Authors and Publishers' 
Association of Canada have been announced in Toronto. They are Mrs. Jean 
Coulthard Adams of Vancouver for her sonata for cello and piano; Mrs. Minuetta 
Borek of Calgary for a piano composition, "Ballet Sonatina;" Alexander Brott 
of Montreal for his symmhonic poem for full orchestra and Sister Paul du 
Gratin of Outremont, Que., for her "Symphonie Pour Grand-Orgue." The chairman 
of the board of judges, Sir Ernest MacMillan, said works submitted this year 
were more mature than in previous competitions. (CP) 

Noranda Negotiations Halted: Negotiations at Toronto in an effort to settle'the 
strike at Noranda Mines, Ltd., have ended without agreement and no further 
union-company conferences under Dominion Labour DepartMent auspices are 
planned for the present. Members of the International Union of Mine, Mill 
and Smelter Workers are asking wage increases of 16 cents an hour i  off-
shift premiums and check-off of union dues. (CP) 

Northern Ontario Miners Want Larger Increase: Ten-cent-an-hour wage increases 
have been announced for hardrock miners at Kirkland Lake and at McIntyre 
Porcupine mines at Timmins, but union officials say they are negotiating 
for a 16-cent wage boost. 

Tom Maguire, orpanizer of the International Union of Mine, Mill and 
Smelter Workers, said many of the mines had not given the union prior notice 
of the action and this was "contrary to the true spirit of collective 
bargaining." He described the 10-cent increase as a "brush-off" and an 
attempt to "undermine our organization." (CP) 

Squatter Leaders Fined:  Leaders of the Ottawa Veterans' Housing League, which 
seized a number of government buildings in the capital, have been fined 

.,,i;200 each for forceful seizure of a naval barracks. The two men, Franklyn 
E. Hanratty, 26-year-old former R.C.A.F. air observer, and George Bleakney, 
league legal counsel, conducted their own defence. (CP) 

Gleanings: Alberta Works Minister W.A. Fallow says seven provinces have agreed 
to make a joint request to the railways to reveal the arguments on which 
they base their request for a 30 per cent increase in freight rates.... 
Charles Lanctot, 82, deputy attorney-general of Quebec for 31 years, died 
at his home in Quebec yesterday....The unusually mild weather has reduced 
hauling operations in northern Ontario timberlands to a virtual standstill 
and thousands of logs left in the bush by the early spring break-up last 
year still have not been moved..—The British Columbia Electric Company 
has announced a transit program involving expenditure of more than e6,000,000, 
mostly for new equipment, during the coming year....The show arena and main 
feed barn of the Essondale Colony Experimental Farm at Vancouver were destroyed 
by fire with loss estimated at e200.000. 
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Committee Adopts Canadian Proposal:  A United Nations sub-committee by a vote 
of 10 to 9 has written into the world arms reduction plans a Canadian 
proposal that any arms program drafted in the Security Council must be 
approved by a special session of the 54-power General Assembly. (CP) 

Interim Defence Research Board Organized: Defence Minister Abbott has announced 
formation of an interim defence research board "as a further forward step 
in the effective organization of scientific research in relation to Canada's 
defence policies, and to co-ordinate economically research problems common 
to the armed services." It will be composed of four members, acting in an 
honorary capacity, and five others acting as ex-officio members. 

The four members are Dr. C.H. Best, C.B.E., director of the Banting 
and Best Department of Medical Research at the University of Toronto; Dr. 
Paul Edouard Gagnon, director of the Chemistry Department at Laval University; 
Col. R.D. Earkness, D.S.O., M.C., vice-president and general manager of the 
Northern Electric Company, Lte., Montreal, and Dr. Otto Maass, C.B.E., professor 
of physical chemistry at McGill University and wartime director of chemical 
warfare in the services. 

The ex-officio members are Dr. O.J. Solandt, 0.B.E., director-general 
of Defence Research, recently organized as a fourth defence service; Dr. C.J. 
Mackenzie, president of the National Research Council, and the chiefs-of-
staff of the three services. 

Warns Against Multiplicity of Parties:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King, in a CBC 
political free-time braodcast, last night warned against the "folly" of e 
multiplicity of political parties which he said would tend to "bring down 
the whole structure of responsible political organization and to weaken the 
nation itself." 

Er. King said that much was being said about the "old" political parties 
at present, but there was no reason why a political party should "not be 
equally proud of its many years of existence and of office." 

"The danger to representative government, in many countries today, does 
not arise from the perpetuation of parties which have a long and honorable 
past. The danger arises from a bewilderment of political parties that  have  
no past, and little promise of any future. 

"A multiplicity of parties has proven a misrortune in all countries 
where they have existed. Under democratic government, party organization is 
the one sure method by which the majority can give effect to its will. A 
multiplicity of parties tends to bring down the whole structure of responsible 
political organization, and to weaken the nation itself. That, as we all know, 
was the misfortune of France at the beginning of the war. Let us beware of 
repeating a like folly in our own land. 

"What is needed in Canada is not a confusion of political parties which 
tend to set class against class and province against province. What Canada 
need's are parties which serve to unite its people and its provinces as one 
nation from coast to coast." (CP) 

MacDonnell Says Controls Endanger Freedom: J.M. MacDonnell, president of the 
Dominion Progressive Conservative Association, in an address at Kingston, 
Ont., said the public will have to make up its mind as to whether it wants 
freedom or not. He declared that freedom is endangered because of what 
he termed the government's refusal to relax wartime controls. (CP) 

Acute Water Shortac in Maritimes:  The prolonged dry spell in the Maritimes is 
making the water shortage more acute and citizens of Moncton, N.B., are 
being asked to curtail their daily water consumption by a further 500,000 
gallons. Already the city has cut its consumption from 5,000,000 to 
2,500,000 gallons daily. 	any  centres are under voluntary blackouts because 
of hydro-electric shortages. (CP) 

(over) 



McGeer Elected Mayor of Vancouver: Senator G.G. McGeer, 58-year-old veteran 
of civic, provincial and federal politics became mayor of Vancouver for 
the second time  in 10 years when he won yesterday's municipal election 
against two opponents. During the campaign he warned racketeers to "get 
out of town." 

The vote was a record 56,388, almost 13,000 more than the previous 
high total vote cast when Senator McGeer was elected in 1935. The final 
count was Senator McGeer, 28,232; Tom Alsbury, C.C.F.-sponsored candidate, 
16,558, and ex-alderman Halford Wilson, an independent, 11,589. (CP) 

Winnipeg Editor Wins Award:  Grant Dexter, executive editor of the Winnipeg 
Free Press, has become the first Canadian to win the Marie Moors Cabot 
medal, given annually to the three newspapermen judged to have made 
"outstanding contributions to the international friendship among the 
peoples of the American continents." The other 1946 winners, announced 
in New York, are Miguel Lanz Duret, president and general manager of El 
Universal and El Universal Grafico of Mexico City and Lee Hills, managing 
editor of the Miani Herald. (CP) 

Algerney Grateful For Canadian Aid:  The thanks of the people of Alderney, 
one of the channel islands, for Canadian rehabilitation aid has been 
expressed in a letter released in Ottawa by the United Kingdom Information 
Office. The letter, written by Judge F.C. French, president of the States, 
the island's parliament, said it was "impossible for me to put into words 
the feelings of our people" and asked the United Kingdom Trade Commissioner 
to "take what steps you can to let it be known that the generosity of the 
Canadians has been of the greatest assistance to us and that what they have 
done will never be forgotten among us." 

Various Canadian orFanizations and service clubs have sent hand-made 
quilts, clothing and foodstuffs. 

Unemployment Insurance Fund Increases: Employer-employee contributions paid into 
the Unemployment Insurance Fund during October reached an all-time monthly 
high, according to the Unemployment Insurance Commission's monthly statement. 
The total going into the Fund from this source was e6,585,574--1,265,891 
greater than employer-employee payments in the corresponding month last year 
with the increase "attributable to greater employment throughout the 
Dominion. . ." 

The balance in the Unemployment Insurance Fund of 4343,868,572 as at 
October 31, 1946 was  •33,956,610 greater than at the same time last year. 

Surplus Government Builds Used for Hcusing:  A survey by the Central Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation reveals that surplus government buildings are 
housing approximately 16,220 persons and a "conservative" estimate placed 
at 28,000 the number who would be in such accommodation by thp end of 
February. Financial assistance in meeting conversion costs was e2,066,164. 
The program involved co-operation by municipal, provincial and federal 
authorities. (CP) 

Iron, Steel Production Recovering: Reflecting the return to work of steel workers 
following termination of the strike, there was substantial recovery in the 
output of pig iron in October, the total rising from 45,078 in September to 
74,958, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. In October last year 
the tonnage produced was 140,693. During the first 10 months of the current 
year 1,107,025 tons of pig iron were produced compared with 1,508,082 in the 
similar period of 1945. 

Production of steel ingots and steel castings also moved up, totalling 
123,841 tons compared with 76,564. Output for October last year was 205,846 
tons and during the 10 months ended October 1,874,687 tons were produced 
compared with 2,454,061 in the same period of 1945. 

-30 - 
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Additional Cabinet Changes Announced:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King has 
announced three further changes in the Cabinet. Former Health Minister 
Brooke Claxton will head the Defence Department, which now includes the 
former air defence ministry; former Air Minister Gibson becomes Secretary 
of State and the former Secretary of State, Paul Martin, noves  to the 
Health Ministry. The changes followed the shifting of three other ministers 
to different portfolios last Tuesday. 

kr. King said he was re-organizing the Cabj.net  by stages, "taking each 
step carefully and cautiously, and all by way of improvement." He added 
that some ministers "may be changed in positions again." 

The Prime Minister said all three ministers were "eminently qualified" 
for their new posts. Mr. Claxton, who served as an artillery sergeant- 
major in the First Great War, was equally familiar with military problems 
and international affairs, two fields which were "never closer than at this 

1 present time." Mr. Gibson, with his "great understanding" of the law would 
be at home in the State Secretary's office, while Mr. Martin, who had been 
representing Canada on the United Nations Economic and Social Council, had 
a "solid grasp" of the kind of problems he would face as Minister of Health 
and Welfare. 

Mr. King said he would announce the date for the opening of Parliament 
before Christmas and it would be sometime "before February." 

Military Commands Reorganized:  Demobilization of Canada's war-time Army, now 
nearing completion, has made it possible for Army Headquarters to proceed 
with the second stage of reorganization of the Command gystem across the 
Dominion as announced early this year by the Hon. D.C. Abbott, then 
Minister of National Defence. 

Five of the present 11 Military District headquarters will be dis- 
: banded and their administrative functions absorbed by their respective 

Command headquarters. Districts so affected will be No. 6 at Halifax, 
No. 4 at Montreal, No. 2 at Toronto, No. 10 at Winnipeg, and No. 13 at 
Calgary. 

The remaining District headquarters -- No. 7 at Fredericton, No. 5 at 
Quebec, No. 3 at Kingston, No. 1 at London, No. 12 at Regina, and No. 11 
at Vancouver -- will be redesignated as Area headquarters and will operate 
in future as they have in the past, except that they will be under the 
direction of their respective Commands. 

The reorganization, effective January 1, reduces administrative head-
quarters from 16 to 11 and will "permit of economies in accommodation, 
personnel, communications and other services." Concentration of admin-
istrative authority under five senior commanders will further facilitate 
decentralization of the Army's administrative functions. In future the 
Command headquarters will be responsible for all military activities within 
their areas. 

The five Commands are Eastern Command, Quebec Command, Central Command, 
Prairie Command and Western Command. 

More Cheerful Over U.N. Future:  Rt. Hon. Louis S. St. Laurent, Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, at a press conference in Ottawa said he was 
"much more cheerful" about the future of the United Nations than he was 

1 a few weeks ago. He told how pleased he had been with Mr. Molotov's speech 
of December 4 in which the Russian Foreign Minister had declared that arms 
inspection and control machinery must be free of the veto by the big powers. 

Mr. St. Laurent said he had been so impressed that after the debate 
he went over to Mr. Molotov and told him that when Russia spoke in that 
manner he could see no reason "why we could not live together for 100 years 
as we had done with our neighbor to the south." 

"I told him we recorded Russia as our neighbor to the north and that, 
if they extended their hand over the pole, we would grasp it," he added. (CP) 

(over) 



Power Critical of Duplessis:  Former Air Minister C.G. Power, in an address at 
Montreal said Premier Duplessis handling of the Witnesses of Jehovah in 
Quebec was "sheer abrogation of the whole democratic process by which we 
live." He spoke at a meeting arranged by the Montreal Civil Liberties 
Association to protest against the cancellation of a liquor licence of 
Frank Roncarelli, Montreal restaurant proprietor, who posted bail for members 
of the sect. 

Mr. Power said a citizen had been deprived of his livelihood "merely 
because in the exercise of his undoubted legal right and privilege he has 
run counter to the views of a political attorney-general." He said that 
Mr.  Duplessis,  Who is Attorney-General as well as Premier, had "publicly 
and in the newspapers tried and condemned for no less a crime than sedi-
tion. . . a fanatical religeous sect with whose views few of us have any 
sympathy, but whose rights to fair trial for the crimes of which they are 
accused we all of us maintain." 

In cancelling the licence, Mr. Roncarelli had been given "no opportunity 
whatsoever" of defending himself either at the time the action was taken or 
since, Mr. Power said. 

About 800 Witnesses now are awaiting trial in Montreal on charges of 
distributing circulars without a city licence. Other members of the sect 
have been charged with seditious conspiracy following distribution of a 
pamphlet entitled "Quebec's Burning Hate," which claims the sect is persecuted 
in the province. (CP) 

High Field Crop Value: The gross value of principal field crops produced on 
Canadian farms in 1946 is estimated at e1,238,645,000 9  according to 
preliminary figures released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. This 
is the fifth highest gross value recorded since 1908, and has been exceeded 
only in the years 1918, 1919, 1920 and 1944. High prices during the immediate 
post Great War period accounted chiefly for the enhanced value of production 
recorded in 1918-20, while a relatively high level of production was largely 
responsible for the greater value figure of 1944. 

This year's total is about nine per cent above the 1945 gross value of 
production, the increase being largely accounted for by a higher level of 
production in the West this year, althouffi increased prices for some crops 
have also exerted an upward pressure. The 1946 wheat crop is valued at 
$477,487,000, which is 4124,446,000 greater than the revised 1945 value of 
4353,041,0000 This increase is largely a reflection of the higher production 
obtained in the Prairie Provinces this year. On a provincial basis the 
greatest change has occurred in Alberta, where the increase in value of the 
1946 crop amounts to 492,046,000, an increase of 49 per cent from 1945. 
Substantial increases also were recorded by the other western provinces, with 
the estimated gains for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and British Columbia amounting 
to 20, 7 and 14 per cent respectively. 

In Ontario the 1946 value is practically unchanged from last year, while 
Quebec and the Maritimes experienced generally unfavourable growing conditions 
and substantial reductions in value from last year's levels. 

Wheat Stocks Slightly Lower: Visible supplies of Canadian wheat in store or in 
transit in North America at midnight December 5 totalled 157,110,141 buàhels 
compared with 158,559,590 on November 28, and 200,688,555 on the corresponding 
date of last year. Deliveries from western farms totalled 4,837,724 against 
4,771,177 the previous week and the total for the crop year now is 220,837,647 
compared with 160,547,092 in the similar period of 1945-46. 

Gleanings: -  Yousuf Karsh of Ottawa, internationally known photographer, and Wasyl 
Elyniak, the first Ukrainian settler in Canada, have been chosen as two of 
the candidates to receive the new Canadian citizenàhip certificates in 
ceremonies at Ottawa January 3..00The milk delivery strike which has cut in 
half the milk supply at Saint John, N.B., still is deadlocked following refusal 
of the provincial dairy commission to grant a price increase....Navigation 
from the lakehead closed with the departure of three ships carrying grain from 
Port Arthur....The end of the unusual mild spell in Ontario and part of Quebec 
is in sight with zero temperatures forecast for tonight following a record 
high of 54 registered at Ottawa early today. 
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Canada Supports Australian Veto Resolution: Supporting the Australian resolution 
asking permanent members of the Security Council to use their veto power 
carefully, the Canadian U.N. delegation leader, Paul Martin, said the Council 
"has yet to demonstrate that it is capable of doing the job the U.N. has a 
right to expect of it and which  I  believe is expected of it by the people 
of the world." The resolution was adopted by a vote of 36 to 6. 

Mr. Martin said a permanent Council member should use the veto "not in 
defence of its own national interests, but in the interests of the United 
Nations as a whole." The resolution was entirely in accord with the views 
expressed by the Canadian delegation from the start, he said. The delegation 
had agreed that no attempt should be made to amend the Charter at the present 
time. 

The Australian resolution asks the Council to prevent the veto impeding 
prompt decisions, to adopt procedure reducing difficulties arising from use 
of the veto and to give consideration to the opinion expressed by member 
countries in the long discussions on this subject. (CP). 

Duplessis Declares Viitnesses National Danger: Premier Duplessis of Quebec at a 
press conference yesterday declared the Witnesses of Jehovah sect constituted 
a national danger, as dangerous as communism and as dangerous now as during 
the war, when it was banned. He said he was surprised to finipolitical figures 
ranged against him in the current controversy, because at the beginning of 
the war the same persons had assented to a Dominion order-in-council banning 
the organization for the duration of hostilities. 

Mr. Duplessis did not mention by  naine former Air Minister C.G. Power 
who attacked his handling of the problem in an address in Montreal. He said 
some politicians" had challenged the right of the Quebec Liquor Commission to 

cancel the license of Frank Roncarelli, Montreal restaurant owner who posted 
bail of sect members awaiting trial for distribution of circulars without a 
license. 

He said the liquor laws permitted cancellation of a license at any time 
without notice. "That Roncarelli is the leader, or at least one of the chiefs 
of the Witnesses of Jehovah, there is no doubt," he said. "He has admitted 
it himself. That his conduct has impaired the work of the Montreal and other 
police forces, there can be no doubt. And the propaganda of his organization 
has been judged seditious by many tribunals." (CP) 

New Ontario Lieutenant-Governor Appointed: Prime Minister Mackenzie King has 
; 	 announced the appointment of ILLy Lawson, 0.B.E.,of London, Ont., well-known 
.ng 	industrialist, as Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario. On December 26 he will 

succeed Hon. Albert Matthews, who has held the post for 10 years. 
Mr. Lawson is president of nine companies in the printing and litho-

graphing field and vice-president of several others.  (CF) 

Newsprint PrOduction Slightly Lower: November production in Canadian newsprint 
mills was slightly lower than in October, but substantially above the output 
in November, 1945, the Newsprint Association of Canada reports. Shipments 
exceeded production by 27,084 tons. 

November output was 364,304 tons, an increase of 65,146 over the figure 
a year ago but 12,132 lower than October production. Shipments totalled 
391,388 tons, 31.3 per cent higher than a year ago and 36 per cent above 1939 
shipments in the same month. 

Dominion Gasoline Tax nithdrawn: Finance Minister Abbott has announced with-
drawal of the wartime Dominion tax of three cents a gallon on gasoline, 
effective April 1, 1947. (CP) 
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Manpower Situation Reviewed: The Labour Department has issued its monthly man-- 
power survey showing that the number of unplaced applicants registered with 
the National Employment Service has increased by 9,000 to 143,000 during 
November, while the number of unfilled vacancies dropped 12,000,to 121,000. 
The Department attributed the changes to the seasonal increase of unemployment 
which usually begins in October, but had been postponed by the widespread 
strike settlements. 

A year a() unplaced applicunts totalled 180,000 while there was only 93,831 
unfilled vacancies. 

"In November, many workers from the slackening seasonal industries 
entered the employment market", a Department statement said. "Employment 
conditions eased considerably in agriculture, fishing, transportation, and 
construction. The only large-scale expansion that tended to offset this 
decline was in the logging industry0 high wages in logging will likely attract 
enough manpower to permit the reaching of the production objective for the 
season. This may mark the first season since the war started that enough 
woods . labour has been available to meet requirements. The high turnover,' 
however, still is a problem. 

"Amongst manufacturing industries, plants directly affected by the 
strikes this summer now have been in production for some weeks, but the 
problem of filling supply shortages is only beginning to be solved and 
consequently many firms still are indirectly affected. The settlement of 
the American coal strike has removed a threat to Canadian supply lines. 

"The Prairie and Pacific regions recorded the greatest increases in 
unplaced applicants during the month. Seasonal fluctuations in employment are 
relatively wider in these regions where manufacturing industries have not yet 
developed sufficiently to offset the regular slump in. primary production, as 
in Ontario. Thus the winter months will see a growing surplus of workers in 
the Prairie, Pacific, and Maritime regions, while the scarcity of many types 
of workers will probably continue in the central regions." 

The drop in unfilled vacanciesIndicates two things -- the cancella-
tion of vacancies by employers because of uncertainty regarding supplies, 
orders and the situation across the border; and the movement of released 
seasonal workers into the jobs offered." 

The survey described the outlook for the winter in the Maritime provinces 
as "dark". There are 20,000 unplaced applicants and only 6,000 vacancies in 
the region, exactly the same figures as in the Pacific region. However, 
employment prospects appeared better in British Columbia than in the Maritimes 
where the prolonged dry spell and the consequent hydro-electric shortage is 
speeding the lay-off of workers. 

Quebec was the only province with a surplus of vacancies, which totalled 
12,000, and both the textile and plywood industries are expanding. 

Freak reather Ends: The prolonged spell of unusual weather which brought serious 
water shortages in the Maritime provinces and kept temperatures far above 
normal in Ontario and part of Quebec apparently has ended with rainfall in 
the Maritimes and normal winter weather generally in the rest of Canada. The 
abrupt fall of temperaturesin Ontario was accompanied by heavy winds,which 
caused considerable property damage in southern Ontario yesterday,and over-
night snowfalls. 

Yesterday, Montreal and Ottawa had temperatures of 54 while at Regina 
and Saskatchewan it was 36 below zero and the mercury dropped to 72 below 
in the Yukon. (CP) 

Gleanings: Simultaneous announcements in Ottawa and Washington disclose that the 
two countries.have agreed to interpret the Rush-Bagot Agreement of 1817 as 
permitting maintenance of naval training vessels on the Great Lakes....The 
National Capital Planning Committee has recommended that a new bridge be 
built over the Rideau Canal in downtown Ottawa....A Labour Department spokesman 
says an attempt will be made to re-open negotiations in an effort to settle 
the Noranda Mines strike....The Empire Brent has docked at Halifax with 850 
war brides....There were only 177 commercial failums in Canada in first nine 
months of 1946, the lowest figure since records first were kept in 1922. 
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Martin Warns Disarmament Only in First Stage:  Paul Eartin, head of Canada's 
U.N. Delegation, warned the General Assembly Saturday that only the first 
step toward disarmament had been taken and the "task of completing the 
edifice of peace. . .will be long and dreary." 

"It will .be full of set-backs and heartbreaks," he said. "There 
will be moments of elation, such as tonight, but there will also be periods 
of despair. If we, the peoples of the United Nations, are to succeed in 
our task we must be willing to experiment, and to run great risks to attain 
great objectives. We must be resolute and display in our just cause  -a holy 
obstinacy . 	. above all we must remember that all men are brothers and 
that upon the dignity, the liberty, the inviolability of the individual  men,  
women and children of the world depend the welfare of the people, the safety 
of the state and the peace of the world." 

The Assembly had adopted a resolution on the principles which should 
govern general regulation and reduction of armaments, but "let us not 
mislead ourselves and our peoples about the diffic -ulties of the task which 
lies ahead of us," Three stages remained—formulation of plans by the 
Security Council, a special Assembly session to consider those plans and 
ratification and coming into force of disarmament treaties or conventions 
approved by the special Assembly session. 

He said the Canadian delegation "wholeheartedly supports" the disarmament 
resolution which included all the Canadian amendments. Canada did not feel 
that the Russian and United States proposals had gone far enough and the 
amendments had "framed in precise and careful language" essential parts of the 
draft•resolution which the Canadian delegation believed had been "framed by 
accident in such a way that they were capable of being construed to mean the 
precise opposite of what we all intended them to mean." 

Mr. Martin recalled that the first mention of disarmament had been made 
on October 29 by the original leader of the Canadian delegation, Rt. Hon. 
Louis St. Laurent. The subsequent Russian proposal "coming as it did from 
one of the three most heavily-armed powers in the world, made immediate 
progress toward disarmament a political possibility." 

At the final meeting Sunday, the Assembly unanimnusly adopted the 
Canadian proposal setting up a committee to study means of speeding up and 
rendering more efficient the procedure of the Assembly and its committees. 
Mr. Martin denied Russian  assertions  that Canada was attempting to restrict 
freedom of speech by the proposal, first made in August. The new committee 
will report to the Assembly at its 1947 meeting on the Canadian suggestions, 
which would limit speeches to 10 minutes at certain stages of proceedings and 
at ::„Apt to avoid duplication of effort and debate. 

The Assembly approved budgets for 1946 and 1947 to .4.11ing e67,130,000 
of which Canada will provide  4i32,177,245. (various) 

Abbott Comments  on Gas  Tax Withdrawal:  In announcing withdrawal of the three-
cent-a-gallon Dominicn tax on gasoline sales, Finance Minister Abbott said 
it was  '!put on in wartim in order to meet the urgent needs of war and it 
was not intended to retain it as a feature of the Dominion tax structure in 
peacetime any longer than was necessary." 

He said it had been urged "almost unanimously" during the last Dominion-
Provincial conference that the Dominion withdraw from this field and individual 
provinces had made the saine  request during subsequent tax negotiations. 
Mr. Abbott said the tax "has been regarded as a particularly suitable tax for 
use by provinces to enable them to finance construction and maintenance of 
highways." The previous Finance Minister had decided the Dominion's financial 
position had improved sufficiently to warrant discontinuing the gasoline tax 
next April 1. 

(over) 



Dutch Vessel Rescued: Rescued by the R.C.M.P. Cutter Irving from possible 
loss on the rocks of Bonaventure Island in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, 
the Netherlands freighter Marleen now is anchored in the outer harbor 
at Gaspe, Que. The Irving took her in tow Saturday, a day after her 
engines failed and her cargo of sulphite pulp shifted, leaving her 
to drift hopelessly towards the rocky shore of the island. (CP) 

Canned Fruit Rationing Discontinued: All canned fruits, sweetened and 
unsweetened and those specially prepared for babies, as well as cranberry 
sauce, have been removed from rationing, effective today. The Prices 
Board announced that sugar-preserves coupons which would have been used 
to purchase these items will now be available for the purchase of any 
of the other alternatives in the sugar-preserves ration, such as jams, 
jellies, marmalades, honey, syrups or sugar. 

The announcement said the decision to remove this list of items 
from rationing "is in keeping with the Prices Board's policy of de-
controlling as rapidly as conditions permit, and now is possible because 
of record or near-record fruit packs this year." 

Gleanings: Schools at Dawson, Y.T., have,been closed as a result offthe 
cold wave which sent temperatures. down to 70 below zero Friday and 
kept them steadily beyond 30 below for the last 20 days....The 
Prices Board has authorized increases of one to two cents a tin for 
canned salmon as an adjustment resulting from increased production 
costs....Wilbur E. Uren, former director?general of the priorities 
branch in the Reconstruction Department, has been appointed Steel 
Controller, succeeding  Martin A. Ebey of Montreal, who has resigned 
to return to private business....The aircraft carrier Warrior .has • 
arrived at Esquimalt, completing 8,000-mile trip from  Halifax  by way 
of the Panama Canal....Premier Garson of Manitoba  arrived in Ottawa 
during the weekend for further talks with Dominion government officials 
concerning settlement of the province's relief debts dating from 
depression years. 
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Hart Negotiates Dominion-Provincial Agreement:  Returning from lengthy negotia-
tions at Ottawa, Premier Hart of British Columbia yesterday obtained his 
cabinet's approval of a new Dominion-Provincial financial agreement, which 
will be submitted to the provincial legislature for its sanction in January. 
The five-year agreement provides for a minimum annual grant of el8,072,000 
to the province in return for exclusive Dominion jurisdiction over income 
and corporation taxes and succession duties. The Dominion also will pay the 
province 50 per cent of corporation taxes levied on electric and gas utilities. 

In Ottawa Finance Minister Abbott issued the following statement: 
"The proposed agreement with British Columbia which Premier Bart has 

announced is based on the proposals in the budget speech of June, 1946, with 
the addition of an adjustment in the formula which determines the annual 
payments from the Dominion. This adjustment provides for increases in annual 
payments above the guaranteed annual minimum of 4;18,072,000 in accordance with 
increases in population and gross national product from 1942. Similar provision 
is made for Prince Edward Island. 

"The effect is to give to these two provinces the benefit arising from 
any increases since 1942 in population and gross national product, based upon 
their respective guaranteed minimum payments. Other provinces which select 
the option based on a minimum of el5.,00 per capita of 1941 or 1942 population, 
automatically benefit under the.terms of the budget offer from simdlar increases 
in population and gross national product. 

"It was, of course, agreed that this alteration in the formula for calcula-
tion of the annual payments is conditional upon the other provinces which had 
laready accepted the budget proposals proceeding to conclude agreements." 

In Victoria it is estimated the province will receive 1 21,299,000 next 
year. The Dominion government also agreed to write off e8,000,000 in depression 
debts and refinance 26,000,000 permitting British Columbia to pay both principal 
and interest at a rate of la,124 9 675 annually. Previously interest alone was 
.;i1,020,000. (various) 

Neeotiations with Nova Scotia:  An exchange of correspondence between Prime Minister 
Mackenzie King and Premier Angus L. Macdonald of Nova Scotia, released simulta-
neously at Ottawa and Halifax, revealed that the province is willing to refrain 
from collecting income and inheritance taxes and have the Dominion collect a 
five per cent corporation tax on its behalf, requesting in return in addition to 
an annual subsidy exclusive riéhts in gasoline, amusements and electricity taxes. 

Mr. King said the Dominion was willing to withdraw amusement and pari-mutuel 
taxes, if the provinces can agree on satisfactory compensation to the Dominion 
government. The Dominion's intention to withdraw the gasoline tax was announced 
December 14. Mr. King said the electricity tax was on the list of sales taxes 
which might be changed from time to time. 

Mr. King's letter also reiterated that the Dominion's original social 
security and public investment proposals remain an essential part of the Dominion's 
program which would be explored "in a general conference or otherwise" after there 
was "sufficient" acceptance of the proposed tax agreements« 

Shipping_loard to b e Disbanded:  Trade Minister MacKinnon has announced the Canadian 
Shipping Board, with headquarters in Montreal and offices in London and Washington, 
will be disbanded December 31. He paid à --tribute to the work of its chairman, 
A.L.W. MacCallum, 0.B.E., and other members who, he said, had been "highly 
successful" in providing ocean, coastal and inland shipping tonnage for the 
Canadian and Allied war effort; arranging movement of imports and exports and in 
obtaining shipping to carry relief and rehabilitation cargos to Europe and the 
Far East. 

(over) 



Heavy External Trade in October: Reaching the second highest monthly aggregate in 
peacetime history, Canadas  external trade in October totalled $393,001,000 
compa.red with $328,013,000 in the preceding month and $367,300,000 in the 
corresponding month of last year, according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. The total was only four per cent under the record of $409,218,000 
for August this year and was more than three tiraes the 5-year pre-war average 
for October which stood at .,;161,016,000. 

External trade for the first ten months of the current year was valued 
at $3,436,906,000 compared with $4,111,936,000 in the similar period of 1945, 
a decline of slightly more than 16 per cent. There was, however, a sharp rise 
over the 1936-39 ten-montb pre-war trade which averaged $1,280,465,000. 

Merchandise exports rose in October to $204 9 150,000 from the September 
level of $169,779,000, but fell 10.5 per cent from last year's October value 

• 	of $227,901 9 000. During the first ten months this year, domestic merchandise 
was exported to the value of $1,868,094,000 compared with $2 9 744,867,000 a 
year ago, and the ten-month pre-war figure of $708,236,000. 

Value of merchandise imports totalled a record $186,393,000 compared 
with $156,096,000 in September and $134 9 404,000 in October, 1945. This 
was a three-fold increase over the 1935-39 October average import of 
i>68,597,000. For the first ten months this year imports were valued at 
$1 9 547,203,000 com-pared with $1,322,174,000 in the like period of 1945, an 
increase of 1'7 per cent. Imports for the pre-war 5-year ten-month period 
were valued at 41p>562,238,000, 

Gains were recorded in October in each of the nine main commodity 
groups of imports, with the exception of miscellaneous goods. The most 
striking advance occurred in the iron and products group, which rose fro.m 
$31,547,000  in October last year to 450,215,000. In this group, automobiles 
and parts, industrial and agricultural machinery, rolling mill products and 
engines and boilers, accounted for most of the gain. 

Imports from the United States showed an increase of more than 
$39,000,000 over October last year, amounting to $140,448 9 000 against 
$101,281,000. For the ten months ended October imports from the United 
States aggregated $1410,182,000 compared with $1,009,229,000 last year. 
Purchases from the United Kingdom amounted to $15,626,000 compared with 
$11,983,000 in September and S12449,000 in Oçtober a year ago, the aggregate 
for the ten months standing at $174,911,000 as against $110,836,000 for the 
corresponding period of 1945. The October figure included only $170,395 for 
Canadian goods returned, which formed a considerable item in the returns for 
earlier months this year. 

From other British  Empire  countries, highest in value and indicative of 
the resumption of a pre-war trade of large dimensions were imports of 
$3,627,000 from the Straits Settlements. Next were imports from Australia at 
$2,563,446 compared with $1,200,887 in October last year; Newfoundland, 
$1,715,051, and British Guiana, $1,671,489. 

Imports frein  Latin America as a whole showed a substantial advance over, 
October last year, although decreases were recorded in purchases from some 
republics. Leading gains  were: Argentina, $1,000,021 compared with $258,073 
in October last year; Brazil, $841,897 ($488,524); Costa Rica, $1,133,831 
($32,158); San Domingo,  $1,224,738 ($268,569); Venezuela, $2,980,705 ($1,826,- 
814); Clàba, $708,588 ($162,219). Decreases were recorded for Colombia 
$870,311 ($1,200,525); Honduras, $518,966 ($817,765); and Mexico, $629,090 
( n44957,031). 

Switzerland continued to lead European countries as a source of supply, 
although imports from that ccuntry at $857,259 were below the value of 
$1,011,471 for October last year. Purchases from the Netherlands rose to 
$671,567 as compared with $242,816 and from Belgium to $510 9 616 compared with 
6192 (it) 	9 651  ° 

Gleanings: Thirty-seven persons were made homeless by a fire which destroyed a 
business block at Smiths Falls, Ont., with damage estimated at $200,000.... 
The first Dominion Bureau of Statistics estimate of the 1946 tobacco harvest 
is 134,356,000 pounds„ 42,011,000 more  than  last year....The priority plan, 
now discontinued, provided 537„000 merits suits to returning servicemen.... 
Edmonton Canadians, runners-up for western Canadian junior honors last spring, 
will represent, Canada at the world ice hockey championships to be played at 
Prague in February....The trial of Durnford Smith, 14th in the series of 
espionage conspiracy trials, opens in Ottawa tomorrow ....Mayor Raymond Brunet 
was re-elected with a 167-vote majority over Alphonse Moussette in civic election 5  
at Hull, Que., yesterday...Prime Minister Mackenzie King today celebrated his 
72nd birthday. 
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MCNauf_ihton Urges Caution The,eanadian delegate, Gen. a.G.L. McNaughton, told 
the 'United Aations ntomic elnergy Commission that the General Assembly 
resolution on disarmament had illustrated the "need for precision in the 
use of words" and "anless we weigh our words carefullywe run the risk of 
committing ourselves to statements capable of being misconstrued." 

He also recalled his previous statement that effective international 
atomic energy control "must Lemilve an unprecedented departure from 
traditional concepts of state sovereignity." 

Gen. Leeianghton said the Commission now was able, after "long hours 
cf careful thought, of discussion and of very hard work," to "say with some 
precision and in detail the kind of safeguards which are required to prevent 
diversion of materials in ail the stages in the production and use of atomic 
energy." 

Referring to the proposals by the United States, he said "the principles 
on which these proposals are based accord with the views of the Canadian 
delegation." 

The Commission had decided to make a report to the Security Council by 
December 3l. "This year has been one of doubt and anxiety,"  ho  said. "nhat 
we need now is a report from this Commission which will give us at the New 
Year a message of hope and promioe." 

Drea rZeiterates Tax Views Addressing a meeting of the Ontario Young Progressive 
tt  

Conservative Jesociation, Premier Drew again rejected a tax agreement based 
on the present proposals of the Dominion government. 

"Let me say without reservation that this province will never, so long 
as I am nead of the Government, sign any agreement with the Dominion that 
gives them one speck of authority to tell us what we are to do," he declared. 

Mr. Drew said Domlnion-Provincial relations would be a subject of 
discussion for many years and that even if the provinces concluded agreements 
now, they wculd be limited to five years. 

"At the erd of tàat time there must be new agreements and everyone 
attending the cenference earlier this year was definite on the point that we 
should theL s,9ck a permanents-or as permanent as possible--reallocation of  
te . tion pc:viers and duties as between the Dominion and the provinces so as 
to lay a sound foundation for the years ahead." 

So far British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and New Brunswick have 
signed agreements and negotiations nuw are proceeding with Nova Scotia. 
Ontario, Quebec, Alberta and Prince Edward Island have not signed. (CP) 

Alberta Bill Ultra Vires The Appelate Division of the Alberta Supreme Court, 
in a judgment announced yesterday, found the provincial Social Credit 
Government's bill of Rights unconstitutional where it "interferes with" 
and "prohibits- banking, but valid where it sets out rights of Alberta 
citizens. 

The court ruled that the legislation, passed at the last session of 
the provincial legislature, "not merely interferes with  but actually prohibits 
banks from carrying on any of their business without a licence under the act." 

The bill was the latest attempt by the Social Credit government to 
implement by legislation the partyts economic theories. All previous "Social 
Credit" bills enacted since the party came to power in 1935 also have been 
declared ultra vires. 

Yesterday 9 s judgment found the legislature was within its authority in 
part one of the bill, which outlines the rights of citizens and says there 
should be pensions for unemployment and old age, educational and medical 
benefits, and social security payments to give each adult Albertan a minimum 
annual incolmo of 4600. 

The legislature was ruled to be overstepping its authority in part two, 
which would have authorized appointment of a board of credit commissioners, 
required that "credit institutions" be licenced and provided penalties of 
frein  e1,000 to g,000 for each day of non-licence operation. (CP) 



Cl 
"" 	"" 

_Automobile Price Ceiling Raised: Effective today, the Prices Board has 
authorized domestic price increnses of 10  per cent for now Canadian-built 
passere:er automobiles and seven per cent for new commercial vehicles. The 
action :t2,s taken, the Board said, "because of higher prices currently being 
paid for essential imported psrts and substantially hiher costs of both 
domestic labour and materials." 

"The conpunies who are permitted to Lake these adjustments in prices 
are The Ford I,otor Company of Canada, General Lotors of Canada and The 
Chrysler Company of Canada, and the increase in price was  allowed following 
demenstration by the three cçiepanies of the effect of higher production 
costs," the announcement said 

Board officials said the permitted price increase nua been held to a 
point where the price of domestically-produced cars "compares very favourably 
with that of iniperted cars." ACanadian who imports a standard model from 
the United States today would be obliged to pay "upwards of two hundred 
dollars . :_ore than for the s.ime Canadian-made car under the new domestic 
price ceiling." 

Leanwhile, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics disclosed rovomber 
production of automobiles increased to 19,1 05 units compared with 14,951 
in October and 11,543 in September0 rroduction in rovember was the highest 
since  Lay  when  2C 9 022 units were turned outc During the first eleven months 
of the current yenr, 154,875 units were produced compared with 126,799 in 
the similar p(::riod of 1945 

I:ovember production included 10,991 passenger cars and 8,114 commercial 
vehicles. Of the passenger models, 8,C07 were intended for sale in Canada 
and 2,984 for export and of the commercial vehicles, 4,396 were for domestic 
use, and 3,713 for shipment abroad. Cutput for the first eleven months of 
the current year included 83,331 passenger cars and 71,571 commercial vehicles. 
Cf the former, 57,193 units were for sale in Canada and 26,138 for export, and cf 
the latter, 38,677 for domestic use and 32,894 for export. 

Suicide .U.tei.j)ts Foiled: Fcur German prisoners-of-wur, convicted of Lurdering a 
fellow prisoner at Lethbridge, Alta., in September, 1044, were hanged early 
today, a few hours aftor three of thora  had atLempted to commit suicide. The 
attempt  :as  discovered by Euards, (CF) 

Cs LL;gest Customer: 'e;hirs, reconditioned clothing, steel rails, militury 
type vehicles, machine tools and other industrial eepipment, valued at 
„35,000,COO, have been purchased from'..ar Assets Corporation by the Canadian 
Commercial Corporation and its predecessor the Canadian Export Board 

m 
ihis volume of  sales placed the C.C.C. in the position of being the 

'.;ar :,ssets Cerporation's  larget  customer. In making all of these purchases, 
Canadian Cci.2.:orcia1 Corporation officials acted on behalf of - UTMRA and 
several foreign purchasing missions which wanted this material and equipn.E:nt 
for the rehabilitation of var  devastated areas. 

Gleanings: The 25,CW -th  lieuse  constructed by '..artime lieusin, Ltd., hus been 
occupied by a v.ar veteran at l_oncton, 17.B., and officials announce they 
are prepared to build an additional 1C,000 to 20,000 homes next year if 
Lunicipalities request them....Closing navigation for the year, the grain 
carrier Capt. C.D. Jecord, passed through the Lichigan Sault Canal at 
ault Ste 0  narie yesterday after a stormy five-day trip across Lake Superior 
'rom  Pert Artburo. —Official recognition has been given to Lrs. Kip Farrington 
of '-_,asthampten, roY3, fer establishing a w=an's world record in landing 673- 
pound bluefin tuna off ;:edgeport, r.., last September....A provincial by-
election is being hold today in the ',lichee riding of Bagot with a three-way 
contest involving Liberal, 1;atienal Union and Independent candidates. 
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New Passport Regulations: The passing of the Canadian Citizenship Act, which 
comes into force January 1, 1947, has made necessary a revision of Canadian 
passport regulations and application forms. After that date all Canadian 
passports issued to Canadian citizens will describe the bearer us a "Canadian 
Citizen" rather than as a "British Subject" as at present. 

'Thé Canadian GOvernment will  continue to issue a separate series of 
passports to British subjects in Canada who are not Canadian citizens. The 
description "British Subject" will, as now, be used in passports issued to 
non-Canadian British subjects. The issuance of joint passports to husbands 
and wives will cease at the end of 1946. EVery person of 16 years and over 
who wishes to secure a passport will be required to apply separately in his 
or her cwn  naine.  (Children under 16 may be included in a parent's passport). 
The inclusion of wives in husbands' passports has always been a source of 
confusion and the Canadian Citizenship Act puts earried women on an equal 
basis with men for nationality purposes. joint passports issued before 
January 1, 1947 will continue to be valid during the period for which they 
were issued. 

Passports issued before the end of 1946 will remain valid and can be 
renewed. If a Canadian citizen holding a pre-1947 passport desires to hold 
a passport describing him as a "Canadian Citizen" rather than as a "British 
Subject" he can apply for a new passport, at the same time turning in his 
old one. 

Beginning January 1, 1947, passports again will be issued for rive 
 years, renewable for an additional  rive  years and there is also a reversion 

to the pre-war scale of fees - .5.00 for a new passport and 2.00 for a 
renewal. 

Quebec Government Wins By-election:  The National Union candidate Daniel Johnson 
scored a gain from the Liberals in the provincial by-election in Bagot 
constituency yesterday by a record margin over his Liberal opponent, Dr. 
Roland Bailly. With 45 of 49 polls reported the totals were Johnson, 4,301; 
Bailly, 3,278 and independent Georges de Grandpré, 36. 

If maintained, Mr. Johnson's margin of 1,023 easily will shatter a 27- 
year-old mark of 769 set by the Liberal Party in a rural constituency which 
always has been closely-fought. The campaign was bitter and both party 
leaders appeared,  Ire  Duplessis emphasizing provincial autonomy and Liberal 
opposition leader Godbout charging the Premier with setting up a dictatorship 
through electoral methods. 

The National Union Party now has won three by-elections since it took 
office in 1944, previously gaining Beauce from the Bloc Populaire and Compton 
from the Liberals. (CP) 

Parliament Opens January 30:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King  lias  announced that the 
next session of parliament will open January 30. Premier Duplessis announced 
the 41ebec Legislature will  open  its 1947 session on February 12. (CP) 

Low Ï;arns Against World Dictatorship: Social Credit Leader Solon Low, speaking on 
a CEC political free time broadcast, warned last night that the "growing turmoil 
in the world" is the "beginning of a world revolution which is being opnsciously 
manipulated for the purpose of setting up a ruthless world dictatorship on the 
model of the Soviet Union." 

He criticised the CEC for giving his party, which holds 14 seats in the 
245-seat House of Commons, the same amount of free radio time as the "communists 
whose sole representative is languishing in goal convicted of treason against 
his country." 

Mr. Low declared his party was the only one in Canada which opposes "state 
domination of the citizen at the expense of personal freedom" and contended the 
policies of the Liberal and C.C.F. parties were identical. (CP) 

(over) 
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jeaen  i11  Ask New Legislation: Following a two-day conference in Ottawa, the 
Marine Joint Council of the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada  bas  announced 
it will seek new legislation from the Canadian government to improve the lot 
of Canadian seamen. The conference decided to ask the government to bring 
the Canadian ShiPping Let "up to date" and "ensure Canadian seamen a Canadian 
standard of life and the democratic rights enjoyed by other Canadians ashore." 

One of the main points will be a request for removal of the "meal tax" 
paid the federal treasury on seamen's subsistence aboard ship. It runs from 
about $16 a month for deep-water men to approximately 00 for seamen on the 
Great Lakes and the Council objects on grounds that it duplicates taxation on 
•the shore homes of seamen. (CP) 

New Trade Division Orranized: Creation of a Standards Division of the Trade 
--Department and appointment of Alan_F. Gill of Ottawa as director has been 

announced by Trade Minister MacKinnon. 
The Einister said that Mr. Gill would co-ordinate and reorg-anize work 

of the Department's existing standards divisions, Weights and Measures 
Inspection service, Electricity and Gas Inspection Service, and Precious 
Metals Larking Act. He also would study the possibility of setting up of 
such other standards as may  be considered desirable. 

While on loan to the British Government Mr. Gill was sent to Germany 
in 1945 as Director General of Reparations in the British Zone. He has 
been recalled by the Canadian Government to assume the present appointment. 

Health Safemards in Civilian Flying: To advise the Department of Transport 
concerning all health aspects of civilian flying, the Health Department 
has established a new division of civil aviation medicine which will be 
responsible for directing the development and maintenance of medical 
standards for persons engaged in civil aviation. 

It will draw up regulations to protect the safety, comfort and health 
of flying personnel from a medical standpoint and will advise on the general 
aspects of all problems connected with the health of travellers by air. 
These include oxygen supplies, air sickness, and color blindness. The 
division will work  closely with the Transport Department, the R.C.A.F. and 
private organizations doing research in this branch of medicine. 

raval Reservists Returning Home: Members of the Royal Canadian Navy Reserve who 
participated in the most ambitious training effort in R.C.E. peacetime 
history, the recent cruise of the aircraft Carrier Warrior, cruiser Uganda 
and destroyer Crescent, are homeward bound after their first practical 
training at sea. In all  some 2,000 naval personnel were given training 
during the voyage from Halifax to Esquimalt by way of the Panama Canal. 

Meanwhile, it has been announced at Ottalida that the 18,000-ton Warrior 
and the second Canadian aircraft carrier, the Magnificent, soon will be fully 
manned by Canadian crews trained in the Dominion. An air mechanics course 
is being inaugurated at the Esquimalt training base and shortly facilities also 
will be available there for training all aircrew and maintenance personnel. 
When the school is turning out graduates, it is expeéted it will free the 
navy of dependence on British training facilities for air personnel on the 
two carriers. (CP) 

Canadians to Attend Indian Science Congress: Three Canadian scientists leave 
Ottawa by air tomorrow to attend the Indian Science Congress during the 
first week of 3'anuary. 'They are Dr. T.L. Tanton of the geological survey 
division of the Eines Department, Dr. W.F. Hanna of the Dominion Pathological 
Laboratory at Winnipeg and Dr. R.B. Thompson, professor emeritus of botany 
at the University of Toronto. As guests of the Indian government they will 
tour that country before returning to the Dominion. (CP) 

Gleanings: Lakin& her last run in the repatriation service, the liner Samaria has 
docked at Halifax with 353 war brides and 715 Canadian rmy  personnel... .The  
Canadian Underwriters' Association and the independent automobile insurance 
conference have announced increases of approximately 10 to 15 per cent in 
rates on grounds of increases in traffic accidents and costs of repairs.... 
The Railway Association of Canada has applied for increases in some sub-
standard express rates. 
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New  Foreign Exchange Regulations:  Finance Linister Abbott has announced that 
arrangements have been completed to permit a broader use of sterling by 
Canadian exporters and importers and that foreign exchange regulations 
have been revised to enable certain countries which have received credits 
from Canada to use them to finance private as well as inter-government 
trade with the Dominion. 

An arrangement between Canadian and British financial authorities, 
effective January 1, will allow Canadian traders "to export for payment 
In sterling, if they wish to do so, to a number of countries from which 
they had hitherto been required to obtain payment on a U.S. dollar  bis.' 
Canadian importers also may make payment in sterling to these countries. 
"For the time being," these countries are the British Commonwealth, Anglo 
Egyptian Sudan, Argentina, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominion Republic, 
Lcuador, Egypt, Faroe Islands, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, Iraq, 
/;.exico, Nicaragua, Panama, Philippine Islands, Salvador, Transjordan, 
United States and its territories and Venezuela. Mr. Abbott explained that 
transactions with these countries also may be carried on in terms of U.S. 
dollars. 

Tho framework of Exchange Control is substantially unchanged, ler. 
Abbott said. '"The general purpose purpose of the new regulations . . . 
is to provide a simple, effective means of controlling capital revements 
so that the exchange resources of Canada are available to finance trade 
and other current transactions." 

He said the fact sterling receipts would now being interchangeable 
for a number of other currencies, including U.S. dollars, would rake it 
necessary for the Foreign Exchange Control Board "to  exorcise a greater 
decree of control over sterling transactions than it has in the recent 
past." A number of simplifications also have been introduced and chartered 
banks have been given increased authority to deal with certain types of 
applications without reference to the Foreign Exchange Control Board. 

Countries now authorized to use Canadian credits to finance private 
trade in Canada include France, Belgium, The Netherlands, Norway and 
Czechoslovakia. 

41.e.mc,1.2_9111ac1121,LgomprEau: The United States ha  s accepted a Canadian 
compromise proposal on atomic controls which provides that the United 
Nations Atomic iUnergy Commission approve the principles of the Allwrican 
control plan without deciding on final wording. The Canadian plan was 
put forward after Russia had appealed tor postponement of a showdown on the 
issue requested by  the  United (Jtates. 

Yesterday the Canadian delegate,  Gon. A.G.L. Y,cNaughton, declared that 
the United States delegation "must redraft their proposals" in the light of 
the General Assembly's disarmament resolution "if the Assembly's decisions 
are going to be realistic." (various) 

Nova bcotia Ur,es New Parley: Premier Angus Lacdonald of Nova Scotia, in a letter 
to Prime Unister Uackenzielang, has asked for another Dominion-Provincial 
conference, saying it was "most important that there be disclosed to all 
provinces, the full content, nature and extent of any agreements, collateral 
or otherwise, made between the Dominion and any province." He  said he had no 
knowledge beyond newspaper reports of arrangements being offered other 
provinces. (CP) 

Progressive Conservative Leader John 
Bracken, terming the wheat agreement between Canada and Britain a "bad 
deal", said it was giving one customer a virtual monopoly and reducing Canada 
"economically to the status of a Crown Colony". He added that it was out of 
step with the constructive multi-lateral trade ideals of the United Nations. (CP) 

(over) 
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Canadrian UN.r.SCO Delegate Hopeful: Herman Voaden of Toronto, member of the 
Canadian delegation to the United Nations Educational, Social and 
Cultural Organization meeting at Paris, believes the program outlined 
during the recent conference "to make the peoples of the world live and 
think in terms of one world" may bring immediate results in Canada and 
other countries. 

In an interview with The Canadian Press at Paris, the president of 
the Canadian Arts Council said the UNESCO program calls for immediate 
efforts by teachers, departments of education and adult education leaders 
to work for international understanding and seek to revise textbooks which 
show narrow nationalism. 

Mr. Voaden said it was important to understand that MSC° does not 
seek to interfere with the art and culture of member countries, but plans 
to teach "the age-old theme of tolerance, understanding and friendship" 
and seeks "one world of the mind and heart, enriched by varied lives and 
culture of many nations and regions." (CP) 

New Transportation Bureau Formed: Creation of a Bureau of Transportation 
Economics to unify, under the Board of Transport Commissioners, the 
economic functions of that body and of the Air Transport Board has been 
announced jointly by Transport Minister Chevrier and Reconstruction 
Linister Howe. The duties of the Air Development Branch of the Reconstruc-
tion Department also will be taken over by the new Bureau. 

"This unification under one Bureau is being undertaken in the interest 
of efficiency and economy," Mr. Chevrier said. 

"Both the Board of Transport Commissioners and the Air Transport Board 
require data relating to forms of transportation other than those with which 
they are primarily concerned and must be able to undertake, as occasions arise, 
special economic studies in the transportation field to determine the over- 
all picture in order that any decisions or judgments rendered may be based 
upon complete knowledge of all the pertinent facts." 	• 

Economies In Services Planned: Unification of the three armed services under a 
single /banister of National  Defence will lead to intensification of econom- 
ically-dictated mergers of several branches of the services, according to 
a member of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. Each service will continue to 
have its own deputy minister and chief of staff, but consolidation of offices, 
staffs and equipment of various branches is planned, he said. 

Among proposals being considered are pooling of motor transport and 
drivers, garages and maintenance staffs, communications gystems and accounting 
branches. Already combined are research and development, hospital services, 
medical stores and air training for the R.C.A.F. and Fleet  Air  Arm. (CP) 

Wheat Stocks Move Upward:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in 
North America at midnight, December 12, totalled 158,406,609 bushels 
against 157,110,141 the previous week. Deliveries rrom western farms 
totalled 6,019,097, compared with 4,812,108 the week before, and marketings 
during the elapsed portion of the crop year have reached 226,851,488 against 
164,422,510 in the same period of the previous year. 

Gleaninps:*  Lt.E.G.T. Fisher, skipper of the_ill-fated Canadian minesweeper 
Middlesex, went before a court martial at Halifax yesterday but no details 
of the charge against him or of the proceedings will be made public until 
a verdict is reached....The Canadian Daily Newspaper Association reports 
that the combined circulation of Canadian daily newspapers has reached more 
than 3,000,000, nearly 1,000,000 more than in 1939....Mrs. Stanley Mynarski 
of Winnipeg, whose son was awarded, posthumously, the second Victoria Cross 
to be won by a member of the R.C.A.F., will be one of the candidates for 
canadian citizenship at national ceremonies in Ottawa January 3....The navy 
announces that for the first time in eight years all Canadian warships will 
be in port for Christmas and the only naval craft at sea will be the fleet 
oiler Dundurn. 
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Canadian Atomic Compromise Acceeed:  The United Nations Atomic Energy Commission 
bas  approved the Canadian compromise proposal by a vote of 10-0, despite 
hussia's withdrawal from the discussion. The Canadian delegate, Gen. A.G.L. 
Lcraughton said the Canadian resolution, which accepted the principles on 
«which the United States control plan is based without a final decision on 
wording, was an attempt to meet the request for delay by the Soviet delegate , 
Andrei Gromyko. 

Lr. Gromyko said his withdrawal from the discussion was not to be taken 
as an abstention. Poland abstained. 

Gen. LcNaughton said the language of the Canadian resolution had been 
chosen carefully and it did not mean that "we should bind ourselves . . 
to include the United States resolution as it stands in our draft report to 
the Security Council." 

The Canadian resolution says:- 
"Resolved that the commission approves and accepts the principles on 

which these findings and recommendations are based and instructs the working 
committee to include these findings and recommendations in the draft of the 
commission's report to deliver to the security council by Dec. 31, 1946, 
having conformed the wording of such portions of these findings and recommenda-
tions as deal with the same subject natter to the wording of the relevant 
part of the text of the general assembly's resolution of December 14, 1946, on 
the principles governing the general regulation and reduction of armaments." (CP) 

Britain to Pay tore for Bacon: Agriculture Linister Gardiner has announced that 
Britain has agreed to increase the price she pays for Canadian bacon and this, 
in turn, will result in Canadian consumers paying higher prices for pork. 
IC. Gardiner said Canada also will take steps to increase barley production 
next year in view of the urgent need for increased hog production to meet the 
demand for bacon in Britain, where the ration recently was cut from three to 
two ounces weekly. 

The higher British prices will be in a new bacon agreement now being 
negotiated for 1947-1948, but Mr. Gardiner said he was making the announcement 
now because he was "most anxious that the farmers should know at once. . 
so that they may make the earliest possible arrangements to increase breeding 
of sows." 

The extent to which retail prices of bacon and pork in Canada would 
increase was not known at present, but they would be in line with the higher 
export price, effective early next year. (CP) 

Terminating Solid Fuels Control:  Reconstruction kinister Howe has announced that 
control of coal, coke and other solid fuels will be terminated, effective 
December 31, and a Prices Board Coal Administrator would be appointed to 
regulate prices. 

/Ir. Howe said that for the first time in four years he was able to give 
a "confident and reassuring forecast of our fuel supply situation." Present 
stocks of bituminous coal for industrial use were satisfactory and, when 
augmented by the usual winter rail shipments, should be sufficient until the 
opening of navigation next year. Similarly, total shipments of all types of 
domestic fuel to date were equal to those last year, with deliveries of 
anthracite more than 1,000,000 tons ahead of the saine date last year. 

The mild weather had kept the stocks in the householders' bins at normal 
levels. There was evidence to indicate that stocks in the hands of house-
holders were larger than in previous winters. 

Mr. Howe paid tribute to the work of the Coal Controller, Mr. Ernest J. 
Brunning, and said the skill displayed by those administering control of 
solid fuels during a period of critical shortage would never be fully 
appreciated by those who had benefited. 

(over) 



Economic Representative for Germany Chosen: Appointment of Brig. F.C. Gilbert- 
Berthiez as Canadian Economic Representative to be attached to the Canadian 
Lilitary 1Lission to Germany has been announced by Trade Linister LacKinnon. 
Effective January 2, Brig. Gilbert-Berthiez also will become representative 
in Germany for the Canadian Commercial Corporation. In this capacity  ho  
will work closely with the Corporation's Foreign Purchasers Division in 
obtaining German supplies desired by Canadian importersu 

He will follow up inquiries from Canadian industry with a view to 
obtaining in Germany any new or improved machinery wanted by Canadian 
manufacturers. 

He joined the Control Commission in Germany in January, 1945, his 
first assignment being that of Economic Adviser to the Commander, 1st 
Corps, and Chairman of the Ruhr Economic Division, in which capacity he 
was responsible for all economic activity in North Rhineland and Westphalia, 
the two most'important'indi/strial -centteS of the British-Zone. Later'he 
became Deputy Chief of the Trade and Industry Division for the entire 
British Zone. 

Herring quota Raised: Fisheries Iinister Bridges has announced that purse seine 
fishermen on the west coast of Vancouver Island will be permitted to take 
an additional 15,000 tons of herring this season. He said the fishermen in 
that area already had landed nearly all their quota of 25,000 tons and there 
still existed needs in both the domestic and export markets. U.N.R.R.A., 
for instance, still required large quantities of canned herring. 

Rose Appeal Rejected:  The court of appeals at Lontreal has rejected appeals by 
Fred Rose, Labor-Progressive member of Parliament for Lontreal-Cartier, 
against his conviction on an espionage conspiracy charge and against the 
sentence of six years imprisonment on the charge. Rose, 39-year-old Polish-
born politician, was convicted and sentenced last June. (CP) 

Coldwell Sure Russia Wants Peace: L.J. Coldwell, C.C.F. Leader who was one of 
Canada's delegates at the United Nations General Assembly, says he is sure 
the Russians want -permanent -  p-eac'e20--- - r  - 

"The Russians may have gone the wrong way about it, but there is no doubt 
they want peace," he told a recent press conference, He added that the Russiam, 
were "so afraid',  of the atom bomb they were "unable to conceive that a nation 
possessing the weapon was willing to share it with other countries on any 
terms." (CP) 

Gleanings: Judgment has been reserved until December 27 in the espionage conspiracy' 
trial of Durnsford Smith, forre-c National Research Council physicist.... 
Giving unsatisfactory financial guarantees as the reason, the Edmonton 
junior Canadians have rejected an offer to represent Canada at the world ice 
hockey championships in Prague next February and it appears unlikely a 
Canadian team will participate....Steel manufacturing was in high gear in 
November with production of 216,924 tons of ingots compared with 200,932 in 
November last year and 117,669 last October....Premier Duplessis of (elebec 
has announced that 16,000 surplus horsepower generated at Beauharnois will 
be leased to Ontario to help ease the power shortage there....Lieut. E.G.T. 
Fisher has been found guilty of negligence in connection with the stranding 
of the minesweeper Middlesex and a court martial has sentence him to be 
severely reprimanded and to the loss of one years' seniority in the naval 
reserve. 
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Dominion By election Today: Voters in the Federal constituency of Richelieu-
Vercheres went to the polls today to choose between Liberal, Progressive 
Conservative and Social Credit candidates in a by-election made necessary 
by the death of the late P.J.A. Cardin, former Liberal cabinet minister 
who held the seat for 35 years. 

All three parties campaigned vigorously and all express confidence 
in the outcome. The Liberal campaign closed with a mass rally attended 
by four ministers--Rt. Hon. Louis St. Laurent, Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Finance Minister Abbott, Transport Minister Chevrier 
and Solicitor General Jean. Mr. St. Laurent urged the 25,000 voters to 
elect the Liberal candidate, Gerard Cournoyer, who he predicted would 
have a career as illustrious as that of Sir Wilfred Laurier, former Prime 
Linister. 

Before the final rally the Liberals had concentrated on quiet organ-
izing, while the Progressive Conservatives and the Union des Electeurs 
(Social Credit) had several large meetings. Provincial Progressive 
Conservative Leader Ivan Sabourin made a number of addresses in support of 
Etienne Duhamel. Social Credit, whose candidate is Roland Corbeil, is se 
confident it has engaged the Sorel market for a victory celebration tonic:it. 

In the 1945 general election Mr. Cardin won 12,873 votes, while only 
3,080 went to the Progressive Conservatives and 1,945 to Social Credit. (CP) 

Women Leave R.C.A.P.:  In an address broadcast over the CBC Saturday, former Air 
Minister Gibson paid a tribute to the Women's Division of the R.C.A.F., which 
at one time reached a peak strength of 15,000. Although the effective date 
for disbandment is December 31, Mr. Gibson said all W.D.'s had left the 
service by Saturday. First organized in 1942, the 	emere accepted as 
part of the force, and their brisk, efficient compliance with duty, and 
their ever cheerful smiles, were as much a part of service life as 'forty-
eights' and wings parades," Mr. Gibson said. He expressed thanks for "a 
magnificent job done cheerfully and well." 

More German Prisoners Sail: Virtually all German prisoners-of-war held in Canada 
now have left the country with the sailing of 2,000 aboard the liner Samaria, 
which left Halifax yesterday. They showed little resemblance to the cocky, 
swaggering groups which first arrived in Canada in 1940 and some even wept 
openly as they boarded the troopship for the voyage. At one time approximately 
35,000 were quartered in Canadian camps. 

Deputy Labour Linister Maeamara issued a statement saying that the few 
still remaining will have left the Dominion by the end of the month. 

"It has been reported in various quarters on several occasions recently 
that a group of the prisoners of mur who had been in Canada were to be 
retained in this country," he said. "The fact is that no prisoners of war 
are to be kept in Canada." 

The Labour Department had been asked by employers who had engaged 
the services of some of the prisoners, to allow some of them to remain on 
in Canada after the main body went home. However, the decision of the 
Government is to not comply with these requests, but to despatch all 
prisoners of war to Europe. (various) 

Three oekend Rail Accidents: Three railway accidents disrupted traffic 
temporarily during the weekend. Two railwaymen were killed when two 
Canadian Pacific Railway freight trains collided Saturday 33 miles east 
of Kamloops, B.C. At Gananoque, Ont., the spectacular derailment of a 
Canadian National Railways freight wrecked 24 cars, 10 carrying wheat, 
and ripped up several hundred feet of track. On Sunday at Cowansville, 

the G.P.R.'s Montreal to Boston passenger train, The Alouette, 
collided with a freight locomotive, sending three persons to hospital 
and injuring 13 others slightly. (CP) 

(over) 



kontreal Suburb Flooded:  eaused by mild weather loosening ice in the Ottawa 
river, an ice jam tao miles below Cartierville, ‘.Lue., flooded a three-
mile stretch of the Riviere des Prairies north of kontreal during the 
weekend, forcing scores of families to evacuate their homes, Ilebec 
îlydro-IZectric Commission engineers predicted the flood situation would 
remain critical for the next week and it might be necessary to dynamite 
the jam.  •  The Riviere des Prairies separates the Island of kontreel  frein 

 Ile Jesus. Highways in the area are covered and bus services have been 
rerouted. (CP) 

Canadians Donate Meat for Relief: By gifts of valid meat coupons during 
November, Canadians have made more than 250,000 extra pounds of meat 
available for export to  the United Kingdom and European countries. 
The Food Information Committee reports 128,000 coupons were turned in 
to local Ration Boards across the country last month, compared wdth 
205,700 during October. 

Since the coupon donation plan was started by a group of Victoria 
Citizens last spring, a total of 1,600,000 valid meat coupons have 
been donated. 

Gleanings:  The Governor-General, Viscount Alexander, and Viscountess 
Alexander will visit President Truman of the United States at the 
White House in Washington next February and spent a few days in New 
York before returning to Ottawa....Speeding the disposal of surplus 
war materials, War Assets Corporation now has sold a total of 
$300 9 000,000 worth of ships, properties and goods...Four children were 
burned to death in a fire at a former R.C.A.F. barracks in Ottawa which 
had been converted to house veterans families....Another fire at Ste. 
Agathe, Que., caused damage estimated at $200,000 to the J.T. Cloutier 
Company furniture plant....The United Kingdom Board of Trade has issued .  
a list of 22 additional products now eligible for import into the United 
Kingdom  frein Canada under the token shipment policy. 

(NOTE: There will be no Airmail Bulletin December 24 or 25). 
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Liberals bin By-election: The Liberal candidate, Gerard Cournoyer, won 
the Federal by-election in Richelieu-Verchères with a commanding 
majority over his two opponents. With 108 of the 114 polls reported, 
the totals were Mr. Cournoyer, 11,749; Roland Corbeil, Union des 
Electeurs (Social Credit), 5,948 and Etienne Duhamel, Progressive 
Conservative, 1,373. 

Mr. Cournoyer was the law partner of the late P.J.A. Cardin, 
former Liberal Cabinet minister, who opposed the government on the 
wartim conscription issue and carried the seat as an Independent in 
the 1945 General Election. 

Prime Minister Mackenzie King said the result "speaks emphatically 
of the place the Liberal Party of Canada continues to hold in the province 
of Quebec" and was a "tribute as well to the personality" of the winning 
candidate. John Bracken, national Progressive Conservative leader, said 
the result was "not surprising" as "for 50 years the seat has been Liberal." 

The victory gives the government a five-member margin in the 245-seat 
House of Common according to The Canadian Press which lists the standings 
as follows: Liberals, 125; Progressive Conservatives, 67; C.C.F., 28; 
Social Credit, 13; others, 11, and vacancies, one. The speaker, Gaspard 
Fauteux, also is at Liberal, but he does not vote except in the case of 
a tie. (CP) 

Jones Agrees "In Principle:"  Premier Walter Jones of Prince Edward Island has 
announced that his government has accepted "in principle" a financial 
offer from the Dominion government based on a minimum payment of ,2,000,000 
annually, with the province foregoing certain taxation fields. 

Mr. Jones gave few details of the agreement, but said it would mean 
an additional 0_77,000 in provincial revenue in 1947 and the total amount 
available from various Dominion sources would be approximately2,400,000. 
(ce) 

Alberta to Appeal Ruling: Premier E.C. Manning of Alberta has announced that 
the province's Social Credit government will appeal to the Privy Council 
against a ruling by the Alberta Supreme Court's appellate division that 
part of the government's Bill of Rights is beyond the authority of the 
provincial Legislature. 

Mr. Manning issued a statement saying that his government does not 
believe it was the intention of the fathers of confederation that provinces 
should be assigned definite responsibilities without the necessary cons-
titutional authority to make themselves financially able to discharge those 
responsibilities. (CP). 

High Commissioner to India Named:  lit.  hon. Louis S. St. Laurent, Secretary 
of State for .bxternal Affairs, has announced the appointment of iir.  John 
Doherty Kearney, M.C., K.C., as Canada's first High Commissioner in India. 

Mr. Kearney has been Canadian Minister in Norway and Denmark since 
February, 1946. frior to that time he served for five years as High 
Commissioner for Canada in Ireland.  J  distinguished member of the Bar of 
Quebec, Mr. Kearney practised law in Montreal before joining the Canadian 
diplomatic service in 1941. He is actively interested in educational aild 
philanthropic movements. Fram 1916 to 1918 Mr. Kearney served with the 
Canadian Field Artillery and was awarded the Military Cross. 

Mr. St. Laurent said the Government of India have expressed the desire 
to reciprocate and it is anticipated that a High Commissioner for India in 
Canada will be appointed in the near future. 

C a II a d 



Denies "Misleading  Reports:" Deputy Labour Minister Arthur MacNamara has 
issued a statement regarding the health of Polish Army veterans recently 
brought to Canada because of the currency of "several misleading reports." 
He said all of the 2,900 veterans brought to Canada to date had been 
tt carefully medically examined," first by Department of Health medical 
officers in Italy and by medical officers of the Defence Department after 
their arrival in Canada. 

The second examination included blood tests and X-Ray plates of their 
chests and resulted in 198 being detained -- the majority for minor ailments 
and these men would leave for farm employment shortly. There were only 
69 cases of active tuberculosis discovered, a number "much lower than 
rumours would indicate and when viewed in relation to the total number 
involved ... relatively small." 

Heavy  Pre-Christmas  Buying: Department store sales in Canada broke all records 
in November when sales were nine per cent higher than in December last 
year, the previous record month, and 18 per cent above the total for 
November, 1945. The Bureau of Statistics said the high 'November total 
was an "accented repetition of a condition which has existed since early 
in the war when merchandise shortages influenced Christmas shoppers to do 
a greater part of their gift purchasing in November than was customary 
in pre-war years." 

Freight Rate  Hearings Postponed: A majority decision by the Board of Transport 
Commissioners has postponed from January 8 to February 11 the hearing of 
an application by Canadian railways for a 30-per cent increase in freight 
rates which would add an estimated e35,000,000 to annual revenues. The 
postponement was sought by seven provinces, all but Ontario and Quebec, 
contending a delay of less than three months would not give adequate 
time to prepare their cases, and opposed by the railways with argument 
that any delay would be "disastrous." (CP) 

Few Canadian Troops Still Overseas: The second Christmas since the end of 
the war found only a handful of Canadian troops still overseas. The 
last big draft -- 1,200 strong -- sails fram Britain January 14 and 
there will remain in the United Kingdom only those who arranged this 
movement and a small liaison staff. Strength of the Canadian Army 
overseas at one time reached 287,000. Approximately 1,100 wives and 
children of Canadian servicemen also will sail January 14. (CP) 

Gleanings: Joe Krol »  backfield ace of the Dominion football champion Toronto 
Argonauts, was selected Canada's outstanding athlete of 1946 with a 
total of 59 out of a possible 75 votes by sports writers....Engineers 
blasted a channel through an ice jam in the Riviere des Prairies north 
of Montreal on Christmas and floods in nearby suburbs had subsided 
by nightfall....Christmas Day fatalities in Canada totalled 15.... 
Seven men were rescued from fIating ice in the lower St. Lawrence River 
following the crash of a Quebec Airways plane on Monday -- the last two 
being taken off early today after their third harrowing night on the ice. 
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Canada and Nicaragua Sign Trade Agreement:  rit.  Hon. Louis S. St. Laurent, 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, has announced a new trade 
agreement with Nicaragua, signed in Managua, December 19, providing for 
the exchange of most-favored-nation treatment in matters relating to 
customs duties and subsidiary charges as well as rules and formalities 
affecting taxation, sale and distribution or use of imported goods. 
Although Canadian trade with Nicaragua "may not reach great proportions," 
Mr. St. Laurent said "there is room for substantial development which the 
new agreement should assist." 

Goods imported into Canada from :Nicaragua, previausly subject to the 
general tariff, now will be accorded benefits of the Canadian intermediate 
tariff and any lewer rates granted by Canada to other foreign countries. 
The agreement does not involve at present any new reductions in the tariff 
of Nicaragua imposed on imports from Canada since that tariff has only a 
single schedule, certain concessions formerly accorded by Nicaragua to the 
United States and France having been suspended. In the event that these 
concessions should be re-established in whole or in part the reductions will 
apply also to Canada, Similarly othei.. concessions which may be extended to 
other countries will also be extended automatically to Canada. 

Advantages accorded now or in the future by Nicaragua te other Central 
American countries or by Canada to other British Empire countries are 
excepted from the operation of this agreement. Other provisions of the' 
agreement assure each country eeuitable treatment in the other with regard 
to the application of internal taxes, quantitative restrictians, the 
operation of monopolies and in according contracts for public works. 

Caradian trade with Nicaragua has been relatively small, but Canadavs 
exports to Nicaragua show a steady increase in the past 10 years, rising 
from g0,000 in 1935 to 4. 320,000 in 1945. Principal exports have been 
soda and sodium compounds, wheat flour, machinery, malt, calcium compounds 
and copper wire. Canadian imports from Nicaragua, except in 1943 when a 
total of $200,000 was reached, have not amounted to more than a few hundred 
dollars annually. The chief products are coffee, bananas and gold with 
lesser quantities of timber and a variety of tropical agricultural products. 

IlLe.gaicounDiscovere 	The R.C.M.P. have uncovered an "extensive" 
traffic in used butter, sugar and meat ration coupons by a "group" of 
employees of the E.B. Eddy Company pulp and paper mills in Hull, Ç4ue., 
where coupons turned in at the Prices Board have been sent for destruction 
by reduction to pulp. Police said the case was "well lined up," but gave no 
information regarding possible arrests other than to say: "This is a big 
thing." 

A company statement said that while the firm was co-operating in the 
investigation it never had assumed responsibility for any possible irregularities 
when granting permission to the Board to use its facilities for coupon destruction. 
The statement said similar arrangements for the disposal of confidential govern-
mont  documents in wartime were conditional on supervision by authorized represent-
ativesof departments concerned. The company dissociated itself from what it called 
"reprehensible'activities" by the employees involved.  (ci') 

Urges 1;orkers Stay on Job: Labour Minister Mitchell, returning to Ottawa after a 
vacation in the West Indies, said that if workers stay on the job, Canada can 
catch up on production in 1947. "Our problem is one of ccntinued production 
at a price that will permit mass production,"  ho  said. "Uwe stay on the 
job. . owe need have no fears for the future." (CP) 

(over) 
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ays P.F.R.A. to be Extended: Dr. E.S. Archibald, director of the Dominion 
Agriculture Department experimental farms, says an act will be 
introduced at the coming session of parliament extending benefits of 
the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act to eastern provinces. He said it 
would "provide for the broadest kind of co-operation with the provinces 
in the general interest of increasing agricultural production for both 
the domestic and export markets." Some of the uses to which the 
revised act might be put were flood control, development of "muck lands" 
in eastern Ontario, reforestation and large-scale drainage. (CP) 

Two Former Provincial Political Leaders Dead:  The Chief Justice of New 
Brunswick and a former Conservat ive Premier of the province, J.B.L. 
Baxter, 78, died in Saint John  early today after a long period of 
failing health. He was premier front 1925 until 1931 when he served 
in the Dominion cabinet as minister of customs for part of the year  

Charles Ernest Gault, 85-year-old former Conservative leader 
in Quebec, died at Lontreal on ';;ednesday. He represented Montreal St. 
George in the provincial legislature for 30 years until his retirement 
a decade ago. (CP) 

T.C.A. Sets Record:  The Trans-Canada Air Lines record for an eastward 
Atlantic crossing was broken yesterday when a Lancastrian piloted by 
Capt. S.R. Found made the flight from Montreal to Prestwick, Scotland, 
in 10 hours and four minutes. A fellow T.C.A. skipper, Capt. George 
Lothian, made the same flight two years ago in 10 hours and 15 minutes. 
Yesterday's flight covered 2,990 miles at a ground speed of 310 miles an 
hour and a cruising speed of 253. (R) 

Says "Back to Normal" Fallacy:  The phrase "back to normal" has no significance 
today and no intelligent man can support such a line of thought, R.C. 
Vaughan, chairman and president of the Canadian National Railways, says 

- in a year-end review. "The 'normal' days between wars were the days of 
financial catastrophe and depression, a time of suspicion and fear, when 
hitler was expanding and laying his plans for world conquest," Mr. 
Vaughan said. 

"Miat we are all groping for, what the statesmen of the world are 
endeavoring to erect . . is a new normality, based on enduring good 
will and peace." (CP) 

Gleanings: Citizens of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and the conpanion city in 
Lichigan were awakened during the night by a heavy explosion which 
blew out the side of the open hearth section of the Algoma  Steel  Plant, 
but there are no reports of casualties....The Ontario chief justice has 
ruled there is no legal foundation for civic plans to hold a plebiscite 
in Toronto New lears Day on the question of cocktail lounges....In 
colorful ceremonies, viewed for the first time by the public, Ray Lawson 
was saorn in as Lieutenant Governor of Ontario at Toronto yesterday.... 
Sea and air searches are being continued but little hope is held for the 
survival of one man still missing after the crash of a (,uebec Airways 
plane in the lower St. Lawrence River last konday. 
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Trade Linister Reviews Year: Trade Linister LacEinnon, in a year-end review of 
foreign trade, says Canada has "an exceptional interest in the earliest 
possible return to freely convertible exchanges that are characteristic 
of a smoothly running multilateral system of carrying on international 
trade" because of the post-war "unbalanced trading position" of the country. 

The Dominion's 1946 external trade, "as a direct consequence of the war" 
was  at the highest peacetime level in history with imports and exports 
reaching approximately  34,200,000,000--a 20 per cent decline from the wartime 
peak of 1944, but three times as large as the average for five years imme-
diately preceding the war. 

Canada's pre ,eaar trade had been largely "triangular ,  with the United 
Kingdom as the chief buyer of Canadian exports and the sterling returns being 
available to meet debt incurred in the United States. In 1946, however, 40 
per cent of the total exports of 2,300,000,000 went to the United States, 
with only 25 per cent to Britain. The United States continued to be the 
major source of imports and only nine per cent came from the United Kingdom, 
compared with'18 per cent before the war. 

"Leanwhile," Lr. YacKinnon said, "the Canadian debit on commodity account 
with the United States has increased heavily, with the result that the deficit 
must be met out of accumulated reserves of United States dollars." 

"The remaining portion of Canadian export trade was widely diffused. 
Important  markets were found in British Empire countries, Europe and Latin 
America. Canadian products were in keen world demand to alleviate the urgent 
needs of areas devastated during the war and to meet the specialized needs of 
re-established peacetime industry in many countries." 

Imports for consumption were valued at around e,900,000,000, the largest 
annual value in Canadian history. With national income remaining high and 
wartime restraints on purchasing in part removed, consumer spending in Canada 
reached a record height. Imports of consumer goods were directly affected by 
this demand and the increased denand for goods produced in Canada resulted in 
larger  Indus trial  requirements for raw materials, fuels and capital goods. 

The United States continued to be the principal source of imports. 
Despite the re-opening of pre-war channels of trade, goods have not yet become 
available in normal volume from elsewhere. Lr. LaCKinnon said Canadians have 
a "natural propensity" to import from the United States--a convenient source 
of supply. 

"For the time being, foreign demand for Canadian goods is almost un-
limited. This demand, however, is not backed up by effective purchasing 
power, particularly in those countries ravaged by war. Their capital 
accumulations of foreign exchange were dissipated during the war, and the 
current account credits from  normal  trading have not yet recovered enough 
to provide them with sufficient foreign exchange to cover even their most 
urgent needs." 

Canada's financial policy has been designed to "bridge the gap" with 
a system of loans and credits which had proved "mutually advantageous." 
But the'system had not been without "attendant problems," two of which had 
become "increasingly important" during the year. The first was the export 
of commodities also in demand at home, with the resulting competition in 
the domestic market increasing the difficulties of controlling inflation. 
The second was the depletion of reserves of:U.S. dollars. 

Cost -of-Living Rises Slowly: In a year-end review of its activities in 1946, 
the Prices Board says that despite difficulties and delays, "material" 
progress was made in readjustment of the Canadian economy from a wartime to 
peacetime footing. Reporting on upward adjustments in price ceilings, the 
Board said that despite pressures caused by higher production costs, the 
rise in the cost-of-living index was held to approximately seven per cent 
during the year. 

over) 



Bouffard Appointed to Senate:  Prime Linister Lackenzie King has announced the 
appointment of Paul H. Bouffard of Quebec as Senator for the electoral 
district of Grandville, Que., filling a vacancy created by the death of 
Sir Thomas Chapais, Conservative Senator for Grandville. The appointment, 
the first made since June, 1945, brings the Senate standing to: Liberals, 
66; Conservatives, 23; and vacancies, seven. Three of the remaining 
vacancies are in British Columbia, two in Ontario and two in Nova Scotia. 

Lr. Bouffard, born in Quebec City in 1895, has folloaed a legal career, 
first practicing law with his father, the late Li.. justice Bouffard, at 
St. Joseph de Beauce  and later in Quebec. He also is professor of commercial 
law at Laval University. (CP) 

eat Deliveries La.;er: Deliveries of wheat from farms in the Prairie Provinces 
were lighter during the week ending December 19, the total being 3,218,054 
bushels compared with 6,019,618 for the week of December 12, according to the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Cumulative deliveries for the crcp year to 
date -- itigust 1 to December 19 -- were 230,049,703 bushels against 166,796,641 
in the similar period last year. 

Visible supplies of Canadien  wheat in store or in transit in 1\Torth 
ilmerica at midnight on December 19 were 154,305,893 bushels, a decrease of 
4,100,716 bushels from the December 12 total of 158,406,609 buàhels. On the 
corresponding date last year the stocks in store aggregated 190,565,555 
bushels. 

Gleanings: Trade Linister LacKinnon is quoted by an interviever at Edmonton 
as saying there will be no Dominion general election for two or three years 
at the earliest....The first blizzard of the winter gripped much of Ontario 
and Quebec with temperatures near zero....Recovering from an earlier blizzard, 
the Prairie provinces shivvered in record low temperatures for .the winter, 
with 54 degrees below zero being resistered at Grouard, Alta.f...In a sweeping 
move aimed at maintaining free traffic flow in the business section, Toronto 
civic officials are placing a ban on parking on 19 streets used by street 
cars and buses in the heart of the city....Durnford Smith, former National 
Research Council scientist, has been convicted on a charge of espionage 
conspiracy and sentenced to five years imprisonment. 
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Balanced Budget Practically Certain: In his review of 1946, Finance Linister 
Abbott says a balanced budget is "practically certain and a sizable surplus 
not improbable" because of lower expenditure and higher revenue than 
estimated in the budget, which forecast a 10 per cent deficit. 

"This result should be the occasion for general satisfaction as it is 
important that successful management of the country's  finances, to balance 
thé budget, and, if possible reduce the public debt when the national income 
is high," Lr. Abbott said. 

He said a "solid foundation" had been laid and there was "every reason 
to look forward with confidence to the New Year." The prolonged transition 
to peace, while not always smooth, had been accomplished on the whole "in 
orderly fashion and with remarkable success." Approximately 1,500,000 
people formerly in the services or in war work had been absorbed without 
serious unemployment and the demand was not yet satisfied, 'Ide have already 
entered into an era of unprecedented peacetime activity." 

"By this time the Government had hoped to conclude comprehensive 
agreements with the Provinces covering all those matters of mutual concern 
which affect the welfare and prosperity of the people of Canada," he said. 
Ut the very least the Government had hoped to reach agreement in relation 
to income and corporation taxes and succession duties. 

"Without agreement in these major tax fields, it will be exceedingly 
difficult, if not impossible, to ensure a proper allocation of revenues 
among the Dominion and the several Provinces or to work out a tax structure 
at once efficient and adaptable to the changing circumstances of our times. 

"When we were unable in several joint ccnferences to secure agreement 
on the comprehensive program of tax reform and co-operative effort in the 
field of social security and public investment which we announced in August 
1945, the Dominion Government expressed its willingness to enter into 
negotiations with individual Provinces on a more limited program designed 
to provide stable and adequate revenues for those Provinces which wished to 
accept, and, at the same time, reasonable conditions for those  Provinces  vihich 
for one reason or another might not be willing to accept. 

"Encouraging progress is being made, in spite of the inevitable difficulties 
and delays resulting from the wide differences in conditions, interests and 
outlooks of the various Provinces. The over-riding desire of the Government 
in these negotiations is to strengthen Confederation, to arrive at a tax 
structure and division of revenues, and eventually an agreement on other vital 
natters that will enable both the Dominion and the Provinces to fulfil to the 
fullest possible extent their respective functions under the British North 
America Act." 

Employment Situation  Remarkable Good: Labour Minister Mitchell says in a year-
end review that the employment situation is "remarkably good, confounding 
the pessimists who prophesied widespread idleness" following the war. 
Employment during 1946 was 45 per cent higher than in 1939 and aside from 
seasonal setbacks "shows no tendency to drop." 

"On the contrary, there are factors which should make for a continuance 
of the present level," he said, "We still have shortages which can be over-
come only by intensive production. . 0 I am sure it is the wish of everyone 
that goodwill in industry may be in abundant evidence throughout 1947, so 
that Canada may hold in peacetime the industrial gains she made during the 
war." 

Nova  Scotia Proclaims  Old Tax Law:  The Nova Scotia government has proclaimed an 
almost-forgotten law passed in 1919 which gives the province the power to 
tax incomes. The Canadian Press quotes "a reliable informant" as saying 
that the old bill was being proclaimed "to inforM Ottawa that we are 
prepared, if necessary, to collect provincial taxes rather than submit to an 
unfair agreement." (CP) 

(over) 
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Bread GrainNeeds Urgent: In its monthly review of the world wheat situation, 
the Daminien Bureau of Statistics  • says recent information emphasizes the 
urgent need for bread grains in deficit areas with rations in nany 
European areas dangerously lag and "expected to deteriorate still further." 

"While quite substantial exportable wheat surpluses exist in Canada 
and the United States, much difficulty is being experienced in both countries 
in moving the grain to export positions," the report says. "Stocks in all 
forward positions were drained off during the first half of this year to meet 
the famine emergency in Europe and elsewhere. As a result, much valuable 
time had to be consumed in moving stocks of new crop grain into export 
positions. 

"The situation has been further aggravated by strikes and other 
transportation bottlenecks, which have slowed down movement of grain from 
country points -through to the seaboard. It is considered doubtful whether 
sufficient grain-tight boxcars are available to keep grain moving to the 
ports in the volume required to meet export programs until navigation on the 
Great Lakes opens in the spring." 

Exports from both Canada and the United States during the past few months 
have lagged considerably behind last year. In 1945 Canada exported in the 
four months, August to November, some 153,000,000 bushels of wheat and flour 
equivalent, while in the same period this year only 75,000,000 bushels left 
the country. In the United States, exports from June to December inclusive in 
1945 amounted to 195,000,000 bushels, while it is estimated that something 
under 150,000,000 will have moved out in the same period this year. 

Winter wheat production in the United States has been forecast at about 
947 million bushels. If realized, such a crop would exceed the record 1946 
winter wheat crop by 73 million bushels. 

Storms Grip Eastern Canada:  heavy snow storms and high winds swept much of 
eastern Canada during the weekend, hampering communications by road, rail 
and air. Heavy snowfalls were general in the area, with 26 inches 
blanketing northern Ontario, and temperatures were generally well below zero 
with some New Brunswick communities recording dips to 40 below. 

Snowdrifts forced cancellation of many scheduled buses and trains ran 
hours behind, time. Across a wide belt of southern Ontario, a combination of 
high winds and sleet played havoc with telegraph and telephone communications. 
Lost  linos  were restored by Sunday night. '..Jeather conditions held many 
aircraft on the ground and snow removal squads were busy removing drifts from 
runways. 

On the Atlantic, the storm delayed the liner Aquitania 15 hours on her 
voyage from Britain to Halifax. (various) 

Studying Trade With Germany:  Ernest Wadley, director of the foreign purchasing 
division of the Canadian Commercial Corporation, has been attached temporarily 
to the Canadian Lilitary Mission in Berlin. The Corporation, a crown company, 
has been receiving many inquiries from Canadian firms for German products 
and Mr. Wadley will attempt to speed re-establishment of trade channels.  (ci') 

Gleanings:  Dr. James T.M. Anderson, 68, first Conservative Premier of Saskatchewan 
who held office from 1929 to 1934, died in Saskatoon Saturday....Thirty vessels 
of the Nova Scotia deep sea fishing fleet are tied up at Lunenburg after a 
strike call by the Canadian Fishermen's and Fish Handlers' Union.... 
Reconstruction Minister C.D. Howe and Premier Angus L. Macdonald of Nova Scotia 
are among a group of Canadians visiting Nassau....Weekend fires destroyed the 
Guelph Creamery with the loss estimated at $150,000 and the Bon Accord 
Apartments at Ottawa, which had housed 26 persons. 

(NOTE: There will be no Airmail Bulletin December 31 or January 1.) 
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IldNaughton Explains Canadian Vote:  In voting for adoption of the interim report 
of the Atomic Energy Commission, Gen. A.G.L. McNaugton, the Canadian 
representative, said it represented "the greatest measure of agreement that 
can be secured on these natters at this tire." However, he said there should 
be "no misunderstanding" regarding the Canadian position on the veto. 

"It was not because of any liking for the veto that we questioned at an 
earlier stage the desirability of including a reference to it in this interim 
report," he said. "The Canadian delegation represents a government which has 
never disguised tts doubts about the exercise of the power of veto in relation 
to international decisions. It was merely that we thought such a reference to 
the veto  was  premature; that it .would carry our discussion beyond the area of 
possible common agreement at the time and thus might prejudice the prospects of 
acceptance of this, our first report, not only inithis commission but also in 
the Security Council. 

"We must not forget that all we are doing is to report to the Security 
Council, itself a fact which e  I think, removes most of the force of the 
objections raised by the, Soviet representative." 

Deputy Ministers Salaries Raised:  Prime Linister Mackenzie King has announced 
government approval of the recommendations of the Royal Commission on 
Administrative Classifications in the Public Service with regard to salaries 
of deputy heads of departments, effective January 1. The Commission  
recommended top salaries of 417 e 500 for seine  Deputy Linisters and the 
President of the National Research Council. Mr. Kinc's announcement said 
the Commission's report "in other particulars is continuing to receive the 
government's consideration." 

_..5.1»mmalyjEllE,Ler: Moving up sharply over the October level, Canada's 
erport trade in November was valued at $232,219,000, bringing the aggregate 
value of exports for the first eleven months of 1946 to 42,100,313,000, 
highest peacetime figure on record e  according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. The 11-month total is approximately 30 per cent below the 
corresponding period of 1945, when war and relief dhipments were heavy, but 
far above the annual average of 4884,536,000 for the five pre-war years, 
1935-39. 

The November export value compares with 4204,150,000 for October and 
$238,637,000 for November, 1945, and is only 410,466,000 below the peacetime 
peak for any one month recorded last August. It represents an advance of no 
less than 144 per cent over the November average for the pre-:war years, 1935- 
39. 

Further narked expansion was recorded in exports of wood and paper 
products, the aggregate being 467,808,000 ,against 462 9 940 9 000 in October and 
$46,798,000 a year ago. Newsprint -- largest commodity export for the month -- 
was the principal factor in the advance, rising to 428,697,000 from 424,005,000 
in October and 418,064,000 last year. 

There was a sharp rise in the movement abroad of aluminum to $11,803,000 
frein  41,852,000 in October, and 47,313,000 a year ago. Copper exports, at 
$2,342,000, were about twice the October value, but  well under half the value 
of Shipments in November, 1945. Products of iron and steel totalled 418,921,000 
in value against 410,658,000 in October and,417,181,000 in Eovember last year. 
Automobiles  and parts, valued at 46 9 661,000, almost doubled the October 	- 
valuation. 

Canadian wheat exports were valued at 427,967,000 compared with 430,600,000 
in October and $58,530,000 in the corresponding month last year. Wheat flour, 
valued at 413,000,000, was shipped to no feacr than 52 markets, against October 
Shipments valued at '9,304,000 and in November last year at 7,651,000. 

November exports to the United States reached $89,228,000 against ,;99,086,000 

in October and 0_01,212,000 in November last year and those to the United ïingdam 

$57,885,000 against $47,665,000 in October and r:n;52,360,000 a year ago, while 
British South Africa was in third position,8,570,000 against 42,668,000 a year at_;o. 

(over) 



Two Canadians Appointed to Privy Council: Two members of the Canadian cabinet 
were appointed to the Privy Council in the King's  New Yearts honors list-- 
Veterans Affairs L:inister Ian Liackenzie and Ariculture Minister James 
Gardiner. (CP) 

Services Review Year: The three armed services issued year-end reviews giving 
details of the huge task of demobilization and the return to a peacetime 
footing. The Army review said the basic framework for the peacetime active 
force of 25,000 with a reserve of 180,000 had be laid. It mentioned 
establishment of the five new conmands, the Muskox expedition, assumption 
of maintenance and control of the Alaska highway and formation of a brigade 
group which will form the nucleus for any new fighting army. 

The nuMber of R.C.A.F0 units was reduced from 500 to 157 during the year. 
npproximately 12,400 of the peacetime establishment of 16,000 had been 
recruited for the force which reached a wartime peak of 215,000. The aerial 
repatriation of three transport squadrons without loss or injury and establish-
ment of a teletype link between Vancouver, Ottawa, Halifax and London, England, 
also were noted. 

The ravy reported its year-end strength at about 8,600 against an 
authorized peacetim complement of 10,000 and establishment of a post-war 
fleet of an aircraft  carrier e  two cruisers, destroyers, frigates and algerine 
escort vessels. The Lagnificent, a sister dhip of the 18,000-ton aircraft 
carrier Warrior, will be added during 1947. 

Construction and Mining Records Set:  Contracts awarded for construction in Canada 
in 1946 totalled Q663,355,100, nearly 62 per cent higher than in 1945 and 15 
per cent above the previous record year of 1929, according to Maclean Building 
Reports, Ltd. Residential construction accounted for e312,050,500 of the 
total. 

The Trade Department reported that mining production set an all-time 
peacetime high in 1946 with output valued at ',i'503,900,000 against S498,700,000 
in 1945 on the basis of preliminary figures. This was only 10 per cent below 
the wartime high of 1942. Biggest gains were made in fuels, structural 
materials and other non-metallics e  but these were partly offset by declines 
in base metals. (CUD) 

Toronto Mayor Re-elected: Mayor Robert Saunders of Toronto was re-elected for a 
third term by an overahelming majority in civic elections yesterday. Former 
Controller Steward Smith, chief target of an anti-communist campaign, alone 
was defeated in the contest for seats on the four-man Board of Control. 
John L. Inncs, an alderman in 1946, captured the fourth seat. The voters 
approved the Regent's Park housing and reconstruction project, but rejected 
by a narrow margin a proposal to increase the term for municipal office from 
one to two years. (CF) 

Gleanings:  The Ontario Hotel Authority Board has announced that 74 hotels  are 
eligible for cocktail lounges under the new regulations, 29 in Toronto, 14 
each in Hamilton and London, 10 in Ottawa and seven in Windsor....Air Chief 
Larshal L.S. Breadner and Air Vice Larshal H. L. Campbell have been awarded 
the United States Legion of Merit....The Ontario Supreme Court  bas  granted 
an injunction restraining squatters from remaining in an Ottawa building 
leased by the Defence Department after January 20 ....Kitchener and Waterloo 
yesterday held ceremonies officially inaugurating the first trolley-bus 
transit system in Ontario, 
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New Bacon Contract Prices .Announced: Agriculture leinister Gardiner has announced 
that terms of the new British bacon agreement, effective September 1, 
provide for an increase from 25 to r::Ï;29 a hundredweight, grade A, 'iltshire. 
Ee estimated this would give the farmer an additional ':A for each hog 
marketed. 

Li.. Gardiner explained that the increase had been arranged as an 
incentive for increased production and was being announced in time to permit 
Western farmers to plan breeding to place additional hogs on the market  by 

I 
Li- 	 next October. Increases in domestic pork prices would go into effect as • 
d, 	 soon as details could be worked out. 

He said Britain obtained 285,000,000 pounds of bacon in Canada in 
1946, wanted 350,000,000 in 1947 and 400,000,000 in 1948. A minimum of 
265,000,000 was needed to maintain the tao-ounce ration in Britain and by 
contracting for 350,000,000 the Food Linistry hoped to be able to increase 
it to four ounces. 

At the same time Mr. Gardiner announced there would be no increase in 
butter and cheese prices until next Lay 1 and if by then domestic supplies 
of butter were not sufficient to maintain the six-ounce ration, the govern-
ment would consider importing additional stocks. '(Various) 

Gpeed Wheat Shipments:  Trade Einister LacKinnon said in an interview at  1nnipeg 
that everything possible was being done to speed shipments of wheat from 
both coasts to ease the shortage in Britain. In Winnipeg for a one-day visit 
to meet officials of the Canadian Wheat Board and the Board of Grain 
Commissioners, he predicted the contract for shipment of 160,000,000 bushels 
to Britain would be met before the end of the crop year, July 31. (CP) 

LoreI tric•_tionsldnort.lb er.: Canadian trade channels have been 
cleared still further through reroval of export restrictions from a list 
of fish products and import controls from a list of textiles, effective 
January 1. Clams in any form, most dried, pickled or salted Atlantic fiSh, 
canned lobster, white and red spring Pacific salmon were al. ong those removed 
from export permit control. Removed from import permit control were crude 
natural rubber, clothing wholly or partly made of cotton; other cotton 
articles inCluding beed quilts, pillows, seat covers, curtains, drapes, 
automobile rugs, canopies, awnings, tents, furniture upholstery, knitted 
garments, socks, stockings, gloves, grapefruit juice, nutmegs and nace. (cp) 

Lackenzie Reviews Veteran Re-establishment: Veterans leinister Ian Lackenzie has 
issued a review of re-establishment of veterans in 1946 which reveals that 
95 per cent of the 1, 000,000 men and women discharged  front the services have 
found peacetime occupations. Although the rehabilitation program required 
large expenditures,  ho  said they represented a "dividend-paying investment." 

He estimated thnt only sone 40,000 veterans now were regularly unemployed 
and the Department's out-of-work payments went to less than 20,000 at the end 
of the year. Employed veterans "represent about 25 per cent of the taxpayers 
in this country," Lr. Lackenzie said. "Through the assistance which they have 
been given by the rehabilitation programme, and through their own efforts, they 
are making their contribution to the national economy, and in effect paying their 
fair proportion of the cost of the rehabilitation assistance they have been given." 

Approvals for settlement under the Veterans Land Act  during the year reached 
21,702 with 12,592 being full-time farmers. The number of veterans attending 
universities increased from 20,882 to 40,000 in 1946, while those assisted with 
vocational training jumped from 16,457 to about 35,000. 

"Uhat the effect of this will be on the future economy of Canada can only 
be imagined," he said, adding that indications were that they would make a 
"very great contribution." 

(over) 
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Reach Isolated Community: The government ice-breaker Saurel has reached the 
icebound hamlet of Natashquan, 600 miles below :,uebec opposited the 
eastern and of Anticosti Island, which has been isolated by ice packs 
forming earlier than usual this year. Sailing from Charlottetown, the 
Saurel bucked through heavy ice for two days and reached the fishing 
village yesterday. 

The unloading of 40 tons of supplies will be completed today by 
villagers hauling them across the ice as the vessel could not reach the 
small wharf. The mercy mission was made necessary when the coaster which 
normally supplies the village was turned back on its last voyage of the 

- season a week before Christmas. (CP) 

Ottawa Housing Development Planned: Layer stanley Lewis of Ottawa has announced 
that plans have been completed for the building in the capital of 65 to 70 
apartment buildings containing approximately 400 housing units. He said 
the plans had been prepared by Housing Enterprises of Canada, Ltd., which 
now is negotiating for property in the city. The buildings would have 
central heating, refrigeration, electric stoves and hot water. (CP) 

Lepoint munco Committee L embers : The EXternal Affairs Department has named 
Canadian representatives on four committees set up under the Economic and 
Social Security Council of the United Nations. They are Stewart Bates, 
director of economic research in the Reconstruction Department, Econlomic 
and Employment Committee; Dr. George Davidson, Deputy Welfare Linister, 
Social Committee; Herbert Larshall, Dominion Statistician, Statistics 
Committee, and T.T. Larshall, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Population 
Committee. (CP) 

Communications Again Disrupted:  A heavy snow and sleet storm again has 
disrupted communications in southern Ontario, with traffic snarled in 
Toronto, Hamilton, London, ndsor and smaller communities. Fruit 
growers are worried over possible damage to trees from the heavy weight 
of ice and snow. 

W inter  storms also have caused losses estimated at 30 to 40 per cent 
of the lobster traps set along 30 miles of the southern Nova Scotia 
coastline. Fishermen predict that without exceptionally good spring 
fishing conditions they will face a net loss on the six-month seeson. (CP) 

Gleanings:  The Prices Board has authorized an eight-per cent increase in the 
manufacturers' maximum prices of men's and boy's work clothes because of 
higher manufacturing costs, but retail markups will be restricted to 20 
cents a garment....Canadian coal production reached 17,692,052 tons valued 
at ç74,400,000 in 1946, an increase of, seven per cent in quantity and 10 
per cent in value over 1945 	Canada's Lemorial Cross will be awarded to 
widows and mothers of members of the Corps of Canadian Firefighters who died 
overseas during the Second Great 1b4ar....The strike at Norunda Lines, Ltd., 
still is deadlocked and pickets are maintaining their patrols despite 
temperatures as low as 35 degrees below zero during the holiday season.... 
The Prices Board has discontinued the special coal subsidies paid on 
deliveries to hospitals, hotels and other institutions. 
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Colorful Ceremony  Marks Citizenship Act Inauguration: The inauguration of the 
Citizenship Act, legislation which clearly defines the rights of citizens 
to call themselves "Cenadians," was marked by colorful ceremonies in the 
chamber of the supreme Court of Canada last night. 

The ceremonies, presided over by Chief Justice Thibaudeau and attended 
by seven scarlet and ermine clad justices, included addresses by _erime 
Linister Lackenzie King and Health Iiinister raul  Martin,  who as State 
Secretary piloted the legislation through the last session of parliament. 
Eroceedings were conducted in two phases 	in the first, hr. King and 12 
other Canadians, including representatives of each of the nine is.1„:ovinces, 
came forward to receive documents in proof of their new status as Canadian 
Citizens. In the second phase, 12 "new" Canadians, representing almost a 
dozen separate racial origins and an equal number of vocations, received 
certificates of naturalization. 

The Chief Justice said the Fathers of Confederation had laid the 
foundation for "our freedom and our opportunity." 

"Their hope for Canada rested not upon a single generation nor upon 
a single race, nor yet upon a dull political uniformity," he  said 	"So 
it has  corne  to be that this nation has been enriched by the loyalty and 
sacrifice of persons who have come from many lands and traditions .. To 
each this nation has given an opportunity to live and grow and share in 
the common real. From each Canada has accepted the gifts of diverse 
cultures and made them into an enduring heritage. From sea to sea this 
rich heritage is yours, as it is mine, because we are Canadian." 

Mr. King then came forward to receive certificate No. 1 from the 
Chief Justice. The Prime Minister's first words were: "I speak as a 
citizen of Canada." 

Referring particularly to those being naturalized, Mr. King said 
citizenship is the "highest honor a nation can confer upon an individual 
who has not been born into this heritage." 

"There is no country in the world of which its citizens have greater 
reason to be proud than Canada," he said There were older and larger 
countries, but none held a "higher place in the esteem of other nations" 
and "to be a citizen of Canada is to hold a passport which will be honored 
everywhere." 

He said the new conception of Canadian citizenship had been designed 
to "bridge the gaps created by geography and by racial descent. . . Our 
unity and our strength will be increased by the deeper significance now 
given to our common citizenship." 

Mr. King traced the growth of Canada and said its unity "belongs not 
to Canada alone, it belongs to mankind." 

"Only by extending throughout the world theldeals of mutual tolerance, 
of racial co-operation, und of equality among men, which form the basis of 
Canadien  nationhood, can nationality come to serve Humanity. Only as 
nationality serves Humanity can mankind hope to substitute co-operation for 
conflict in the relations between the nations of the world. In making 
nationUity the servant >  and not the master in world affairs, Canada today 
is giving to mankind its greatest hope for the future." 

He also spoke of the obligations of citizenship and projected them 
into the international Icene. 

"Velether we like It or not, the future of our country is wrapped up 
with the future of all dountries. In this atomic age, the alternatives 
shich face li:ankind are universal destruction or unparalleled freedom. 
Canada wdll help to decide in which of these opposing directions Humanity 
will move. So long as our citizens continue to possess the vision and 
courage of the founders of our nation, Canada's influence will be in the 
right direction. So long as we continue to cherish the high ideals of our 
common citizenship, our country will make a great, and, it may be, a 
decisive contribution to the preservation of human freedor, and, to the 

(over) 



establishment of enduring peace. That is the largest opportunity and the 
heaviest responsibility of Canadian citizenship." 

Mr. Martin said there were two main purposes underlying the new Aet-- 
first to "define who a Canadian Citizep is and how one becomes a Canadian 
Citizen" and, second, to "establish a community of status for all our 
people which will bring them together as Canadians." Other similar ceremonies 
would be held in 16 other cities across the Dominion, he  said  

The Act clarifies legal terminology without changing the dual  statua  
of Canadians as British subjectS. Under its terms British subjects also 
may become Canadian citizens by establishing residence and alien immigrants 
by meeting requirements of naturalization. 

A special feature of the ceremony, which was filmed and broadcast, was 
the singing of a new anthem "This Canada of Ours" by a massed choir. The 
words were composed by Percy J. Philip, Ottawa correspondent of the New York  
Times, and the music by 'Canada's official carilloneur, Robert Donnell. "0 
Canada" was sung at the opening of the cerekony and "God Save the King" at 
the close. 

(NOTE: The text of , Mr. King's address will appear in the 0.1 S.  Weekly.) 

Ontario and Quebec Hit by Storms:  The provinces of Ontario and Quebec bore the 
brunt of recent heavy snowfalls and damage is estimated unofficially at 
0,000,000. Since the first of the year 20 inches of snow has fallen in 
Ottawa and more than eight inches  in Toronto, where city engineers estimated 
the total on city streets at 32,000,000 cubic yards or enough to require 
4,000,000 truckloads for completeramoval. 

Hamilton was hard hit by power failures and 30,000 workers were idle 
as a result of electric transmission lines breaking under the weight of 
sleet and snow. (OP)  

Wheat Supplies Decline: Visible supplies of Canadian wheat in store or in 
transit in North America at midnight December 26 totalled 152,207,980 
bushels, a decline of 2,097,913 from December 19, the Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics reports. The stocks  on  December 26 consisted of 147,178,302 
bushels in Canadian positions and 5,029,678 bushels in United States 
positions, the total comparing with 187,094,679 bushels on the corresponding 
date in 1945 . 

wheat deliveries from farms in the Prairie Provinces were somewhat 
lower, totalling 2,948,724 compared with 3,244,599 bushels the previous 
week. Cumulative deliveries, August 1 to December 26, are 233,024,972 
bushels against 168,829,130 for the like period of the 1945-46 crop year. 

Record Flour Production: Further sharp advance was recorded in November wheat 
flour production when output reached 2,518,555 barrels -- the heaviest 
monthly total in Canadian milling history, according to the Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics. Heavy domestic  demanda  coupled with export commitments 
gave the mills a busy time, the month's output comparing with 2,285,317 
barrels a year ago. Flour ,  production for the four months ending November 
amounted to 9,337,805 barrels against 8,579,196 in the same period of 
1945-46. 

Gleanings: Flames raced through the Western Gypsum Limited plant at Calgary 
yesterday, causing damage estimated at more than 000,0000...The Army 
Technical Development Board, organized in March, 1942 , to assist the 
Master-General of the Ordnance, has been disbanded as research for the 
three services now is,administered by the Director General of Defence 
Research....The strike of 500 deep-sea fishermen is continuing at 
Lunenburg, N.S., where 30 vessels are idle. 
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Provinces Want Advance Information: The Board of Transport Commissioners has 
reserved judgment on the issue of advance information before the hearing 
of an application by Canadian railways for a general 30 per cent freight 
rate increase. The hearing opens February 11 and Chief Commissioner 
J. A. Cross said a decision would be given as soon as possible. 

Appearing on behalf of the Iaritimo provinces, J. L. Ralston, former 
Dominion cabinet minister, charged that the railways were giVing the 
provinces a "brush-off" in their request for more particulars. He sâid 
the railways grounds for not providing advance information were "quite 
insufficient" and it was "preposterous" for them to suggest it should wait 
until officials were in the witness box. 

kr. Ralston struck out at the railways claims of financial extremity 
as a ground for hastening the enquiry. He was joined by spokesmen for the 
prairie provinces and British Columbia. 

Railway representatives disclaimed any intention of withholding evidence 
relevant to the hearing, saying some of the requested data was unavailable, 
some was on the public record and more would be brought out by witnesses at 
the hearing. 

The Canadian National Railways rejected the claim of some provinces 
that the hearing should develop into a general investigation of Canada's 
whole rate structure although there mould be no objection to regional claims 
being put forward after disposition of the present case. (CP) 

Feu Strikes in November: Less time was lost by industrial workers in Canada 
through strike activity during November, 1946, than during any of the 
preceding eight months, according to the Labour Department's nonthly summary 
of strikes and lockouts. The November time loss was 33,890 man-days against 
more than 359 e 000 days in October. 

"This great drop in time loss was due to the termination during October 
of most of the major industrial walkouts, including those in the steel, rubber, 
brass, electrical apparatus and chemical industries," the report said. 

In November there were 18 strikes in existence for varying periods, 
involving 8 466 workers, compared with 27 strikes in October, involving 
32,919 workers. Preliminary figures for the first 11 months of 1946 show 
200'strikes and lockouts, involving 135,538 workers, with a time loss of 
4,496,620 man-work days. For the same period in 1945 there were 190 strikes 
with 93,414 workers involved, and a time loss of 1,195,801 days. 

December Cost-of-Living Unchanged:  The Dominion Bureau of Statistics cost-of-
living index, on the base 1935-1939 equals 100, stood at 127.1 for December 
2, 1946, unchanged from November, but seven points higher than that recorded 
for December, 1945. The advance in the index from August 1939 to December 
2, 1946, has been 26.1 per cent. 

Lower prices for eegs and some vegetables were chiefly responsible for 
a fractional decrease in the food index from 146.6 in November to 146.4. 
Small .increases in several other groups balanced the loss in foods. Fuel and 
light advanced from 108.6 to 109.2, with scattered increases occurring in 
western coal prices. Clothing changed from 131.1 to 131.2, and homefurnishings 
and services from 129,2 to 129.4. The miscellaneous group remained at 114.1, 
and rentals at 113.4. 

Security Dealers Form Organization:  A meeting of more than 150 mining brokers and 
stock salesmen, called Saturday at Toronto by Ontario Securities Commissioner 
c op. IcTague, decided to form an organization to be known as the Security 
Dealers' Association of Ontario. The purpose will be regulation of brokers, 
dealers, promoters and underwriters trading in unlisted or over-the-counter 
stocks. 

The meeting approved a draft bill of incorporation, which, if passed by 
the Legislature, will empower the Association's board of directors to 
investigate the financial affairs of any unlisted stock firm, syndicate or 
salesman. (CP) 

(over) 
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1:ew Brunswick suspends regotiations:  Premier J'.B. kcair of New Brunswick has 
anncunced that he has suspended taxation negotiations with the Dominion 
government because of what he described as "cross  discriminations." He  
termed the Dominion offer to British Columbia an affront to Kew Brunswick. 

kcrair said the province had not signed any agreement because the 
proposals reached during previous negotiations need legislative sanction. 

Leanwhile, Premier Douglas of Saskatchewan says that some provinces 
which reached tax agreements with the Dominion have grounds for asking 
that their agreements be reviewed.  (ci') 

bore  -.00dsmen Needed:  Deputy Labour Linister Lacramara said today that several 
thousands of woods workers still are needed in eastern Canada and the 
prairie  provinces. In liebec, 10,000 more men were needed, and in Ontario 
most operators still have vacancies listed with the rational Lmployment 
Service. 

"In all provinces there are orders for replacements and, as log 
hauling on the Prairies and in the East gets into full swing very soon, 
numbers of additional  men  will be needed," kr. LacFamara said. 

He said the nurber now working in Canada's forest industries was 15 
per cent greater than a year ago and constituted an all-time high for woods 
employment. 

"High employment is bound to continue in the woods industry," 
Lr. LacNasPara said, "because of the heavy demands for lumber to meet 
building programs and export requirements and also to meet the heavy 
demands for pulpwood products both at home and abroad." 

Gleanings: Industrial activity at Hamilton, Ont., still is hampered by fuel 
as and electric power shortages due to last week's storm, but snow removal 

crews have opened most provincial highways....kore than 2,650 vehicles were 
grunted authority to travel on the Alaska Highway in 1946 and officials 
expect  the 1947 total will be much greater....C.T. kacrenzie, Director of 
organization and personnel in liar Assets Corporation, has resigned to 
return to private business after more than five years of government service 
with .A.C. and the Prices Board....Elizaboth Smellie, the first woman to 
reach the rank of Colonel in the Canadian Army, has resigned as chief 
superintendent of the Victorian Order of Nurses for Canada, effective  Lay 31. 
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New Brunswick Withdrawal Stirs Discussion:  Withdrawal of New Brunswick from a 
tax agreement "in principle" with the Dominion has brought widespread 
comment from other provinces, but as yet no official reaction from the 
Dominion government. 

Yesterday Premier McNair released the teit of a telegram to Prime 
Minister Mackenzie King which said New Brunswick had been compelled to 
reconsider its position in view of the Dominion offer to British Columbia. - 
"ahen the Dominion government sees fit to redefine and publicly restate 
to the province its financial proposals with assurances to safeguard them 
against such variable and discriminatory results, we shall consider 
reopening discussions," the telegram said. 

It added that New Brunswick had no issue with British Columbia, "who 
is entitled to seek the best terms available," but "we find it impossible 
to understand the action of the Dominion government in negotiating a deal 
entirely outside the ambit of the budget proposals without counterbalancing 
adjustments for the other provinces." 

Premier McNair said not only would B.C. be getting approximately e21 
per capita as against  4l5  for N.B., but the gap between the two provinces 
would continue to widen as Canada's gross national production increased. 

"As head of the government of this province I could not ask my fellow 
citizens to accept the proposals of the Dominion government which would 
inevitably place them in a less favorable position than citizens in other 
parts of Canada," he declared. 

The Premier gave limicipalities a go-ahead signal for drafting 
legislation in the personal income tax field while the province was preparing 
legislation to impose corporation taxes. 

Premier John Hart of British Columbia said his province had no objection 
to agreements on similar terms between the Dominion and New Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia. He said the same formula as that on which the British Columbia 
agreement was based was available to all other provinces. 

Premier Douglas of Saskatchewan said he was sorry New Brunswick had 
suspended negotiations. He said he felt that if concessions were made to 
one province they likely would be extended to others if conditions warranted. 
Premier Garson of Manitoba said the Dominion government had assured Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan and New Brunswick that they would receive concessions if they 
felt another province had received more favorable treatment. 

John Bracken, Progressive Conservative leader, said the only satisfactory 
conclusion of the "protracted negotiations" would be to hold another Dominion-
Provincial conference, (CP) 

Calls for Proper Balance: 
Louis S. St. Laurent, 
"proper balance" must 
to maintain our faith 
natural desire to cut 
taxation. . ." 

Mr. St. Laurent said that if, like the Fathers of Confederation, men in 
public office today "believe that Canada's destinies have barely commenced to 
be revealed, the decisions they have made in the past are justified and will 
necessitate like bold and perhaps even venturesome decisions for the future." 

Taking his own department as an example, he asked if Canada was in future 
going to require important diplomatic and trade representation in world capitals 
such as London, Washington, Paris, Rio, Buenos  Aires and others. "If it is, 
Canada should even now provide itself with permanent quarters in convenient 
locations in these capitals though it may involve some rather large capital 
expenditure to do so." 

Speaking before the Montreal Canadian Club, Rt. Hon. 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, said a 
be maintained between "those things which are essential 
in the future greatness of our country. . .and the 
down present expenditures and lighten the burden of 

(over) 



Mitchell  Says Mass Consuqption Necessary: Labor Minister Mitchell in his first 
address since returning  frein a West Indies holiday, said the twin essentials 
for a healthy Canadian economy are a stable price structure and the production 
of goods at costs which vill permit mass consumption. Speaking before the 
Ottawa Rotary Club, he linked these with large external trade as key factors 
"in maintaining our highly complex social and economic conditions." 

He said failure to manage the economics of industry to produce at costs 
permitting mass buying could result in "catastrophe." The "first and foremostn 
need was continuance of stable prices. "No industry can operate under a 
dancing price structure,"  ho  said. "No family can get along under one." 

Relatively, Canada had enjoyed more stable labor relations than any 
country taking part in the Second Great War. Only time would tell whether 
the Dominion government's removal of wage and salary controls last rovember 
30 would be vindicated. However, it had been wanted by both employees and 
employers, who both had played "constructive" roles during the war. 

kr. Mitchell warned against one side or the other seeking legislation 
with an impact in only one direction. "Vie must learn that the teeth in our 
industrial laws have to cut both ways" and that there is no substitute for 
good sense and sincerity in employer-employee relations. Saying he was an 
advocate of decentralization of authority, Mr. Mitchell expressed the hope 
that through conferences with the provinces and employers and employees, 
labour officials would be able to "fashion an instrument to serve the 
country well." (CP) 

Harris Elects Speedy Trial:  At a preliminary hearing in Ottawa, Dr. Henry  Harris  
of Toronto, elected speedy trial when he appeared before Judge A.G. McDougall 
after being committed for trial by Magistrate Glen Strike on charges of 
conspiracy arising from alleged efforts to obtain a false Canadian passport 
for a Russian espionage agent. Bail was set at 45,000 and the date for the 
trial tentatively for January 16. (CP) 

Supreme Ccurt Justice Dies:  Hon. Mr. Justice Albert Blellock Hudson of the 
Supreme Court of Canada died suddenly yesterday while en route to- hospital 
in Ottawa. Mr. Justice Hudson, who was 71, was appointed to the Supreme 
Court in 1936 after a long career of public life. He was a Liberal member 
of the Manitoba legislature, Attorney-General of that province and Liberal 
rember of the House of Commons for Winnipeg from 1921 to 1925. He was a 
native of Pembroke, Ont. 

Gleanings: One woman was killed and several persons injured when the balcony 
rail of a hockey arena at Goderich, Ont., collapsed during a game last 
night....Barbara Ann Scott, 18-year-old Canadian and North American figure 
skating champion, has left for Europe to compete in the European and World 
Championships...•Fire destroyed plant No  2 of Chatco Steel Products, Ltd., 
at West Chatham, Ont., with loss estimated at 4100,000....As a result of the 
storm last week more than 5,000 residents of Burlington, Ont., were without 
electric power for 17 hours and many of those with electric stoves journeyed 
to nearby towns to obtain warm meals....Y.r. Justice Carroll of Halifax, 
chairmen of the Royal Commission on coal, is en route to Ottawa....A Toronto 
official of the United Automobile liorkers (C.I 00.) says active consideration 
is being given to claiming retroactive portal-to-portal pay from Canadian 
employers in the same manner as unions are filing such suits in the United 
States. 
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Tax Agreement Comment:  Premier Manning of Alberta says there is danger to 
Canada's economic stability in the Federal Government's policy of 
signing separate and variable tax agreements with the provinces. He 
said the protest of "discrimination" by Premier McNair of New Brunswick 
was a positive indication of dissatisfaction caused by separate agreements. 

"Ne have maintained from the start of negotiations that the only 
lasting solution should be a blanket agreement with all provinces 
satisfactory to both sides," Mr. Manning said. "The-  only way this could 
be brought about would be at a round table conference of all the provinces 
and the Dominion." 

Provincial Treasurer C.M. Fines of Saskatchewan also believes another 
Dominion-Provincial Conference is necessary following the New Brunswick 
withdrawal from negotiations and the special tax concessions in the 
agreement offered to British Columbia. He said Saskatchewan was prepared 
to attend further conferences, especially for "those provinces that had 
completed agreements with the Dominion." 

Mr. Fines said there was no time to lose as the provincial budget 
would be introduced early in March. 	shudder when we think of going 
into a period of recession and unemployment with the same constitutional 
conditions that we had in the 1 30s," he added. (CP) 

Storm Effects Still Felt:  The electric power shortage at Hamilton, Ont., is 
continuing while emergency crews attempt to restore 60-cycle transmission 
lines between the city and DeCew Falls. One of four disrupted lines had 
been restored but it was cut off for four hours last night to speed repair 
work. The high wlnds toppled dozens of steel towers during the weekend. 
The 25-cycle lines were maintained. 

After a 21-hour battle against heavy drifts, two Ontario Highways 
Department snowplows reached the snowbound village of Tobermory today. 
Their arrival ended 13 days of virtual isolation for the Bruce Peninsula 
community. Drifts as high as 15 feet blocked the road to Wiarton, 40 
miles to the south. 

The new government icebreaker Ernest Lapointe sailed from Quebec at 
dawn in an attempt to smash a path through St. Lawrence River ice to 16 
isolated villages along the north shore. At Murray Bay the icebreaker 
will be joined by the freighter North Voyageur, carrying 500 tons of 
supplies and 1,600 bags of Christmas mail. (cl') 

Mine Wage Negotiations Halted: Negotiations between the United Mine Workers 
and the Dominion Coal Company, which employs most of the miners in Nova 
Scotia and New Brunswick, have been broken off and the union now is seeking 
government intervention. The miners have been seeking a e2.50 increase 
in the present basic daily rate of $5.84. 

Harold Cal. Gordon, company general manager, issued a statement 
saying that the union "flatly rejected company proposals which were based 
on an effort to improve the industry and make it more efficient." He said 
the coMpany offered an increase of $1.00 on the condition that a "reasonable 
output per man-shift" is achieved. 

The U.M.W. District President, Freeman Jenkins, declared the union 
executive board cannot "believe that the company proposal to make a wage 
increase conditional upon increased output is an offer made in good 
faith." (Cl') 

Seek National Labour Code:  Officers of the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada 
say they are launching a drive for a national labour code because of 
dissatisfaction with the basis of current Dominion-Provincial moves in that 
direction. The T.L.C. wants to retain the main features of wartime labour 
relations legislation and maintain authority generally in Ottawa for the 
sake of uniformity. The officials say the Dominion-Provincial plan calls 
for a division of jurisdiction among industries, returning to the provinces 
authority in most industries except communications and transportation. (CP) 

(over) 



Land Act  Changes Urud: Maj.-Gen. C.B. Price, national president of the Canadian 
Legion, in an address at Victoria urged a drastic overhauling of the entire 
Veterans Land Act  scheme. He said complaints were being received from every 
part of the Dominion. The legion president said his organization also was 
seeking an increase in the basic veterans pension rate, rehabilitation grants 
to war widows and veterans allowances for Imperial army veterans and Canadians 
who served in Britain in the First Great Var. He explained that while Britain 
was a theatre of operations in the Second Great War and allowances for those 
who served there automatic, it was not considered a theatre of operations in 
the first conflict. (CP) 

Three Citizenship Days SuQgested: Health Minister Paul Martin, in a Citizenship 
Week address at Hamilton, Ont., said three days a year may be set aside 
"for the purpose of honoring citizenÉhip.". Mr. Martin, who as State 
Secretary piloted the Citizenship Act through Parliament, said Canadians 
must create a greater understanding of what it means to be a Canadian 
citizen. The days chosen might be in February, June and October. (CP) 

Consumption of Alcoholic Beverages Increases:  Apparent consumption in Canada 
of alcoholic beverages was heavier during the fiscal year ended Larch 
1946 than in the preceding year, according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. Estimated consumption of spirituous liquor during the 12 
months ended March 1946 was 5,864,000 proof gallons compared with 
3,720,000 in 1945, of beer 130,086,000 gallons compared with 110,224,000, 
and of native and imported wine, 4,576,000 gallons compared with 3,712,000. 

Production of proof spirits was 34,625,339 proof gallons compared with 
35,555,059 in the preceding year, and of beer 138,941,170 gallons compared 
with 122,530,269. Imports of proof spirits advanced from 1,043,709 to 
1,775,935, and wine from 303,153 to 595,732; imports of beer, on the other 
hand, fell from 76,225 to 26,550 gallons. EXports of Canadian-made spirits 
rose from 3,129,788 proof gallons to 4,810,848; exports of beer fell from 
5,968,602 gallons to 4,567,667. 

E±cise taxes and import duties, validation fees and licences on spirits 
collected by the Dominion Government during the fiscal year ended March 1946 
aggregated Ç70,399,161 compared with $44,607,200 in the preceding year. 

Present Children's Library to Mexico:  The Canadian Pavilion, constructed for the 
display of Canadian books, paintings and photographs at the Fourth 
International Book Fair and Newspaper Exhibition in Mexico City last June, 
has been presented to the city as "The  Children's Library of Canada," 
The Canadian Ambassador, H.L. Keenleyside, reports. It stands in a small 
park which is equipped with swings and playgrounds, an ideal location for 
use by school children. 

Gleanings:  Clarence V. Charters of Brampton, former managing director of the 
Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association, has been appointed director of 
public relations for the Progressive Conservative Party....Maj.-Gen. E.L.M. 
Burns, 49, former commander of the 1st Canadian Corps in Italy who has been 
seconded to the Veterans Affairs Department for the last 15 months, is 
retiring from the Canadian Army....ar Assets Corporation is offering for 
sale tons of surplus silica gel, used during the war to prevent rust and 
corrosion in containers of machinery and weapons shipped overseas....A 
survey of cod resources of the Grand Banks and eastern Canadian waters 
shows there is no indication of any lessening in abundance of the fish. 
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Federal-Provincial Taxation Agreement Discussions: One of yesterday's developments 
in Taxation Agreement discussions,reported by Canadian Press, was receipt 
by Finance Minister Abbott's office of a telegram in which the Saskatchewan 
Government urged that a conference be called with the five provinces which 
have negotiated new taxation agreements. No comment was available from the 
Minister's office as Mr. Abbott was in Montreal keeping a speaking engagement 0  

similar conference was reported to have been suggested Monday by Premier 
Garson of Manitoba. 

Premier Hart of British Columbia is reported to have stated yesterday 
that his province will benefit by more than eight million dollars under the 
new financial setup. He did not refer to the protest of Premier McNair of 
rew Brunswick who has called British Columbia's agreement an affront. But 
the Pacific Coast Premier is reported to have stated that the formula which 
British Columbia used to reach an agreement with the federal authorities was 
open to all provinces. 

Government Seeks to Avert Coal Strike:  As the focal point of the Eastern Cana-
dian coal wage impasse saung to Ottawa, it was learned here the federal 
Government was ready to take a hand in an attempt to avert a strike of 
12,000 Maritime miners. 

Indications were that Labor Department authorities planned all possible 
dispatch in the handling of the dispute, since it is of double-barrelled 
importance in that it could have a vital effect on the national winter fuel 
supply and it is the first case of its proportions to be handled on a prewar 
basis since wage controls were thrown off in rovember. 

Labor Department officials had been watching developments in negotiations 
between the United Mine Workers of America and Dominion Steel and Coal 
Corporation for several weeks, and itwas stated announcement of the severing 
of discussions found the department prepared to step into the picture 
immediately. (CP) 

1,000,000 More for Saskatchewan C.S.:  Provincial Treasurer Fines of Saskatchewan 
said that under a new pay plan provincial civil servants will receive approx-
imately r.!1,000,000 more annually in salaries. The new plan, details of which 
will be announced later, was the result of a survey conducted last Summer by 
the Planning i-;ervices Corporation of Chicago and will affect 4,500 employes. (CP) 

22112. 122.1.11.22.2IntjapEI: Government sources said the appointment of Gen. 
Marshall was regarded here as "a fine appointment" but had no special sig-
nificance for Canada. 

These sources said that while Canada did have interests in the Far 
East, such as properties owned and operated by Canadians in Japan, China 
and other oriental countries, there was not the same stress placed on the 
orient as in the case of, say, the United States and Britain. 

Officials said Gen. Marshall's appointment obviously was welcomed in 
Canada because of his record and his abilities and also because he was well 
known-to many Canadians. (CP) 

Houde Receives Citizenshi. Certificate: Camillien Houde, Montreal's perennial 
mayor, on Wednesday, received citizenship certificate  No  1 of the French 
series from Chief Justice 0.S. Tyndale in a ceremony in the marble-lined 
grand salon of the Montreal city hall. 

"Happy indeed is he who can call himself a Canadian citizen", said 
the Chief Justice  in  handing certificates to Mayor Heude and 19 other 
candidates representing 15 nationalities. 

Health Minister Paul Martin represented the Dominion Government at 
the ceremony. (CP) 

(over) 
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Jehovah's ':itnesses Issue  New  Pamphlet: Jehovah's *.‘itnesses, hundreds of whose 
members await charges involving literature--distribution, defied Premier 
Duplessis' direct measures against the sect by issuing a new anti-eebec 
pamphlet, "kuebec, Ybu Have Failed Your People". 

Pro-dawn  distribution of the new pamphlet and its two-month-old 
predecessor, "Quebec's Burning Hate", brought the arrest of 15 persons in 
suburban St. Lambert and six in Lontreal. (CP) 

Barbara Ann Scott Arrives in PTestwick: Barbara Ann Scott, of Ottawa, who is to 
participate in European and world skating championships, accompanied by her 
mother, arrived by plane at Prestwick, Scotland, at six o'clock.ednesday 
morning, according to word received in Ottawa. 

First Licuor Permits Granted for Ontario Banquets:  First permits for public 
consumption of liquor under provision of the revised Liquor Licence Act have 
been issued, it was reported today. They were banquet permits granted to 
various Toronto organizations to enable  thora  to serve cocktails and liquor 
to guests at dinners and receptions. (CP) 

Tobermory's 13-Day Isolation Ended: Two bulldozer-size snmplows of the 
Ontario Department of Highways lifted winter's siege of this hamlet at the 
tip of the Bruce Peninsula but remnants of giant drifts still made travel 
in this area difficult. 

Arrival of the plows ended 13 days of virtual isolation. Close 
behind them came two buses owned by the Peninsula Bus Company of Tobermory. 
The 14 passengers in the buses had been stranded three days at Ferndale 
Corners south of here on the road to  diarton0 (Cr)  

Sky Line Gang Restores Hamilton Power Service:  Ontario's "sky line" gang were 
heroes of a victory over the elements that sent 30 9 000 men and women back 
to work in Hamilton's big industrial plants which had been hampered by a 
power failure following last week's ice storm. 

The "sky line" gang were the half dozen hydro repairmen who scaled 
ice-coated steel towers 75 feet high in a heavy snowstorm to cut the "sky 
lines" strung from the peak of each tower as lightning arresters. 

Encrusted with ice, the sky lines had sagged so badly that wind 
smashed them against 44,000-volt lines underneath, grounding the regular 
current flow. Each man had to  swing a heavy hummer to break ice from the 
steel Girders as he scrambled to the top of the tower. 

Often the ice showered down on them in 5C-pound cakes and they had 
to duck, hang on tight, and hope it would miss them. (Cr) 

Urges rew Political Alignment:  Arthur Smith, Progressive Conservative member 
of Parliament for Calgary ',iest, said in an address tonight that the logical 
political division in Canada would merge the 0000F. and extreme left wing 
Liberals in one party and the Liberals of the right and the Progressive 
CoLservatives in the other. (Cr) 

Lord Bennett Plans liorld Exhibition: Viscount Bennett, president of the British 
Royal Society of Arts and former Canadian Prime r.inister, has invited 165 
organizations throughout Britain to send representatives to a conference in 
London February 6 to discuss plans for a large international exhibition in 
the near future--possibly in 1951, centenary year of the first international 
exhibition held in 1851 as part ofueen  Victorias  jubilee. (Reuters) 
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Canada to Import New Zealand Butter:  It has been announced in London that the 
United Kingdom has agreed to divert 12,000,000 pounds of New Zeland butter 
to Canada to avoid a cut in the Canadian weekly ration of from six to four 
ounces. Officials at Ottawa welcomed th'e announcement, but said they had 
no official comment to make immediately. 

United Kingdom officials said they feared a cut in the Canadian butter 
ration might result in a general breakdown of the Canadian rationing system 
which would seriously endanger Canada's ability to'ship expected quantities 
of many foodstuffs on which Britain is depending to maintain present rations. 
.E.mergency stocks in Britain will be reduced by an equivalent amount, but it 
is expected the six-ounce British ration of butter and margarine will be 
maintained. 

The Food Ministry said the decision had "not been an easy one to take," 
but the Canadian butter position was caused partly by "diversion of milk to 
the manufacture of cheese especially for the United Kingdom." The announce-
ment praised the Canadian government and people for "making every possible 
effort to provide for the United Kingdom as much food as possible--wheat, 
bacon arid cheese." It said the British and Canadian Governments had been 
in close consultation with those of Australia and New Zealand, who agreed 
with the decision. 

Twice in 1946 the Canadian ration was cut to four ounces for short 
periods, but six ounces has been considered the danger point. Before the 
war Canada imported considerable quantities of New Zealand butter. 

Meanwhile, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics released the figures for 
butter  stocks. in  December. Creamery butter in cold storage and dairY 
factories totalled 43,919,807 pounds January 1, a seasonal decline of 
13,277,387 from December 1, but an advance of 7,700,017 from January 1, 
1946. (CP) 

Says 12,000,000 People Needed in West:  Agriculture Minister Gardiner, speaking 
at Vancouver, said vast areas of western Canada must  be populated and 
industrialized if the Dominion is to contribute its full share to world 
stability. As quoted by the Canadian Press, Lr. Gardiner said:- 

"vje need industries not centralized but scattered all over the West 
from Fort William to Vancouver. Twelve million people ought to be secured,first 
by retaining as many as possible of our native born in Canada, and secondly 
by drawing upon skilled populations of Europe fram Britain eastward." 

The First World  Var  had stopped immigration, a movement envisioned by 
Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Wilfrid Laurier, he said, and the 
Second Liorld War had emphasized the need for reviving it. 

"If those who now control the development of our resources have not the 
vision to see that unless we develop themwe are not going to have the millions 
of population necessary to utilize them, I am afraid we will find it necessary 
to place their development under some others," he said. 

Commenting on Mr. Gardiner's address, Provincial Treasurer Fines of 
Saskatchewan said his province did not need farm workers because thousands 
were leaving the farms. He agreed that industry should be scattered through 
the West and that immigrants should be industrially skilled. 

Premier Manning of Alberta gave qualified approval to lir. Gardiner's 
remarks, saying "we certainly have room of expansion in the Canadian West," 
but adding that any immigrants should be of a type that could be assimilated. (C1) 

External Affairs Change Announced:  The Diplomatic Division of the External Affairs 
Department has been divided into two new divisions--a Protocol Division under 
111. Measures, protocol officer in the former Diplomatic Division, and a 
Consular Division under Leslie Chance, formerly of the Economic Division. The 
chief of the former Diplomatic Division, Laurent Beaudry, is on leave of absence 
due to ill health. (CP) 

(over) 
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Wants Farm Price Control Lifted:  Ontario Agriculture Minister T.L. Kennedy, 
speaking before the Ontario Federation of Agriculture at Toronto, 
recommended the removal of all price controls on farm products. 

"If the controls were off, the farmer would have certainty of mind," 
he said. "we cannot produce the maximum yield so long as there is un-
certainty. Removal of controls would be the best thing for the farmer, 
the consumer and the province as a whole. It would also finish the black 
narket by restoring the law of supply and demand." 	 • 

Referring to the current meat shortage in larger cities, Mr. Kennedy 
said "there would be plenty of meat on the market if price controls were 
taken off." He said he believed prices would not increase more than a 
cent or two and, in his judgment, there had never been more meat in the 
country than there was now. (Cr) 

Another Statement from Gordon: Following the break-down of negotiations 
between the United Mine Workers and the Dominion Coal Company, General 
Ianager H.C.M. Gordon has issued a further statement saying that, if 
the miners' demand for a '4.50 daily wage increase were met, it would 
increase either the public's coal bill or its tax bill. He estimated 
such an increase would increase costs by el5,750,000 annually or "aver 
;p4 per ton to the price of Nova Scotia coal" which now ranges from $11.50 
to e2.75 in Halifax. (Cr) 

Arrest Made in Ration Investigation:  G. Howard Lamb, 38-year-old night 
supervisor of the one of the E.B. Eddy Company mills at Hull, ‘ue., bas  
been arrested by the R.C.M.P. on four charges involving misuse of used 
ration coupons. The arrest followed investigation of the appearance in 
normal channels of old coupons, supposedly destroyed in the plant by the 
government under an arrangement with the company. Both police and Prices 
Board officials expressed appreciation for co-operation by the company in 
the investigation. 

Trade Department Changes Nome  of Publication: With the issue of an 88-page 
commemorative edition, marking its 25th anniversary, the Canadian Commercial 
Intelligence Journal has been renamed "Foreign Trade." The special issue 
of the weekly, published by the Trade Department, contains photographs of 
40 Canadian trade commissioners and aerial pictures of cities where they 
have their headquarters. (CP) 

Nev  Stamp to Honor Bell:  A new Canadian four-cent stamp will be issued next 
March to commemorate the birth of Alexander Graham Bell in Scotland 100 
years ago. Bell spent some time at Brantford, Ont., where he conducted 
early experiments on the telephone, and lived for many years at Baddeck, 
r.s., where he is buried. The new issue will be the first commemorative 
stamp in Canada since 1939, when a special royal visit stamp was printed.(CP) 

Gleanings: Sub-Lt. (E) D.P. Nash, 	of Ottawa, bas  been awarded the King's 
Sword as the officer of his term at the Royal  aval Engineering College 
in England with the best all-round officer-like qualities....Hon. 
Graham, Agriculture Minister of the Australian state of New South Wales, 
has arrived in Ottawa to discuss the possibility of purchasing purebred• 
Canadian saine and cattle for breeding purposes....Dana Wiluess, Canadian 
Ambassador to Russia, will leave Canada to return to Moscow at the end of 
February....Fire killed 375 persons and caused e0,000,000 in property loss, 
not including forest losses, in Canada during 1946....The Canada Gazette is 
being enlarged to take.in  "Statutory Orders and Regulations," which will be 
published bi-monthly, on the second and fourth Wednesdays. 
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.......L:Ste'lMaol idDecontrol: Finance Minister Abbott has announced "a further 
step in the orderly removal of emergency controls," effective Zanuary 13 
and involving removal of price controls from most goods and services not 
of "basic importance in living costs and production costs." 

Mr. Abbott said it was "only too evident that the time is not yet 
ripe to remove all price controls" because prices of many basic foods, 
clothing, essential materials and rentals would "increase very substantially." 
Bowever, he said "the outlook for a better balance between supply and demand 
is . 	obeginning to brighten" and the "menace of soaring prices is beginning 
to recede in some  directions." 

"Consequently" Mr. Abbott said, "the list of goods and services which 
still remain subject to price control contains most of the basic foods, 
practically all articles of clothing, boots and shoes, most textile home 
furnishings, coal and wood fuels, the major household appliances and heating 
and plumbing equipment, automobiles, tires and gasoline, rentals, household 
laundry services, restaurant prices, freight rates, storage rates, a variety 
of basic materials such as steel, copper, rubber, lumber and pulp, and 
certain other goods which are important in production costs such as farm 
machinery. The list of items remaining under control. • •affords continued 
protection to the consumer in the places where the risk and the effects of 
rising prices are greatest. 

"Among the goods which are being released from price control are the 
majority of items which may be described as household equipment and supplies, 
including furniture, small appliances, kitchen and cooking utensils, table-
ware and cutlery, brooms and brushes, pails, radios, pianos and clocks. 
Tools and garden equipment, handbags and leather luggage, paints and varnishes, 
and a number of building supplies such as clay products, cement, stone, and 
sheet metal products are also decontrolled. 

"In the sphere of food, the important deletions are fresh vegetables and 
fresh fruits except for apples, most kinds of fish, and ice. Certain imported 
foods, such as tapioca, fruit juices, and peanuts are also deleted as well as 
canned fruits and vegetables other than the large staple items. Carpets and 
linoleum are the main items in the sphere of textiles. Only a few articles 
containing cotton are decontrolled because of the continuing shortages and the 
large subsidies which are still being paid on the primary materials. Among 
the services, barbering, hairdressing and beauty parlour prices and moving 
picture admissions are no longer subject to price control." 

Mr. Abbott said it had been hoped 1946 would "see a long step toward the 
removal of emergency controls" and "material progress" had been made. 
eUnfortunately, however, external conditions, particularly in the United States, 
increased the pressures on Canadian prices and delayed decontrol." The 
industrial disputes ta the United States and later ta Canada had "delayed 
somewhat the expansion in production which would have reduced inflationary 
pressures." Now, however, although still hampered by shortages, production 
was increasing rapidly. 

He said Canadians "may take some pride" in the fact living costs had 
risen only seven points in Canada during 1946 compared with an increase of 
23 in the 'United States. 

He also announced the revocation of consumer credit regulations. 

Railwlys Ordered to Supply Data: The Board of Transport Commissioners has 
ordered the Canadian railways to provide seven provinces with a long list 
of particulars relating to the railways' application for a general 30 
per cent increase in freight rates. At a hearing last week the railways 
argued against providing the information before the hearing opens next 
February 11. (CP) 

(over) 



Abbott Invites Premiers to Talks: Finance Minister Abbott says he will try to 
meet Premier Douglas of Saskatchewan and Premier Garson of Manitoba next 
week to discuss matters connected with the Dominion-Provincial tax 
agreements. He said he hoped that Premier McNair of New Brunswick also 
would be able to come to Ottawa. 

Premier McNair, who recently announced New Brunswick's withdrawal from 
tax negotiations because of "discrimination" against his province in the 
terms granted British Columbia, said he had no further comment to rake 
inmediately. 

Premier Duplessis of Quebec said that developments during the last 
week had added to the satisfaction the Quebec government felt at not 
having entered a financial agreement with the Dominion on the terms offered. 
He said the "facts speak for themselves" and all provinces which favored 
separate agreements with Ottawa, except British Columbia, now "appear to 
be discontented."' (CP) 

Heavy Loss in Three Fires:  Reports have reached St. John's, Nfld., that fire 
destroyed a large hangar and two aircraft on the United States area of the 
great airbase at Goose Bay, Labrador, last night with damage estimated 
unofficially at approximately $2,000,000. Early reports made no mention 
of casualties. 

Charlottetown was thrust into a complete blackout when fire broke 
out in the main electric power generating station. The fire, in itself a 
minor blaze, caused such a tangle in switchboards that engineers informed 
Mayor B.E. Macdonald that it might be several days before service was 
restored. 

The third outbreak was at Truro, N.S., where an estimated $250,000 
- damage was caused by fire which swept through the store of Robert Simpson 

(Eastern), Ltd., Success Business College and several offices as well as 
damaging a Royal Bank of Canada building. (CP) 

Reduction in -aeat Stocks:  Visible supplies of Canadian wheat were further reduced 
during the week ending January 2, the total being 149,551,877 bushels 
compared-with- 152,207•,980 Deeember‘26 and 183,113,097 bushels on the correspond-
ing date last year, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries 
of wheat from farms in the Prairie Provinces totalled 2,219,766 bushels compared 
with 2,963,042 in the preceding week. Cumulative merketings -- August 1 to 
January 2 -- moved up, amounting to 235,259,056 bushels compared with 170,937,- 
442 in the similar period of the preceding crop year. 

Tax  Collections  Higher:  Net collections of income tax and customs-excise tax in 
the three months ended December 31 totalled $633,421,985 cempared with 
$504,341,204 in the smme period of the previous fiscal year. 

The collections for this period -- the third quarter of the fiscal year-- 
brought the net revenue by both divisions during the first nine months of 

, 1946-47 to $1,815,671,994, an increase of 08,847,326 over the $1,716,824,668 
collected in the corresponding period of 1945-46. (CP) 

GleaninQs:  Eight persons were injured when three cars of C.N.R. Woronto-Uontreal 
passenger train left the rails near Brockville, Ont., one of them toppling 
on its side....Pack ice has cut off ferry service between Capre Breton 
Island and the mainland of Nova Scotia and caused delays in service between 
Prince Edward-Island-and-New-Brunswick....The Meat Board has announced an 
increase of e2 per 100 pounds in the export price of Grade Al iiiltshire 
sides, effective until September 1, when a further $2 advance will be made 
under terms of the British contract....As a result of the extended period 
of cold weather a massive ice bridge is forming in the Niagara River below 
the falls and extending steadily toward the point reached in 1938 when the 
famed Honeymood Bridge was destroyed by ice. 
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Canada Lay Abolish Privy Council Appeal:  The judicial committee of the Privy 
Council, in a judgment announced in London today, has ruled that the 
Canadian Parliament has authority to establish a final court of appeal in 
Canada. The decision was Given on the validity of Bill Nine, an Act to 
Amend the Supreme Court Act, introduced in the Canadian House of Commons 
in 1939, but never adopted. 

The Act, which would have abolished the right of appeal to the Privy 
Council, was referred to the Supreme Court of Canada .e.tich ruled that it 
was constitutional. This decision was appealed by Ontario, British Columbia, 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, later joined by %uebec, and the Privy Council 
reserved judgment after hearing the case last October. 

Today's ruling, regarded as the most significant development in 
Canadian jurisprudence since the British North America  Act  was passed in 
1867, opens the way constitutionally for possible further legislation to make 
the Supreme Court of Canada the final court of appeal. 

Today's judgment said "it appears to their lordships that it is not 
consistent with the political conception which is embodied in the British 
Commonwealth of Nations that one member of that Commonwealth shauld be 
precluded from setting up, if it so desires, a Suprame Court of Appeal having 
a jurisdiction both ultimate and exclusive of any other member." 

At Ottawa Justice Minister Ilsley said he did not wish to nake any comment 
on the judgment at this time or say whether or not legislative action was 
likely. (Cr)  

To Negotiate on Basis of Pre-War Tariffs: Finance Minister Abbott has announced 
that an Order-in-Council has been passed providing for a proclamation next 
rune 30, terminating the War Exchange Conservation Act, 1940. He also said 
that Canada has informed the United Nations that the Dominion will negotiate 
before the Preparatory Committee of the International Conference on Trade 
and Employment, opening at Geneva, April 8, on a basis of the Canadian 
customs tariff, with respect to both the British preferential and most-
favoured-nation rates, as it existed immediately prior to the war, July 1, 
1939. 

AS a wartime measure many of the British preferential rates were 
eliminated or substantially reduced. 

Three Premier_1_22ElnE_Lo±ntaaa: Premier McNair of New Brunswick has announced 
that he will go to Ottawa to join Premier Garson of Manitoba and Premier 
Douglas of Saskatchewan in discussion of proposed Dominion-Provincial tax 
agreements with Finance Minister Abbott. The meetings are scheduled to 
begin tomorrow.  (OP) 

Predicts Change in Diplomacy:  L.B. Pearson, Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, predicts that Canada's diplomacy "will become more and more concerned 
with trade and commerce." L- peaking in Ottawa, he said there were "many 
reasons" why an ambassador  • ould become "more and more of a salesman and less 
of a bureaucrat." He said it was "quite clear" that Canadian and other 
diplomacy in the post-war world was "destined to be conducted largely within 
the arena of United Nations conferences." "The day is gone, or should have 
gone," he said 0  wdhen a citizen's loyalty to his  ovin  country, or a diplomat's 
loyalty to his own government, is enough. It must not now exclude loyalty to 
the whole community of nations. There cari be no permanent solution to the 
problem of the international anarchy of competing and suspicious national 
sovereignties, the breeding grounds of war, extept by the development of this 
universal community within the United Nations, founded on law and backed by 
international force. Our own country has played a good part in the effort to 
realize this ideal." 

(over) 



Defence Consolidation  Progressing: Defance Linister Claxton says "satisfactory 
progress" is being made in the combination of the three armed services under 
a single defence department. The headquarters of the three forces and their 
departments now were moving into a single set of buildings on Cartier Square. 

Claxton added that steps would be taken progressively to "amalgamate 
civilian services and to consolidate  seine  of the auxiliary and other services 
where the job can be dcne more efficiently and economically in that way." 

Sup.ply of Doctors Improving:  A Health Department announcement says a recent survey 
shows that by 1951 there  may  be a physician for every 854 persons in Canada. 
"With the release of hundreds of doctors from the armed forces following the 
war and with the expected new high in the peace-time output of medical graduates 
from Canadian universities, this country may become one of the best supplied 
nations in the world as far as doctors are concerned." 

Leat Rationing  To Continue: Prices Board Chairman Donald Gordon says the 
government has no intention of abandoning meat rationing. He told a press 
conference at Ottawa that the current scarcity of beef in certain parts of 
the country was temporary and soon would disappear. 

"I think statements are being made, particularly in Toronto, which are 
intended to blow this thing up and create the impression that there is a 
black market." There was nothing to suggest the Board would increase 
ceiling prices on beef, he added. 

11:eanwhile, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported stocks of meat in 
cold storages and packing plants on January 1 were 79,242,709 pounds, a 
decrease of 3,070,398 pounds from December 1, and a decline of 7,798 9156 pounds 
from the holdings of January 1 last year. Stocks of pork moved up to 39,264,326 
pounds  frein  33,607,923 pounds on December 1 and 33,072,490 pounds on January 1, 
1946, but beef holdings were reduced, aneunting to 2 .9,740,454 pounds compared 
with 36,009,159 pounds on December 1, and 40,841,723 on January 1, 1946. Stocks 
of veal and mutton and lamb also were lighter on January 1. 

Brewing Industry Expands:  Cutput of the brewing industry of Canada in 1945 had a 
factory selling value of Ç4a58,875,004, an increase of 420,655 e 000 over the 
preceding year, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Sales tax and 
other excise taxes and duties paid to the Dominion and provincial governments 
totalled 65,002,000 against $55,729 e000 in 1944 e  and the net value of products 
was ;93,873,000 as against !;-)82,492,000. 

Beer, ale, stout and porter were the main items of production with a total 
of 128,910,000 gallons valued at el57 e 568,000 in 1945 compared with 113,396,000 
gallons valued at  $136,673,000 in 1944. Other products manufactured were: 
aerated beverages, e602,000; wet and dried grain, $520,000, and yeast, $103,0000 

Gleanings:  Sir Francis Perde,  recently appointed Australian High Commissioner to 
Canada, has arrived at Vancouver after a rough Pacific crossing aboard the 
Rabaul....Pat Conroy, secretary-treasurer of the Canadian Congress of Labour, 
said in a statement that removal of price ceilings "has the effect of cutting 
wages of Canadian workers" and condemned what he called "the entire policy of 
wholesale relaxation of price controls"....The Bermuda House of Assembly has 
approved, by a single vote, a motion to pay  Bermudas portion of the 1946 
subsidy for Canadian  National  Steamships services under terms of the Canada-
Bermuda-West  Indies trade agreementsw.EXcept for street lighting, all 
electric services have been restored at Charlottetown following Saturday's 
fire....The naps and charts division of PICAO in Eontreal estimates that 
only GO per cent of the earth's surface is charted adequately for inter-
national flying. 
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St. _Laurent  Speaks on Foreign Policy: Rt ,  Hon. Louis St. Laurent, Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, inaugurating the Gray Foundation lectures at the 
University of Toronto, declared the first general principle of Canadian foreign 
policy is that it "shall not destroy our unity." He said "no policy can be 
regarded as wise which divides the people whose effort and resources must put 
it into effect." 

This consideration applied not only to the Dominion's two main cultural 
groups, but "equally to sectionalism of any kind" and "we must be on guard 
especially against the claims of extravagant regionalism no matter where they 
have their origin." 

"Our history has shown this to be a consideration in our external policy 
of which we, more even than others, must be perpetually conscious," he said. 
"The role of this country in world affairs will prosper only as we maintain 
this principle, for a disunited Canada will be a powerless one." 

The second idea which shapes Canadian foreign policy is the "conception 
of political liberty. . ,an inheritance from both our French and English back-
ground." Canadians all were "conscious of the danger to our own political 
institutions when freedom is attacked in other parts of the world." 

"From our joint political inheritance, as well as from our common experience, 
we have  corne as a people to distrust and dislike governments which rule by force 
and which suppress free comment on their activities. We know that stability is 
lacking where consent is absent." 

kr. St. Laurent placed third "respect for the rule of law," which "in our 
own political system is so familiar that we are in constant danger of taking it 
for granted." 

"Within the past decade we have been reminded by the hideous example of the 
fascist states of the evil which befalls a nation when the government sets itself 
above the law. Beneath the spurious efficiency of such a state, we have perceived 
the helpless plight of individuals who have been deprived of the primary right of 
an impartial administration of the law." 

He said there could be "no doubt that the Canadian people unanimously support" 
the principle of the rule of law among states, 

Then there were the "Christian traditions" which laid emphasis on the 
importance of the individual, moral principles in human relations and "standards 
of judgment which transcend mere material well-being." He said these  saine  
values would be discerned in world affairs and he was "convinced. . .that we 
shall seek to protect and nurture them." 

The fifth principle was a "willingness to accept international responsibil-
ities" which arose from the conclusion "that security for this country lies in 
the development of a firm structure of international organization." 

The practical application of Canada's foreign policy could be seen in the 
"unique" political association in the British Commonwealth, which was "in a very 
sense an achievement in which Canadians can take gpecial pride" because they, 
"perhaps more than any other of its members, have contributed to its development." 
ilnother example was the settlement of problems between Canada and the United 
States "by negotiation, by arbitration, by compromise. . °upon the basis of 
mutual,satisfaction," 

Regarding France, he said 	shall support her recovery not merely out of 
sympathy, but because we know that her integrity is a matter of great consequence 
to us." 

Mr. St. Laurent said Canadian representatives at the United Nations and 
other international organizations were doing "competent, energetic and construct-
ive work" and had "regularly won the respect and confidence of their colleagues 
from other countries," Referring to the expansion of his department, he predicted 
that "before long, we shall have provided ourselves with diplomatic representation 
in the capitals of every major country in the world." 



Alberta to Make Direct Appeal:  The Alberta government has been granted 
permission to go directly to the Privy Council in London, bypassing the 
Supreme Court of Canada, with its appeal against an Alberta Supreme Court 
ruling that part of its Bill of Rights is ultra vires. (Airmail Bulletin, 
December 18, 1946) The Dominion government agreed to the submission and 
the Canadian Bankers' Association did not oppose it. 

In granting permission, Chief Justice Harvey said "of course, by the 
time you get before the Privy Council you may find you are prohibited from 
appearing." He was referring to the possibility of legislation making the 
Supreme Court of Canada the final court of'appeal. (CP) 

Remove Impert Subsidies:  The Prices Board has announced removal of a number of 
import subsidies, including those on imported woolen, worsted and linen 
fabrics and articles made from these materials. The Board said the move was 
in line with the usual procedure of discontinuing subsidies as soon as 
conditions warrant. The removal would result in increases of approximately 
10 per cent in consumer prices for finished products, probably not noticeable 
for several rmiths. 

The Board also announced that, following the decontrol measures announced 
on Saturday when ceiling prices were suspended on certain grades of pulps, 
papers and paper board and on all converted paper products, a ten per cent 
increase has been authorized for prices of all other types of pulp and paper 
products excepting newsprint, which to menufacturers was susPended from price 
control May 1, but which remains under price control when sold by distributors 

Donald Gordon, Chairman*of the Board, pointed out the adjustments being 
bade gave recognition to increases in wage, labour and other operating costs 
and reduced the gap between domestic and foreign prices. 

Keep Apples Under Control: The Prices Board has explained that apples are being 
kept under price control because the 1946 crop in the Maritime provinces 
now is entirely out of the hands of the producers. This meant that any 
price increase would go to the distributors instead of the producers. The 
situation in British Columbia was different because producers' organizations 
marketed the crop. However, the ceiling was being maintained as a measure 
of fairness. All other fresh fruits and vegetables have been removed from 
controls. 

Neal Becomes C.P.R. President:  ViDM. Neal, C.B.E., 60, director and vice-president 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, will move up to the chairmanship and presiden 
February 1, succeeding D.C. Coleman, 67, who will continue as a director. 
Mr. Neal joined the company as an office boy in 1902. G.A. Walker, company 
general counsel, becomes a director and vice-president. (CP) 

Ambassador Presents Credentials:  Dr. J.C. Rodriguez, Argentine Ambassador to 
Canada, has presented his letter of credence to Viscount Alexander, the 
Governor General. He succeeds Dr. H.L. Fonda], 

Dr. Alfred Fiderkiewicz, Polish Ambassador to Canada, has left Ottawa 
for New York on the first stage of an air jcurney to Warsaw, his first 
visit to Poland since he assumed the post here. 

Butter Production Lower: Creamery butter production in December was approximately 
two per cent lower than in the corresponding month of 1945, amounting to 
10,292,000 pounds compared with 10,595,000, according to the monthly report 
of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Decreases were shown for all provinces 
except 4.,uebec and Ontario, which reported increases of 9.7 and 8.5 per cent, 
respectively. The cumulative total of the monthly estimates for 1946 shows 
that the output of creamery butter amounted to 270,150,000 pounds for the 
year as against 293,541 9 000 pounds in 1945, a decline of eight per cent. 

Gleanin5s:  Continuing an investigation of illegal traffic in ration coupons, 
R.C.M.P. have lodged charges against 15 more persons in the Ottawa-Hull area. 
The last major contingent of Canadian troops, 1,000 strong, and about 700 
war brides are sailing today from Southampton aboard the Aquitania....Vbncouv 
has had the heaviest snowfall in 12 years—approximately nine inches.... 
Herbert F. Gordon, Deputy Minister for Air since 1944, has gone on leave 
pending retirement. 

(over) 
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Six Deputy Ministers Apppointed:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King has announced the 
appointment of five deputy ministers of government departments. They are: 

Hugh L. Keenleyside, Canadian Ambassador to Mexico, to be Deputy 
Minister of Mines and Resources and Commissioner of the Northwest Territories, 
effective March 15 9  1947. 

Stewart Bates, Director-General of the Economic Research Branch of the 
Reconstruction Department, to be Deputy Minister of Fisheries e  effective 
January 15 e  1947. 

Wilfred Gordon Mills, former Deputy Minister, to be Deputy Minister of 
National Defence. 

Alexander Ross, former Deputy Army Minister, and Colo Paul Mathieu, 
former Assistant Deputy ArgyMinister, to be Associate Deputy Ministers of 
National Defence. 

Mr. King also announced the appointment of Maj. C.R. Lamoureux as 
Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod, effective January 15 9  1947, 

Five Years of High Employment Predicted: Labour Minister Mitchell, speaking 
before the Canadian Construction Association convention at Niagara Falls, 
Ont. e  predicted that during the next five years "there will be a high level 
of employment with national inœme of the same general order as say 1941 
and 1942." 

Mr. Mitchell, referring especially to housing said "under such circ-
umstances there seemz to be every reason to believe that 400 9 000 to 500,000 
units of housing can be readily absorbed in the five years ending 1951. I do 
not underestimate the seriousness of the present housing shortage. Vigorous 
steps must be taken to meet our needs." 

It was unfortunate that at present residential construction is in 
competition with industrial and commercial expansion, he said, and 'sit  seems 
to me that in a long-term view we should make every effort to establish as 
a permanent feature of our economy a high annual production of residential 
construction." (CP) 

. Laurence Waterways Six-year Project:  Dr. Thomas H. Hogg, Chairman of the 
Ontario Hydro-Electric Commission, told the Construction Association that 
it would require an average labour force of 2 9 500 to 3 9 000 men, working 
over  a six-year period to complete construction work on the proposed St. 
Lawrence waterways development. The canal and hydro project still is under 
negotiation between Canada and the United States. 

He said principal structures to be built included Iroquois Point dam, 
Point Rockaway lock, Massena canal intake, Long Sault guard gate, Robinson 
Bay lock, Grass River lock, new Cornwall canal, and Barnhart Island power 
house. In addition he listed channel improvements, dykes and rehabilitation 
of towns and villages as necessary.. 

Some of the necessary works for development of the proposed seaway are 
already built, Dr. Hogg said. In the Lake St. Francis, Soulanges and Lachine 
sections of the project, Canada would provide a deep waterway, he said, adding 
that the two last-named sections could be developed jointly for navigation 
and Hydro-Electric power. (CP) 

Disclose Powerful Radio Station:  The Royal Canadian Navy has released the details 
of Canada's most powerful radio station--an 80,000-watt transmitter built at 
a cost of $6 9 000,000 near the little village of Newport Corner e  N0S0 A 
closely-guarded wartime secret, the station gave out signals which could be 
picked up from Murmansk to the Falkland Isladds and which directed North 
Atlantic shipping through the height of U-boat warfare. It now operates as 
part of the Empire's ship-to-shore communication system, (CP) 

(over) 
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Proclaim Veterans'  Act  Veterans r,inister Lackezie has announced that the 
Veterans' Business and Professional Loans Act, passed at the last session 
of Parliament as a measure to encourage financial assistance to veterans 
seeking to establish themselves in businesses or professions, has been 
problaimed today. 

"It should be made clear that this legislation does not mean the 
Government itself is lending money to veterans," he said. "the loans will 
be rade by the chartered banks and the banks themselves will decide on the 
credit status of those applying. These loans will be facilitated by the 
guarantee against the proportion of possible loss as provided by the new 
Act. Veterans are therefore advised to make their applications directly 
to a chartered bank." 

Newsprint Production Breaks Ali Records: Production of newsprint in Canada 
during 1946 hit record highs, and exceeded shipments by 7 9 142 tons, accord-
ing to figures released by the Newsprint Association of Canada. Production 
during the year totalled 4,143 9 392 tons, an increase of 27.1 per cent over 

 1945's 3,259,208 tons, while shipmLents aggregated 4 335,978 tons compared 
with 3,235,419 tons in the preceding year, an increase of 27.8 per cent. 
Compared with 1938, the last peacetime year, production showed an increase 
of 1,518,812 tons or 57,9 per cent, while shipments showed an advance of 
64.3 per cent or 1,619 9 982 tons over 1938's 2,515,996 tons. 

Canadian shipments in December amounted to 340,125 tons and were 29.4 
per cent greater than in December, 1945 and exceeded December, 1938 by 28.5 
per cent. Production for the month was 341,951 tons, an increase of 65,020 
tons or 23.5 per cent over the year ago figure, and 42.1 per cent higher 
than December, 1939. 

Noveraber Employment Survey: Reflecting the usual seasonal decline from the summer 
peak of activity in agricultural, enployment as a whole in Canada declined 
from 4,860,000 on August 31 to 4,733,000 on November 9 e  or by 127,000, accord- 
ing to the latest labour force survey conducted by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. At the seine time, unemployment fell from 117 9 000 to 115 9 000, 
accounting for only two per cent of the total labour force at these dates. 
Average employment in 1946, based on four sample surveys taken by the Bureau 
at quarterly intervals during the year, was 4 9 652 9 000, and average unemploy-
ment, 143,000. 

In agriculture there was a decrease in employment of 246,000, in mining 
3,000, and construction 23,000. In forestry, fishing and trapping there was 
an advance of 62,000, in manufacturing 70 9000 9  service 12,000, and in 
transportation and communications 5,000. 

Domestic Pork Prices Higher: Following the recent announcement of an increase of 
e.00 per 100 pounds in the United Kingdom bacon contract price, effective 
January 13, the Prices Board has announced corresponding adjustments in the 
domestic ceiling prices for pork and pork products as of January 15. 

The new prices will mean an increase to consumers of approximately seven 
cents per pound of lard and from two to three cents per pound of fresh and 
cured pork cuts, three to six cents on cooked pork cuts, and four to seven 
cents on smoked bacon with corresponding adjustments for other pork products. 

Gleanings: Agriculture Minister Gardiner has announced the appointment to the 
Agricultural Prices Support Board of two new permanent members, both farmers, 
Erie Kitchen, Woodstock, Ont., and J.A. Proulx uebec City....The U.S. 
Coast Guard reports that the Canadian government-awned freighter Tecumseh 
Park has radioed that she is breaking up in tumultous seas 840 miles east of 
Halifax and the salvage tug Foundation Frankilin has left Halifax to go to 
her aid....The prairie provinces have been swept by one of the heaviest 
blizzards of the winter, accompanied by bitter cold....Dr. F110 Peters, 
Canadian surveyer general and head of the  Hydrographie  Service, has been 
elected chairman of the Maps and Charts Division of PICAO meeting at 
Montreal...The Ottawa Electric Railway  bas  announced a e2 9 000,000 plan to 
acquire new street cars and equip the best of its present fleet with 
"noiseless" trucks. 
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New Trade Agreement Signed With France:  Trade kinister LacKinnon has announced 
that Canada and France have signed a new agreement under which a portion of 
the unexpended balance of the Ç;245,000,000 Canadian loan to France may be 
used for private trading purposes. 

While the unexpended balance was comparatively amall, Lr. LacKinnon 
said the new  agreement  was important since it would stimulate restoration 
of private trade with France which was terminated at the outbreak of war. 

The original legislation authorizing the Canadian loan to France 
provided for purchases to be made by the Government of France or one of 
its agencies. As from January 1, 1947, Lr. LacKinnon said, some imports 
into France from Canada now may be effected on import  licenses granted to 
private French purchasers. But certain products such as steel and lumber 
products, fertilizers, wheat and cereals, dairy products, linseed oil, and 

all mechanical equipment required for public services or nationalized organiza-
tions still must be purchased by the French kission in Canada. 

The new agreement between the two governments also makes it possible for 
certain raw materials to be bought in future by "Import Groupements", i.e. 
a group of industries or importers buying for its members. These "Groupements" 
will be authorized to purchase nickel, pap3r, and woodpulp, asbestos, synthetic 
rubber, silver, pharmaceutical products, and wool for woolen rags. 

Canol Project Disposal Decided:  The Department of External Affairs has announced 
that Canada and the United States have agreed on procedure for disposal of 
the surplus crude oil facilities of the Canol project, wartime development 
in Canada's northwest intended to supply an air offensive against Japan from 
Alaskan bases. 

Facilities covered by the agreement consist of the pipe line fron, Norman 
Wells to Whitehorse, the refinery at Whitehorse, and all related facilities. 
Its terms provide that the U.S. Government may sell all or any part of the 
facilities to local or foreign buyers for either export or use in Canada, 
subject to local laws, but exempt from import duties and excise taxes. The 
U.S. may also remove any or all of the facilities not sold and the Canadian 
Government may purchase any facilities which it desires to obtain. 

Facilities neither sold nor removed during a period of two years after 
the coming into force of this agreement may be left in place and regarded as 
of no value unless utilized, in which case, Canada has agreed that the 
United States shall be entitled to fair compensation if the facilities are 
utilized at some subsequent date. 

Strength of Peacetime Forces: Defence L'-inister Calxton, at a press conference 
today, announced that recruiting for the three services is to be halted at 
75 per cent of the numbers set for planning purposes a year ago. This would 
mean that the Navy and R.C.A.F. would not accept any more recruits except 
men with special qualifications, while the Army would continue recruiting 
"for the time being." Year-end strengths were: Navy, 8,481; Army, 21,475, 
and R.C.A.F., 12,949. 

- Said LI'. Claxton: "The international situation, the proposals made at 
the recent session of the U.N.; the rapid  changes in types of weapons; these 
and other considerations nake it undesirable at this time to settle finally 
the composition or character of the future armed forces of Canada." 

Legations Raised to Embassy  Rank: The Secretary of Stete for External Affairs has 
anncunced Canada's agreement to a Netherlands proposal that the respective 
legations of the tao countries be raised to the rank of Embassy.  The Netherlands 
government has announced appointment of Dr. Z.H. van Royen, former Netherlands 
Linister of Foreign Affairs, as the first Netherlands Anbassador to Canada, 
succeeding Jonkheer J..L. Snouck hurgronje, present Netherlands Linister. 
Li'. Pierre Dupuy, present Canadian Linister to the Netherlands will become 
Ambassador. 

(over) 



National  Unity Termed Essential: In one of a series of CEC political free-time 
broadcasts, Trade Minister MacKinnon declared that Canada would find it 
impossible to make progress "if our unity is in danger." 

"It is so easy to stir up regional grievances, that sometimes one 
wonders if it is not a political  miracle  that we have so much devotion 
to the general national purposes of Canada," he said. "These are so much 
more iMportant than any local interests." 

He said no political party could ever hope to be representative of 
Canadian unity unless it draws its support from all parts of the country 
and Canada would be ivirecked aunder if any government forgot that an 
ability to compromise is an essential part of statesmanship." (CP) 

Predict Higher Newqprint Output: A conference of the United States magazine 
industry in New York has been assured that the Canadian and American paper 
industries can increase present annual production by 1,000 5 000 tons if 
demands justify it. This prediction mine from Eold. Tinker, executive 
secretary of the American Pulp and Paper Association. 

R.M. Fowler, president of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association 
said Canadian forests were adequate for years to came and Canadian mills 
were a reliable source for Americans. Pointing out that the United States 
was receiving 47 per cent more newsprint and 100 per cent more pulp than 
before the war, he said "Canadian mills hope that their customers will 
recognize the claims from other countries for Canadian supplies." (CP) 

Tax Talks Continuing  The four-way taxation discussions, involving the Dominion 
and New Brunswick, Manitoba and Saskatchewan are proceeding at Ottawa, but 
there has been no official comment on what progress has been made, Premier 
Douglas of Saskatchewan has returned to Regina to prepare for the opening 
of the legislature in two weeks, leaving Provincial Treasurer Fines to head 
bis.  delegation. (CP) 

Suggests Commons International Hour:  Gordon Graydon, Progressive Conservative 
Member of Parliament for Peel, has suggested establishment of a weekly 
"international hour" in the House of Commons. In an address at Montreal, 
he said Canada had travelled "far and fast" in world affairs recently and 
it was "up to parliament to keep pace with that phenamenal development." (CP) 

Coal Production Improving: October output of Canadian coal mines amounted to 
1 9 624 9 591 tons, an increase of 33 per cent over the output of 1,217,034 
tons in October, 1945, when operations were greatly reduced as a result of 
strikes in Alberta and British Columbia. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics 

reports that aggregate output for the ten months ending October was 11 per 
cent above the aggregate production of 13,161,144 tons for the corresponding 
period of 1945. 

Dutch Adrlines Seek Canadian Pilots Deputy Labour 1-dnister MacNamara has 
announced that Capt. C.C. Speensma, Assistant Director of Operations for 
the Royal Dutch Airlines, will be in Ottawa Saturday interviewing Canadian 
airmen as prospective pilots for his air service. He said that last 
December the National Employment Service had assisted the air line in 
recruiting 60 pilots to fly four-engined machines in the Far East service. 

"So pleased was the Dutch  organizat  ion  with the calibre of the men 
they were able to obtain in Canada at that time, that they have returned 
to this country for an additional 25 pilots," he said. 

Gleanîngs Sqdn. Ldr. F.0 Poland, 37-year-old R.C.A.F. intelligence officer, 
was acquitted today as the 15th espionage trial concluded....Ross McLean, 
acting Film Commissioner since 1945,has been appointed Commissioner of 
the National Film Board....Six airmen have been killed in the crash of an 
R.C.A.F. plane near Whitehorse, Yukon....The fee for certificates in proof 
of Canadian citizenship has been reduced from $5 to $1 for natural born 
Canadians and they will be issued free to those who served in the armed 
forces. 
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Canadian Proposal on German Treaty:  The Canadian government has submitted 
to the Special Deputies of the Council of Foreign Ministers in London 
alternative proposals which "will ensure appropriate participation by 
Canada and other countries" in the peace settlement with Germany and 
Austria. This was disclosed yesterday by the Secretary of States for 
External Affairs, L.S. St. Laurent. 

Mr. St. Laurent said Canada had been invited to present her views 
to the meeting of the Deputies January 14, but that the invitation was 
available in Ottawa January 6, "a little over a week before the date." 

"The Canadian Government does not regard the invitation in its 
present form as affording Canada an opportunity for participating in 
the peace settlement in the.way which would be appropriate for a country 
which contributed substantially to the war against Germany," he said. 

He said the terms of the invitation suggested Canada present a 
written statement, supplemented by oral comment, "but there is no 
indication whether there would be opportunity for the Canadian 
representatives to discuss . . . either the substance of  the  peace 
treaties with Germany and Austria, or the procedure by which those 
treaties will be drafted." 

Became a "simple  refusai"  did not seem an "adequate reply," Canada 
had submitted a statement indicating that Canada does not consider the 
present procedure "as giving suitable opportunity for the expression of 
Canadian views" and suggesting an alternative. 

The statement "proposes that appropriate provision should be made 
by the Council of Foreign Ministers for the continued association of 
Canada, as an active participant in two wars against Germany, in the 
preparation of the German Treaty....it is suggested that Canada and 
other interested Allies might take a full part in discussions both on 
questions of procedure and of substance relating to the German Treaty. 

"If this principle were accepted, it should be applied in a manner 
which would allow the various allied countries to assist in drafting 
those sections of the settlement in which they were most directly 
concerned. Collaboration of this nature at an early stage would have 
the advantage of acquainting all the allies in an intimate way with the 
problems which might arise during the preparation of the Treaty. This 
procedure would also prevent the recurrence of the situation at the Paris 
Conference, where the smaller powers were faced with previously drafted 
treaties, the details of which were unfamiliar to them, and which were 
difficult to change. It would be possible also by clarifying in a 
satisfactory manner the procedure for drawing up this settlemant to 
avoid differences of opinion on procedural matters at a later time, such 
as those which took up so many sessions of the Paris Conference. 

tt ....if the treaty so drafted were accepted without major changes 
when it was referred to the Council of Foreign Ministers, it might then 
be possible to provide for the final acceptance of the treaty in the 
brief and formal Conference..." 

The statement also said that Canada hopes to submit later a 
statement of principles which the government believes would contribute 
to "lasting peace," and "on which detailed political, territorial and 
economic provisions of the settlement could be based." 

Mr. St. Laurent said Canada "does nbt put forward any special claims 
on behalf of particular Canadian interests." 

Cardinal Villeneuve Dead: Cardinal Villeneuve, 63, Roman Catholic Archbishop 
of („yebec since 1932, died last night in a Los Angeles hospital. Only 
recently he left a New York hospital after a long convalescence following 
a heart attack and he had been staying at the a convent at Alhambra, 
California. (CP) 

(over) 



St. Laurent Gives Peace Views: In reply to questions asked by the Swedish 
newspaper Tidningen, published in Stockholm, Secretary of State for 
External Affairs St. Laurent says the greatest achievement in inter-
national affairs during 1946 was provided by the United Nations. 

He said Canada was "anxious" that peace treaties with Italy, 
Finland, Romania, hungary and Bulgary "should be concluded as soon as 
possible" followed by the earliest possible withdrawal of occupation 
forces, which he considered "essential to the stable organization of 
European society." 

"It is my hope that these defeated states will, at an early date, 
and within the framework of truly representative forms of government, 
recover that degree of stability and earn that degree of international 
confidence necessary for the resumption of normal intercourse with other 
peoples in the world. 

"The problem of Germany is, of course, central to the European 
settlement. It is, I think, too early.to  suggest what -procedure would be 
most desirable from the Canadian point of view in drawing up the German 
settlement. I feel, however, that the states neighboring on Germany, and 
other allied countries which actively participated in the war in Europe 
should be given an effective role in framing any German treaty which may 
eventually be concluded. 

"In a general way it is my opinion that Germany should be permitted 
to recover to an extent which would preclude the possibility of its 
becoming permanently an area of depression and unrest, but at the same 
time it is, I think,essential that sufficient control should be maintained 
over Germany to ensure its never again becoming a threat to the peace of 
the world." 

Nova Scotia Premier at Ottawa: Finance luinister Abbott took time out from the 
financial talks with New Brunswick, Manitoba and Saskatchewan to meet 
Premier Macdonald of Nova Scotia yesterday after.his arrival in Ottawa 
fram a vacation in the Bahamas. Mr. Macdonald told reporters that he 
would nbt be sitting in on the current discussions, but wanted time to 
think over the new Dominion offers and talk them over with his government. 
He is returning to Halifax today. (CP) 

Saskatchewan Population Drops: The Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports that 
the population of Saskatchewan, on a basis of the preliminary survey of 
the 1946 prairie census returns, declined from 895,992 in 1941 to 823,438. 
In 1936 the province had a population of 930,893. 

Regina's population in 1946 was 58,152, compared with 58,245 in 
1941. Population of Saskatoon rose from 43,027 in 1941 to 44,847, 
Moose Jaw from 20,753 to 22,599 and Prince Albert from 12,508 to 14,290. 

DeWolf to Command Warrior: Defence Minister Claxton has announced the appoint-
ment of Commodore H.G. DeWoif, D.S.O., D.S.C., as senior Canadian naval 
officer afloat and commanding officer of the aircraft carrier Warrior. He 
also announced that Capt. F.L. Houghton, who has commanded the Warrior 
since she was commissioned a year ago, will succeed Commodore DeWolf 
as Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff, with the acting rank of commodore. 
Both officers have wide operational experience. 

Gleanings: The Ontario Liquor Control Board has announced that the rationing 
of beer and wine in that province will be discontinued February 1.... 
Defence Minister Claxton told his press conference yesterday that he is 
not prepared to make any statement on the future of the Royal Military 
College at Kingston, Ont....A second charge under the Official Secrets 
Act against Sqdn. Ldr. F.W. Poland, acquitted yesterday of a charge of 
communicating confidential information to Russia, has been adjourned 
until March 26....Sales in Canadian retail stores during November were 15 
per cent higher than in November, 1945. 
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Taxation Talks Concluded:  The financial discussions between Finance leinister 
Abbott and delegations from the provinces of New Brunswick, Saskatchewan 
and kanitoba Concluded yesterday with 1,1r. Abbott announcing that "mot 
satisfactory progress had been made." he said the provinces were to report 
the ree.malts of the negotiations to their respective cabinets "without delay." 

ler. Abbott also disclosed that Premier Lanning of 'Alberta would conte • 
to Ottawa for discussion of the Dorainion-Provincial taxution proposals next 
e'ednesday, while  Premier Jones of Prince Edward Island announced that:he is 
leaving for Ottawa for further discussions. 

These developments leave Ontario and ‘reuebec the only provinces which 
have not taken part in negotiations with the Dominion government since the 
Dominion-Provincial Conference of last spring. , 

o detadls have been made public regarding the latest negotiations, 
which followed the temporary withdrawal of New Brunswick on grounds that 
Lr it i sh Columbia had been off ered more favorable terms than that prey inc e ,  (OP) 

Free Ports Held "Inadvisable:" Transport Linister Chevrier has an.nounced that 
the Interdepartmental Conenittee on 'ree Ports has su.bmitted its finding • 
that "it is presently inadvisable to pass enabling legislation for the 
creation of foreign trade zones in Canada." The committee conducted a 
lengthy investigation and heard submissions by masiy interested bodi e,s, 
particulurly the ports of ,-,uebec and Halifax. 

The Committee summarized the factors on which its recommendations 
were based as follovrs: "'Unsettled world  conditions; possible tariff 
ehanzes in the near -  future; the abs•ence of convincing  ci  idence that forefgn 
trade zones in  Canada  -would attract .additional transshipment traffic; the 
difficulties ahich eould be experienced in administratien due to eur own 
tariff structure; and the ease with'which shipments can now be handled 
because of the flexible nature of our bonding and manifesting re zeulations." 

The Committee reperted that "the present, Canadian bonding, ennifesting 
and drawback regulatiens -provide for dmporterz.; and exporters advantagee 
comparable to those offered by a foreign trade zone." It noted that such 
zones were created in countries not possessed of bonding and rianifeeting 
regulations of the Canadian and British type. 

"In Canada", says the report, "Glass 3 bonded warehouses can be used 
for all the purposes now served by the New York foreie;n trade zone, and 
apparently with greater economy and better protection of the Cro-tvn tint 

 smuggling and breeches of sanitary or other regulations." 

New Strike Settlement Plan: The Canadian Press reports that new proposals for 
settlement of the eight-week-old strike of gold and copper minera at 
I'.oranda, ,ue., will be discussed at a conference at Ottawa Lioneay. The 
Dominion Labour Department was said to have devised a new formula for 
possible settlement which it will submit to a meeting with union and 
company off icials . 

lit Noranda the Ch:umbers of Commerce of the twin mining towns of 
T:oranda und Rouyn disclosed that they had requested the Dominion Labour 
Departmert to conduct a vote among the minors on the question of a 10- 
cent-an-heur wage increase offered by the company. The Canadian Press 
reported from Ottewa that the request was turned down. The union called 
the strike for a 16-cent wage increase. (CP) 

	

St. Laurent Unveils Flaeue: Representing Prime Lieister Lackenzie 	end. 
Canada, Secretary of State for External Affairs, L.S. St. Laurent teday 
unveiled a plaque at the Chateau Frontenac in :,,uebec commemorating the 
tue  wartime conferencen there between prime, I:"..inister Churchill and President 
heosevelt in August, :U.:43, and Septueber, 1944. Sir Alexander Clutterbuek, 
Lritish Lich Commissioner, and 'United States Ambassador Ray :,,therton, 

	

atteeded the ceremonies as representatives of their countries. 	• 
(Over) 



Icebreaker Reaches KeG.aska:  The government icebreaker Ernest Lapointe, smashing 
a path through ice 14 inches thick, has reached the village of KegzIska, 450 
miles below Quebec City. The village is one of 16 isolated. lower St. 
Lawrence communities to which relief supplies are being delivered by the 
icebreaker and the freighter North Voyageur. Due to the heavy ice, the 
icebreaker proceeded alone to Kegaska, delivering seven tons of food and 
other supplies for the villagers who have been isolated for 10 weeks. (CP) 

Wheat Stocks Falling: Visible supplies of Canadian wheat in store or in transit 
in North America at midnight' January 9 totalled 146,579,040 «bushels compared 
with 149,551,877 on jan.uary 2, and. 180,075,361 on th9 . ,corresponcling date of 
14st• year, ,accord.ing-to :the, Dominion Bureau of Statistics4-. ‘ :_ 

Deliveries of wheat from farms in the Prairie Pronces moved up -to 
2,752,400 bushels compared with 2,230,454 bushels in the .preceding week. 
For the elapsed portion of the present crop year August 1 to January 
9 -- deliveries aggregated 238,022,144 bushels compared with 175,625,050 
in the similar period of 1945-46. • 

Gleanings: • Dr. T.H. Hogg, chairman of the Ontario Hydro-Llectric Commission, 
says the power situation in southern Ontario has improved to a point where 
the Commission is "hopefbin rationing can be avoided...The Quebec Hydro 
Commission will reduce commercial and industrial tariffs 10 per cent next 
April 1 and a study is being made of the possibility of a general rate 
reduction....Two pilots were killed when a Trans-Canada- Mr Lines training 
plane crashed near Headingly, Lan., yesterda.y....The body of Cardinal 
Villeneuve is being flown from Los Angeles to Quebec today. 
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_'j_212.,(11IstlMorePi 	 nentsAnnounced: Prices Board Chairman Donald Gordon has 
announced upward adjustments in the prices of hotel and restaurant meals, 
hides and leather goods and used cars. Any table dŒcte or a la carte 
serving containing meat, fish, poultry or eggs now may be increased by 10 
per cent, but not more than 10 cents. A five-cent increase is permitted 
on sandwiches containing hot cooked meat, poultry or eggs. 

Ir.  Gordon said the food index had risen about 16 per cent since 
February, 1943, and there also had been many adjustments in wages and 
other costs. Figures made available by*Well-managed and typical restaurants” 
had shown that operating costs had risen to a point where "adjustments had 
to be made if further deterioration in the standard of meals served was to 
be avoided." 

Er. Gordon said the series of related adjustments in prices of cattle 
hides, horse hides, calf and kipskins, all leathers made from these hides 
and leather footwear would bring Canadian prices "in better balance with 
world prices" and "represent an orderly approach to the final stage of 
decontrol in the expectation that the time is not far distant when world 
prices, which have been erratic, will become stabilized." 

Maximum prices of hides were increased about 20 per cent, leather from 
10 to 17 per cent, ments footwear 11 per cent and women's footwear nine per 
cent. The Prices Board announcement  ment  ioned  that the removal of a govern-
ment subsidy on tanning materials a few months ago had increased costs of 
these materials to tanners by amounts averaging close to 50 per cent. 

The maximum selling prices of used cars and trucks were increased 10 
per cent for cars and seven per cent for trucks to give "recognition to the 
relationship customarily existing between new and used vehicle prices" 
following the recent increases in new car prices. 

Arctic Weather System Planned: Dr. 0.M. Solandt, director general of Defence 
Research, says the "large gap in the system of weather stations between the 
Canadian mainland and the North Pole" soon will be filled and "thus complete 
the weather-reporting gystem of the northern hemisphere." 

Speaking before the Association of Professional Engineers in Toronto,  
he declared that "a thorough knowledge of the Arctic and its problems is 
essential both to the regional defence of North Arwrica and to the normal 
peaceful development of the Canadian North." Such knowledge could only be 
obtained "by a well-planned, long-term program of research and exploratron." 

"Such a program," he added, "must include further mapping and charting 
of the little-known areas of the North investigation of ice and snow condi- 
tions, of flora and fauna, geology, mineralogy and archeology. There is also 
much to be learned concerning the general problems of living and moving and 
working in the Arctic. One of the most important fields for research is that 
of geophysics. 

"It is of great importance to us and other nations of the earth to know 
more ,of the meteorology of the Arctic, for it is there that much of the world's 
weather originates. The Soviet Union has already established many meteorological 
stations in the Arctic and is supplying the results of their  observations  to 
the world. There is a large gap in this system of weather stations between the 
Canadian mainland and the North Pole. It is hoped that this gap will soon be 
filled and thus complete the weather-reporting system of the Northern Hemisphere. 

"Much of this work is already going on or will be undertaken in the normal 
course of the work of the many Government and commercial agencies interested in 
the Arctic. The role of defence research will be to co-ordinate and where 
necessary to initiate work to ensure that the research needs of the services are 
met . 0  

Macdonald Sees Progress in Federal Offers: Premier Angus L. Macdonald of Nova Scotia, 
returning to Halifax from talks with Prime Minister King and Finance Linister 
Abbott, said the Dominion had made "certain new offers" which showed "progress" 
and the Dominion was "moving in the right direction." (CP) 

(over) 



December Employr nt Survey: The number of unplaced applicants registered with 
the iationL,1 .Imployment Service  vas  165,000 on January 2, 1947, a decrease 
of 26,000 from the 191,000 registered a year ago, the Labour Department 
reports in its rmnthly survey of manpower. Unfilled vacancies totalled 
90,000 against 80,000 a year ago. On November 28, 1946, there were 143,000 
unplaced workers and 121,000 vacancies. 

The survey pointed out that the December holiday period "has always 
obscured the true manpower picture" because of short-term activity in service 
industries and retail trade and temporary holiday shutdowns in the logging 
industry and the inventory period in manufacturing. 

The pronounced seasonal decline in heavy manufacturing, logging and 
construction was chiefly responsible for the decline in unfilled vacancies, 
the report said, and Ontario and ,,uebec, where all three industries operate 
extensively, registered the greatest loss. 

Off-season construction work has continued at a high level in many 
areas, as so many projects have reached the "inside work" stage. The 
pressure of abnormal demand is keeping projects under way wherever weather 
will permit. Electricians, plumbers, finish carpenters, and  plasterers.  are  
still in demand. Demand for unskilled labour has fallen markedly, however, 
as these workers are employed chiefly on "outside work". 

The survey showed that the over-all shortage of women workers is 
continuing, particularly in clothing, textiles, rubber goods and electrical 
appliance manufacturing. 

By regions the number of unplaced applicants were as follows: (unfilled 
vacancies in brackets)  Maritimes,  23,000 (4,000), Quebec, 43,000 (38,000), 
Ontario, 46,000 (34,000), Prairies, 30,000 (11,000) and Pacific, 23,000 
(3,000). 

Mining Convention Opens: The annual conference of the Canadian Institute of 
Mining and Metallurgy opened in Ottawa today attended by hundreds of delegates 
representing the e500,000,000 industry throughout the Dominion. The latest 
methods in prospecting and developing the industry, sillicosis and the 
problem of labour and management relations will be among the subjects 
discussed. (CP) 

arationSLIns2AllI .n,221d: The two German ships awarded to Canada by the Inter-
Allied Reparation Agency--the 7,000 -ton motor vessel Huascaran and the 2,000 - 

ton freighter Empire Gatehouse--are to be sold by tender with the obligation 
of operation under Canadian registry. The Huascarpm, a cargo-passenger ship 
built at Hamburg in 1938, now is anchored off Greenock, Scotland, while the 
Empire Gatehouse is in Halifax harbor. 

Retail Trade in 1945:  Retail stores in Canada transacted business to the value of 
'4;34,591,885,000 in 1945, according to estimates made available by the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. This volume was 11 per cent higher than that for 1944, 
when sales totalled ,4,123,151,000, and 33 per cent above total sales of 
‘3,440,902,000 in 1941. 

Gleanings:  The body of Cardinal Villeneuve will lie in state at St. James 
Cathedral, Montreal, until tomorrow when it will be taken to the Basilica 
at Quebec until funeral services on Friday....Rt. Hon. Francis Fordo, the 
Australian High Commissioner to Canada; has arrived in Ottawa....The ice-
breaker Ernest Lapointe has been forced to turn back because of heavy ice 
and emergency supplies will be dropped from the air to the village of Port 
Meunier on Anticosti Island....The destroyers Nootka and Micmac will sail 
from Halifax tomorrow for a seven-week training cruise in Atlantic and 
Caribbean waters before meeting the aircraft carrier Warrior at Colon March 
14 to escort her back to Halifax. 
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Glen Addresses Lining Delegates: Lines Minister Glen told delegates to the 
annual convention of the Canadian Institute of Lining and Ietallurgy that 
the government is aware of the difficulties facing the industry and is 
doing all in its  power  to meet them. Mr. Glen said many representations 
had been received, but there was little agreement among them as to how the 
problems could be solved. 

In his presidential address,' R.J. Ennis of Timmins, Ont., called for a 
post-war new deal in the form of a "saund, constructive and far-reaching" 
nationarpolicy for mining. He declared that Canadian mdning had not 
received the period of recuperation it had come to expect at the end of the 
war in which it played such a large part. It had been left in "a sorry plight," 
while other industries had been permitted to increase  production,  raise prices 
and sell on both domestic and foreign markets. 

Lr. Ennis said mines were experiencing higher costs, increased labor dif-
ficulties, persistence of hampering restrictions on the sale of production, 
and "persistent apathy in spheres where enthusiastic planning should, I suggest, 
have been normal and salutary." 

The mining industry had  nover  sought subsidies, but it did seek "and has 
sought a freer hand in running its own business. "It wants to lay a broader 
foundation, in order that it may in peacetime, as in war, contribute in a 
maximum degree to the success and prosperity of this, our own country." 

He believed "that a federal policy could be formulated and implemented 
to put heart into the mining industry and to stimulate the flow of such blood 
as remains in its veins, a policy that would be sound, constructive and far-
reaching." 

Speaking on mining labour, Deputy Labour Iinister Lacramara said that it 
was "recognized that notwithstanding modern mechanization there is still in 
the mining of ore an unavoidable minimum of work which requires hard manual 
labour and no special skill. It is also true that most Canadians do not lend 
themselves readily to this work." 

In the past, he said, such work had been done by labourers from Europe, 
especially Finland and Poland, and he was confident "many more of these 
people" would welcome the opportunity of coming to Canada for such work. 

"The whole question of immigration has been receiving a great deal of 
attention by the Government," he said. It was "by no means a simple problem" 
and the Government was censidering representations by individuals and orGan-
izations and in the recognition of these various needs "we can be sure that 
the mining industry will not be overlooked." (op) 

Record Peacetime Mineral  Production:  The Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports that 
mineral production in Canada last year was higher than ever before in peacetime. 
The total value was estimated at 4;493,840,000, lower by el5,032,000 than the 
preliminary estimate and only ç4,915,000 below the figure for 1945. Output of 
fuels, structural materials and other non-metallics were at record levels, but 
the gains were more than offset by decline in metallics. 

The revised value of the metals produced has been placed by the Bureau at 
4289M4,000 compared  with '4304,936,000 in the first estimate. This was the 
lowest since 1936, and compares with 317,094,000 in .1945. Tonnage of copper 
was down 22 per cent from 237,457 tons in 1945 to 185,543 tons; nickel dropped 
U› per cent to 95,406 tons; and zinc declined nine per cent to 235,917 tons. 
Lead increased slightly to 177,222 tons. Estimate of the output of gold has 
been reduced to 0_03,181,000. 

Output of structural raterials was greater than in any other year, the 
group valuation being 4' 61,400,000 compared with ,48,400,000 in the preceding 
year. Cement production increased 13 per cent in quantity and 37 per cent in 
value to 11,415,167 barrels at 0_9,500,000; clay products by 37 per cent to 
0_2,200,000; stone 11 per cent to 0,000,000; and sand and gravel 34 per cent 
to 04,100,000. 
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Strike Conferences in Ottawa:  Negotiations which opened yesterday are continuing 
at Ottawa in an effort to settle the strike of miners at Noranda, Que., while 
a conference on the question of wage increases for Maritime coal miners began 
in the capital today. The threat of a strike by 13,000 memebers of District 
No. 26 of the United Mine Workers (C.C.L.) was reiterated by District President 
Freeman Jenkins on his arrival here for three-way discussions with Labour 
Department officials and the Dominion Steel and Coal Company, which employs 
the largest number of miners in the maritimes. Direct union-company negotiations 
on the union demand for a 1,2050 daily wage increase were broken off. (CP) 

Le25.2tigAIpLsIemedIntilnnu: On his return to Winnipeg from Ottawa negotiations 
for revision of Dominion-Provincial taxation agreements, Premier Garson of 
Lanitoba said "we have had a very gratifying result." he declined to reveal 
terms discussed, but he declared "the application of the most favored province 
principle has produced a result which I am prepared to reccmmend to my colleagues 
in the Cabinet." (op)  

Many Hurt in Sleet Storm: Rain, freezing as it drenched much of Ontario and ,liebec 
yesterday, coated streets and sidewalks of many towns and cities with a glare 
of ice, dislocated traffic and caused minor injuries to hundreds. In Montreal 
alone hospitals treated 100 persons for fractures, sprains and cuts and one of 
the worst traffic jams in the city's history developed. any  catch basins 
became clogged and in places some streets were covered with water a foot 
deep. (CP) 

Shortage of Nurses:  William Carnill, manager of the Unemployment Insurance 
Commission at Edmonton, says the shortage of professional nursing personnel 
has reached acute proportions, particularly in Alberta and Saskatchewan. 
He said the shortage in all branches of the nursing service in Canada now 
was estimated at 8,700 and there was an even greater need for nurses' aides, 
attendants and sub-staffs. Of these,  7,000  were needed in hospitals, 1,200 

, for private duty and 500 for public health activities. (CP) 

Price Ceiling Reimposed on Used Bags:  The Prices Board announces that price 
ceilings on used bags, used bagging and baling material, which were suspended 
by the decontrol order of January 13, have been reimposed effective today. 

This action follows a conference between Board officials and the advisory 
committee representing the trade and industry concerned at which "both parties 
agreed that the market situation showed unmistakable signs of developing extreme 
and disorderly price increases, as great as 50 per cent or even more." The new 
ceilings on used bags will be from lito 3 cents above the former maximum prices. 

The board "takes this occasion to re-emphasize the warnings previously 	- 
given that when prices of decontrolled items indicate a trend to excessive and 
quite unjustifiable levels, it is prepared to reimpose maximum prices." The 
announcement said. "In this connection it may be noted that there are some 
reports that prices are being asked for used steel drums actually well in 
excess of new drum prices. These reports are being investigated." 

Gleanings: In a slowly moving line, thousands paid their final respects to the 
late Cardinal Villeneuve at St. James Cathedral in Lontreal....Halifax harbor 
is jammed with 43 freighters because bad weather on the north Atlantic has 
disrupted shipping schedules....The Prices Board has authorized an increase 
of one cent a pint in the retail price of ice cream....E.J. Zavitz, director 
of the Ontario reforestation program, says that some 12,000,000 to 14,000,000 
trees will be available for reforestation work this year. 
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Alexander Sees Role for Army in  Mining: The Governor General, Viscount Alexander, 
suggested to the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy that Canada's 
armed forces might play a vital role in helping private enterprise open up 
Canada's untouched mineral resources." 

"To what extent you can link up your activities with the armed forces 
I don't know," he told the annual convention dinner, "but military equipment 
and the developments of aerial reconnaissance, mapping and communications 
could be linked with comnercial development to the advantage of the country 
as a whole." 

He spoke of the mining men who served under  Ms  command during the war, 
pointed to the war record of the Canadian mining industry and urged the 
institute to keep itself strong. Mae all hope that another war will not 
come upon us, but I would say with all my heart, see to it that your organiza-
tion is kept virile and ready so that, should the necessity arise, you can 
again respond as you have done so well in the past. Organization in peacetime 
is very good insurance against war, but furthermore it contributes greatly to 
the rapid development and progress of the peacetime industry*" 

The mining and metallurgical industry of Canada had made a noteworthy 
contribution to the recent war effort in every form of research and production 
of materials essential to modern armies, navies and air forces. "These can now 
be turned into more profitable channels and developed, not for destruction, but 
for rehabilitation and for the building up of an economy which will enrich 
Canada and still further raise the standard of living of ber  people," he said. 
And as I have said, I see • no reason why, if they can be of service, the armed 
forces should not be able to play a most useful part in this scheme of things. 
I have always felt very strongly that the defence services of a country should 
not be considered as a negative force in peacetime. A great deal of money is 
spent on them to keep them efficient--surely they should be of positive use to 
the country in times of peace, in all sorts of ways, without interfering with 
the activities for which they are primarily designedc" (CP) 

Copper, Zinc and Lead Prices Boosted:  The Prices Board has announced big increases 
in the domestic prices of copper, zinc and lead, bringing them more in line 
with world prices. The Canadian ceiling price per pound on copper is up from 
11 0 5 cents to 16.625, on lead from five cents to 10.63 and on zinc from 5.75 
to 10.25. 

The Board said Canadian prices on non-ferrous metals had remained frozen 
since 1941 and during this period of climbing world prices, Canadian producers 
had been "required to maintain adequate supplies for domestic needs and to 
limit more profitable export sales accordingly." The Board statement said there 
had been a declining ratio of exports and production costs had increased "sub-
stantially," making an upward price adjustment necessary. Canadian prices are 
still considerably below world prices. 

Fournier Urges Patience: Works Minister Fournier, in an address at Three Rivers, 
4;ue0, urged that people who are asking for a lifting of wartime controls be 
patient for a few months more. "If we should lift price controls. . cour 
commodity prices would rise to the level prevailing in the United States. 
Vie  ask for patience for a few months to prevent such an inflation." (CP) 

Manning Arrives for Tax Talks:  Premier Manning of Alberta arrived in Ottawa 
today to discuss Dominion-Provincial tax agreements with Finance Minister 
Abbott. He said he expected to remain in Ottawa for the balance of the 
week. Two months ago he turned down as unsatisfactory the proposals the 
Dominion was then making. (CP) 

Canada  to Attend Air Conference: Canada's representatives at the South Pacific 
Regional Air Navigation Conference at Melbourne February 14 will be Harold 
A. Ferris, a communications expert of Trans-Canada Air Lines, andAc:Dc McLean, 
Controller of Civil Aviation in the Transport Department. (CP) 

(aver) 
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Aquitania Honored at Halifax:  The  Aquitania, with the final large contingent 
of returning Canadian troops aboard, docked at Halifax yesterday after 
being delayed for 36 hours by heavy north Atlantic seas. Her 2,400 
passengers included 1,400 troops, some of whom sailed from the sanie port 
aboard the same ship with the 1st Canadian Division in 1939. 

Maj.-Gen. Harry Foster, officer commanding Atlantic Command, presented 
the ship with a bronze plaque as a tribute to a hazardous wartime job 

done." He said the veteran liner had carried more than 100,000 
Canadien  servicemen across the Atlantic during the war. 

Among the passengers was Maj.-Gen.  OO  Richards, controller of ordnance 
in the British War Office, who said his visit was connected indirectly with 
the  standardizat  ion of arms among Britain, the United States and Canada, 
which he said had been partly instituted during the latter part of the 
war. (CP) 

Noranda Strike Still Unsettled: Despite concessions by both the Noranda Mines, 
ftd., and union officials, negotiations to end the two-month strike of 
1,000 employees at Noranda, ,q,ue., broke up for the second time on the issue 
of union security. The conference at Ottawa was sponsored by the Dominion 
Labour Department and officials said further settlement attempts would be 
launched. 

Meanwhile, a conference on wage demands of Maritime coal rdners, who 
threaten a strike January 31, was postponed a day to await the arrival of 
a United Mine Workersl official from Washington. 

At Sydney, N.S., members of the United Steel Workers (C.C.L.) voted 
to authorize union officials to sign with the Dominion Steel and Coal 
Company a contract described by union spokesmen as the most favorable in 
U.S.W. history in Sydney. It is reported to include a basic wage of 7711;  
cents an hour for 4 9 000 workers, compared with the 47-cent level of 
1940. (CP) 

Automobile Production Climbing: Reversing the down-trend shown since the all-
time record output of 270,191 units in 1941, production of automobiles 
rose almost 30 per cent in 1946 over the total for the preceding year, 
according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. A total of 172,250 units 
was produced last year compared with 132,645 in 1945 )  158,038 in 1944, and 
178,064 in 1943. Production during the war years included wheeled vehicles 
for military purposes. 

Production of new passenger cars moved up sharply during the year to 
a total of 92,456 units, the highest yearus figure since 1941 when 96,603 
were turned out. 

Recording a further sharp reduction from the high level reached during 
the war years when demands for the armed forces swelled the figures to all- 
time records, output of commercial vehicles and wheeled vehicles for the 
armed forces fell from 216,057 units in 1942 -- the high point -- to 130,777 
in 1945 and to 79,794 in 1946. Despite the decline, production of commercial 
vehicles exceeded pre-:war output by a wide margin, comparing with 47,057 in 
1939 and 54,417 in 1937. 

War Assets Sales Reported:  For the nine months of the fiscal year 1946-47 to the 
end of December, sales of war surpluses by War Assets Corporation have 
totalled just under U80,000,000. Aggregate sales from the beginning of 
operations to December 31 have grossed over el4,350,000. Of the nine-
=nth total of Z;18(4000,000, sales in Canada exceeded  '125,000,000, or 
nearly 70 per cent. Foreign governments, relief agencies and other foreign 
purchasers have taken about 52,000,000 worth, or about 29 per cent, and 
the balance was sold.in Newfoundland. 

Gleanings:  Luny rail lines in Saskatchewan still are blocked following last 
week's blizzard which left drifts as high as 28 feet and special rotary 
snowplows have been brought into the province from the Rocky Mountain area.... 
The Canadian Ambassador to Belgium, Dr. Victor Dore of Montreal, presented 
his credentials to the Prince Regent in Brussels yesterday..•.;Production 
of steel ingots in Canada in December rose to 231,317 tons from 216,830 in 
November....J.G.R. Stirling, president of the British Columbia Fruit 
Growers ,  Association, reports the "largest fruit crop in the history of the 
tree fruits area" with sales totalling nearly ;:4p25,000,000. 
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Field Crops Value High:  Total gross farm value of field crops produced in Canada 
in 1946 is estimated at approximately 41,247,000,000, an increase of more 
than $96,000,000 over 1945, according to the third estimate by the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. Aereage sown to field crops in 1946 was 63,300,000, 
an increase of about 500,000 acres over the preceding year. 

Wheat production in 1946 now is estimated at 420,700,000 bushels with a 
gross farm value of $480 9 200,000, an increase in production of 102,200,000 
bushels and an advance in value of $112,700,000 over 1945. In the Prairie 
Provinces total wheat production is placed at 400,000,000 bushels compared 
with the final estimate for 1945 of 294,600,000. The average farm price of 
all wheat at gam per bushel was one cent below the 1945 average, the decline 
being accounted for by the generally poorer quality  of the crop in the Prairie 
Provinces. 

The 1946 oat crop totals 400,000,000 bushels compared with 381,600,000 
in 1945. The 1946 barley crop,  • at 159,900,000 bushels, is up slightly from 
the 1945 level of 157,800,000 bushels. 

A slight increase in the overall potato acreage, together with marked 
increases in yields per acre over 1945 outturns in all provinces except 
Manitoba, resulted in a 1946 potato crop of 48,000,000 hundredweight compared 
with the 1945 crop of 36,000,000. Dry pea production in 1946 shows a sharp 
increase of 835,000 bushels, or from 1,363,000 to 2,198,000 bushels. While 
the acreage devoted to the 1946 dry bean crop was down somewhat from 1945, a 
substantial increase in yield per acre gave total production of 1,570,000 
bushels compared with 1,294,000 in 1945. Nay, clover and alfalfa crops were 
considerably poorer than those of 1945, but increases in both acreage and 
yield per acre contributed to a larger 1946 crop of sugar beets, the total 
being estimated at 733,500 tons compared with 619,200 in 1945. 

By provinces, total field crop values are as follows (revised values 
for 1945 in brackets): Saskatchewan $344,048,000 (4326,635,000), Alberta 
$279,628,000 ($196,403,000), Ontario $235,278,000 ($232,676,000), Manitoba 
$163,350,000 ( 4 134,852,000), Quebec $134,875,000 (4158,188,000), British 
Columbia $28,078,000 ($24,686,000), New Brunswick 428,006,000 ($37,251,000), 
Nova Scotia $19,017,000 ($21,619,000) and Prince  Edward Island $15,344,000 
($18,975,000). 

Mine Wage Talks Continue:  Conferences aimed at settling the wage dispute between 
the United Mine Workers (C.C.L.) unions in the Maritime provinces and the 
Dominion Steel and Coal Company are continuing in Ottawa. Dominion Labour 
Department officials, Labour Minister LOD. Currie of Nova Scotia and John 
Owen of Washington, an international U.L.W. representative, also are taking 
part in the conferences. (CP) 

Tension at Noranda:  Police are on the alert at Noranda, Que., following an 
incident on the picket lines early today when striking miners prevented 
office and maintenance workers from entering the Noranda Mines, Ltd., 
property. Provincial police fired a half-dozen tear gas cartridges in an 
effort to clear a way for non-strikers. An augmented picket line trudged 
up and down in sub-zero weather while several hundred strikers roamed the 
town, informing office and maintenance workers that they will not be passed 
through picket lines. (CP) 

Snow Blocks Saskatchewan Railway: Facing dwdndling stocks of food and fuel, some 
50 communities in southern Saskatchewan still are isolated by snowdrifts 
built up by high winds since last week's storm. Snow conditions are described 
as the worst since 1907. Two Canadinn National Railway subdivisions, the 
Leagough and Riverhurst lines, may be cleared by snowplows late today, but 
officials are not hopeful of re-opening the Goodwater line before tomorrow.(CP) 

(over) 



Coldwell Calls for National Planning: C.C.F. leader Y.J. Coldwell, in a CEC 
free-time political broadcast last night, said the government "is determined 
to lead the Canadian people back to a so-called free economy" and "rumor 
has it that they aim to reach that goal by the end of 1947." 

"The Tories and Social Crediters complain that the Liberals are not 
moving fast enough," he said, "but fundamentally, all three are in agreement. 
Yet their policy is the precise cause of our difficulties, For it is clear 
that we need a national plan for peace, as we had one for war. Planned 
production for human needs is no wild suggestion. It is a down-to-earth 
practical policy now being undertaken by most democratic governments." 

Mr. Coldwell said the C.C.F. wants udemocratic.control, under broad 
economic policies laid down by Parliament, by the freely-elected represen-
tatives of the Canadian people, and dedicated to the welfare of all," (CP) 

Scholarships  in Social Work:  One hundred and fifteen scholarships worth over 
4;40,000 have been awarded by the Health Department to students attending 
the seven Canadian schools of social work.  The universities of British 
Columbia and of Toronto have the largest number of scholarship holders with 
24 and 23 respectively. In addition 15 students held scholarships worth 
l,770 at the University of Toronto's summer school. 

Loney for the seholarships is drawn from a fund provided by Parliament 
and divided among the schools on the basis of past enrolment, The appropria-
tion was passed as "a means of overcoming the acute shortage of qualified 
social workers and instructors and of directly protecting Canada's investment 
in family allowance and veterans' welfare expenditures," 

Britain Buying Canadian Fowl:  The British Ministry of Food bas  agreed to purchase 
up to 10,000,000 pounds of dressed Canadian poultry before March 31 and the 
Special Products Board has increased its buying price to one-half cent under 
the wholesale ceiling, the Dominion Agriculture Department reports, Included 
in the agreement were broilers and "higher grades of chicken and fowl," 

A spokesman for the  department said Canadian poultry had gained a good 
reputation on the British market before the war and it was important "that 
a sizeable quantity of poultry go forward while the opportunity exists in 
order to pave the way for future contracts," (CP) 

Gleanings: eudgment has been reserved by the Ontario Appeal Court in the appeal 
of  Harold Gerson of Ottawa, sentenced to five years in penitentiary on an 
espionage conspiracy charge,..,Mayor Arthur Rehaume of Windsor, Onto »  where 
6,000 persons are unemployed, says tentative arrangements have been made 
for civic officials to meet members of the Dominion cabinet at Ottawa 
January 31 to discuss the situation,...Lt,-Col. H,E,T. Doucet, the Army's 
Director of Public Relations, has been chosen Director of Public Relations 
for the Defence Department with the acting rank of Colonel, 
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rcrair  Ready to Accept Tax Proposal:  Premier LeNair of New Brunswick announced 
last night following a cabinet meeting at Fredericton that his e,,overrunent 
is prepared to accept the Dominion's latest financial proposals as the 
basis for a new taxation agreement. He also expressed the hope that general 
acceptance of the proposals would open the way for resumption of Dominion-
Provincial discussions on the general program which was being considered at 
the formal conference last spring. 

"The public investment proposals and the social security and health 
plans then under study, and which with the taxation agreements  formed an 
integrated economic and social program for the whole of Canada, are of major 
importance," he declared. 

He added that they rank in importance with the financial arrangements. 
"The Government of New Brunswick is prepared to take part at any time in 
fresh discussions on those other aspects of the program, or any of them. 
Their value in maintaining economic, industrial and social stability 
throughout the country cannot be overestimated." He gave no details as to 
the amount which New Brunswick would receive under the new agreement. 

At Ottawa Premier Eanning of Alberta continued his taxation agreement 
negotiations with federal authorities. Er. Manning said he would be in 
Ottawa at least until Monday. (CP) 

Depression  Sipending Planned:  Plans for government spending on public projects 
during periods of economic depression were outlined last night before the 
Peterborough branch of the 'Engineering Institute of Canada by H.W. Lea, 
Coordinator of Public Projects in the Reconstruction Department. 

Mr.  Leu  said much preparatory work had to be done, but "actual 
Essembly of reserve projects was started less than six months ago." 
Including items now being screened by his branch, the "reserve" at present 
consisted of 96 projects with an estimated cost of e5,000,000. The total 
"potential reserve" consisting of projects which had been considered by 
sponsoring government departments and "on which there is agreement that 
future construction would be in the national interest and would be a 
Dominion responsibility," included approximately 1,000 projects with an 
estimated cost of e00,000,000. 

He added that "the acute shortage of technical personnel is a serious 
obstacle to growth of the reserve to proportions necessary to bolster 
employment if a depression should occur." He said all departments responsible 
for planning were short of engineering staff and, because private industry 
still was seeking engineers with similar qualifications, "it does not appear 
that the situation will be soon relieved." 

tees  Trade as Instrument for Peace:  Addressing the Ottawa Board of Trade, 
G. Gordon Cockshutt of Brantford, Ont., president of the Canadian Chamber 
of Commerce, said that if Canada was to have peace and prosperity, the 
world must be peaceful and prosperous. 

."Starvation and frustration are breeding grounds of strife and war," 
he declared. "Nations must be rehabilitated. They must be allowed to regain 
standards of living comparable to our own. On a purely selfish basis, we 
must help other countries re-establish themselves so that we may trade with 
them." 

Er. Cockshutt said Canada had helped prime the world trade pump with 
foreign loans and now was in the midst of a vigorous exporting cycle. 
However, exports now were :„erely building up a backlog of necessary imports 
that must be accepted at a later date. The .question  was whether Canada was 
prepared to accept these imports, knowing that they might lead to labor 
layoffs and partial closing of plants in the interest of world-wide trade 
stability. (CP) 

(over) 
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L;anadair bold to American Company: Reconstruction Minister Kowe has announced 
the sale of the government-owned Canadair Limited plant ut Cartierville, 
near Montreal, to the Electric Boat Company of Lew York. The Canadair 
plant, employing 8,000 workers, has been producing the four-engined 40- 
passenger nlorth Star" aircraft at a rate of three a month. The plant was 
built by Canadian Vickers, Ltd., for the government during the war and the 
new contract with the New York company calls for its operation as a private 
business. 

The company, which produces submarines and other naval and pleasure 
craft, is naking its first move into the aircraft field and plans to 
increase sharply the production of "North  Stars." The aircraft was developed 
jointly by the Canadian government and the Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., 
of Santa Monica, Cal., for high-speed, long-range use by Trans-Canada Air 
Lines for its trans-continental and ocean services. 

110 Oliver West, until recently executive vice-president of Boeing Mr-
craft Company at Seattle, will become president and general 	of 
Canadair, Limited, under its new auspices. (CP) 

Boxcar Shortage Hampers Railways: ovore winter conditions and heavy demands 
from many sources are being blamed by railway authorities for the current 
shortage of freight cars which is delaying shipments of grain from western 
Canada and the movement of newsprint from the Lake St. John are of  c,uebec. 
The Saguenay Industrial Expansion Association said paper mills in the area 
might have to close because they have been unable to ship their product. 
One mill at Dolbeau, quo., employing 350 men, already has closed temporarily. 

A Canadian National Railway spokesnan said "available cars have been 
dispatched to the best advantage," but the situation was complicated by 
severe winter conditions and the limited storage facilities available at the 
mills, which have been.increasing their production. (CP) 

l'eneral Services for Cardinal Villeneuve:  Final funeral services for Rodrigue 
Cardinal Villeneuve, Archbishop of kuebec, were conducted today before high 
dignitaries of the Roman Catholic Church in the 300-year-old Basilica at 
Quebec by Ja., :àes Cardinal McGuigan, Archbishop of Toronto. Yesterday a 
public service was conducted by Francis Cardinal Spellman, Archbishop of 
Now York, before 3,000 sorrowing persons who crowded into a space intended 
for 1,200 in Eotre Dame Cathedral. (Cr)  

,:heat Stocks Diminishing: Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in 
North America at midnight, January 16 totalled 142,906,945 bushels Compared 
with 146,579,040 on January 9 and 176,989,939 on the corresponding date 
last year, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries of 
wheat from farms in the Prairie Provinces during the week aggregated 
3,615,021 bushels compared with 2,783,004 in the preceding week, and the 
total for the elapsed portion of the present crop year -- August 1 to 
January 16 -- rose to 241,667,769 bushels from 179,803,377 in the similar 
period of the preceding crop year. 

Two Chosen to Open Debate:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King has announced that 
John McNaught, Liberal Member of Parliament for Prince, P.E.I., will 
move-acceptance of the Speech from the Throne when Parliament opens next 
January 30. The seconder will be Gerard Cournoyer, newly-elected member 
for Richelieu-Vercheres. (Cr)  
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Abbott Discloses New Tax Formulas: Finance Minister Abbott disclosed last night 
the basis on which he has been negotiating for taxation agreements with the 
provinces and by which the provincial governments could receive revenues 
from the Dominion totalling 4226,927,000, with a guaranteed minimum of 
206,158,000 annually. 

In a 2,000-word statement, Mr. Abbott outlined the negotiations since 
the Dominion-Provincial Conference of August, 194 5, and disclosed two new 
optional formulas for compensation to the provinces in return for exclusive 
Dominion jurisdiction in the income, inheretance und corporation tux fields. 

The first of the new formulas provides for payment to the provinces of 
412.75 per capita, based on 1942 population; 50 per cent of provincial tax 
receipts from income und corporation taxes in 1940, as determined for purposes 
of the V:artime Tax Agreements, and statutory subsidies. The second option, 
he said, was offered to meet the case of provinces which in 1940 were  usina  
the income and corporation tax fields only to a limited extent and involves 
payment of 4$15 per capita, plus statutory subsidies. In both cases payments 
would increase in accordance with increases in per capita gross national 
product and provincial population since 1942. 

Mr. Abbott said that if all provinces conclude agreements, each choosing 
the agreement most favorable to it, the &mount payable in 1947 and the guaranteed 
minimum payments would be as follows (guaranteed minimums in brackets): 

P.E.I. 

N.S. 
N.B. 
Que. 
Ont. 
Man. 
Sask. 
Alta. 
B.C. 

1947 

(As presently estimated)  

2,285,000 
12,134,000 

9,433,000 
63,011,000 

73,969,000 

14,218,000 

15,684,000 

14,840,000 
21,353,000 

4226,927,000  

Guaranteed 
Minimum 

2,100,000 
10,870,000 

8,773,000 

56,383,000 

67,158,000 

13,512,000 

15,256,000 

13,086,000 

18,120,000 

206,158,000 

Mr. Abbott said the new proposals Lud been communicated to all provinces 
and already had been accepted by New Brunswick, Manitoba and Saskatchewan as 
a satisfactory basis for new agreements. He  intended to issue his statement 
today, but released it last night after Premier Drew of Ontario made public a 
letter to Prime Minister Mackenzie King, prompted by Mr. Abbott's communica-
tion to Mr. Drew. 

Drew Ap-ain Asks  for Full Conference: Mr. Drew's letter acknowledged one from lar. 
-  

Abbott containing "-what purport to be new proposals for tax agreements". 
His letter said in part: 

"It is perhaps unnecessary to remind you of the number of occasions on 
which I urged you to reconvene the Dominion-Provincial Conference. You will 
remember that in your letter of October 10 you explained to me that this could 
not be done because the Minister of Finance had included certain proposals in 
his budget to which Parliament had given approval on June 27 last. You said 
that for this reason the position of the Dominion Government, to use your 
words, "given the force of law by Parliament is not a position thun can be 
changed by any decision of the conference." 

"It is obvious that you no longer consitier the Dominion Government to be 
under any such limitfJtion because the proposals now put :orward depart radically 
both in principle and in detail from those approved by Parliament on June 27. 

Lc no nt b-‘ e-,:planation is offered for sending this information to me, I do 
hoee I 	ir  i,zAcii r. Abbott's letter as an indication that  ,'ou  now are 9r,nared 
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to reconvene the Dominion-Provincial Conference which adjourned last May on 
the motion of the Dominion aovernment• 
"I assure you that the Government of Ontario will be ready to attend such 
a conference in Ottawa at any time and there examine and œnsider all proposals 
on their merits. We are most anxious to arrive at a settlement which will be 
just and fair to the people of every part of Canada." (CP) 

End Japanese Deportation Orders:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King has announced a 
government decision to lift orders permitting "as an emergency masure  the 
deportation from Canada of persons of Japanese origin." He said assistance 
would be continued for voluntary departures. Mr. King said that there were 
now in Canada 20,558 persons of Japanese origin, with less than 1,700 still 
not settled in new homes and employment. 

Nearly 4,000 had left fer Japan and "among these were the Japanese whose 
deportation would have been necessary had they not gone voluntarily". 

In 1941, out of a total population of 23;149 persons of Japanese origin, 
22,096 resided in British Columbia; only 1,153 resided in all the rest of 
Canada. On December 31, 1946, the total had decreased to 20,558. Of this 
number only 6,776 were in British Columbia; while 13,782 now live in other 
parts of Canada. 

"To assist in the resettlement of persons of Japanese origin the govern-
ment provided free transportation to new locations in Canada, gave financial 
assistance in resettlement, and, through the Department of Labour, assisted 
in securing suitable employment outside British Columbia. To ensure the 
success of the resettlement, the government has decided to continue the 
restrictions on movement which are at present in effect." 

Mine Wage Talks Suspended: Government sponsored negotiations at Ottawa for 
settlement of the Maritime coal wage issue broke down yesterday, leaving 
about half of Canada's coal producing facilities faced with the threat of a 
strike January 31. Three days of conferences ended in complete deadlock, 
the Canadian Press reported. Union officials were said to have scaled down 
their original demand for a 42.50 daily wage increase to a $1.40-a-day raise 
for day-paid workers, plus a company contribution of five per cent of the 
payroll for a pension plan and an eight-cent-a-ton royalty to be paid into 
the miners' welfare fund. 

Meanwhile, Labor Department officials at Ottawa said an Industrial 
Disputes Commissioner likely would be appointed to investigate the strike 
at Noranda,. Que., where picket lines have been strengthened by sympathizers 
from other mines in the area. (CP) 

Keys Heads Atomic Energy Plant: Reconstruction Minister Howe has announced the 
appointment of Dr. David A. Keys, 46-year-old professor of physics at McGill 
University, to be Vice-President of the National Research Council in charge 
of th -c atomic energY establishment at Chalk River, Ont. The National Research 
Council will assume complete responsibility for operation of the project next 
February 1. 
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Abbott EXplains Dominion Position: Finance Linister Abbott told an Ottawa press 
conference that in his opinion the Dominion tax proposals in the budget 
last June had not been given "force of law" by parliament. He said the 
budget speech was a "vehiclew for extending the offer to the provinces. 
'Vhat parliament did was to approve the tax - changes. The only law 
parliament passed was the necessary amendment to the taxing act." 

Ir. Abbott said he could not see that "any useful purpose" would be 
served by another Dominion-Provincial conference at present. "I know Col. 
Drew is very anxiaus to have it", he said, but he had not "found any 
particular inclination to a further conference in the mdnds of most of the 
provincial premiers.- He recalled that following failure of the 1941 
conference wartime tax agreements were negotiated with the provinces 
separately and that the "stalemate" of the 1945 conferànce had "forced" 
the Dominion to attempt individual negotiations again. 	 . 

"There is nothing constitutional about a Dominion-Provincial  conference. 
You can't compel provinces to attend. You can only invite them. There is 
nothing in the British North America Let about such conferences." 

Duplessis Gives Tax Views:  At a press conference in Montreal, Premier Duplessis 
of Quebec, said that he and his colleagues would study the latest Dominion 
tax proposals "in the light of the constitution, the rights of the province 
and the rights of the central government." However, he added that "the 
right of taxation of the provinces, if confederation is to exist--and we 
want it to exist—should not be replaced by subsidies." 

Mr. Duplessis said Quebec is favorable to "a frank, loyal and constitu-
tional collaboration openly arrived at. 'Je are irrevocably against assimila-
tion and centralization, disguised or apparent. 

"roihat struck me in the short time I was able to give to reading the 
proposals was that Ottawa asks the provinces to cede definite rights for a 
definite time, but the estimates of what the province will receive are based 
indefinitely," he said. "In other words, Ottawa asks certitude and is 
offering incertitude. I notice further that the Provinces of çoebec and 
Ontario, which furnish more than 75 per cent of the federal revenue, were the 
last to receive the new proposals from Ottawa." (CP) 

Chinese Immigration Act to be Repealed:  Prime Linister Mackenzie King has announced 
that early in the coming session of Parliament his Government intends to 
introduce a bill to repeal the Chinese Immigration Act,  which is regarded by 
the Chinese government as "discrimination on grounds of race against a friendly  
and an allied people." He said "the effect of the repeal will be. . .to bring 
Chinese persons under the general provisions of the Immigration  Act and no 
longer under legislation applying exclusively to persons of Chinese origin." 

Claxton Denies V-Bomb Report: Defence Minister Claxton says there is "no truth" 
in reports--attributed to the Loscow radio--that Americans are testing V-
bombs on Canadian soil. "Canada, in common with other countries, is testing 
weapons from time to time as they are developed," he said. The Loscow 
broadcast, as quoted by The Canadian Press, said 1,000 Americans and 500 
French-Canadians were at Churchill, Man. Army officials said there were fewer 
than 600 personnel at the Army testing station at Churchill, including 100 
Americans. They added that Canada has not tested either V-bombs or jet-
propelled missiles. (CP) 

Dr. Harris Convicted: Dr. Henry Harris, Toronto optometrist, was sentenced to 
five years in penitentiary by Judge A.G. McDougall at Ottawa today following 
his conviction on two charges of conspiracy arising from an attempt by Russian 
agents to obtain a false Canadian passport. (CP) 

(over) 
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Record Peacetime Trade in November:  '4iith imports setting an all-tine record for 
any month and exports at the second highest monthly level since the start 
of 1946, Canada's total trade in November attained the record peacetime 
value for that month of e433,302,027. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
reported that this figure has been exceeded for November only in the two 
wartime years, 1943 and 1944, when the totals were ',453,723,018 and 
459,089,601 respectively, and compares with the 1935-39 November average 
of ‘w166,418,894, 

Total November trade was 10 per cent higher than in October and 13 per 
cent above November, 1945. It was the highest for any month since June, 
1945, when the figure was $473,624,139. Aggregate value of external trade 
for the eleven months of 1946 was $3,870,208,349 as compared with $4,495,604,- 
124 for the similar period of 1945 and the average of $1,446,883,949 for the 
first eleven months of the years 1935-39. 

loving up sharply over the October level, Canada's merchandise export 
trade in November was valued at e232,218,638, bringing the aggregate value 
of exports for the first eleven months of 1946 to $2,100,312,720, by a wide 
nargin the highest peacetime figure on record. The eleven-month total was 
approximately 30 per cent under the aggregate for the corresponding period 
of 1945, when war and relief Élnipments were heavy, but far above the annual 
average of $803,242,308 for the five pre-war years, 1935-39. 

Furthering advances recorded in recent months, merchandise import trade 
moved up to record levels, the value being $198,163,960 .  against e186,392,750 
in October and $142,409,477 in the corresponding month of 1945. Aggregate 
value for the first eleven months also advanced to e1,745,366,751 from 
$1,464,583,469 in the similar period of 1945. 

The flow of imports from the United States reached $149,473,450 -- 
about 75 per cent of the total from all countries -- compared with 
el40,448,180 in October and el03,274,772 in the corresponding month of 1945. 
Imports from the United ringdom were valued at $14,857,865, practically 
the same as in the corresponding month of 1945, but, after deducting the 
value of Canadian goods returned -- military stores and equipment, etc. -- 
the value rose from $6,645,871 in November 1945 to $14,799,745. 

Argentina was the third largest source of supply for Canada's imports 
in Ebvember ,aith a value of e5,631,468. followed by British India, $3,390,122 
Venezuela, 42,288453 and British Guiana, e2,146,224. 

New Security Trading Regulation:  The Foreign EXchange Control Board has announced 
a revision of the rules governing trading on outside security markets of 
Canadian securities payable, or optionally payable, in United States funds 
which mature or have their earliest call date within three years. Effective 
immediately, permits will be granted to residents of Canada for the sale 

of such securities on outside markets only if the United States funds resulting 
from the sale are sold to a bank in Canada or simultaneously reinvested in 
another Canadian foreign security of equally short maturity. Up to the present 
it has also been permissible to reinvest the proceeds in United States securitie 

Portugal Signs Air Agreement: At Montreal today Portugal became the 10th nation 
to sign the PICAO weather ship agreement -which provides for the establishment 
of 14 weather stations in the Atlantic. Portugal will contribute £1,000 
annually toward the maintenance of one weather ship. (CP) 

Union Lay Call General Strike:  R.H.  Carlin of Sudbury, Ont., a director of 
District No. 8 of the International Mine, Lill and Smelter lwrkers (C.I.0.), 
said at Noranda, .11e., last night that, if necessary, every miner and 
smelterman in the district would be asked to lay down his tools in support 
of the wage demands of Koranda workers. Er. Carlin is also C.C.F. member 
of the Ontario Legislature for Sudbury. District No. 8 includes some 20,000 
workers in gold and base metal mines of northern ,zuebec and Onta.rio. (CP) 

Gleanings:  The Deputy Foreign Einisters cancelled a meeting in London Saturday 
when the Canadian Government said it was not ready to present its views on 
the German and Austria peace treaties....The freighter North Voyageur has 
returned to Lurray Bay, ,q,ue., after a 21-day voyage carrying supplies to 
isolated loaer St. Lawrence communities....Another blizzard has struck 
Saskatchewan, less than 24 hours after rail lines and roads had been re-
opened following an earlier storm. 
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Martin Urges Corn  rehensive Cancer Research:  Addressing the opening of a national 
conference on cancer at Ottawa, Health Minister Martin asked that considera-
tion be given to the need for "more comprehensive planning and for allocation  
of fields of activity." He said that the trustees of the King George V 
Silver Jubilee Cancer Fund are preparedto,give financial aid, if a sound, 
co-ordinated national plan of attack on cancer in Canada can be developed. 

About 40 representatives from the nine provincial departments of 
health, voluntary health societies and research centres are attending tl.o 
two-day session convened by the National Health Department. 

Mr. Martin said that although present arrangements might be the best 
that could be devised, perhaps they could be strengthened. He emphasized 
that the National Health Department was not suggesting procedures and that 
"any plans you formulate will be your own and subscribed to on any basis 
you choose". 

The Silver Jubilee Cancer Fund was established in 1935 under a board 
of trustees of which the Chief Justice of Canada is chairman. It may make 
grants for research, scholarships, health education, and the provision of 
diagnostic or treatment agents for hospitals, and for any other purpose 
likely to aid in cutting the Canadian death rate from cancer. About 
490,000 remains in the fund. 

Mr. King Answers Drew Letter:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King has replied to a 
recent letter from Premier Drew of Ontario, saying that the method of 
negotiating tax agreements with the provinces separately  "bas  been much 
more satisfactory in its results to those provinces that have sought 
agreement by individual negotiation than anything hitherto accomplished 
by a general conference." 

He said Mr. Drew was "mistaken" in assuming that Finance Minister 
Abbott's "act of courtesy" in advising him of the latest Dominion proposals 
laas intended to indicate that the Government proposed to reconvene the 
Dominion-Provincial Conference. . ." He added that the new proposals involve 
no alteration of the Dominion tax structure which had been given "the force 
of lawon 

. Mr. King said he was prepared to arrange a conference with the Ontario 
government at any mutually convenient date. 

Two Senators Appointed:  Prime Minister Lackenzie King has announced the appoint-
ment of James Gray Turgeon and Stanley S. lucKeen, both of Vancouver, to fill 
two of three British Columbia vacancies in the Senate. Five seats remain 
vacant--two in Ontario, two in Nova Scotia and one in British Columbia-- 
leaving the Senate standing at 68 Liberals and 23 Progressive Conservatives. 

Mr. Turgeon,68, is a former Liberal member of Parliament for Caribou 
and M.L.A. in Alberta. Mr. McKeon is a former Vancouver member of the 
provincial legislature. (CP) 

21.1111211112121.12terzretelA A. Government spokesman says Canada is being 
placed,in a wrong light by reports from London that the Dominion is holding 
up peace negotiations by delaying her appearance before the Deputy Foreign 
Ministers. He said an arrangement was reached that Canada's appearance would 
be postponed until the Deputy Ministers had time to prepare a reply to the 
Canadian request regarding subsequent procedure. . 

"de want assurance that the presentation of our brief will not shut 
Canada off from expressing further views as the negotiations develop," he said. 
"The Deputy Ministers are responsible for the delay and not Canada." (CP) 

Flying Clubs Meet At Ottawa:  Delegates from 42 member clubs are in Ottawa for the 
annual convention of the Royal Canadian Flying Clubs' Association. Since the 
war the R.C.F.C.A. has added 17 new member clubs to the 25 which operated 22 
elementary flying training schools in the British oramonwealth Air Training 
Plan. (CP) 	 (over) 
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Drew Asks Ho,;g for Resignation:  Premier Dreu of Ontario in a broadcast address 
last night announced that he had asked for the resignation of Dr. T.H. Hogg, 
Chairman of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission since 1937, because 
"problems were being created continually as a result of the failure of the 
chairman to communicate essential, information to the government." (CP) 

Commissioner Named to Investigate Noranda Dispute:  Labour Minister Mitchell has 
appointed Mr. Justice Oscar L. Boulanger as an Industrial Disputes Inquiry 
Commissioner to deal with the dispute between Noranda Lines, Limited, and 
its employees, represented by the International 'Union of Mine, Mill and 
Smelter Workers, Local 688. The appointment was made follaaing consultation 
wlth the Minister of Labour for (elebec, under the provisions of Order in 
Council P.C. 4020 'which provides that the Dominion Labour Minister may 
appoint a Commissioner for the purpose of investigating any situation which, 
in his opinion, pay interfere with the effective transition to a peacetime 
economy in Canada. . 	: 

Strike Time Loss Calculated:  The monthly time loss resulting from industrial 
disputes in Canada, for each of the last six months of 1946 showed a 
reduction over the preceding month, and only four major strikes were still 
in effect as the year ended, according to the December statement on strikes 
and lockouts issued today by Labour Minister Mitchell. In December, 23,804 
man-eork days were lost by the 2,256 workers involved in 10 strikes, compared 
with 33,890 days lost in November by 8,166 workers involved in 18 work 
stoppages. Of the 23,804 days lost in December, 20,000 were accounted for by 
one strike, involving 943 gold and copper miners and smelter workers at 
Noranda, Quebec, which commenced on November 22 and was still unterminated 
at the end of December. 

Preliminary figures for 1946 show 205 strikes involving 136,377 workers, 
with a time loss of. 4,520,424 man-work days -- an all-time record -- against 
197 strikes in 1945, involving 96,068 workers with a  time  loss of 1,457,420 
days. 

Bui1din5 Permits at High Level:  Aggregate value of building permits for the 
calendar year 1946 .rose,to.unprecedented levels, despite the fact:that 
returns are not yet complete for all 204 municipalities included in the 
survey, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports. Preliminary totals. 
show an aggregate for the year of e382,028,707 compared with .  197,187,160 
in 1945, el28,728,465 in 1944, $60,272,379 in 1939, and with the previous 
record of 234,944,549 in 1929. 

Permits were issued by 204 municipaliiies for the construction of 
43,628 new dwelling units during 1946 compared with 28,569 in 1945. The 
1946 permits included 39,999 for new buildings and 3,629 for conversions. 

Gleanings:  An Ekternal Affairs Department spokesman says that the matter of 
Canada's recommendations regarding distribution of Japanese reparations 
is under "active consideration" and a policy dicision "will be forth- 
coming shortly".... Herbert Marshall, Dominion Statistician and Canadian 
delegate on the United Nations Statistical Commission, has been elected 
temporary chairman of the commission at a meeting at Lake Success, N.Y..— 
The llth annual convention of the Canadian Federation of Agriculture opens 
tomorrow at Winnipeg....A blizzard, accompanied by 50-mile-an-hour winds 
in some sections, has swept across the three prairie provinces, disrupting 
road and rail traffic and communications. 
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World Wheat Meeting Welcomed:  Trade Minister MacKinnon says he welcomes the 
announcement from Washington that the International Wheat Council has 
called a conference for March 6 in London in an effort to stabilize world 
prices and supplies, a step which he said the Canadian government has been 
advocating since the end of the war. 

For the last year and a half, he said in a statement, the International 
Uheat Council had been "developing a sufficient concensus among the principal 
wheat exporting and importing countries to warrant the calling of an inter- 
national conference on wheat with reasonable prospects for its success". 

All governments having an interest in the international trade in wheat 
would be invited to the conference, but it was "clearly understood that 
commitments by governments on the term of an international wheat agreement 
will not be made until the international conference is in session. 

Such an agreement would be "designed to assure importing countries 
adequate supplies of wheat at reasonable prices and just as important, to 
assure wheat producers in exporting countries that their interests will be 
safe-guarded when wheat may be in more plentiful supply". The minister added 
that he expected Canada would send a three-man delegation including Dr. C.H. 
Wilson, head of the wheat and grain division of the Department of Trade and 
Commerce and a representative of the Canadian Wheat Board. (CP) 

National Cancer Institute Formed:  As an outcome of a two-day conference called 
by Health Minister Martin, a new arpanization--the National Cancer Institute 
of Canada--has been formed as the first step in a Dominion-wide coordinated 
drive against the disease, which holds second rank anong the causes of death 
In Canada. 

A campaign will be launched with the initial aims of stimulating and 
guiding research into the causes and cure and encouraging early treatment 
among sufferers. Dr. G.D.W. Cameron, Deputy Minister of Health, said the 
institute would attempt to make certain that anyone who had anything to 
nontribute to the fight against cancer would not be hampered by lack of 
funds or facilities. 

"We feel that the Canadian public is anxious and willing to dig down 
in their pockets to help any campaign that saves lives. We certainly 
expect they will support the cancer campaign." 

The great need was for a coordinated plan and research education and 
organization were all prime necessities. "We are not only thinking of the 
man who has cancer now. We want to prevent the disease if possible". 

First Films from China: A. Grant McLean, a cameraman of Canada's National Film 
Board, has returned to Ottawa with what he believes are the first motion 
picture films to be brought out of the Chinese communist capital of Yenan. 
Under U.N.R.R.A. sponsorship he took 25,000 feet of film in many parts of 
China. Three newsreels will be released by U.N.R.R.A. and N.F.B. will 
issue a full-length documentary film in March. He also completed an 
arrangement for exéhange of 1,000 feet of newsreels monthly between Canada 
and China. (CP) 

Party Leaders Confer: Leaders of the major opposition parties in the House of 
Commons attended a conference with Prime Minister Mackenzie King yasterday. 
Progressive Conservative leader Bracken, C.C.F. leader Coldwell and Social 
Credit leader Low attended the meeting. Parliament opens tomorrag. (CP) 

Agree On Airline Changes:  Following an Ottawa cohference between Canadian and 
United States officials, Reconstruction Minister Howe has announced an 
agreement on changes of regulations governing airline flights between the 
two countries. For instance, American lines now serving Montreal and 
Ottawa will be authorized to serve both cities on the same flight, while 
Canadian planes will be able to stop at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., on Toronto 
to Winnipeg flights. (CP) 	 (over) 
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C.F.A. Hears Jones:  Sir Andrew Jones, head of the British food mission in 
Canada, told the Canadian Federation of Agriculture convention in Winnipeg 
that there was little reason why Britain's recently-formulated agricultural 
program should affect Canadian exports of agricultural products to the 
United Kingdom. 

The British plan was designed to ensure that the limited area of 
agricultural land will make the most efficient contribution toward the food 
supply of the United Kingdom. 

"What might compel Great Britain to restrict her exports from Canada 
on the expiration of present trade agreements would be a shortage of dollars 
at that time. Such a Shortage would create a strong natural bias for 
utilizing home-grown rather than imported foodstuffs, or compel recourse to 
markets where exchange difficulties did not exist." 

Possibility of future free competition would also have to be kept in 
mind, Sir Andrew said. Canada's reputation for food stocks was high in the 
United Kingdom following her wartime trade and existing agreements guaranteed 
Canada a market for some time to come. Nevertheless, in a free market other 
nations would undoubtedly make a strong bid for the British trade, "but 
there still is no reason I can see why Canada should not retain her position 
as Great Britain's largest supplier of wheat." (CP) 

No Sign of Conciliation in Mine Dispute:  With no outward signs of conciliation 
moves, the possibility is increasing that the Maritime provinces will 
experience their first general strike in the coal mines since 1925. Apparent  
only last-minute intervention or compromise will prevent a walk-out of 13,000 
members the United /dine Workers (C.C.L.) when their wage contract with the 
operators terminates January 31, 

Although no general strike call has been issued, union headquarters at 
Glace Bay, N.S., has advised its locals that unless notified otherwise the 
current contract will expire next Friday and President FreeMan Jenkins has 
declared the union will follow a "no contract, no work" attitude. 

A prolonged strike would seriously affect electric power supplies in 
northern Nova Scotia and much of New Brunswick which depend on coal-burning 
steam generating plants. (CP) 

American Officer Wins Award:  Defence Minister Claxton has announced that Maj.-Gen, 
Guy V. Henry, a United States member of the Permanent Joint Defence Board of 
Canada and the United States since 1943, has been awarded the C.B. (Companion 
of the Order of the Bath). Gen. Henry gained this award for "outstanding 
service in war and in peace", according to his citation. 

The Order of the Bath, one of the highest awards, usually is reserved 
for senior officers of British and Dominion forces, but also has been awarded 
to senior officers of other Allied Nations. 

Gleanings:  An all-day meeting of the Nova Scotia cabinet was held at Halifax 
yesterday and at Edmonton preparations are being made for a special cabinet 
meeting next Friday to discuss with Premier Manning details of the latest 
Dominion tax proposals....Sub-zero temperatures prevailed on the prairies 
yesterday and at Snag, Yukon, a winter low of 73 below zero was recorded—. 
Freight tonnage handled through the port of Halifax last year was 2,000,000 
tons less the 1945 wartime figure of 5,500,0000 000 The Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics reports that cheques cashed against individual accounts last 
year reached e69,268,000,000, an increase of 1,3 percent over 1945 and the 
highest total ever recorded, 
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Speech from the Throne:  "Once suitable financial relaticnships have been 
arrived at with the provinces, my Ministers have undertaken to seek, 
in a general conference or otherwise, to work out satisfactory arrarge-
ments with the provinces in regard to public investment and social 
security measures," said Viscount Alexander in the Speech from the Throne 
at today's opening of  the  Third Session of the Twentieth "Parliament. He 
added: "Amendments to the Old Age Pensions Act will be introduced at the 
present session." 

Viscount Alexander expressed his pleasure at having been able to 
visit all hine of Canada's provinces since his arrival. He noted a happy 
lessening of international tension and declared that the establishment of 
enduring peace was "the corner stone of our external policy." After touching 
upon progress made toward the settlement of peace treaties he announced that 
the Government would recommend the appointment of a committee composed of 
members of both Houses to report on the question of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms. He reviewed Canadian participation in international 
affairs generally and dealt with domestic affairs in part as follows: 

"Industry has been converted almost entirely from wartime purposes to 
peace-time production. Over a million persons have been transferred from 
the armed forces and war industry to regular civilian occupations. Employ-
ment is higher than it has ever bebn. It is over thirty per cent higher 
than it was in 1939. During 1946 Canada's external  commerce  reached heights 
unprecedented in peace-time. The national income is at its highest peace- 
time level. The outlook for trade and employment for 1947 is most favourable. 

"Many of the controls and restrictions in force during and immediately 
after the war are no longer in existence. Others have been considerably 
relaxed. Controls over wages and salaries and over many prices and commodi-
ties have been removed. Other controls are being removed in an orderly 
manner. 

"The policy of the government is to maintain only such price and 
commodity controls as may be required to protect ccnsumers from a sudden 
and drastic rise in the cost of living, and to ensure the fair distribution 
of essential goods and services which are in short supply. You will be 
invited to consider what measures may be necessary to continue this policy 
after the expiry of the National Emergency Transitional Powers Act. Where 
it may appear advisable to continue these or other transitional measures, 
the required legislation will be submitted for your approval at the earliest 
possible date. 

"Where measures enacted under wartime powers may be required for a 
considerable period, bills necessary to give statutory form to their provisions 
will be introduced without delay. This procedure will bring under your 
review a number of measures relating, among other matters, to labour relations, 
agriculture, marketing, immigration, defence, finance and export trade. 

"Progress is being made in overcoming the shortages in building supplies, 
thereby accelerating the provision of additional housing. Despite all obstacles, 
the number of housing units completed in 1946 approximated the objective set 
by the etvernment. The co-operation of provincial and municipal authorities 
greatly contributed to the provision of emergency shelter. 

"Since the last session cf parliament, negotiations for tax agreements 
have been carried on with certain of the provinces. In the course of these 
negotiations, modifications were made in the Dominion proposals to meet 
problems of individual provinces, and to ensure comparable treatment for all. 

"Tax agreements have now been reached wdth several of the provinces. 
The government is prepared to conclude agreements on a similar basis with the 
remaining provinces. You will be asked to approve such tax agreements as 
may be concluded." 

(over) 
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Mitchell AD -Points Conciliator:  Labour rinister Mitchell has appointed 
Ir. Justice W.F. Carroll of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court to conciliate the 
wage dispute between 13,000 Maritime coal miners and their employers. 
Fe authorized Mr. Justice Carroll to report his recommendations within 14 
days if he failed to bring the two parties together. 

Mr. Mitchell said that in the interests of the miners' union, industries 
which would be adversely affected by a strike and the general welfare of 
Canada, he urged that the miners remain at work under the existing contract 
to rive the commissioner an opportunity of carrying out his duties. The 
present contract expires at midnight tomorrow. The Minister said a 
stoppage of work "without complying with this conciliation effort wotdd be 
contrary to law." 

A meeting of the United Mine Workers Board is being held at Glace Bay, 
today and-:pending-its decision union officialsAeclined_commant. (CP) 

MacKinnon Encouraged by 1946 Trade:  Trade Minister MacKinnon says it is "encouraing" 
to note that despite elimination of war goods from Canadian export trade "the 
volume of peacetime commodities has been maintained at a high enough level to 
ensure full employment in Canada's great but vulnerable export industries." 
He gave the value of 1946 exports at 42,312,000,000, or more than two and a 
half times the average of the five pre-war years. 

He surveyed exports to the five main groups of countries trading with 
Canada and said he felt the post-war development of Canada's trade was best 
indicated by the Latin American group, to which exports in 1946 were nearly 
five times the average for the three years 1937-1939. 

"Despite the growth of a large gmnufacturing industry during the war," 
he said, "it is clear that foreign demand for Canadian goods still is 
mainly concentrated in the output of our primary industries." 

Nine of the ten principal commoditieb exported were the produce of 
Canadian farms, forests, mines and fisheries. These ten items together 
made up more than one-half of the total value of 1946 exports. 

The first ten items were newsprint, 4265,600,000; wheat, 4250,300,000; 
wheat flour, 4126,700,000; planks and boards, •125,400,000; woodpulp, 
4114,000,000; fish 486 i 500,000; automobiles, trucks and_parts, 478,300,000; 
bacon and ham, •66,400,000; aluminum, 456,000,000; and nickel, 455,200,000. 

Charter for Ungava Railway Asked:  The Hollinger North Shore Exploration Company, 
Ltd., has made application to Parliament for a charter to build a railway 
line from the St. Lawrence river to Ungava Bay. Last year the company was 
granted exploration and mineral rights in the vast Ungava territory by the 
Quebec Legislature. 

The application pives the naine of the proposed line as the Quebec, 
North Shore and Labrador Railway Company and says it is planned to start 
at some port on the St. Lawrence and follow the valley of the Riviere Moise 
then proceed northward by way of Ruth Lake to an Ungava Bay port. 

North Bay Snow Frolic:  North Bay's annual Snow Frolic is in full swing, but 
only after civic authorities resorted to a "coals to Newcastle" stunt 
of dumping snow on the downtown streets. The city usually is blanketed 
with snow from November to May, but a recent mild spell left streets in 
the business section bare. The works department solved the problem by 
reversing the usual procedure and putting snawloaders and trucks to work 
dumping snow from side streets along the route of the Frolic's colorful 
opening sleigh parade yesterday. (CP) 
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Comada's Views  on German Peace Outlined:  At the opening of Parliament yesterday, 
Rt. Hon. Louis S. St. Laurent, Secretary of State for External ;Affairs, tabled 
the 4,500-word memorandum which Canada has forwarded to the Deputy :Foreign 
Ministers in London giving a preliminary outline of Canada's views on the 
German settlement. The memorandum said the Canadian people, "even if they 
so desire, cannot isolate themselves from this question. . .Their vital 
concern with wars originating in Europe has been demonstrated twice in a 
generaltion." 

It said Canada was fully aware of the major interests of powers which 
had suffered the most from German agression and would have to enforce the 
settlement, but there had been no question of partial Canadian participation 
in the war and Canada had contributed her resources of men and material 
"without reserve". 

"It should be possible, therefore, to ensure for Canada an opportunity 
to  • contribute to the negotiation of peace on the saine  basis of honorable 
partnership that characterized her contribution to the war." 

The preliminary views included a suggestion for "complete" demilitariza-
tion of Gernany, a warning against the signing of any immediate peace treaty 
and a proposal that post-war Germany should be organized under a federal 
systenwith the powers of the central government strictly limited and clearly 
aefined. 

Leaders of opposition parties commended the government action, ulth 
Progressive Conservative leader. Bracken saying it would be an "insult," if 
Canada were "refused the right to sit in on this peace conference." (CP) 

(Note:  Texts appear in C.I.S. Weekly.) 

Rose's Seat Declared Vacant:  laithout a dissenting voice, the:House of Conmons 
yesterday declared vacant the Montreal-Cartier seat of Fred Rose, Labor- 

; 	Progressive member now serving a six-year penitentiary  terni  after being 
convicted of espionage conspiracy. The resolution was proposed by Prime 
Minister Mackenzie King and seconded byLr. St. Laurent. The Labor-
Progressive Party  na  w has no representation in Parliament.  (OP) 

Agrec  to Interrupt Throne Speech Debate:  Prime l'inister Mackenzie King announced 
that if the Throne Speech debate is not completed by next Friday, it will be 
adjourned from February 10 to February 24 to allow for passage of bills to 
continue some price and commodity controls. He said this procedure had been 
agreed upon at a conferencewith party leaders. 

:Posts in Poland t Czechoslovakia Filled:  The Department of EXternal Affairs has 
announced the appointment of Kenneth Kirkwood, formerly with the legation 
in Argentina, as charge d'affairs in Warsaw and Ronald Macdonnell, former 
head of the American Division of the Department at Ottawa, as charge d'affairs 
in Prague. Officials said appointments of Ministers to the two countries would 
be made "before long." Sol Rae, first secretary in Paris, succeeds  Ir. Macdonnell. 
Also announced was appointment of Jean Charles Depocas, Canadian Trade Commissioner 
nt Sao Paulo, Brazil, as consul there as well. (CP) 

oaskatchewan Legislature  Opens:  Lieutenant Governor R.J.L. Parker read the Speach 
from the Throne at the opening of the fourth . session of Saskatchewan's 10th 
Legislature at Regina yesterday. It forecast provincial legislation to give 
the government "certain economic controls until the Legislature next convenes," 
in case the Dominion government's wartime emergeney price control powers might 
be lifted while the provincial house was not in session. Also forecast was a 
provincial bill of rights and an extension of the compulsory automobile insurance 
plan. 

An innovation this session is a recording system, equipped with 16  microphones,  
to keep a permanent record of proceedings. (CP) 

(over) 



Detailed Figures on 1946 Exports:  The Dominion Bureau of Statistics  bas  issued 
detailed figures on Canada's 1946 export trade which reached a record peace-
time value of 42,312,215,000 (Airmail Bulletin, January 30). The United 
States took 4888,000,000 worth, with the United Kingdom in second position 
with 4597,506,000. 

South Africa occupied third place as a market for Canadian merchandise, 
exports totalling $68,632,865 compared with 431,593,023 in 1945. EXports to 
Australia advanced to $38,193,663 from 432,225,763 and to Barbados, Jamaica, 
Trinidad and Tobago and other British West Indies 449,186,570 from 442,452,560. 
&ports to British India were sharply lower at $49,045,795 compared with 
$307,460,947 in 1945, when shipments of war equipment and materials were heavy. 
Exports to Newfoundland totalled $38,228,837 compared with $40,515,102; New 
Zealand, 416,110,123 (419,102,227); ,British Guina, $7,108,618 (46,417,575); 
Eire, $7,955,757 (414,278,282). 

- Shipments to the Latin Aftériban,cdüntries as a group showed a marked 
increase, aggregating 492,600,000 compared with $57,800,000 in 1945, the 
largest gains being recorded in sales to Argentina, Brazil, Colombia and 
Venezuela. Among European countries, exports to France totalled $74,380,394 
compared with 476,916,610; Belgium, 463,637,468 (434,617,705); Italy, 
$20,387,069 (489,470,246); Netherlands, 433,883,373 (439,970,165); Norway, 
$19,266,569 ($7,841,764); Poland, 422,500,687 (49,249,195); Russia, 
$17,704,825 (458,819,525); Switzerland, 48,635,981 ($10,921,964); Sweden, 
49,132,653 ($4,168,832); and Yugoslavia, $12,030,003 ($11,710,521). To China, 
exports rose sharply to 442,915,143 from $6,572,798 in 1945. 

Martin Says Must Retain Veto:  Health Minister Martin, speaking before a Canadian 
Club luncheon at Quebec, declared that use of the veto in the United Nations 
Security Council had been abused, but its withdrawal would "imperil the 
future of the organization before it is fairly launched in its work." 

Mr. Martin, a Canadian U.N. delegate, said the veto originally was 
"designed as a means for keeping the Big Powers united," but "it has become 
an instrument for dividing them. But we should never forget this all-
important fact: Unless the veto right for the major pagers had been written 
into the charter, the organization would never have come into being." 
- The United' Nations' had been ducceSSful- to a degree greater than most 

people appreciated. But it would be "vain and unrealistic that a civilization 
wounded by two Great Virars within a single generation could suddenly emerge 
into the light of enduring peace." 

Meeting in Attempt to Avert Coal Strike: Officials of the bnited  Mine  Workers 
and the Dominion Steel and Coal Company are meeting today with the Dominion-
appointed conciliator, Mr. Justice W.F. Carroll, in a final attempt to avert 
a walkout by 13,000 Maritime coal miners when the union contract expires at 
midnight tonight. 

Meanwhile at Ottawa representatives of 6,000 Maritime shipyard workers 
are appearing before the NationalWar Labour Board to soak wage increases 
ranging from 15 to 30 cents an hour and a 40-hour week. (CP) 

Freak Weather Across Canada:  Just about everything in the weather line struck some 
part of Canada yesterday. Ahurricane hit the waterfront at Vancouver, causinz 
damage which may reach 41,000,000, while far to the north at Snag Adrport, 
Yukon, a new law record temperature for North America was recorded with an 
official reading of 78.7 degrees below zero. The prairies too had bitter cold, 
while Ontario and Quebec had heavy falls of snow, rain and sleet. Toronto 
struggled with the heaviest storm since December, 1944, and unseasonable thunder 
storms swept over western Ontario. (CP) 

Wheat Stocks Lower:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North America 
at midnight January 23 totalled 138,497,965 bushels compared with 142,906,945 
bushels on January 16 and 171,661,954 bushels on the corresponding date last yell) 
according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries of wheat from farms 
in the Prairie Provinces reached 796,467 bushels compared with 3,723,677 in the 
preceding week. Marketings for the crop year to date aggregated 243,572,892 
bushels against 182,221,459 

Canadian Leads: Barbara Ann Scott of Ottawa held the lead at the half-way mark in 
the competition for the European Women's Figure Skating Championship at Davos, 
Plats, Swdtzerland. 
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Report on Canada's Mutual Aid:  The Canadian Mutual Aid Board's report, tabled 
by Reconstruction Minister Howe in the Heuse of Commons yesterday, àhows 
that in addition to financing  ber  own munti-billion dollar war effort, 
Canada contributed nearly four billion dollars worth of supplies, foods and 
wur materials to her allies and liberated countries. 

Under the Mutual Aid Act alone,' the Dominion - furnished supplies and 
materials totalling $2,471,212,000 between September 1, 1943, and September 
1, 1945. Of this, $2 9112,150,000 went to the 'United Kingdom as well as a 
billion dollar gift, In addition Canada contributed $154,000,000 to U.N.R.R.A., 
$95,000,000 in military relief and gave Greece $19,000,000 worth of wheat. 

Aetually, said the report, 38 per cent of Canada's total industrial war 
production was contributed to the cause of the United'hations through mutual 
aid. About 29 per cent of production went into Canada's war effort and 14 
per cent was produced for the United States. The remainder went to the 
United Kingdom, but was paid for thrcugh United Kingdom claims against Canada. 

The value of mutual aid to countries other than the 'United Kingdom, was 
broken down as follows: Australia, $91,375,000;  British  'Jest Indies, 
$5,518,000; China, $39,742,000; France, $25,105,000; Greece, $12,000; India, 
el8,826,000; New Zealand, $15,279,000, and Russia, $167,255,000. 

Prior to the inauguration of mutual aid, the 'United Kingdom also was 
provided with a $700,000,000 interest-free loan. A sum of $200,000,000 
was made available to the United Kingdom by Canada's action in repaying 
Britain for cost of building special war plants in the Dominion. To assist 
Britain and the sterling area in meeting a dollar shortage, the Canadian 
Government  arranged-  the  purchase of close to $800,000,000 worth of Canadian 
securities held by residents in Britain.  (OP) 

Voluntary Relief Totalled e81,000,000: Revenue Minister McCann, who also is 
14inister of National War Services, reports that Canadians voluntarily 
contributed supplies valued at $81,000,000 to war relief from 1939 to the 
end of 1946. Records of the Voluntary Relief Division are being transferred 
to the Health Department. At present more than $1,000,000 worth of foods 
and supplies a month still is being sent abroad by voluntary workers, 

"These  contributions,"  Mr. McCann said; "were over and above the 
commitments by the Canadian Government to the United Kingdom and other countries 
and were made by the people of Canada through their own initiative and effort, 
It is a truly magnificent record, and one of which every Canadian may be 
proud," (CP) 

g I 	General Coal Strike in Maritimes: Only maintenance crews remained in Maritime 
coal mines today as 13,000 miners began a general strike for higher wages 
and anew contract at midnight last night. The meeting between union and 

e company representatives yesterday with little indication of results except 
for a brief  cannent   by the Dominion government-appointed conciliator, 

er  F 	Mr. Justice W.F. Carroll, that "the situation doesn't seem too bad."  (OP) 

13.1.2.9...isedomm lezled: Continuance of the pre-war federal coal policy 
ca 	 of freight subventions and tariff protection was recommended to the Dominion 

government in the report of the Royal Commission on coal, tabled  in the 
eart 	 House of Commons yesterday. The bulky, 300,000-word report, the result of two 
s ; 	 years work, laid dawn this formula in asmajority finding: 
e 	 1. Feyment of transportation subventions on the general basis of the 

1930's to enable Canadian fuel - from the east and west - to puàh its way 
into Central Canada markets against the competition of United States coal. 

2. Continuance of - but no increase  in - the prevailing tariffs against 
outside coal. 

Administrationof measures for aiding the industry, the Commission 
recommended, should be carried out by a new Federal Coal  Board  which would 
have wide authority in administering assistance to the industry, except in 
the formulation of general policy. 

(over) 



A minority report filed by the labor union member of the Commission - 
Angus J. Morrison, of Calgary - agreed with the tao majority Supreme Court 
justices on Subventions and a Coal Board but termed their recommendations 
not "adequate" and added several more including: 

1. Local adjustments to assist in marketing coal from specific areas - 
such as moving Alberta coal into Northwestern Ontario - and to minimize 
seasonal ledowns in production. 

2. Reduction of customs duties on mining machinery and supplies. 
3. Retirement pension plans for minera,  financed jointly by themselves, 

the operators and the Government. 
The majority report was signed by Mr. Justice Carroll, of the Nova 

Scotia Supreme Court, Commission chairman, and Mr. Justice C.C. MoLaurin of 
the Supreme Court of Alberta. (CP) 

Throne Speech Debate Opens:  The debate,on the address_in reply to the Speech 
from the Throne began in the House of Commons yesterday with two government 
supporters calling for conclusion of tax agreements between the Dominion 
and the provinces. 

The speakers were J.W. MaeNaught, Liberal member for Prince, who moved 
the adoption of the speech,and Gerard Cournoyer,  bis seconder and the newly 
elected Liberal member for Richelieu-Vercheres. The debate was adjourned until 
Monday by Zohn Bracken, Progressive Conservative Leader, vito said the govern-
ment's program as outlined in the Throne Speech often was "cloaked in a hazel' 
through which few could see clearly. 

Price Ceiling Increases Announced:  The Prices Board has announced that following 
partial removal of substantial subsidies on raw cotton, cotton products, as 
well as edible and inedible oils and fats, controlled increases on maximum 
prices will be permitted for a number of affected products,  effective  Feb. 1. 

Products affected by the partial removal of the oils and fats subsidy 
are: soap, shortening, salad and cooking oils; biscuits and bakery products, 
but not including bread. Corn oil and olive oil are not affected by the 
price change. The first step in price adjustments made necessary by the 9 
cents_per pound decrease in the raw cotton subsidymill be an increase of _ 
seventeen to twenty cents per pond in the maximum price of cotton yarns and 
fabrics. 

Board officials pointed out that while these price changes eventually 
will affect almost all cotton products, such as knitted underwear and outer-
wear, hosiery, shirts, cotton work clothing, beddim3, household cotton  textiles  
and a variety of miscellaneous products, there will be no change authorized in 
retail prices until present inventories of yarns and fabric are used. While  
the increase in raw cotton costs to the primary mills will be 60 per cent, 

price increases of finished products will be held to an average of about 25 
per cent with some as low as five per cent. 

During the past year, raw cotton had been subsidized from its market value 
a peak of 39 cents per pound, down to a level of 15.4 cents per pound. 

Canada Has Own Food Troubles:  George R. Paterson, Commercial Secretary of the 
Canadian EMbassy in Washington, told the International Emergency Food Council 
that although Canada is one of the main sources of food supplies for needy 
countries, she has "troubles of her owno" He said the Canadian econonw is 
strickly regimented, with m at,  butter and sugar still rationed to consumers 
and oils and fats to retailers. (CP) 	 " 

Gleaningsl  Prime Idimeter Mackenzie King has written to Premier Duplessis of  QuebeC 
that he is prepared to arrange a conference with the Quebec government at any 
convenient date to discuss Dominion-Provincial tax agreements...The Labour 
Progressive party  bas  announced it will contest the by-election in Montreal-
Cartier to chose a successor to Fred Rose....Relli. Fowler, in his presidential 
address, told the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association that 200,000 tons more 
newsprint will be made this year than in 1946. 
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Alberta Accepts Tax Agreement: Premier Manning of Alberta announced at Edmonton 
that his government is recommending to the Legislature acceptance of a 
temporary Dominion-Provincial taxation agreement for five years. He said 
that Alberta would not surrender any constitutional rights or its freedom 
to re-enter the income and corporation tax fields when the agreement expires. 
The new formula gives Alberta i,i2,000,000 more than under the terms of the 
previous offer, he said. 

Mr. Manning said that in accepting the agreement, his government was 
reccmmending a continuation of the work of the co-ordinating committee, 
established at the Dominion-Provincial conference last spring. It also 
asks the committee to reconvene the conférence  within the next three years 
"to assure the preparation of a more satisfactory and permanent  Dominion- 

;fin 	Provincial fiscal arrangement." 
Alberta will receive e4,840,000 from the Dominion in 1947. (CP) 

Union Orders Miners Back to Work: Officials of the United 1,:ine Workers (C.C.L.) 
have instructed their 13,000 Maritime members to return to the pits tonight 
and extend the present contract to February 15. Following a U.M.W. meeting, 
union president Freeman Jenkins said the membership was being asked to 
return to work "owing to recent developments in the present wage situation 
and after consultation with the representative of the international head-
quarters." 

The miners, following a "no contract, no work" policY, caused the 
first general miners strike in the Meritime in 22 years, when the previous 
contract expired last Friday night. In effect, the return order provides 
a further 13-day period for negotiation of the miners' demands for pay 
increases of •1.40 an hour. (CP) 

Draft Labour Legislation Termed Unconstitutional:  Premier Duplessis of Quebec 
has written Labour 1;, inister Mitchell that some of  the articles of a proposed 
national labour code appeared to be "unconstitutional."  kir. Duplessis said 
it was the "duty" of Quebec to "keep intact the prerogatives of the province 
in the matters connected with labour legislation." While Quebec would 
collaborete within the framework of the constitution, "provincial legislation-- 
local government nearer to the people, is necessary." 

Officials at Ottawa explained that the proposals for a national code 
were drafted at a recent Dominion-Provincial labour conference and submitted 
to the provinces, labour unions and other organizations only as a basis for 
negotiations. They did not represent government policy. The idea was to 
provide basic legislation which the provinces could adopt, if they wished, 
with a view to making labour legislation uniform across the country. It 
would leave the provinces in control of labour matters in most industries, 
and the Dominion would continue to have jurisdiction over communications and 
transportation as before the war. (CP) 

PICAO Accident Division Meets:  The Accident Investigation Division of PICAO meets 

tomorrew in Montreal in an effort to reach an agreement by which PICAO will 
collect reports on air crashes anywhere in the world and publish analyses of 
the causes. Representatives of 15 nations also will discuss the possibility 
of establishing more uniform laws and regulations governing investigation into 
cueses and effects of aircraft accidents. 

;eather Still in Headlines: Front pages of Canadian newspapers still are featuring 
weather stories, the highlights being a 60-mile-an-hour gale and bliizard in 
western Canada and record low temperatures at Snag, Yukon. The blizzard swept 

across Saskatchewan and Manitoba, leaving all 'railways except transcontinental 

lines blocked. Prairie temperatures were between 30 and 40 below, while at 

Snag Airport the official reading was 81 below—the lowest ever recorded on the 

continent. (CP) 	 (over) 



Canadian Wins Skating Crown: Barbara Ann Scott of Ottawa has won the European 
women's figure skating championship by defeating 19 representatives of 
seven other countries at Davos Platz, Switzerland. The 18-year-old North 
American champion had a 110-point margin o'er Gretchen Merrill of Boston, 
the United States ice queen. The British champion, Daphne Walker of London, 
was third. Prime Minister Mackenzie King sent a cable saying that all 
Canada was "delighted by your brilliant success" and sending "our best of 
wishes for the world championship." (CP) 

'Aiorld Wheat Situation Reviewed: Unless the rate of bread grain exports from 
surplus-producing countries can be increased during the first half of 
1947, rations in many countries will again be at dangerously low levels, 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics says in its monthly review of the wheat 
situation. While the total world grain crop in 1946 was some 10 per cent 
larger than the small 1945 crop, the geographic distribution of this 
increased production limits its most effective utilization in meeting the 
world's food needs. 

Much of the improvement in 1946 production resulted from record crops 
of wheat, corn and oats in the United States and a better than average crop 
in Canada. However, reserves in both countries were depleted at the beginning 
of the new season and current export requirements have to be met almost 
entirely from the new crop grain. Consequently, little grain was available in 
forward positions early in the season and nearly all supplies for export have 
had to be railed to lake ports and the seaboard from producing areas. 

With the transportation systems of both Canada and the United States 
suffering from equipment shortages and labour difficulties at one time or 
another during the season, movement of North American grain into world trade 
was well below expectations during the first half of the crop year. It is 
estimated by the United States Department of Agriculture that about 7,000,000 
long tons of wheat and flour were exported from the U.S. and Canada during 
July-December, 1946, compared with about 11,300,000 in the same period last 
year. 

The decline in exports from North America has forced many importing 
countries to deplete rapidly the grain supplies available from their own 
harvests. As these supplies are used up, these countries will have to rely 
on imports and in many areas the situation is approaching a stage as critical 
as that existing in the spring of 1946. 

Living Costs Increase Less in Canada: The International Labour Office at Montreal 
has issued a survey showing that living costs in Canada increased less since 
1937 than in 16 other nations surveyed. In Canada the cost of living has risen 
26 per cent in that period, with food prices 42 per cent higher. The food 
price increase was 21 per cent above that of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
but the overall increase was six per cent lower. 

In the United States living costs rose 48 per cent and food prices 78 
per cent. The greatest increase was in Hungary, where inflationary figures 
showed living costs were 235,795,000 times those of 1937. Costs in Chungking, 
China, were up 2,300 times; in Japan, 48 times; Rome, 19 times; France, nine 
times. In Mexico costs were 300 per cent higher; Brazil, 125 per cent; Sweden, 
65; Norway, 65; Netherlands, 82; Union of South Africa, 38; Austria, 47.per 
cent over 1938 (officially approved prices only), and Indo-China, 2000 per 
cent. (CP) 

National Marian Congress in June: Eost Rev. Alexander Vachon, Archbishop of Ottawa, 
announced on his return from Rome, that a National Marian Congress will be held 
in Ottawa from June 18 to June 22. The gathering will mark the first revival 
of the giant Roman Catholic religious demonstrations which were held from time 
to time in various countries before the war and attracted thousands of 
worshippers. The Ottawa congress will mark the 100th anniversary of the creation 
of the Diocese of Bytown, the name of Ottawa before it was chosen capital of the ri  

Dominion. The theme of the congress will be lasting peace. (CP) 

Canadian Awarded Chinese Decoration: Brig. O.M.M. • Kay, C.B.E., of Winnipeg, who 
served for three years as Canadian Military Attache in Chungking, has been 
awarded the special decoration of Cloud Banner with Collar and Sash by the 
Chinese Government. At present Brig. Kay is in the provincial Attorney-
General's office at Winnipeg. 
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Prime Minister Welcomes Non-confidence  Motion: Prime Minister Mackenzie King, 
speaking in the Throne Speech debate, said last night that he welcomed the 
non-confidence motion made earlier by Progressive Conservative leader 
J'ohn Bracken. There was not one of the opposition parties which he could 
recommend as being capable of forming a new government that would command a 
majority. 

"Either the government will carry on with the confidence of the house, 
which I believe it has in strong measure, or, if it has not the confidence 
of the house, then the country will have an opportunity to sgy who is to 
guvern the country for the next three years." 

Mr. King said the period through which Canada now was passing was 
critical, second only to the critical war period, and ho  wondered why the 
opposition for "political capital" should attempt to create uneasiness in 
the minds of the people. He praised government decontrol policies and said 
that, while housing policies had been criticized frequently, Canada's program 
was better than that of any other country in the world. 

Mr. Bracken ended a two-hour address by moving a vote of non-confidence, 
which was accepted by the C.C.F. Leader, M.J. Coldwell,with some additions. 
In his lengthy attack on government policicies, Mr. Bracken declared the 
Throne Speech "held out no hope for the people of Canada" and the government 
was in a "valley of indecision and inertia." 

Mr. Bracken said there was *waste, extravagance and inefficiency" while 
"taxation remains at almost wartime peaks" and decontrol had been "clumsily 
handled." In Dominion-Provincial relations, the Prime Minister had exploited 
to the limit the principle of "divide and conquer." He called for another 
general taxation conference° 

Mr. Coldwell moved his addition to the motion after contending that the 
government's economic policies "are not in the best interests of the masses.  • ." 
He said that "for a time, the deceptive prosperity of the post-var period 
will lull people into a sense of false security.  • .but the time will come 
when we shall regret the return of oilr economy to the monopolies and enter-
prises whose policies led us to disaster after the First World War." (CP) 

ay Canada Wants  Hand in Peace-Makin : Prime Minister Mackenzie King told the 
House of Commons yesterday that Canada does not want to see a few countries 
"dominating" the peace and that he believes the whole country is back of 
the government's move for greater participation in treaty-making . 

qie are not trying to see what we can get for Canada,- Mr£ing said, 
"but to see what we can get for the world in maintaining the peace for 
generations to come. We were fighting to prevent two countries  frein 

 dominating the world, Now, we do not want to see any one, two, three or 
four countries dominate the peace." 

He'said Canada had made its extended war effort with two ends in 
view--first to end the war as quickly as possible and, second, an "effective 
voice in the making of the peace." He hoped the Big Four would "consider 
carefully the justice of the situation." 

"I know that the Big Four have problems that perhaps are larger than 
those of any other countries, but I also know.  •  .Canada  is in a position 
to render great service in the solving of these problems." (CP) 

on 
Igze_AnInA,21illorne. : The Canadian Commercial Credit Corporation, a crown 

company, has received  ne  w requisitions for 01,500,000 worth of Canadian 
goods urgently required by UNRRA. Approximately 4'e9,500,000 will be taken 
from, UNRRA "free funds," with the balance fromeanada's contribution. 
This will leave but 4451,000 not allocated from the el54,000,000 Canada 
donated to tn organization. 

Nearly.18,000,000 will be used to buy 11,500,000 pounds of horsemeat, 
canned in gravy; 15,000,000 pounds of meat lunch; 250,000 of meat spread, 
7,000,000 of meat paste and 9,000,000 of blood sausage. 

(over) 
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Howe Sap Atomic Security Good:  Reconstruction Minister Howe, commenting on 
- reports from the United States regarding possible leakages of atomic 

energy secrets from Canada, said yesterday: eUe think  our  security 
measures are as good as those of any other country and better than most. 
We have no reason to believe any secrets are leaking out. If anyone 
knows of any leakages we would be glad to know what they are so we could 
take steps to correct them," (CP) 

Charges Aeainst Four Spy Saskeets Dropped:  At Ottawa yesterday Jude  A.G. 
LcDougall dismissed a Charge of espionage conspiracy against Sqdn. Ldr. 
F.W. Poland of Montreal, who recently was acquitted of a charge or 
communicating confidential information, Attorney-General Leslie Blackwell 
of Ontario also has directed the Crown to stay proceedings in surplus 
Official Secrets Act charges against Eric Adams, M.S. Nightingale, both 
of Montreal, and Edward Mazerall of Ottawa, Adams and Nightingale 
previously had been acquitted on other espionage charges and Mazerall now 
is serving a four-year sentence following  bis  conviction, (CP) 

Many Saskatchewan Districts Isolated: Many Saskatchewan communities are isolated 
and facing dwindling food ad  fuel supplies following a three-day blizzard. 
Meanwhile, emergency supplies have been flown to Lac la Ronge, 200 miles 
northeast of Prince Albert, Sask., where 120 children were left homeless 
Sunday when an Indian residential school burned. 

In northern Manitoba, reports of a serious outbreak of measles among 
Indians have  coins  from Brochet, 500 miles north of Flin non, where six 
persons are said to have died following pneumonia complications. Emergency 
supplies and medical aid are being rushed to the area, where Chipewyan 
Indian tribes are isolated in their winter quarters. (CP) 

Alexanders Visit Washington:  The Governor General, Viscount Alexander, and 
Viscountess Alexander, left Ottawa yesterday for a four-day visit to 
Washington as guests of President and Mrs. Truman. They also will visit 
Annapolis and New York before returning to Canada. 

Iron and Steel Output Rising: Continuing the advances recorded inNovember and 
October following settlement of labour disputes ta basic steel plants, 
production of pig iron and steel ingots and castings in Canada showed further 
substantial gains during December, according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. 

Output of pig iron for the ronth rose to 161,464 tons from 135,269 tons 
in November to reach the highest figure since March, 1945, when 165,817 tons 
were produced. The December figure in 1945 was 135,225 tons. Production for 
the year totalled 1,403,758 as against 1 9 777,958 tons in 1945. 

Production of steel ingots and castings in December amounted to 237,300 
tons compared with 222,644 tons in November and 219,281 tons in December, 
1945. Output of steel ingots and castings for 1946 was 2,334,631 tons compared 
with 2,881,323 tons in the previous year. 

Gleanine:  The Inverness County Mental Hospital at Yabou, N.S., has been destroyed 
by fire with a loss of two patients and damage estimated at e200,000.... 
Premier Drew has accepted the resignation of Dr. T.E. Hogg, chairman of the 
Ontario Hydro Electric Commission, who retires on superannuation....To meet 
the "acute" shortage of feed grains in the Maritimes, Transport Minister 
Chevrier has announced that 112 box cars will be made available daily at the 
Lakehead to carry grains east....Mr. justice Boulanger began hearings at 
Noranda,  que.,  today to seek a settlement formula in the mine strike.... 
Central electric stations in Canada produced 41,603 million kilowatt hours 
in 1946, a new record for the industry. 
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Will Seek Extension of Some Controls:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King said in 
the House of Commons yesterday that parliament would be asked to extend 
about 50 of the wartime emergency powers of the government, including 
controls on prices, supplies and rentals. He also disclosed the govern .- 
ment will propose:an amendment to old-age pension legislation to provide 
"something in addition" to the present ,;'25 a month at age 70. 

Other legislation would include amendment of the Industrial Disputes 
Investigation Act and a bill dealing with veterans' preference in the 
civil service. (CP) 

Throne Speech Debate Continues:  Speaking in the Throne Speech debate, Social 
Credit Leader Low proposed a rewriting of the constitution to re-allocate 
powers and revenues between the central government and the provinces. He 
suggested a Department of Dominion-Provincial relations could be set up, 
which, along with the Dominion-Provincial conference machinery, could be 
used to rewrite the constitution. 

Mr. Low said "million of Canadians" were demanding this be done to 
"clarify the rights of citizens, to divide the fields of responsibility 
of governments, to decentralize authority and give more powers to the 
provinces and to allocate to each the means of disdaarging fully their 
respective obligations." 

He also urged establishment of a parliamentary committee on subversive 
activities and legislation to compel political parties to disclose the 
sources of their funds. 

The - report of the Royal Commission on Coal was criticized sharply by 
Clarie Gillis (CCF-Cape Breton South), who termed it the "most disappointing" 
document he had ever read, with the commission simply recommending a return 
to the pre-war system of subventions and the abolition of subsidies. He 
said the federal government alone could rehabilitate the coal industry. 

J.W. Murphy (PC--Lambton West) suggested establishment of a Royal 
Commission to investigate the building of homes for veterans. Veterans were 
paying "excessive and outrageous" prices, he said. (CP) 

Nothing Derogatory Said About Canada: Press reports of remarks by Bernard M. 
Baruch before a congressional committee meeting in Washington had repercus-
sions in the House of Commons yesterday. Progressive Conservative leader 
Bracken asked about reports that Mr. Baruch had referred to leakages of 
secret information in connection with atomic energy in Canada. 

Reconstruction Minister Howe said he had received,unsolicited, a 
personal telegram from Mr. Baruch, which said: "In view of the confused 
reports, I feel impelled to tell you that there was nothing in my statement. . 
that in any way reflected on Canada or the present conditions there. I did 
refer to the past spy activities of the Soviets in Canada which were as 
regrettable to you as they were to us." 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, L.S. St. Laurent, said 
Hume Wrong, Canadian Ambassador in Washington, had reported that the 
"distorted version" of his remarks might have been caused by the fact 
Mr. Baruch spoke in a "very low voice." (CP) 

Governor General at Mount Vernon: The Governor General, Viscount Alexander, 
and Lady Alexander, visited Mount Vernon, Virginia, today and the Governor 

- General placed a wreath on the tomb of George and Martha Washington, Later 
they visited the American war memorial at Arlington National Cemetry and 
placed others on the tomb of the unknown soldier, the memorial cross erected 
by Canada in memory of Americans who served with Canadian forces in the 
First Great War and the grave of Sir John Dill, Britain's representative on 
the Combined Chiefs of Staff Committee during the war. Last night they were 
guests of President Truman at a White House dinner. (CP) 

(over) 



West Recovering Slowly from Blizzard: Saskatchewan and Manitoba are slawly 
digging themselves out after what now is being described as one of the 
heaviest storms in prairie history. The deaths of three persons are 
attributed to the blizzard and many communities still are isolated and 
threatened with fuel and food shortages. 

Schools wére re-opened in Regina today, partial street car service 
restored, and deliveries of bread and milk resumed after two days of snaw-
blocked streets. But in the countryside it was a different story and 
highway officials said it would be "some time" before roads could be opened . 
Manitoba officials believe main roads may be opened in a week. 

Most railway branch lines still are solidly blocked. The line between 
Talmage and Weyburn, Sask, naw has been blocked for two weeks by a mammoth 
drift 18 feet high and more than half a mile long. Four locomotives and two 
snowplows are stuck there. (CP) 

Throne Speech Debate in Senate: TWO recently-appointed senators made their maiden 
speeches during the Throne Speech debate in the Senate yesterday. Senator 
P.H. Bouffard (L--Quebec) expressed his pleasure in noting that the government 
planned removal of wartime controls as quickly as possible. He said he had no 
doubt the government soon would lighten taxation burdens. Senator Bouffard also 
supported the attempt to gain a greater part for Canada in the drafting of the 
German peace treaty. 

Senator J.S. McKeen (L--British Columbia) declared Canada was "peculiarly 
equipped to play an important part in the restoration of China to a stable 
basis of life." His province was "deeply concerned" with Pacific markets and 
a necessary prelude to good trade relations was an end to China's internal 
strife. (CI') 

To Study Confederation with Canada: The Newfoundland National Convention at 
St. John's,which is investigating possible forms of government for the former 
Dominion, has voted 13-7 in favor of a motion to confer with the Government-
in-Council to ascertain what would be a "fair and equitable basis of federal 
union with Canada or what other fiscal, political or economic arrangements 
may be possible." The sponsor of the motion, Robert Job, said he did not 
consider confederation would be advantageous to Newfoundland, but he felt 
the Convention should be in possession of such information to consider the 
question intelligently. (CP) 

Cost-of-Living Index: The Dominion Bureau of Statistics cost-of-living index, on 
the base 1935-39.100, declined from 127.1 for December 2, 1946, to 127.0 for 
January 2, 1947. Substantial seasonal declines in eggs and citrus fruits 
were mainly responsible for this small decrease. 

Unemployment Insurance Claims: Claims for unemployment insurance benefitsregisterrid 
in local offices across Canada in December totalled 52,479, an increase of 
15,368 over the total for November, but a decrease of 5,133 from December 1945, 
according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Increases in claims filed 
during December over November were distributed by provinces as follows: Prince 
Edward Island, 132; Nova Scotia, 838; New Brunswick, 306; Quebec, 6,427; Ontario 
3,412; Manitoba, 809; Saskatchewan, 785; Alberta, 1,490; and British Colunbia, 
1,169. 

Gleanings:  Finance kinister Abbott, in his capacity as chairman of the Treasury 
Board, has lifted wartime restrictions on reclassification in the Civil 
Service....Continuing their investigations of a black market in ration coupons 
in Hull, Que., police have laid 71 charges against 30 additional persons.... 
With the acting rank of Colonel,  Lt.-Col. A.G. Cherrier, 0.B.E., has been 
appointed Director of Army Personnel at Defence Headquarters....By the end of 
1946 Canadian war veterans used nearly 1.00,000,000 of their re-establishments 
credits with 53 per cent going toward furniture and household equipment. 
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Immigration Restrictions Eased:  Resources Minister Glen, entering the Throne 
Speech debate in the House of Commons, disclosed that an order-in-council 
on immigration had been passed which "opens the doors wider for certain 
classes among whom are many refugees and displaced persons." He estimated 
that as a result,a "considerably larger" number of immigrants would come 
to Canada. 

The four classes to be allowed entry are: 
1 0 The widowed daughter or sister (with or without unmarried children 

under 18 years of age) of a legal resident of Canada who is in a position 
to receive and care for such relatives. 

2. An agriculturist entering Canada to farm when destined to a father, 
father-in-lau, son, son-in-law, brother, brother-in-law, uncle or nephew 
engaged in agriculture as his principal occupation who is in a position to 
receive such immigrant and establish him on a farm. 

30 A farm laborer entering Canada to engage in assured farm employment. 
4 0 A person experienced in mining, lumbering or logging entering Canada 

to engage in assured employment in any one of such industries. 
Mr. Glen also announced amendment of the regulations to allow admission 

of orphaned nephews and nieces under 18 years of age who are related to 
Canadians. Previously, only orphaned nephews and nieces under 16 were 
admissible. 

He said he had only entered the debate because of charges of dis- 
crimination against Ukrainians and Poles voiced by Alistair Stewart (CCF-- 
Winnipeg North and because of confusion among newspapers, organizations 
and individuals about the general immigration situation. Mr. Glen said 
that few realized it was "a constant and continuing study, both departmental 
and cabinet, and something not at all easy of solution." 

There was no racial or religious discrimination existent either in 
departmental regulations or administration, he declared. It was true that 
some groups found it more difficult to reach Canada because of transportation 
problems and frontier barriers, but transportation was improving and Canadian 
officials were seeking out displaced persons and refugees in an effort to 
locate them  for relatives in Canada who wanted them to come to the Dominion. 
Inspectors already had been stationed in Paris, Brussels and The Hague and 
provision was being made for examination of immigrants at Canadian offices 
in Norway, Denmark, Greece and Portugal. The cabinet still is studying the 
question of a general post-war immigration policy, he said. (various) 

Opposition Continues Throne Speech Fire:  Opposition members, speaking in the 
Throne Speech debate yesterday, covered a wide range of subjects--urging 
removal of wartime controls and excess profits taxes, restoration of the 
milk subsidy, abolition of radio license fees, nationalization of the 
liquor industry and tax concessions for farmers. 

Other developments in the House of Commons included an announcement 
by Agriculture Minister Gardiner than an arrangement had been concluded 
mdth Britain for sale of surplus stocks of Canadian potatoes, disclosure 
by Prime Minister Mackenzie King that the by-election in Montreal-Cartier 
will be held March 31 and a statement by Reconstruction Minister Howe that 
incentive bonuses aimed at stimulating building material production would 
be used only as a last resort. 

An attempt by Progressive Conservative members to obtain copies of 
the draft national labour code was rejected by Labour Minister Mitchell 
who said it had been sent out to the provinces, labour organizations and 
management associations on a confidential basis. It did not represent 
government policy, he said, but only ideas being submitted to various 
organizations for their comments. (various) 

Dr. Henry M. Tory Dies:  The President of Carleton College in Ottawa, Dr. Henry 
M. Tory, 83. died in the capital today. He is a former president of both 

the University of Alberta and the National Research Council. 
(over) 
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Senators Warn Democracy on Trial: Two cf Canada's delegates to the United 
Nations, speaking in the Senate, warned that democracy is on trial in the 
world. Government leader, Senator Wishart Robertson, said Canada's 
international reputation was high, partly because of the Dominion's war 
effort and partly because of handling of the country's racial and minority 
problem. Canada's transition from war to peace had been "an aleost un- 
believable success" and the country was in a position to wield influence 
far out of proportion to her 12,000,000 people, 

Senator Robertson urged that India be added to the list of big powers, 
saying: "I don't think we should underestimate the role to be played by 
her vast population," 

Opposition leader Senator John T. Haig said there was a "life and death 
struggle" between communism and democracy. Democracy must rid herself of 
the inequalities and wrongs that gave her weak  spots and be able to show a 
better, more rounded life than that offered by Russia. (CP) 

Saskatchewan Government Companies Show Profit:  Premier Douglas, speaking in the 
Throne Speech debate in the Saskatchewan Legislature, reported 14 C.C.F. 
government-owned industries showed a profit after depreciation of 4329 0 500 
for the six months ended in September. Profit for the year ended last 
March 31 was 4228,000. The figures excluded operations of the government's 
compulsory automobile accident insurance, which Showed a surplus of 4750,000 
earmarked for use in the automobile accident field only. 

The crown companies include: Wool products, shoe factory, tannery, 
clay products, box factory, timber board, fish board, fur marketing service, 
transport (bus)company, reconstruction corporation, housing corporation 
printing company, insurance office and power commission. (CP) 

Another Blizzard Hits Saskatchewan: Snow clearance work of the previcus 24 hours 
was undone yesterday when another blizzard in the series which has paralyzed 
transportation in Saskatchewan increased the danger to isolated communities 
from dwindling food and fuel supplies. Many branch railways are not expected 
to be cleared for at least another five days. A railway official said four 
locomotives, &work 	encl., two ,snonlows ,stuck in a monster drift 60 
miles south Of Regina wbuld be abandoned and traffic re-routed--perhaps 
until spring, All schools in Regina will remain closed until fuel supplies 
can be replenished. 

Meanwhile, at Saint John, N.B., firemen had an unseasonable call to 
extinguish a grass fire on a railway embankment which dried out during the 
current mild spell there. (CP) 

December Employment High:  Both industrial employment and payrolls in Canada 
shmed further distinct increases at the beginning of December  over  a month 
earlier, according to the monthly survey of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 
the payroll gain reflecting wage increases as well as the higher level of 
employment. 

Working forces of 16,441 firms in the eight leading industries reporting 
to the Bureau totalled 1,899,008 at December 1, an increase of 27,942 or 1.5 
per cent over the aggregate employed by these firms at November 1, Payrolls 
for the last week in November totalled e64,448,019 compared with 462,367,510 
for the last week of October, an increase of 3,3 per cent. Compared with 12 
months earlier, recorded employment had advanced by seven per cent and the 
indicated payrolls by 14.4 per cent, the latter being greater than in any 
other period for which the Bureau has data. The advance in employment was 
contra-seasonal according to pre-war years, but in keeping with the trend sice 
1940. 

Gleanings: Noranda miners have rejected a company offer of a 12-cent-an-hour 
increase, contingent on their dropping a request for check-off of union 
dues... .George A. M. Cruickshank, treasurer of War Assets Corporation, has 
been appointed Comptroller of W.A.C....The Civil Service Commission has 
announced that a total of 26,730 war veterans were selected for 82 per cent 
of the appointments to the public service during 1946.-0Prime Minister 
Chifley of Australia has announced an Australian Trade Commission will be 
established in Vancouver to facilitate trade, travel and immigration. 
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Pearkes Critizes Defence Policies:  The Throne Speech debate continued in the 
House of Commons yesterday, featured by a vigorous attack on government 
defence policies by Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C., (PC-41anaimo)0 The 
House passed a resolution to adjourn the Throne Speech debate from February 
10 to February 24 to allow for consideration of legislation to extend some 
wartime controls. 

Gen. Pearkes warned that Canada likely would be a major battlefield 
if there was a third world war and the Dominion should have forces ready 
to meet the first shock of an attack while awaiting arrival of other United 
Nations armies. They should also be ready to join United Nations' forces 
going to the defence of other countries. 

On the basis of curtailments recently announced by Defence Minister 
Claxton, Gen. Pearkes estimated it would take six months for Canada to 
place a full division in the field. This, he declared, "is of as much value 
as would be a system of calling for the annual muster of rangers and fencibles 
such as we had 100 years ago." Even in the last war no six months of grace 
had been allowed Poland or the United States at Pearl Harbor. 

He said defence and exbarnal policies were closely linked. "I believe 
that if we had foreseen as it might have been foreseen, the effect which 
the withdrawal of the Canadian occupational force in Europe would have on 
the influence which Canada has today in deciding and helping in the 
reconstruction of Europe and in the preparation of the peace treaties we might 
not have withdrawn that force so hastily without the consent of Parliament, 
embarrassing those other countries who were maintaining forces." 

Other speakers included two independents, Maxime Raymond (Bloc Populaire-- 
Beauharn6is-Laprairie) and Liguori Lacombe (Ind—Laval -Two Mountains) who 
said they could not support the non-confidence motions against the government, 
and H.W. Timmins, recently-elected Progressive Conservative member for Toronto 
Parkdale, who in his maiden speech criticized the housing program and said the 
government Should enter the rental housing field. In the Senate Throne Speech 
debate, Senator C.B. Ballantyne (PC--Quebec) warned that government controls 
were stifling the Canadian economy and urged substantial tax reductions "clean 
across the board." (various) 

Working Out Immigration Details:  Immigration Branch and the Labour Department 
officials are beginning a series of conferences to work out details of the 
broadened  immigration  regulations. Labour Department officials are quoted 
by the Canadian Press as saying points to be settled include assurance of 
employment in Canada before admittance and procedure for handling immigrants 
leaving their home countries. 

Other officials said the change in regulations would not result in any 
immediate rush of immigrants. They pointed out that there still was a 
shortage of shipping and that medical examination likely would limit the 
number accepted because of deterioration in the health of many European 
people. (CP) 

:1CC 
Mountbatten Sends Canada Japanese Sword:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King has 

announced that Admiral the Viscount Mountbatten of Burma, before relinquishing 
his post as Supreme Allied Commander, Southeast Asia, forwarded to Ur. King 
a Japanese officer's sword, which had been surrendered to forces under his 
command in 1945, as "a tribute from all of us in Southeast Asia to the many 
members of the Royal Canadian Air Force who fought so valiantly in Burma 
and to the various other ihdividual Canadians who served in this theatre." 

kir.  King said the sword had been sentto the Officers' Mess of the R.C.A.F. 
at Ottawa for custody and safe-keeping. 
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1946  Record Tourist Year:  Tourist expenditures in Canada reached an all-time 
high of 4;212,000,000 in 1946, according to preliminary estimates released 
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, indicating an increase of nearly 
446,000,000, or 27.3 per cent, over the preceding year and seven per cent 
higher than 1929, the previous high mark. 

Canadian tourist expenditures abroad during 1946 may well have exceeded 
$127,000,000, so that the net currency gain or credit to Canada on inter-
national travel account is abcut $85,000,000,  te  Bureau said. 

Approximately 4207,000,000 of the 1946 total is credited to travellers 
from the United States, with the balance of $5,000 0000 accruing from tourists 
from Newfoundland and other overseas countries. 

Overseas travel to Canada is still limited by shipping accommodation, 
currency restrictions on travel and other economic factors, but there has 
been an increase in the number of visitors fram the United Kingdom ccmpared 
with the war years. Immigration records-indicate that some 55 different 
countries were represented among the tourist arrivals in 1946. 

The number of automobiles entering Canada on tourist permits established 
a new record during 1946, totalling 1,492,000, an increase of 73.5 per cent 
over 1945 and the net number entering by train declined over 11 per cent to 
715,000. 

Tribute to Dr. Tory:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King, referring to the death of 
Dr. A.M. Tory yesterday, said: "It has been given to few men to bring into 
existence so many institutions of higher learning; first the Khaki University 
overseas, in 1917-18; then the University of Alberta, of which he was 
President from 1908-1928; the National Research Council, over which he 
presided from 1923-1935, and Carleton College, Ottawa, of which he was 
President from 1942 until the time of his death. He was also concerned with 
the first steps leading to the organization of the University of British 
Columbia." He added that through the "large part he played in planning The 
National Research Laboratories at Ottawa, Dr. Tory rendered services of 
incalculable value to government, to science and to industry throughout 
our country." 

War Criminal Sentenced: Army headquarters has announced that Lieut, Tetsutoshi 
Yanaru recently was sentenced to 15 years imprisonment at war crimes trials 
in Yokohama. He was charged with responsibility for beating and mistreat- 
ment of Canadian prisoners-of-war. Maj. John Dickey of Halifax was the 
prosecutor. (CP) 

Gleanines:  Still another blizzard struck Saskatchewan last night, halting rail 
traffic temporarily even on transcontinental main lines....War Assets 
Corporation has sold the H.M.C.S. Brantford, the last of the 105 surplus 
Canadian corvettes turned over to W.A.C. for disposal....The war-born 
Women's Voluntary Services Division has been dissolved....Fuel supplies 
are reported to be dangerously low at Davison,  Yukon, where the temperature 
has averaged 60 below zero for 14 days....The Governor General Viscount 
Alexander has invited President Truman to visit Canada this year.... 
J. Gordon Fogo of Halifax was re-elected president at the conclusion of a 
two-day meeting of the National Liberal Federation in Ottawa. 

(NOTE: Your attention is called to an item in the Airmail Bulletin, 
February 4, headed- "Large Ordeefrom UNRRAtt and in which the 
Canadian Commercial Corporation was referred to erroneously 
as the "Canadian Commercial Credit Corporation.") 
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Howe Outlines Housing Plans: The government's housing program for 1947 was 
outlined by Reconstruction Minister Hewe yesterday as the Threne Speech 
continued in the Heuse of Commons. Mr. HOWE) said the aim was unchanged 
at 80,000 units for the year and announced steps to facilitate building 
of rental 'housing and aid to municipalities for limited slum clearance. 

- Materials priorities will be extended and owners of new homes for 
rental will be, allowed double the present depreciation and mere time on 
housing loans. To aid development of "fringe" areas not now served by 
municipal 'facilities the government will guarantee investments by 
insurance companies participating in government housing schemes. Income 
on their investment would be limited to a low rate of interest. 

lehen . some of his  figures for 1946 were challenged by J216.. keedonnell 
(PC--Muskoka-Ontarici), Mr. Howe declared: Mae are right on-schedule. I 
defy him (Mr. Macdonnell) to find any statement of mine painting a rosier 

, picture than that." He said the only statement he had made on housing 
objectives was that 50,000 homes would be built the first year after the 
war, 60,000 the second year and 80,000 the third year. , 

He said that on a. basis of new housing Units per head of population, 
Canada was about 15 per cent ahead of the United States in 1946 and some 
30 to 35 per cent'ahead of the United Kingdom. 

.Referring to criticism of rent ceilings in relation to construction, 
Mr. Howe said he was "convinced that current fixations are high enough to 
permit economic rentals to be charged." The criterion for approved rental 
housing units would be rentals under $70 per month based on a standard four- 
room  unit.  

Material supply , wOuld be "considerably greater" than in 1946 and 
"indications are that 1947 will be the largest year of new housing in the 
Dominion's history." He said the policies of the crown company, Wartime 
Housing, Ltd., would remain unchanged and Heusing . Enterprises operations 
would continue. . 

Continûing the Throne Speech debate, Mr. Maedonnell charged that the 
Dominion government was putting the provinces, particularly the smaller 
ones, in an "impossible position” by asking for practically exclusive 
rights in major taxation fields. He said smaller provinces either had to 
accept the Dominion-Provincial tax agreements offered or go back to a 
system of double taxation which no taxpayers would want to support. 

Max Campbell (CCF--The Battlefords) called for increased educational 
facilities for Indians and Norman Jacques (SC-Jaetaskiwin) suggested 
establishment of a committee similar to that in the United States Congress 
dealing with un-American activities. (various) 

Unrecedented Snow Conditions in West: Saskatchewan and Manitoba still are 
struggling with the after-effects of a series of heavy blizzards which 
have paralyzed transportation facilities. All traffic on the Canadian 
Pacific RailWay main•line was stopped yesterday by huge drifts between 
Regina and MooSe 'Jaw. Aircraft have'been pressed:into service to supply 
emergency. fOod rations to isolated communities. 

With temperatures' hovering around the 30-belew mark,Regina's Mayor Hugh 
McGillivray described the coal shortage as "frantic." A special coal 
train was en route to  Fort San Tuberculosis Sanitorium, 40 miles north of 
Regina, and plans were Made to send food by air for the 500 patients. In 
Manitoba, little.relief was in sight from the heaviest snow falls in 20 
years as 30'to'40+mile-an-hour winds continued to pile up drifts. Brandon 
was virtually cut oft and reported a critical shortage of fuel, food and 
milk.' 	.• ' 	• 	. 

Fairly cOntinuous snow fell in Ontario and Quebec, but communications 
were not dieupted. The seacoast areas alone have escaped the snow and low 
temperatures,'which toUched a bottom of 55 below zero near Kirland Lake, Ont., 
Thursday, and remained, around zero over throught most of the country. Some 
British Columbia areas. had temperatures of more than 50 degrees abave•zero and 
sap was reported running in maple trees at Parksville, B.C. The Maritimes too 
have enjoyed mild weather and Halifax reported light snow yesterday, the first 
in a month.. (CP)' 	. 	 (over) 
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Atbott to Introduce Tax Le islation: Finance Linister Abbott has announced that 
he will introduce legislation at the present session of Parliament to make 
provision for the taxation of funding or refunding bonds, shares or other 
securities issued in whole or in part in respect of accumulated liabilities 
for unpaid interest or dividends or other liabilities of an income nature. 

The proposal, which is intended to give certainty to the provisions of the 
Income War Tax  Act in this respect, will provide that the value of such bonds 
or shares wiil be treated as income of the recipient in the year of receipt 
of the security with appropriate provision for valuation and apportionment 
of the taxable content .  Similar legislation has been in force in the United 
Kingdom for a number of years. 

Record Retail Trade in December:  Retail merchants transacted an unprecedented 
volume of business in December, 1946 when sales were 10 per cent higher 
than in December, 1945 and 15 per cent above November, 1946, according to 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. December culminated a year in which 
retail sales recorded uninterrupted and substantial gains. Volume of sales 
for 1946 exceeded that for 1945 by 14 per cent. 

Most notable feature of merchandising in 1946 was the more active trade 
in durable gcods. The much increased output of furniture, radios, electrical 
appliances and hardware was rapidly absorbed by a consuming public whose 
numbers were swelled by returning service personnel and whose incomes were 
sustained, not only by the continuing high level of employment but also by 
grants and gratuities to  • returned men and women and by family allowance 
payments. 

British Potato Contract Announced:  Agriculture kinister Gardiner has announced 
conclusion of a contract with the United Kingdom for the sale of 3,000,000 
bushels of potatoes at a price expected to guarantee producers at least 
el.00 for a 75-pound bag. 

Ir. Gardiner said that actually the United Kingdom was to pay e.65 a 
100 pounds delivered at Canadian ports, Because of differences in freight and 
handling it was not possible to express this price in exact terms at country 
delivery points. 

The potato shipments will begin in March and continue through April and 
May as shipping space is made available by the British Government. 

"It is expected. . .that fulfilment of this contract will remove the present 
surplus of potetoes from the Canadian market and thereby permit all potato 
growers to seli their remaining supplies", said Mr. Gardiner. 

Governor General Welcomed in New York: The Governor General, Viscount Alexander, 
yesterday received the traditional welcome which New York reserves for its 
most distinguished visitors. Mayor O'Dwyer received the party at City Hall 
and later was host at a private luncheon. 

Viscount Alexander told midshipmen of the U.S. Naval Aeademy at 
Annapolis Thursday that "the most outstanding contribution to victory was 
the co-operation of the two greatest navies in the world--yours and ours." (CP) 

Airlines EXpanding: Rapid expansion of facilities is credited for the continued 
rise in employment of domestic airline personnel, according to the November 
preliminary report by the Reconstruction Department. Total salaries and wages 
paid during the month amounted to  41,169,000, the highest domestic airline 
payroll on record for Canada. This included 496 pilots and co-pilots, 2,699 
ground crew, and 2,955 administrative and airport personnel. 

Wheat Stocks Diminiahing:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North 
America were further reduced during the week ending Sanuary 30, the total being 
154,728,087 bushels compared with 138,497,965 on January 23, and 163,684,415 
on the corresponding date of last year, according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. Deliveries of wheat from farms in the Prairie Provinces were 
heavier,moving up to 2,435,612 bushels from 1,797,760 in the preceding week. 
Larketings during the elapsed portion of the present crcp year -- August 1 to 
January 30 -- aggreated 246,009,797 bushels compared with 183,648,675 in the 
same period of the preceding crop year, an advance of 34 per cent. 

vo. 
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Storms Hit East:  The weather again dominated the news during the weekend with 
the heaviest storms striking Quebec, Ontario and part of the Maritimes. 
The revival of transportation on the prairies began Sunday with the end of 

; 	a 60-hour blockade of the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway near 
; 	Regina. 

In eastern Canada high winds whipped heavy snowfalls into huge drifts, 
blocking traffic on many Ontario and Quebec highways. Near Toronto more 
than 500 persons spent the night marooned in buses, automobiles and trucks 
trapped in a tao-mile traffic jam 50 miles north of the city.  All  railway 
trains have been cancelled in the Owen Sound area. In Quebec 11 inches of 
snow fell and drifts blocked many highways and rail lines leading to the 
city. Conditions were only slightly less àevere in the Montreal and Ottawa 
areas, 

The task of "digging out" after 15 blizzards since January 3 faced a 
_ 	large part of Saskatchewan and Manitoba where fuel and food stocks were 

described as desperately low in some communities. At Moose Zaw the season's 
fi 	snowfall now totals 62.35 inches against an average 26.3. Saskatchewan govern- 
, 	ment air ambulances and about 20 private planes from Moose Jaw brought ill 

persons to hospital and landed canned milk, yeast and other staples at towns 
where shortages were most acute. The C.P.R. operated an air shuttle service 
from Regina to Calgary for railway passengers delayed by the main line blockade.(CP) 

Alexander Sloesaks on Canadian-American Relations: Speaking before the Canadian 
Society of New York, the Governor General, Viscount Alexander s said Canadians 
and Americans would be "wrong to be complacent" and take for granted their 
"great bond of friendship." _ 

"Canada is doubly fortunate in having this great and friendly country 
as a neighbor. Those of us who come from Europe cannot help being impressed 
by the almost ideal relationships which exist between the two countries". 

Commenting on the Ccnada-;United States agreement which set up the 
Canadian-American Permanent Joint Defence Board in 1940, the Governor General 
said: "I think it is very significant that an agreement as far reaching as 
that reached in the railway train at Ogdensburg in 1940 should have consisted 
of no more than a press release agreed upon by your President and our Prime 
Minister. . ." 

The other honor guest at the Society's 50th anniversary was Governor 
Dewey of New York who said the Canadian espionage investigation provided an 
example of vigilance "which might well be followed by other free nations." 
He also praised Canada's action in entering promptly the wars against Germany 
and Japan and this had, "if possible," increased American respect for 
Canada. (CP) 

Crerar  Urges Compulsory Training:  Gen. H.D.G. Crerar, former commander of the 
Canadian Army overseas, urged compulsory military training in peacetime in 
an address before the Canadian Artillery Association at Ottawa. 

He said that it required months of training to turn ar. uninstructed 
civilian.into a capable fighting man and "it follows that only by the 
adoption of compulsory universal military training, in peace, will this 
country ever possess the practical potential in armed forces which would 
be required should war be suddenly thrust upon us." He declared it was 
"most unwise to assume that this matter can wait until the international 
situation becomes more menacing than at present." 

Gen. Crerar said that "however hateful the thought, war  bas  not been 
' 	assuredly banished from this world" and "in the face of recent scientific 

discoveries, and their applications, time and space are no longer political 

and military factors on which Canadians can possilly count." In the event 

of a clash involving the United States or the British Commonwealth, or both, 

Canada would be "in the operational 'front line' from the very outbreak of 
! 	 hostilities." 

(over) 
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,:euladian  Appointed to U.N. Radio Post: It has been announced in New  York that 
Peter Aylen, general supervisor of the international service of the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation, has been named director of the radio division of 
the United Nations. He succeeds V. Duckworth Baker, recently appointed 
director of the U.N. information centre at Geneva and chief radio officer 
for EUrope and the kiddie East. •  

From 1944, Mr. Aylen was responsible for planning and inaugurating the 
CEC fereign language broadcasts, broadcasting policy, selection of personnel 
and program planning. (CP) 

/oranda Strike Settled:  The 80-day old strike of miners at NorandaMines, Ltd., 
ended at midnight, February 10, with an agreement granting members of the 
International Union of Line,  Mill and Smelter Workers (C.I.0,) a wage 
increase of 13 cents an hour. The strikers had asked for a 16-cent increase. (CP) 

Prosperity Phase Continues: The extension of the prosperity phase of the economic 
cycle was indicated by the further increase in the index of the physical volume 
of business in December over the preceding month. The index, on the base of 
1935-39 equals 100, rose from 181.3 to 186.7, a gain or three per cent. The 
advance was fairly general among the main components. The index of mineral 
production was two per cent greater at 141.6. A. slight advance was shown in 
manufacturing, the standing in December having been 192.2 against 191.5 in 
the preceding montho Adecline was shown in the index of construction. The 
advance in electric power was 2.8 per cent and distribution based on railway 
traffic, internal and external trade rose nine per cent to 200.2. The index 
of production of wheat flour rose from 149.5 to 150.4. Employment in the 
rubber industry showed the considerable expansion of 16.5 per cent. The index 
of the output of steel ingots and castings rose from 208 to 214 and that of 
pig iron production was 9.2 per cent greater. 

Beet Sugar Subsidy Increased:  Following recent discussion with the Sugar Beet 
Growers Associations, the Prices Board  bas  announced that a subsidy of 
$1.25 per 100 pounds on refined sugar will be paid on sugar produced from 
the 1947 beet crop, This means an increase of 64,,i cents over the 60Z 
cents paid on sugar refined from the 1946 beet crop. 

This payment of $1.25 will place domestically produced beet sugar 
slightly above parity with the estimated laid down cost of Empire cane 
sugars plus preferential dutyo 

Sales of New kotor Vehicles: Number of new motor vehicles sold at retail in Canada 
during 1946 was 114,479 having a retail value of $179,689,602, according to 
preliminary figures released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Distribution 
of new vehicles was higher in the final quarter of the year than in any of the 
three previous quarters. Passenger  cars  retailed during 1946 numbered 73,052 
and these had a retail value of n09,932,039. Sales of new trucks and buses 
reached 41,427 units valued at e69,757,563. 

Gleanings:  The third session of the 40th Legislature of liew Brunswick will open 
Earch 4....Yr. Justice W.F. Carroll, government conciliator in the Maritime 
mine  wage dispute, has sent his report to Ottawa....Patrick D. lecTaggart-
Cowan, E.B.E., has been appointed assistant controller of the Eeteorological 
Service of the Transport Department....The government icebreaker N.B. McLean 
today began her annual task of clearing a path through the ice in the St. 
Lawrence River between Three Rivers_and Montreal....The hearing of the 
application by Canadian railways for a freight rate increase of 30 per cent 
opens before the Board of Transport Commissioners in Ottawa tomorrow. 
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First Division in Commons:  The Government was supported by a vote of 108 to 41 
yedterday  in the  first division of the present session of Parliament. The 
division came on a decision by Speaker Gaspard Fauteux who ruled out of 
order a motion by Progressive Conservative leader Bracken to refer a measure 
amending the Canada Grain Act to the agricultural committee. Mr. Fauteux 
said the motion was not valid because the committee had not been established 
yet. 

On the division the Social Credit supporters voted with the Government, 
while C.C.F. members split their support. Following the division Prime 
Einister Mackenzie King said he would adjourn the debate until the committee 
was established, then, if it was the wish of the House, the measure could be 
referred to committee. 

Zustice Minister Ilsley tabled a list of some 55 orders-in-council which 
will appear in a single bill to be known as "The Continuation of Transitional 
Measures Act." In addition he said there would be approximately 15 bills to 
give statutory form to other measures which the goverament felt should be 
continued. He observed that orders-in-council once numbered in the thousands, 
but many had been rescinded or allowed to lapse. 

The Justice Minister said the Government was seaking through these bills 
the extension of specific wartime controls for approximately one year. The 
government was not asking for any extension of powers to legislate by orders-in-
council, but for extension of certain measures. One of the orders would establish 
a Crown company to take over from the Prices Board the bulk purchasing of Canada's 
sugar allocation. Another will fill a:transitional period until the proposed 
new 'National Labour Code is introduced. (various) 

Peace Treaties Tabled:  The Secretary of State for EXternal Affairs, Mr. St. Laurent, 
tabled the four peace treaties signed yesterday.in  Paris by Maj.-Gen. G.P. 
Vanier, Canadian Ambassador to France. They were treaties with Italy, Rumania, 
Hungary and Finland, which Parliament will be asked to ratify. Canada was 
not at war with Bulgaria. 

"In spite of the limitations imposed on the conference at Paris, it was 
still possible for the Canadian delegation to make a valuable contribution to 
the drafting of the peace treaties, particularly in respect of articles which 
had not previously been agreed upon by the Council of Foreign Linisters," 
Mr. St. Laurent said. 

A statement on the Canadian part in the Paris conference also was tabled 
by Defence Minister Claxton, who headed the Canadian delegation during much 
of the discussions. 

Conditions on Prairies Ineroving:  The coal and food situation on 1 the prairies' improved 
considerably yesterday with most main rail lines cleared, although hundreds of 
isolated communities in southern Saskatchewan still are awaiting relief. Several 
small Saskatchewan centres, whiCh have had no train service for more than two 
weeks, continued to receive supplies by air. Government.planes made more than 
25 flights carrying wood to shortage areas and returning with patients needing 
hOspital care. 	 . 	 . 

The fuel situation at Regina improved with arrival of 20 carloads of coal 
and the expectation of 50 more today, but officials said schools likely would 
remain closed until next week. 

In Ontario some 600 miles of provincial trunk highways were blocked by 
drifts and similar .conditions were common in Quebec.  (OP) 

Purson Discusses Tax question:  Premier Garson of Mahitoba says his province is 
reluctant ,to throw its present tax agreement with the Dominion into the melting 
,pot of another full Dominion-Provincial conference "until we are reasonably sure 
that such a conference will reach an agreement." He said the Dominion's objective 
was to "put Canada, as a great trading nation, in'a position to minimize the 
impact upon her of adverse conditions in the world market. . ." (CP) 

(over) 
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Alexander S2eaks Aeain in New York: The Governor General, Viscount Alexander, 
in ,an  address before the University Club of New York, declared that the 
"remarkable understanding and comradeship developed between us during the 
fighting days is soMething which must - not be allowed to be forgotten." 
Speaking of the "undefended border" between Canada and the United States, 
he said its most admirable feature was the "sane level-headed men who live 
on both sides." 

Atherton Praises Trade Relations: Addressing the Canadian Lumbermen's Associatiôn, 
annual convention in Montreal, Hon. Ray Atherton, the United States Ambasaador 
to Canada, said the record of trade between Canada and the United States' was 
"unequalled by any other two nations in the world." He said that in 1946 the 
United States bought from Canada twice as much as from Britain, France, China 
and Russia put together, while Canada had sold to the U.S. almost twice as 
much as to any other nation. 

"It cannot be said that we have free trade between Canada and the United 
States. We do have, however, what may in the long run prove to be more .  
important, the trade of free men. Such freedom is not yet unique, but itA.s 
already conspicuous. Over larger and larger areas of the world international 
trade is becoming a government monopoly, an instrument of centralized economic 
control by states which are forced to match their external polines.with their 
internal policies." 	 = 

The Canadian-American idea of "the trade of free'men" had carriéd the 
continent through 18 trying postwar months, "through the reconversion period 
which our critics had announced would surely shake us to pieces,". Mr. Atherton 
said. (CP) 	 . 

Net National Income:  Net national income in 1946 was $9,212,000,000 compared with 
. 

	

	49,587,000,000 in 1945, the Dominion Bureau ofStatistics reports. Civilian 
salaries and wages increased by e247,000,000 while Military pay and allowances 
decreased by $817,000,000. The main components of investment income were 
maintained at 1945 levels. A decline of 4140,000,000 in total investment 
income is accounted for by two items, a decline in government trading profits 
and an increase in dividends paid abroad.  Agriculture and other individual 
enterprise showed proportionate gains. 

While the national income declined, personal income increased by 
4358,000,000, largely due to an increase in transfer payments by government 
to individuals, including the increase in family allowances and large scale 
payments to veterans in 1946 of war service gratuities, re-establishment 
credits and pensions, 

Statement on Canadian Loans:  A return tabled by Finance Minister Abbott in the - 
House of Commons shows that Canada had advanced $540,000,000 of her 
41,250,000,000 loan to Britain by the end of January. Amounts advanced to 
other countries, with.authorizeu amounts in brackets, follow: 'Belgium 
451,000,000 ($100,000,000), China 417,634,646 (460,000,000), Czechoslovakia 
43,875,448 ($19,000,000), France $145,400 9 000 (4242,500 0 000), Netherlands 
466,973,321 (4125,000,000), Netherlands Indies$5,400,000 (415,000,000), 
Norway 416,406,000 (430 0 000 9 000) and Russia 42,866,098 ($3,000,000). 

'Drew Announces Hydro A&.reement:  Premier•Drew of Ontario has announced . an 
. agreement with Premier. Duplessis of Quebec for joint development by the 

two provinces of two new hydro power sites on the Ottawa River at Wienaux 
and. Cave Rapids which will develop approximately 200 9 000 horsepower'. ' The 
power will first be available to Ontario, but if more power is needed in 
‘7,1.1ebec that province will have the right to draw up to one-half. •  He said 

_preliminary work would start as soon as possible. (dP) 

GleaninQs:  Labour Minister kitchen says the sharing of the cost of hospital care 
for Polish veterans brought to Canada for farm , work is being discussed with 
the United Eingdom....The qucbec Legislature opens tomorraw....Resources 
Minister Glen says the granting of full citizenship rights for 
and Eskimos Eskimos probably will be considered by a special joint committee Of the 
Senate and House of Commpns....Total tonnage handled at ports administered by 
the National Harbours Board was , 26,802,189 in 1946 against 30,082, 947 the' 
previous year;while vessel arrivals totalled 39,823 against 38,467 , in 1945: 
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Opposition Critical on Immigration:  Several opposition speakers attacked 
Government immigration policies from various viewpoints in the 
House of Commons yesterday, with C.C.F. leader Coldwell making a 
particularly fiery.speech on the bill to repeal the Chinese  Immigration 

 Act. 'Mr. Coldwell *termed the bill a "cruel hoax" and requested its 
withdrawal. He said he favored the bill when it was first announced 
(Airmail Bulletin, January 27), but since then he had found "dis-
crimination" against the Chinese people still woilld remain on the 
statute books. 

Mr. Coldwell said it was apparent that Chinese would be able 
to bring their wives and children to Canada only if they were 
Canadian citizens, while this privilege was extended to Europeans - 
resident in Canada who were not citizens. He said that out of some 

 34,000 Chinese in Canada only 874 could be classed as Canadian 
citizens. 

Pointing at Resources Minister Glen, he said  nI wish you 
would rise in this House and say that this bill is going to do all 
that was promised by the Prime Minister and that citizens of Canada, 
regardless of creed,'race or color will be put on an equal footing.' - 

Mr. Glen said about 9,000 Chinese Imuld be affected by the bill 
while some 26,000, many of them over 40 years of age, were not 
citi  zens and therefore could not bring their wives and children to 
Canada. Referring to general immigration policy, Mr. Glen said a 
survey indicated many differing opinions across the country. Im-
migration laws were complex and the Governement would have to move 
slowly, making sure its grounds were "sound." 

Thomas Reid (L--New Westminster) said British Columbia "feared" 
that the bill might lead to a great influx of Chinese and most of 
them might remain in British Columbia. He was opposed tb an "open 
door" policy for immigration of orientais. John Diefenbaker (PC-- 
Lake Centre) said the bill would please nobody because in the final 
analysis the Government was trying to face'two ways. Several other 
speakers called for a full government statement on immigration. 

Senator Arthur Roebuck  (L--Ontario) gave notice in the Senate 
that he would move for revival of last session's Senate study of 
immigration. 

Prime Minister Mackenzie King said the Government bill 
redistributing seats in the House of Commons and increasing 
representation from 245 to 255 members would be introduced this 
week. (CP) 

- 
Jurisdiction of Transport Board Questioned:  The opening of hearings 

before the Board of Transport Commissioners on the railway request 
for increased freight rates was featured by an attack on the'Board's 
jurisdiction to hear the application. Counsel for seven provinces, 
all except Ontario and Quebec, launched a surprise joint attack on 
:the power of the Board to hear the railways' application for a 
general 30 per cent rate increase. They contended the Board could 
only hear applications for increases in specific rates and requested 
that this point be referred to the courts for decision. 

Counsel for the two transcontinental railways and the Railway 
Association of Canada held that the Board had wide powers to fix "fair 
and reasonable" rates. When one said the Board's jurisdiction never 
before had been challenged in 40 years, Chief Commissioner J.A. Cross 
observed: "There always has to be a first time." Argument is 
continuing on this point. (CP) 
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153 Park Vessels Sold:  Sale of 12 nore surplus Canadian freighters by Park 
Steamship:Company, acting as agents of War Assets Corporation, brings to 
153 the-number of vessels of the wartime Crown-awned Park fleet which have 
been sold to date. Aggregate receipts from sales of these ships total 
e70,410,392. 

The Park - Fleet at one time consisted of 114 10,000-ton vessels, 42› 
4,700-ton dry  cargo freighters, 13 10;000-ton and six 3,600-ton  tankers, " 
and one small tanker which had been converted into a dredge--a grand total 
of 176 vessels. Four were lost through enemy action and two were grounded 
and abandoned, leaving 170 vessels for disposal. All the 17 vessels still 
to be sold now are under charter. 	 , 

Effects of Blizzards Still Felt:  Conditions on Ontario and Quebec highways are 
slowly returning to normal for the season and few communities remain isolated. 
In southern  Saskatchewan  aircraft still are being pressed into service to 
carry supplies to some centres and more food was flown to the Fort San 
Tuberculosis Sanitorium where officials reported they were almost out of 
necessities. Mayor Fraser McLellan of Moose Jaw said he had been advised by 
coal officials at Calgary to use "drastic measures to allocate essential coal 
on hand." (CP) 

Alaska Highway Kept Open:  Mille large populated areas of Canada experienced 
record-breaking suspensions of rail and highway traffic during the recent 
blizzards, army officials report from Edmonton that the 1,600-mile Alaska 
highway has been kept open all through the winter. The road has been 
divided into zones by the Army engineers and a number of rotary snowplows 
and clearance crews are alloted to each zone. (Co) 

Army Helps Meet Housing Shortage:  A program of 1,400 dwelling units at a cost 
of less than e200 each, is the Canadian Army's contribution to meet the 
housing shortage. Commenced in September, the plan is'now three-quarters 
completed with everything from guard houses to "H" huts converted to 
emergency housing for soldiers' familles an Army statement discloses. 

The programme is strictly an amergency one, with rents fixed to repay 
the Army its outlay in 18 months., 	, • 

Dominion Labour Control Extended in N.S.: A Dominion Labour Department spokesman 
said last night that Dominion government jurisdiction over labour relation -
In Nova Scotia will be extended to May 15 at the request of the provincial 
government. The Dominion's wartime powers in this field expire March 31. (CP) 

Gleanings:  The Governor General, Viscount Alexander, and Lady Alexander have 
returned to Ottawa following their visit to the United States ....Provincial 
Treasurer Fines announced in the Saskatchewan Legislature that an agreement 
has been signed giving provincial civil servants a five-day week and 
providing equal pay for equal work, regardless of sex....Labour Minister 
Mitchell said in the Commons that it was hoped all employees of Noranda 
Vines, Ltd., would be back at work within two weeks....The former assistant 
to the president of Canadian Pacific Air Lines, Grant W.G. McConachie, has 
been appointed president and chief executive officer of C.P.A....Ontario 
Agriculture Minister Kennedy says Ontario farmers are short 25,000,000 bushels 
of feed grains, or approximately a quarter of their normal winter requirements.- 
In a return tabled in the Commons, Justice Minister Ilsley disclosed that 
the cost of the Royal Commission on Espionage was $47,744. 
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Canada-United.States , Joint Defence Statement.,Prime MinisterMackenzie,King read 
in .. the  HOuse of,Commons, yesterday.a atatementon the postwar continuation of • . 	 •• 
,co-operation in defence-matters between Canada and the United States'. The _ . 	_ 	. 	. 	 . 	_ . 
statement ;  released simultaneously,.in Washington; said-in part 

the  interestof efficiency,andeconomy,,,each.,Governmert has decided 
that its national defence'establishment shall , to the - extent7authorized-by 
law, continue  to collaborate  for  peacetime joint security purposes. The 
collaboration will necessarily be limitedand will:12e based œrtheifollowing • , 
PrinoiPles;  

-1. Interchange  ofselectedl-Pdividuals.s0;as to increase:thefamiliarityof 
. each:country's defence ,establishment with that of the.other country... 

2. General coopération and exchange of„observers.-.inconnection:withexercises 
. 	-and 7 with the developm!nt and tests-ofmaterial 9f : common:interest. 
H 3. Encouragementor common .designs,and:standards2in:arms ;  equipment -, organize-, 	 . 	. 	_ 

tion ,methods  of training  and-new developments.- As-certain,United Kingdom 
standards have long  been in use in Canada, no :radical: change is contemplated 
91...practicable and_the,application,ofthis,principle,will.,be,-gradual. 

4. - Pluttial and reciproCal_availability.of military,_naval and air  facilities in 
. eààh country, this principle to be applied as maybe agreed4nspecific 
instances.  Reciprocally_each.country . will continue to-provide,_with.:e 
minimum of foràalitY, for the transit  through ite territory,and its 
.territorial waters of military:aircraft and public yeapel of the:other 

5. As . anUnderlYin.è princip1'e all 'Cooperative arrangements will  be  without 
iMpairment  of the. :9ântrOl of_either'coUntry over  all activitieS in its 

• . 	 {• 	 , 	 • , 	 , 	 . 	 . 

-" - . territory."' 	 • • , 	 ...„ 	„ 
- .'..T46'statement added  that  "na treatyl , executive agreement, or, contractual 

. obligation-  has been en'tered into  Each country,will determine the,extent of 
its practical -collaboratipn.in respect of .each  and  all  of the  foregoing 

.country  àay .a-t_any time  discontinue collaboration on,any 

	

or all—of 	, Neither cbuntry:will take_.anY action,inconsistent_ with the 
•Chartèr'at - the'United Nationa -. The Charter remains . the cornerrstone of the 
foreign policy of each." 

' 	In comment,. Mr. King. eaid. the "ultimate objective  is  not.joint or : Tegional 
dereno.e, but collective international  defence - asj.theSuarantee:Of'inational - 

mUat,be - réàOgnized e _howeVer ., that mlich PrOgress hes,.sti11 ta be . 	_ 
made'beore -  a'. .system of internati9nal:security: becomes effective . ',, Each nation . 	. 
muet therefore consider What,etépa. it should.take in the meantims-.to der.ePd 
itself against aggression..." , 	 . 

He emphasized that the principles or Oo-operation "parallel ,closely the 
pracédureewhich havé long been applied between the nations of the British, 
Commonwealth" and would "in no way interfere with or replace our Commonwealth 
connections in matters of defence training and organization." 

He denied "emphatically" the "persistent rumors" that the United States 
had asked for bases in the Canadian north. He referred to the "small winter 
expeimental establishment" at Churchill, Man., where clothing, equipment and 
transport were being tested. Because the United States, as well as Canada, 
"recognizes the need for greater familiarity with northern conditions, we have 
arranged  for  its Government to participate in the work of this establishment." 

"It may be that other tests and projects' will require to be undertaken on 
a joint basis, in order to extend with a maximum of economy and effectiveness, 
our knowledge of the North." 

' He said recent technological advances had brought new geographical factors 
into  play and  in defence matters Canada had to look North as well as East and 
West. While the defence forces must have experience with northern conditions 
"it is clear that most cf the things that should be done are required apart 
altogether from considerations of defence." The primary objective was to develop 
Canadian resources. 

(over) 
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Quebec Legislature Opens: The Lieutenant Governor s _Sir Eugene Fiset, read the 
Speech from the Throne yesterday as the third session of Quebec's 22nd 
legislature opened.  The Speech  reiterated the GOvernmentfs vies  on 	. 
Dominion-Provincial relations, saying that Quebec "considers that the best 
guarantee of national unity and prosperity resides in the pursuit of a 

- policy of legislative and administrative decentralization." Quebec's rights 
were recognized by the British North America Act and "my government is firmly 
convinced that the Canadian' constitution is a pact of honor betueen the two 
great races established'in Canada that cannot honestly be amended without 
the concurrence of the contracting parties." 	 . 

"The province of Quebec .respects this compact; it desires that it should 
be respected in its integrity." 

Thé Speech also said that there "never will be room in the  province  of 
 Quebec for the propagation of subversive ideologies" and. "comMunistic or 

revolutionary doctrines will be repressed by the-Government 'A tribute' was 
paid to Rodrigue , Cardinar Villebeuve,Ardibishop .  Of Quebec, Who d.ied last 
month, and adjournment followed soon after the 'reading  of  the  Speech as an  
expression' of mourning. (CP) 

, 

Taxers Reports to Parliament:  .GrahadT'.-Towers, -Governor of the Bank  of CnEida, 
said today in his annual report to Perliament that Canada is incurring à sub-
stantial cash deficit in'-her balance of-paymeats with the United'Stàtes'and, 
while.this condition remains, the Dominion' "cannot continue - indefinitely to 
sell ou credit in overseas markets." 

At a press' conference:Mr. Towers Said'he was not trying to paint a gloomy 
picture, merely a realistic one'. "We are going to require all the - wits, agility 
and capability of manoeuvring we can muster to meet the sitUatiOns'itich we 
will have to face,"`he said. 

One of the principal factors in Canada's present prosperity was  the  high 
level of exports, one third of which were financed in 1946 on credit«(; It was 
in  Canada's own interest to assist in the re-establishment of war-disrupted 
countries, because Canada's employment standard and living "so greatly 
depended" on exporttrade. 

Because Canada had finished the war with large United States,  dollar  
reserves she could grant the tnade credits and still meet her Ameriéân trade 
lpalances. "It ieobviouâ, hoWever, that the successful, functioning,of this 
policy depends on our being able to realize, in due course,2  sufficient cash 
from our overseas trade to meet our requirements in the United States." 

Points in the report included that the Bank did not believe higher 
interest rates would be justified; the Bank's net profit was $21,236,194 for 
1946; about $1,000,000,000 remained unspent out of total creditsto foreign 
countries of $1,845,000,000 and that price increases had been "moderate" 

-since the end of the war and lower than in the United States where controls 
were removed.  (Ci') 

New Economic Reyresentative in Germany: Trade Ivanister MacKinnon  bas  announced 
the appointment of Douglas W. jackson, former assistant commercial secretary 
at the Canadian Embassy in Paris,, as Canadian economic representatiie  for the 
Department on the Canadian military mission to Germa.ny. He succeeds Brig: 
Gilbert-Berthiei, whose resignation recently becarae necessary because, of a 
sudden bereavement which required his return to his private business. 
Mr.  Jackson  also becomes the Canadian Commercial Corporation representative in 
Germany. 

- 
Senate Adjourning:  The Senate decided yesterday to adjourn from February 14 to 

Larch 5. The Government leader, Senator Wishart RObertson,,said there was 
"little likelihood of sufficient legislation being  sent  from the'Commons to 
warrant keeping the Senate in session. (Ci') 

Gleanines:  As the second strike deadline in two weeks approached.for 13,000, 
Maritime coal miners, Mr. Justice W.F. Carroll  bas  asked union and company 
representatives to attend a meeting in Halifax tomorrow...The two top floors 
of the  six-storey Hotel St. Louis in Quebec were burned out in a fire • , 
yesterday....The Board of Transport Commissioners  bas  ruled that_it has 
jurisdiction to deal with the railways ,  application for a general freight rate 

- increase, rejecting yesterday's challa 
seven provinces. 	 ' 
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Lengthy Debate on Militia: - Following a day-long debate on defence matters 
arising from an amendment to the Militia Act, Defence Minister Claxton.. 
said that if Parliament wished the Government would be willing-to set • a 
ceiling on the size of the armed forces instead ,of leaving the matter 
to the Governor-in-council.' 

Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C., (PC--Nanaimo) declared that his party 
would not support the measure, made up of'technical changes in the Act, 
unlessMr. Claxton gave assurance that Parliament would retain its right 
to determine the size of the forces. His warning later was repeated by 
.Progressive,Conservative leader Bracken. 	 . 

Mr. Claxton said that it would be difficult to fix a ceiling that 	- 
would be "realistic" and added that "we might very well consider following 
the British practice of having an annual army act." 

, 	The-debate covered a wide range of defence topics. C.C.F. leader 
Coldwell questioned the "timing" of the statement on defence co-operation.with 
the United States on grounds it might increase "suspicious" although such 
regional arrangements were within the United Nations charter. He suggested 
that arms standardization Should be extended to all the United,Nations. 

Mr. Coldwell said he hoped the integration policy did not mean that "we 
are going to be controlled" by the "ambitions and policies" of the United 
States. "It took us a long time to get rid of the control of Downiné Street 
and we do not want to see Downing Street substituted by Washington," he said. 

.He urged that Canada invite observers from other powers as well as the 
United States for northern exercises. Mr. Claxton said it was planned to  •  
invite military attaches of other ccuntries to visit the testing station at 
Churchill, Man. This privilege would be difficult to continue if treatment 
was not given "on  .a  more reciprocal basis."(various) 

kw Formula Tried in Coal Strike:• Labour Minister Mitchell announced in the House 
of Commons yesterday a formula for settlement of the Maritime coal mine wage 
dispute devised by Mr. Justice W.F. Carroll, Dominion-appointed conciliator 
and revised by the Government. Almost simultaneously at Glace Bay, N.S., 
United Mine Workers' leaders rejected the proposal. 

--The formula was for a wage increase of 41.40 a day, with 40 cents to be 
provided through an increase in the price of coal and el by the operators on 
a graduated basis depending on increased production-per-man; a contribution 
to the miners' welfare fund of three cents a ton to be paid for one year from 
provincial royalties and thereafter by the companies, and immediate considera-
tion of a miners' pension plan. 	 . 

The Carroll prOposal provided that the 40-cent share would be •paid by the 
Federal Government from tariff revenue collected on imported soft coal. Mr. 
Mitchell  advised Mr. Carroll that the Government was "not prepared to institute 
a system of wage subsidies as suggested." 

In his report Mr. Carroll said that he was convinced that company ability 
to pay the dollar a day increase could be reached "within two or three Months, 
with management' and men doing less than their best." He advised Mr. Mitchell 
that he believed any increase in the price of coal would be the "death knell" 
of the hopes of Maritime coaLcompanies getting back to their pre-war position in 
a short time and would also affect adversely the transition to peacetime of 
every industry in the Maritimes. 

A last minute effort to settle the dispute will be made at a meeting in 
Ottawa tomorrow. (CP) 

inglpellrEes  Quick Coal Solution: Speaking before the Empire Club of Toronto,Reconstruction 
Minister Howe said the Maritime coal problem is of "the highest importance. . . to 
all parts of Canada" and unless it is solved quickly "the industry is heading for 
disaster." 

%11 parties concerned must adopt a new attitude, and both management and 
labour must forget the ancient grievances and disputes,"  he said. 	(over) 

ty 



Meaughton Asks Soviet Frankness:  The Canadian representative on the Atomic 
Energy Commission, Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton, touched off debate on the plan 
for 'international control of atonic energy at Lake Success, N.Y., yesterday 
when he reouested a "frank statement" from Russia and Poland "of any 
reservations or objections which tàeir governments may hold with regard to 
any part of the report." 

Gen. McNaughton, invited to join the United Nations Security Council's 
atomic discussions, said the Atomic Energy Commission "should proceed with 
the greatest possible measure of agreement as well as with the least possible 
delay. If this is done, perhaps any particular points to which objection is 
stated  may  be given further consideration in the appropriate committee of the 
Atomic Energy Commission itself. 

"I do hope that the council will expedite its consideration of thiereport 
and so enable the Atomic Energy Commission to.resume its work of developing 
specific proposals. . . The largest part of this report is concerned'with the 
type of controls and inspection, which in the judgment of a majority , of the 
commission are an essential part of an effective international system to 
ensure that atomic energy issued for peaceful purposes only." The Canadian, 
representative said Canada "has been associated with the development of atomic 
energy from the start" and "we have recognized that in order thàt atomic eaergy 
may be'developed and uséd to its fullest extent in peaceful applications, a 
comprehensive system of control and inspection is required. 

"Already the Parliament of Canada bas  provided the legislation which is 
needed for the exercise of full control in the domestic field. This legisla-
tion is also-designed to enable Canada to participate effectively in_measures 
of international control which may be agreed upon. My government is , most 
anxious to make progress in this matter and we will continue to do everything 
that is within our power to advance the work of the atomic energy commission."W- 

Provinces Arrange Supreme Court Hearin5:  Counsel for seven provinces have arranged 
for a special hearing before the Supreme Court tomorrow to seek leave to appeal 
the deciiion of the Board of Transport Commissioners that the Board has authority 
to hear the application by Canadian railways for a general 30-pér cent freight 
rate-increase. - IMeanwhile the Board hearing is continuingwith the‘provinces 
participating under protest.' (CP) 

Davis Leaves For China:  Mr. Justice T.C. Davis, Canadian Ambassador-designate to 
China, is leaving Ottawa today on the long journey to Nahking. At a press 
conferenCe he said he believed the Orient may provide a "great market" in the 
future for Canadian products such  •  as wheat, flour, lumber and newsprint. He 
also thought there would be an increase in the number of Canadian technicians 
going to China. 

With a chuckle, he said he had learned that his name in  • Chinese was "Dye 
Way Sh," freely translated as meaning "service for the whole world." (CP) 

Ontario Lifts Liquor Rationing:  The Ontario Liquor Control Board has announced at 
Toronto that after March 1 only imported Scotch and Irish whisky will be 
rationed in the province. The imported whisky will be rationed on a basis 
of one bottle per calendar month. Only three other provinces now retain' 
liquor rationing--Manitoba, Saskatchewan and British  • Columbia. (CP) 

Wheat Stocks: Visible supplies of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North 
America at midnight February 6 totalled 129,703,174 bushels, compared with 
134,728,087 on January 30, and 155,622,417 on the corresponding date last 
year, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries of wheat 
from farms in the Prairie Provinces reached only 1,147,518 bushels, compared 
with 2,465,733 the preceding week. Marketings from August 1 to February 6 
aggregated 247,187,436 bushels as compared with 184,529,432 in the similar 
period of the crop year 1945-46. 
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Army Limited to 30,000:  The libuse'of Commons had approved - an amendment to'the 
:Militia .Act-which wbuld limit the size of Canada's,Active Army to 39,000 
officers-and men. - Theamendment - Was Moved'by DefenCe‘MiniSter—daXton to 
'meet opposition objections'to a' clause in the Act which,authorized the 
Governor.; in-Council to fix the size of the 'ArMy. 

Previously the minimum for the peadetime permanent force'had been s set 
at 25,000 -, but Mr. Claxton recently announced that it was planned to recruit 
only 75 per cent of that objective. He'said he believéd,a ceiling of 30,000 
would allow sufficient leeway for the Defence Department between now and the 
next session of Parliament. 	 '

Opposition members attempted to have Mr. Claxton disclose the reasons 
behind the decision to reduce recruiting objectives by 75 per cent. Lt.-Col. 
Cecil Merritt, V.C., (PC—Vancouver-Burrard) asked if the decision was reached 
'on a basis of economy, with the consent of the Govàrnment, or on the advide 

, 	of the Defence Council. Deputy Speaker Ross Macdonald ruled the question 
"(U1 	irrelevant and when his decision was appea1ed, he was upheld by a vote of 

86-76. The division caught many members absent from their seats. ' 

d I 
el 
■ 

forces was a matter of Government policy and no Defence Minister could tamper 
retain control of the size of the forces. Mr. Claxton said the size Cf the 
day's debate with opposition members seekinR assurance that Parliament would 

rity 

Discussion on several clauses followed the general line of the previous 

with then and still , remain a member of the Cabinet. (CP) ' " 	' 

Emergency Steps in Transportation:  To meet the threatening crisis in freight * - 
transportation, the Government has given the Transport Controller, B.S. 
Liberty, power to commandeer box cars for the movement of export wheat and 
feed grains from western Canada. 

These measures, effective for the next six weeks,  gave  these grains 
top priority over other freight rolling across the land on Canadian railroads 
and were aimed at speeding wheat eipments tO Britain, now far behind commit-
ments,  and meeting  extreme àhortages of livestock feed developing in Central 
Canada. They arose from an acute but seasonal shortage of Canadian box cars 
which have accumulated on United States railroads. 

Officials said the Canadian roads were approximately 13,000 cars short. 
Actually, at the moment, there are 7,000 more American cars in Canada than 
Canadian cars across the border, but, it was pointed out, most of these are 
refrigerator and open-top coal cars, which are useless for the àhipment of 
wheat and other grains. 

Officials said they hoped the six-week emergency priority for grains 
would accomplish the purpose of bringing shipments up to date, but they could 
give no estimate of how much additional wheat and feed might be moved in that 
period. 	 - 

Other factors behind the curtailed wheat shipments are the recent storm 
conditions  which have tied up rail traffic. The commandeered cars will be used 
to ship grain.both east and west to Atlantic and Pacific ports, while some will 
be transported to the lake ports to await the opening of navigation. (CP) 

IeEal  Battle Continued:  The legal battle is continuing over the scope of the hearing 
before the Board of Transport  Commissioners of the railways' application for a 
general freight rate increase of 30 per cent. One of the major points is 
whether the hearing will be confined to the application or be broadened to include 
a general investigation of the whole Canadian freight rate structure as requested 
by some of the provinces. (CP) 

(over) 
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New Veterans Advisory Committee Established: Veterans Affairs kinister Mackenzie 
has -announced establishment of an Advisory Committee on Veterans Social 
Services, with T.J. Rutherford, the'Department's Director General of,  Rehàbilita. 
tion. - as . chairman' 'The Committee Will advise  the  Department  on mattersconcernin 
soCial-welfare services aVailable to veteran's: 

"Recognizing that.the re-establishment of some veterans has been complicated 
by problems lying in the field of human relationships, the Depart/Sent of Veterans 
Affairs has set up a'Social Service Division to work with existing agencies, and 
to institute an adequate medical and psychiatric social" work program in our 
hospitals and clinics," Er. Mackenzie said. "The Advisory Committee will contrib 
materially to the effectiveness of that work." 

Hog Production Increasing: Hog production in Canada is again increasing, reversing 
the downward trend that,commenced early in 1944, according to the December 1, 
1946 survey conducted by the Dominion Bureau of_Statistics„ Ilumbers,of hogs on 
farms - at December 1,,1946, estimated at -5 •  972, 400 à  show a slight increase—two 
per cent--Over the corresponding date in 1945. The increase occurred in all 

provinces from Ontario eastward, while western provinces continued to show-> 
reductions although the decreases were considerably less than,in 1945. It is 
expected that production in the Prairie Provinces may begin to increase in the 
latter part of 1947 if present relationshiPs of feed prices to hog prices' 
continue and average feed crops are harvested. . The 1946 fall Pig crop for all 
Canada was approximately five per cent greater than that of 1945. 

rcCord to Represent Canada at I.L.O.:  Labour Minister Eitchell has announced,that the 
Canadian Government would be represented.at  the Spring Meeting •  of the Governing 
Body of the International Labour Office by C.R. McCord, Director of Administrativ 
Services cf the Department of Labour. At the meeting,,toopen in Geneva February 
20th, Jean Chapdelaine of the Canadian Embassy at Paris, will be adviser to 
ri'.  McCord. 	 , 

Sea ResCue in Seaforth Channel: , Five seine fishing boats from Vancouver rescued 
145 persons from the S.S. North Sea, which grounded.on a.reef in. storm-swept 
Séaforth.Channel.off Bella Bella 300 miles north .of Vancouver. Transferred 
to the Canadian National Steamship_ Prince Rupert,the , passengerelareexpected 
to reach Vancouver this afternoon. There were no injuries and a skeleton crew 
remained aboard the North ,Sea. (CP) 

Gleanings: , The  veteran Tribal class destroyer H.M.C.S. Saida has been recommissioned 
and will be employed in training work off the Atlantic coast....Capt. J.A. Heenan 
0.B.E., has been appointed Director of Trade  Routes and  Steamship Subsidies in 
the Department of Trade and Commerce, succeeding F.E. Bawden, 0.B.E., who retired 
recently....At a meeting in Montreal last night, City Councillor Michael Buhay 
was nominated as Labor-Progressive candidate in the federal by-election in 
Montreal-Cartier. 
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Veritime Miners  Begin G eral Strikeen 	 Only skeleton, maintenance .crews remaine,d 
on d,uty in some 50•pits normally employing 13,000 men. as a 'general strike 
in District No., 26 or, the United  Mine Workers .union (.00C.L.)began at mid.- 
night Saturday. It was the second general strike,. in a fortnight and followed 
the breakdown of -a last-minu.te conference in Ottawa which failed~to - solve 
the _question of making .wage increases dependent on in.creased production by 
the miners. The pits involved produce raore;:than,a third ,of ,the _coal mined - 
in 'Canada. 	- 

The negotiations collapsed over how $1 of a .$1.40-a-day_raise for the 
miner was to be granted. The Union rejected; the principle that the $1 bot 
should be put into effect gradually on. the basis of increased product,ion 
per Irian, Proposed originally by Dominion Coe.1 Company--which ,  employs the bulk 
of the 2;=aritime miners--th.is type of raise was endorsed by,a .federar , concilia-
tion commissioner and .was laid before the cbnference -by- the .governMen.t. 

But it was not possible, 'Labor Minister Mitchell said later in a. statement, 
to "rind a basis, of comproraise between the conflicting positions .  of the 	-- 
parties. ," • 	- 	 , 

The miners .had béen working since , February '3 under.  a "truce',  ag,reement - 
arranged after a three-day walkout when their contract' expired Sanuary 31. 

The Nova Scotia Mines Minister, L.D. Currie, said the , provincial govern.= 
ment.was prepared to enforce coal rationing. Previously he had announced 
that hospitals and other•institutions would. be  placed high on the pi-ibrity 
list. The possibility. of dim-outs in some Maritime•  centres also was being - 
discussed., (cp)  

Ce.nadian Skater World Titlist:  Barbara Ann Scott of Ottawa has won the Ladies' 
World Figure Skating Championship. at Stockholm. whirling to victory over 
21 competitors representing seven countries. The 18-yea.r-o1d Canadian Was 
given an ovation by a 'crowd of 15,000'spectators when she co.ncluded her free-
skating exhibition which increased her lead over her closest  rivais,  Daphne 
Ilalker of Lligland, who finished second, and Gretchen Merrill-of Boston, 	* 
-third.. The final score was 3480.37 points for Miss Scott, 334.09 for Miss 
lialker and 327.76 for Miss Merrill. Her victory marked the first time a 	- 
Canadian he.d won th.e world. title. (CP) 

Supreme Court 'Upholds Board: , Mr. Justice Patrick •Kerwin of the Supreme Court 
of Canada has ruled that the Board of Transportation Commissioners has the 
power to hear the application of .the railways for .a general 30 per' cent 
increa.se in freight rates. Counsel for seven provinces had challenged the 
jurisdiction of the Board. Mr. Justice Kerwin said the provinces had produced 
no arguable objections and he "entertained no doubts,  of the Board's authority. 

As the Board resu.med today, C.J. Burchell, counsel for the three Maritime 
provinces, read a statement which he said had been approved by the Premiers 
of those provinces and which protested against  an  y increas,e.applying to special 
Maritime freight tariffs, (CP) 	 - 

là,,fa Czechoslovakian Minister Arrives: Frantisek Nemlec, the new Czechoslovakian 
lainister to Canada, has arrived in Ottawa, accompa.nied by his wife,' a daughter 
and new members of,  the Legation staffo He succeeds Dr. Fo Pavlaseko. The new 

 Minister said that UNRRA aid had been a ".miracle for Europe" and that 	'- 
Czechoslovakia was "very grateful" to Canada and the United States •  for the 
great quantities of food and other supplies. 

,ovornment Aids Many Veterans: Veterans Minister Mackenzie has announced that more 
than a quarter of Canada's forld War II veterans had received financial aid under 
the Veterans Rehabilitation Act up to the end oe 1946. Alloances have been pail 
to  2665O7  individual ex-service men and womeneOf the more than a million virLo were 9 

in uniform, 	34,528 received vocational training alloutncos; 46,685 university 
and pre-univorsity assistance; 31,377 awaiting returns allowances and 120,150 out-
of-work allowances for varying periods. 



Canadian Indebtedness Abroad Reduced: Although the balance of Canadian indebtedneSs 
to other countries was materially reduced during the war, Canada is still a. 
debtor nation. Estimated balance of Canadian indebtedness to other countries 
at the end of 1945 was about $5.=t billion, according to the annual report of 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics on the Canadian balance of international 
payments, gross liabilities to investors ta other countries being close to 

billion and gross external assets amounting to about $3£ billion when 
Canada's liquid reserves in United States dollars and gold and Canadian 
Government credits to other countries are added to,privately awned Canadian, 
investments abroad. The 1945 figure compares with a net external debt of 
aver $5 billion at the end of 1939 and more than $6 billion in 1930. 

Generally reflecting this debtor position, payments by Canada to other 
countries • in the form of dividends and interest on bonds and debentures , 
exceeded receipts of income from abroad.by  $177 million in 1945 as compared 
with $249 million in 1939 and $289 million in 1930 . 

With the reduction in net indebtedness during the wur, there occurred 
some marked changes in the character and composition of Canada's international 
liabilities and assets and in the geographical pattern of the position. 
Estimated total value of British and foreign investments in Canada was  •  
$7,095 million at the end of 1945, close to the total of $6,913 million in 
1939, but investments held in the United States had risen to an estimated 
$4,982 million in 1945 -- about 70 per cent of the total -- compared with' 
$4 151 million six_years earlier, and British-owned investments had fallen 
to $1,776 million from $2,476 million. At the same-time, holdings of United 
States securities by Canadians declined, while there was a large increase . 
in Canadian official liquid reserves in United States dollars and gold. 

As a result, the balance of Canadian indebtedness to the United States 
remained close to e3 billion, including gold and other liquid assets in 
the United States, while  the 'balance' of indebtedness to the United Kingdom, 
along with some investments held there for other countries, was reduced to 
approximately $1 billion (excluding government indebtedness settled in the 
Settlement of War Claims of March, 1946, between Canada and the  United.. 
Kingdom). At the same time, the value of Canadian assets in countries other 
than the United Kingdom and the United States, including export credits 
which had been disbursed by the end of 1945, exceeded by a considerable 
amnunt the indentifiable investments in Canada owned by these countries. 
„ 	There has been also a striking change in'the composition of Canada's 
international assets. At the beginning of the war, privately owned assets 
abroad in the form of foreign securities and properties owned by Canadian 
companies and individuals constituted most of the total value of such assets. 
At the end of 1945 a major part of these assets was owned by the Canadian 
Government in the form of cash balances, goldi and loans to other governments, 
the Canadian dollar value of these being $1,279 million, $388 million and 
$707 million respectively. Direct investments of Canadian companies had a 
value of about $720 million and'portfolio investments of Canadian individuals 
and corporations an estimated value of $621 million. 

In the case of Canada 's  liabilities abroad, 'while  a substantial portion 
is represented by non-resident holdings of the bonds of Canadian governments, 
as well as railway and corporation issues, there is no inter-governmental 
indebtedness. .. 

Netherlands Awards for Canadians:  Recognition of services in connection with the 
transfer of material and equipment for the "reconstruction of the Royal 
Netherlands Army" has come to eight Canadians in the form of decorations from 
the Netherlands Government. The Canadian Government transferred to the 
Netherlands complete equipment for several divisions. 

The highest award—Grand Officer of the Order of Orange-Nassau—went to 
Brig. (formerly Maj.-Gen.) D.E. Dewar, C.B.E., of uttawa, who was Director-. 
General of Arsenals and Small Arms Ammunition in the Munitions Department 
during most of the war. Brig. T.F. Flahiff'of Toronto and Col. L.W. Kynch, 
0.B.E., of Winnipeg were made Commanders of the Order. 

Gleanings:  The Prices Board has removed maple products from rationing restrictions.... 
John G. Macgillivgray, Canadian Minister-designate to Czechoslovakia and former 
acting High Commissioner to South Africa, died in Ottawa today....Margaret Marshall 
Saunders, 85, author of "Beautiful Joe," widely-read autobiography of a dog, died 
Saturday at Whitby, Ont. 
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Debate on Militia Act  Continued:  • Another lengthy debate on défonce matters, 
ranging from the powers of the Defence V.Inister to cadet training, 
occupied much of the time of the House of Commons yesterday. An 
amendment was adopted giving the Government the authority to increase 
from three to five years the terra in which a ran  may  be enlisted in the 

-The amendment, adopted before members completed a clause-by-clause 
study of a bill which makes a series of amendments to the Militia Act, 
empowers the Cabinet to'fix term of service in both the Active and 
Reserve armies. Previously Active Army service was fixed at three 

, 	years. 	, 
The amendment also provides that any man enlisted during an, 

emergency or in anticipation of an emergency may be enlisted to serve 
for the duration and for the period of deimbilization. There  vas no 
similar provision in existing legislation. 

. 	Mr. Claxton said the changes were made to meet opposition requests 
that the terms of service be made more flexible. 

Third reading also was given a bill providing for appointment of 
one Deputy Minister of National Defence and not more than three 
associates, establishment of a defence research board and continuation 
of the handling of estates of seldiers who die on service or in Veterans 
Affairs hospitals. 

John Diefenbaker (PC—Lake Centre) contended that more powers 
' 

 
zero  being concentrated in the Defence Minister than any other. Mr. 
Claxton replied that in no other country did the Defence Minister have 
such limited powers. Progressive Conservative members also were 
critical of plans for training cadets. Mr. Claxton saia the government 

, planned to spend 15 times as mach on cadets during the coming fiscal year 
as in any pre-war year. Cadet training will be made available to boys 
between the ages of 14 and 18 and placed under the Minister instead of 
District Conmanding Officers. Previerli3ly cadet corps accepted 12-year-
old boys. (CP) 

Officer Exchange  Arranged:  Defence Minister Claxton  bas  announced that 
arrangements have been  made  whereby 12 American Army officers will be 
attached temporarily to Army Headquarters at Ottawa while 14 Canadian 
Army officers will be similarly attached to Headquarters at Washington. 
The visitors are now beginning to arrive from Washington to take up 
their new duties in Ottawa. 

The group numbers six lieutenant-colonels, five majors and one 
captain. They are being attached for duty to the General Staff branch, 
the Adjutant-General's branch, Quartermaster-General's branch, the 
branch of the Master-General of Ordnance, and the Directorate of 
Defence Research. Sono  Canadian officers already have been attached to United 
States' formations under the exchange arrangement, and others will 
be attached shortly to bring the total to 14. 

Vaughan Predicts C.N.R. Deficit  in 1946: Appearing as the first witness 
after a prolonged legal battle aver the jjurisdiction of the Board of 
Transport Commissioners, R.C. Vaughan, president of the Canadian 
National Railway, said yesterday that the C.N.R. had a "substantial 
loss" in 1946 and income would fail to meet fixed char:ps by "several 
million" dollars. He did not disclose the amount of the deficit, the 
first since the railway's succession of wartime surpluses. 
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Domestic neat Price Raised: Trade Minister MacKinnon has announced linthe House 
of Commons that there will be a 30-cent-a-bushel increase in the price of 
wheat sold for domestic consumption, but that ceiling prices on flour, , 
bread, mill feeds and other wheat products will be maintained. This 
increases the domestic price to el.55 a bushel, the same as that under , 
the United Kingdom Contract. 

Mr. MacKinnon said it was necessary to the de-control program that 
the prevailing prices on bread, flour, mill feeds and other wheat products 
not be affected. "Because of the continued overseas demand for wheat 
for human food, the Government feels that as far as possible grains''other 
than wheat should be used for feed purposes in this country.' (CP) 

Hart Asks Legislature to Ratify Agreement: Premier John Hart called.on the 
British Columbia legislature yesterday to ratify the Dominion-Provincial 
financial agreement. In .a  lengthy statement of policy Mr. Bart said the 
agreement "measures up to all the requirements we placed before the 
Federal Government." Mr. Hart also reiterated his willingness to go to 
Ottawa at any time to discuss social security problems. "Prime Minister 
King has assured me that as soon as a sufficient number 'of provinces 
have signed agreements, he would call another Dominion-Provincial con-
ference to discuss implementation of social security measures." (CP) 

Mine  Union Officials Remain in Ottawa: The executive officers of District No. 
26 of the United Mine Workers union are remaining in Ottawa for a day 
or two longer, appareâtly in the expectation that some further steps 
might,be taken toward settlement of the general strike in Maritime coal 
mines. 

Only one of the 50 larger mines in the Maritime provinces remains 
in operation--the International Coal Company's DruMmond pit at Westville, 
N.S., where the miners have voted to join the union but have not yet 

r.  received .a charter. (CP) 

More  Parachutists Qualify: First members of the Royal Canadian Artillery to 
qualify at Canada's airborne training center here, eight gunners won their 
parachutists wings last week. These artillerymen*formed,part of the 
training center's largest peacetime class which graduated Saturday. 
During the war a number of artillerymen transferred to airborne units and 
saw service as parachutists but these were the first gunners to qualify 
here and ramain members of the Royal Canadian Artillery. Their training 
as parachutists is part of the general policy, to familiarize soldiers of 

- 

	

	all corps with the problems of air transported .  troops. Also included in 
the class, which 'totaled LB officers and other ranks, were members of the 
Infantry Corps, Armoured Corps and Royal Canvdian Corps of Signals. 	. 

Most Saskatchewan Railways Cleared:  Most of the railway branch lines in 
southern Saskatchewan, hard hit by a series of blizzards, now have been 
cleared of snowdrifts and fuel and food supplies are being _restored. 

" There are still shortages of oil for tractor trains and aircraft in 
northern Manitoba, but officials expect these supplies will be 
replenished today. (CP) 

- 30 - 
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Proposed InternatiOnal Wheat Agreement Tabled: Trade Minister MacKinnon has 
tabled in the House of COMMDUS a draft  international  wheat agreement, drawn 
up by the International Wheat Coûncil, recommending that the Canadian prices 
of $1.25 and $1.55 a bushel  for  No. 1 Manitoba northern be set as the basic 
minimum and maximum export prices. The propoSals will be uàed as a basis 
for discussion at the international wheat conference opening in Londcen. 
March 18. It is proposed that the agreement becOne'effective August 1; 1947, 
and run for a period of four or five years, 	 , 

On the question of expert markets, it was proposed that Canada be given 
40 per cent --or 200,000,000 bushels-- pf the basic 500,000,000-bushel 
world export market, Of the three other big wheat-producing nations,- 
Argentina's share would be 25 per Cent or 125,000,000 bushels, Australia's • 
quota  wOuld be 19 per cent or  95,000,000 bushelà and the United States' , 
allotment would be 16 'per cent or 80,00O 3 000 bushels, 

The final agreement would contain other formulas for sharing demands 
over,the 500,000,000-bushel total, The'wheat coûncil, established before the 
war to Combat world surpluses, said in a preface to the proposed agreement 
that it was "in no sense" to be taken as committing,governments in any way. 
The suggestions were aimed at assisting governments in questions of policy 
at the conférence  itself. (CP) 

Statement on Churchill Establishment: Defence Minister Claxton has issued a state-
ment on the experimental station at Churchill, Mane, set up last year "as a 
joint 'services' .  station  for the  purpose of conducting year-round trials of 
service equipment,id topographical and climatic conditions representative of 
northern Canada." In the past most military equipment was designed for use 
within certain temperature limits, he said, and Canada "now found it necessary 
to carry out cold-weather trials on existing equipment and research work 
necessary to the development of new equipment destined for the Canadian peace-
time Armed Forces." 

"That is the function of the Churchill station and all the discussion 
and veiled charges about what is going on there have no foundation in fact. 
At no time was it proposed to use Churchill as a base for military exercises 
or manoeuvres, nor has it been so used," 	 , 

He said the station is manned by detachments of the Canadian Army and , 
Royal Canadian Air Force but will also include, from time to time as may be 
required, members of the Royal Canadian Navy and representatives of the Armed 
Forces of the United States. A11 under a Canadian camp commandant, the number 
at the station at any one time is not expected,to exceed 560 all .ranks, of whom 
some 200 are on the permanent camp establishment. ,United States personnel at 
Churchill will vary, depending on the type of equipment being tested. Present 
strength of the camp  is approximately 110 Americans and 315 Canadians. , 

Holds Elport - Controls Still Needed: Speaking in the House of Commens on second - 
reading of a bill authorizing continuation of export and import controls, 
Trade Minister MacKinnon said the Canadian price level was generally substantially 
below world price levels and without controls the country soon would be denuded 
of essential goods. The bill will be referred to the Banking and Commerce 
committee.  (OP)  

1-2222.32EIM.9.!nasesjEmsprIAJMills: Transport Controller B.S. Liberty has 
ordered the railways to make some boxcars available to seven newsprint mills 
which had been forced to close because of lack of transportation for their 
product. A strict priority system is being established to speed shipments of 
wheat and food  grains. (CP) 

(over) 
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Prices Board Annual Report Tabled: Activities of the Prices Board in 1946 were 
reviewed by Chairman Donald Gordon in a report tabled in the House of Commons 
by Finance Minister Abbott yesterday. The report said that, despite disturbing 
developments, marked progress wasmatle in expanding; peacetime production and 
Canada did succeed in  preventing the sort Of violent upsûrge in prices which 
occurred in many countries. Mr. Gordon said the job of post-war:reconversion 
was "practically finished." 
(Note: A summary of the report appears in C.I.S. Weekly.) 

Walker Says 30 Per cent is Minimum:  Testifying before the Board of Transport 
Commissioners, Vice-President George A. Walker of the Canadian Pacific 
Railway said yesterday that the railway's financial position had deteriorated 
since 1939 and that the 30 per cent general freight rate increase requested 
was the minimum necessary to fend off leivered efficiency or even possible 
bankruptcy. The counsel for the provinces sought to prove by cross-examination 
that the railwair had improved'its position by using -wartime revenue for debt 
reduction, increases in reserves and-other steps. 

Mr. Walker said the railway's credit had - been plated in'"very grave 
jeopardy" because of lower earnings and contended that revenues from non- 
rail operations of the company should not be taken into account in establishing 
new freight rates. (CP) - • 

Value of Enemy-  Assets Draps;  State Secretary Gibson told the flouse  of Comraons 
yesterday that the value of assets helci by the custodian of enemy property 
once totalled more than $1,000,000,000 but now was about $350,000,000 'as 
a result of settlement of claims. He made a statement after opposition 
members requested a report on thé activities of the custodian. He offered 
to consider the request, but said there probably- were  soins phases dealing 
with individuals which should  nt  be made pmblic. 	 ' 

He also agreed to find out whether any enemy patents have been leased 
to Canadian firms by the custodian and what disposition will be made of ' 
royalties and shares accruing to Canadian individuals and firms from holdings 
in enemy countries. 

Col. Gibson spoke before the Commons adopted a resolution to a bill that 
would continué Some of the wartime powers of the cùstodian. The  bill itself .  
was given first reading and then debate was begun  on second reading to a 
measure that would extend some  of the wartime regulations under the Patent 
Act. (CP) 

Duplessis Suggests Dominion Economize:  Speaking in the Throne Speech debate in 
the Quebec Legislature, Premier Duplessis said that if the Dominion 
government economized it would no longer need the revenue sources formerly 
controlled by the provinces. If after economizing, the Dominion still was 
in want ewe will be ready to make an accord based on the constitutional 
rights of each," 

He spoke after Liberal leader Adelard Godbout, in a two-hour address, - 
said he was convinced the Dominion's financial proposals would be 	. 
advantageous to Quebec, providing a compromise  was reached where one govern-
ment only collected any one tax. He cited succession duties as a field 
where the federal govermment should "neither intervene nor be allowed to . 

• 

intervene" in a matter "too intimately connected with the people of a province 
and their-customs" to permit federal jurisdiction. (CP) 

Gleanings:  British Food Minister Zohn Strachey'is eaPected to arrive in Ottawa . by , 
air tomorrow....The Alberta Legislature opens tomorrow with the Dominion-
Provincial taxation agreement high on the liat of.business....None was injured, - 

 but 100 students were forced to flee in night attire'last night as fire sliept 
through a building of St. Michael's College ta Toronto....Dr. M.M. MacOdrum 
has been appointed president of Carleton College at Ottawa, succeeding the -
late Dr. HOZ. Tory. 
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Gommons Debates Coal 	Strike:  On. a motion by Clarie Gillis (CCF--Cape Breton 
South) the House of Commons yesterday adjourned its ordinary business in 
order to discuss the general strike of Maritime -Coal miners., ,During the 	. 
debate labour • Minister Mitchell and Reconstruction Miniater Howe both. argued 
,against payment of a government wage subsidy to the miners.. 

Mr. Mitchell said the coal industry "soon.er or later ,  bas  to be made to 
stand on its own feet." To suggestions from some members that lower taxes 
would engender increased. mine production, he replied ,that the only source 
for goVernme,nt subsidies was taxes. It was his opinion . that the people of 
Ontario and. Nova Scotia  • should not be taxed for inefficiency in an industry 
in British Columbia, for instance. 

- Mr. Howe said present subsidies to the Maritime mines were costing , 

	

8,500,000a  year, the Carroll,Commission had recommended their gradual 	- 
reduction and the government ha.d,"reached  the  point where it must, find a 
conclusion to all production subsidies." He said the Maritime strike was - 
not an "insoluble problem" and even the.present subsidy could be eliminated 
co.mpletely if production per rnan day was restored to the 1939 level of 2.7 
tons. ,  He said present production was 1.5 tons per .man day. With production 
at 1939 levels the companies could meet the whole $1.40 daily wage increase 
deman.ded_by the miners. 	 _ 

• M.r. Gillis said he was convinced the entire $1.40 raise would have to . 
be paid by Governraent subsidy. He argued that if it was reasonable for the 
Government to pay import subsidies on coal, it was not unreasonable to ask 
for wage subsidies to help stabilize the economy of the Maritime provinces. 

Stanley Knowles (CCF--Winnipeg North Centre) said an increase in the • 
price of coal would not help the .companies, the miners or the country. 
Percy Black (PC--Cumberland) appealed to both the Government and the miners , 
to accept the recommendations of Mr. Justice Carroll for the time being. (CP) 

Propose Compulsory-  Voting: A•special committee, appointed at the:previous session; 
has recommended to the British Columbia Legislature the establishment of a 
system of .compulsory voting in the province. The proposal includes provision •  
of a registration system and a fine of not more - than $10 for faiilure to 
register.  The  ,committee made a study of the compulsory voting -system in 
Australia. 

Other major recommended changes in the Elections Act include an, extension 
of the franchise to 4,000 Orientals, including East Indians and'Chinese of 
Canadian birth; naturalization and citizenship for. native Indians, not 	• 
resident on reserves, who served .in the armed forces, and to Doukhobors who ' 
served in the war or were rejected after volunteering. (CP) 

Short of Equipment: C.E. Jefferson, freight ,  traffic manager of the Canadian . 
Pacific Railway, testified yesterday before the Board of TranspOrt Commissioners 
that the railway will coraplete the year with an estimated 2,000 fewer freight 
cars. The C.P.R, had 72,938 revenue-earning freight  •  cars at the:start of the 
year and expected to obtain another 932 by the 'end of March, but 3,000 would' 
have to be retired, he said. 	 , 

The line's earning power would be cut futther by other factors, inCluding 
disappearance of $8,000,000 worth of non-recurring traffic -  it  badin  1946 and 
a reduction in the average length of haulages.  •  He also expected the line to 
carry-a larger proportion of raw materials on which revenues were lower than - 
on finished products. 

TheBoard said it would take under consideration requests from sesveral •  

western organizations that regional hearings be held on the railways ,  
application for a general 30 per cent freight rate increase. (CP) 

tish Food Minister Arrives:  British Food Minister John Strachey arrived in Ottawa 
by air today. He was unhurt when the aircraft overshot the runway at Rockcliffe 
airport and swerved abruptly, crumpling a propellor. 

(over) 



Potash Discovery in Saskatchewan:  Discovery of the first Canadian source of 
potash, used in the production of both fertilizers and explosives, is 
reported by Saskatchewan's Resources*Minister J.L. Phelps. In a statement, 
Mr. Phelps said commercial production would "revolutionize" agriculture 
in Canada. The deposit, an 11-foot bed,was located at 3,475 feet in the Unity 
oil field and eight or nine additional wells would have to be aunk to prove 
the field. If 	 indicattoñs 	the value of the find were substantiated, 
e4,000,000 would have to be spent fôr a mill and shafts before production 
could be started. (CP) 

Monthly Manpower Survey: January was a month of seasonal inactiVity. There were 
strong indications, however, that this was rerely the lull before a sharp 
rise in industrial activity and employment 'lithe spring, the Labour DePartment 
says in its monthly manpower survey. The 1.-st weather conditions in years 
hampered primary industry, construction, and transportation. Difficulties 
with the supply of electric power hindered production in some areas and 'material 
shortages-still formed bottlenecks in many industries. 

At February 6, 1947,- unplaced applicants registered with the National 
Employment Service totalled 196,000. This represented an upswing of 31,000 
since January 2. The increase, however, became slower with each succeeding - 
week until, in the first week of Febrwry, the gain was less than 100 for the 
whole of Canada. It seems, therefore, that the peak has almost been reached.' 
The level of unplaced applicants at February 6, 1947, was 47,000 below that 
of one year ago, despite the demobilization of hundreds of thousands of ex-
servicemen during the year. The slackening in construction activity increased 
the number of unplaced construction workers. Unplaced applicants also rose - 
in the heavy labour, light factory labour, sales, and service occupations. 

Labour.demand hit the seasonal low in all industries except logging. 	. 
At February 6, 1947, there were 71,000 unfilled vacancies compared with 90,000 
at January 2, 1947, and 84,000 one year ago. 	 ' 

Unplaced applicants and unfilled vacancies (in brackets) in 29 National 
Employment' Service Offices throughout the Dominion at February 6, 1947 were: 
Halifax, 3,507 (781); New Glasgow, 2,286 (62); Sydney, 2,475 (44); Moncton, 
2,369 (453); Saint John, 2,042 (555); Chicoutimi, 499 (2,159); Levis, 1,608 
(122); Montreal, 16,082 (12,821); Quebec, 9,760 (777); Shawinigan Falls, 
1,102 (78); Sherbrooke, 607(376); Sorel, 875 (87); Three Rivers, 3,884 (102); 
Hamilton, 4,270 (1,657); London, 1,201 (1,051); Oshawa, 1,835 (246); Ottawa, 
4,566 (925); St. Catharines, 1,542 (251); Toronto, 11,237 (13,464); Windsor, 
7,562 (139); Calgary, 4,050 (403); Edmonton, 4,510 (641); Regina, 2,744 (454); 
Saskatoon, 2,281 (278); Winnipeg, 12,031 (2,173); Fort William 1,050 (892); 
New Westminster, 3,189 (209); Vancouver, 16,315 (1,735); Victoria, 2,310 (532). 

Wheat Stocks Reported:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North 
America at midnight February 13 totalled 125,882,342 bushels compared=with 
129,703;174 bushels on February 6, and 150,487,940 buehels on the corresponding 
date last year, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries 
of wheat fromfarms,in the Prairie Provinces were 919,095 bustels compared with 
1,155,188 in the preceding week. For the cumulative period -- August 1 to 
February 13 -- wheat marketings aggregated 248,114,201' buabels compared with' 
185,546,798 buahels in the corresponding .period-of the preceding crop year. 

Gleanings:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King is recovering from a cold which has kept 
him confined to his home for three days....A return tabled in the House of 
Commons  shows  that Canadians ,spent e89,568,387 on beer, wine and spirits 
during the fiscal year ending in 1945....Francis Cardinal Spellman, Roman 
Catholic Archbishop of New York,. will be among the principal speakers at the 
Marian Congress  •  in Ottawa next June....Maurice Hartt, member of the Québec 

 Legislature for Montrear-St. Louis, has been chosen as Liberal candidate in 
the federal by-election in Montreal-Cartier next March 31....Trade Minister 
MacKinnon says destern Canadian farmers will benefit by  10,875,0O0 .as  a 
result of the 30-cent-a-bushel increase in the price of wheat for domestic  • 
consumption....A Halifax:city council committee has endorsed an agreement , 
with the Nova Scotia Light Heat and Power Company to replace the present 
street cars with 80 trolley buses. 
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Wheat Situation Discussed: Trade Minister MacKinnon,'speaking in the House of 
Commons y.esterday, said that in the first six_months of the current crop 
year Canada shipped the equivalent of 72,000,000 bushels of wheat to the 
United K+dom and approximately 20,000,000 to other countries. Under  ternis  
of the fo -year pontract with Britain, he said Canada was to supply 160,000, 
000 bushe 	

- 

Ir  

s this year. The price from Britain was fixed at 41.55, while 
prices on sales to other countries were from $2.05 to 42.27 1/2. Mr. MacKinnon 
said that visible supplies were 129,000,000 budhels on February 7. 

He poke before the House adopted a resolutiOn to a bill that will give 
the Cana ian Wheat Board power to operate at least until the British contract 
expires n 1950. British Food Minister John Strachey, listened to the 
debate f om the diplomatic gallery. 	. 

Joh Diefenbaker (PC—Lake Centre) said western farmers should not be 
asked to bear the burden of "Cheap wheat" being sent to Britain. He estimated 
that th difference between . the world prices and those under the British 
contrac meant a loss of more than 4280,000,000 to western earmers this year. 
This lo s should be made good by the Government and the burden shared by all 
residei s of Canada. C.C.F. and Social Credit generally  supporte d continuance 
of the Wheat Board, while Progressive Conservatives criticized the Board's 
operat ons and requested that the bill be referred to the Agriculture 
Commiree. (CP) 

Chevrier Says Boxcar Shortage eVery Acute:"  Transport Minister Chevrier told the 
House of Commons that the shortage of railway rolling stock was "very acute" 
and Promised that the transport controller and the railways would distribute 
available equipment in such a way that no industries would have to close down. 
Meanhile, The Canadian Press said there was a dhortage of 13,000 freight 
carà, on Canadian railways, attributed to seasonal factors, the western 
bli zards which tied up hundreds of cars on branch lines and a basic post- 
war
: 

shortage resulting from heavy deterioration of equipment and limited 
re lacement during war years. 	- 	 . 	, 

The newsprint industry mustered all available storage space in order 
to 

I 

 keep production going and wheat piled up in grain elevators awaiting 
mor ement to seaports. Vancouver officials estimated 270 cars were needed 
to7 keep grain loading up to schedule, but only.  73 were in sight Wednesday.(CP) 

CPR Asked to Produce Data: The freight rate hearing before the Board of Transport 
C4mnissioners yesterday centred around claims that rates in western Canada 
were higher than in the east. Cross-examined by C.H. Locke, British 
Columbia Counsel, C.E. Jefferson, freight traffic manager of the Canadien 
Pfacific Railway, said he could not make a blanket statement. Mr. Locke said 
British Columbia would protest any increases in the "mountain differential" , 
/rates, now 25 per cent above prairie charges. 

Mr. Locke asked the railway to produce figures showing estimated alloca-
/tion-of expenditures between freight and passenger services on its lines in 

// 

Maine and Vermont. Despite  C0? R. objections that it was irrElEvant, the 
Board ordered the railway to produce United States Interstate Commerce 
Commission reports on these lines for the last 10 years. Previously the 

/ 
C.P.R. said its accounting system did not provide a similar breakdown on 
Canadian operations, (CP) 	 - 

Mine Union Leaders Leave Ottawa:  Headed by Freeman Jenkins, president of the 
striking United Mine Workerâ'members in the Maritimes, union leaders left 
Ottawa by air yesterday. Mr. Jenkins said the miners would carry their 
strike for higher wages "to a finish. . °with all the resources we,have" 
and were prepared to hold out for three months if necessary to obtain 
their demands. The union officers had been in Ottawa since Saturday for 
conferences which failed to solve the strike deadlock. (CP) 

(over) 
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Lessard Heads New Bureau: jean Claude Lessard, B.A., M.B.A., Economist of the 
Board. of Transport Commissioners, will he,ad the newly-created Bureau of 
Transportation Economics, it ha.s been announced by  the Civil Service 
Cornmiesion with the  concurrence of transport le rt  ister Chevrier;, "Al].  forms 
of transportation were becoming so closely inter-linked that it was today 
most essential to maintain an over-all picture in order that any decisions 
reached in-  dealing with any, specific transportation problem cou.ld be based 
upon complete knowledge of all the pertinent facts," Mr. Chevrier said  
"For this reason, the Government was fortunate in having at its disposal an 
economist-  who had specialized so brilliantly in the field of transportation." 

The newly created Bureau of Transportation Economics unif'ies under the 
Board or Transport Commissioners the economic functions of that body and of 
the Air Transport Board. The duties of the Air Development Brnch of the 
Reconstruction Departmeat also are being taken .over by the newlBureau. • 

Awards' for Americans:  The Canadian Government, with the approval o His majesty 
the King, bas awarded Service decorations to 55 officers and n n-commissioned 
officers of the United States Forces whose war services were of direct value 
to Canada. 	 , 

Naval operations in both Atlantic and Pacific, air operati ns and 
training, and army opera.tions -- particularly in Alaska and the Aleutians -- 
were combined operations insofar as the United States and Caned an staffs 
were concerned, and. many of the awards - are for "exceptionally meritorious 
service" in caun.ection with the war effort in these areas. 	\ 

Citations a.cccorpanying the awards note the continuous and unfailing 
goodwill and co-operation which existed between Canadian and United States 
staffs throughout the war period. All three Canadian Services pkr triblte 

, to assistance of the first importance received from the U.S. Forces, 
Defence Minister Claxton's announcement said. 

. 	 , , 
\ 

Clothing Prices Going Up:r The Prices Board' announces that withdrawal of subsidy 
in January on woollens, worsteds, yarns and tops, toge-ther with the lowering 
of subsidy on cottons and certain price adjustments on domestic fabrics have 
resulted in a rise in cost to clothing manufacturers which will be reflected . 
in the prices of certain men , s, boys', women's and misses ,  clothing. The 

. increases will affect shipments made by a manufacturer on or after"February 
18 and apply specifica.11y to men's and boys' fine clothing (woollens), 
woollen work clothing and sportswear, and women's, misses ,  and juniors ,  coats 
and suits. 	 ' 	 - 

To avoid any undue price increases and to maintain a careful check on 
the new pricing ixrocedu.re, each manufacturer is required to file with the 
Board a list of his proposed prices before shipping the merchandise. rjo 
increase in prices will be permitted on made-to-measure orders received 
and accepted on or before February 17, 1947. 

Union Leader Proposes Price Reduction: C.H. Millard, National Director of the 
United Steelworkers of America (C.1.00) has proposed a 10 per cent reduction 
in the prices of all manufactured goods sold to Canadian custoraers. In a 
letter to the Canadian Congress of Labour, he proposes that the C.C.L. caLl 
on the Government, the Canadian Manufacturers ,  Association and other interested 
organizations to meet at a conference to discuss a 10 per cent reduction. He 
also aaked that there be no further relax.ation of price controls until approved 

• by ParliEunent. He suggested that, if the Government and C.M.A. declined to 
co-operate, steps be taken to organize a "nation-wide demonstration." (CP) 

Gleanings: John Grierson, former comraissioner of the National Film Board of 
Canada, has been appointed advisor on mass media and. public information 
to Dr. julian Huxley, director general of the United Nations Educatione.1, 
Social and Cultural Organization....A helicopter from Buffalo, N.Y., 
successfully removed -three Canadia.n fisherinen from ice which broke away from 
shore and floated out into Lake Erie....The Dominion Mines' and Resources 
Department is sending an observer to the area where potash has been discovered 
in Saskatchewan....Despite a doctor's warning that he had high blood pressure, 
42-year-old Lauri Huuki of Sudbury, Ont., entered and won the cross-country 
event at the Dominion Ski Championships at Lac Beauport„ Que....C. Jackson, 
83,  prominent Ottawa industrialist , philanthropist and sportsman d ied in 
hospital yesterday. 
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Britain to Stock Food for  Next Winter: British Food Minister John Strachey told 
an Ottawa press conference yesterday that Britain is preparing now to avert 
another food crisis next winter by building up stocks of wheat, bacon and 
beef during the summer and fall. His main purpose in coming to Canada was 
to make advance arrangements for Shipments in volume. He also was discdssing 
the possibility of increasing bacon and beef shipments from Canada. 

"If half a million tons more wheat could have been shipped to us last 
autumn we might have eaten comfortably this winter," he said. The rate of 
delivery of Canadian wheat was "terribly important and critical to us." The 
January shipment of 338,000 tons was "satisfactory" but it was expected 
February shipments would be lower with the result that bread rationing in 
Britain could not be removed before spring or later. 	 , 

He gave assurance that none of the wheat and flour'being sent from 
Canada to Britain was beiag used to feed the people of Germany and expressed 
himself as being satisfied that Canada would "deliver the goods" despite the 
recent dislocation of transportation by unprecedented blizzardsand the 
critical shortage of railway rolling stock. 

Meanwhile the first large shipment of New Zealand butter being diverted 
• from Britain to Canada arrived at Saint John, N.L., when the freighter Beaverdell 

docked from London with 2,250,000 pounds of butter. (various) 

"Independent" Redistribution Commission Proposed:  Stanley Knowles (CCF--Winnipeg 
North Centre) has proposed in the House of Commons that the bill for re-
distribution of representation in the House be referred to an "independent 
commission" rather than to a ccmmittee of the Commons. He said he did not 
think a committee was a "sure way" to obtain "impartial redistributionnand 
the matter was the concern of the whole House rather than of "government 

. 	concern." , He moved an amendment to that effect. 
Hon. G.C. Power (L--Quebec South) said that When - he was Postmaster 

General before the war a bill had been prepared calling for establishment 
of a redistribution commission headed by a . superior court judge. ,  The 1940 
election came before there was an opportunity of introducing it. 

However, he said he now was opposed to Mr. Knowles' motion because he 
did nbt think any democratic parliament Should be placed in .the position of 
being a "rubber stamp to any commission." State Secretary Gibson said all 
parties would be represented on the Committee. 

There will be 255 constituencies, against 245 previously, and the , 
provincial representation (existing figures in brackets) will be as 
follows:Ontario,  83(82);  Quebec, 73 (65); Nova Scotia, 13 (12); New Brunswick, 
10 (10); Prince Edward Island, four. (four); Manitoba, 16 (17); British 
Columbia, 18 (16); Saskatchewan, 20 (21); Alberta, 17 (17); Yukon, one (one).(CP) 

Boost Production of Boxcars:  Officials of the National Steel Car Corporation 
at Hamilton, Ont., one of the largest producers of boxcars and railway 
rolling stock in Canada, expect full production can be resumed in a week 
or 10 days. The company's plants have been operating on a partial production 
basis for several months because of Shortages of raw materials. 

Meanwhile, Transport Controller B.S. Liberty said the general transporta- 
tion picture remained unchanged. Serious port congestion appeared possible 
in Vancouver next week when 16 freighters are due to arrive for grain cargos 
which likely will not be available. Owners of sawmills in the British Columbia 
interior expressed alarm that they might have to close down if more cars were 
diverted to grain movements. (CP) 

(over) 
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PICAO Airworthiness Division Meets:  The Airworthiness Division of the Provisional 
International Civil Aviation Organization is holding its second session in 
Montreal. TWenty-two nations and international organizations are represented 
by 75 delegates and observers. 

The Division's first session, held in April, 1946, laid down international 
airworthiness standards applying only to passenger-carrying aircraft. The 
standards and recommended practices for passenger craft laid don in 1946 will 
be reviewed and expanded in the light of the experience gained during the past 
year's operations. Another item under consideration is the possibility of 
concluding a multilateral  arrangement  to ensure that any aircraft built in 
accordance with international airworthiness standards in the territory of a 
PICAO member state may be qualified as airworthy by any other State to which 
its registration is transferred. 

RoC 
Automobile Production Bigher:c  More passenger cars were produced in Canada in 

January this year than in any month since May last, according to the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. During the month, 11,416 units rolled off assembly 
lines, compared with 9,125 in December, 10,991 in November, and 12,755 in 
May. Fewer commercial vehicles were produced durine the month--7,629 
compared with 8,223 in December, and 8,114 in November. 	 , 

Production of all types in January--passenger and commercial--totalled 
19,045 units compared with 17,348 in December, and 8,495 in the corresponding 
month of last year. Of the month's output, 12,654 were intended for  sale  in 
Canada and 6,391 for export. 

Farm Cash Income in 1946:  Canadian farmers received a cash income of 41,742,300,000 
from the sale of farm products in 1946, an increase of $44 9 600,000 or 2.6 per 
cent over the preceding year, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
The 1946 income was $86,200,000 less than that received in 1914--the highest 
year recorded--when receipts totalled 41,828,500 0000. Including supplementary 
payments made under the Itleat Acreage Reduction Act, the Prairie Farm 
Assistance Act, and the Prairie Farm Income Act, receipts in 1946 amounted 
to $1,759,300,000, an increase of $55,200 9 000 over 1945. 

Provincial distribution of farm cash income, including supplementary 
payments, was as follows in 1946 (1945 in brackets): Prince Edward Island, 
$16,776,000 (16,469,000); Nova Scotia,  •432,212,000 (426,745,000); New 
Brunswick, 434,667,000 ($35,295,000); Quebec, 4248,180,000 (4232,720,000); 
Ontario, $469,353,000 ($452,274,000); Manitoba, $171,534,000 (154,709,000); 
Saskatchewan, $411,327 9000 (417 9 959,000); Alberta, 4289,070,000 (4293,018,- 
000); British Columbia, 486,192,000 (74,948,000). 

Two Canadians Honored for'Atom Work:  The United States has honored two Canadians-- 
Reconstruction Minister Howe and Dr. J.C. Mackenzie, head of the National 
Research Council--for their part in development of atomic energy. The Medal 
of Merit was presented to each by the United States Ambassador to Canada, 
Hon. Ray Atherton. 

Gleanings:  The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association will hold its first meeting 
since 1939 at the Connaught Rifle Ranges near Ottawa August 11 to 16 and 
the results will be used as a basis for selection of Canada's 1948 Bisley 
team....Land communications and coastal dhipping both were hampered by a 
heavy blizzard in the Maritime provinces yesterday....Steel Controller 
Wilber E. Uren will also take over the duties of Timber Controller, succeeding 
T.F. Flehiff....Defence Minister Claxton and Lt.-Gen. Charles Foulkes, Chief 
of the General Staff, were among those attending a reception at the Soviet 
Embassy on the occasion of the 29th anniversary of the founding of the Red 
ArmY. 	
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R.C.A.F. Administration Reorganized: The number of air commands in the Royal 
Canadian Air Force is being reduced from five to two under an admin-
istrative reorganization announced today by Defence Minister Claxton. ' 
Operations in the field are to be directed from commands at Trenton, Ont. 
and Edmonton Alta., to.be called "Central Air Command" and "North West • 
Air Command," respectively. 	 ' 

Former commands with headquarters at Halifax, Winnipeg and Vancouver 
will have the status of groups. Along with these changes is a'reorganiza-
tion of R.C.A.F0 headquarters in Ottawa, including a rearrangement of 
divisions and directorates. Some R.C.A.F. stations across the country are 
being closed as a result of the decision to enlist only 75.per cent of the 
previously planned peacetime establishment. Additional personnel will be 
taken on only if'they have special qualifications or to fill special 
positions. ' 

Mr. Claxton said the changes were aimed at consolidating administrative 
staff services to ensure economical supervisioh of the Air Force in its 
peacetime role, together with increased efficiency, and had been planned with 
the recent move for closer integration of the three service headquarters. 

licNaughton Returns from Churchill:  Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton, Canadian chairman of 
the Canada-.United States permanent joint defence board, and Fiorella LaGuardia, 
United States  chairman, have retàrned from  a two-4aq visit to the testing 
station at Churchill, Man. Gen. Meaughton said there was "nothing  of a 	 • 

security nature at Churchill." 	' 
"The tests going on are devoted largely to the hum-drum things , of life 

under Arctic conditions--how to live and work in the North country," he said. ' 
"We certainly have nothindto hide at Churchill." -  

'He described the trip as . "very satisfactary from every angle" and said 
valuable knowledge and experience were being obtained in'testing motor 
transport, trailers,  transportation units  made of  light alloys to serve extra 
loads while;at the same time, reducing the over-all weight factor, 

"It is, a most healthy and happy collaboration from which both sides stand' 
to gain much. An important byproduction which cannot be overly Stressed is 
the benefit from the experience - of the services  to civic development.' This' 
is of great significance and importance. It is a great country, the North. 
It has tremendous resources which nobody has been doing anything about. We 
cannot-leave those resources unused  and  our hope is that the 'tests.and- 
experiments being conducted now will clear the way for rapid and extensive 
development." (CP) 

Jenkins Addresses Mass Meetings:  Addressing mass meetings of striking coal miners 
in the Cape Breton Island colliery area, President Freeman Jenkins of the 
United Mine Workers District No. 26 described the  -Dominion Government and the 
Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation, operator of most of the Maritime pits, 
as "silent partners in the 'fight against the United Mine Workers." 	 . 

He charged that the Government was planning to "wipe out every vestige  •  
of  subsidy" and declared that' "our battle is a giant.struggle against free 
enterprise and we must make every sacrifice to c ame out victorious." 	' 

Meanwhile Harold Gordon, general manager of DOSCO coal operations, said 
the miners now demanding wage increases passed up 4. 4,500,000 in potential 
earnings by staying off the job last year. Absenteeism, he said, ran higher 
than 26 per cent in 1946, resulting in a loss of 5,000,000 man-hours and 
900,000 tons of unmined coal. (CP) 

(over) 



More Designs for SmaIl,Houses:  As another means of easing the housing shortage, 
Maj.-Gen. :Hugh A. Young, vice-president of the Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, a Crown company, has announcedthet the Corporation ell work 
with a committee of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada toward 
production of designs for small houses. Gen. Young said some 70 per cent of 
housing needs are in the category of medium and low bracket income, and 
"today it is most difficult for one with a gross income of Ç150 a month or 
less to rent or finance the provision of a suitable home."  •  (CP) 

Duplessis Submits Dominion-Provincial Bill: Premier Duplessis has submitted a - 
bill to the Quebec Legislature to authorize the provincial Government to 
conclude with the Dominion any tax agreement "which it may deem appropriate, 
effective and just." Effective only until March 31,  1948, the bill mould 
"recover and safeguard, as the case may be, the constitutional rights of 
the province" and "search for and apply the best means of attaining the 
objects of the Federal pact" and be designed to Psimplify the methods of 
collecting taxes, to-reduce them to reasonable proportions and to lighten 
the burden of the taxpayer.'" A preamble says that Federal authorities on 
many occasions have "appropriated,rights which are within the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the provinces." (CP) 

France Honors Skating Champion:  Following an exhibition of her Skating skill 
in Paris, Barbara Ann Scott of Cttawa, recently crowned world champion, was 
presented with the French Gold medal of Physical Education--"The Medal of 
the Champions"--by Pierre Bourdan, Minister of Arts, Youth and Information 
in the French Government. She was the first woman ever to be granted the 
award, previously reserved for such  sport celebrities as boxers George ,  
Carpentier and Marcel Cerdan. The Canadian Ambassador to France, Maj.- 
Gen. George,Vanier, watched from a box of honor draped with a huge 
Canadian ensign. (CP) 

Big January .  FI ah  Landings: Landings of sea fish by Canadian fishermen'in January 
totalled 89,097,000 pounds compared with 55,127,000 in the same month last 
year, according to the first of a new monthly bulletin series issued by  the  
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Landed value was 41,882,000 as compared 
with 41,392,000 in January, 1946. Catch of sea fish by fishermen operating 
out of British Columbia in January aggregated 79,323,000 pounds, an increase 
of 96 per cent over January last year. The strike of deep-sea fishermen in 
Nova Scotia is reflected in the lower landings for that province, the total 
being 4,943,000 pounds, a decline of 48 per cent. Deep sea fish caught by 
New Brunswick fishermen in January amounted to 4,223,000 pounds, a decline  •  
of 11 per cent, and Prince Edward Island, 418,000 pounds, an increase of 31 
per cent. 

Records of the landings of inland fish are available only for the 
provinces of Manitoba and New Brunswick, the total for the former being 
5,255,900 pounds and the latter 8,000 pounds. 

Atomic Scientists to Meet in May: A conference on the peacetime uses of atamic 
energy, particularly in medicine and industry, will be held at McMaster 
University in Hamilton, Ont., May 15-17. At least 100 scientists and 
chemists from Canada, Britain and the United States, including many of those 
who played a leading part in atomic energy development, are expected to 
attend the meetings, sponsored jointly by the National Research Council and 
the Chemical Institute of Canada. (CP) 

.acl âi,anip_Stl ee: British Food Minister John Strachey has completed 
conferences eth authorities in Ottawa and has gone to Winnipeg by train. 
Because of damage to his plane during the landing here, he was forced to 
cancel a proposed visit to Regina. Before going to Washington, Mr. Strachey 
also  will  visit Toronto. 

-30 - 
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CGF  Redistribution  Proposal Rejected: By a  vote of 120 to 42 the House of 	, 
Commons yesterday rejected the motion made last Friday by Stanley Knowles › 
(CCF--Winnipeg North Centre) to provide for an independent commission 
rather than a Commons' committee to draw new constituendy boundaries. 
Government and Social Credit members voted against the_motion 9  while 
Progressive  Conservative members divided their.  vote. Progressive Conservative 
Leader  .John Bracken did not vote, 	 ' 	 , 

The division came shortly after State Secretary Gibson said the Govern- 
ment objected to the motion because when an independent.commission finally 
reported to the House, members would be placed in the position of dealing 
with .ite,recommendations without explanation as to how they were reached. 
If a committee handled redistribution, however, its members would be  • 
available in the House to explain reasons behind the readjustments, he said. 
Angus MacInnis.(CCF--Vancouver East) said his understanding was that any 
commission_report would contain reasons for decisions taken. Rev. E.G. 
Hansel]. (SC--MacLeod) said he saw in the motion a "tendency towards putting 
the thing in the hands of bureaucrats," John R. MacNichol (PC--Toronto 
Danforth) approved the motion, say ing redistribution was left to an independent 
commission in.Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. The other major debate 
pf the day was on second reading of a Government bill to extend the powers of 
the Canadian Wheat Board for another five years. It was adjourned on motion 
of Agriculture Minister Gardiner after Mr. Bracken criticised several phases 
-of the British wheat contract and the extensive powers of the Government over 

, wheat, marketing. He said  however, that his party would take no step to 
"wrecin the British contract. He also was critical of Government plans to 
stabilize wheat prices to Canadian farmers, saying they,were not now receiving 
,a'"fair price." (various) 	 , 

Rent Control Eased: Finance Minister Abbott has announced changes_ in rent control 
regulations which permit increases of up to 25 per cent in commercial rentals 
and remove ceilings from rates at hotels and boarding houses in holiday 
resorts. The present ceilings remain on individual housing accommodations. 

Eviction controls also have been mdified to permit landlords who 
pùrchased tenanted houses between November 1, 1944, and July 25, 1945, to 
occupy their homes if they can prove need. If the landlord can prove to a 
court of rental appeals that he needs the house more than the tenant does, 
he then will be permitted to give three months notice to vacate. (CP) 

Predicts Improvement in Transportation:  Transport Controller B.S. Liberty has 
described the boxcar situation as "much better" as a result of improved 
weather conditions and increased clearances from the prairies. However, he 
said the situation would remain tight for some time. 

,/,%.t Vancouver 18 freighters are reported waiting for grain to arrive, while 
at Saint John N.B., a British Food Ministry representative is quoted as saying 
.that,at.least eight ships are held up waiting for flour or grain cargoes. 
Mr. Liberty, said feed grains and export wheat would continue to hold priority 
until minimum requirements were met. (CP) 

, 

Mrs. Roosevelt.Praised: Three of thé Canadian delegates to the United Nations 
General Assembly--The Secretary of. State for External Affairs, Rt. Hon. L.S. 
St. Laurent, CCF Leader M.J. Coldwell and Gordon Graydon, Progressive 
Conservative Member of Parliament for Peel--paid tribute last night to the 
efforts of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt in the cause of peace. They spoke at a 
U.N. Society meeting in Montreal where Mrs. Roosevelt was guest speaker. 

Ur. St. Laurent said Canada and her people were committed to promote 
and encourage "universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and 
fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, àoxk  language 
or religion." (CP) (over) 
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Claxton Discloses Naval Plans:  Defence Minister Claxton has disclosed plans for 
the composition and disposition of operational units of the Royal Canadian 
Navy to be implemented this summer. The new aircraft carrier Magnificent 
and three destroyers will operate  frein  Halifax, while the cruiser Ontario 
and three destroyers will be based at Esquimalt, B.C. Mr. Claxton said 
that the larger vessels and their escorts will visit the opposite coasts 
periodically. The aircraft carrier Warrior, the cruiser Uganda and five 
destroyers are being placed in reserve. 

The Magnificent, a sister ship of the Warrior, now is being completed 
in Britain and when commissioned will have the latest modifications. The 
Warrior left Esquimalt last week on a training cruise which will take her . 
back to Halifax next month. She will sail for Britain during the summer 
and her crew will form the commissioning complement of the Magniticent. 

In the Atlantic the three destroyers will all be of the large Tribal 
class--the Nootka, Micmac and Heide. Nootka and Micmac both are products 
of the Halifax Shipyards, having been completed since the end of hostilities, 
while Haida brings with her a magnificent war record. West coast destroyers 
will be Cayuga, Athabaskan and Crescent. The first two are the most 
recently launched Canadian-built Tribals while Crescent, although of a 
different class; is an effective, modern vessel. 

Yr. Claxton said in a statement that, in order to equalize the nUmber 
of personnel betwéen the two coasts, the non-flying part of Magnificent 
ahip's company, as far as is practical, will be composed of East Coast men; 
the Naval aviation personnel however, will be drawn from all parts' of Canada. 
Ontario ship's company will be largely West Coast personnel. Mae same plan' 
will be followed in manning other ships,  1 every effort being made to have men 
In the ships based on their natural home ports. 

The total complement based on the East Coast-will be slightly larger than 
on the West Coast,  which reflects roughly the proportion of Naval personnel 
who have enrolled in the Eastern part of the Country, but generally speaking, 
the division of the total Naval personnel will be about equal.  

"Agreed Charges".Examined:  C.E. Jefferson, freight traffic manager of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway, testified yesterday before the Board of TransportCommissioners 
that "agreed charges"--contractual arrangements with certain shippers--are 
"reasonable and fair." He said all the railway's agreed charges were being 
terminated, but would be renegotiated on the basis of any increases in freight 
rates granted by the Board. 

' 	M.A. MacPherson, Saskatchewan counsel, asked Mr. Jefferson if he thought 
the differences in agreed charges for the transportation of gasoline in ' 
Saskatchewan and Ontario were reasonable and fair. Mr.  Jefferson  said the 
railway set a figure which would give it all, or as much as possible, of the 
business in a given locality and trucking charges were taken into account. (CP) 

Saskatchewan May Enfranchise Indians:  Premier Douglas said in Regina that his ,-  
government was studying the possibility of enfranchising Indians, the only 
group in Saskatchewan without a vote, in connection with the proposed 	' 
provincial Bill of Rights. There was a question whether the estimated 11,000 
Indiens in the province wanted the right to vote, he said, as many felt,they 
would lose their'treaty rights under such legislation. (CP) 

Gleanings: Southern Ontario is digging out after another heavy snowfall which 
left hundreds of motorists and railway passengers stranded temporarily.... 
Capt. Ben MacKenzie, president at the Canadian Fishermen's Union,'has arrived 
in Ottawa to seek to have fishermen included in provisions be Dominion>labour 
régulations....Demanding a master agreement, including wage increases, 
seniority rights, check-off of union dues and holidays with paY, 235 members 
of the United Automobile Workers (C 0I000) have gone on strike at the Ottawa 
Car and Aircraft Company....The Prices Board has announced a price increase 
on domestically-produced household electrical refrigerators, coal and wood 
ranges and heaters and warm air furnaces. 
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Canadian Statement on Austrian li.eaty: Rt. 'ion. Lémis S. St. Laurent, The 
Secretary of State for'External Affairs, has tabled in the House of 
Commons a statement of Canada's "general views" on the Austrian treaty. 
The statement was comMunicated to the Special Deputies and the Canadian 
representative made known that its observations on proposed procedure 
for preparing the German settlement applied mutatis mutandis. 

,The Canadian government mdshed to see a satisfactory settlement at 
the earliest possible date and supported recognition of 'a free and independent 
Austrian state within the boundaries it possessed before the Anschluss. 
Formal recognition of the newly constituted Austrian state should'be followed 

' by withdrawal of allied occupation forces for only then could AUstrians 
"act as a free people." 

Any future Anschluss with Germany Should be specifically prohibited 
and'provision made for the continuance of the democratic system, for the 

. guarantee of fundamental human rights, for the prohibition of anti-democratic 
organizations and for the elimination of the last vestiges of Nazi influence. 
- 	Acting Opposition Leader Gordon Graydon asked when an opportunity would 
be provided for debate on the Canadian peace submissions and urged that two 
days be set aside to discuss foreign affairs. Mr. St. Laurent said the first 
opportunity would come when the Throne Speech debate was resumed. 

(Note: Text of the statement appears in C.I.S. Weekly.) 

Peace Theme of Prime Minister's Statement: Prime Minister Mackenzielling, in a 
statement marking the second anniversary of the CBC International Service, 
said yesterday that the world's spiritual need--"the need for tolerance ,  
and co-operation"--is perhaps even greater than its material need. 

"It will take time for the evil effects of hatred and of reliance upon 
force to be eliminated from the Minds of men. It will take time to develop 
friendly attitudes between peoples of erstwhile hostile and warring nations. 
We know, however, that conflict can be avoided where the minds of men are 
set against it. We believe that only by extending throughout the world 
ideals of mutual tolerance of social co-operation and of human brotherhood 
can peace be served. 

"If there is to be enduring peace, nationality must be the servant, 
not the master, in world affairs. Over all nations is humanity." TWo 
years ago the world was still at war and Canada's fighting men "were 
continuing to do all in their power to rid the world of aggression  and  
enslavement.' At that time I expressed the hope that in time Canada would 
have a corresponding part in furthering, among the nations, the mutual 
understanding and goodwill upon which the permanence of peace depends. 

"Today, the free world has achieved the victory for which millions 
were then hoping. But the world,no longer at war, is not yet at peace. 
It is a world beset by uncertainty. It is a world which needs the healing 
touch of the physician. It is a world which has still to find the key to 
international security." (CP) 

Wheat Debate Concluded: Concluding the lengthy debate on wheat policies, Trade 
Minister MacKinnon said yesterday in the House of Commons that the Govern-
ment plans to ensure western farmers a market for 310,000,000 bushels of 
wheat in each of the crop years between now and 1950. Agriculture Minister 
Gardiner replied to Progressive Conservative criticism of the British wheat 
contract and said he thought western farmers generally were "well satisfied" 
with Government marketing of their wheat. He also disclosed that Denmark, 
The Netherlands, Belgium, Norway and France, all had expressed interest in 
negotiating similar agreements, but up to the present none had made proposels 
along those lines. (CP) 

(over) 
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Extensive Reserve Training Planned: Defence yinister . Claxton has announced that 
current plans provide for the training this year of more officers and men 
than are at present on the combined Reserve strength of Navy, Army and Air 
Force. Opportunity ell be given for up to 40 9 000,511 ranks to take part 
in this year's programme. Moreover, the Minister said, the amount provided 
for Reserve Force training in the year 1947-48 estimates will be more than 
four times that allocated in 1938-39 for the same purpose. 

Full time administrative and technical officers from the Active Forces 
of Navy, Army, and Air Force will be attached to Reserve units. 'Complete 
sets of clothing, including boots, and the most modern equipment available 
today also will be provided. Mr. Claxton added that training facilities 
and syllabi will be streamlined and up-to-date, designed to interest citizen 
Reserves of all three Services and give them better training than ever 
before. 

All the Naval Reserve Forces were merged into,the Royal Canadian Navy 
Reserve on January 1, 1946, and for this year it,is planned to recruit and 
train 4,300 officers and men, including University Training Divisions. 
The  present strength is 1,936 officers and men. The Army Reserve, or Non. 
Permanent  Active Militia as it was then called, had a strength before the 
war of 46,000. Present strength of the Reserve Army is 30,000 and training 
is authorized for the full 30,000 for 30 days, plus training for 3,000 
tradesmen for an additional 15 days. Air Force Reserves fall into two 
categories: the Air  Force Auxiliary and the Active Reserve. The Air Force 
Auxiliaries had an authorized establishment before the war of 2,214 men in 

, 12 squadrons. They received on the average 100 hours of training., Now it 
is planned to provide for an Auxiliary of 15 squadrons eth'an authorized 
strength of 4,500 but Only 10 of these squadrons will be organized this 

, year. With a proposed strength of approximately 2,600, its members will 
receive 65 days of training during 1947-48. The Air Force Active Reserve, 
comprised of former trained members of the R.C.A.F. who served during the 
recent war, has been given an authorized strength .  of 10,000 and it is 
hoped to recruit up to this figure this year. 	 , 

1946 Immigration Figures:  The Resources Department has released figures showing 
that 71,719 persons, representing nearly every major race and nation in the 
world, entered Canada in 1946. The figure included approximately 50 9000 
wives and children of Canadian veterans who served overseas. The total was 
almost three times the 22 0 722 persons admitted in 1945. 	 - 

The largest number--51,408--came from the United Kingdom, uhile 11,469 
came from the United States. Provincial destinations given by the immigrants 
follow: Nova Scotia 4,604, New Brunswick 3,465, Prince Edward Island 586, 
Quebec 9,712, Ontario 29,604, Manitoba 4,615, Saskatchewan 4,711, Alberta 
5,771, British Columbia 8 9 619, Yukon 20, Northmst Territories 8, not given 
4. (CP) 

Gleanings:  Prime Minister Fraser of New Zealand has announced the appointment 
of James Thorn, former Labour member of the New Zealand Parliament e 'as 
High Commissioner to Canada, succeeding David Wilson, whose term expires 
in April....A delegation of Liberal members of the House of Commons from 
northern mining areas of Ontario and Quebec met with the Cabinet sub-
committee on the gold-mining industry and urged taxation relief for the 
mines....The,Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports January production of 
steel ingots was 243,557 tons, the highest total since lazt May. 
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Chevrier Surveys Boxcar Shortage:,  Transport Minister Chevrier said in a statement 
last night that the railways would have "difficulty" in meeting the boxcar 
priority for export wheat and domestic feed grain Shipments and still handle 
requirements of Canadian industry. However, the situation,was improving . 
and.he was confident the railways would "do a good job of it." 	- 

Mr. Chevrier was commenting on a Dominion Bureau of Statistics report 
which said "it remains to be seen whether or, nct the railroads can meet this 
priority rating for grain movement and still service the minimum transporta-
tion requirements of other sectors of the national economy." 	 . 

Mr. Chevrie,ssummed up •  the situation as follows: "Roughly speaking, there 
are 116,000 C auian-owned boxcars, and of those, 47,000 are in Eastern , 
Çanada,-15 e 000 are in Western Canada and the remainder are in the United States. 
or the 45,000 in Western Canada, 11,000 are  used for the grain trade, and there 
are required to r-Jet the grain situation at the present time, some 7,000 or 
8,000:more than the 11,000,  cars. These must come from  sons place else. 

- I!They come from the United States, from where We have been getting a fair 
amount of our cars back, and from 'thé.snowfound areas of the prairies, where 
cars have recently been locked up but now are being cleared. The railways In 
conjunction with the transport controller, are trying to meet the priority 
order." 

He said the controller had not been able to meet all requirements fully 
but was doing a ,ngood job." To cope with the threat of closure in some 
eastern industries, he had been issuing "piecemeal orders" which had provided 
for minimum requirements, but lae hasn't been able to look atter maximum 
requirements." 

There had been a greater demand on the railways also because ar increased 
sales and the fact•that much feed grain normally carried  do wn the Great Lakes 
could not be handled this year because of the'coal situation. , 

, 	A Canadian Press despatch from Calgary said coal mines at DrUMheller, 
Alta., and, in the Crows Nest Pass field had been operating at only 50 per 
cent of capacity during the last month because of the boxcar àhortage and as 
a result there was a serious depletion of coal supplies at many prairie 
centres, particularly in Saskatchewan. (CP) 

Yiheat 4.0ain Subject of Debate:  Trade Minister MacKinnon told the House of Commons 
yesterday that the Government "anticipates" continuation of the Canadian 
Wheat Board after the end of the British agreement. Speaking during clause- 
by-clause study of the bill extending the Board's powers until the termination 
of the British contract, he:Said he did not "want anything to be read into that 
statement beyond exactly what I say." 

John Diefenbaker ,(PC--Lake Centre) questioned whether the measure--and in 
fact all of the goverment's control legislation--came "strictly within the 
ambit" of the legislative power of Parliament. Mr. MacKinnon denied claims 
by Tom Reid (L--New Westminster) that Pacific ports have been discriminated 
against in wheat Shipments to Britain. The Minister said the British Food 
Ministry had advised that it was cheaper to ship from Atlantic ports. 

Justice Minister Ilsley said the Board now was subject to direction from 
the Governor-in-Council, which "may or may not be desirable." Uhether or not 
the Board was to be a Crown agency should be settled one way or the other by 
the Act and this was a matter he would like to see decided in Parliament and 
in the present debate. (CP) 

Canadian Legation in Sweden:  The Department of External Affairs today announced the 
opening of a Canadian Legation at Stockholm, Sweden, and the appointment of the 
present Trade Commissioner there, Frederick H. Palmer, as charge d'affaires. A 
Swedish Legation previously was established at Ottawa. 

(over) 

, 	 , 



Jenkins -Speaks on Absenteeism: lreeman Jenkins, Rresident of District }To. 26 .of 
the United Mine Workers (C.C•.1.), said last night in an address at Sydney, 

-that the reasons for absenteeism in Maritime coal pits "have their 
_roots in social conditions, in terrible housing, in insecurity, in Dosco's 
labour policies, in years of health-destroying part-time employ.ment in the 
prewar days. . ." His remarks were carried by the CBC on a freetime basis. 

The leader of 13,000 striking miners denied what he said was the 
contention of the Dominion _Steel and Coal Corporation, which employs most 
of the _Maritime miners ' , that the fall in coal production since 1939""is 	• 
due to:the -failure ,of the miners to work as hard as they once did." 

Meanwhile regi  station  of miners began to provide information at . union 
headquarters upon which to base union financial assistance. Union executives 
have turned their salaries into the treasury for the duration of the strike 
and a delegation has, gone to Ottawa to seek support of other unions. Later 
they will visit U.M.W. officials in .Washington. (CP) 

Record Estimates in Two Provinces:  The legislatures of' Quebec and British Columbia 
, both were presertzd with record-breaking estimates yesterday. At - Quebec, 

Provincial Tr2_3urer Onesime•Gagnon tabled estimates showing expenditures 
totalling  3123,873,636. This was' made up of $88,793,686 ordinary expenditures, 
$19,055,350 capital Texpenditures  and U6,024,600 public debt service  chargés. 
Last year the tot  J.. vas $107,,965,650. 

At Victoria, Finance Minister Anscomb's budget estimated revenues at 
approximately $59,000,000 and expenditures at $58,781,334. He said current 
expenditures of 50,197,073--$8,107,565 higher than estimated—would be 
substantially exceeded by revenues for the 1946-1947 fiscal year. (CP) 

Little Change in Strike Time Loss: On the basis of total time loss due to ,work 
stoppages, there was _little change in strike activity in Canada during 
Zanuary from the preceding month, it vgas shown by the swnmary of strikes 
and lockouts issued by Labour Minister Mitchell. 

A total-  of 28,519 man-work days were lost by 3,302 workers involved 
In 12 work stoppages caused by industrial disputes compared with - 23,804 days 
lost in December by 2,256 workers involved in 10 strikes. 

Strachey in Toronto:  •British Food Minister John Strachey is in Toronto where he 
had conferences with the provincial agriculture minister and meat producers. 
He said his visit is merely to keep him in touch with one of Britain's major 
food suppliers and no new food contracts were being negotiated. • (CP) 
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would Welcome Collaboration of Al].  Arctic Nations:  Speaking before a service . 
club (Rotary) meeting in New York.yesterday, Secretary of State for External 
Affairs St. Laurent said Canada would be "happy to co-operate" in setting up 
facilities under the United Nations for the development of knowledge about 
northern areas on a "proper basis  • of reciprocity." 

Be spoke of the recent joint statement on defence co-operation between 
the United States and Canada and mentioned "false and misleading statements 
concerning our defence arrangements" which.had appeared in the press of a 
country where "freedom of movement. . . is not permitted." He expressed the 
hope that "some of the people who have been engaged in these speculations will 
become so enchanted by their awn imaginings that they will go themselves to the 
Arctic to find out what is happening." 

"There is no reason why, they shouldn't go," Mr. St. Laurent said. "Canada 
is a free country. . 'Those who have misgivings that undue military activity 
is taking place in the Canadian North country, or who think that the Canadian 
people are surrendering responsibility for the defence of their awn territory, 
are free to go and look." 

Be said one article drawn to his attention 'had earacterized the joint 
statement as an attempt to transform Canada into an "American advanced northern 
base of imperialistic expansion." Mr. St. Laurent continued: "It seems to ne 
that charges of misrepresentation should not be made without evidence at any 
time, and since facilities for freedom of movement and freedam of investigation 
do not exist in the country where these particular charges appear. I think it 
especially ill-considered that this journalist should make them or that his 
editors publish them. 

There is one more point I should like to make about our co-operation in 
the North. What these arrangements have done is to make provision for the 
kind of co-operation in matters of mutual concern which characterizes good 
relations between all neighbouring states with common problems. But there 
are more than two neighbours in the Arctic. The development of the Northern 
Polar regions is a natter, of interest to more countries than the United States 

. 	and Canada. I would be glad to see collaboration for mutual assistance in this 
development arranged amongst all the nations which have these interests. No 
one of us is so wise that he cannot benefit from the knowledge of another. 

"I see no reason why, within  the  framework of the United Nations, there 
should not be created facilities for the development of knowledge about 
northern areas on the widest possible basis. I have no hesitation in saying 
that my country would be happy to co-operate in suèh an enterprise provided it 
were established upon a proper basis of reciprocity. We are already exchanging 
meteorological information on a reciprocal basis with our Russian neighbours. 
Why not extend the practice to other useful information? 

"In the meantine we have, of course, taken an important step forward in 
providing for co-operation in all these matters * between the United States and _ 
Canada." 	 . 

Canadian Delegations Announced:  Norman Robertson, Canadian High Comnissioner to the 
United Kingdom, will head -the Canadian delegation to the wheat conference opening 
in London, March 18, while the delegation to the Economic and Social Council 
meetings opening in New York today is headed by Dr. George F. Davidson, Deputy . 

Welfare Minister, with R.G. Riddell of the Department of External Affairs as 
alternate. Acting as advisors will be A.C. Smith, G. Ignatieff and J.G.H. Halstead, 
all of the Department of External Affairs,,Col. C.H.L.  5h aman,  Canadian member 
of the Urelq. Commission an Narcotic Drugs, and J.A. Blair of the Health Department. 
Additional members of the wheat delegation have not yet been announced. 

1,11....L..aaL_IApneal  Dismissed:  The appeal of David Gordon Lumen  against his conviction and 
sentence of five years in prison on an espionage conspiracy charge was dismissed 
in Toronto today by the Ontario Court of Appeal. (CP) 

(over) 
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1946 Record Peacetime Trade Year: Canada's external trade in 1946 was varued. at 
$4,266,445,000, the highest figure ever recorded in peacetime. Previous top 
peacetime value was $2,635,083,000 in 1920 and the all-time peak was $5,241,- 
997,000 in 1944, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports. The 1946 aggregate 
is two and three-quarter times the average for the five pre-war years,  •  1935-39, 
which was $1,581,636,000, and shows a decline of only 12 per cent from 1945 
when wartime shipments formed a large part of the total. December trade was 
valued at $396,237,000, a decrease of 8.6 per cent from November, but an advance 
of 10.8 per cent over December, 1945. 

Merchandise imports in 1946 topped all records, being valued at $1,927,279,- 
000 compared with $1,585,775,000 in 1945 and the 1935-39 average figure of 
$684,582,000. The previous peak was established in 1944-41,758,898,000—and 
for a peacetime year, 1920, valued at $1,336,921,000. After deducting the value 
of military stores returned to Canada--$68,145,000 in 1946 ale $36,587,000 in 
1945--merchandise imported for consumption aggregated $1,859,134,000 compared 
with $1,549,188,000 in the preceding year. Imports in December, including 
returned military stores, were valued at $181,913,000 • against $198,164,000 in 
November, and $121,192,000 in December, 1946. 

Merchandise export trade in 1946 was also at the highest level in peacetime 
history, being; valued at $2,312,215,000 compared with the precious high peacetime 
year, 1928, when the value was $1,339,410,000. The total.for 1946 was lower than 
In the years 1942 to 1945 when the movement abroad of munitions and war supplies 
was heavy, •  but otherwise exceeded other years of the record by a wide margin. 
Export trade in 1945 was valued at $3,218,330,000, and in the five years, 1935-39, 
the average was $884,536,000. Commodities were exported in December to the value 
of $211,903,000 compared with $232,219,000 in November, and$234,826,000 in 
December, 1945, Foreign commodities were re-exported in* 1946 to the value of 
$26,951,000 compared with $49,094,000 in the preceding years. 

Attaches and Correspondents Arrive at Churchill: Foreign military attaches and news-
paper correspendents have arrived at the experimental station at Churchill, Man. 
At a press eobference, the station's commander Lt.-Col. D.C. Cameron, D.S.O. and 
bar told them that Canadian and American troops are testing a complete range of 
standard military equipment under cold weather conditions, but all of it was in 
existence during the war. He  said they would see no "rockets or atomic bombs, 
because thare just aren't any here." Today they  are .watching testing teams at 
work. (CP) 

Commons Continues Study of Wheat Board: The Eouse of Commons examined technical 
details of the operations of the Canadian Wheat Board yesterday and Progressive 
Conservative members pressed for information about its functions. Justice 
Minister Ilsley denied that the Government planned to give the Board power to 
"compel" farmers to deliver coarse grains to its agents. 

Progressive Conservative leader John Bracken and others called for produc-
tion of a mémorandum  from the Board to the Government which they understood to 
be critical of certain aspects of the wheat agreement with Britain. Botb'1 Trade 
Minister V..acKinnon and Mr. Ilsley agreed there had been a memorandum but knew of 
no criticism. In:any event, it was similar to'confidential opinions from Deputy 
Ulnisters and could not be made public. (CP) 

Wheat Stocks Reported: Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North America 
at midnight February 20 totalled 121,469,135 bushels compared with 125,882,342 bushe 
on February 13, and 143,417,294 bushels on the corresponding date of last year, 
according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries of wheat from farms in 
the Prairie Provinces reached 1 0 720,723 bushels compared with 998,346 in the 
preceding week. For the elapsed portion of the present crop year--August 1 to 
February 20--deliveries aggregated 249,914,175 bushels compared with 186,643,172 
in the similar period of the preceding crop year. 

Gleanings:  Officials have warned that virtually all highways are impassable in the 
Ontario storm belt southeast of Lake Huron and Georgian Bay • whère rhIh  winds have 
caused huge drifts....Cunard White Star, Ltd.,  bas  announced in Montreal the forma-
tion of an entirely Canadian-owned subsidiary, Cunard Donaldson, Ltd., which will 
take over operations in Canada for Cunard White Star, Donaldson Atlantic Line, 
Donaldson Brothers, Ltd., and the Watts Line. 
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•ïète -Detailed  Sud  of neat 'Board Bill: After  four  'days of •discusSion. , the _ 
House of 'Commons yesterglay . ccimpleted. detailed ‘stildy of • a . bill exteniiing`'until 
1950 the powers of the Canadian'Viheat Board.* Progressive Conservative leader - 	, 	 - . 	, 	. 
john,Bracken proPOsed an amendment, which ',gas defeated".•88-36 that 'Board „ 	 _ 
Profité bé.distributed «annuall3; . insteed of at th> a end Of 'a 'five-ye.ar period. 

In 'à brief  clash C.C.F. 'leader M.J. ÇçIdWelï•Saiii 	Bracken' previouély 
flied  s.terined thë :  British  wheat contract 4 "bi:id bargain"' and said that''if 'Britain 
tried' to - re =:negOtiaté  the cOntràét in  the  face  of a future‘ wOrld 'priCe siùmp 
it would be rega.rded as "reneging." Mr. Braéken replied that fl.é .iér" had' any of 
hi s piety suggest ed. ; that Britain Would renege on her , cont raCt 

*There* alsO was a « .Sharp eichang:ê''betWeen Mr.' - CoIrdwell,•'and Donald Fleming . „ 
• ef,e 	 + 

(PC--Toronto Eglinton) after  the former - quoted 4 newspaper 'reports of rema'rks 
made:by Brtish 'Food Minister  John  Strachey ,4  Winnipeg  Mr Strachey was 
qUoted as'having said  - "British Conservative 'critics of the wheat  agreement 
have :cCip.Pdained precisely' that'wè ''ôf thé Labor govenment , have irreVoCably .• 
bound -  Britain to this agreement which,' in  their view', will'meari paying . a far 
higher•price to the ,Canadiàn farmers0  I  reiterate that it is an in.escaPab,le 
obligation. of the British  -governme nt • tO :P4aY• at least those floor pri è es ,': : 
hbwever loW thé wOrld prices of • vheat may  -Éo. So 'I : trust  We shall hear nô 
more of a suggestion  which, to put it piain.ly, calls in question the honOr 
of the British government." 	 . 

Fleming  said it wils "not , ônly bad taste"  but -1-'"entirely improper for — 1  , 	 , 
any'kember of .the British Government coming to these shores to comment  on a 

. subject which is under deba.te in the'Canadian House  of Commons,;" He said . 
Mr. ; Coldwell had tried ,to "buttress a ..very weak  argument  on his ;art" by' • 
quoting Mr. Strachey and that now and on previoUs occasionS "the d.C.F. 'now 
bas  set .  itself up as the champion of the British Government in this country." 

Mr*. Coldwell said none in his party ,pretènded to * ::speak-'in 'defence  of the-z.-- - 
British GoVerrunent, but he wOuicl . reply' in the Houée 'leien  the British Govern.- , 
ment or anY other government he respected wa'S "siandered  or lilDelied•o" (various) 

},7• 

lien Announces Watershed Agreement:  Resources banister Glen has announced that 
agreement  has been reached between the 'Dominion and'_Alberta - ibor, the protecti on  
of  the  .6 9.300 9 000 acres of fèrests on the  east sl cape  of  the  Rocky Mountains 
which form the watershed of 'rivers flowing eastward .thrcUgh SaskatCheiran, 
Alberta and Manitoba .4 Hudson Bay. 	' 	• 	- 	 . 

' "The Dominion is pr&teéting that part of thé'waterShedInhich lies within 
the bcundaries of Jasper, Banff and Waterton Lakes National Parks," bir.:,‘ Glen 
said, "it will be recalled that all the natural resources, including the•
adminidtrati on of forests,'' was 'transferred to .the  Western Provinces  in 1930.• • - '- 
As a •reâulti from thâi date  the  responsibility  for 'p'r.otecting the watershed 

• lying outside the boundaries of the l'ation.al Parks  was pfaced Upon the Province 
of 'Alberta. The Government of that Province  bas ''frankly admitted its inability. 
to adeqUateiy 'protect the area and - took the view -that  the expenditur'es' it was 
making Were all that could be justified in the interest  of ,the Province aione 
and that-the problem was of vital concern not'only to the  Provinces  ‘of,tia.skatchewan 
and Manitoba, but to  the whole of Canada. 	• . 	- 	• 

“I think everyOne will agree that the Protection of thià most important 
watershed is a nati onal Probl ern and that it would be  aga  lu st the nat ional interest 
if the responsibility therefor were left solely to Alberta." 

It had not been an easy problem to solve and the Province was unwilling to 
give up the administration of other resources in the area, he said. However, as 
a result of extensive discussions during the last year with Premier Manning and 
the Honourable Mr. Tanner, kinister of Lands and Mines, a draft agreement will 
be submitted concurrently for the consideration of 	Parliament and of the 
Provincial legislature. 

(over) 



"Briefly, the proposed agreement provides .for the establishment of a'Board 
to  plan, direct and supervise the construc'tion, operation and maintenance 
of all projects and factlities required for the proper protection and 
conservation of the area with a'view to obtaining and maintaining the 
greatest possible flow of water from the Saskatchewan River and tts 	- 
tributaries. The Board will consist of three members, two, including the 
Chairman, to be appointed by the Dominion and the other members to be 
appointed by the Province. 

"The Dominion agrees to make available to the Board a sum not exceeding 
$6,300 , 000  during the first six years of the agreement for the capital 
expenditures required for the construction of forest improvements, the 
making of a forest inventory, for reforestation purposes and such'other works 
and services as the Board  may consider necessary. Further, the Dominion will 
provide for the yearly maintenance of a complete protective and forest 
management service and for research in silviculture and scientific services, 
an anount Which with the Provincial contribution will enable the Board to 
spend annually a sum up to .$300,000. 

"The Province agrees .to contribute annually towards the maintenance 
costs the sum of 4125,000 or 50 per cent of the maintenance costs if the 
amount thereof in any year should be less than $250,000. The Province 
retains the revenue derived from the area provided that if it,should exceed 
the amount of the Province's.contribution then to the extent of the exceàs 
will the latter be increased. The Province also agreeà to &are equally in 
the cost of fighting,any large or extraordinary fires. The Province will act I f 
as agent for the Board in carrying out the necessary works, sabject to the 
conditions provided for in the agreement. Theterm of the agreement is for a 
definite period of 25 years and will continue froba year to year thereafter 
subject to termination by either party upon giving one year's notice." 

Labour  Exit Permits Discontinued: Labour Minister Mitchell has tabled in the 
House of Commons an'Order-in-Council, passed February 20, discontinuing the 
labour exit permits required by individuals wishing to leave Canada to make 
their living in other countries. The permits were introduced during the war 
as a means of controlling essential manpower during the energency period. (CP) 

Prime Minister Recuperating:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King said yesterday that he 
hoped to be able to resume his -duties in "about a week's time." He said he 
was "quite recovered" from an attack of influenza which has confined him to 
his home for two weeks. (CP) 

U.S. Coal for Maritimes: Dominion officials and Mines Minister L.D. Currie of 
Nova Scotia have completed arrangements for a supply of United States coal 
to meet fuel emergencies which may arise in Nova Scotia as a result of the 
general strike in Maritime coal mines. Mr. Currie said he was optimistic 
that all needs could be taken care of even if the strike lasted for three 
months. 

New Chemical Distributed: To stimulate research in the treatment of poisoning 
from certain metallic compounds, the Health Departmentlas made available 
to provincial health departments throughout Canada supplies of a new chemical 
known as BAL, H.ealth minister Martin announced today. BAL (British anti-
lewisite) was developed during the war as an antidote to arsenical blister 
gases but bas  since been found effective in the treatment of arsenic poisoning. 
It is also beneficial in the treatment of poisoning from mercury in humans, 
and zinc, antimony and, to some extent, chromates in experimental animals. 
It has been observed to be effective against complications arising in the 
treatment of syphilis. 	 - 
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Blizzard Strikes Quebec  and Eastern Ontario: The heaviest storm of the winter 
swept over -Eastern Ontario and Quebec during the weekend, dfsrupting all forms 

of transportation and marooning hundreds of weekend ski enthusiasts in the 

Laurentian mountains- - and the Gutineau area  north of OttawaExcePt on the 
principar.streetS and  -bran'  routes, sn.aW réiricival . c'reWS-  'were tinille to c'op'e 

with the 20 inches of snow that fell in Ottavia. :Higliways leadirig out of the 
• city Were littered with stalled cars and  railway-  service s.  fell far- behind 

schedule. The snowfall at Ottawa established an alltiMe record for a 24- 
hour period and brought the winter's total to 101 inches. Long lines of auto-

mobiles were stuck on highways leading from the Laurentians to Montreal. 
Police estimated "up to 600 automobiles" stalled in that area. 	deaths 
were attributed to the storm. (various) 

Find No Mysteries at Churchill:  Newspaper  reporters and military attaches who 

visited the experimental ,  station at  Churchill,  Man., saw no mysterieS›  or 
sensations there They found Canadian and Ameriban testini crews busy 

investigating the effects of the northern climate on the arms used during the 

Second Great War. Among the items being tested were artillery and signals 

equipment, American engineering equipment - and the' elongated rockets used 
by Typhoons and Mustangs against Germany. One of the main problems being 

studied are the troops' clothing, transportation and morale. 
Dr. Alan Woodcock, a physicist of the Defence Research Board, told 

newsmen he thought he was on the right track regarding new-type clothing 
utilizing the Eskimo' s belief that perspiration is more to be feared than 
cold. He said clothing currently used is "definitely unsatisfactory" because 
it was not warm enough for sustained exposure. 

He has devised a loose, 23-pound suit designed to keep perspiration 
evaporating. He reported he had slept out in it all night at a temperature 
of 12 degrees below zero. 

Capt. Brian O'Connell of Montreal demonstrated a sled pack weighing 
280 pounds and containing enough food, fuel, tented shelter and sleeping 
bags to permit five men to operate on their awn for three and a half 
days. Sqdn. Ldr. Norman Grant of London, Ont., revcaled that ground 
firing of aircraft rockets had indicated the climate at Churchill slowed 
their flight by roughly doubling the period in which the propellant charge 
burned. They travelled the saine distance but took a longer period of time. 
Airman reported that the use of highly volatile naphtha gasoline permitted 
aircraft to start immediately at 60 degrees below zero even after a night 
of exposure. (CP) 

Maintenance Men  Return to Mine: In answer to an appeal by the mayors of five 
towns in the district, striking miners at Stellarton, N.S., have permitted 
maintenance men to return temporarily to the Allan Shaft and power house. 
The union withdrew the maintenance men last Friday because the Pictou County 
Power Board had not cut off industrial electric power consumers. Vihen the 

mayors contended 	that the mine might be ruined forever if maintenance work 
was not continued, the union agreed to order the maintenance men back to work 
pending a conference on the matter. The 500 employees of the Allan mine are 
among 13,000 Maritime miners involved in a general strike for higher wages. 
(CP) 

Beef Price Ceiling Raised: To encourage a steady movement of cattle during the 
next few months, when marketings are usually light, the Prices Board has 
announced an upward adjustment in the ceiling prices of "Red", "Blue" and 
Commercial grades of dressed beef, effective today. This controlled increase 
will be two cents per pound at wholesale, carcass basis, and three cents per 
pound to the consumer on standard or primary retail cuts. These increases apply 
to the three top qualities only, and prices on all other qualities of beef 
will remain unchanged. 



0.1.. 

orna  

Quebec Government Establishes Medical Scholarships:  The Quebec Legislature has 
given third reading to a bill providing e1,000,000 for scholarships for 
medical students who agree to practice in rural areas for a period not yet 
specified. Sponsored by Health Minister Albini Paquette, the bill provides 
that the money be spent over a 10-year period for scholarships for third-
year medical students. (CP) 

Output of Refined Petroleum Products Increases:  Production of refined petroleum 
products in Canada during 1946 aggregated 66,752,345 barrels, an increase of 
11.5 per cent over the preceding year, according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. During the year, 70,333,514 barrels of crude oil were received 
by Canadian refineries, of which 63,342,772 was imported, and 6,990,742 
was of domestic origin. In 1945, refinery receipts totalled 65,691,977 barrels. 

Production of most of the principal products was higher in 1946 than 
in the Preceding Year, the chief exception 1?eing_aYiation gradee„Of.gaeoline 
which fell from 796,528 barrels in 1945 to 250,328 in 1946. Output of 
kerosene and stove oils rose sharply from 999,464 barrels to 2,944,288. 
Production of motor gasoline and naphtha specialties rose from  28,947,949 barrels 
to 32,100,980, tractor distillate from 1,104,134 barrels to 1,248,598, light 
fuel oils from 7,780,569 barrels to 9,179,902, heavy fuel oils from 15,682,903 
barrels to 15,692,170, asphalt from 2,034,812 barrels to 2,679,459, and 
lubricating oils from 1,453,774 barrels to 1,646,485. 

Gleanings: Maj.-Gen. Georges Vanier, Canadian Ambassador to France, drove the 
first of 140 Canadian railway locomotives to be delivered to France during 
ceremonies shortly after it was unloaded at  Cherbourg  last Friday....Peter 
Scott Young has been appointed additional United Kingdom Trade Commissioner at 
Montreal. 
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ommcas Debates Peace Settlements:  Spokesmen for • all opposition parties sunported 
the Government's representations for a more active role in the discussions 
leading to peace treaties with Germany and Austria during a debate on foreign 
affairs which occupied the entire session cf the House of Commons yesterday. 
The debate arose when Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) obtained acceptance of a 
motion adjourningregular business to discuss the peace settlement submissions. 

Er. Graydon said Canada's position in seeking full participation in the 
peace conferences was makened by the withdrawal of occupation forces a year 
ago, however, his party would give its "active, unqualified support and help" 
to the Government's representations. He noted what he called a "conspicuous 
omission" in the Canadian submissions which he said made no mention of educating 
Germany along demncratic lines. Canada also should have made her position clear 
at the Paris conference. 	 › 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, L.S. St: Laurent, said that 
Canadian occupation forces were withdrawn from Germany because "we were left 
out." He said Canada had been told by the great powers that there would be 
three zones and a fourth, if France wanted one, but no others. Their 	- 
commanders would constitute the government of Germany. 	 - 

"I suppose the Russians might perhaps have accepted our co-operation; 
the French might have accepted our co-operation; the United States might have 
accepted it and the United Kingdom might have accepted it; but we would not 
have had any occupation force of ours taking any part in the legal occupation 
of Germany." 

Mr. St. Laurent said the Government felt the allied nations should have 
the earliest opportunity to comment on the treaties, but as far as could be 
learned the German and Austrian draft treaties would not be placed before the 
allies for study and revision before the general peace conference is called. 
He said Canada definitely opposed the Russian proposal that only countries 
occupied by the enemy be allowed direct participation in discussions on the 
draft treaties. 

He opposed a suggestion by Howard Green (PC—Vancouver South) that, if 
Canada was not granted the right of full participation, a Dominion representative 
should be sent to Moscow with the British Foreign Minister. Mr. St. Laurent 
said he was in "sharp disagreement" and was "not prepared to recommend to 
this house that we go back to the pre-Statute of Westminster days. . . We have 
come to the conclusion, at least on this side of the house, that Canada was 
going to have a foreign policy of its own and was not going to be merely the 
instrument to - carry out a foreign policy made up for us elsewhere." 

Mr. Green protested that Mr. St Laurent was misintérpreting his remarks. 
, 	The C.C.F. Leader, M.J. Coldwell, said there was "unanimous dissatisfactionn 
with the "very minor role" assigned to Canada in the German settlement and 
stressed that the Dominion had contributed men and material "almost without 
question and certainly without stint." The C.C.F. was in "conplete agreement" 
with the Government's stand. 

He  termed "outrageous" the Soviet proposal that only nations overrun by 
the Nazis be included, when five of the 12 were White Russia, Ukraine, 
Yugoslavia, Albania'and Poland. This would exclude Canada, Australia, New 
Zealand and India, all of whom participated in the fighting from the beginning, 
while the Soviet and some of the smaller nations "were not only pursuing policies 
friendJyto Hitler but were actually supplying him with vital war and other 
supplies." He also suggested an effort be made to obtain a "joint protest by 
the nations similarly treated, even to the extent of withholding the making of 
any written submissions . 	." 

Social Credit Leader Solon Low said he approved most of the remarks by 
Mr. Graydon and Mr. Coldwell and commended the Government on its stand. He 
supported Mr. Graydon's view that more frequent opportunities should be given 
the housefbr debate on foreign affairs. 

- Over - 
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Eastern Canada Hard Hit bY' Storm:  One of the warst winter storms in modern 
history struck eastern Canada from the Maritime provinces to Ontario during 
the last 48 hours, causing power  fa hures and disrupting communications 
and. transportation.  More than 30 inches of snove fell at Ottawa leaving all , 
but ' the 'main thoroughfares deeply clogged. Ontario highways officials 
described the situation as "the worst traffic tie-up we have ever had." Most 
bus lines cancelled their schedules, many branch railway lines were closed 
and main line trains were 'many 'hours late. 

Halifax, Moncton, N.B., and Quebec city all had periods without electric 
power services as a result of the storm and for part of yesterday telegraphic 
and telephone communication between the Maritimes and the rest of the Dominion 
were badly disrupted. ,  In the seaside provinces the.wind reached 70 miles an 
hour in gusts and Quebec had a 66-mile-an-hour gale which lifted the roofs 
off- some houses and piled up huge drifts. 	* 	 * 

Estimates of the number  of  a-weekend 'skiers stranded in the -Laurentian: 
mountains ran as high as 2,000. The heavy snow belt extended as far west as 
Stratford, Ont.; and the Georgian Bay district, which still had not fully 
recovered from February storms. 

Meanwhile, Transport Controller B.S. Liberty said the snow, conditions 
undoubtedly would coMplicate the task of the railuays in making maximum use 
of rolling stock. "They will have to divert motive power to dig out snowed-in 
equipment," he added. (various) 	 - 

World Wheat Supply Below Normal:  In its monthly survey of the world-  wheat situation, 
the Dominion Bureau of -Statistics reports that the world sapply is "considerably 
below the abnormally large world import requirements for bread grains." The 
combined supply of the United States; Canada, Argentina and Australia on January 
1 was estimated at 1,353,000,000 bushels, the smallest figure since 1940 and 
"somewhat less than the low level of January .1, 194e." 

While  Jan.  1 stocks were down from a year ago, the bureau found "some 
encouragement" in the fact that total grain supplies in the four principal. 
exporting countries were 5 per cent above last year's level f  chiefly due to the 
record1.946 United States corn crop. "Thus, it has been possible-to make some 
progress in increasing the exports of coarse grains for human consumption in 
deficit areas where home-grown and imported stocks of bread grains are still 
insuffici ent to meet requirements . " 

Exports of Canadian wheat and flour in terms of %heat amounted to 
approximately 21,000,000 bushels during January, bringing the total-  for the 
first six months of the crop year to 110,200,000 bushels. During the elme 
period last year 206,600,000 bushels of wheat and flour equivalent were 
exported. An estimated 205,500,000 bushels remained on February 1 for export 
or carry-over at the end of the crop year. 	' 	- 

Up to February 20 of the current crop year farmers in the Prairie 
Provinces had marketed 249,900,000 bushels of wheat compared with 186,600,000 
during the corresponding period of the previous crop year. The province 
of Saskatchewan accounted for 52 per cent of the 1946-47 marketings, Alberta 
and Manitoba supplying 32 and 16 per cent respectively. 

National Cancer Institute Meets:  The interim directors of the newly-organized . 
National Cancer Institute are meeting in Ottawa today to lay plans for a 
national survey of the cancer situation and the amount and nature of research 
now being done or contemplated. Activities of the Institute have been stimulated 
by the grant of e450,000 authorized two weeks ago by trustees of the Ring 
George :V Silver Jubilee Cancer Fund. 	' 	- " 

Gleanings:  The Speaker of the Ontario Legislature, Hon. W.J. Stewart, has announced 
that during the coming session the Government will provide printed copies of 
proceedings similar to the Hansard report of the House of Commons....The trial 

- of Prof. Israel Halperin on a charge of espionage conspiracy has been'resumed 
in Ottam....Butter stocks in the nine principal Canadian cities amounted to 
11,255,000 pounds on March 1 compared with 5,569,156 a year ago and 17,444,172 
on February 1. 
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Macdonald Wants Yearly Conference:  Premier Angus Macdonald of Nova Scotia, 
speaking in Halifax, advocated yearly Dominion-provincial conferences at which 
adjustments made in financial arrangements could be discussed and "where all 
provinces could express their views." The Premier, whose government has not 
signed a tax agreement with the Dominion government, said he does not despair 
of reaching one, "but we want an agreement which is fair to this province and 
that has regard for the true principles on which a federal system should be 
based." -  

The points still at issue, he said, "relate to the minor tax fields and 
the holding of conferences." He asked, if the process of Dominion invasion of 
provincial ta* fields were allowed to continue, "what is the end to be?" He 
said he disagreed with Dominion authorities who said there was nothing in their 
proposals to interfere with provincial autonomy and declared "the time has not 

'yet come when it is in the interest of the people of this country to dispense 
with provincial governments." (CP) 

Pickets Halt Strip Mining: Picket lines shut off coal supplies to the New Brunswick 
'Electric Power Commission's Grand Lake plant Saturday as striking United Mine 
lbrkers members moved to halt • strip mining of surface coal. Previously strip 
mining operations by 75 non-union men had been p)rmitted to continue because 
they were not classified as miners. Some 125 tons of coal had been delivered to 
the power plant daily. 

At'the  saine time, Dan MacDonald, secretary of the U.M.W. local at Minto, 
N.B., said the union did not intend to halt production of power at the plant and 
arrangements  could be made with the Commission to continue electrice service to 
educational institutions and hospitals, providing none went to industrial users. 
This and the question of electricity for householders would have to be worked out 
by negotiations and, if suitable arrangements could be made, the union would open 
one mine shaft for production of coal for the Commission. (CP) 

Pearson Speaks on Inter-American Relations: L.B. Pearson, Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, said in New York Saturday that ' we are satisfied that 
our relationships of friendship and mutual interest with the other American 
countries will continue to grow irrespective of membership or non-membership 
in any formal organization." Addressing the New York Herald-Tribune Forum, he 
emphasized that he was speaking as a Canadian citizen and not an official. 

He said Canada's membership in the British Commonwealth, because it was 
based solely on freedom, was no longer a "barrier" to participation in Pan-
American institutions and activities. 

Canada today was a free and democratic nation -within the British Common- 
wealth but "ready and able to co-operate with the other American nations," said 
Mr.,Pearson. nwe are, I think, a nation strong enough to make co-operation with 
us worthwhile, both in peace and in war." 

*ffe can, I think, make a contribution to peace and prosperity in this part 
of the world. We are in a position to assist in keeping the peace and preventing 
aggressfen by providing our quota of security forces under the United Nations 
Charter." (CP) 

Fear 24 Lives Lost at Sea: Officials of Paterson Steamships, Ltd., said yesterday 
that the Canadian freighter Novadoc, carrying a crew of 22 men and two women, 
and missing for eight days an a voyage from Digby, N.S., to Boston, was for 
official purposes presumed lost. Hope for survivors dimmed as six coast guard 
aircraft, which covered 10,000 miles in a six-day search, reported no trace of 
the vessel, lifeboats or wreckage. (CP) 

Canadian Naval  Vessels At Balboa:  The aircraft Varrior, the cruiser Uganda and the 
destroyer Crescent have arrived at Balboa, Canal Zone, following manoeuvres in 
the Pacific. (CP) 



Barbara Ann Scott Honored; Barbara Ann Scott of Ottawa, has had a triumphal return 
ta Canada  from Europe where she won both the European and world figure skating 
titles. Today she is being accorded a civic reception in Montreal and 'toMorrow 
ahe will - fly to Toronto, where she will be introduced to the Ontario Législature 
as  a guest of honor. The charming 18-year-old star was wildly acclaimed as she 
was driven through crowded streets en route to a civic reception on her arrival 
at Ottawa last Friday. 

(Note: The following,is a summary of major news develogments,between, 
March 4 and March 8, when the Airmail Bulletin was not published due 
to technical difficulties.) 

Throne Speech Debate Resumed:  The Throne Speech debate has been resumed in-the 
House of Commons and-,cm Friday the C.C.F. motion of non-confidence was defeated 
168 to 26. (See Airmail Bulletin, February 4). Social Credit Leader Solon Low 
has introduced another want-of-confidence motion, calling.on the government to 
return control over the country's financial policies to Parliament and  remove 
restrictions on production and sale of building materials. 

Estimates for the fiscal year opening April 1, tabled by Finance Minister 
bbott, anticipated Government expenditures of 41,995,878,634 against 42,901,- 

094,112 the previous year -- a reduction of 4906,000,000. Demobilization and 
reconversion  is expected to cost $691,418,777 compared with e1,609,809,734 while 
ordinary government expenses increase by 412,275,000 to 41,304,459,857. 

Important announcements in the Commons included one by Reconstruction 
Minister Heae that nine new weather stations will be built in the Arctic, 
Some within a few hundred miles of the North Pole. Veterans Minister Mackenzie 
announced the government would pay for "a 100 per cent repair 'job" on 2,600 
veterans houses at a cost of between 4500,000 and $700,000 to remedy defects 
due to faulty materials and workmanship. 

C.G. Power (L-Quebec South) has been appointed chairman of the'comMittée 
established to readjust constituency boundaries to provide for the , increase 
fran 245 to 255•in the number of seats in the Commons. 

Provincial LegislaturesBusy:  Government plans for the coming year were revealed 
by statements in several of the Provincial legislatures. In Quebec, Jean P. 
Sauve, Minister of Social Ielfare and of Youth, announced his department 
planned to spend some 418,000,000 during the year, with 46,000,000 for the 
building of technical and specialized schools. The Throne Speech in the 
Ontario Legislature stressed the record value of the province's 1946 
agricultural production -- 4733,000,000. In Alberta, expenditure of e8,800,000 
on main highways was forecast in a record-breaking budget of. 447,002.734. The 
British Columbia public works program, the largest in history, will cost up-
wards of $25,000,000 end makes provision for new publià buildings and bridges 
and improvements to highways. 

Gleanings:  The 17th espionage trial ended last week with acquittal of Israel 
Halperin by .Judge A.G. McDougall....Gordon Lunan, was held in contempt of court 
for refusal to testify and was sentenced to one year in addition to the five-
year prison term he is serving following his previous conviction on a charge 
of espionage conspiracy....Most highways and rail lines have been cleared 
following last week's heavy storm, although snow removal.crews still are 
working to clear secondary roads and city side-streets....Dozens Of mercy 
flights have been made in Ontario, carrying medical supplies and yeast for 
communities where bread supplies were exhausted....Defence Minister Claxton 
says Canada has 'ordered more jet-propelled planes for the R.C.A.F. and a joint 
Navy-Army-R.C.A.F. training school will be established'at Rivers, Man 	 
Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada, has been named executive director 
for Canada of the International Bank. 	 • 
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Prime Linister Explains  Occuration  Force :Athdrawal:  Prime kinister Mackenzie  King, 
returning to the House of Commons after a three-week absence because of illness, 
made a statement,on the reasons behind withdrawal of the Canadian occupation 
force from Germany. He said that because of its confidential and privileged 
nature 11-e cculd iiot'table the . correSpondence between the United Kingdom and 

' Canadian governments as requested in an opposition notion. HOwever, he would 
make a statement based on those corminicationé'.' 

In January, 1945, the United Kingdom had been informed that Canada had 
decided to provide,'for a period yet to be determined, an Army occupational 
group of approximately 25,000 for duty within the British occupation zone and 
11 a.C.A.F. squadrons, stationed partly in Germany and partly in aritain. 

At that time the British Government was informed of several policy 
considerations, including the observation that "a noticeable nàmber of our 
troops are now in their sixth year of service overseas" and that the average 
length of service of Canadian'forces "must be considerably higher than that ' 
of the United States . forces." Also noted was the possibility of "insistent" 
demands in Canada for repatriation and the uncertainty "for how long after 
the  fighting ends it will be politically possible to provide Canadian -
occupation forces in view of the fact that plans for the control of Germany.  
give-the Canadian_ Government no voice in the direction of policy." kr. King 
commented that this communication was sent four months before the war ended 
und before questions of procedure and representation in treaty-making had 
been determined. 

The Canadian Government had reserved the right to review. the decision 
before'karch 31,  1946, and in December, 1945, after consideration by the 
Cabinet of reports from the Canadian Chiefs of Staff which "emphasized the 
serious administrative problems. . .involved in maintaining comparatively 
small forces at so preat 'a distance from Canada," the United Kingdom was 

.advised that withdrawal of the occupation ferce would begin the following 
April. T1-is communication pointed' out that some of the European àllies 
should be in a position to make a larger  contribution  to the occupation 
lorces. 	 - 

1;,r. King said that on January 3, 1946, the United Kinpdom asked that 
this decision be reconaidered on the ground that withdrawal would inevitably 
result in the retentionin Cermany of extra United•Kinedom forces. It was 
suppested Canada keep a division and some 	 elements in Germany at 
least until the sprinr of 1949. 	 - 

The Canadian Government replied that the previous decision, reached by 
the full Cabinet after close review of the problems involved, could net be 
modified. lir. King said that, at that time, :at. Hon. L.S. St nurent, 
then Justice Linister, , Agriculture kinister Gardiner and Hon. Paul Martin, 
then Secretary  of  State, all were in Londonaattending the inaugural meeting 

, 	of the United Nations Assembly and Hon. kr. Gibson, then Air kinister, was 
there on other businesa. These Linistera met the United KinPdom Prime kilister 
at a meeting January 22 at which the question of occupation forces was "fully 
discuàsed." 

On February 13, 1946, following another review of the situation, the 
United Kingdom was informed there was no alternative under the circumstances 
to the previous decision and on February 15, kr. King made a public statement 
that the withdrawal would begin early in April. 

New Czechoslovak Linister Presents Credentials: Dr. Frantisek NeMec, the new 
Czechoslovak Linister to Canada, teday presented his letter of credence to 
the Gevernor General, Viscount Alexander. 	him were'Karel Sakh, 
Counsellor; Dr. Vladimir laoudry, First Secretary, L.nd Dr. Karel 

• 	Commercial Attache. 

(over) 

_;ji; 



Employrent Situation: Industrial employment generally at the leginnine of January 
in the exeerience-of the years since 1920 hesdnvaria:Dly shown a contraction, 
due to several factors, notably curtailment of outdoor worl:, shutdowns during 
the holiday season nnd for inventory purposes, absenteeism, etc. The recession 
in activity at January 1, 1947, resulted in the release of 44,618 men and women 
from recorded employment. The decline of 2.3 per cent vus substantial, but was 
nevertheless rather smaller than that at January 1, 1946, being also below the 
average at January 1 in the last 26 years. On the other hand, the curtailment 
exceeded that indicated at the beginning of January in several of the war years. 

The  17,084  establishments in the eight leading industries furnishing 
information to the Dominion Dureau of Statistics at January 1 reported a staff 
of 1,860,400, compared with 1,905,108 at December 1. The crude indax number of 
areployment, on,the base 1926-100, , declined from*105.7 in.-the preceding survey, 
to 101.4, and compared with 168.2 at January 1, 1946. Since the shrinkage was 
less than normal in extent, the seasonally-adjusted index showed a gain, rising 
from 181.3 at December 1, to les.5 at the beginning of JanuarY.. 

LeeT:ing, •corrunications, retail trade and steam railway operation showed 
O  moderately heiehtened employment at January 1, when the improvement was largely 

of ceasonal character.  H  !hnufacturing, minine, local and water transportation, 
construction and maintenance und services, on the, other hand, showed contractions 
which were also seasonal. 

Gien  Describes Immigration Facilities:-  In reply to a question  from Parold Timmins 
(PC--Toronto Parkdale), Resources Minister Glen said Canada now has.immigration 
staffs  at London, The Hague, Brussels and Paris and provision has been made for 
iunieration exemination at Canadian missions in Cslo, Copenhagen, Athenssand 
Lisbon. I-Iedical officers were stationed at London, The Eague, Prussels and 
Paris, but none of them have X-ray equipment. In reply to another question, 
he said 102,348•Pritish immierants entered Canada from April 1, 1930, to March 
31, 1945. '(cP) 	- 

Growth of Canadian Loans ....broad:  2, return tabled in the lIouse of Commons yesterday 
disclosed that 19 countries owe Canada a total of 1,363,000,000. Pefore the 
war only  I3l,OOO,OOOin  international loans wes outstanding; chiefly in the 
form of advances made to Rumania and Greece after the First Great War. The 
largest current, figure is the United - inedcm's ça,011,000,000 and the smallest 
is India's -;464. :The bir!gest debtor throueh export loans is France, which owes 
: -,;143,800,000, while the second lareest is The 17etherlands with ;:,;60,396,000. (Cr) 

Uot Revealing Ottawa 7:eautification Plans: Prime Minister rackenzie King said in the 
Ebuse cf Commons yesterday that plans for the beautification of ettava are not 
beine; disclosed becauce of possible speculation in property which mi.P.,ht figure in 
the plans. lie was replying to a motion by G. Russel noucher (PC--Carleton) for 
the production of reports to the Government by Jacques Greber, French planning 
expert. C.C.F. leader Coldwell suggested the Government should consider 
"freezing" prices of all properties before,ane.  reports are made public. 

Another Wartime Subsidy Renoved:,  In lino  with the Government's policy of removing 
sutsidies as soon as conditions permit, the Prices roard has announced  eliminat iot  
of the subsidy on sisal fibre, which has been paid since 1942 in order to maintair. 
the basic period price for binder twine. The Poard hus authorized an increase, 
effective immediately, cf 7.5O . per 100 pounds in manufacturers :list prices ,  
which will offset rcreoval of the subsidy and other overhead expenses which have 
occurred since the basic period. Retail Consumer -prices will reflect the 
appropriate adjustment. 	 . 

Gleanines:  The 17etherlands rinister to Canada, jonkheer 7.W.M. Snouck Eurgronje, 
presented awards to 76 officers and men of the Canadian Army at an investiture 
in Toronto today .... Four railuaymen were killed yesterday when two ;,.uebec 
Central Railway freight trains collided at Scott Junction; demolishing the railm.Y 
Station....Representatives  of the  mining industry in various part-5 of Canada will 
meet the Cabinet tomorrow to seek arpointnent of a separate ninister of Mines.... 
Reconstruction Lânister :owe, has announced that Drofeesor Robert P. Leggete:)f 
Toronto • ill head a division of building research in the,llatienal Research Council 
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Throne Speech Debate Nearing End: Sitting for 35 minutes beyond the normal 
adjournment hour, the House of Commons heard several speakers in the 'Throne 
Speech debate yesterday and there remained only a handfu1 of members on the 
speaking program for today. Before the debate began,,Prime kinister King 
reminded the House of the urgency of control legislation awaiting passage. 
The cabinet felt this legislation àhould have precedence over all other 
business from now on because vital controls under the wartime emergency 
legislation were due to expire March 31. 

Walter Tucker (L--Rosthern) declared the Government "should not be a 
party" to an immigration policy which would mean theinseParation"  of the 
families of Europeans who were related to Canadians. Mr. 'flicker, who also 
is leader of the Liberal party in Saskatchewan, urged that immigration policy 
be broadened. 

He appealed to all members, on grounds of."Christianity" and "humanity," 
and said he believed immigration provisions should be extended "very much 
further" to allow the families of relatives as well as relatives of Canadians 
to come to Canada. 

Liguori Lacombe (Ind--Laval-TWo Mountains) urged that the Government 
declare the Labour-Progressive party illegal and argued that such action would 
prevent the election of a "Communist" in the March 31 by-election in Montrea/- 
Cartier. (CP) 

Immigration Also Topic in Senate: Senator Arthur Roebuck (L--Ontario), speaking in 
the Senate yesterday, criticized what he called the "deadly deliberation" of 
the Government immigration policy and called on Canadians to"quit kidding 
ourselves that a visa to Canada is a ticket to heaven." He urged an opened door 
to selective immigration rather than what he termed the "strict and inexorable 
interpretation of narrow rules despite circumstances of appalling hardshipolt 
He said Canadians should realize that an open door to selected immigrants 
"confers a favour on us as well as on the immigrants." 

Senator John T. Haig, Progressive Conservative leader in the Senate, urged 
particularly the admission of friends and relatives of Canadians who could and 
would accept continuing responsibility for them. (CP) 	. 

No Income Tax in Ontario Budget:. Alighlighteeby the1annOunceMent that,mb personal 
income tax would be -imposed-in Ontario; the budgetCf:provIrcial TreaSurer 
Frost was brought'.doWn-in the Ontario' LegislatUre,at.Toronto yeSterdaY'D It 
contained',the first major tax  changes in  eight yearimposition of a,seven, 
per cent tax on:corporationlSrofitsiand an . increase.in ,the provincial gasoline 

: .tax fromeight to 11 cents.. 
Mr. Frost estimated the corporation tax would bring revenues of 38,500 9 000 

and the gasoline  tex  increase an additional 41312,000,000, or a total,of 
000 in new revenue. He linked both taxes with Dominion-provincial relations. 
Under the new federal budget, Dominion corporation taxes will be reduced 10 per 
cent and the three-cent federal gasoline tax will be dropped at the end of this 
month. 	 , 

He reported a surplus of 4p154,000 for the fiscal year ending March 31, 
although the 1946 budget forecast a deficit of 21,065,694. He estimated a 
surplus of e67,143 for the fiscal year beginning April 1, with groés ordinary 
revenue of e66,936,451 and gross ordinary expenditure of el66,569,3080 	« 

Mr. Frost declared it would have been a "betrayal of the interests of the 
province" if Ontario had accepted the Dominion's most recent tax proposals, 
which guaranteed an annual subsidy of at least e64,000 9 000 in return for 
exclusive use of the income, corporation and inheritance tax fields. 

"Ontario, however, is willing as she always has been, to enter into a 
transitory agreement with the Dominion, by Which the fields of personal income 
and corporation tax would be rented to the Dominion on such  terras  and conditions 
as would preserve all of our rights under the constitution." (CP) 

(over) 



Bile Trade Level in January:  Canada's merchandise export trade was maintained at 
a high level in January, being valued at $208,600,000 compared with $189,100,000 
in the corresponding:month last year, an increase of 10 per cent, according to 
the Dominion Bureau ofStatistics. The month's aggregate was about $3„300,000 
under December, but exceeded the monthly average for 1946 by $15 9 900 9 000. 

Most substantial gain was in exports of the wood, wood products and paper 
group »  which rose fronr$42 300 P  000 in January last year to $58,900 9000, Increases 
were enown for all the principal items, with newsprint paper s, planks and boards, 
and wood pulp, accounting for the major part of the rise. With continued heavy 
volume of wheat and flour exports, and substantial increases in the exports of 
fruits, grains other than wheat, rubber and products, and seeds, exports of agricul. 
tural and vegetable products rose from $48,155 9000 in January 1946 to $56 9 932„000. 
Wheat exports, valued at $22,770,000, were only slightly under January last year 
when the value was $23,655,000, E±ports in the animals and animal products group 
were valued at $28,509,000, a decline of $6,605 9000 0  

Increases were recorded in the exports of automobiles and parts, and 
industrial machinery, but rolling-mill products, locomotives and parts, railway 
cars and parts, and farm implements were lower. The iron products group total s, 
however, was higher at $21,425,000 against $17,928 9000 a year ago. In the non-
ferrous metal classification there were substantial gains in aluminum, lead, 
nickel, precious metals (except gold), and zinc,  and  decreases in copper and 
electrical apparatus, the aggregate for the group rising from *16,550,000 to 
$22,454,000. 

The United etates was the principal purchaser of Canadian merchandise in 
January, exports to that country aggregating $79,453,000 compared with 
$62,323,000 in January, 1946 , The United Kingdom was next with purchases 
totalling $50,465,000 against $51,148,000. France was - third with a total of 
$7,441,000 against $4,291,000, followed by the Union of. South Africa at 
$6,174,000 compared with $3,750,000, and Argentina with $5,189,000 against 
$698,000. 

Boxcar Priorities Ended:  The priority orders, issued February 14, to speed rail ship-
ments of export grains and domestic feeds, have been withdrawn. Transport 
Controller B. S. Liberty said it was felt the railways themselves could handle 
distribution of boxcars in a "fair and equitable manner." Be said the railways 
had found the priority order "restrictive" and difficult to comply with while 
storms blocked tracks and kept equipment tied up, (OP) 

Report on 1946 Meat Production:  Total output of meats and offals in Canada from 
cattle, hogs, sheep and lambs in 1946 amounted to 2,173 9000 9000 pounds in terms 
of fresh carcass weight, a decrease of 375 9000,000 pounds or 14.7 per cent from 
the 1945 output, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports, While appreciably 
below the record of 2,729 9000,000 pounds in 1944 9  the 1946 output was almost 50 
per cent above the prewar 1935-39 average of 1 9481,000 9000 pounds, 

The decrease in total 1946 output was chiefly attributable to the decline 
in hog production. Output of hog products, which recorded a peak of, 
1,503,000,000 pounds in 1944, dropped to 1,112,000,000 in 1945 and was 
estimated at 824,000 000 for 1946. Output of beef and veal at 1,185,000 9 000 
was six per cent below 1945, The only increase over the previous year was a 
slightly higher output of mutton and lamb. Consumption of all meats per capita 
in 1946 fell to 130 pounds or 12,9 pounds lower than in 19450 

Gleanings:  The Canadian Ambassador to Russia, Dana L. Wilgress, has arrived in Moscow, 
after a delay of several days when his aircraft was grounded in Berlin because 

1 	of bad weather....Prime Minister Mackenzie King has placed on the Commons' order 
paper a motion setting the Easter recess from April 2 to April 14 ....The 
Agriculture Department reports a record payment of $16,954,217 under the Prairie 
Farm Assistance  Act  during the 1945-1946 crop year, when drought areas  iere the 
most extensive since the Act  was passed in 19390000The plant of Plastics and 
Chemicals, Ltd., near Ottawa was destroyed by fire yesterday with damage  • 
estimated at $500,000. 
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kluatjameuelliseu1mjg14 The House of Commons completed the lengthy Throne 
Speech debate yesterday and Progressive Conservative and Social Credit motions 
of non-confidence in the Government were defeated by votes of 134 to 84 and 211 
to 1$9  respectively. Progresaive Conservative and C.C.F. members voted with the 
Government in rejecting the Social Credit motion, while C.C.F. members voted for 
the Progressive Conservative motion. 

Before the vote was taken. Angus MacInnis (CCF--Vweeouver East) said that 
hls party's support of the Progressive Conservative motion was not a vote of con- 
fidence in the official opposition  ai y norehr the vote arninst 	Sorial CrPa 
amendment indicated confidence in • the GoVernmento 

Speaking before  the uivision vegan, erogressive Conservuee leciaer t;onii 
Bracken said his party could support some sections of the Social Credit amendmentj  
but not those which called for adôption of Social Credit theories of finance. Mr. 
Bracken advocated the passing of a bill of rights to protect the freedom of 
Canadians and urged removal of all unnecessary controls. He said - the housing 
situation was an example  of  Government failure to live up to ita promiaes and 
expressed a belief taxes could be cut 30 per cent. 

John Hackett (PC--Stanatead) said Canada was "gradually slithering" into a 
socialistic position from which it would be difficult to "emerge." There was not 
enough room on the continent for "two social philosophies" and a "socialistic" 
Canada could not live beside a "free enterprise" United States. (CP) 

Announced 	Premier Duplessis of Quebec announced yesterday in a 
preview of his Government's budget that there would be no personal income tax 
imposed by Quebec this year. < He disclosed that a seven per cent tax on corporation 
profits and a three-cent increase in the provincial gasoline tax would be introduced, 
similar to those in the Ontario budget. The three-cent Dominion wartime gasoline 
tax ends this month. 

Mr. Duplessis said the province had the right to impose 100 per cent taxes on 
corporations, but "in a spirit of collaboration," it would be only seven per cent, 
or three per cent less than in British Columbia and the same as in Ontario. Be 
cause of "countless damage" through "excessive taiation on personal inCôme by the 
Federal Government," neebec, in an effort to  collaborate, would not impose these 
taxes. This would serve as a reason for reduction of Federal Income tax, which at 
present "constitutes practically confiscation, is an encouragement to black 
markets, to inactivity, to paralysis of initiative and legitimate ambition." (CP) 

ew 4.gain Calls for New Conference: Premier Drew of Ontario again has urged that the 
Federal Government meet representatives of the provinces so that what he called 
"an effective functional inter-governmental organism which will brin to their 
maximum effectiveness all thé powers of the combined governments" might be 
effected. Addressing the Progressive Conservative Business Men's Club at Tor,le, 
he called for "a fresh start on our efforts to establish a clear constitutienal 
position which will be to the advantage of everY Canad 4 an0" (CP) 

as Ration Increased:  Finance Minister 'Abbott has announced an increase of 14 per 
cent in the individual sugar ration in Canada, effective April 1. This raises 
the individual ration from seven to eight pounds in each quarter and means 
Canadians each will have three pounds more sugar during the balance of the year° 
Meanwhile the industrial ration is increased from 70 to 80 per Cent of the 1941 
level. 

Mr. Abbott said the International F,mergency Food Council recently completed 
its review for 194? and while sugar supplies were improved they still were 
"considerably short of meeting warld requirements." It was'expected sugar 
rationing would have to be maintained for at least another 12 months. The 
estimates indicated Canada would get at most 93 pounds of raw sugar per capita, 
equal to 87  pounds refined, against actual supplies of 71 pounds of refined 
sugar in 1946. The average pre-war consumption was 95 pounds of refined sugar. 

(over) 
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extent to which the cancellation cif the Daminion'exciée tax'will be'soffset ..•' 

* irhy a new provincial tax  in the various pr' ovinces or : through increased laid- -, - 
;• - down costs to the refiners C imported crUdeloir." --  • ' • - -'' '''' ' '''' 	-; 	• - , •- - . 

. _ .. 

, 	. 
' '-__1* -s:.P s, 	:e. ' - i'"''' ''''-' 	— 	,•` ''''.i:•• 7> '•'': 	• ' 	' 	' — •'• 	':' 	- 	' 	- 	,', 	'.. 	. 	7 . 	l'' ''= 	c. nit -- .:-.'4•'r 

World'Héalth `Corittee 'Meets -in Ottawa:  •-•-‘Statistical and me-  dicel.- experts •of n 	
,,,I. 

ine 	- 
. nations : are attending .the „fir s.t • me eting s •' of., a committee ; oth 0 -Interim , '..".., › • ' .-•„. , 
›- COMmisslon of . the United Nations World Ilealth Organizati6n•Sein' gi.held in',. • - -s :  - 

	

' 	-,Ottaie- ,on.thé , .inviteition of  the Canadiarl.spvernmept„.• ‘,Tnéj.eohn,ical . co.mmittee 
" --''On•in'tirhit :and -; -teilit clee'ffiCation•kitelbe' ioineéi by' ra-UniteCi. Steate-s -' 7  - ,.,,, ,•,I., 	„ 	. 4  _y 	,.mor , 	, . y... 	s 	...,... 	‘,•., 	. 	.... 	_ 	, ‘, 	. 	,. 	. 	.-..•,, 	. 

• ..... . , c oinnlit tee -6n . joint : causes  . of :death. ,•"1-iii.Ch.., ha sb een.' „liaüidlineworjc -,,iiii -th e.:;.f,i ell, • 
novi sesien ed. • to the -. international' committee ,,ancl,which., ,•is„, turning lover, ,,:tke 

	

, 	.. , 	.tresults of its work, ...„ ,....,,i  „.....,,... .,.-...:. 	,,z4.....,..„...›.,,i,e• E.u.,,,,.„,!, 	;« ,..?—..3- -,. 	'4•.,; ,-;;.7.,-  :.-5,tre..,. ,?;!‘'.jr • ...:i  f(r..:,-.; ;À 	' - 

- 	The denedien niember.,of. the cOmMiteee-ie.-,Dr.'„.J.,Wyllie 'prOfessor of  • •••• 

	

i 	-,':.:.;-:,- 	',.•, 	i- 	, 	, 	 .. 	. 
. 	„Preventive Medicine Queen-  ' s -Univ'eréityr-9  -king-  ston, , 0-nt, i; iand the :  other, nations '  

	

! 	 ' represented are Franc' e, Norway,,Poland; United.•Kingdâm,,United.,Statee„Yenezuela ) 

	

1 	-. *The Netherlands and,the U.S.S.R..„;,.... , 	.,.„.,.,"...:•,,,,-,•,..-:,, , •- , -,,, '-. ....1 ., •- •, '"- r-. -,?,,ï,- ,..,--..z.:•;;;T -., -,-,i.-,, '•  

- 	. 	-.. .: .,,,,,,",, 	47..,- -.; • ,,,(..ri;....,, 
PICAO Becbmee"ICAO:  , It .hae- been, announded , in Montreal.,cthat ,.thein. -  erlier,-1 Enaa4-:..tbill- 1  

Will COm 
Aviation OrganizatiOn; , :s i..1 CT e è , s iz ; i'  1 ".t6 :the ‘Provi-eiOnel'Intérnati`onall, z,*hivil.„,.4viation - 	_ 

	

'» 	 • Organizatibri 	e into being-,,APril,..-4> •1947t-.Ins-triza-ints-Of. ratification
.. , • - 	. 	., , , 

or  "adhexence to the ConventiOn. on  ;lie érliâtidziiit,..q.ir,it.1:Airietioil. now ,haiy°  e..bee.n, 
1.1 

, dépos'ited.•bY 28 -cOuntries 'and'it` i'd. '..inide-r-sto-Od-- eix•  'oth."6:re-lha—ve-. coniPlet,e-&retIfice 
•4 1 	' 	,... „. tion .  pr.ocedure .  and their..i•nstrument6.,,aretieingebrwarded".-,,,,y 1 ....',._.,„.•,.„ .-,1 „.-. •,- 

.,,,,-; '• • "T.' Itie.28'.etateeare g . -Argentfria; `Auetrailie'l Braii,,r,-;Cantakle.„'Clii le ; . CZ6C.hoslovaki 
' - Denmark; '-: .Dona.  niOcin;s11.,epnbliC;;thibga ;Iindie,..,I4k-e1an:-  cy;-•. _1415er fe,  , -;-,i,lexi.:Cti: •, ,iliii.±1,:-• ,„,..-  

. 	Zealezid; Nicaragile s  paraguay , ;Pe.riiphilippines , e é.à]tilid. ; , Porkttige I , • - Spal- il s, ,YeTe-P‘elli 
• Switzerland;` "Turkey , ,' ' Union of South  Africa ;. 'the' «United 'Xing-doza . and -the Unitecï 

•• 	• 
. 	, 	. 	. 	, 	• 	. 	. 	. 	- 	. 	. 

- 	States. 	• , 	. 	 • 	• „ . 	. 	 .... . 	. 
-. 	.1.',.. 	.:„ 	..- , ..::.',„ -..e.).; .,- ;,...;..,:',.- :--, 7. 	',::-•',.',.-,•;;,..•,'L , "....,,-.; 	--,. '',, •:'.', .̀ ,-il...•- .:f 	4.•.--.., -r,f1«, 	z 'I 	;-, ,-.---,t:',....e,•,i.:::) . ':-:.,A 	r-t.:rffi --IL....,.-> . .!,•:-.;:.'•c,i,,, ,•:;. , 

-------- - 
- - 	- • ''-•• 	r 	''' 	' . '; — ''''”- ';'' ' ' 	'''''''''' 	''''' 	." ': '','''': '' ""fC. '," • ..Y';' ..'l la:it .  e 1.■ -;-, e;,-  i.:,., -; 

. Wheat 	' Board" Aeks ' for -i/6re •• Boxcaref. CIn  6 etatèMent l.'s eti ed at  •Winni peg ...the ; Cenadaran 
Ifiheat Board - says thatit *. i.s "quit e:„ alïii.er,ent;." that :grein:MinieMentTtiée7,not ;, :re-Ceived 

,„ its proper „share of tra,nsportation,during rthe lee, ,pi?c :months ,„as _inclica.ted4',,by 
c. ; - ..,, 	̀ 	' 	' . 	dWindling exporté: --rile' Bbard 'eel ci. the  •resOinclingf `PriOrityrders.-  by-,t1.-é.". 7. 

- - 	,,•,.Dozninion gove,rnraent should not be interpreted. as meaning the ',ori. s'ie .  in  'ain 
';'''':.,< ',- • .,`shipriénts had pessed: . „. , . 	,•'... 	,,-....'„ -.i.,i.7-.. -,•-• ,-je.,..: t'..:,.i :..-. ,, i: i' .,,4 -go'  -' - ,,,,--rip .4  

• For the  balanee'of''the,crOp•Year:enelf.ng,..•Angtiet 1 .,.. the  ste'ternent: -saf.d.:•Cer  -. 
loaidinge !mat  average  900, ,d.aily... -. „ActiiallY ,the „BOarcl,reqtiests an j increase ,...to ,., 

'•"•''' l';160`cars deily, •.`nntil 1ai-1,15 ,toPrOii:dei•bad1i-i. ,:need,..ed.',_,Teiii;Pliew 
 ..,..: 	end:  the Lakehead.- 	(CP). ,.., ... .. -...,._.•_-. ... ..•-•-• ..i.....,-• - -',. - - 	- -,,•,,- ,,• , .r .---, -. › • •fr  

•;.r- 	J.• - 	- •,- 	: 	f• - i .4:- ••1:•,1 i '.,,' -;;;,-..... 	*4 r .i :---:•..-- 	 .7;:•,4 , ;...t•••: ..ie.',:;''' 	f;....•:,r.D'44•! -  ' 

Dr. Solendf Before' Senate •Conamittee: 'A eeiring before the Sen te banking coMmittee , 	PP 	• ,_ , 	,.., 	.., 	,e 	_ 	. . 	, 9 
, Dr. 0.1.1. Solandt, Director-General  of  Defence.  Research,  .. eadd: Celia:de is working 

".in. very close co-operati on"- with the United- States and•Britain..in •plans -f',or t• , 
' - eéfe:nc 6 -reeeerch-.... -  He „testified &ding „'corami'ttee- ;stUdy-'..Ot: -a-lill-Zgivile-:`'stattitor; --".- 	. 	. 	• 	• 	, . 	. 

- ,fOrm t6; the..defence -,research  board creatéci by  'or' :der-in-councild. c.,"t‘,.. ; -; :... r. ,,; ,„ 
• "''''' 

 
He  eald-  it•  head been "Uninirtioualy;egre -ed.",thet ,thé. 'h oard  arid 1  the liational- 

- , Research --"C ounci 1 :--sh buld. be-  's éparate-  arganizatiOns.,. every, iff-pr t ., 160 uid-.he  raade 
i • : t à avOid: deipliciition, with., the board,,,tackling pro jects peculiar,. to, -çlefence, and 
- ' the Cbuncil pureuing ,its traditional.rOle.:.in other,Ldevelopmen.ts.- „One major, reas 

for separation was thè'need for the  b •Ca-- id-t -o'ïeork't-o a.great extent in secrecy, 
..,- . 

, 	„..which'tmight be embarrassing...to the .Council he.s.  aid.... (CP.) ,..',,, • ---- - 	... - 
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Gleaninge:Hoif.-i liugh: Edwin , Munrbe •  f ormer . fieutenant -GOvernor of' Saskétchewan di ed.. at 

,et. Petersburg; ;Florida , yeeterday."...A, • -speciel-.. ',jury  has . f =id, "no, libel”, in  e 
• 

 
suit  • tirought by ,•Prerni er: Dr e-vi of Ontarib;` a g-  aa'net  the  Tae.onto, Deily , Star-  7Lt d.. - 
Joseph E. Atkinson', the publisher, erising from éditbrial-s published during.  the 
1945 provincial, election campaign. 	 ng civi c ;  recptipns.in. Montreal  and  -- 

	

- Torônto 9  . Barbera  Ann.  Scott' bas  rëttireed., 	Ottaiié:t.OT re-sum" e--t"reining-rbr cl for _  
of  ber  North.Amerigan figure eketing-  cr6-wn.at";,Ott-awa—,MP**c- li. 	 • • 
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Friday, 1.4 	11-14 - 1.947. -  arc 

f 	 2 	 ,,t 	 .C7,2 	• .; 	 : • 
`Wheat -•  Bill'. Passed  : The, 'House; of :  Commans last night gave , : third: r_eadi.'ng tbthe :, c antra- 

r  wyers 	bill- amending theWheat!„ Board,A sat ;  to  continue  the B4:?ard: aa. the sole wheat 
b.....nitné-7 àn4 selling asency, witi1.19,59; z.Thï. -;b1L npe Eoes , ,t-Q.p,tJler.. -eenateè: There were 

diristonéc i:n3  the ; 	se salon, thé-,-firat:'beine 8 11 .vote 	97toT :797.,-.against an 
erogreskve Coneervative -  le, ader,...jOh. leacken. ..ttkreferthe.:.....bill back to 

ate. fit:a' 	and, the  sec 	a 79te7.9f.i72,:to1?Je.Pn; ithird.)reading. 
t baste suPp-ai-t for ifir‘• Brae ken s amendment- came from- .  C C F an& Sac laic. Credit 

ranks: ffse,well as fes-  ,Mbers, ot hisjownparty0 iu1On  the % changes:, 	Brackent advocated 
was inclusibisi 7ef  a stipulation  that x.,inzr.e profitei  on,..the j1945:. cropy, qv' er ana above the 
initial $1.35 per bushel payment be given io the farmers through participation 
c ert 	at_ es. 	 .. that s9.ch prof it s  e  onl.d:;  be held wit 113:the end of 
t1?,‘ 	 tT)Peris. od. Âgriculture 	er Gard1.ner.7ereireebitha17the-  uind- 

	

oe the-  "itàil; 	 ;  

Ozi_third readi.ng C.0 . F. leader, 	Caldwell fOrOed. a ,re °ceded -vote-and there 
was c Onsi derabla „heckling. from .Govekidient : . ben.chea yesmany z ofi-pope„iyho tbitterly . 

vate,..for it 4 .cilieronlyr opposition came 
from faur,',Prog„réssive ;Conseriratives, twakindepandents and:94 .)Union des Electeurs. 

'.17/ari6ii8)7. 

Manitoba 	Estimates Tabled:  ,Estimates.,tabled..in_the Manitoba Legisla-ture ; yesterdayuby 
Premier Stuart  .Garson  In. ;his-  . capacity  of  provincial treasurée:showeeeXpeilditilieéis 
of 429 9,405;000  for_thé1947,-.19 48  fiscal  year, a  record  high az4 9 , 363 ,O00niore 	 . • thazi`forthe' r/Otirrent. -yeer;::The,éitimates; aluib st  double'.  the pre7,war..g1gure, cover 
an,114M.Cintli\ :pliiriod'because  of sl'a'.,Change  in the  provincial  fis Cal. yearend,from 
A-pril '30 ;t6 March  31. . s̀ -'; 	 sc- 

- 

	

	111îéidilliïé se grant, t'$e..; 76'3;000-an:increaseOf .$4,048 9 000, ,was for public narks 
inclUdinehighway improyements paatponed atiring;the.war.,..,There.,was. : an: ;„increase of 
$1 9 961,000 to $5;162;000 iiethe'grant 'far *eaticatiasn - and - héalth. -a'nr1 weifare 
expenditure was estimated at $5,359,000...41,000,000 gtore than this  • . 	e, 	• 	 .., • 	. 	 a 	 • 	 / 

' 	 - 	 ' E5> -./. -.7 II 
Senat e 'Revives' I=Igration "Contiittee: 	The  Senate yeat.erdayapproved (a; motion  by - 

Senator -Arthur: -  Roebud 	L-+Ontaria)',- to  revive .et4, Beniite—cos,I.:iiàt tee 2:ni, .{.mizi.i.geat ion 
whi ch:dondaiat'ed.:kçatlidri. o f the  'whole questionTduring  the previoussession -c.; 

 SpeakeW`.inCiiided-, Senator  Calrine Vlilsn, .  '(1 -,:«:-0iitiirie )';:éhai-iniân of  the,..,Canadian 
National  Ce-mitift tee  on Refugeea, who iirged` admission op 'Emilie'  of  Eurape's ,diéplaced 
periane-ïrho 	 .hearte but", in'incarciPmente afte-r-..tWo_years, of peace. 
She  aaidthopportunit y  of  'obtaining' skiiied,_ 	 ..7écreened 

nat 'last' a :: great  deallonger Àirg tbeni were dOctors  and nurses  
" who couleàlikiiâte 'thè'..-shortage  in Canada in  th -eSe 

- --Sentoràîaes Türgeon(L4-Britieh"Calumbiar, -Wha - has been Canadian delegate to 
, 	.. 	• 	..., 

• a number of international conferences on refugees, said immigration could act as a 
bulwark iagainst "economic recession. Heiwas convinced that Canada's population must 
be "made, much :  larger than we can maker ".it'-without 'heavy immigration." The only fears 
were founded inreconomic, cultural or reiligiaus factors, but if peopletook the long-
range viewthere was no need of fear, (CP) 

• 

International Fish Allocation Ended: Fisheries Minister Bridges announced in the 
Commons yesterday that no Canadian canned fish will be subject to international 
allocation after March 31.. International allocation of salted cod and other salted 
gronndfish of;1946 production would end June 30. These decisions followed exam-
ination-of the world situation by the International Food Emergency Council in 
Washington this week which showed world supplies were coming into balance with 
effective demand. Most Canadian canned fish has been subject to international 

:allocation 'since - the mid-war years. 
, 

silappitve Price CeilineL Lifted:  The Prices Board has announced removal of price ceil- 
ings on transportation of bulk cargoes carried by vessels operating in the Great 
Lakes and St. Lawrence River and Gulf and their connecting and tributary' waters. 
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Mitchell Discusses Communien:  A delegation from the Canadian and Catholic 
Confederation of Labour'westald: by Labour Minister mitchell yesterday that 
the problem of communism was largely one for the labour unions themselves. 
When they asked the Government to ban the LabourProgressive Party "you 
ask too much of the Government," he said. ,Control and discipline of 
communist elements working in union ranks for the overthrew of the democratic 
system was "something you should face up to yourself," Members of the Labour.. 
Progressive  party would like nothing better than to be "thrown into jail as 
martyrs." 

The 25-man delegation, representing some 65 9 000 Quebec workers, presented 
a brief advocating among other things creation of a distinctive Canadian flag; 
compulsory voting in elections; banning of industrial work on Sunday's,' increase 
of family allowances in proportion to the cost-tf-living, action to curb inter-
national cartels; peacetime public works projects to provide work for' all, no 

" broadening of the Immigration Act  while there was unemploYment, provision of 
more housing; increase in old-age pensions to $30 a month with a lowering of 
the age minimum to 65 years for men and 60 years for women. The brief also 
urged appointment of more French Canadian officials in government and abolition  
of tolls on bridges under federal control. 

C.P.R. Earnines Low:  Testifying before the Board of Transport Commissioners 
yesterday, J.W. Liddy, assistant comptroller of the Canadian'Pacific Railway, 
said that the company's net earnings last year were the lowest since 1905 9  
except for the depression years 1932 and 1933, and the decline in earnings 
was nexceedingly serious." Speaking in support of the joint application by 
Canadian railways for a general  30 per cent freight rate  • increase, he said 
that in each of those years the C.F.R. netted about $19 9 000 9 000 compared with 
e20,843,000 in 1946. (aP) 

Wheat Stocks Reported:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store orin transit  in North 
America at midnight March 6 amounted to 116,945 9 673 bushels compared with 
119,299,144 on February 27, and 127,037,791 on the corresponding date last 
year, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Prairie farmers 
marketed 2,158,749 bushels of wheat during the week compared with' 2,331,814 
in the preceding week. During the per bd.  August 1 to March 6 deliveries of 
wheat from Prairie farms aggregated 254,512 9494 bushels compared with 190,037, 
374 in the corresponding period of the preceding crop' year, 

Gleanine:  Maple syrup and maple products soon to appear in the stores will be 
free of price controls and rationing restrictions this year....A. Gordon 
Murphy, assistant chief engineer of the National Harbours Board, has been 
appointed Port Manager at Montreal, effective April 1, succeeding Alex , 
Ferguson who is retiring...Premier Drew of Ontario has filed an appeal 
against the verdict of "no libel" in his suit against the Toronto Daily 
Star and Publisher Joseph E. Atkinson.....A return tabled in the Commons 
shows that ta 1945 there were 1.303 fatalitids per 100,000,000 passenger 
air miles in Canada compared with 2,31 in the United  States00004aj0-Gen0 

MacQueen is retiring from  bis  post as master-general of ordnance 
March 31 to became president of the crown-owned Canadian Arsenals, Ltd. 
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Government Jill Ask Emergency rowers Extension: Justice Minister ilsley told the-House 
of Clmmons yesterday that next Tuesday he will ask Parliament for a limited  extension 
of the wartime 'emergency control legislation on rent and commodity price controls_ 
until Lay 15. He said it was evident-that l'arliament would be unable to consider all 
the legislation , needed to extend these controls beforé iàarch 29 when they normally 
would expire automatically. There would be "chaos" if they were allowed to expire, 
and the Government considered it unsafe to plan for passage of the necessary 
legislation before ay 15. 

' Now under consideration is a bill to continue controls on the sale and export 
of  far' and fruit products. .T.mo divisions, the 10th and llth of the session featured 
the debate on second reading of the bill. The Speaker's rulings that Progressive 
Conservative and C.C.F. amendments were out of order were sustained by votes of 89 to 
61 and 82 to 69, respectively. 

Hon. Grote Stirling (PC--Yale) moved an amendment which called upon the Govern-
ment to redraft the bill to place sale and eiport of farm products in the hands of 

, provincial marketing boards rather than Federal boards. ?ercy Wright (CCF--Melfort) 
said his party felt the bill did not go far eneugh and moved an amendment for its 
replacement by a measure to establish a Dominion marketing board and permit use of 
provincial boards in co-operation with thé Federal body. 

The Government measure would enable various Federal food-purchasing boards to 
continue their operations in filling food contracts rith the United Kingdom. Mr. 
Gardiner said it would provide for the use of provincial boards at the discretion 
of the minister. -However, only one province as yet had the organization necessary 
to do the work. (Various) 

Canadian Seamen's Union rresident Resiens:  Most Canadian newspapers today featured 
stories on the resignation of J.A. (Pat) Sullivan, founder and president of the 
Canadian Seamen'S' Union, who said he  'as  taking the step because he had become , 
"convinced that the interests of organized labour are being subverted by the agents 
of Communism to their  on ends." 

"I admit having travelled with the Communist  Party,"  Mr. Sullivan said in a 
prepared statement. "From what I have seen of the underground activities of that 
group, I am now convinced that in the interestsof Canada, and particularly in the 
interest of organized labour, their activities should be exposed." He said he 
would issue a complete statement later. 

The Canadianiress quoted him as saying he had been a full-fledged member of 
the Communist party from 1937 until three months ago. Mr.-Sullivan said he would 
continue as Secretary-Treasurer of the T.L.C. (CP) 

Gardiner Denies  High  Food J:rofit:  In a brief statement, Agriculture lAnister Gardiner 
yesterday told the house of Commons that "when a man stands up anywhere in the 
world and says that Canada is trying to make profits at the expense of someone 
else, he is talking about something that either he does not know anything about or 
that he is speaking with some intent other than that of serving the people of his 
own country." 

Hé  said there were "some people in the House of Commons in Great Britain who 
think that the farmers of this country are making great profits at the expense of 
the people who live in Great Britain. je have not realized that.  •;() do not 
believe it. As a matter of fact we think that the farmers of this country are 
making a real contribution to the feeding of the British people...and to the feeding 
of others who are short of food in different parts of the world. We feel that  'ne are 
doing it at less cost to the people concerned than they are being supplied from any 
other part of the world." (CP) 

Another Labour Group Submits  Brief: The Canadian Congress of Labour yesterday pre-
sented its annual brief to the Government, urging among other things immediate "re-
establishment of price control" and contending that workers' warre increases largely 
hav been eliminated bv price increases. 

(over) 



Labour :i.nistcr :litchell, one of 12 aabinet ministers :aeeting the delegation, 
replied that labour could "not have its câke and eat it too," because there could be 
"no universal price control without wage control." 

Referring to demands for a national labour code, Mr. Mitchell stressed,the 
constitutional difficulties in Dominion-provincial relationships and saiethat when 
the federal labor relations bill is introdUced it would be a "middle-road document" 
between labour and employers  ne-answered a request for government intervention in 
the general strike in Earittle coal mines by saying that the union and companies 
should get together to settl -  the economic problem of production which was the 
underlying factor in the dispute. (Various) 

R.C.A.F. Safety Record:  Aircraft of No. 9 (Transport) Group of the 	 flew nearly 
30,000 passe-ngers.a total of :more than 20,000,000 passenger miles during 1946,  the 

 equivalent of 800 times around the earth at  the  equator, with but one fatal accident 
to à transport aircraft. Transport aircraft put in a total of 40,909 flying hours 
duri-ng the year, in  which they carried a total payload-of almost, 11,000,000 Rounds. 
In addition to passengers, cargo - carried amounted to nearly 5,700,000 pounds, o; 
which .274,000 pounds  ras mail for Canadian servicemen still overseas in the early 
months of 1946. 

Under the latest re-organization in the 	 Transport squadrons will be 
stationed at Rockcliffe, Ont., Dorval, que., and Edmonton, Alta., and present commit-

' ments for passencer and cargo-carrying for 1947 are on a scale at least as large as 
those for 1946. 

Econemic :Lctivity in January:  The Dominion Bureau of Statistics says industrial pro-
duction advanced appreciably in January, general increases having been shown in the 
four main components including mining,  manufactures,  construction and electric power. 
The additional increase of four per cent in the index of distribution contributed to 
an advance in the . index'of the physical volume of business from 187.7 in December to 
194.2. The value of'retail trade was maintained close tc record levels, the advance 
over January a ycar ago being 13 per cent. 	 , 

Gleanings: Defence :.linister Claxton says the 	 still requires between  800 and  
1,000 airman for ground crew dut y in the technical, aircraf and signals trades.... 
1;ith sap running freely in quebec producers are asking and getting between 	and :)6 
a gallon, approximately 70 per cent above the,1946 ceiling prices....The Canadian 
National Railways' Palmerston to Durham line, the last in Ontario to be cleared, was 
re-opened.yesterday after being blocked by snow for nearly.two weeks. -...The - 	-; 
Panamanian freighter "Norlanda" arrived in Vancouver yesterday to load a $1,500,000 
shipment of camned herring for Russia. 
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Sullivan Statement Causes Sensation:  A lengthy statement isaued by J.A. Sullivan 
Saturday following his resignation as president of the , Canadlan Seamen's Union 
and resultant repercussions in the ranks of organized labour, has become the 

,main-front-page story in Canadian newspapers. Sullivan has,not'been,seen since 
he,announced his,resignation Friday, but 'copies of.hiestatément'were handed out 
to reporters from the desk at the hotel where he had been staying. . 

The document charged that Communists were dominating the C..S,U. and declared 
,that."the same 'apparatus is in existence in quite a large number of unions through-
out the country.", ,  He said he had decided to.write it after attending the Canadian 
Citizenship ceremonies at Ottawa in January. . ,He described the growth of the union 
which,he founded and increasing,"interference" in its affairs by the Communist 

. Party. -Included, in the statement were the names of 20 persons. 	. 
, He mentioned a meeting at which he said he had complained of people being 

brought,into, the union who were not seamen, and where' he liad said that he was un-
decided,iiWto whether he would run for re-election as president. He said he was 
"quicklytold" 'that it wasn't a case of,  whether or not he wanted to run as the 
Communist Party had made the decision and party discipline' "does not allow 
individual thought and party orders must be obeyed." 

"One does not know who to trust," he saLd. "The Communist Party has many. 
secret agents in different places, including the Government service." He said 
he was making the,document public for his own protection. 

Comment . from labour union, executives has been widespread. Percy Bengough, 
president of  the  Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, with which the C.S.U. is 
agillated,..:has,made  no  public comment as yet, except to express doubt that 
Sullivan had written the statement himself. He said he was not suggesting 
Sullivan had not approved it before it was issued. lie àdded.that he had had no 
contact with the former Secretary-Treasurer of the T.L.C. , for several weeks, ex-
cept to-receive by messenger on Saturday his resignation from that post. 

A.R.,Mosher, president of the Canadian Congre.;.,, of Labour, the other.large 
national grouping of labour unions, said he ras "very pleased indeed he (Sullivan) 
has  corne  to realize the Communistic influence is subversive -to _organrzed  labour" 
and hoped that "as a result of his change of views" the T.L.C. and C.C:L. "may be 
able to get closer together in advancing the best intereàts of the workers and the 
nation." 

J.B. Salsberg, Labour Secretary of the Labour-Progressive Party and member of 
the Ontario Legislature, issued a statement saying Sullivan had "betrayed the 
trade unions movement in the face of mounting dissatisfaction with his incompetence 
as a labour leader." (Various) 

.I11111..n1.22,11,242.2pite  Atom Bomb:  Gen. A.G.L. Unaughton, president of the Atomic 
Energy Control Board, speaking at a Royal Canadian Artillery mess dinner in 
Montreal, said that atomic energy would not replace armies and "it won't dispense 
with the services of people who are hoping to avoid military service." 

"Research in atomic energy can drive back the frontiers of human knowledge 
not only from a war point of view, but to bring forth undreamed of possibilities 
in civil benefits," he said. "I have great hopes that we shall make weapon 
contributions not only for ourselves but for thoee other two great nations--the 
Empire and the United States. I'm not giving away any secrets, but we are work-
ing very closely with them in the standrardization of weapons." (CP) 

Report Gift of Annuity to Gouzenko:  The Montreal Gazette today published a report that 
"a citizen who for obvious reasons must remain anonymous" has purchased a lifetime 
annuity of $100 monthly for Igor Gouzenko, the former cipher clerk in the Soviet 
Embassy in Ottawa who was a key witness in the espionage trials. The report says 
that, in the event of Gouzenko's death, the annuity would continue for his wife, 
or for his two small children for 20 years if both parents should die within that 
time. 

(over) 
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Rationing of Syrups Ended:  The Prices Board has ânnounced that effective today 
corn syrup, cane syrup and blended  table syrups will be removed from the 
list of rationed fodds. They will, however, remain under price contr ‘ol: 
These products have'been under ration control since early September, 1943. 
Freeing of syrups from ration regulations will mean that housewives will 
have more coupons available for the purchase of sugar or other rationed 
alternatives such as jams, jellies and honey, the Board said. The extra 
coupons made available:.through the ration removal .  is an addition to_the''' 
141c12..eage 1, augar,&rettion announced March 12. 	-,-. 	 + 

Weather-Stymies Cold Vieathe.r Exercise:  . ,The . Army says that - soldiers taking 'part 
, in rExerci se, Haines a Western - Command "dry cold" training scheme' in the 
'Whitehorse area of Yukon are "threatening to exchange their.- snowshoes' ,-for 
webbed feet." - ,WarmChinook winds have changed the'scheme Into  a "wet warm" 
wading ,event-.,and meteorologists 'expect ,the rain and general thaw to 'continue. 

,"Exercise-.IIaines", , a *small but important Army training scheale•-being 
carried  out  -.without the mechanical aids of Porker winter *exercises - began 
during the aalatter .part January;• the,army reports.* At that:time 11 
officers and:other, ranks of the Princess Patricia's• 	Canadian Light Infantry 
were flovar in to _the..,Whitehorse area for preliminary training. They now 

• 	: are acting aas .instructors to an additional 50 members ,of  the  regiment who 
_will , by the.time-they.finish their training, have completed .Snowshoe hikes 

.of.eight and ten da.ys duration over 40 to 90 miles of unbroken trails .  in 
virtually uncharted, country,:  

Iron Production .Record Set:, Establishing a new high monthly record, the-  tonnage 
of' pig,iron, _produced  in Canada  in January totalled 177,313 tons, exceeding 
the December 1946 output, of 161,464 tons by almost 10 per cent and the 

-.January, 1946, ,production of 143,685 tons by 23.4 per cent accordinii to the 
. 	Doiinion Bureau of Statistics.  Total for January this year included 136,495 , 

tons of .basiciron,' 27,433 tons of  foundry iron and 13,385 tons of -.malleable 
, 	. 

Reaching .,the -highest monthly total since May, production of steel ingots 
and castings amounted to 249,798 tons compared with 237,300  in  December; and 
244,623 tons in January, 1946. The total for May was 259,626 tons. -  This 
year's January output included 243,5'77 tons ce ingots and 6,241 tons of casting 

. 
King to Appear on Salvador Stamp:  In commemoration of the second anniversary 

of the death of 'President Roosevelt, the republic of El Salvador will  issue 
stamp April 12, , showing the late President with Prime Minister Mackenzie King 
and Winston Churchill. (CP) 
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Nen Feed 	Grains Price PoliCjr:  Agriculture Minister Gardiner announced in the House 
of Commons yesterday an increase in the price ceilings on barley, oats and eggs. 
The Canadian Wheat Board also will become the sole exporter of oats and barley 
in a'plan to stimulate production of dairy products, meat, poultry and eggs. 

"The winter production of beef and dairy products will depend on the supplies 
of fodder and grain available," Mr. Gardiner said. - "The 'production of pork; 
poultry and eggs, however, is dependent upon feed grain supplies throughout the 
year." 

Effectiire today, he said, the system of equalization payments would be dis-
contiàuéd and the Board would "stand ready to buy all oats and barley offered to 
it at new Support prices." The price of No. 1 feed barley would be 90 cents in-
stead of the former support price:of 56 cents, in store Fort William-Port Arthur. 
The price for No. 1 feed oats would be 61 1/2 cents instead of the former 40-cent 
support price. Price ceilings for all grades are increased to 93 cents for barley 
and 65 cents for oats, with the ceiling and support prices corresponding for the 
highest grades. , 

- An adjustment payment of 10 cents a bushel will be made on deliveries already 
made during the present crop year to avoid discrimination. Because of the p-ice 
ceilings on animal products, Mr. Gardiner said that for the time being subsidy 
payments of 10 cents a bushel for oats and 25 cents a bushel for barley would be 
made within the same conditions as the 25-cent payment on wheat purchased for 
fee'dingpurposese 

- 'glow dheat Board mould increase its buying price for flaxseed from 33.25 to 
Ç5.00 a bushel. He also announced removal of the price ceiling on shell eggs. 

C.C.F. Amendment Defeated:  Aft ,;., a lengthy debate the House of Commons last night 
voted 88 to 74 against a C.C.F. amendment to the bill providing for the sale  and  
export of agricultural pro&u,ts. The • amendment called for a Dominion National 

 Products• Marketing  Act,  and before the vote was taken Mr. Gardiner said the 
Government felt such an act should not be brought down at the present time. 

He said the bill before the House rculd have a one-year duration and would 
enable the Government to fill its bacon, cheese, egg, beef and other food contracts 
with the 'United Kingdom. Spokesmen for all opposition parties urged introduction 
of a new bill and C.C.F. speakers asked for • assurance that a Dominion marketing 
bill wcmld be brought in next year. 

The balance of the seesion was occupied by discussion of the system of celing 
tenders for rural mail contracts, which Postmaster General Bertrand defended as the 
fairest yet found. Progressive Conservative speakers contended the system of 
awarding contracts led to "gross unfairness, if not discrimination." The House 
gave third reading to a bill extending for a year the Government's power to award 
bonuses to carriers who could show that they were operating at a loss under 
existing contracts. (CP) 

Davis Replies to Sullivan: Harry Davis, newly-appointed President of the Canadian 
Seamen's Union, has issued a 600-rord statement charging his predecessor, J. A. 
Sullivan,  with "collaboration with the shipowners" during the strike last year and 
labelling as untrue a number of charges Sullivan made in a document released after 
his resignation. He cited instances of alleged "connivance and back-door deals 
with the shipowners" and said the union had sent Sullivan an "ultimatum" little 
more than a week ago, 

Meanwhile, the whereabouts of the former union leader remained a mystery. It 
was learned that he sent a circular letter dated March 14 to C.S.U. members asking 
them to "throw away your C.S.U. button, it is a Communist badge of shame...Get out 
and stay out until honest seamen can be found to represent you." 

The letter was similar to the statement he gave the press and contended the 
Labour-Progressive Party was dictating the policies of the union. He declared: 
"I simply cannot and will not remain a rubber stamp for a faction of the Labour-
Progressive Party giving me orders through my own executive." (Various) 

(over) 
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LrNavyilaLuu2n2_ELIA22E21Iz_Zraiaiu_Elan: Plnns have been co_npleted to give full time 
Naval training at sea and ashore to approximately 900 members of the University 
Naval Training Division, it was announced by the Navy today. About 450 will be 
trained on each coast, during the summer, the minimuxi  period being two reeks. 

The first group of about 150 men from 17 universities across Canada will 
start in raid-April. "Warrior" (aircraft carrier), "Noctkan (destroyer), and two 
Algerine class escort vessels will be available for sea training at one time or 
another from April on. West Coast U.N.T.D. members will be trained initially in 
"Uganda" (cruiser), and later in "Ontario" (cruiser), "Crescent" (destroyer) and 
a frigate. 

High Fimit Crop Value:  Value of the fruit croPs produced in Canada during 1946 
amounted to e51,474,000, an increase of e19,204,000 or 60 per cent above the value 
of ,the 1945 crops, according to the first fruit crop estimate of the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. Except for the small fruits, including grapes, average unit 
values in 1946 were somewhat below those of the previous season, the Bureau reports, 
but greatly increased yields resulted in much larger total returns to the 
producers. The value of production in British Columbia made up 56 per cent of the 
Canadian total for 1946, being estimated at e28,732,000. For Ontario, the estimated 
value of production is e4,843,000; for Nova Scotia, 45,211,000; quebec, 4,022,000; 

. and New Brunswick, e666 9 000 . 

Howe Praises Nev Service:  Reconstruction Minister Howe announced today that since 
January 1, 1946 the Technical Information Service of the Research and Development 
Branch of the Department of Reconstruction and Supply has received and answered more 
than 2,500 enquiries of a technical nature from large and small Canadian manufact-
urers and business men. 

"This is a very gratifying record," he said. "We hope,,vhen we are able to 
expand our technical staff, to be of even greater service to Canadian industry." 

The primary purpose of the Research and Development Branch and its Technical 
Information Service is ta make technical knowledge and the results of research 
available to industry, and parti  cularly ,  small industry, throughout Canada, he 
said. The need for this service is indicated by the volume of enquiries received. 

Gleanings:  A return tabled in the Commons gives the cost of building the first two 
tribal class destroyers at  Halifax as e7 9 951,879 each, but adds that the cost of 
two others being completed would be "somewhat less" because development costs 
were absorbed in the cost of the first two....A11-time heat records for March have 
been shattered in the Fraser Valley of British Columbia where temmeratures reached 
73-during the weekend....To cover removal of a subsidy paid last year, the Prices 
Board has authorized increases of about five cents a quart in the consumer price 
-of molasses imported from Barbados....War Aesets Corporation announces that total 
receipts from sales of surplus war properties and materials now are near the 
340 000 000 level. y 
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er _gency Control 	Legislation Extended: By a vote of 177 to 13 the House of Commons r yesterday approved an extension of emergency control legislation until May 15 after 
hearing Justice Minister Ilsley warn that "confusion if not chaos" would result from 
an abrupt ending of controls in Canada. A similar motion must also  pas s in the 
Senate to prevent rentals, evictions, prices, marketing and other controls from 
expiring automatically March 29. 

Mr. Ilsley said that because of the Easter recess it would be unsafe to provide 
for an extension of less than 30 days beyond the end of the recess. He said he was 

I 

: 	prepared to bring in an "omnibus" bill containing the main controls to be continued 
;ed 	for a year and would explain its provisions when the legislation was introduced. 
)0; 	All three opposition party leaders indicated support of the temporary extension 

of existing control legislation. Speaker Fauteux declared the motion carried on 
division, but Prime Minister Mackenzie King, saying he had heard several voices say 
"No," asked for a recorded vote. Despite protests from several Progressive 
Conservatives, Mr. Fauteux called a vote. 

cel 	The bill dealing with domestic and export marketing of farm products other than 
wheat received second reading by a vote of 134 to 58. 

The  Commons committee on redistribution decided to recommend that there be no 
changes in constituency boundaries in Alberta and Prince Edward Island and heard a 
sub-committee report recommending a similar decision in New Brunswick. Other sub-
committees recommended joining the Mackenzie river area with Yukon in a one-member 
constituency, that separate seats be established for Lake St. John, Roberval and 
Chicoutimi and that the Charlevoix-Saguenay constituency be split in two. 

The Senate is debating a bill, introduced by Senator William Euler (L-Ontario), 
which would permit the manufacture, sale and importation of oleomargarine in Canada. 
(Various) 

tL.C. Comments on Sullivan Resignation:  The executive of the  ades and Labour Congress 
of Canada has issued a statement in comment on the resignations of J.A. Sullivan as 
T.L.C. Secretary-Treasurer and as President of the Canadian Seamen's Union. The 
statement, over the signatures of  President Percy Bengough and Vice-President John 
Buckley, said that when Sullivan had been elected Secretary-Treasurer in 1943 he had 
given assurances that he was not a Communist. The T.L.C., like Parliament, accepted 
the chosen representatives of its electors, the statement said 

Addressing itself to the C.S.U., it continued: "If, as Nr. Sullivan writes, 
the C.S.U. is officered entirely by members of the Communist Party to the detriment 
of that organization, then the advice to the membership should be: Protect the best 
interests of your union. Change your officers, but stay with your organization. . ." 

"Regarding the assertion that pressure was put upon him to introduce policies 
not in the best interests of the T.L.C.: Those conversant know that policies of this 
Congress are determined by conventions, and for any changes to be made between con-
ventions would require the consent of the executive council." 

The statement added that Mr. Sullivan had not appeared ut the national office of 
the Congress in Ottawa since February 7. 

The-Canadian Press reported that in his letter of resignation to the T.L.C. 
executive, Mr. Sullivan also had charged that an attempt was being fostered within 
the C.S.U. executive to switch the union affiliation from the T.L.C. to the C.I.O. (CP) 

ordon 	Testifies Few  Black Markets:  Prices Board Chairman Donald Gordon told the Banking 

Committee of the House of Commons yesterday that no wartime or post-war black markets 
had developed in Canada to a sufficiently large extent to become a major headache to 

price control. In comparison with other countries black market operations had been 

"very, very limited." 
He said the early objective was complete decontrol, but it was not a purely 

domestic matter and a close watch was being maintained on the United States situation. 

If, as many people thought, there was a downward turn in U.S. prices, there would be 
a definite effect on Canada. (CP) 

(over) 



Icebreakers Clear  St.  Lawrence Channel:  The government icebreaker N.B. McLean has 
arrived at Montreal after a 37-day voyage from Quebec. The'vessel hai been lorking 
with the Ernest Lapointe and the Lady Gray to clear channels  for the 'opening of 
navigation_ a few weeks from now. Transport Minister Chevrier said that reports 
indicate ice conditions are somewhat heavierthan last year, but generally better 
than average, owing to the fact the water level at freeze-up was higher than usual 
and prevented the ice from anchoring firmly° 

He said it was expected the channel would be navigable between Montreal and 
Quebec by the first week in April and the first ocean-going ship would reach 
Montreal a week later. The annual aerial ice patrol of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and 
Cabot Strait will begin tomorrow° 

Tells of Canadian Voluntary Relief:  Canada still is raising $1,000,000 monthly ,  by 
voluntary relief methods, Dr. George F. Davidson, Canadian Dapputy Uelfare Minister, 
told the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations at'Lake Success yesterday, 
In addition to U.N.R.R.A. and Government relief measures, he said the Canadian people 
had donated $80,000,000 voluntarily during the six war years. 	 , 

Dr. Davidson, Canadian delegate to the council, was speaking on the Internatiou 
Children's Emergency Fund set ui) at the General Assembly meeting for the purpose of 
continuing the work of UNRRA in the field of children's welfare. He spoke in,support 
of a plan under which workers would voluntarily donate one day's pay to the fund. 
However, he mentioned Canada's many voluntary organizations and their methods of 
raising money by personal appeals and said that he felt this would be far more effec-
tive, at least for Canada, than the one-day plan. (CP) 

Restrict  Drue Sales:  Health Minister Martin announced today that penicillin and strepto-
mycin may no longer be sold to the general public in Canada except by individual pre. 
scription from a physician, dentist or veterinary surgeon, The only exception in the 
new regulations, issued under the Food and Drugs Act, is for the sale of penicillin 
and its salts for oral use when they contain not more than 3,000 International Units 
per dose. The ban on sales except by prescription aPplies to salts of penicillin 
and compounds of streptomycin as well as to the basic product. 

Health department officers explained that penicillin is believed not to be 
injurious in itself, but it can be used in a way which may be injurious to the user 
if it is not administered under a doctor's control. Similar restrictions already 
have been  put  into effect  in the United Kingdom and the United States, 

Gleanings: Brig. L.N. Tyler, 00B0E0, Commandant of the Royal Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineers at Arborfield, England, is visiting Canadian Army centres to observe 
electrical and mechanical engineering methods and later will tour U.S. Army 
establishments....The Trade Department has . announced that the United Kingdom Board 
of Trade has issued a list of 37 additional products now eligible for export from 
Canada to the United Kingdom....T. Harold Mackay, 71, internationally known amateur 
photographer, died at his home in Toronto yesterday....The Quebec Legislature has 
given third reading to a bill providing for levies on petroleum refining and 
telephone companies to be applied to education costs....Six freighters are reported 
to be waiting beside empty grain elevators in Vancouver harbour and D.A. Kane, 
western Wheat Board representative, said there had been no improvement in the 
transportation situation....Dr. Liu Shih Shun, Chinese Ambassador to Canada, has 
been called home for consultations. 
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prices Board Chairman Resies:  Prime Linister iàackenzie King announced in the House 
of Commons yesterday the resignation of Donald Gordon as chairman  of  the Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board ,effective April 15. Mr. Gordon,is-resuming his previous 
post as Deputy Governor  of the Bank of Canada and the Deputy Prices Board Chairman, 
Kengeth'W. Taylor:becomes_Chairman. Said Er. King:- 

"After five and a half:,years of service as-Chairman of  the -aartime Prices and 
,Trade Board, Mr. Donald Gordon ha  s asked to be relieVéd of hià,dutië'à in Order to 
return on a'full  tune  basis to his position as Deputy,Governor.of the Bank of Canada. 
The recent appointment:of Mr. Graham F. Ttmeré as Canadian executive director of the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development lends,a certain urgency to Mr. 
Gordon's request.  

"The GovernMént after careful consideration has reached  the conclusion  that 
'plans for the orderly de-control of prices are sufficiently advanced to make it 
possible to meet Mr. Gordon's wishes without the public interest being adversely 
affected." 

Continuinge he said he wished to express the governhént's'i!deep appreciation. . . 
of the exceptional  contribution  made by Mt'. Gordon as Chairman  of the  Prices Board, 

' to the effective' econômic mobilization of Canada's resources during the war and, 
since the teminatidn of hostilities, to an orderly transition to a peace-time 
cconomy.  in  oUr country. 	 . 

"The' Success of Canada's campaign against inflation during the var and in its 
subsequent control owes véry much to the untiring devotion, integrity and courage 
displayed by Mr. Donald Gordon. . • I feel I may speak 'or: the  Canadian people ‘ as 
a whole when•  moment at thisC of his retirement, I express to Mr. Gordon our thanks 
for the invaluable service he has rendered our country at a time of its greatest 

' need." 

Commons Continues Study of Agriculture Bill:  Continuing clause-by-clause study of a 
bill extending for a year the wartime marketing boards through which, British food 
contracts are filled, the Commons heard Agriculture Minister-Gardiner indicate that 
any increase in dairy products prices would not be made until after he has a meeting 
with an advisory committee in mid-April. He said he wanted the advice of the 
committee, composed of Government and producer representatives, before -making any 
announcement. 

Meanwhile, the Prices board issued a statement saying that "if and when any 
increase is allowed in butter prices, all persons holding butter stocks will be 
required to refund inventory profits which may result from such an increase." The 
Board said the statement was being made following reports that some creameries and 
distributors are withholdigg stocks in anticipation of a price increase. (CP) 

Senate Approves Control Extension:  The Senate has approved extension of the National 
Feergency Transition Power Act from March 29 to May 15. Senator John T. Haig, 
Progressive  Conservative leader, supported the resolution, saying it would be better 
to extend the powers teMporarily than - to attempt to rush through amendments and 
changes in the 10 days before the Easter recess. He contended Canada would be wise 
to face "all  out" remOval of controls. "We've got to face it sometime and the 
sooner the'better." (CP) 

Fishermen End Strike:  The strike of Nova Scotia deep sea fishermen will end next 
Sunday. This decision was reached at a closed meeting of the Canadian Fishermen's 
Union (T.L.C.) at Lunenburg, N.S., yesterday uhen 400 fishermen who have remained 
ashore since last December voted to returt to work. The strike was called with the 
object of gaining an'increase from-50 to'60 per cent in the share of the proceeds 
of catches going to the crews of fishing vessels. 

Capt. Ben Mackenzie, C.F.U. president, said "we are doing this not because we 
are any less determined than we were three months ago" but "because we have reached 
the limit of our ability to keep our families alive and well without earning." 

The strike also had thrown out of work nearly 1,000 employees of processing 
plants because of the sharp drop in fish landings. (CP) 

(over) 
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Genera. 	Dalegation Ann.ounced:  The Department of ternal 4ffairs announced today the 
rtrters of the Canadian delegation to the conference at Geneva of government expert 
=red to study the conventions for the protection of war victims. The conference 
was called by the International Committee of the Red Cross Society. Members' of the 
delegation are: Jean Desy, Canadian Ambassador to Brazil, Chairman; Henry .  .F.,Davi 
Legal- Division,. Department of External' Affairs; Lt.-Col. J.N.B. Crawford,' Royal 
Canadian Army Medical Corps, and Mai. 1.:.11. Barber, Depa.rtment of National Defence, 
The Cans.dian Red -Cross' Society is sending Dr .. F.71. Routley, National Commissioner, 
as an observer. : ' , ,• 

• . The Conference ‘wiI1 study .conventions for the  protection of  sick anewoùnded, 
- 	- prisoners of war, 'and- possibly, a convention for the protection  of  civilians': 

Report .̀! on Veterans! ',AllawanCée:-;', 'Veterâni :-Ministei- 7. 1.1-ackèn:Zie hds annàunceethat  113 , 310  _ 	, 
veterans were receiving- allOwanceeiinder the Veterans Rehabilitatiôn. Act at the end 
of February. Those takin.g universitY'and'pre-:univers -ity training with . thé, Depart-
ment ts.aid numbered .  41,781: while'veterans in vocational' training, eit'her in .schcol 
or- through on-the-Job agreements; - -totalled 34,620.; - 	 allowanqeS.'.Were 
being paid to 24,767 veterans, and 12,050 drew "awaiting return-  s" allowanceS for 
farms or:businesses: 'Ninety=tvio Véte-rans received' a//owandés W .hile temporarily 
incapacitated:: - 	 . , 

Dr. Camseil Honored in New York: Dr. Charles Camaell, former Deputy Mines ;Minister, via 
among.raining authorities from , Canada, Britain, South èfrica, China' and the United 
States, honored at  New York Iast night with prèsenfatiOn 	h6. norarr ‘meniberships in , 	. 	, 
the American_Institute :of- Mining and Metallurgica/ Engineers at the -75th ,world 
conference .on.  mineralresources.-  Dr damsel/ was honoree.'"in recognition . of his 
pioneer geological exploration of the Canadian northwest': and  his  distinguished 
services  as  Deputy Minister of nine's and Resourcee *; -: . ." (CP) 

Gleanings: The Army announces that Liaj,-Gen. C.G.G. - NichOlson,, Director  Royal  Artillery 
will arrive  in Ottawa from' 71dshington next Weekend to discuss . recent trend s . in 
artillery matters with high ranking Can.adian officers; -:".:BUIldozers finally:have 
cleared snow from a highway near Collingwood, Ont., which has been blocked•fôr 
nearly a month....Trinity Anglican Church in Ottawa was destroyed,by fire yesterday 
with an estimated loss Cf $100,000....Progressive Conservativ'e Le -ader'John . Bracken 

„gave a' dinner laat night to honor Joseph  H.  Harris - -( PC--Torpnto-Danforth)  and 
Mark C. Senn (PC--Haldimand) who have completed 25 yearà of .  'Continuous service in 
the House . of Commôn.s:...Bodies of four persons have  been .recovered from .,the flood-
swollen  Red River  ' and a fifth person is 'rniSsing after the river burst its ,biinks 

i.  near. Red Deer, Alta., yesterday. 
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"Omnibus" Bill Introduced:  Justice MinisterIlsley yesterday-moved the resolution to 
the Government's "omnibus" control bill in the House of Commons and expressed a 
belief that the "great bulk" of emergency controls will have ended by this time 
next year, "I can certainly say. • that the Government does not expect to come 
to the Houe a year from now with a proposal for the continuance of the orders-
in-council annexed to the proposed bill, at least , in anything like their present 
breadth and scope," he said. "There are some fields in which specific controls 

. may still be necessary even then." 
He said he expected decontrol would proceed "quite rapidly" in the months 

ahead, but emphasized the Government's intention to •avoid udisorderly price 
fluctuations and confused markets which abrupt abandonrcnt of all controls would 
be certain to produce." The bill would write intc statute 55 orders-in-council 
under which controls now are maintained, 	 . 

C.C.F. leader Coldwell declared that instead of a "rapidu decontrol policy 
existing controls should be continued and some of those already ended should be 
re-imposed. He said he believed , most Canadians wanted to see price and rent 
controls maintained and moved an amendment that "in the opinion of this House 
the headlong decontrol policy of the Government has depressed the standard of 
living of the people, threatens the country with economic chaos and is . 
surrendering the future of Canada to profiteering and monopoly." 

Speaker Fauteux was upheldipyra vote  of 156  to 26'when he ruled -the amend-
ment out of order. 

C.G, Power (L--Quebec South) termed the resolution "unprecedented"'as the 
exact proposed expenditure usually was specified in money bills. The former 
Air Minister was sharply critical of the measure, saying "Howwlli it be pos-
sible to discuss intelligently at one time these 57 bills, some of them 
important, carrying the implications of new principles, new ideas_ and new 
thoughts such as we have never had introduced in this House before; some of 
them good, some of them bad, some of them indifferent, some of them unimportant, 
and some of them awful." 

Be contended it constituted a "blank cheque" and Parliament would not have 
"the slightest chance" of supervising expenditure of the taxpayers money. Mr. 
Ilsley said there would be ample opportunity for discussion of any or all of 
the orders being continued by the bill and ministers of the several departments 
concerned would be prepared to answer.questions, 	 _ 

Progressive Conservative leader Bracken said his party was ready to agree 
with Mr.,Ilsley's suggestion that  the main debate on the bill take place on 
second reading. (Various) 

Canada Exporting 35 per cent of Production: 	.Bull -of, the Trade , Department told 
the Commons' Banking Committee :yesterday that Canada is exporting 35 per cent cf 
her total production. In some cases, such as newsprint, the ratio was as high 
as 80 per cent. In the last month for which figures were available, he said 
only 736 out of 17,154 applications for export permits had been refused. 

The Committee, considering a bill to continue export and import controls 
where necessary to ensure adequate domestic supply, also heard G.R. Marshall, 
vice-president of the Canadian Exporters' Association, urge that export controls 
be ended, (CP) 

Housine, Report Tabled:  D.B. Mansur, president of the Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, said in his annual report that non-housing construction may be a 
"restraining influence" on residential building this year, The report was 
tabled in the Commons by Reconstruction Minister Howe, Supplies of construction 
materials would increase "substantially," For last year, he estimated completed 
housing units would not exceed 64,000, about 1,000 less than in the record 
building year of 1928. (CP) 

(over) 
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February Manpower Survey:  The Labour Department reports that employment conditions in 
Canada.,apparently have passed their seasonal low point one month earlier this year 
than.Le 1946. During 1947, the ,volume of unplaced applicants registered with 
NationalSbployment Service offic es  began to drop during-the latter part of February 
and early March. In addition, this year's peak in the number of registered jobless 
workers was 70,000 below that of19460 All current indications are pointing to an 
initial expansion of employment during March. 

Manufacturing activity turned upward as early as January of this year and it is 
almost certain that production and employment will show steady increases until July 
at least -- by April, this movement will likely gain speed. EXpansion in mining 
activity was reported in many areas during February, but in the Maritimes the coal 
strike blocked operations, while in the Prairies the shortage of box-cars held tip 
production. The volume of work in logging started to decline at the end of 
_February, largely because-orhé-avy-snow  

The outlook for the coming months, therefore, is bright. When lake'shipping 
begins again, it will relieve the box-car shortage to some extent and thus in-
directly stimulate employment, especially in the mining industry. The basic steel 
industry is operating at capacity to  • fill the gap of one million tons lost in  1946 
through American and domestic strikes. Secondary steel is not yet at capacity 
production because of supply bottlenecks, so that unusually high activity will 
occur until July at least. Recently, many construction contracts were cancelled, 
high building costs being the reason assigned. Although this will tend to relieve 
the present strain on supplies and skilled labour, the industry will still have 
more work than it can handle , in the coming months. 

There were 192,000 unplaced applicants registered with National EMployment 
Service at March 6, 1947. This compares with 196,000 at February 6, and with 
261,000 one year ago. Unfilled vacancies totalled 74,000 on March 6 compared with 
76,000 a year ago. 

Unplaced applicants and unfilled vacancies (in brackets) at March 6 were: 
Halifax, 3,434 (806); New Glasgow, 2,410 (45); Sydney, 2,774 (74); . Moncton, 2,546 
(484); Saint John, 2,315 (536); Chicoutimi, 558 (2,085); Levis, 1,594 (155); 
Montreal, 17,061 (13,274); Quebec, 9,323 (938); Shawinigan Falls, 1,015 (82); 
Sherbrooke, 524 (168); Sorel, 769 (66); Three Rivers, 3,729 (145); Hamilton, 3,850 
(1,712); london,.1,120 (1,315); Oshawa;«1;910 (260); Ottawa; 4' 9 848 t1;211); St. 
Catharines, 1,451 (296); Toronto, 9,213 (15,251); Windsor, 5,602 (203);sCalgary, 
3,899 (503); Edmonton, 4,608 (585); Regina, 2,545 (452; Saskatoon, 2,316 (339); 
Winnipeg, 12,014 (2,120); Fort William, 944 (857); New Westminster, 2 9 601 (281); 
Vancouver, 15,162 (2,260; Victoria, 2,222 (534). 	• 

Wheat Stocks Lower:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North Amarica 
at midnight March 13 totalled 115,573,096 bushels compared with 116,945,673 on 
February 6, and 119,822,157 on the corresponding date last year, according to the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries from farms in the Prairie Provimes 
totalled 2,618,919 compared with 2,160,623 in the preceding week, bringing the 
total for the elapsed portion of the present crop year to 257,133,287 bushels 
against 191,641,836 in the similar period of 1945-46. 	 . 

Co= 

Br J. 
Population of Alberta in 1946:  Population of.Alberta in 1946 was 795 9 007, according 

to preliminary counts of quinquennial census returns'announced by the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. This represented a.decrease  of 1,162  from:the•1941 total, 
but an increase of 22,225 over the 1936 figure of 772,782.' Five-yeargrowth in 
the population of Edmonton was 17 per cent, or from 93,817 to 109,997. During 
the same period, the_populatiorLof Calgary rose,from,88 Ï9044o 98,101-that of 
Lethbridge from 14,612 to 16,206, and Medicine Hat from 10,571 to 12,680.' 	' 

at 
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Low Attacks "Omnibus" Bill:  Social Credit Leader Solon Low, speaking on the Government's 
"Omnibus" bill, urged removal of rent and price controls, ,."It can_ pnly,be_eommon__ 

, sense," he said, "that the cure for the'ihortage Cf homes is not t&-cont 4 rInc in  
, definitely to contrcl rents. The sensible cure is to embark' upon an adequate program 

of home building which will -ensure all Canadian families having homes 6f,their own." 
. 	Regarding price côntrols, he urged removal of "every possible" barrier to 
production so thut "through competition to Please the custOmers,'the - dontrol of 
prices will be exercised by the people thrCugh the things they havé*to buy." 

Ur. Low said he had consistently denounced a policy of planned économY because 
he believed it led to dictatorship. "To the extent that somebody else has thè power 
of control over any aspect of your life, you are divested of,that,mueh of your free-
dom and you are a slave to that personh will. I Cannot see there - is any virtUe'in' 
being victimized by state officials rather than being victimized by privately-
controlled interests." 	 ' 

He called the C.C.F. amendment, which was ruledsout of order Thursday,'à "smoke-
screen of vapouriggs about the advantage of social ownership":and 'declared "advocates 
of state socialism, right here in this  Mous e of Commons, try to tell us that the 
regimented,.planned and controlled state under a vested/interest of a tolitical party 
seeking power is democracy, while at the same time, a regimented and controlled 
economy under private monopoly, which all talk  about  so much, is dictatorship." 

Donald Fleming (PC--Toronto-Eglinton) said wartime experience hid shown: that as 
controls grew the effectiveness of Parliament waned. He said the C.C.F. talked of 
democratic planning, but the program was the antithesis of democracy. He said his 
party was ready to support continuance of soie  controls, notably rent, but was  not 
prepared to "swallow the whole thing." (Various) 

Çittee 	The,report of a three-man committee which in- 
vestigated veterans housing from coast to coast has reported that "the houses, . 
represent good value for the cost on the basis of present-day construction, 
materials and workmanship." The 25,000-word report, prepared by Walter S. Woods, 
Deputy Veterans Affairs Minister, Gordon Murchison, Veterans Land Act director, and 
Col. C.E. Parish, a Montreal engineer, said there were  a number of defects, mostly 
due to materials and inferior workmanship, but practically all could be repaired 
ulth a minimum of expense. (CP)  • 

adtish Columbia to Ask for Conference: Premier Hart announced yesterday in the British 
Columbia Legislature that his Government would press for an immediate Dominion-
Provincial conference on the Dominion Government's social security, pensions and 
health insurance proposals. He said the West, and "particularly B.C." would not 
accept the social security proposals as they stand, but would "press for old age 
pensions on a much higher scale than has been asked for by the other provinces." 

Earlier in the week, Mr. Hart said that during a proposed eastern trip he also 
would seek financial assistance from the Dominion Government and the two national 
railways for a proposed extension of the provincially-owned Pacific Great Eastern 
Railway into the Peace River distriat. (OP) 

,......tintaleaker  %slam: Hon. William J. Stewart, Progressive Conservative member of 
the Ontario legislature for Toronto-Parkdale, has tendered his resignation as 
Speaker of the House. He took this action after a short exchange with Highways 
Minister Doucett regarding admission tickets to the Speakers' Gallery.  I 	Doucett 
rose before Orders of the day to complain that he had sought two tickets for friends 
to attend the sitting. le. Stewart said he would be "delighted" to arrange the 
tickets, left the chair, obtained the tickets and tendered his resignation. He 
said he did not resent the "personal humiliation," but felt the dignity of the 
Office had been offended. (CP) 

(over) 
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Hopeful  Canada to Have  Voice: Secretary of State for External 3iffairs St. Laurent told 
the House of Commons yesterday that there still was "reason to believe" that the Bi g  
Four w'ould realize'tha't - smiller  countries like Canada had a right to assist in  th 
drafting of the German peace. Replying to Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel), he said the 
Canadian Ambassador to - Russia, Dana Wilgress,  vas in daily communication vvith 
delegates to the Moscow_ conference. (CP) 

Company Boosts Newsprint ?rice:  The Canadian International .èaper Sales Company announce 
in Montreal yesterday that it would increase the price of newsprint by $6, effective 
April 1. The Canadian Press said there were indications other companies .likely.woul 
follow suit. The current price in Toronto and Montreal is e80 a ton and in New York 
e84. A general increase of $10 a ton became effective last October. (CP)` 

Heavy 'Car Loadins: -  ReachiEd ïxièw hie.  record for tiis 4ime of  ,yer,:,:car, loadings on 
Cariadian railways for the*Week ending birch.. '1:5 totalled -72,720 cars, -compared.with 

" 65,561 . the preceding week when loadings ,  had be3en lowered  by  the  -snow_ ,storm , in ,the 
eastern division. This  i 8 the fifth week that -los.d.ings, have passe  the 70,000 car 
mark this year, and except for two weeka in March  1946,2  loadings have never reached 
this level in any week during the firai:iluarter. ,Total . loadings for  the first . 11 
weeks of this year, at 742,272 cars, were only 4,000 cars ,  below the record loadings 
of 1944. • 

Gleanings:  The  Ontario LegialatUre has paisedsan ,amendment to the provincial ,Marriage 
Act making  pro-marital blood tests compuliOry, - with  the  results being made- known to 
both parties....Premier Jonea of Prince Edward Island disclosed:that hia  province 
will receive an estimated $2,285,000 during th.e coming year .under the Dominion- 

- 	provincial tax agreement....The first' aerial .survey by the Transport:Department 
>reports ice , conditions  in the Gulf . of Si. Lawrence and Cabot Strait';less7favotirable 
than last year with heavy packs held in the Gulf .by unfavourable v,T.inds00- 061the Ford 
Motor ,Company''of Canada has announced .a reduction. of ;7)35  in  the ,,retail,:delivered 
price of all its  automobiles  and » trucks..'"Veterans Minister Mackenzie has':announced 
plans to  reduce  the  number of deipartMental ernp1oyees by  2,000.  

: 	 . 
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Governor-General Honors War Dead:  Viscount ,Alexander,unveilede. commemorativeplaque 
at Mount Saint-Louis College,-Mantreal, on Saturday.honoring 27 college members 
who gave their lives in the Second World Var. In his dedication, even»partly in 
French, the Governor-General:said he had the honor of cammanding many Canadian 
soldiers and he considered it a privilege to pay his respects to some of them in 
this way. 

Mine Workers Leader Calls for Government Initiative:  Government initiative is essential 
as a first step in putting the coal industry on its feet, according to Freeman 
Jenkins, District 26 president of striking United Mine Workers (GU). In a broad-
cast last night he made this statement in reading what he termed an open letter to 
the Prime Minister from the M8ritime miners, It is difficult, ue. Prime Minister, 
for us, away off in the Maritimes" the letter declared, "to understand why the,pay-_ 
ment of subsidies should be wrong, while the imposition of tariffs or the raising of 
prices should be right. Why, we ask ourselves, should the payment of subsidies to 
maintain prosperity be wrong, but their use in winning the war be right?" 

"And then sir, we have tried to tell your minister and officials, that in any 
case, subsidies will be needed only for a short time if in sonie way we can get the 
right kind of management in our mines to do the right thing •- that is, the things 
needed to raise production and end subsidies," 

Civil Servants Receive Medals:  Two government service officials were honored yesterday 
with gold medals of the Professional Institute of the Civil Service of Canada, They 
were Dr. Otto Maass, 0.B.E., Director of Chemical Warfare and Smoke, National Defence 
Department and head of McGill University's Department of Chemistry and James Hanilton 
Lowther, of Ottawa, chief of the Public Finance Statistics of the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. The gold medals were presented by the Institute in recognition of their 
outstanding contributions to science and to national and wcrld well-being. 

Professional Institute Favors Compulsory Retirement Plan:  The Professional Institute of 
the Civil Service of Canada went  on record  at Its annual meeting in Ottawa Saturday 
as favoring compulsory retirement at 65 for male civil servants. It also called far 
voluntary retirement at 60 for males, along with compulsory retirement at 60 and 
voluntary retirement at 55 for female civil servants, 

Amoegst other demands approved by the meeting were: review of the position of 
scientific, technical and professional personnel receiving less than000; 
immediate filling of vacanices arising from retirements; permission to deduct 
expenditures for membership in professional organizations from taxable income; ex-
emptions from income tax on travelling expenses to scientific conferences, sub-
scriptions to technical publications, costs of technical books and equipment; 
regular statutory increases for temporary technical and scientific employees. Well 
over a dozen additional recommendations were passed to the executive for consider-
ation. 

Aaeal on Behalf of EUrope's Children:  A special appeal has been issued by seven inter-
national social welfare organizations for funds with which to provide food  and 
clothing for European children, The appeal points out that the harvest of 1946 
helped to improve the food situation in the devastated countries of Europe end Asia, 
but reserve stocks will soon run out. Malnutrition has taken a terrible toll of the 
health of entire nations and tuberculosis cases have increased alarmingly. 

The organizations making the appeal are the International Union for Child 
Welfare; the World Council of Churches; the Catholic International Welfare Conference; 
the Union of Societies for Child  Care t, Health and Hygiene among Jews; the Inter-
national Committee of the Red Cross; the World Alliance of Young Mens and Young 
Women's Christian Associations and the International Centre for Relief of Civilian 
Populations. 

(over) 



Ontario Speaker Writes to Party Leaders: Hon. William J. Stewart, who resigned on 
Friday.as Speaker of the Ontario Legislature, said yesterday he has written a lette 
to the leaders of all three parties in the legislature. He did not disclose the 
contents of his letter, but said it would be "highly interesting" insofar as it 
concerns the policy of issuing tickets to the Speaker 's Gailery and the reasons for 
his resignation. Ur. Stewart said he would not be in the chair at the opening 
Uonday and he did not know what the procedure would be. Possibly his original 
letter of resignation will be read to the House by the Clerk after which the new 
Speaker will be elected. 

Precautions Taken Against Prairie Floods:  Prairie governments are taking precautions 
against spring floods following the heavy winter snowfall. W.M. Stewart, ., 
Saskatchewan provincial maintenance engineer, says the heavy winter snows create 
a flood menace which would prove serious if an all-night thaw occurs accompanted 
by rains. However, the authorities in Saskatchewan have made preparations for 
the flood danger. 

In Manitoba, Public Works Minister Willis says only two areas are facing a 
flood threat. They are around Brandon and Dauphin. • The prairie provinces became 
flood conscious following the disaster at Red Deer, Alberta, where'flood waters -
caused the death of two women and three children last week when the Red Deer River 
overflowed its banks. 

Army Vehicles To Have New Colors: Gloss enamel_ is to replace the wartime "matte"' 
finish on all Army vehicles and artillery and engineering equipment, Army Head-
quarters has announced. Not only is the enamel cheaper and longer lasting, but 
it will afford greater protection against the elements for vehicles stored.outdoors. 
Larking one more stop in the return to normal peacetime routine, Army vehicles are 
now being repainted as follows: staff cars, black; engineerin,È equipment, orange; 
and all trucks, trailers, guns, gun carriages, etc., olive brown. 

- 30  - 
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Wee on  "Omnibus"  Bill Continued:  Debate was resumed in the Commons yesterday on the 
'1 Government's "omnibus" control bill. L.W. Skey (PC-Trinity) iaid'his belief Was that 

controls ,were the essence of socialism and that socialism could not thrive without 
controls. He said he sought to demonstrate that socialism  vas  contrary to human 
nature, • 

Benoit Michaud (L-Restigouche-Madawaska) declared that the controls were simply 
part of the law of this land. "Obviously all this legislation must have been good 
and desirable at some time," he said, "and for that reason it cannot be condemned 
outright without à hearing., The most'that can be said of some of these regulations 
is'that theY' may'have outlived their usefulness and should now be repealed." 

William Irvine  (CCP-Cariboo) said he was "surprised at the many weird fears of 
dire calamities which have been aroused" by the legislation proposed. It was his 
opinion that these fears had been greatly overstated. "I do not for one moment 
believe," he said, "that the right honorable gentleman who has led this parliament 
for more years than any other man in the history of Canada will deliberately give 
away the Imwers'of parliament to somebody eUtside." 

W. Garfield Case (PC-Grey North) said he rose to plead with the Government to 
turn back while yet there was time. "When parliament delegates to the government 
such tremendoàs powers ai are contained, in this legislation dealing with so many 
aspects of,our whole economic life, it is time we who still believe in democracy 
and  in our may'of life take notice of the trend of the times " he said. "That ' 
trend is toward socialisM, and the pace is quickening." 

The' debate was adjourned at the end of the evening sitting. 

eew  Manager NaMed for Ontario Hydro:  The appointment of a general manager and chief 
engineer of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Commission was announced in the Ontario 
Legislature yesterday. Coincident with tabling of an interim report on hydro - 
matters by a,firm of'consulting engineers,  Premier  Drew announced that R.L. Hearn, 
engineering'specialist, has been appointed as the new manager of the publicly-
owned utility. 	 ' 

Creek Street Named  After Prime Minister:  The ancient Greek city of Missolonghi is to 
have a street named after Prime Minister Mackenzie King, the Ambassador of Greece' 
to Canada, Dr. Constantine Sakellaropoule,revealed last night. The municipal  • 
council of Missolonghi has notified the Ambassador that the action is to be taken 
as a mark of respéCt to Canada's Prime Minister and of gratitude for Canldian 
support and assistance dûring the war. 

»ToInz.S.A.I .monField: The U.S.  Amy Command at St. John's, Newfoundland, 
announced yesterday_that it would spend "several million dollars" in the next two 
years tO conver:t Harm-on - Field at Stephenville, Nbwfoundland, largely of temporary 
annstruction, tà "peace-time permanency". Included in the plan are family unit 
type,dweilings, mess hall, engineering and ordnance shops, cold storage facilities, 
a school, church and gymnasium. The field, near Newfoundland's soutwest tip, was 
acquired by the United States in 1940. 

l'ileGoe'sto Aid - of Freighter:  , The Salvage -tug "Foundation Josephine left  St. John's, 
 Newfoundland,,yestetday te  go  to the'aid of an - S,000-tonItalian freighter. . The i 

ItalianshiP,:the - "OratO",.ris disabled with'a damaged rudder about 400 s Miles' 	' 
soirthf of St. John's .: It is not believed tà be in any ibmediate danger,'but - a-
storm is eXpected - toiweep the area Shortly. -  



• 
New Speaker Chosen in Ontario House:  James De C. Hepburn, Progressive Conservative 

1:ember for Prince Edward - Lennox, became Spwiker of the Ontario Legislature 
yesterday afternoon, succeeding 71. J. Stewart who resigned last week° The 69-year 
old coal and grain dealer' of Picton did not take  the  chair until the House divided 
on a ruling of its clerk, Major Alec lewis, that a Liberal motion declining to 
accept Mr. Stewart's resignation and expressing,confidence in him was out of order. 
In the vote, the Clerk's'ruling was sustained 53 to 17. 

Rescue of Plane Survivors is Under Way: Two boats, a helicopter and freight-carrying 
aircraft, were pres,ed into service today to effect a rescue of survivors of_the 
U.S. Army Skymaster plane which had crashed 25 miles south of Stephenville, New-
foundland. Rescue planes flew low over the high plateau on which the plane rested 
four miles inland fràm the coast and dropped  food  and meical supplies° How many 
of the nine peraons aboard had survived waà not known, although pilots of other . 

_aircraft,had seen four or five walking near ,  the-wreck° 

Financial  Section of Air Bod Meets: , The financial'committee of the International Air 
Transport, Association opened its regular Semi-annual meeting in Montreal today° 
CoMmittee members were Welàomed by the Director General, Sir William. Hildred„who 
opened the first,session.  Latter  s to be diScuSsed include an international air 
travel credit plan, proposals for the bonding of airline ticket agents on :a wand-
wide basis,.methods, for the assessment of annual dues, progress reports of the new 

clearing house and other matters° 

School Students'Strike in Toronto:  Sôme 1 9 200 stUderts at Toronto's Malvern Collegiate 
left classrooms yesterday morning as a result of a strike ballot prbtesting the 
dismissal of their principal. The pclnelpal, Lorne H. Clarke, had been warned that 
he will'be rel5laced as head of the collegiate at the end of the schobl, year. The 
students remained away in the afternoon and their spokesman said the Board of 
EdUCation would be - asked to guarantee a public hearing for the principal.' A,radio 
appeârto pànsvas màde lasl night * by the àhairMan:of'the - Board- of- Eddcatiàn - 
urging them to see that their spns and daughters reported  to  school the next morning. 

Tax-Free Expense  Allowance for Ontario  P's:  An annual, tax-free expense allowance of . 
31 9 000 was_proposed for members of the Ontario Legislature under.an'amendMeat to the 
Legislative,ÂsSembly Act introduced in the House yesterday. The amendme'nt; intro-
duced by'AttorneY Géneral'Blackwell, was contained in one of,five new bills given 
first'reading. No increase  in the  $2 9 000 sessional indemnity was called for. The 
bill dealing with the expense allowance Seeks to implement part of the report of a 
select committee, comprised of representatives from the three major grôups in the 
House, which investigated the situation with regard to indemnities and expenses of 
the memberm. . 

Net Income ôf-Fàrmers Highest Recorded:  Net  income of Canadian farMers in - 1946'totalled 
$1,267,400,000, the highest figure recorded since the compilation of comparable  
statistics back to 1938, the Dominion  Bureau of Statistics reports'. The 1946 total 
compares with a net income figure of $1,003,700 9 000 in 1945 and the preously 
recorded high of $1,226,900,000 in 1944. 	 , 

' Net inceme,of farmf operators from farming operations in 1946 folloWs by 
provinces, (millions of dollars » ) totals  for the  preceding year being in.brackets: 
Prince Edward Island »  Ç?'9.9 (310.7); Nova Scotia, $2104 (e14.8); New Brunswick, 
326.4,(323.9); Quebec, $202.2 ($155.9); Ontario, 3332.5 ($308.0); Manitoba, 
$125.9 ($86.5); Saskatchewan, 3291.7 ($217.6). Alberta, $207.8 ($14008); British 
Columbia, $49,6($4505). 	 - 

Railwaï Operation in 1946;  Canadien  railways earned,$711 9386,000 during 1946, a de- 
crease of 7.6 per cent from the 1945 aggregate of $769 9 923000,,according to the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics° .  Freight revenues for the year were $527,048,096 as 
against $555„788,630. Total passenger revenue was $99,474,928, a figure 20.2 per 

cent below the 1945 total° Mail revenue ehowed an increase of 208 per cent, but 
all other items were lover than in 1945. The average' nàmber of employees decreased 
from 170,166 in 1945 to 168,914, but the total pay roll increased from 
$356,163,893 to 3377,770 9 198, or by 6.1 per cent. 
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Cension - of  Emergency Pewers Act Granted:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King told the Commons 
yesterday that an order-in-council had-been passed extending the National Emergency 
Transitional 'Powers Act, 1945 to May 15, 1947. The order-in-counoil had been rassed 
subsequent to the presentation to the Governor-General of addresses by the Speakers 
of the Commons and the Senate with respect to this extension of tire. 

ouble Depreciation Allowed to Stimulate Rental Housing: .  To stimulate construction of' 
rental housing, Reconstruction Minister Home announced yesterday that depreciation 
pill be allowed on rental housing projects at . double the normal rates. The order-in-
council tabled by L:r.•Howe provided that accelerated depreciation be allowed on 
rental housing projects and their equipment built betreen March 31, 1947 and 
Decedoer 31, 1949. 

An extended period of amortization will be atithorized by legislàtion soon to be 
introduced, Mr. Howe said, and priorities for building materials will be granted for 
rental housingprojects. 

"Our supply  if ne  w rental housing is proportionately too low and there is a great 
need in the country today for this type of dwelling," Mr. Howe said. "Perhaps the 
principal reason for the reluctance of private owners to enter this field is their 
belief that present capitalized costs may be high in 'relation to stabilized rents." 

Fresident Truman Expected in .Tune:  It is expected that President Truman will visit Canada 
early in Tune, Prime Minister King told the Commons' yesterday. Conferences respecting 
the President's visit have been taking place between the tro countrieS, he said, but 
there has been no final mcTd givon by the President as yet. 

lsley Motion Approved: The Commons voted 180 to 6 yesterday to go into committee on the 
resolution to the Government's "omnibus" control bill. Preceding the division, debate 
continued on consideration of lir. Ilsley's motion that the resolution be considered in 
committee. At the conclusion of the sitting it was announced that discussion of the 
resolution would be co'ntinued today. 

uteri° Cancels War Tax Pact:  Foreial cancellation of Ontario's jartime Tax Agreement with 
the Dominion Government, effective Larch 31, was announced yesterday. Referring to 
this cancellation, which was made by Order-in-Council to be effective March 31 0 1remier 
Drew said in a prose conference there would be "no new  ta x agreement with the Dominion 
Government unless and until there  is  a resumption of the Dominion-Provincial 	- 
conference." 

0 To Receive Twelve Transports: The first of 12 four-engine North Star transport air-
craft is to be delivered to the R.C.A.F.' in the latter part of April, Defence Minister 
Claxton'announced today. A modified version of the Douglas C54, the Canadian-built 
North Star will be used out of Dorval, 	for passenger and cargo-carrying duties 
by Ue. 9 (Transport) Group. 2owered by four 1,300-horsepower Merlin engines, it has 
a top speed of more than 350 miles per  hoir  and a cruising - range of almost 5,000 miles. 
It will carry 45 passengers, and a crew of seven. 

nadians Receive U.S. Ledals: Nine Cana'dians were awarded United States medals yesterday 
for their achievements during the Second Jorld Jar. The presentations were made at 
the 	Embassy by non. Ray Atherton, Ambassador to Canada. The recipients mere: 
Commissioner S.T. Jood, .C.L.P.; Dr. James B. Collip, jestmount, .1e.; Dr. Otto Laass, 
National Defence Department; Prof. J.S. Foster, 	University; Dr. Donald Y. 
Solandt, University of Toronto; Dr. J.H. Ross, Montreal; Dr. G.F. Wright, University 
of Toronto; Dr. William L. Jebster, Shediac, N.B.; r.aj. Arthur D. Odell, ;,:ontreal. 

ol. 

(over) 
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Lumber  Production Expected To IncreaSe:  Canada's lumber production for 1947 gives every-
indication of exceceine the 1946 output, according to Reconstruction Minister - Home. 
"Canadas lumber'yield ;if more than five billion feet during 1946 was the greatest 
in her history," stated the Minister, "and I have every reason to believe that this 
figure will be surpassed during 1947." 

Increased quantities of lumber will be available through retail outlets,  Ir.  Hone 
said, and substantial amounts will be provided to Canada's export markets. To dis-
pel rumors that a preference of top grades had been allocated for export, he said 
export shippers must limit their . shipment of "clear" lumber to 10 per cent of the 	, 
total shipment to export markets and that shipment  of items in  short supply, such  as 

 doors, flooring and millmork are prohibited. > 
Of the five  billion  feet nroduced last year, approximately 2,120 million feet, or 

42.31 per cent of production, was exported. Comparative export figures ,of the five 
and ten year periods ending in 1939 show exports were respectively 50.72 per cent and 
49054 per cent of_total production. 

By provinces Canada's 1946 lumber production was as follows (thousands of feet): 
B.C., 2,240; lta., 255; Sask., 110; Man., 85; Ont., 620; Q,ue., 1,100; N.B., 270; 
N.S., 330; P. E. I., 5; total, 5,015.- 

Navigational Aids To Be Increased in North:  Low frequency Loran stations are to be 
established in Canada's North to-increase the safety of air and sea travel, Secretary 
of State for External Affairs bto Laurent announced yesterday. The Canadian program 
contemplates the construction of tro Loran stations in 1947 and possibly a third in 
19480  Operation of these stations in conjunction with similar stations on U.S. 
territory will be of benefit to flights of aircraft in the North, not only of Canada 
but of the United States and other countries, the  statement added. 	. 

7orking on a radar principle, a system of Loran stations may be described simnly 
as a series of interdependent "lighthouses" by which instruments on aircraft and 
ships may accurately locate position. A navigational system of this kind is  • , 
particularly necessary in the North because, compasses are unreliable_and _there are 
long-  pericids'Of twiiight -during WhiCh it is impossible to use the stars as .a guide. 

Zuebec Budget Forecasts ;urplus:  A surplus in 1947-48 of q;i9,590,363 was forecast for 
quebec province by _Provincial Treasurer Gagnon in delivering his budget address.yester-
day. The revenue estimated was placed at ,447,434,0,00, compared with the 1946.47 
figure of 4.39,113,000. Expenditures were expected to be  437,843,636, slightly belon 
the present year's total of 4.37,982,000. The revenue figure, greatest in the 	- 
province's history, will be derived partly from increased gasoline and corporation 
taxes as recently disclosed by 2remier Duplessis. 

	

Canadian Editor Nominated to U.:1.: George  V  Ferguson, editor, of the Montreal Star and 	lereP i 
, formerly of dinnipeg, was elected yesterday to the Freedom-of-Information Sub-
Commission. of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights. The appointment,for 
which nomination was made by the .United States is subject to Canadian ratification. 

Nine Safe in Newfoundland Crash:  Only one person was reported to have been injured in 
the crash of the U.S. Skymaster plane near Stephenville, Nerfoundland,,,as rescue 

, operations got under may yesterday. .The,first survivor,  slightly.hurt, was taken * to 
Stephenville by helicopter, and the other eight were expected later yesterday after-
noon. 

Eleven  Million Spent on  'ileather  Forecasting:  Canada spent more money on weather . 
information during the war than since Confederation, Andrew Thomson, Dominion 
Meteorologist, said in Toronto yesterday. He spoke before the Toronto centre of the 
Royal Astronomical.Society of Canada. Costs for. weather study totalled .21,000,000 
since Confederation, he said, and .;;;11,000,000 of this,sum was spent during - the nar 
years. 

Radar had become an aid to weathermen,  ho  said, and was effective in foretelline 
the nrocress of reinsteree 
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at  Rationing Discontinued: Discontinuance of meat rationing effective today was 
announced in the Commons yesterday by Finance Minister Abbott. Meat remains under 
the price ceiling, Mr. Abbott  said  and the Wartime Prices and Trade Board will 
continue distribution of meat by areas to ensure equitable provision of supplies and 
preVent reduction of exportsa Meatless days will still be required in public eating 
places and the public will be urged to exercise restraint so that supplies in each 
area will not be too rapidly exhausted, he said, 

International Seourit tomic Energy Controls:  Hope that a widespread realiz-
ation would develop of "the manifest advantages to be reaped under a system of 
effective control of atomic energy" was expressed in the Commons by Secretary of 
State for EXternal Affairs St. Laurent yesterday, He made a statement on atomic 
energy after tabling copies of the first report of the Atomic Energy Commission of 
the United Nations. 

"It is hoped that in the work of the Commission a due perspective is maintained," 
Mr. St. Laurent said, "so that the system'of international control which is sub7 
mitted to the nations for approval goes as far as it is necessary in the matter àf 
controls to provide international security and the benefits to be derived from the 
peaceful applications of atomic energy, but goes no farther." Studies in the next 
four or five months were expected to indicate the safeguards required to provide 
protection against violations and evasions of the ultimate international agreement 
on control of atomic energy, he said. He pledged Canada's continued efforts to 
resolve difficuities confronting the Commission. 

Authorit of Trans ort Controller  Ends April la Authority of the Federal Transport 
Controller will be terminated on April 1 9  Transport Minister Chevrier disclosed in 
the Commons yesterday. He said the order-in-council under which the Transport 
Contrcller took action would be revoked in the general cancellation of orders to 
take place on that date, In making this statement the Minister said he wished to 
correct a previous impression he had given that this order would be continued, 

Prime Minister Warns Aeainst Delays  in  Commons:  Prime Minister King warned that unless 
unnecessary discussion is curtailed, the session would continue into the autumn, -He 
urged that members follow the rules of the House, pointing out that there had'already 
been a week of discussion on the resolution to the "omnibus" control bill. It was 
quite contrary to parliamentary practice that the discussion in committee on the 
resolution should be extended to the related bill, he said. Practically all the 	. 
discussion on the resolution would be repeated in debate on the bill itself, he said, 
and te the House was to take an indefinite time on the resolution there was no saying 
when it would get through its work. If discussion of this m asure ran on to the end 
of April, three months of the session would have passed with practically all of the 
business of the session still to complete. 

Lott.",L11114211_23.6£.11ed_to  Estimates: Supplementary estimates totalling e5,839,512 to 
cover unforseen expenditures for the 1946-47 fiscal year ending March 31 9  were 
tabled in the Commons yesterday by Finance Minister Abbott. In addition he tabled 
a supplementary estimate of '4,100,000 to be added to the expenditures already 
forecast for the 1947-48 fiscal year. 

!ooPrem ier 	Premier Angus Macdonald announced in the Nova 
ScotiaLegislature yesterday his government's latest proposal for a tax agreement with 
the Dominion Government. It called for vacation by the Dominion of the minor tax 
fields with no subsequent increase in provincial levies. Following the sittLng, he 
said, the proposal would be communicated to Federal authorities° 

(over) 



Twenty Royal Commissions Since 1935: Twenty Royal Commissions have been authorized by the 
Federal Government since Oct. 23, 1935, a return tabled in the Commons yesterday 
revealed. The total cost was e1,442,363. Most expensive was the Rowell-Sirois 
_zmission on Dominion-Provincial relations which cost 365,653. The Carroll Commissio 
report on coal, costing e282,374, was the next most expensive° Others running into six 
figures were: Turgeon Commission on textiles, ;;;173,335; MbDougall Commission on Co-
operatives, el37,659; Turgeon Commission on Grain, ei44240 and the Archambault 
Commission on Penitentiaries, 4.08,7190 

Uonsul For Lebanon Establishes Office in Ottawag Maurice J° Tabet has presented his 
credentials to the Governor-General as Consul for the Republic of Lebanon. At a press 
conference Mr. Tabet said that great progress‘was being made in his country, which was 
under a French mandate from 1921 to 1943. Lebanon, he  said  is looking forward to a 
bright future as a liberal democracy patterned after the French Republic° 

Toronto  Pupils Return to  Classes  g After the intervention of parents, the three-day strike 
of 1,500 pupils of Malvern Collegiate, Toronto,  was ended this morning. In a radio 
message, 18-year-old Stanley Boyd, leader of the strike in protest against dismissal 
of the principal, urged the return of all students° There was reason to believe that 
the ralkout had accomplished what it ras intended to do, he said° 

Ontario  Minister's Aid Sought, in Ending Strike:  Pat Conroy, secretary-treasurer of the 
Canadian Congress of Labor, in a telegram to Ontario Labor Minister Daley yesterday, 
asked him to act immediately to effect a settlement of the strike at Ottawa Car and 
Aircraft plant in Ottawa. Some 235 members of the United Automobile WOrkers (C.C.L.) 
walked out on February 245  demanding a master agreement embodying rage increases, 
seniority rights, holidays with pay and a check-off system° In the Legislature, the 
Minister characterized the strike as an illustration of the futility Of men "alking 
out on a strike without taking full advantage of concillation machinery." 

Government Printed 11,900 Copies of Sp- Re ort: The Government printed 11,900 copies of 
the Kellock-Taschereau Royal Commdssion report on espionage activities in Canada, 
according to a return tabled in the Commone yesterday° Total cost of publishing the 
report as  e23,3210 Of the total published, 11,277 were distributed to Government 
departments, the Commons and the public, and 623 are still in the hands of the King , s 
Printer °  Some 2,325 copies  vient  to other countries °  

Increase  Shonn in  Inmates of Mental Institutions; In 1945 a total of 52 246 persons were 
in the 59 Canadian institutions devoted to care of the reentally sick and mentally 
.:sefective )  the Dominion Bureau of Statistics  reports ° in 1944 the number had been 
51,776, New admissions in 1945 numbered 9,489 9  the highest reeorded in the fifteen 
year period for which figures have been kept. In 1944 7  there were 9,170 first 
admissions and the average during the fifteen years w as  8,835. 

Seven Hundred Thousand  Union Members in 1945; Total union membership in Canada stood at 
711,117 on December 31, 1945, according to a statement issued yesterday by Deputy 
Labor Minister Arthur MacNamara, This figure compared with 724,188 in 1944 and 
358,967 for 1939. 

Of the 1945 total, unions affiliated with the Trades and Labor Congress reported 
312,391 members in 2,394 locals, and at the 1946 convention their membership was ' 
reported as approximately 330,0300 Unions affiliated with the Canadian Congress of 
Labor reported 955 local branches with a membership of 244 9 750  for  1945, but at their 
hic convention they reported an approximate membership total of 3500000 
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"Omnibus" Bill Given First Readînz:  First reading was given in the Commons yesterday to 
the Government's "omnibus" control bill whereby provision is smelt for continuance of 
certain controls.. The bill is expected to be brought up for second reading next 
Mbnday. 

Senate Votes Down Margarine Bill:  By a vote of 38-22, the Senate yesterday defeated a 
bill which would have ended the prohibition against the manufacture, sale and import 
of oleomargarine in V  Canada. Defeat of the private  V bill, introduced by Senator 
William Euler (L:Ontario), followed a prolonged debate, and represented rejection of 
the proposal fora second consecutive session. 

New Diplomatic Appointments Made:  Three new  diplomatie  appointments were announced in 
the Commons by ,Secretary of State for EXternal Affairs St. Laurent yesterday. 
Kenneth A. Greene, 0 03.E., has been appointed High Commissioner for Canada in 
Australia; S.D. Pierce is to succeed Dr. H.L. Keenleyside as Canadian Ambassador to 
Mexico; and Dr. Henry Laureys is to be Canadian Minister in Norway and Denmark, with 
the personal rank of ambassador. 

VVV Giving brief information on each, Mr. St. Laurent said Mr. Greene has been 
prominent  Vin  the business and community life of the capital for some years. During 
the First'llorld War he served in the Canadian armed forces, and during the Second, 
he took a leading part in the orgaaization of a number  ofV  bodies engaged on war work. 

Mr. St. Laurent said Mr. Pierce  has had a distinguished career in academic work, 
in private business and as a war-time public servant. Until his cppointment, he was 
chief of the economic division of the Department cf EXternal Affairs. 

Dr. Laureys in 1940 became the first High Commissioner for Canada in the Union 
of South Africa, le. St. Laurent said. He served there until 1944 1  when he was 

VVVVVV 'appointed Canada's first Ambassador in Peru. Before entering  Vthepublic  service he 
had a distinguished academic career in the field of international economic and 
commercial studies. 

Greater Investment Planned by Business: A substantially increased investment program is 
planned by business enterprise in Canada during 1947, according to two survey reports 
made public by Reconstruction Minister Howe yesterday.  • Based on a survey of 12,000 
firms, the investment report predicts that an aggregate capital expenditure program 
of something over 01.7 billion can be expected. This program is.53 per cent above 
the outlay achieved in 1946. V The second report gives the outlook for production of 
materials,  Vand  provides an indication of the likelihood of realizing the inyreased 
program for the year, 

Although the report on investment indicates that some of the intentions may not 
be realized during 1947, the statement is made that it is nevertheless likely that 
the business investment program will involve an increased portion of the nation's 
productive facilities and will contribute correspondingly to the maintenance of a 
high level of national income and employment. It warns, however, that the large 
investments are a reflection of the transition period, and may not continue. The 
full title of this document is "Forecast of 1947 Investment by Canadian Business". 

According to the materials report, which is entitled, "Production of Basic and 
Building Materials in Canada, Outlook, 1947", significant production increases are 
expected during 1947 for seven of the ten basic materiaL, under review. These 
range from 11 per cent for asbestos to 35 perV  cent for steel ingots and 44 per cent 
for gypsum. Other important advances expected  include:V pig iron, 36 per cent;  
nickel, 28 per cent; steel castings, 24 per cent; and copper, 21 per cent. Only 
such  basicV commodities as had already reached or come close to peak production 
indicated small changes.  VV  These are: lumber, up six per cent; lead, up one per 
cent; zinc, down one per cent. 	 . 

(over) 
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F.xternal Trade  at High_p_e_l in Janut, .. 	Canada's total external trade continued at a 
high level in January, totalling ie3b4,300 e 000 e  the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
reports3 While below the preceding three months, this is a record figure for 
;,....nuary, comparing with 331 9 70G,000 in 1946 and the previous peak total of 
;$72,400,000 in January, 1944. The 1935-39 average was 0108,300,000o 

Imports of merchandise in January were valued at 0173,800,000, down from 
Ç181,900,000 in December and tt; record monthly figure of 498,200,000 in November, 
but sharply above January last 'ear when the value was 0140,300,000„ and almost 

. four times the 1935-39 January _Iverage of 044,600,0000 Shipments abroad +Of 
Canâdian produce in January vere valued at 0208,600,000, also below the December 
and November values, but well above the value of 0189,100,000 in the corresponding 
month of last year, and more than three times the average of 062,800,000 for the 
five years 1935-39. 

Medical Advisory Board for Vets - Established: Creation of a medical advisory board for 
the Department of Veterans Affairs was announced yesterday by Veterans Affairs' - 
Minister Mackenzie. The commdttee will advise on thè general policy in the medical 
treatment of veterans° It will function particularly in relation to the 'calibre 
of medical men employed and the type and character of treatment provided. It will 
also give advice regarding the furthering of the present co-operative arrangeMent 
between universities and the.Department.under which D.V.A. hospitals become 
teaching hospitals. Finally; It will 'be available for advice on the administrative 
functioning of the doctor-of-choice plan, under which veterans are authorized t.o 
secure treatment from their own family doctoro 

Strikes and Lockouts in Februar : Two strikes  bÿ15187  coal miners of Nova 
Scotia and New, Brunswick accounted for 90 per cent of all time lost throlie 
industrial disputes in Canada during February, it :vas  shown in a summary issued 
yesterday by Labor Minister Mitchell. A total of 20 strikes occupied varying 
periods during the month, involving 33,737 wcœkers, with a time loss  of 199679 
man-work days. In Jinuary there were 12 strikes, involving 3,302 wOrkers with a 
loss of 28,519,days. Of the loss of days in February, •180,00O were lost by the 
miners Commencing January 31, the first strike of the minera  was terminated on 
February 3. The second commenced February 15, and was still unterminated at the 
end of the month. 	 - 	 rol 

_Suult_is.....cted  in Manitoba: 	surplus  of 04,485,000 for the fiscal year ending March 
31 ras indicated by Premier Stua.rt Gerson in the Manitoba Legislature yesterday. 
It reviously had, been placed at 01,973,000. EXpenditures.fei the perfod.were 
es:.alated at 019,555,000 and revenue at '024,040,000, an incrdase of more than 
e2,000,000 over the original estimate° 	 _ 

Saskatchewan Lelislature Considerin: Price Control Bill: A bill which.would give the 
provincial government power to control prices of rents and services'Under order-in-
council if . the Dominion Government lifted price controls while the Legislature was 
not in session was given second reading in the Saskatchewan Legislature yesterday. 
Premier Douglas said it was hoped Ottawa would remove controls gradually, in which 
case the bill would not be usedo 

ICAO Meets May 6: The first assembly meeting of the InternatiOnal 
Civil Aviation Organization will open in Montreal, on May 6 e  it was announced yester- 
day. Included in the extensive provisional agenda are •  questions in the  poli
technical, economic, legal, administrative and financial fields. The meeting is 
expected to last approximately three weeks, 

en 
22.121212mtInt  Insurance Claims Decrse: Fewer claims for unemployment insurance  were  

filed during February, the totel being 47,141 compared with 63,681 in January, the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports. The figure for January, 1946, was 59,098. 
All provinces except Alberta shared in the decrease. 

Premier pelessis to  Ban Commercial Bingo: -  Bingo will be banned as &commercial game in 
uei 	Province, Premier Duplessis announced yesterday. Charging that commercial 

bingo constituted a challenge to the respect of law and public interest and a danger 
to social welfare, the Premier said at a press conference that it was the intention 
to adopt measures to end the abuseo 
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Prime Minister Leaves for South:  Prime  Minister Mackenzie 
' 	his way to Virginia, to complete his recovery from his 

expected to go first to Norfolk, Virginia, and then to 
probably remain in the United States for three weeks. 

King left Ottawa yesterday on 
recent illness. He is 
Virginia Beach, and will 

CPR Representations Near Lnd on Freight Rates:  Indications that the Canadian Pacific 
Railway was nearing the end of its case for higher freight rates were given as the 
Board of Transport Commissioners inquiry on the subject concluded its seventh week. 

The C.P.R.'s counsel, C.F.H. Carson, told the _Board he waS almost through with his 
presentation which had been under way for almost five weeks. At the emd of the 
C.P.R.'s submission, the Canadian National Railway's representatives aill be heard, 
and this will be followed by presentation of evidence by the provinces and possibly 
regional hearings. 

Taxation Research Organization Formed:  A research'foundation for the study of taxation 
bas  recently been.  set  up under the joint auspices of the Canadian Bar Assocation and 
the Dominion Association of Chartered Accountants, it has been announced. Known as 
the Canadian Tax Foundation, it has a head office in Tomnto, and its object is the 
investigation of tax questions in relation to the national economy. Acccrding to a 
statement in the monthly journals of the sponsoring associations it intends to 
"undertake and encourage study and research in the field of taxation and related 
economic problems and to make ,Usinterestbd and constructive recommendations regal.- 
ing policy, legislation or administration upon any matter in which its findings may 
serve the public interest." The Foundation will not engage in any form of partisan 
progaganda, the statement added. 

Governor-General's Paintings Shown:  Four paintings by Viscount Alexander, Governor-
General of Canada, appear in the 64th annual Spring EXhibition of the Art Association 
of Montreal. Viscount and Lady Alexander officiated at the recent opening of the 
show. The two main paintings in the Governor-General's group of four occupying the 
north-west wall of the central gallery are "The Norfolk Broads, .:*igland" and "Twin 
Isles, B.C." On a smaller scale are "Gatineau Lake, near Ottawa" and "The Volturno 
River, near Naples." 

!Cancer Cure not In Sight: Dr. G.E. Richards of 2oronto yesterday told a R,ueents 
University Convocation, "there is as yet no indication that à single specific cure, 
applicable to any and all forms of cancer, is in sight." The meeting was specially 
convened in connection with the opening of the new Kingston Cancer .  Clinic. Dr. 
Richards,, who addressed the governing body, faculty and students on "hopeful aspects 
in the fight against cancer" is managing director of the Ontario Cancer Treatment 
and Research Foundation. 

Carleton Colle e Given Land: Approximately.40 acres of land adjacent ,to Ottawa's south- 
. 

west limits have.been donated to Carleton College, itwas announced yesterday. 
Donors are h.S. Southam, C.M. Edwards and W.M. Southamo 

el...2-2j_lalliceControlUreci m_'adesandLaborCoress: Resumption of general price 
control, greater income tax exemptions, a national health insurance scheme, and 
elimination of private money from National Housing Act financing were proposed 
yesterday by the Trades and Labor Congress of Canada. Presenting its annual brief ,  
to the Cabinet, the Congress also proposed enactments over a broad field of labor, 
social and general legislation, including the creation of a maritime commission, 
outlawing of injunctions in labor disputes, a 40-hour week and paid holidays for 
all government employees and several proposals for the projected national labor code. 
Suggestions for the code included: a ban on company unions; naming of unions, rather 
than individuals, as collective bargaining agencies; no interference with the closed 
shop; inclusion under the code of all civilian employees of dockyards, harbor boards, 
crown companies and similar agencies. 

(over) 



Boy Scout Movement Expanding:  Now better than 100,000 strong, the Canadian Boy Scout thovE 
ment is experiencing a "tremendous resurgence" in all parts of the country, Majo-Ge 
Dan Spry, chief executive commissioner said yesterday. He has just completed an insp 
ection tour of western commands of the organization. He attributed the revival of 
interest to a concern among adults for teaching young people the Canadian way of 
"Travelling field commissioners are at work helping organize new troops in smaller 
towns", he said. "Many troops actually have waiting lists °I  boys  wanting to - joili( 
Given . enough leaders vie  could double our enrolment in less than a year." 

Total of 173.984 on Dominion payroll: ..  The Dominion Government had a total 6f-173,948 
civil scervants_or partime_ workers_ on its. payroll at December 31,_ accordingto a 
tabled -return in the CoMmons. DUring DeceMber these employees :  were paid e26,4„70,883, 

Most of Transportation Costs for Poles Paid by U.K.: The major part of the cost of tra ri. 
sporting to Canada the 4 9 000 Polish veterans allowed to enter to do farm labor was 
paid by the British Government, a return tabled in the Commons revealed. Total cost 
figures, the return said, were not available, but Britain paid approximately 4,i;121 a 
man for transportation of the veterans from Italy to Canada, supplying them with 
items of clothing and a special clothing allowance. Canada's cost was about e0 a 
Ma n 9 

Lewis  Promises Aid to Canadian Liners:  Aid for striking Eastern Canadian miners has been 
promised by John L. Lewis, according to Washington associates of the United Mine 
Workers chief. Mr. Lewis was said to have told  the .Canadian representatives he would 
provide them mith i'every assistance in their struggle to establlsh a decent standard 
of living." The case of the Eastern Canadian miners wasprosemted to Lewis and other 
U.M.W. officials by Freeman Jenkins of Glace Bay, N.S., president of District 26; 
Adam Scott, Secretary-treasurer, and John McDonald, international board member. 
Miners of District 26 ment on strike February 15, demanding a daily payrincrease of 
31,40. 

Macdonnell Elected President of PC Association:  3L Macdonnell (PC: Muskoka-Ontario 
- was re-elected president of the Progressive Conservative Association of 'Canada at its 
fifth annual meeting in Ottawa yesterday. John Bracken, Progressive Conservative 
Leader, was re-elected honorary president. 

Change in  Commmns Hours PropOsed:  A change in the sitting hours of the House of CommOns 
was proposed yesterdaY,by Gordon Graydon  (PC: Peel). ,  He suggested that:the House 

' should meet from one to seVen o'clock daily Monday to Friday. At present the hours 
are from three to six and eight to eleven, with only an afternoon sitting on 
Wednesday. Mr. Graydon declared the eleven o'clock rising time was an "infernal 
hour" and was continued only because of "tradition." 

Two Week Summer Camps for Sea Cadets:  Summer camps for the Royal Canadian Sea Cadet Corps 
will provide summer training for 4,000 boys this year, Defence Eanister Claxton, has 
announced. The Sea Cadets have nine camps across the Dominion and these will opemte 
on a 14-day instead of a 7-day basis as previously planned. The total authorized 
complement of Sea Cadets, Mr. Claxton said, has been set at 10,000 boys,between 14 
and 18. 

Combined Air Operations to be Practised Next Fall:  Canadian Army and Air Force units, to-
gether with Navy personnel, will be trained in combined air operations connencing 
next Fall, Defence Minister Claxton announced today. Details of Canada's Joint Air 
School, shortly to be established at Rivers, Manitoba, were revealed for the first 
time. "The highly complex problems of land-air defensive and offensive action will -
be studied and taught at one large school where Navy, Army and Air Force are to be 
completely intermingled," the Minister explained0 	the case of the Army this will 
eventually result in producing a force capable of operating in any type of country, 
regardless of lack of normal means of transport." 

The Army component will have a strength of approximately 650, and the air 
component 765, it was pointed out. A glider section will serve the whole school with 
American Waco gliders, 26 of which have already been delivered, and the larger BritiJ5t•
Horse  gliders, expected to arrive shortly. 
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PreFg'essive  Conservative Resolutions Criticize Governmént: External and domestic policies 
of the Government were criticise'' and changes in defence, immdgration, trade taxation, 
radio, housing, mining, veterans' affairs and other fields were called for in a series 
of resolutions released Saturday by the Progressive Conservative Association of Canada. 
Adbpted on Saturday before the conclusion of the fifth annual meeting 'of the  associa-
tion, the resolUtions were aCcompanied . by another group of statements  of  the Young 
Progressive Conservatives of .Canada who met at the same time. 	- - 

Confidence was expressed in John Bracken as national eader, and the P,C, members 
of parliament were commended, On external relations, the present adminiStratinn was 
condemned for "its failure to enunciate a clear and definite policy" on Canadt's 
position, and for "vacating Europe at a time when such withdrawal materially reduced 
our influence at the Peace Conference."  Support of,U.N.:principles was declared,  and  a 
demand made that the women of Canada be given a representativeià U.N. Strengthening 

' 'of the British Commonwealth was advocated. 
The meeting urged another session of the,DoMinion-provincial conference to 

provide: (1) federal aid to the provinces on the basis of fiscal need; (2) 
elimination of duplicate taxation; (3) exclusive tax  sources to . the provinces suf-
ficient for their responsibilities; (4) preservation of rights guaranteed the. , 
provinces by the B.N.A. Act. 

The principle of free enterprise was reaffirmed, and the "infiltration of 	_ - 
Communists" was scored. In reiterating opposition to socialism,, the meeting deplored* 
the "statutes mforcing state ownership" enacted by the Government,' "thus implementing 
the C.C.F. program," Terming the C.B.C. "a menace to freedom of speech and freedom 
of enterprise," the meeting said control Of radio should be vested in an independent 
board and radio licence fees abolished. 

Saying the , Government had failed to effect the "drastic economy" needee, a 
resolution condeuned it for "overtaxing the people of Canada" and therebY "contrib-
uting -to the exodus of Canadians," Reduction of,Income tax rates and a raise in 
exemptions rere recommended. 

Floor p.ces for farm products and fish were called for, and the enactr- 	of a 
Labor Code vas recommended. Contributory national schemes for both retirement 
insurance and health insurance were advocated along with a "concerted national 
effort" in provision of housing urged, 

Contending that  Canadas  defence requirements and U.N. obligations were  not 
adequately met, the meeting called for "a realistically designed and integrated, 
active and reserve defence force, consimting of naval, army and air force components." 
Also advocated was "an immediate selective immigration policy under the contnel of the 
Government rather than private agenclas." The bilateral agreements entered into by 
the Government were deplored, and favor expressed for "reduction of international 
trade barriers on a mutually beneficial basis." 

Management of natural resources to achieve "the greatest degree of conservation, 
development and annual return," was suggested, The Government was criticized for 
failing "to cooperate with the provincial governments in the completion of a hard-
surfaced trans-Canada highway." Encouragement of gold production was reconnended 
and a national fuel policy to enable coal resources to be developed, was suggested. 

Control of ports by the National Harbors Board was condemned, ai d the use of 
crown companies by the Government opposed. The meeting agreed that the recommend-
ations of the 1938 Archambault Commission on Penal Reform should be implemented, 
and in a final resolution called for establishment of a National Canadian Library 
at Ottawa. 

Barbara Ann Scott, eighteen-year-old Ottawa 
world champion has retained her title as North American figure skating champion. In 
the competitions at Ottawa she won the North American Championship for the second 
time without difficulty. Richard Button, seventeen-year-old skater of Englerood, 
N.Y., American senior title holder, won the North American crown for the senior men's 
competition. (CP) 

(over) 



Netherlands Buys Army Clothing:  The Netherlands government has purchaseda' large quantit 
of new  Canadian war surplus army clothing for the ,use of the Royal Nétherlandé Army, 
it has been announced by . War Assets COri5oration0 .Paynent of $274,7820 . was made for 
the surplus goods. 

Two Million Relief Fund Planned by Jewish Group: A 02,000,000 fund for relief of Jewish 
victims of the war overseas has been assured, Samuel Bronfman, National President of 
the Canadian Jewish Congress, announced yesterday, He made the statement following 
a Dominion-wide conference in Toronto of representatives of Jewish communities. 
Since the first day of the Second World War, Canadian Jewish communities had made 
considerable contributions to European relief, Ur, Bronfman said. "Since then we 
have sent millions of dollars overseas, mostly in the sterling areas". But "the 	Ve] 
suspension of MIRA in June faces us with emergency obligations. It is clear that 
Canadian Jews are prepared to sacrifice if necessary so that their fellow Jews may -
retain hope and morale", 	(CP) 

Veteran Squadron Becomes Airborne Again:  No, 401 Fighter Squadron (auxiliary) of the 
RCAF became airborne again over the weekend. This time the squadron, which had been 
the top scoring fighter unit on the continent, used Harvard trdiner aircraft bearing 
little resemblance to the fast Spitfires of wartime flights, The machines flew in 
formation over Montreal and during the flight air-to-ground contact was maintained 
by radio with the unit's headquarters on Sherbrooke Street in Montreal° (M.G.) 

Canadian 	Music Lauded by Heinze: Conductor Bernard Heinze told Australians he had 
"fallen completely in love with Canada". Returning to his homeland after a two-month 
Canadian concert tour under the auspices of the C.B.C. he praised Canada's "extraor- 9 

dinarily alert and progressive music and painting". He also paid tribute to the good 
behaviour of Canadian concert audiences. 

"Canadian musicians' eagerness in playing gives special lustre to their per-
formance," he said; describing the  Toronto  Symphony Orchestra as "top-notch", and 
Montreal's orchestra (Les Concerts Symphoniques) as having a "French brilliance". (CP) 

Canada Negligent in Arts, UN Delegate Says: Herman Voaden, President of the Canadian 
Arts Council, charged today that the Canadian Glvernment is not accepting its 
responsibilities with regard to "one of the most important of the United Nations 
organizations - the United Nations Educational Social and Cultural Organization," 

Mr. Voaden and Elizabeth Wyn Wood, foreign relations secretary of the Council, 
were delegates to the first UNESCO conference in Paris last November, 

"Four months after the conference nothing has been done", he said in his 
address to the Canadian Arts Council's annual conference. "The Canadian people as 
a whole are left in ignorance as to the organization's vital rulJ in securing 
peace ard promiting collaboration between the nations in education, science and 
the arts." (0000) 

Vet 
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Hartt• Wins Montreal-Cartier: Maurice Hartt, the Liberal Candidate, won the by-election in 
Montrea-Cartier yesterday with a clear margin over his two closest opponents. The 
seat had been held for four years by Fred Rose, Labour-Progressive, now serving a 
prison sentence for espionage conspiracy. 

The returns from 147 of 152 polls, as reported by The Canadian Press, gave Hartt 
9,493 votes against 6,739 for Paul Masse, anti-communist and autonomist, and 6,419 for 
Michael Buhay, Labour-Progressive, Trailing far behind were three other candidates: 
Dave Rochon, Independent Liberal, 1,288; Oa,. Gingras, Independent, 135, and Louis 
Valiquette, Independent, 430 

In the 1945 general election Rose gained 10,413 votes against 8,935 for S. 
Schwisberg; Liberal, and 6,148 for Masse, running as a Bloc Populaire candidate. Mr. 
Rose first won the seat in 19430 Mr. Masse said last night that he would seek a 
recount because what he called "serious irregularities." 	. 

Prime Minister Mackenzie King, commenting by telephone from Virginia Beach, Va., 
'where he is recouperating from a recent illness, termed the result  "Canada'  s answer 
to Communism" and a "very significant victory" which would be "appreciated" in the 
whole of Canada and in many parts of the world, particularly in the United States and 
Britain. 

Progressive Conservative leader John Bracken said the constituency was to be 
"congratulated on its decision to tura back Communism." He added that !'the.Cazadian 
people as a whole will rejoice that the one riding in the Dominion  to elect a Communist 
to the House of Commons has decided to reverse its former standg n  

Mr, Hartt, 52-Year-old lawyer who resigned his seat in the Quebec Legislative 
Assembly to contest the election, mid the voters had "spoken very clearly that they 
will not tolerate revolution on the one side and reaction on the other." M... Buhay, 
in a brief statement conceding the election of Mr, Hartt, declared there had been an 
"unprecedented campaign of slander and abuse against my party" and the issues had been 
"obecured and pushed aside. 	g" (CP) 

>berms Guard Disbanded: Defence Minister Claxton announced  in the  House of Commons that 
the Veterans Guard, organized in 1940 among veterans of the First Great Var, had been 
disbanded, He outlined the duties ,;erformed by the organization, which reached a peak 
strength of nearly 9,000 in August, 1945, and paid a tribute to the members some or 
whom had "spent 10 of the last 30 yearé serving their country in two world wars." He 
said on behalf of the people of Canada, he extended "heartfelt thanks far a good job 
well done and a grateful farewell," 

The Vetere:lb Guard's tasks included the "protection of many lone/y but important 
places" on both seacoasts and "many vital and vulnerable points in Canada where 
sabotage or any form of enemy attack might have been a national calamity." Also they 
willingly undertook with "tact and humanity, 0 ,one of the most wearing, tiring and 
thankless of all tasks with firm discipline"--guarding enemy prisoners of rar and 
escorting them back to EUropeg 

The Secretary of State for EXternal Affairs, Mr. St. Laurent, tabled a 290-page 
report compiled by his department on the second part of the first session of the United 
Nations General Assembly. It was sent for , study to the House committee on External 
Affairs. 

Much of the session was taken up with discussion of compensation for Government 
employees for disease, disability or death arising from Government employment° 

w Trial for Boyer: A new trial for Dr. Raymond Boyer was made necessary yesterday when 
the jury in a Montreal King's Bench Court reported its inability to reach a verdict on 
the charge of conspiring to communicate information unlawfully to Russia, Dr. Boyer, 
wartime explosives expert, is the last of 18 Canadians to be tried in connection with 
the espionage  investigation ° (CP) 

(over) 
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Price and Control Changes Amnounced:  Among price and control nn-rdouncements yesterday wan 
the ending of rubber controls, the lifting of limitations on butterfat content and 
increases in the price of sugar and gasoline. 

The termination of rubber control, first introduced in August, 1941, was  announced 
by Reconstruction Minister Howe. The purchasing and importing of crude rubber and 
natural latex was returned to regular trade channels yesterday. 

The Prices Board announced the removal of limil;ations on the butter fat content as 
well as on the number of zrades of cream sold to consumers, effective today, Another 
order rhich limits cream sales in certain designated preas also was revoked as well as 
Board regulations governing the holding and distribution of cheddar cheese. 

The retail price of sugar was increased by one cent a pound, effective today, and 
the Board said it was due to "greatly increased" costs of raw . sugar. The increase 
applies to al/ sized packages and at all trade levels. 	 . 

A one-cent-a-gallon increase in the wholesale price of gasoline was announced by 
Imperial Oil, Ltd., at Toronto yesterday to apply in - all provinces except British 
Columbia and the Maritimes. Officials of other refining companies said,their ices 
also would be increased and retail dealers said they would boost prices in line with 
the increased wholesale price. (Various) 

Drew Charges "Political Blackmail:"  Premier Drew declared in the Ontario Legislature 
yesterday that a statement by Finance Minister Abbott in the House of Commons last 
Friday was "the most bare-faced piece - of political blackmail which has ever come 
to my attention." He quoted L. Abbott as saying that further Dominion-Provincial 
conferences would be "quite futile" until Ontario and Quebec were ready to enter 
taxation agreements and that the Dominion could ; „ assume responsibilities of a 
social security and public investment program u_less it had the income and corporation 
tax fields. - 

Er. Drew said that Prime Minister Mackenzie King had "indicated some ti me  ago 
that there was no desire to press the provinces into any agreement" and Ur. Ablmtt's 
statement marked "the first time that a member of the Dominion Government had baldly 
made statements that there will be no social security agreements-  until Ontario and 
'Quebec submit to wholly inadéquate proposals." 	' 

Premier Drew said his Government had "asked time and again that a new conference 
be called and has indicated its willingness to give up the fields o± corporation and 
income taxes. .but on condition that it is a temporary basia," (cp), ' 

Armed Forces Transport Pooled:  The pooling of transport resources of the Arlred Forces 
has been approved, with the Army assuming responsibility for the procurement, storage 
and major repair of vehicles ard mobile engineering equipment. Each service will, in 
most cases, provide its own drivers  an d carry out maintenance and minor repairs of 
its vehicles. In Ottawa, the Army will assume responsibility for operating one pool 
of transport to serve the three Service Headquarters,and other appropriate • 

.organizations exclusive of the RCAF station at Rockcliffe. Commanders throughout 
Canada, and in London and Washington also, have been instructed to effect any 
practical pooling of transport facilities within their commands similar to the 
arrangements now being made in Ottawa, 

Gleanings: A return tabled in the House of Commons discloses that maintenance of the 
atomic energy pilot plant at Chalk River, Ont., has cost Canada more than $32 9 500,000 
from its erection. in 1944 until last Februarf....T,F. Ahearn, president of the pttawa 
Electric Railway, has disclosed that he is the donor of a life annuity to Igor , 
Gouzenko....The cruiser Uganda and-thedestroyer Crescent'aré leaving Esquimalt, B.C., 
for a four-week training cruise in British Coluntia and California waters.. ..The 
national executive of the Canadian Red Cross Society has voted an additional 01,500,000 
for aid to the people of Britain....Danny Jebb defended his Canadian lightweight 
boxing championship in Montreal last night, defeating a former title-holder, Dave 
Castilloux, by decision in a 12-round match. 	' 
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Dctensive_Deeontrol  Announced:  A second najor step in the program of postwar decontrol 

was announced-in the,House of Commons. yesterday by Finance Einister Abbott,.who 
tabled a'•list of goods• and services which will remain under control regulations for 
a further period. •Ameng the items from which price ceilings were removed are new 
and used motor,vehicles, household equipment, plumbing, footwear, wool in all its 
forms, fuels, candy, confectionery of all kinds, soft drinks, non-standard kials of 
sausage and other types of canned and cooked meats, fowl, chemicals and plastics. 
He also announced a selective decontrol of clothing not made from leather, cotton 
or rayon, 	 - 

In a general statement on the neaning of the changes, Li.. Abbott said:- 
"As far as possible, th  P release from ceiling control has followed the pattern 

for an orderly readjustment to rhich I have already referred, and which has been 
outlined by the government on a number of previous ocea-ions. Laintenance of control 
up to . this point has avoided the violent fluctuations which are so disrupting to 
trade and industry, and which have been so apparent in many other countries. Any 
price adjustments which follow the present  stop  will, we believe, brin  g us smoothly 
to the levels which are now appropriate. 

"The list of goods and services which remain under control covers many of the 
basic necessities of• life in food, clothing, and shelter where uncertainties, which 
we hope are of a temporary character, are still sufficient to require the retention 
of that control. In some cases, as I have mentioned, subsidies are still being paid 
and some pricing adjustments may be found advisable as a stabilizing influence 
before the commodities concerned are entirely freed from control. 

"These matters are under close study by the government and announcements about 
them, will be made from time to time. honorable members will recognize the signifi-
cance, for example, of our leaving the whole range of agricultural machinery and 
implements under price control. Our general view is that price control in this 
field should remain until most of the products of the farm are released. Apart from 
this special class, however, our plan is to remove end products or fabricated 
coMmodities from the ceiling as their proiuction rcaches the point where a major 
shortage does not exist. 

"But to ensure stability until markets find their levels after some five and a 
half years' - control, re think it rise to continue for a further period many of the 
basic materials. And, finally, in the question of shelter, acute difficulties 
remain so that rental and eviction contrcls must be continued. Some amelioration in 
the present regulations has been under active consideration by the governmaat for 
some time, however, and I hope very shortly to make an announcement of what changes 
are considered feasible in this field, v4ni1e still giving tenants the necessary 
protection under existing conditions of shortage of dwelling space." 

Businessmen 	Predict . Some  Increases: -.A , survey , of-industrial leaders and dealers by The 

Canadian Press indicated that there would be increases in some items removed from 
price eontrcl. Manufacturers said there would be no change in new car prices as a 

result of decontrol, but used car dealers believed there would be some increases. A 

general increase in the sriee •of candies was predicted, but the larger soft drink 
manufacturers indicated their prices would remain unchanged. The opinions of 
clothing retailers were divided. , 

Coal dealers predicted that prices would rise somewhat beyond the ç2.13 a ton 

subsidy on anthracite which ends April 15, many expecting prices to advance as much 

as :P.50. 
A delegation representing some 100 western women's organizations  loft for home 

after spending several duys in Ottawa presenting a brief to the Government and inter-

viev;ing opposition leaders in the interests of re-impostion of price controls and 

restoration of the former milk subsidy. la's. Margaret Chunn of Yiinnipeg, saying the 
delegates represented 100,000 housewives, declared the;, would return with a larger 

delegation. (CP) 
(over) 

)00 
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"Omnibus" Bill Debate Continues: Opening debate on second reading of the - Government's 
"omnibus" bill to extend remaining emergency controls for a year, Justice Minister 
Ilsley said the wartie price control policy had saved Canadian consumers an 
estimated ,2,500,000,000 a 'year during the five-year period from 1942 to 1946. 
Cost of administ...... 	controls had been 1ess -than200,030,000 a year. 	- 

He gave these approxLaate annual figures: Prices Board administration, 
ç%12,000,000; Prices Board subsidies and trading losses, ,e4,000,..000; F;r:eulture 
subsidies, ,65,000,000; subsidies on wheat and flour, ,:)15,000,000; r  .ion of 
duties on imported goods, i5,000,000 and•coal subsidies, 15;000,000 He gave the 
estimated saving in response to questions by John Hackett (PC--Stanstoad) and 
Stanley Knowles (CCF--71innipeg north Centre), saying that the figuies .rere almost Ivol 
impossible ,0 calculate, but he had given approximate answers on the assumption 
that withciut controls prices would have A.sen in the same - way they did during 	- ICom 
the  First Great Jar. On this basi he caid that -every , time the Government spent 
a dollar maintaining price ceilings, it saved the country mom than $12.50. 

Reconstruction Minister Howe appealed for a "return to malty" to end the 
debate which he said was contributing "nothing" to the interests of the country. 
Canada's economy was founded on a sound basis and the purpose of the bill was to 
give tIJ Government a "reasonable time in which to put into effect its :radually-
developing decontrol program." 

Mr. Howe expressed his belief that prices of boots, shoes, motor vehicles, mol 
and other products would not rise •  as a result of t:iè, removal of'ceilings. - Producth 
of most items affected had reached a point where they were no longer in short supply 
As to used cars, the fact of the mitter was that more second-hand vehicles were 
reaching the public through black market dealings than through legitimate channels. 

The Government still would have the power to reimpose ceilings-if prices went 
beyond reasonable levels, but on items previously removed from. control it had been 
necessary to reimoose controls on only one--jute bags. (Varlous) ' 

Drew Policy Approved by_Leui.slature: The Ontario Législature  yesterday approved by a 
vote of 57 to 21, the  provincial  government's position in negotiations with the 
Dominion regarding tax arrangements. Opposition amendments to the resolution by the 
Liberal, C.C.F. and Labour-Progressive parties were defeated. ,  Premier-Drew declared 
that "centralization becomes a -reality the Moment,provinDial‘governliieas -Place  th-
selves in in a position of financial dependence upon the Dominion . Government through 
payment of substantial subsidies." He said it was  tune the Canadian People realized 
that their freedom had been challenged and the fram ,?-ork of the national structure 
was being undermined. 

Liberal House leader Oliver said the Premier was sing the "force of hts elo-
quence to build up a situation to make people beliive that which was unreal was real 
He said the financial status or autonomy of the province had not . ben  affected by a 
similar tax agreement during the war. (CP) 

New Brunswick May Operate Mines:  4L bill providing for provincial government operation of 
the strike-bound coal mines in the Minto-Chipman area of New Brunswick was introduce 
in the Legislature yesterday by Premier McNair and given first and second reading. 
The surprise measure provides for appointment of an administrator  ta  operate the 
mines with the ami  of providing sufficient coal for the Grand Lake plant af the New 
Brunswick Slectric Power Commission. Premier McNair said the bill-was introduced 
because "all avenues of an agreement with striking miners in thearea have failed." 

kbanwhile Labour Minister Currie announced in the Nova Scotia Legislature that 
a meeting had been arranged for Montreal next Sunday between officials of the United 
Mine 7orkers and the Dominion. Steel 'and  Coal Corporationi . which-operates most Of , 
the mines in Nova Scotia. 

In Ottawa, Reconstruction Minister Howe said the Government was ready at any 
time to "sit down with the union and the operators" and attempt to work out a form 
of subsidy elich will permit that section of the country to resume the production 
of coal "on a healthy basis." Âhile Mr. Abbott had announced the end of coal 
production subsidies in all parts of the country, as recommended by the Royal 
Commission on Coal, the Cape Breton situation vas a "very special" one. (CP) 

Presents Credentials: Dr. J.H. van Royen today presented to the Governor General his 
letter of credence as Ambassador of . the Netherlands in Canada. 

ew 
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Ucmond Adjobrns.for Easter  Recess:  The House of Commons adjourned.until April 14 last 
night after continuing debate.  on the Government's "omnibus bill" extending control 
legislation. Fewer than 100 members were  in their seats as opposition members 
,continued criticism of the bill. John Hackett (PC--Stanstead) said the Government _ 
claimed its control legislation was constitutional because of "emergency conditions," 
but he dfd,not believe there was any "emergency" now that troops had been demnbilized 
and gainfully employed and industry had converted to peacetime production. He 
declared an "emergency" did not arise from a list of "petty things" which the Govern-
ment felt should be kept under control. 	 ' 

John Probe (CCP--Regina City) and Bona Arsenault (L--Bonaventure) said-the 
Gaiernment was lifting controls too quickly.  1  Lr.  Probe said decontrol was supposed 
to be' "orderly" but "Heaven help us if it gets any more disorderly that.it is now." 
He said proper control could not be effective with retention of a major portion of 
the Profit motive. 	. 

Reconstruction Minister Howe tabled regulations of the Atomic Snergy CântrOl•  
Board, effective April 1, which replace the wartime controls on atomic energy. 
Under the terms of the regulations, no person may produce, buy, soli or  use radio-
active substances or special equipment .7.11-dch may be used'for the release of atomic 
energy e:xce -et with the permission of the Board . , 

For example, a person must obtain a permit from the Board before bàying or' 
selling radium or before having any dealings at all in substances containing natural 
uranium or thorium in concentrations grre.ter than 0,05 per cent or in quantitiës 
greater than 22 pounds per year. The possessor of any significant quantity of 
radioactive substances is required to report his holdings to . the Board before June 1, 
1947, and any prospector who finds a mineral deposit containinr7 uranium  or thorium 
is also ,required to report to  the Board. 

Under the regulations, the Board is authorized to control  .the rcleese-or 
information on atomic energy in the interests of national security and to desiznate 

, as "protected places" establishments-where work on atomic energy is being done_so_ 
that special provisions for safety and security in these places can be made. The . 
regulations also provide.for making radioactive substances available to univer- ' 
sities and scientific institutions to enable them to carry out research in atomic 
energy and to train Canadian scientists in this-subject. (Various) - 

Wafoundland Delezation to Visit Ottawa: The Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
L.S. St. Laurent, told the Commons yesterday that the Newfoundland National Conven-
tion had passed a resolution expressing a desire to send a delegation - to Ottawseto' 
ascertain "what  fair and  equitable basis may exist for federal union of Canada and 
Newfoundland." Canada had replied that it would be "happy to receive a delegation" 
and the Newfoundland convention had . chosen seven men to attend discussions in . 
Ottawa following the return to Newfoundland of a similar delegation going to London 
April 29. 

, 	He Said NeWfoundland had been,advised that the Canadian Government "is of the 
opinion that the questions to be discussed with the delegation are of such com-  • 
plexity and of such significance to both countries that it is essential to have a 
complete and comprehensive exchange of information and a full and careful explor-
ation by both parties of all the issues involved, so that an accurate appreciation 
of the position may be gained on each side." 

He added that he felt the delegation would be "warmly welcomed" and the 
Government was "confident that the friendship and co-operation which have marked 
our relations with Newfounfland will provide a firm basis for discussions. • •" 

The National Convention was elected last year to select possible future forms 
of government for the island to be submitted to a popular referendum. Newfoundland, 
a former Dominion, nus been governed by a Governor in .Commission since 1934. 

(over) 



nova Scotia Budget Presented: Premier Angus Macdonald presented his budget td the llova 
Scotia Legislature yesterday, forecasting a surplus of ;122,635 without . the aid of 
Dominion tax agreement subsidies or increased provinuial taxation. He ,diScleSed 
that'the DOminion Government had rejected his'most recent proposals for a Dominion-
Provincial taxation agreement. 	Macdonald said the Dominion position remains as 
it has been for "some time." Nova Scotia had "never closed aly doors" and he still 
hoped ror a "fair settlement." 

The Premier, who alsci is Provincial Secretary, estimated revenues of 
22,370,483 and expenditures of .e2,247,848. Last year revenues totalled 

„322,546,259 and expenditures reached e9,957,611. The budget indicated increased 
expenditure for education, welfare and highways. 	 , 

He said the Dominion had declined to vacate the electricity tax field,' saying 
it was part of the "ordinary sales tax which is an indirect tax and therefore not 
available to the provinces." The Dominion  was  willing to withdraw from amusement 
and parimutuel taxes "if adequate compensation is  raid  by 'the . prévvinces." (CP) 

Decontrol Criticized: The Government's latest step in removar of wartiMé price contmls 
has been sharply criticised by labour leaders and 0 C .F leader ÎA J boldwell. Er. 
Coldwell, speaking on :'a: CBC free-time political braodcast, described the'latest move 
as "capitulation to big business." J.W. Buckley-of Toronto, acting Secretary-
Treasurer of the Canadian Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, said "this iS a . 

 wage reduction and the gains of labour from the strikes of last year have been 
wiped out" and "irrespeCtive of any labour laws there is going to be a demand from 
the workers for further - wage increases." 	' 

Pat Conroy, Secretary-Treasurer of the Canadian Congress of LabSur, said 
"evidently the Government has,paid no attention to the overwhelming demand for price 
control by the mass of the people" and this  vas  likely to lead to "industrial unrest 
which the Congress had hoped it would be possible to uvoid." (CP) 

Crown Operates N.B. Mines:  Premier McNair announced last night that certain mining' ' 
operations in the Minto-Chipman area had been taken over-by the Crown under authority 
of an act which received royal assent earlier yesterday. Meanwhile, at Glace Bay, 
N.S., President Freeman Jenkins of the United Mine Workers District ro. 26 said there 

-would be no union-management meeting in Montreal next Sunday, but there might be a 
meeting at Ottawa -at .a :later date; (CP) 

Strong Named Ambassador to iDeru:  James Alexander Strong, Canadian Trade Commissioner.  and 
Consul at New York, has been appointed CanadianAmbassador to Peru. Mr. Strong was 
appointed a Junior Trade Commissioner in 1927 and has held posts in Liverpool, - 

 Panama, Buenos Lires and Kew York. 

Reverts to Former Practice:  The Foreign Exchange Control Board has reverted to its former 
practice of limiting the authority of banks.to approve forward exchange cohtracts to 
90 days. •After the end of the war, forward exchange facilities .  were made available 
for periods up to,six months, or longer in appropriate cases, particularly because of 
the difficulties in the world supply situation affecting Canadian importers. :nth 
the return to more normal conditions, it is felt that the need for these unusually 
long forward_ exchange facilities has passed. 

G:eanings:  Trans-Canada Air Lines have reduced fares on transatlantic fnghts to the 
minimum tariff of the International Air Transport Association Conference and increased 
rates by 10 to 15 percent on its Canadian and American routes....Paul Masse who con-
tested the bY-..election  in .ontreal-Cartier as an autonomist and'anti-communist 
candidate says he will not seek a recount...« .J.P. Fitzgerald, 70, f6r many years .' 
sports editor of the Toronto Evening Telegram, died suddently at his home yesterday.... 
Defence Minister Claxton has announced that 	Royal Roads has been reorganized 
as a combined R.C.N. and R.C.A.F. college. 

(Note: There will be no Airmail Bulletin tomorron--Good Friday) 
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s_tte . A0ntarioLeislurcurns: The Ontario Legislature adjourned until June late 
Thursday after royal assent was given to 58 bills passed during the four weeks 
the legislature has been in session. Premier Drew announced that the training 
of cadets in the province would not be restricted because of a reduction in the 
Dominion grants far this purpose. The province would pay the per capita grants 
.mithdrawn and also the cost of instructors 

Col. Drew, .who also is Minister of Education, criticized the Defence 
Department for circulating instructions regarding limitation of cadet corps 
directly to the schools without informing the Ontario Department of Education. 
This was "a prime example" of what would happen if the province yielded privileges 
to Ottawa, he said. - , (CP) 

.„. 

er 

:Heavy Fine Imposed: T.H. . •Vineberg of Ottawa c and his son, Nordau, partners in a depart- 
. .,ment store . business-:-Larocque .Registered—have been fined $40,000 and sentenced 

.to eLx months• in Jail after'pleading guilty, tc› charges of making•false excess 
profits .returns to the Income Tax Department. Magistrate Glenn Strike suspended 
the jail sentence against the elder Vineberg because of his uncertain health° He 
described the firm's filing of excess profits returns as "very highly irregular" 
and declared that in default of payaient of the fine the jail sentence would be 
increased to 18 months. 

The fine was one of the largest ever imposed in an Ottawa court. The firm 
must also pay the Dominion Treasury approximately $235,000, the anount still owing 
the Income Tax Department as calculated by an accounting firm. 

Cost-of-I cHier: The Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports the cost-of-
living index on March I was 128.9 compared with 127.8 a month earlier. Increases 
in food  prices contributed a major part of the increase, while clothing and home 
furnishings also were higher. The indexi.on the base 1935-39 equals 100, has 
climbed 8.8 points during the last year. 

Fish Export Controle Relaxed: Trade Minister MacKinnon has announced that export 
permits no longer will be required for the export of many types of fish. He 
said the relaxation of contrcls was possible because of an improved supply 
position and the removal of all canned fish from allocation by the International 
Emergency Food Council. 

The only types of fish and fishery products which will still require an 
export permit when dâipped abroad are cod e  fresh (with livers in), dried, salted 
or pickled; cusk, dried, salted or pickled; greyfish or dogfish, fresh (with 
livers in); haddock, dried salted or pickled; hake, fresh (with livers in), 
dried, salted or pickled; fresh or frozen halibut; fish livers; fish meal; pollock, 
dried, salted or pickled; and canned salmon. In addition to these, fish and 
marine mammal oils, fats and greases, as well as all pet foods containing fish, 
continue to require an export permit. 

Seek Jobs  for Older Veterans: Veterans Minister Mackenzie has announced that his 
department is planning a concerted drive throughout Canada to find employment 
for 9,000 older war veterans still unplaced in civilian life. Citizens' groups 
in the communities where the situation is serious have promised complete co-
operation, the Uinister said, and it is hoped that an educational campaign will 
be productive of a number of jobs. He said that the National Employment Service 
is co-operating fully in the campaign. 

"We are not looking for career employment for these people but feel that in 
every industry there are certain dead-end jobs which require only reliability and 
a willingness to work," he said. "These older soldiers have this in  large  measure. 
It is our hope that we can induce employers to reserve these dead-end jobs for all 
time for the older citizens." 

- over - 



Sugar rationing has greatly improved the 
; dental health of children in Toronto according to Dr. Edmund A. Grant, director 
*- of dental services,' for the city health dep* artment. ,"A startling' improveMent i8 

revealed" in the condition of childrens' teeth 11011 9  complred with 1939, when 
sugar was plentiful, Dr. Grant said -  today in producing statistics of the annual 
dental examinations made in the city's elementary schools. (CP) • 

Recover Stolen Gold:  Two solid gold bricks, weighing 137 pounds and valued at 
_ $24,300, were recovered from a snowbank near Val d'Or, ue., after being stoleu 

from a railway station express office last Wednesday. The gold was being shipp8 
from Sigma Mines to the Royal Canadian Mint at _Ottawa when two men, later 
apprehended, diverted the attention of an express company emp- loyee and removed 
the bricks. (CP) 

Gleanings: W.r. Wilson, comptroller of the Prices Board, has,been 'appointed Deputy 
Chairman....Canadian domestic airlines carried the unprecedented total of 
2,125,000 pounds of freight during January, 65.9 per cent more than in the semi 
month last year....The veteran liner Aquitania which . has made several "last" 

• trips to Halifax now is scheduled to make four more' crossings because of a de1 ! 
in returning the Empress - of Canada to serTice....Trade M1n15ter.141acKinnon said 
an interview in Edmonton that there was "no word, or thought of a .federal electi 
this year's...With the lifting of controls the price of recent models of light 
used .cars has jumped several hundred dollars,_while heavier cars are selling 

- below  the former.  ceilings...Escorted by a >cavalry detachtient  and  riding.  in «till 
customary ceremonial carriage, C. Fraser Elliott presented his credentials as 
Canadian Ambassador to Chilean President Gonzalez Videla at 'Santiago last 
Thursday. 	. 

(UOTE: There will be no  Airmail  Bulletin on Easter Monday.) 
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Rent Controls  Modified:  Finance ,:inister Abbott announced yesterday that the Prices 
Board lias  issued orders permitting limited upward adjustments of rental ceilings. 
The new regulations permit a maximum increase of 10 per cent in rentals of 
liousing accommodation "provided the landlord is prepared to  enter  into a renewal 
lease for a minimum period of two years with the tenant." The tenant may 
terminate such leases at any time on 30 days' notice. 

TO  increases are permitted until expiration of current leases, when, if 
the tenant refuses a proffered two-year renewal at the increased rate, he may 
be reqàired .to Vacate. The two-year leases ara to be  made on special Prices 
Board forms. The increases do not apply to rental of accommodations built and 
completed since January 1, 1944, "since rentals of such dwellings have been 
fixed at higher bvels related to costs of labour and materials." 

In cases of houses not previously rented, the 10 per cent increase will 
be permitted by appraisers and the tenant and landlord may agree on a lease 
for any term. The new order else permits correction of "anomalous cases," the 
yardstick being the level of rentals generally prevailing on October 11, 1941,, 
for similar accommodation in the vicinity or in a similar residential district 
in the same municipality." 

Mi'  . Abbott' also announced removal of control from all hotel accommodation 
because  of  the "sustained downward tendency" in the abnormal amount of travel 
caused by movement and demobilization of the armed forces. He said the "point 
of equilibrium between demand for and supply of hotel rooms is in sight and the 

'time has now  corne  when the normal forces of competition between hotel keepers 
and their need for good will and good public relations can be depended upon to 
protect the travelling public." 

-Comment on the changes was varied. W.J. Leclair, president of the Property 
Owners' Association of Canada, said the increase was satisfactory "as far as 
it goes," but the Association would like to have seen  sotie arrangement to enable 
a house 'owner to take over his own property if he required it for his own use.' 
H.L. Rogers, a Toronto real estate man, termed the increase "inadequate" and 
declared that residential rents would have to rise 40 per cent before it would 
be "worthwhile" to build houses to rent. 

Pat Conroy, Secretary-Treasurer of the Canadian Congress of Labour, said 
the Government had "taken another slice off the real earnings of Canadian 
workers" and this, coupled with other price increases, constituted an "open 
invitation" to labour to use whatever means it commands to protect living 
standards. 

Some hotel operators predicted increases of 10 to 15 per cent in rates. 
(various). 	 ' 

Spring Floods, Gales Strike Ontario:  Spring floods forced the evacuation of many 
homes and isolated several communities in southern Ontario during the holiday 
weekend as swollen rivers burst their banks, washed out bridges and highways 
and inundated large sections of the countryside. Six deaths were attritubed 
to the floods. Considerable property damage also was caused Sunday by near-
gales which toppled trees, transmission poles and chimneys in Toronto and 
other centres. 	' 

The Thames River reached a level 18 feet above summer normal, forcing 
evacuation of many homes in Chatham and Thamesville. An estimated 4,000 
persons were forced to leave their homes in London, which also faced a 
water shortage because of pollution of reservoirs. The Grand River flooded 
farriS south of Brantford and sections of Feria. Thousands of acres were under 

'water in Lambton county where farmers reported the mrst conditions in living 
' memory. Minor flooding was experienced in suburbs of Ottawa and at Timmias 

and North Bay in northern Ontario. (CP) 

(over) 



Drew Says Dominion-Provincial Tax ilical: Premier Drew of . Ontario, 
speaking on a CBC free-time broadcast over an Ontario network last.night, said ' 
the issues in the Dominion-Provincial ta  x controversy were not "political." 
The Liberal Government of Nova Scotia, the Union Nationale Government of Quebec 
and the Conservative Government of Ontario "have all taken the sanie position." 

"They are making a stand for constitutional democracy against those who 
believe in absolutism, masquerading under the cloak of liberalism or any other 
name. . ." Mr. DreW declared Ontario was "not for sale"and "we are fighting 
to protect the federal system against the first carefully planned attack since 
1867." 

"The statement on behalf of the Dominion Government that we are blocking, 
the general welfare of the people of Canada by our refusal to submit to their 
terms is nothing but political blackmail." He said Ontario had not refused 
to give uP personal income and corporation taxes and never had refused to enter 
a new tax agreement. (CP) 

"North Star" Completes Tests: The "North Star," Canadian-built  36-'scat  airliner, 
has completed its test s.  and will enter regular Trane-Canada Air,Lines_itlantic . 
service April .15. TCA President H.J. Symington said ,the neW plane had been 
tested Under,all kinds of conditions since last August, flying coastLtd-coast 
In Canada in Winter,weather and in warm weather in Florida and California. 
The North Stars will  replace Lancastrians, which have been used on the trans-
ocean service pending production of 'the,Canadian aircraft° (CP) 

Txade 	Featured by large gains in wood, mod 
products and paper, and in metals of the non-ferrous group, Canada's merchandise 
export trade in February rose 17 per cent over the corresponding month last 
year, being valued at $179,500,000 compared with $153,100,000, the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics reports. February's advance followed an increase of ten 
per cent in January, when exports'were valued at $208,600,000 as against 
$189,090,000 'in January 9  1946. Combined total for the two months was 
„3388,100,000 compared with $342,200,000 in the like period of 1946, a rise o 
13.4 per cent. 

Exporte te  -thé United States were valued at ,69,396,000, or 20 per Cent 
more than'in the same month last year, while shipments to the United Kingdom , 
increased from $37,885,000 to $44,871,000, or by 18 per cent. EXports to the 
Union of South Africa were again at a high level in February, the value being 
$5,721,000,ae against $1,319,000. Shipments to Australia also were sharply 
higher, tdtalling $4,722 9 000 against $933,000. Total for European countries 
was $22,391,000 as,against $24,910,000 last year, while exports to caantries 
of Latin America were substantially higher, aggregating $10,879,000 compared 
with $7,191,000. 

New Employment Regulations: The Labour .  Department has announced that regulations 
will be issued shortly under which employers, having job vacancies in their 
employ Which  are  unfilled 24 hours after their occurrence, must report the , 
available work opportunities to the National Employment Service in order to_ 
give  the public  employment offices an opportunity to refer applicants. The 	' 
regulations, recommended by the Unemployment Insurance .Commission, will be 
issued under authority of an amendment made to the Unemployment Insurance 
ect in 1946. 

The regUlations also will lrovide for a procedure under which employers 
will be reqUired to submit reports twice yearly to the National Employment, 
Service; indieeting staff changes in the reporting period. 

"Thebe regulations will represent about the minimum of co-operation 	. 
from emplOYers, Consistent with a proper Organization of the employMent 
market, and the maintenance by the National Employment Service of an 	 ' 
opportunity to provide work for job applicants", said Arthur MacNamara, , 
Deputy Miàfster of Labour 

The  Wartime Selective Service Civilian Regulations expired March 31. 

Gleanings:  The Doelinion'ater and Power Bureau reports facilities for the production 
of hydro electric power reached a new high level in 1946 with a turbine installa-
tion of 10,312,123 horsepower, approximately 20 per cent of the estimated potential 
for Canada....The Research and Development Branch, including the Technical Informa-
tion Service, of the Reconstruction Department has been transferred to the National 
Research Council....Ontario candy manufacturers are increasing the price of a 
candy bar from six to eight cents and predict a 20 per cent increase in the price 
of chocolates sold by the pound. 
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Thames Reaches  Record Flood Level: The floodrewcillen waters of the Thames River 
reached a level of more than 20 feet -above summer normal at Chatham, Ont., 
early today, exceeding the previous record height of flood. waters established 
In 1937, Howeverofficials said the rate at rise was slackening and they 
believed the crest had been reached. 	 . 

The flood peak has moved steadily dawn the .valley since Sundayand flooded 
-farmlands in the low country below thé city  are  faced with further inundation. 
The river drope only four feet in the last  18 miles Of.lts course and its banks 
are only slightly above the water level even.during the summer monthe., 

Ontario Planning Minister. Dana Porter made an aerial survey of the flooded 
areas of south-western Ontario yesterdaY and said he was "shocked" by what he 
had seen. 	 _ 	 , 

In downtown Chatham store employees were busy hoisting' stoei above 
expected peak. Two of the largest hospitals faced the possibility:of not 
having any heat as water rose in the basement beiler e rooms. Ottawa suburbs near 
the 'Rideau River also continued to experience minore flooding and some highways 
leading to the city were covered with two feet of water. (CP) . 

Announce  Further Army Reorganization:  A fundamental reorganization in the control of 
supply, transport, works and construction, development and repair sections of the 
Canadian Army-- aimed at eventual merging of the quartermaster-General and the 
Master-General of the Ordnance Branches - was announced today by Defence Minister 
Claxton. He said the change was the result of three factors which made it 
desirable for one man to co-ordinate the responsibilities of the two Branches: 

1. The fermer MGO, Maj.-Gen. J.H. Macqueen, CBE, had been appointed 
President of Canadian Arsenals, Ltd., a Crown corporation which works closely with 
the Armed Forces. 

2o Great quantities of wartime buildings and equipment had been disposed 
of, with a resultant lightening of the load on the two Branches. 

3 0  The tremendous job of returning soldiere, dependents and equipment from 
overseas had now largely disappeared. 

Maj.-Gen. N.E. Rodger, CBE, present quartermaster-General, will head the two 
Branches. Brig. George Kitching, CBE 9  DSO, and Brig. I.A.W. Bennett, CBE, will 
assist him in the immediate control of the present guG and IMO functions, 
respectively. 

The  consolidation will make the single WAG-MGO Branch by far the largest in 
the Army. General Rodger, as qmG, is responsible for the Royal Canadian Army 
Service Corps - which handles food supply and catering and all military transporta-
tion by land, sea and air - and for the Directorate of Works and Accommodatioa, 
responsible for properties, accommodation, construction, engineers stores and 
fortifications. He will now take over, in addition, the responsibility for the 
Ordnance Service, which includes all other procurement such as ordnance stores, 
vehicles and equipment for the Canadian Army, as well as the Royal Canadian 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers e  responsible for modification, maintenance 
and repair of Army equipment. A further furctien will be the design and 
development of all Army stores and equipment. 

In due course, Mro Claxton said there likely would be a complete integration 
of the Engineer Services, the Royal Canadian Army Service Corps, the Royal 
Canadian Ordnance Corps and the Royal Canadian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers 
and the Design and Development Directorates into one large Braach of Army Head
quarters. Under the new arrangement, Canada , s Army Headquarters will comprise 
three main Branches the General Staff, the Adjutant-Generars Branch and the 
combined QMG-MGO Branch. 

I similar reorganization was effected in the Royal Canadian Navy in February, 
1946, when equipment, supply, ordnance, Ship building, wcrks and buildings, 
engineering, victualling and related functions were brought under the Chief of 
Naval Administration and Supply. 

- over - 
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Prime Minister To Visit Washington:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King, vacationing at 
Williamsburg, Virginia, said yesterday that he would remain there another. 10 
days and visit Washington for a day or two before returning to Ottawa. , The 

' Prime Minister is recouperating from the effects of a severe cold. He said he 
is feeling "much better, but it is a slow job getting back my strength." He 
added that he had been disappointed in the weather. (CP) 

More Changes in Foreign EXchange Control: The Foreign Exchange Control Board has 
announced a modification of rules governing trading with non-residents in 
Canadian government securities. In future proceeds of sales by reSidents on 
outside markets of panadian-pay government securities may be reinvested only 
in securities of the same type. Previously proceeds could be reinvested in any 
type of Canadian or foreign security. . 	 ELe 

In addition, proceeds of sale of long-term Canadian government securities 
payable solely or optionally in U.S. dollars may now be reinvested only in 
securities of the same classification or in U.S. securities. Heretofore, proceed 
were eligible for investment in any other Canadian securities payable in U.S. 
dollars or in foreign securities. 

Officials said the reason for the change was that the former rules appear t 
have had the effect of linking movements in the price of Canadian government 
securities in New York to those of Canadian stocks in the New York market. This 
tended to produce wider fluctuations in the price of Canadian government securiti 
in the American market than would otherwise occur. 	 , 

Economic Activity in February: Industrial production in Canada showed further expansi 
allowing for seasonal adjustment, during February, the index based on four main 
branches of commodity production rising from 187.5 in January .  to  19O8.  
activity in mining, manufacturing and construction recorded further increases, 
while the output of electric power was at a somewhat lower position. 

Retail sales continued at a high level with consumer expenditures for 
merchandise ten per cent greater than in February, 1946. The average gain in sale 
for the first two months of this year over last amounted to 11 per cent, January 
results having diawn an increase of 13 par cent. 

These increases are in terms of dollar Sales without allowance for 'price 
changes. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics' retail price indexes indicate prices 
were approximately nine per cent higher than last year. 

Gleanings:  In a straight party vote of 15 to 10 the Prince Edward Island Legislature 
yesterday gave final approval to the Dominion-Provincial tax agreement,... 
Railway officials at Ottawa say railway hotel rates across Canada will be in-
creased between 50 cents and $1 effective April 100000The Prices Board has 
authorized a 10 per cent increase in the ceiling prices of jams, jellies and 
marmalades....Maj.-Gen. H.A. Young, vice-president of the Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation, says rents of the Corporation's wartime houses would 
"certainly not be raised immediately."....The defending titleholders, Montreal 
Canadiens, trounced the Toronto Maple Leafs 6=0 last night in the first  gaine 

 of a best-of-seven series for the Stanley Cup. 
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,utebec_Bill Restricts Forest Products Export:  • The Quebec legislative Council has 
given third reading to a Government  bill  requiring that timber  frein  Crown lands 
must be "wholly worked within the province." Adopted by a vote of 37 to 32 in 
the Legislative Assembly, the controversial bill now awaits assent by the 
Lieutenant-Governor before becoming law. A clause will permit the Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council to make exceptions "owing to particular industrial, commercial 
or economic conditions. 

Edouard Asselin, Government Leader, stressed the vital importance of forestry 
resources in Quebec and the necessity of preservation and conservation of  si eh 

 resources. He said: "The bill contains a fundamental principle to the effect 	, 
that mod cut on Crown lands should be transformed completely into the finished 
products in this province before it is exported. Since, however, it might be that 
there would be cases rhere exceptions would be necessary, there is a provision 
permitting exports from the province under special authorization, which would be 
published in the Quebec Official Gazette. In soue cases it might be that existing 
establishments outside the province require wood cut here,and could not be 
suddenly deprived of it." 

In the Assembly late in March, during a heated debate, Premier Maurice 
Duplessis warned the Houe  that Q:Uebec forest resources were gradually disappear-
ing and it was necessary to preserve them. He said that Canada's exports to the 
United States had helped stabilized "our dollars" but "for some years, we have 
not been getting what we should out of our forests because too much raw material 
has been shipped to the United States, Ontario and New Brunswick, thus depriving 
quebec workers  of full  exploitation values. 

"These natural resources belong to Quebec. They were not given to any 
company or any individual. They belong to the people of the province and it is 
up to the Government to control them in such a way as to benefit the vhole 
population." 

Mr. Duplessis said object of the law was two-fold: first, "utilization of 
our forests first for the benefit of quebec and then, for the rest of  .the country;" 
second, to have exploitation companies explain in detail to the provincial govern-
ment how much wood they were exporting and in what state." 

, The debate produced a lonz controversy between the government and the opposi-
tion, which charged that the bill led towards socialism, industrial stagnation, 
disruption with neighboring governments and centralization. (CP) 

1-.2.1.1y6ves  Agqinst Bootleg Coal:  Various locals of the United Mine Workers  union in the 
Maritimes, acting on instructions from District No. 26 headquarters, are taking steps 
to prevent bootleg coal mining at surface seams and abandoned mines. Some 1,200 
pickets were ordered out in the Pictou County industrial area to prevent  transporta-
tion of illegally mined coal. Union officials said that . minere needing coal for 
themselves, for widows or for hospitals weuld be allowed to mine it only after 
obtaining written'permission from the union. 

Meanwhile, further conferences at Ottawa between U.M.W. international officials 
and Reconstruction Minister Howe ended without any public comment being made. (CP) 

:ress Leaves Moscow Post:  Officials of the Department of External Affairs said 
yesterday that L. Dana Wilgress, now attending the International Trade Organization 
meetings in Geneva, will not return to his'former post as Canadian Ambassador to 
Russia. They said the move had no connection with the fact that there has been no 
Soviet Ambassador to Canada since December, 1945. Consideration would be given to 
the appointment of a successor to Mr. Wilgress, whose new appointment is that of 
Minister to Switzerland with the personal rank of Ambassador. 

Increase Re resentation in Nova Scotia:  Premier  Angus  Macdonald  told the Nova Scotia 
Legislature yesterday that his Government intends to enlarge the present 30-seat 
representation in the House to conform with the increase in population in the province 
revealed in the 1941 census. Observers said that on a proportional basis about four 
additional seats would be indicated. (CP) 	 (over) 
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Labour-Management Committees Praised: Arthur MacNamara, Deputy Minister.  of 'Abair,  has 
announced that more than 500 labour-management production committees now are 
functioning in various industrial plants across Canada, according to information 
reported to the Department's Industrial Production Co-operation Board. The Board 
also reports renewed interest in co-operative machinery being shown by both 
management and labour in recent months, with the result that new committees are 
being organized at a rate comparable to that of the war years. 

The duty of the Board is to promote the formaticn of labour-management 
production committees in Canadian industry, made up of representatives of labour 
and management. The Committees have an advisory role in all matters affecting 
industrial productive efficiency, but they do not deal with matters commonly 
covered by collective bargaining agreements, The utility of the committees was 
first underlined by the production needs of the war, and 	. 
eo-operatiOn thrbugh the Committees,then set up was . able to make a substanive 
contribution in meeting wartime needs. * Decision to continue'Promotiôà of this 
type of labour-management co-operative effort after the war, was taken bécauae 
of the necessity of Canadian industry aChieving efficient low-cost' production 
,to better,its competitive:position In world markets -- an essential in securing 
economic benefits for employer and employee, and as well for the general public 
through larger markets abroad for Canadian goods. 

Employment Inuaroves:  Industrial employment showed a small increase at the beginning 
of February, representingÀcartial recovery from the year-end,losses indicated 
January 1, according to,the Dominion Bureau of Statistics mbnthly survey of 
employment and payrolls. The 17,266 firms in the eight leading industries 
furnishing data had ELcombined working force of 1,859,719 persons as cbmpared 
with  1,858,314a Month earlier. This was a gain of 1,405 persons or one-tenth 
of one per cent. The improvement, though slight, compared favourably with the 
general decline noted at February 1 in 1946 and immediatefy, preceding years. 

Weekly salaries and wages distributed at February 1 by the co-operating' 
establishments  ,in the eight leading industries totalled $64,984,768, exceeding 
by 7.1 per cent the $60,657,630 reported January 1. The latest average earnings 
were 334.94 compared with 332.64 and 331.97 a year ago. 	• 

cesArUlmy'idertal — rve:- Methods and equipment tested during Exercise Muskox 
are being put to practical use by a, party of Royal Canadian Engineers,engaged 
In a 3607mi1e,mapping survey  of the barren lands in the vicinity of.Churchill, 
Man., the Defence Department announced today. 

The ground force, christened "Bust-Oxn, consists of a,dozen soldiers  and 
 two civilian trappers, equipPed with three saowmobiles, two sleighs ancËa : dog 

team._ Fuel for the snowmobiles and supplies for the force will.be  the ,• 
reiponsibility of the RCAF, who are scheduled.to  make  six  supply.drops by para- 

. 	chute.from Dakota. aircraft. The,dog team will:be used:to Carry mail.' 

Gleanings:  Speaking at a political rally in Winnipeg, HealtIOAlnister Martin said 
that Canada, by shoWing a surplus for the  fiscal,year ended March:31, will be 
the first  of  the major nations involved in the Second  Great War to have  :a 
surplus in national finanCing....Most. Rev. W.R. Adams, Archbishop of'Kootenay 
and acting Primate,,will c.onduct funeral services in Toronto tomorrow:for the 
late. Most. ReV, Derwyn T. Owen ....The 1946 annual report :oftheC.p.R. shows - , 	„ 
net income of $25,134,731 or 31.53 per share of ordinary  stock ,  'against. 	_ 
331,6140.62  ,or U.98 a share' in 1945...0There is little  change in  flood Conditiou 
in Ottawa  suburbs,,the waters reaching a slightly higher le,Vel,...'.Sixpnited 
States Marine Corps officers have,arrivéd to give a three-day,lecturé.colirse 
in amphibious operatfons to Canadian officers of the three_sérvices attending 
the staff college at Kingston ,,Ont. 	. 	 . 
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Wilgress Addresses Trade Conference: L. Dana Wilgress, head of the Canadian delega-
tion, yesterday told the international trade conference at . Geneva that the proposed 
International Trade Organization is . the keystone in the arch of international 
economic co-operationi He said there must be a spirit of "give and take and 
mutual readiness to accept sacrifices." 

Mr. Wilgress, who will take up his new post as Canadian Minister to 
Switzerland at the conclusion of the conference, said that "all forms of co-
operation between nations conflict to soma degree with sovereignity." The 
complications in international relations were increaéing as the world became 
smaller with the development of new forms  • of  • transportation. 

"The (present) situation necessitates co-operation among nations and there 
is no field in which that co-operation is more essential than in that of trade. 
There must therefore be a spirit of give and take and a mutual readiness to 
accept sacrifices to the degree necessary to achieve that measure of co-operation 
among nations that is required for the good of all nations." 

He said no country has a more vital interest in the success of the delibera-
tions here than Canada. "It is only through the com-operation of other countries 
that we can assure our people of a better Way of life, by exchanging our surplus 
products for those surpluses of other lands", he said. "In this way also we can 
make our contribution to a better way of life for the people of these 1ands0" 

Canada has stood for the fullest  possible  co-operation between countries to 
assure maintenance of international peace and security, he continued. "Co-operation 
in the political sphere would be of little avail if there were not at the same time 
economic co-operation between nations. We therefore look upon what we are doing 
here as a culmination of a whole series of efforts that have been made since the 
signing of the Atlantic Charter to give full effect to the principles enunciated 
in that charter." 

Wilgress said that never before have the problems of international economic 
co-operation been approached in such a comprehensive manner. "The attempt to 
find solutions on a piecemeal basis has been one of the reasons for failure in 
the past", he said. "The achievement of expanding volume of trade and a rising 
standard of life throughout the world call for effective international co- 
operation in respect of each of the important phases of economic policy." (CP) 

Ontario Still Plagued with Spring Floods: A further rise in the Rideau River in the 
Ottawa area and another threat to communities in the Grand River valley in south-
western Ontario highlighted the spring flood picture in Ontario. Plans were made 
to divert water through the Rideau Canal as 75 additional families were forced to 
vacate their homes west of suburban Billings Bridge. A.P. Whittier, superintending 
engineer of the Rideau Canal, said the river flow at Long Island had increased 
from 3,300 cubic feet per second April 1 to 12,900 cubic feet. Many homes were 
threatened by cakes of ice carried along in the swift current which reached a rate 
of from 25 to 35 miles an hour at same points. 

-Officials warned Grand River valley residents to prepare for another flood 
because of the necessity of releasing waters from Belwood Lake behind the Grand 
River Dam above Fergus. 

The waters have subsided at Chatham, Ont., leaving stagnant pools of water 
and a layer of sticky silt. Health authorities have warned against damp cold 
and express concern over the possibility of epidemics. 

Rivers in Saskatchewan are rising and Army Engineers have been using 
dynamite to break up the ice of the qu'Appelle River near Lumsden in the hope 
of preventing floods there. At Regina the river reached a level only two feet 
below the first girder of the main bridge. 	(various) 

(over) 



Says CPR Earnings Far Belon Requirements: L.B. Unwin, Vice-President for Finance 
, of the Canadian Pacific Railway, told the Board of Transport CommisSioners 

yesterday that freight rate increases were necessary to avert serious iMpairment 
of the railway's financial position. 

During examination'on'thé'company's $71,500,000 holdings in cash and 
temporary investments, the vice-president declared this amount was not out of 
line, and added that all of the total "as well as every dollar of cash 
foreseeable for the near future will be most urgently needed" for the C.P.R.'s 
program of replacing war-worn equipment. "I fear we will have difficulty 
finding cash in the next few years," he continued.  "Most  certainly, without 
an increase in rates the company's cash position will be serious and its credit 
will be gravely .  imperilled." 

At present, he said, the margin between gross earnings and expenses was 
being "narrowed to an alarming extent." In the first two - months of this year, 
the company had had an operating deficit--the first in at least 46 years. (CP) 

Gleanings: Deputy Labour Minister Arthur MacNamara, said in Winnipeg that -there was 
hope of wprking out "difficulties" in the Maritime coal strike "quite soon".... 
Walter J. Turnbull, Deputy Postmaster-general, will head the Canadian delegation 
to the 12th Congress_of the Universal Postal Union opening at Paris  nit May 
6....The Newfoundland National Convention voted 34'to 3 against a motion to 
send a delegation,to Washington to discuss the possibility of a federal union 
with the United States....The Stanley Cup series is tied at one game each as a 
result of Toronto Maple Leafs' 4-0 victory over. Montreal Canadiens. 
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Commons Resumes Sittings: Following the Easter recess, the House of Commons resumes 
its sittings today with the bulk  of the  year's legislative program still ahead. 
The bill extending some of the emergency controls will be up for second reading 
and is expected to produce  an  extended debate. The budget likely will be brought 
down at the conclusion of the control , debate. (CP) 	 › 

. I Strikers Demolish Bootleg Mine: A flying Squad of United Mine Workers pickets wrecked 
ou 	a small barn and equipment being used at a "bootleg" mixe within the town limits 

of Glace Bay, N.S., Sunday in what was believed to be the first direct action 
since U.M.W. District No. 26 headquarters banned "bootleg" mining a week ago. 
Union spokesmen said they found the pit equipped with electrical pumping equipment 
and disguised by a small barn over the Shaft. 

The union has ruled that each miner may obtain union permission to dig a ton 
a month for his own use. Arrangements have also been made to supply hospitals 
with fuel. (CP) 

Floods Subside: The levels of the Rideau and Grand rivers dropped steadily during the 
weekend and officials today were confident that the wcest of the spring flooding 
in Ontario was over. The Grand reached a peak of 20 feet above summer normal at 
Galt Ilte Saturday after heavy pressure at Lake Belwood forced officials to release 
water from the Shand Dam at a rate of 18,000 cubic feet per second. Galt had 
the greatest hardship among valley communities, with eight city blocks under 
several feet of water. 

The level of the Rideau River dropped 30 inches during the weekend, and 
residents of flooded houses in the suburbs of Ottawa prepared to return to their 
sodden homes. (various) 

Archbishop Buried in York Mills: Following funeral services at St. James Cathedral, 
the remains of Most. Rev. Derwyn T. Owen, Anglican Archbishop of Toronto and 
Primate of all Canada, were buried Saturday in the cemetery of St. John's parish 
in suimrban York Mills—his first parish 50 years ago. High dignitaries of church 
and state, including Premier Drew of Ontario, State Secretary Colin Gibson, 
Progressive Conservative leader John 3racken and United States Ambassador Ray 
Atherton attended the services. (CP) 

Newsprint Workers Granted Wage Increase:  A general wage increase of 14 cents an hour 
has been granted to 15,000 workers in newsprint, pulp and paper mills of 10 
companies following negotiations between the companies and nine unions affiliated 
with the American Federation of Labour. The company-union conference at 
Montreal lasted five days before agreements for the 1947-1948 contract year were 
reached. (GP) 

Five Canadians Win GLiegenheim Scholarships: Five Canadians were among the 122 winners 
of Guggenheim Scholarships announced at New York by the John Simon Guggenheim 
Memorial Foundation--annual awards to artists and scholars that recognize out-
standing work in the winner's chosen field and are highly prized internationally. 

The Canadien  recipients are 26-year-old Jack Nichols, Toronto artist, 
youngest Canadian ever to receive the honor; 43-year-o1d Dr. Alexandre J. Denomy 
of the University of Toronto; Dr. Joseph A. E. Rouleau of the University of 
Montreal; Roger Lemelia, quebec writer, and John S. Stevenson, engineer of the 
British Columbia Department of Mines. (CP) 

Canada Approves U.N. Session  on Palestine: Secretary of State for External Affairs 
L.S. St. Laurent announced Saturday that the Canadian Government has notified 
the Secretary-General of the United Nations that it "concurred" in the summoning 

of a special session of the General Assembly to consider the Palestine cliestion.(CP) 

- over - 
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New London-Montreal Air  Service:  British Overseas Airlines Corporation - has 
announced in London that it would start a weekly service to Canada 
tomorrow rith a Constellation airliner flying from London to Montreal >  
via Preatvick, Scotland, and Gander; Nfld. The planes, carrying 28 to 
30 passengers rillqeave London each Tuesday and Montreal each Monday. 
Single fares are 1.77 10s (e310) and round-trip fares 1139  ils. (CP) 

First Report From New Weather Post:  The first weather report has been sent 
out by the joint Canadian-United States long-range forecasting station 
at Eureka Sound on Ellesmere Island, 700 miles from the North Poles. 
Canadians manning the station reported,by wireless to Goose Bay, 	, 
Labrador, last Friday to inaugurate the new service. (CP) 

Gleanings:  Government officials at Ottawa say that the north Atlantic shipping 
situation is still so tight that few immigrants would reach Canada even if 
there were no immigration barriers....The New Brunswick branch of the 
Canadian Manufacturers' Association has urged the provincial government to 

, 	include in its new labour bill provisions prohibiting the closed diop and 
-  S 	industry-wide bargaining....Winter made a comeback in northern Ontario with 

a temperature of 20 degrees below zero at White River and six belor at 
Kapuskasing....The Toronto Maple Leafs have a 2-1 lead in the Stanley Cup 
series after defeating the Montreal  Canadiens 4-2 in Toronto Saturday night. 

-30- 
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.bbottbefends  Decontrol: Finance L,Iinister abbott said in the House of Commons 
yesterday that in the "vast majority of cases" removal of price controls had 
not led to increases. •  He cautioned industrialists against charging "all the 
traffic will bear." 

) u 	 "I think the wise industrialist of this country as his volume increases, 
and presumably as he is able to increase his efnciency should reduce his 
prices rather than increase them,  I am the last one who believes that it is 
either proper or,' -to put it on its lowest level,good business to try to charge 
all that the traffic will bear. . 	 - 

"There is power tor e-impose ceiliags in cases 'where it is considered to 
be in the public interest to do so. 	hope that will not be necessary. . 
in the case or some abnormal situation where the Government felt that the 
public were being exploited, speaking for myself at any rate, I can say 
that. . .we would not have any hesitation in asking for powers which I feel 
sure the flouse  would give us". 

Replying to a CCF motion for reinstatement of controls on the basic 
necessities of life, and for immediate action to halt a rising cost-of-living, 

àbbott said the government shared the common concern at the picture of 
rising prices. 

But the fact remained that there had been a gradual price increase during 
the war. It never had been contemplated that rigid controls could be maintained 
after the war and the government always had contemplated that ceilings could be 
removed when supply was in reasonable conformity with demand. la-. Abbott touched 
on specificitems and connected the diortage of shortening and scap to a world 	* 
shortage of oils and fats. A-heavy subsidy was being paid. In textiles, a 
"pretty substantial subsidy" had been paid on raw cotton brought in from outside. 
But the Government realized that it muet "face up to realities" and the increased 
price of raw cotton must eventually be absorbed by the public directly rather 
than through subsidies. 

There had been a "very considerable number -  of items chopped off control 
but a lot of others still remained. The greater part of foodstuffs still were 
subject to ceilings. There'had been  sono  increases bet in the "vast majority 
of cases" there had 'een none when ceilieg. were removed. - 

In some cases, the Government had recognized that foreign prices of certain 
products made it inevitable that Canadians would have to pay higher prices. Try 
as she might, Canada could not escape the effect of increasing costs in the 
United States. 

nr. Abbott said mme increase in prices  vas  "inevitable" and added that he 
believed that Government had achieved a "reasonable measure" of success in its 
program of orderly decontrol. - 

The motion, moved by e.J. Coldwell, • CCF leader, as an amendment to *  a mOticin 
to go-  into supply, later was ruled out of order by Speaker Gaspard Fauteux. 
Mr. Coldwell said the Canadian people were concerned about how they could make 
"ends meet" in the face of rising-living costs, and recalled price increases 
which had occurred recentLy in such things as shortening, soap, shirts and-
underwear, biscuits and other conenodities. He quoted fiEures which he said 
indicated firms manufacturing many of the goods now advancing in price were 	- 
reaping net profits ranging all the way from 70 to more than 400 per cent - 
over 1946. 	 - 	 - 

The people were looking te Parliament to do something to reduce the rising 
sPiral. Otherwise, labor would demand higher wages. The consumer was watching 
his dollar decreasing'in value while company profits continued to increase. 

Jr.  Abbott pointed out that the CCF Leader, in quoting profits of Canadian 
companiesp had neglected to say how much of these profits were due to greatly 
expanded sales over the past year. (CP) 

(over) 



Sees 7o Conflict  in Trade Statements: Secretary of State for External Affairs L.S. 
St. Laurent said in the Commons yesterday that he did not think there were any 
points of conflict in recent statements of Canadian and British representatives 
at the trade cenference in Geneva. Replying to Progressive Conservative leader 
Bracken, he said Sir Stafford Cripps was quoted as saying Britain was standing 
by preferential tariffs. 

:r. St. Laurent said he felt everyone regarded p.-eferential tariffs as 
something precious which should not be relinquished unless something better 
takes their place. He added that L. Dana 7iilgress, Canadian delegate, had 	. 
been quoted as saying Canada was backing multilateral trade rhole-heartedly, 
but this was not Zr. Mgress' whole statement.  Ir.  St. Laurent also disclosed 
that L.B. Pearson, Under-Secretary of Stute for External Affairs, will head the 
Canadian delegation to the sPecial United  Nations meeting on Palestine beginning 
in row York ;:pril 28. (CP) 

Howe Hopes Cities ill Run Airports:  Speaking before the Air Industries and Transport 
Association of Canada at Edmonton, Reconstruction :J.nieter Howe said last night 
that he was "convinced" a city could operate its airport "more economically and 
perhaps more efficiently than can the Federal Government." Mr. Hove disclosed  the 

 government now was working out "a permanent plan" for operation of the airports, 
many of which were leased to the government early in the war on a dollar-a-year 
basis. 

"'Àe have offered the cities to lease back the government portion of the air-
ports to them on a dollar-a-year basis, including sufficient existing buildings, 
provided the cities will undertake to operate the airports. To ease the transition 
the government is offering a subsidy of five cents per square foot of runway as 

. a contribution to snow clearance." 
The government currently was spending 42,000,000 a year--equal to more than 

half the industry's gross earnings--on upkeep of airports, beams and navigational 
aids, and - was "looking to the day when your industry will no longer require aid 
in the fora  of subsidy." 

Describes P.E.I. Budzet_as Inaccurate  "Farce:" Opposition leader Dr. . /.J.P. MacMillan 
sharply attacked the budget in the Prince Edward Island legislature yesterday, 
saying the forecast of a e663,916 surplus was an inaccurate "farce." It was based 
.on current account and gave a "false iapression," he said. The Provincial Treasina 
actually would  have :a  million dollar deficit based on estimated revenue of 
S,819,000 and expenditure of $5,907,000. He declared the Jones administration 
had a deficit of e1,750,000 in the last five years, the provincial debt rising 
from e9,302,000 to el1,100,000. (CP) 

Candidate Chosen  in Halifax: A Progressive Conservative convention last night nominated 
A.A. (Big Alex) McDonald of East Bay, 	retired contractor, as party  candidate 
j' the  Federal constituency of Halifax. The CCF candidate is H.L. 7.,lacIntosh, a 
Halifax carpenter. A Liberal convention is still to be held. 

Meanwhile in Ottawa Progressive Conservative Isader Bracken pointed out the 
riding had been without representation for more than 200 days since the death of 
the late Liberal member, Macdonald. He urged that a writ be issued. (CP) 

Record Flight by BOAC Craft:  A British Overseas Airways Corporation Constellation, in 
a "positioning" flight before inauguration of a new Montreal-London service, 
yesterday covered the 3,556-mile distance in 10 hours, 54 minutes, non-stop. It 
was believed to be the fastest flight ever made between :-_ontreal and the United 
Kingdom by a commercial aircraft. However, the new service will inaude stops 
at Prestwick and Gander, Nfld. (CP) 

Gleanings:  The aircraft carrier Viarrior, escorted by the destroyer 2:ootka, leaves 
Halifax today on a month-long training cruise which will include exercises with 
ships of the American and West Indies Squadrons of the Royal Navy....Frederick 

' F. :lathers, Lieutenant-Governor of Nova  Scotia from 1940 to 1942, died yesterday.. 
!I.A. Richardson, chief conservation engineer of the Ontario Planning Department, 
says that despite lack of publicity the farming area in the valley of the South 
iation River probably was suffering from the worst floods in the province—. 
Progressive Conservative leader John Bracken suggested in the Cornons  that a 
Dominion-Provincial conference be called to discuss flood control. 
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»ntrol Bill Debate:  , The C.C.F. party made a new attempt in the Commons Tuesday to 
have the, government .broaden its main contrcl legislation after John Bracken, 
Progressive-Conservative leader, announced that his party would vote against 	. 
second-reading of the control bill. .

•  

The C.C.F. move was made by Stanley Knowles, member for Winnipeg North 	, 
Center, who presented an amendment calling on the government to introduce a 
system of "orderly and democratic controls" and to reduce the prices of the 
main necessities of life. 

The amendment was ruled out of order by Speaker. Gaspard Fauteux following 
the dinner recess on the grounds that it was substantially identical to amend-
ments presented earlier in the session by the C.C.F. party. Mr. Knowles' 
ameninent was to a motion that the control bill be given second reading. In 
parilamentary language, adoption of a bill on second reading indicates acceptance 
of the principle of.the legislation. 

Mr. Bracken said the bill contained some 5? wartime orders-in-council 
providing for the.  continuation of controls. His party was in the position of 
having to vote for all the orders or to oppose them all. Some of the orders his 
party could accept, but others it could not. 

In order to protest against the way in which the legislation was presented 
Mr. Bracken said his party had moved an amendment, but this was ruled out of 
order by Dr. Fauteux, whose decision was upheld in a division by a vote of 124 
to 53. 	 - , 

"In the circumstances in which we find ourselves; in vier of the fact that 
the measure will go forward; since we support some of it and are opposed to other 
portions, we in this section of the House  will  vote against it at this stage," 
said Mr. Bracken ,  

Mr. Knowles said the C.C.F. party would vote in support of second reading of 
the bill because it believed that the country could not do with anything less than 
was contained in the legislation. However, the party wanted to make a new attempt 
to have a system of orderly and democratic controls introduced because it feared 
that a return to the "free economy" advocated by the Liberals and the Progressive 
Conservatives would mean a return to conditions of the 1930s. (CP) 

love 2 200 N.S. Jobless: Labor Minister Mitchell on Tuesday accepted a challenge from 
Glane  Gillis (CCF—Cape Breton South) to have the federal Government transfer 
2,200 jobless war veterans from Cape Breton Island to sections of Canada where * 
work is available, 

The lova Scotia member threw out the challenge while speaking on second 
reading of the Government's omnibus control bill, declaring there were 2,200 
unemployed men on the island who were veterans of the Second World War and many 
of whom never had had a job in their lives. 

"If the Government will pay their transportaion," he said "I will send 
2,200 ex-servicemen tomorrow to any part of Canada where jobs are available." 

"I will take you up on that," Labor idinister Mitchell interjected from 
the other side of the House. 

"All right, you get the jobs for me," Mr. Gillis replied. "If the Govern-
ment will provide transportation and employment--I am not quibbling now—I will 
send a wire tonight and have a mobilization of these people. They will take the 
wprk." 

There was no further discussion on the transfer question, but Mr. Gillis 
told the House he would take it up later with the minister. 

At present, the labor department has machinery in operation far moving 
unemployed to areas where jobs are available. Several hundred men were taken 
from Nova Scotia some monthe ago to work in the hard-rock mines of quebec and 
Ontario, 

!ore  recently, the department undertook to move men from Windsor, Ont., 
to jobs in construction, lumbering and mining in various parts of Ontario.(CP) 

(over) 



Newsprint statément by R.L. Fowler:  Sectionspfthé Canadian and United States Press 
recently have carried "distorted and incomplete reports" concerning newsprint 
supply, price and distribution, B.M. Fowler, president of the Newsprint Associa- 
tion,of Canada, said in a statement issued at Montreal Tuesday night. - 	• 

Terming ii most extraordinary that the'"critiéism about the profite of news-
print producers should  corne  from any newspaper publisher", Mr. Fowler said that 
such publishers,- "seem to overlook the fact that a free and prosperous neWsprint 
industry is a necessary foundation for their own enterprise and for the system 
in which they believe". 

His statement said that whereas Canadian newsprint mills were making more 
profits than formerly, they were also making more paper while U.S. mills had 
"decided to reduce their  production of newsprint and turn to other products". He 
said that the Canadian newsprint industry was operating at capacity, which had 
been increased by the expenditure of large sums to improve operating efficiency. 
Canadian mills had been able to increase production only by "extraordinary 
efforts" to expand wood production and this had involved "going farther and 
farther to obtain pulpwood". Mr. Fowler added that both-types of expenditures-- 
in the mills and in the woods -- had expanded because low prices for newsprint 
during the depression years before and during the war had made it necessary to 
defer needed improvements. 

His statement said that "almost every Canadian newsprint manufacturer" had 
been approached with offers to pay greatly in excess of the market price but such 
offers had been refused. 

"Fantastic Prices of $175 and $200 per ton on spot sales of newsprint are 
frequently reported". 

Of such instances, he commented that "these rumored  sales are all by some 
few merchants, jobbers or speculators in the U.S." 

The association président said that Canadian and U.S. publiehers had been 
well supplied "during the period of world newsprint shortage". Overseas markets 
involving about 40 countries were receiving a smaller percentage of Canadian 
production than formerly. 

He said that there was "no knorn case" of any snail publisher forced to 
suspend publication throueh failure of newsprint supply from a Canadian mill. 
Canadian producers had sought to provide a fair share of their production to 
their smaller customers and to many other publishers, small and large, "left 
stranded" by diversions of U.S. newsprint mills to other products. 

Mr. Fowler said that if smaller users were unable to obtain sufficient 
for their needs, it could only be because other users were keeping more than 
their share. 

Mr. Fowler termed as a typical example of distorted reports a recent 
bulletin of the American Newspaper Publishers Association. The entire issue 
had been devoted to a collection of press reports carefully.selected to leave 
the impression that Canadian newsprint mills were making enormous profits and 
were taking advantar ,e of the present paper Shortage to get all the traffic 
would bear. 

He continued . 	. "In these preas i‘reports no attempt is made to point out 
that newsprint sold at depression lvelS during most of the var  years when prices 
were frozen. There is no reference to the fact that price adjustments granted 
by the Government near the end of the war and after the war did little more 
than compensate for increased production costs and loss of exchange premium. 
No attempt is made to point out that as far back as 1931 when the price was 
forced down to e 7 per ton Canadian companies started to go into bankruptcy and 
by the middle thirties, more than half the Canadian industry was in bankruptcy 
or receivership." 

MaSA.11cl r 	1 _fa_bStan. 1 .e'ClIP: A baCkhand shot by Captain Syl Apps in a sensational 
lone effort in overtime gave Toronto Maple Leafs a 2 to 1 victory over Montreal 
Canadiens in Toronto Tuesday night, giving the Leafs three victories to one in 
the best-of-seven series for the Stanley Cup. 
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Second Reading for Control Bill: The Government's main control bill was boosted 
over a major hurdle in the Commons Wednesday by a vote of 125 to 43 after two 
Cabinet Ministers--acting Primo Mânister St. Laurent and Justice Minister 
Ilsley--sharply criticized the stand taken on the legislation by the Progres-
sive Conservative party. 

Taking the floor after John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre) had charged 
that sections of the legislation was worthy of a police state, Mr. Ilsley 
said the Opposition party's views on controls had been tempered recently by 
"sheer opportunism". 

Mr. St. Laurent challenged the party to go to the country and take the 
stand that nothing in the control bill should be passed. 

The Progressive Conservatives and a few Independents were the only ones 
to vote against second reading of the bill. The reading, which is interpreted 
as acceptance of the principle of the bill, was supported by CCF, Social Credit 
and Government members. 

Now the members tackle the task of dealing with the eight-clauses of the 
bill and the 57 orders-in-council appended to it. 

Mr. Diefenbaker said the government was asking the House to accept the 
orders-in-council "holus bolus". A member was placed in the position where 
"by voting for this bill he would be upholding these things that are wrong, 
but it he votes against the bill because his conscience demands that he must 
in order that these things shall not continue, then that vote will be misrepre- 
sented and he will be held as voting against certain of the orders-in-council 
which he will be prepared to support if given the opportunity in separate 
bills". 

"As for me, I cannot approve of the perpetuation of principles in these 
orders-in-council which characterize a police state", said Mr. Diefenbaker. 

"I cannot approve of making bureaucrats a select body, placed above the 
law by Parliament. I cannot approve of orders-in-council which still continue 
to give the governor-in-council the right to amend statutes passed by Parliament. 

"Finally I cannot approve of a body such as the Prices Board being granted 
the extraordinary paeer to delegate to another corporation set up under a 
charter of this Dominion greater rights than that charter provides." 

Mr. Ilsley said the principle involved in the bill was the granting of 
power to the government to continue certain of the wartime orders-in-council 
and regulations for a limited period. 

Mr. Diefenbaker, he said, had dealt with certain specific ordemeand had 
made points which in themselves might be good. But to list these points as 
the reasons why the Progressive Conserveltive party was opposed to the prin-
ciple of the bill showed a "lamentable and shocking lack of proportion". 

Ho felt that the Progressive Conservative party had weakened its stand 
"very much". The party had come to the session with the announced intention 
of having controls removed immediately. 

The position on controls outlined by John Bracken, Progressive Conservative 
party leader, at the beginning of the session would not be repeated by that 
saine  leader today, said Mr. Ilsley 	(CP) 

Chamber of Commerce statement: Businessmen were urged tonight by the Canadian 
Chamber of Commerce not to follow any general pattern of price increases upon 
removal of government controls and to defer increases wherevPr possible. 

In a statement issued over the name of President C. Gordon Cockshutt 
after a special meeting of the executive committee, the chamber said the 
government in dropping controls and reducing subsidies, had recognized that some 
increase would necessarily have to be made. But it relied "in a large measure 
upon the business leaders to restrict increases to cases of real necessity."(CP) 

- over - 



Need National Library, says Mr. Massey: Canada's need of a National Library and of 
a larger, better equipped and fire-proof art gallery were emphasized by Rt.  lion, 
Vincent Massey, former Canadian High Commissioner to the United Kingdom, in a 
luncheon address Wednesday before the Canadian Club of Ottawa, at the Chateau 
Laurier. 

Speaking of UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization), Mr. Massey pointed out that Canada's membership in this new 
international institution had forced her to examine her own machinery in the 
intellectual and cultural fields. Canada, he said, was lacking in facilities 
for display of visual art. 

2he former High CommissiDner urged the need of Canada as a member of 
UNESCO to "project its own picture on the screen of the vorld". There was 
startling ignorance of Canada beyond its borders. Strange misconceptions 
of Canada appeared on the news and editorial pages of United States news- 
papers at the time of the passing of the Citizenship Act. It was important, 
Mr. Massey said that Canada do all she can to avoid misinterpretation of her 
status and actions. 

Mr. Massey expressed unbounded confidence in Great Britain's recovery 
from seven years of war and post war troubles. 

Foreign Exchange Control Board brochure:  The Foreign Exchange Control Board 
Wednesday issued a brochure designed to explain why the Canadian dollar 
is selling in the unofficial market in New York at 7 3/8 per cent, below 
the United States dollar and at par in Canada. 

The board said the discount in New York did not represent the American 
view of what a Canadian dollar is worth. Canadian dollamsbought and sold 
in New York are "inconvertible" dollars, which means that their uses are 
limited, 

"A dollar that can only be used in certain ways is obviously likely 
to be quoted at a discount below a dollar that has unlimited application", 
said the board. 

Canadian dollars bought in New York can be used chiefly for only two 
purposes: 

1. By non-residents of Canada to make investments in Canada. 
2. By limerican tourists who plan to visit Canada and can use them' 

to cover expenditures in this country. 
These "inconvertible" dollars cannot be used in United States to pay for 

imports from Canada because the board insists that payment for any exports 
to the united States must be turned over to it in the form of United States 
funds. 

The statement explains how these Canadian dollars come to be in the hands 
of Americans for sale in New York. They are in relatively small  volume. (CP) 

Canadian Wheat in store: Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North 
America at midnight on April 10 totalled 102,833,283 bushels, compared with 
105,505,299 on April 3, and 91,986,474 on the corresponding date last year, 
according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Of the visible supplies on 
the latest date, 102,583,485 bushels were in Canadian positions, and 249,798 
were in United States positions. 

Igor Gouzenko made British Subject: Replying in the House of Commons Wednesday 
to a question by Gordon  Graydon, (PC--Peel) as to whether Igor Gouzeako had 
been granted Canadian citizenship Right Hon. J.L. Ilsley, Minister of 
Justice, replied:- "Mr. Speaker, Mr. Igor Gouzenko has not been issued a 
certificate of Canadian citizenship. He has been made a British subject 
by grant of letters patent of denization, which are issued under the 
prerogative powers of the sovereign--that is, in practice, by the governor 
in council." 

-30- 
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Price Control Still Holds Sta e in  Commons:  During clause-by-clause study of the 
"Omnibus" control bill, Justice Minister Ilsley said in the House of Commons 
yesterday that he would consider a C.C.F. request that Parliament rather than 
the Cabinet should make the decision as to when the Prices Board should be 
disbanded. 

The request was made by StLnley Knowles  (CCP - Winnipeg North Centre) in 
an amendment to the main bill. Mr. Ilsley said he did not think he could accept 
the amendment, but he asked that the matter be allowed to stand until he could 
confer with Prices Board officials. It was his opinion that revocation of the 
powers and regulations of the board should be left with the Government. The 
bill provided that the powers and regulations would continue for a year. 

"It may be necessary to get rid of some sections, or perhaps all of these 
orders, before the expiration of the year", said Mr. Ilsley. It was becoming 
more and more difficult every day to maintain efficient price control Mr. Ilsley 
said. He predicted the time would come when it no longer rould be within the 
constitutional power of Parliament to control prices. One difficulty was that of 
maintaining staffs necessary for an efficient price control system. It took a 
high executive type to operate the system and day after day in Parliament these 
men were labelled as "bureaucrats". They were subjected to that "tirade of abuse" 
until they became "tired" of it and left their jobs. There also was a feeling that 
the war emergency was over and that they should look to their future. 

He agreed that the Government may be decontrolling "too rapidly". The CCF 
party said it ruas, the Progressive Conservative party said it wasn't. The 
Government tried to pursue a "middle course". It could not satisfy both Opposition 
parties and it would be foolish to try to do so. 

At the night sitting, members passed seven of the 57 orders-in-council 
attached to the bill. Five of them dealt with the question of veterans preference 
in Civil Service positions and the others with the repayment and the reclaiming 
of subsidies on certain agricultural products. 

George Cruickshank (L--Fraser Valley) said he believed it was time some 
controls were re-imposed and he would support the C.C.F. amendment. 

Agriculture Minister Gardiner said he expected an announcement would be 
made in the next few days which would obviate the necessity of continuing the order- 
in-cpuncil dealik; with repayment of subsidies on agricultural products that were 
exported. 

Hon. Earl Rowe (PC-Dufferin-Simcoe) called on the government to remove ceilings 
from dairy products and bacon. The Government's "planning" had thrown Canadian 
agriculture into confusion, Mr. Rowe declared.  The  only way of re-establishing 
agriculture was to allow the law of supply and demand to operate, so as to give 
the farmers an incentive to production. "Let go of these  bureaucratie  controls", 
Mr. RoWe urged. 

Mr. Gardiner said Mr. Rowe was trying to create the impression that at some 
time there had been higher production and higher export than there was now. 

The Government was going to see to it that the return to farmers was not 
lower after May 1 than it was now. 

The only woman member of the House, Mrs. Gladys Strum (CCF--e'Appelle) 
said increased prices were something that could be prevented and declared: 
"If this parliament sits here like a bunch of nitwits and does nothing, then 
they are crazy. Are we going to permit this thing to go on until consumer resist-
ance and the lack of purchasing power bring on buying strikes and another 
depression? Sometimes when I read the opinions of some of our economists I 
think it is time that we started a new school of economics. They regard what 
they call the law of supply and demand as something like the law of gravity, 
something over which they have no control." 	(CP) 

- over - 



Export Control Removed from  1$ 6 Commodities:  Trade Minister MacKinnon has announced 
that an additional 136 c -mmodities will be removed from export control April 21. 
He said that "as far as export permits L,ee concerned this decontrol step covers 
a wider range of goods than any earlier amendment of the regulations." 

The list will include a large number of food products, many leather items, 
china and pottery and all types of rubber goods except cotton-covered elastic. 
Controls now have bien lifted from more than half of the 1,100 commodities subject 
to export permits ou V-3-  Day. 

Export controls will continue on a number of products of which the 
following are the most important:- certain food items, because of Canada's 
contracts to supply the United Kingdom and UNRRA and our commitments under the 
International Emergency Food Council; cotton, woollen, rayon and nylon textiles, 
because of the requirements of the domestic market; many building materials 

" including timber, nails, soil pipe, etc., because of the demands of the housing 
program; iron and steel items, because of the shortage of the basic raw materials 
from which such items are made, and the danger that removal of controls would 
cause a diversion of needed iron and steel into products for export markets; 
arms and implements of war, for strategic reasons. 

Large Increase in Grain Stocks:  Stocks of Canadiau wheat in all North American 
positions on March 31, were 245,400,000 bushels, an increase of 33,000,000 or 
15.5 per cent above the level of a year ago, according to the Dominion :eureau of 
Statistics. These figures are obtained from the Bureau's annual March-end 
survey of grain held on farms, from mill returns and from figures supplied by 
the Board of Grain Commissioners relative to stocks of grain in commercial 
positions. These complete figures on stocks differ from the weekly visible 
senply figures by the inclusion of tarin  stocks and certain eastern mill stocks. 
Farm stocks include seed held for the 1947 crop and grain required for live-
stock and poultry feed until ne .e crop grain becomes available. 

Over four-fifths of Canada's total wheat stocks at the end of March were 
held on farms and in country elevators, 133,200,000 bushels or 54.3 per cent being 
accounted for by farm-held wheat, and 65,300,000 or 26.6 per cent in country 
elevators. A year earlier there were an estimated 106,000,000 bushels on farms 
and 35,600,000 in country elevators. Lakehead stocks stood at 16,900,000 bushels, 
nearly 30 per cent below last year's figure of 24,000,000 and stocks in other 
forward positions were also considerably lower. 

The relatively high pronortion of stocks remaining in interior positions 
this year is chiefly attributble to transportation difficulties experienced during 
the fall and winter months. :;xpoets of wheat and flour in terms of wheat for the 
eight months period ending March 31 were roughly 139,000,000 bushels compared 
with approximately 259,000,000 bushels for the same period last year. 

Gleanings:  The Phalen Local of the United Mine Workers at Glace Bay, N.S., has sent 
a telegram to Labour Minil;ter Mitchell stating that the local is prepared to tram-
fer 1,600 of its members and their families to central Canada and asking if 
transportation would be paid for the men's families....More than six inches 
of snow which blanketed Ottawa Wednesday brought the winter's total fall to 
11G inches, the highest in 33 years....More than 100 decorations rere awarded 
by the Governor-General at an investiture in Ottawa yesterday, the highest 
awarlgoing to Genccral A.G.L. McNaughton, who was made a Companion of Honor.... 
The Montreal Canadiens defeated the Toronto Maple Leafs 3-1 last night, 
forcing a sixth game in the Stanley Cup series which Toronto now leads by 
three games to two....The Toronto St. Michaels' Majors defeated Moose 
Jaw Canucks 6-1 to take a 2-0 lead in their series for the Memorial Cup. 
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Provide for Court Action Against Price Officials:  Finance Minister Ilsley 
yesterday accepted in modified form a Progressive Conservative move to give 
citizens the right of access to the courts in cases where they feel they have been 
injured by actions of Prices Board officials. The amendment was proposed by 
E.D. Fulton (PC—Kamloops) and Mr. Ilsley announced the Government's intention 
of introducing an amendment whereby access to the courts would be provided for 
only in cases where it could be shown Board officials had not acted in good 
faith. 

Mr. Ilsley also announced the Government would not oppose the C.C.F. 
amendment proposing that Parliament rather than the Government should decide the 
time to disband the Board  g  paving the way for a non-party vote on the proposal. 

The House now has approved 11 of the 57 wartime orders-in-council being 
extended a year by the bill. Observers' forecasts of the time required to 
dispose of the other 46 range from a week to three weeks. 

Questioned by Gordon Graydon (PC—Peel) Secretary of State for External 
Affairs L.S. St. Laurent said that there were some indications of "willingness" 
on the part of Russia to have Canada and other allies take part in the framing of 
the German peace treaty. 

The miniiter'said the  was a prospect of Canada, the other belligerents 
and even countries which had gone to war against Germany but had not taken part 
in the fighting being associated "in some measure" with the drafting of the 
German and Austria treaties.  But  thus far, the Russian proposals were not 
hurficient to justify their acceptance by the other Big Four foreign ministers. 
(Various) 

Will Not Move Strikers: Labor Minister Mitchell told the Commons yesterday that the 
Government's promise to move unemployed Nova Scotians to jobs in Central Canada 
did not extend to joblessness of a temporary character, such as that stemming 
from the coal strike. Facing a number of questioners at House opening, he rejected 
any suggestions that such movements might become a national policy. 

questioned by Clarence Gillis (CCF—Cape Breton South), me. Mitchell said he 
had received a telegram from Freeman Jenkins, president of striking District 26 
(Maritimes) of the U.M.W. and had replied. The Jenkins' t3legram had said 1,600 
coal miners and their families were willing to come to Central Canada if  arrange-
ments could be made to bring them here and to provide jobs. 

me. Mitchell said he had replied that he understood that some of the 1,600 
at least were involved in the coal strike, and that the Government would only 
move men whose unemployment could not be solved in their own area and which was 
not caused by some temporary thing such as a strike or dispute. The Government 
would not bear the cost of moving familiesc; (CP) 

b7avel Novel Wins Literary Award: Winnifred Bambrick of Ottawa has won the Governor-
General's Literary Award for the best fiction theme of 1948 with her first novel, 
"Continental Revue," it was announced yesterday at Toronto by William A. Deacon, 
president of the Canadian Authors' Association. Last year the award was won by 
Hugh MacLennan of Montreal, author of "Two Solitudes." 

Frederick Philip Grove of Simcce, Ont., won the creative non-fiction award 
for his autobiographical "In Search of Myself." The award for academic non-
fiction was given A.R.M. Lower, professor of history at Queen's University, for 
his Canadian history entitled "Colony to Nation." Robert Finch of Toronto 
captured the poetry award and,in humor, Harry L. Symons of Toronto won the 

Leacock Medal for his "Ojibway Melod3.g (CP) 

- over - 
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C.C.L. Members Urged to Seek Higher Wages:  The national executive of the Canadien 
 Congress of Labour, which lists the membership of affiliated unions at 325,000, 

issued a policy statement on prices and wages following a meeting in Montreal 
yesterday. 

The statement said that the "only means whereby a balance of purchasing 
power can be restored to the Canadian people is for all unions in the Congress to 
pursue a policy of seeking substantial wage increases immediately." Workers were 
left with no alternative to seeking higher wages since the government and employers 
had ignored repeated Congress warnings over a nine-month period regarding the 
dangers of "increasing prices and mounting profits," it added. 

As a first step in the campaign for higher wages, the executive decided to 	ET0 
"reconstitute its wage co-ordinating committee, representative of all congress 
unions, with a view to developing the most effective method and degree of co-
operation that the wage campatgn will require." 

Apart from the policy statement on wages and prices, the council called for 
adoption of a Canadian Bill of Rights and action on a National Labor .  Code. In 
addition, a resolution was passed asking the federal government to assume apntrol 
of strike-bound Maritime coal mines. (CP) 

Seek Exclusion of C.N.R. Financial Requirements: Counsel for six provinces, all 
but Ontario, British Columbia and quebec, have launched argument before the Board 
of Transport Commissioners that the financial requirements of the Canadian National 
Railways should not be taken into account in fixing freight rates. They 
declared the financial burdens of the C.N.R. would make it an "inflated yardstick" 
and urged retention of the principle of an order-in-council passed in 1920 
declaring the C.N.R. financial position should not be taken into account in 
establishing rates. C.N.R. counsel contended the relative positions of the C.N.R. 
and C.P.R. had changed materially since 1920. 

The lengthy submission by the C.P.R. concluded yesterday after well over 
1,000,000 words had been placed on the record of the inquiry. (CP) 

pleanines:  The aircraft carrier Warrior and the destroyer Nootka have arrived at 
Bermuda for battery and aircraft exercises with the Royal Navy in Caribbean 
waters....Defence Minister Claxton has announced the retirement of Air Vice 
Marshal G.E. Wait, C.B.E., for the last two years Air Member of the Canadian 
Joint Staff at Washington, after 30 years of military service....British 
Columbia, Manitoba and Prince Edward Island have renewed agreements with the 
Dominion under the National Physical Fitness Act....Pickets of striking U.M.W. 
unions at Glace Bay, N.S., have confiscated a 52-ton shipment of coal consigned 
to the town's General Hospital....Car loadings for the week ended April 12 
included 8,087 cars of grain, the highest total for any week since last November. 
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Usion Leaves to Select Polish Veterans:  The Government mission which will select 
1,100 additional Polish veterans for farm.Wark-in-Canada lias left -Ottawa:1'0e .. : 
Britain.-Iabour Ministcr Mitchell said the procedures used in selecting the 2,000' 
-.Polish voterass w ho  arrived in Canada last fall will again be enplOyed. Those -
applying , will-be'carefully interviewed to decide their suitability for farc work 
under Canadian conditions, wbile a thorough medical check-up, including X-Ray 
ezarninatiens, will be• made bc.forc; ur,7 =1 is accepted. 	. 

The movarient will be supervised by the Department's àgrlcultural Division,. 
t 

I 
• 	whose )irectOr, George V. Haythorne, heads  the mission. The other. metabers are V.C. 

uld : 	Phelan, Director of Inforuation, Labour Department; W. Davidson, Agricultural 
Aavisor, National Ymployment Service, Toronto; and Cpl. Albort Howells, Royal 

:* 11 

	

	Canadian riounted Police. The mission will bc assisted by overseas medical 
officers, immigration officers and agricultural officers  of  other departments of 
the Government. 	 . . 

t. 11 	. rho provincial Departments of Agriculture will co-operate with the Labour -.- 
Cooartmont in distribution and place:lent of the men after their arrival in Canada. 

uttcr Sup.21:42929yeal The Dominion Durum of•Statistico reporta thnt supplies of 
hilt-tor in March, inclodîne total stocks-at the beginning of  the  month,  importa• 
and the•month'a production totalled 43,000,003 pounds against 27,000,000 in the. • 
correspandin7, month last year.• Domestic disappearance of creamory butter in March - 
amounted •to 1.75 pounds,per.cupita as against 1.30 pounds à yaur ago, and of all. 
.butter « oreamery; dairy an4 ahoy -- 2.22 pounds against 1.75 pounds. 

Produation of creamery butter rose two per cant, amounting to 12,075,000 • 
pounds comparod with 11,839,000 in Uarch last year. Dairy buttor make for March ' 
is eatimated at 5,542,-000' pounde,• making a total of 14,Z00,003•pounde for  the. 	• 
first-quarter, as against- 14,400,000 in tho similar poriod of 1940. Out-of- -  
starage movement or °roamer/ butter during March amounted to 0,930,541 pounds, 
,'ori.1 1 stooka tot .alline 15,177,225 compared with.24,113,755 on'llarch 1. Stooks - 
of dairy buttar en 4pril 1  totalled ei547 pounds against 10,143 on March 1, and of 
whey butter 52,773 oounda aeainat 74,989. 

;vitals Offer ffilolarshies; Dr.- Victor Nef, Swiss Minister to Canada, speaking in 
lifinti7ZW'tn4ïint, na id  Swiss untvorsitios have offend 24 scholarships to 
Canadian atudanta toA,nitia -Wa rogt4lar encle.Gige which would  ho rollowod by an 
pxqhgqe . Of gptUtg i  teeehore and possibly anrees. ;entioning the Inauguration to-
day of A Canadian programby the ne r -- 1c00 10Q0..wat* jwioa radio trawatter ,  he 

nald the general cultural reolproCity 	 und Switzerland . • 
would bo n4renehOnod  in  tho nunr.tuture and the-upoeint. o:, L. Dana  wilgr000 
as Canadian Uniator to 'Jwitzerland would hnatun "friendly and co-operative 
understanding, based .011 good will and aoUnd commercial und cultural rolations." 

_Ay Uso 5terli.ne in Italinn,Tradot The Foreign Ezchanle Control Pooard announced' today' . 
that Canadian e*port~r ànd importers may now trade on eithor u sterling or U.s.. 
dollar basin with'Italy and the Vatican. This follows a . furthor stop by tho 
Unitad Uingdom toward maUng sterling onrnings of foreign countries available for 
uan throughout,the world. Previously mtarling could not be used,in trade between 
Italy end Cannda. 

Lands und Mines Minister Gill has-introducod  u "touriat bill"-in  the -New 
Brunswiek Legislature Which would establish - standards of cleanlineze, - sanitation, -• 
construction and fuoilitiea for all hotole, cabins, tourist homes and restaurants.. 
..Voronto.Maplo Leafs captured the Stanley Cup, dofeating Montreal. Canadians 2-1 
to win the aeries four gamos to two, while Z3t. Michael's Majors gained a•three- 
game lead in the Memorial Cup junior final, trouncing Moose-Jaw Canucks 8-1. 
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Will Not Forecast End of Subsidies: Justice Minister Ilsley told the House of 
Commons yesterday that the Government could not forecast when any particular 
subsidy now being paid would be discontinued. A statement on the future of 
subsidies was requested by John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre) and F.S. 
Zaplitny (CCF--Dauphin) as the House began study of orders-in-council in the 
"Omnibus" bill which will continue the Commodity Stabilization Corporation under 
the Prices Board. 

Mr. Ilsley said a subsidy policy was valuable at times when there was serious 
threat of inflation. However, there Came a time when a subsidy policy became 
nothing more than a transfer of purchasing power from the hands of the taxpayer to 
the consumer. When such a point was reached subsidies were no longer justifiable. 
The government's view was that it should withdraw subsidies as soon as conditions 
permitted, but he cculd give no forecast as to withdrawal dates. 

In reply to Mr. Diefenbaker's specific question regarding the policy of 
removing subsidies on fluid milk and retaining those on butter, he said that if the 
fluid milk subsidy had been retained the Government would also have had to maintain 
control over prices. Milk price control had been returned to the provinces and it 
would not have been good business for the Dominion Government to pay out $20,000,000 
to $25,000,000 in milk subsidies in an effort to keep prices down when control of 
the prices rested in other hands. 

Stanley Knowles (CCF--Winnipeg North Centre) said the 1946-47 estimates set 
aside $90,000,000 for the payment of the subsidies by the Corporation. The 1947- 
48 estimates set aside only $35,000,000. Mr. Ilsley said the corporation's subsidy 
bill for 1947-48 likely would be $50,000,000 compared with $90,000,000 last year. 

Mr. Knowles said he felt the government was going ahead too quickly with 
the abolition of subsidies. He believed that the threat of inflation still 
existed and this appeared to be borne out by current rises in prices. Failure 
of the government to deal properly with price and subsidy controls would lead to 
a depression. 

Solon Low, Social Credit leader, said he felt the farmer had a good 
argument for the continuation of subsidies because of the fact that long-term food 
and wheat contracts provided prices less than those now prevailing on the world 
market. 

M>6 Ilsley said the long-term wheat contract with the United Kingdom stood 
by itself. It was either a good contract or a bad one. The Government considered 
it a good one because it stabilized prices over a five-year period. He could not 
see why the subsidies should be frozen because of the long-term contracts. Mr. 
Low said subsidies should be kept to assure farmers their share of the national 
income. Mr. Ilsley said there were other than farmers not receiving their share 
of the national income. Mr. Low said the Government would not know for five years 
if the long-term contracts were advantageous to farmers or not. 

Robert Fair (SC—Battle River) said the wheat contract had meant a loss to 
Western farmers of $100,000,000 this year and there would be losses in other 
years of the contract as well. 

The rental ceilings provisions were approved earlier after defeat of two 
amendments by Donald Fleming (PC--Toronto Eglinton) which would have permitted 
veterans returning from overseas to occupy homes they had purchased. Both 
Finance Minister Abbott and Reconstruction Minister Howe said the critical housing 
situation made it inadvisable for the Government to assist veterans in obtaining 
possession of homes purchased since their return or to lift eviction controls 
from shared accommodation.  Lire  Abbott said "most intense study" was being 
given to the problem of whether eventual rental decontrol should be done 
regionally. (CP) 

- over - 



Prime Minister In Washington: Prime Minister Mackenzie King has arrived in 
Washington for a two-day visit which will include a call on President Trumaa 
at the White House tomorrow. Mr. King spent a three-week holiday at 
Williammburg, Virginia, but had bad luck with the weather which remained 
unseasonably cold. He said he was "very much better than when I left home," 
but the chest congestion which sent him south in search of sun and warm weather 
still was bothering him a little. He will spend a day or two in New York before 
returning to Ottawa. (CP) 

Jenkins Says Miners Want "New Deal:" Freeman Jenkins, president or District Nb. 
26 of the United Mine Workers, said in a C.B.C. talk last night that the 13,000 
striking members of his union wanted "what other Canadians have -- we are 
demanding equality and a fair deal and a nen deal." He spoke on the invitation 
of the CBC which also invited the Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation, largest 
mine operator in the area, to state its position. DOSCO declined to comment 
at the present time. 

Mr. Jenkins said the miners had never known job security except during 
the two World Wars. Most of the miners earned only $33082 weekly, but a minimum 
budget of $43.82 was needed for the average family in the Glace Bay area. He 
declared that during the war miners had been lauded as "labour heroes" but "when 
we now seek the security of full employment, the wages, the better communities 
promised us during the war, we are told these things are no concern of goliern-
ment but are a 'private' affair between ourselves and Dominion Coal Company which 
owns 90 per cent of the coal pr*oduced in Nova Scotia." (CP) 

- Bea : The Canadian Pacific cargo liner Beaverburn 
non the race to open the navigation season at Montreal yesterday when she steamed 
into harbor an hour ahead of the Manchester Skipper. Captain J.B. Smith of 
Vancouver will be awarded the gold-headed cane presented annually to the skipper 
bringing in the first ship from an overseas port. (OP) 

CNR Official Testifies: T.J. Gracey, Assistant Comptroller of the Canadian National 
Railway, has presented the Board of Transport Commissioners with a statement on 
operations last year which he said demonstrated the need for new sources of 
revenue. He said net operating revenue fell short by $16,000,000 of meeting 
requirements. Wages accounted for $59,653,000 more annually than in 1939 and 
employees were negotiating for new increases and concessions which would cost 
another $10,500,000 a year. 

The costs of materials used by the railway were $25,996,000 higher than in 
1939. During last year, although car loadings increased, passenger revenues 
dropped $13,300,000, freight revenues fell $17,000,000 and other revenue 
declined $700,000. (CP) 

Gleanings:  The bill authorizing the Dominion-Provincial tax agreement and another 
imposing a five per cent corporation tax have been passed by the committee of the 
whole in the New Brunswick Legislature....A bill has passed the committee stage 
in the Prince Edward Island Legislature increasing the minimum salaries of school 
teachers by 25 per cent....Finance Minister Abbott has announced the appointment 
of R.B. Bryce, Director of the Economic Division of the Finance Department, as 
Acting Chairman of the National Joint Council of the Public Service....Col. 
S.E.E. Morres has been appointed Director of Armament Development at Army 
Headquarters. 
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Progress Made on "Omnibus" Bill:  The House of Commons made good progress yesterday 
on the "Omnibus" control bill when extension of 18 more orders-in-council was 
approved and seven others were cancelled, leaving 23 of the original 57 still to 
be considered. Orders passed during the three-hour afternoon sitting included 
those dealing with the government purchase of sugar, compensation for Crown 
company employees, pelagic sealing regulations and appeals in cases involving 
breach of wartime regulations. 

Fisheries Minister Bridges withdrew an order that would have continued 
canned fish allocation regulations and explained that they had been discontinued 
since  the. legislation was introduced. Labor Minister Mitchell cancelled six'orders 
relating to the administration of wartime labor relations in the provinces, 
announcing that the provinces had advised that they were prepared to reassume, 
effective May 15, those matters in the regulations which came under their jure-
diction but were turned over to the Dominion in the war period. 

At the night session, Justice Minister Ilsley said a bill providing for 
important changes in the Criminal Code had been drafted and probably would be 
introduced later in the session. He did not outline the changes in detail, but 
said  corne  of them were substantially the same as those in a bill moved by T.L. 
Church (PC—Toronto Broadview). This bill rould make it an offence to point a - 
pistol, loaded or unloaded, at another person and increase the penalties for 
careless and drunken driving. 

Mr. Ilsley suggested debate on the bill, up for second reading, be adjourned 
until his measure amending the Criminal Code is brought down. He said he agreed 
with Mr. Church and other members that the situation with respect to motor cer 
accidents was serious. However, the bill as presented contained sections nhich 
could not be accepted and others which could only be consented to after consult-
ation with the provinces. 

He also told the House that he could not accept another bill sponsored by 
Mr. Church which would give Grand Juries the right to inspect penitentiaries 
in their districts. He said the bill was identical to one introduced by me. 
Church 17 years ago and turned down at that time because it was felt improper 
to have provincial bodies inspect Federal penitentiaries. 

Earlier, Mr. Ilsley outlined reductions made in the staff of the Prices 
Board from a peak of 5,400 to 3,900 and in the number of offices from 133 to 49. 
The abolition of meat rationing alone had meant a staff reduction of 200. 

John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre) said too many Prices Board investigators 
worked on the assumption that everyone wanted to break the law. He said invest-
igators should be instructed to issue a warning where a warning was possible. Too 
many were arrogating powers to themselves and were harassing business large and 
small. 

Mr. Ilsley said investigators were instructed to be courteous and to be 
careful and the vast majority of them were. There could not be 100 per cent 
perfection, however. (CP) 

Estimate Canada's Population is 12,307,000:  The Dominion Bureau of Statistics estimates 
Canada's population in 1946 increased to 12,307,000 from 12,119,000 the previous 
year. The over-all gain since the 1941 census was estimated at 800,000 or more 
than seven per cent. Estimated population in 1946 by provinces, with 1941 
census totals in brackets:- 

Prince Edward Island, 94,000 (95,000); Nova Scotia, 612,000 (578,000); New 
Brunswick, 480,000 (457,000); ;uebec, 3,630,000 (3,332,000); Ontario, 4,107,000 
(3,788,000); Manitoba, 727,000 (730,000); Saskatchewan, 830,000 (896,000); Alberta, 
800,000 (796,000); British Columbia, 1,103,000 (818,000); Yukon, 8,000 (5,000); 
Northwest Territories, 16,000 (12,000). 	 - over - 



Discuss Lower Voting Age:  The election committee of the House of Commons yesterday 
discussed at length whether the age limit for voting in Dominion elections should 
be lowered from 21 to 18, but a decision was pneponed until a later meeting. 
During the war a special provision was made to permit anyone on active service 
to vote regardless of age. 

When the 21-years clause in the Election Act came before the committee, E0B0 
McKay (CCF--Weyburn) moved that it be changed to 18 years and promptly initiated 
detailed debate. Col. A. J. Brooke (PC--Royal) said he *did not think there was 
any general demand for lowering the age limit except as it applied to veterans. 
Major Leslie Mutch (L--Winnipeg South) said he would give any veteran a vote 
regardless of whether he had reached 21 years but he was opposed to lowering 
the age limit to 18 years for other persons. 

Jules Castonguay, chief electoral officer, was asked to prepare an amend-
ment that would permit persons who had been in uniform during the war to vote 
even if under 21 but exclude others under age. He was also asked to prepare a 
report on the age limits in each province, in the United States and in British 
Empire countries. This would be made available to the committee before it 
votes on whether the general age limit should be lowered. (CP) 

Celebrate Montreal Board of Trade Anniversary:  Tributes to the Montreal Board of 
Trade on its 125th anniversary were paid by the Governor General, Viscount 
Alexander, and Defence Minister Claxton, in addresses at a banquet in Montreal 
yesterday. 

Viscount Alexander, whose address was read by Maj.-Gen. H.F.G. Letson, 
secretary to the Governor General, since His Excellency is in court mourning 
for King Christian of Denmark, emphasized the importance of world trade - "the 
heavy artillery which will win the fight for peace." 

Hie  Excellency announced that the Federation of Chambers of Commerce of the 
British Empire would hold its 16th triennial congress in Montreal in June, 1948, 
and added: "It is fitting that Empire business men should focus their attention 
on Empire problems in this city of Montreal, which geographically has become 
more and more the strategic center of our Commonwealth economically." 

Defence Minister Claxton dealt with the history of the Board of Trade and 
of Montreal, and said there probably was no community in Canada which had sa 
much to gain from trade abroad and from a strong, united and prosperous Canada 
as Montreal. 

"Organizations such as this play a useful part in representing general rathe 
than particular interests," he said. "Though the complaints made to the government 
are surprisingly few, the constructive suggestions are even fewer. Every 
political party is in favor of the utmost economy, when it is opposition, but few 
specific suggestions are ever made as to hou the economy is to be effected. The 
suggestions put forward this year from different corners of the House by spokeemi 
for responsible parties would cost$1,000,000,000 and few 'suggestions have been 
made as to where we could save a single dollar." (CP) 

Lumber Export Quotas Reduced:  Reconstruction Minister Howe has announced an upward 
revision of domestic lumber prices in British Columbia and the prairie 
provinces of 15 to 20 per cent at the consumer level. At the same time export 
quotas of lumber from the British Columbia northern interior and the prairie 
provinces have been placed at 32 per cent of  total production and in the B.C. 
southern interior at 32 per cent of total shipments, or approximately 24 per 
cent of total production. He said this was being done to "help meet the present 
intensive domestic demand for lumber and as a means of accelerating Canada's 
housing production program." Prices Board officials said price increases would 
apply only in areas where export quotas were reduced. 

Gleanin:es:  Secretary of State for External Affairs St. Laurent told the Commons 
yesterday that consideration of Canada's role in post-UNRRA world relief has not 
reached a stage where policy could be announced....An ice pack at the inlet of 
the Niagara River has curtailed the flow of water over the famous falls, laying 
bare large areas of their brink....Mayor J.E. (Gee) Ahern of Halifax, a former 
sports columnist, has been returned by acclamation at civic nomination 
proceedings....A number of Canadian Army and R.C.A.F0 officers have been selected 
to attend a series of one-week air co-ordination courses at Fort Benning, 
Georgia....St. Michael's Majors of Toronto have won the Memorial Cup and Canadian 
junior hockey championship, defeating Moose Jaw CanUcks Z.-2 for their fourth 
straight victory in the final series. 
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Commons Discusses Japanese Dispersal:  The problem of the Japanese minority in 
British Columbia held the attention of the House of Commons yesterday when 
study of the "Omnibus Bill" reached the order-in-council which gives the 
Government authority to repatriate and relocate Japanese-Canadians. 
E.D. Fulton (Pc—Kamloops) proposed that after consultation with the 
provinces, the Japanese should be dispersed across the country on a basis 
of employment possibilities. He said that  if after a specified number of 
years they had proved to be good citizens, the residence restrictions could 
then be remmved. 

With British Columbia representatives from all parties taking the floor, 
Liberal and Progressive-Conservative members were generally agreed that the 
people of British Columbia did not want to see the Japanese concentrate in 
that province again; while C.C.F. supporters described the order as racial 
discrimination and said that while it'was timely during the war it should 
now be removed. 

During the question period, Secretary of State for External Affairs 
St. Laurent said Canada ,had not been invited to attend the present meetings 
of the United Nations Military Staff Committee which is attempting to draft 
plans for an international police force. He also said that there had been no 
correspondence since the Second Great War between the Government of Canada 
and Great Britain and other dominions regarding a common future defence 
policy for,the Empire. However, he,said there are "constantly" exchanges 
between governments regarding their respective defence forces. (CP) 

Liberal Senators Assail Wheat Board Bill:  Senator T.A. Crerar (L—Manitoba) 
and Senator N.M. Patterson (L—Ontario) criticized the Government's Wheat 
Board Bill, which makes the Board the marketing source for the four-year 
wheat contract with Britain. The bill was given second reading and sent to 
the Banking and Commerce committee.  • 

Senator Crerar declared the bill granted the Government "complete and 
rigid monopoly, based on a noDoexistent emergency  and  linked with a 
prevalent tendency by Government bodies to take too much general power 
over the people to meet some particular circumstance." He described the 
British agreement as the "greatest short sale in history," , 

Senator Patterson said certain Wheat Board powers were "excessive and 
dangerous and unnecessary to enable the Government to carry out its 
obligations." The British agreement "means closing the Winnipeg Grain 
Exchange for I  four years more and in that time the magnificent machinery 
developed over 60 years . may in great part be destroyed." In Britain, he said, 
realization was growing that "government officials and ministers are 
incapable of showing the foresight and judgment of private traders who, in 
compe_ting with one another and animated by the profit motive, are corrected 
constantly by fear of loss and by continued elimination of the inefficient."(CP) 

Shipping Main Immieration Bottleneck: A.L.Jolliffe, head of the Immigration Branch, 
testified before the Senate Immigration Committee yesterday that the lack of 
ocean transportation was the "chief obstacle to an extensive immigration 
movement this year." He said only two ships—the Ascania and the Empress of 
Canada—were now known to be available to carry immigrants to Canada this year. 

Dr. H.L. Keenleyside, Deputy Resources Minister, said "we are doing all 
we can through our High Commissioner in London to ensure making additional 
transportation facilities available this year." Mr.Jolliffe said there had 
been 5,000 applications from Canadians wanting to bring in European relatives.(CP) 

- over - 
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President Truman to Visit Ottawa: Prime Minister Mackenzie King told reporters in 
Washington that he was "delighted" to have received from President Truman 
acceptance of a long-standing invitation to visit Ottawa as guest of the 
Canadi en Government. The visit probably would be in June and details would be 
announced later, he said. (CP) 

CNR Budgets for $31,000,000 Deficit:  The Canadian National Railways, which had a 
$8,961,000 deficit last year, is budgeting for a 1947 deficit of $31 9 000,000, 
The annual G.N.R. budget, tabled in the Commons yesterday, disclosed plans for 
capital expenditures of $63 9 241,000, Tabled simultaneously was the budget 
of Canadian National (West Indies) Steamships, Ltd., forecasting a surplus 
of $720,000 compared with the $1 9 302,000 surplus last year. The C.N.R. budget 
was 1:;ased on current freight rates, not taking igto account  the application for 
a general 30 per cent increase now being heard before the Board of Transport 
Commissioners. (GP) 

Special Passporteto be Issued:  An order-in-council has been tabled in the Couinons 
 by Secretary of State for External Affairs St. Laurent providing for the 

granting of srecial "official" passports to  Canadien  diplomats and other 
officials travelling abroad. He said the previous msthod of pasting special 
pages in regular passport forms had been found "inadequate" in obtaining for 
the bearer "adequate - identification and courtesies in foreign countries." some 
officials had experienced "difficulties" in obtaining foreign recognition of 
their status. 

The new passports will be of two typas. A "diplomatic" passport may be 
issued for five-year periods to the Governor-General, Cabinet Ministers, the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Ambassadors, Ministers, High Commissioners 
and officers of diplomatic rank, representatives of international bodies and 
others on missions of diplomatic character, and the wives of such persons, 
An "officiarpassport may be issued tO permanent Government officials of non-
diplomatic status, Canadians employed in non-diplomatic capacity by 
international bodies or organizations recognized by Canada and their wives, 

February External Trade:  External trade of Canada in February was valued at 
e358,900,000, showing an increase of 32 per cent over the corresponding month 
last year, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, The month's total 
was lower than in the four previous months, but the rate of increase was higher, 
comparing with gains of 16 par cent in January, 11 per cent in December, 13 per 
cent in November and seven per cent in October. During the first two months 
of this year, aggregate external trade was $743 9 200 9 000, compared with 
$603,400 9 000 in the similar period of 1946, an increase of 23 per cent, 

Continuing gains recorded since the beginning of 1946, merchandise imports 
advanced in February to $177,100,000 compared with $117,000,000 in February 
last year and this year's January figure of $173,800,000, The month's imports 
were more than four times the average value recorded for February in the years 
1935-39. Merchandise was exported in February to the value of $179,500,000, 
an increase of 17 per cent over last year, and compares with the 1935-39 average 
for the month of $57,400,000. Total for the first two months of the year was 
$388,100,000 compared with $342,200 9 000 in the like period of 1946, a rise of 
13 per cent. 

As a result of the much greater increase in imports  than in domestic and 
foreign exports, the favourable balance of merchandise trade fell to e4,700,000 
as compared with $36 9 700,000 in January and $37,700,000 in February last year. 

Purchases from the United States accounted for $138,768,000 of the February 
total against $86,046,000 a year ago, while imports from the United Kingdom 
were valued at $10,515 9 000 against $12,994,000. Imports from British India rose 
sharply to $5„531,000 against $745,000; total for New Zealand was $1,520,000 
against $909,000; Australia, $1,215 9 000 against $1,272,000; and Latin American 
countries, $9,340,000 against $7,143,000. 

Gleanings:  George Burt, Canadian director of the United Automobile Workers, has 
announced a three-fold program aimed at obtaining wage increases, a pension 
plan and retention of the excess profits tax.... The first direct air service 
between New Zealand and Canada will be inaugurated tomorrow with the departure 
frein Auckland for Vancouver of a Skymaster aircratt0000The  first electric 
storms of the year swept over Ontario last night following a sharp rise in 
temperatures, 
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Busy Session in Commons: By a vote of 105 to 31 the House of Commons defeated a 
C.C.F. amendment which would have ended a wartime order-in-council giving the 
Government authority-to remove Japanese residents from British Columbia coastal 
areas and re-locate them in other parts of Canada,. The vote ended a lengthy 
debate on the order, one of the controls being extended a year by the "Omnibus 
Bill." Four Liberals and two Progressive Conservatives voted in favor of the 
C.C.F. motion. 

In a burst of activity at the night session, the House passed the relocation 
order, four others dealing with control of the Japanesi and a half-dozen relating 
to the Defence and Resources Departments. 

The House also heard three important announcements from Ministers. Secretary 
of State for External Affairs St. Laurent disclosed that the Canadian Government 
had agreed in principle to a United States proposal that the St. Lawrence deep- , 
sea waterway project be made self-liquidating through  imposition of tolls on 	 • 

shipping using the route. Agreement in principle had been "subject to the 
conclusion of arrangements satisfactory. to both governments" and Canada would not 
object to "the principle of tolls provided they could be arranged in such a way 
that there would be a genuine benefit to transportation in a reduction of charges 
by the construction of the.seaway." 	 - 

Finance Minister Abbott said he would present the budget at 8 p.m. Tuesday, 
on the assumption that the House will have dealt with the emergency control 	 • 

legislation. Health Minister Martin said he expected to introduce the Government's 
old age pension legislation on Monday. 

The House also gave first reading to a bill, sponsored by F.E. Joenicke 
(CCP--Kindersley), which would make the Supreme Court of Canada the final court 
of appeal, eliminating appeals to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in 
London. (CP) 

Expect Labour Shortage: Testifying before the Senate Immigration Committee, Dr. 
Allan Peebles, Director of Research and Statistics in the Labour Department, 
estimated yesterday that Canada would have a shortage of between 35,000 and 
44,000 within the next two years which might be met by immigration. 

Male requirements were listed as between 15,000 and 16,000, including 2,000 
full-time  farinera,  5,000 to 6,000 in logging, 2,300 in mining, 600 in construction 
and 5,000 tor heavy, unskilled labor. Female needs totalled between 20,000 and 
28,000, including 10,000 to 12,000 for such jobs as domestic, restaurant and 
hospital services and 10,000 to 16,000 in manufacturing. 

Dr. Peebles said Canada had had only one brief spasm of unemployment in the 
past five years, and that about a year ago. It was possible there would be a 
greater labor shortage in 1947 than in 1946. 

A large proportion of 850,000 European refugees and displaced persons are 
candidates for overseas emigration, the committee was told. Among them are about 
250,000 practical farmers and "a large supply of skilled and semi-skilled labor 
suitable for various industries." James Colley, Canadian representative in Ottawa 
of the 35-nation intergovernmental committee on refugees, said the majority of the 
850,000 were in Germany, Austria and Italy, and the committee had undertaken to 
find new homes for them because they did not want to return to their own countries. 

In religion, between 10 and 15 per cent were Jews, the overwhelming majority 
were Roman Catholics. Probably no more than 10 per cent were Protestants. (CP) 

- over - 



Eleven Trapped in Malartic Mine:  A special squad from Kirkland Lake, Ont., and 
other rescuers are rorking to reach 11 men trapped below the 2,000-foot level 
by fire in a gold mine at Malartic, Que. Eighteen hceurs after the fire started 
the men had not responded to signals from rescuers. Air is being pumped into 
tee mine in an effort to prevent suffocation. (CP) 

1946 Record Tourist Year:  The year 1946 established a new record for tourist expend-
itures in Canada, as well as a new maximum for Canadians travelling abroad, 
mainly to the United States, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Expenditures of travellers to.  Canada  from the United States are placed at a ner 
hieh of 8214,000,000, while tourists from overseas countries and Newfcundland  are  
estimated to have spent about 0,000,000. The aggregate expenditure of 3221,000, 
000 for all travel to Canada represents an increase of 33 per cent over the revis 
total of $166,300,000 for 1945 and compares with a previous high of $198,000,000 
for all travel in 1929 when  overseas visitors were much more numerous. 

Canadians are estimated to have expended a new record of $135,000,000 on 
travel abroad, with 3131,000,000 on United States account, an increase of 381,- 
000,000 or 61 per cent over 1945. As a result, despite record expenditures by 
United States travellerL, Canada's credit balance increased only from $82,000,e 
in 1945 to $83,000,000. 

Ontario obtained roughly el09,000,000 or 51 per cent of the total  United 
States expenditures in Canada, Quebec garnered an estimated 345,000,000 or 21 per 
cent; British Columbia $34,000,000, or 16 per cent; the Maritimes, 313,500,000 
or 6.3 per cent and the Prairie Provinces $12,400,000, or 5.8 per cent. 

The total volume of non-resident entries to Canada across the United States 
border reached the impressive sum of over 21,100,000 compared with 17,100,000 
in 1945 and 16,600,000 in 1939. 

Provinces Move to Extend Enquiry:  Counsel for all the provinces except Ontario and 
Quebec joined in an attempt to have the railway freight rate hearing of the Board 
of Transport Commissioners move into their provinces to determine the effect of 
increased charges on regional economies. The railways objected strongly, 
centending that the present enquiry was not dealing with the country's basic rate 
structure but with the financial necessities of the carriers. (CP) 

Sullivan Organizing New Union:  J.A. Cullivan, who resigned last month from the 
Canadian Seamen's Union, which he founded in 1936, and headed as president, has 
announced in Montreal that he is forming a new union to be known as the Canadian 
Lake Sailors' Union, following receipt of 700 letters and telegrams from seamen 
urging such a step. At the same time, Robert A. Matthews of Brooklyn,  N.Y., 
international representative of the Seafarers' International Union of North 
America,  (APL) announced plans to extend Canadian activities, at present confind 
to Vancouver and Victoria, to all of Canada. (CP) 

Wheat Stocks Dwindling:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North 
America at midnight April 17 totalled 99,035,866 bushels compared with 102,b33,28 
on April 10, and 88,606,872 on the corresponding. date last year, according to the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries of wheat from farms in the Prairie 
Provinces aggregated 1,057,440 bushels compared with 752,442 in the preceding 
week. The total for the elapsed portion of the present crop year -- August 1 to 
April 17 -- aggregated 264,857,183 bushels compared with 200,283,579 in the simil 
period of the preceding crop year. 

Gleanings:  The Ontario Court of Appeal has upheld, on grounds -of lack of evidence, 
an appeal by J.S. Benning against his conviction on espionage conspiracy charges, 
but dismissed a similar appeal by Durnford Smith....The Smiths Falls Lalleable 
Castings Company has been destroyed by fire with damage estimated at 3500,000.... 
While lines of customers wept outside the Bathurst-College branch of the Royal 
Bank of Canada in l'oronto, the police commission offered a reward of e2,500 for 
information beading to the arrest of three gunmen who escaped with an 
esgmated e250,000 taken from safety deposit boxes....The flag committee of the 
Quebec Legislature has reported that the province should have a distinctive flag 
of its own, but failed to reach a decision on the expediency of choosing one at 
present....Following a review of steel scrap prices the Prices Board has ruledth 
no revision will be made on current prices, but asked suppliers to speed the floil 
of scrap to consuming mills....An estimated 12,000 school children from Canada an 
the United States will take part in a three-day international festival of school 
music which opened in Montreal last night. 
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Ommons Discusses Housing:  Reconstruction Minister Howe predicted in the House of 
Commons yesterday that 10,000 homes would be built for war veterans this year 
under an integrated housing plan by which contractors are guaranteed a sale. 
An additional 7,000 to 8,000 would be built by Wartime Housing, Ltd. He also 
said steps were being taken to decrease the proportion of lumber being exported 
and the demand for nails now was not far above the supply. 

He spoke as the House continued debate on the main control bill which would 
extend priorities on building materials for another year. Me. Howe said it was 
planned to maintain controls on steel and timber until supply could meet demand. 
Steel production was 20 per cent higher than it would be if the industry were 
control-free. 

In reply to a charge by A.M. Nicholson (CCF--Mackenzie) that places where 
wartime houses were being built constituted "potential slum areas," Er. Howe said 
the Canadian Legion had advised Min that the "only satisfactory housing" being 
built for veterans in Canada was that being built by Wartime Housing and the hope 
of the veterans depended on this type of construction. 

Harold Timmins (PC--Toronto Parkdale) urged that veterans who wanted to 
build homes be given the sanie asststince as companies which agreed to build houses 
for sale under the Government's integrated housing plan. (CP) 

Quebec Protests Lack of Representation:  The Quebec Legislative Assembly, by a vote of 
58-0 yesterday adopted a motion by Rene Chalodt (Ind--Quebec County) protesting 
against the "injustice which victimizes the French-Canadian minority of this 
country" as far as their representation in the federal civil service is concerned. 
Mr. Chaloa said French-Canadians made up 30 per cent of the population and in 
1918 their representation had been placed at 21 per cent, while in 1944-45 the 
percentage had dropped to 12. 

He declared that a number of highly-placed French-Canadians at Ottawa were 
French in name only and had become so Anglicized "we would be better off with 
English-speaking Canadians than French ones who have become renegades." 

Premier Duplessiz aid it was intolerable that Quebec did not have its 
legitimate share in ad,i.nistration of the country and the time had come to 
protest more than ever. Liberal leader Adelard Godbout said he was voting "with 
pleasure" for the motion, copies of which are to be sent to Prime Minister King 
and members of parliament. (CP) 

Two Legislatures Prorogued:  The Legislatures of New Brunswick and Prince Edward 
Island were prorogued yesterday after busy sessions. Royal assent was given to 
a record number of 167 bills by Lieutenant-Governor MacLaren at Fredericton, 
where Lord Beaverbrook was a visitor at the concluding ceremony. The Prince 
Edward Island session was featured by important agriculture legislation and 
ratification of the Dominion-Provincial tax agreement. 

Lord Beaverbrook, who will be installed as Chancellor of the University of 
New Brunswick May 16, was  described by Premier McNair as "a son of New Brunswick 
who by native ability and hard work has reached a position of pre-eminence 
throughout the Empire and the world." (CP) 

Hope for Trapped Miners Dwindling:  Hope is dwindling that 11 miners trapped in a 
gold mine at Malartic, Que., will be brought out alive by rescue crews which have 
been working frantically for three days in an attempt to reach the men. The fire 
in the mine is nearly under control, but there has been no response to any 
signals. (CP) 

- over - 



Farm Labour Program Extended: Labour Minister Mitchell, has announced that the 
Dominion-Provincial Farm Labour program will be continued during the coming year. 
Instituted during war years, tlÀ„, program provides for joint federal and provincial 
efforts to locate and transfer farm workers to meet labour shortages in agriculture, 
The work is handled by the National Employment Service and provincial officials. 

Somewhat modified terms of the annual  farci  labour agreement have been 
discussed recently by officials of the Labour Department with all provincial 
departments of agriculture. It is expected that this agreement, which serves as 
the basis of the joint program, will be signed by all of the provinces in the near 
future. During 1946 well over 20,000 farm workers were moved under this program. 
Efforts will be made to encourage fuller utilization of labour on farms during 
the coming year. These will include more attention to labour-saving methods and 
equipment, training on the job, and improvements in living and working conditions 
of farm workers. 

Statement on Cost-of-Living Index:  Although the total cost-of-living index, on the base 
1935-39.'100, advanced by only 26.1 - per cent from August 1939 to December 1946, a 
substantial number of items increased by much more than this amount, according to 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Thus, the following food items advanced by more 
than 70 per cent: cheese, eggs, round steak, rolled rib roast, stewing beef, veal, 
bacon, lard, rice, beans, corn syrup, and lemons. 

Conversely, some quite important living requirements changed very little in 
price. In the miscellaneous index, 20 out of 37 items either fell or increased by 
less than ten per cent. The weighted average of the miscellaneous group increased 
by only12.6 per cent. The fuel group increased by 10.3 per cent and the rent group 
by 9.2 per cent. These moderate advances were in contrast to the 47.4 per cent 
rise in foods, and increases of 31.1 and 28.2 per cent for clothing and homefurnish. 
ings and services. 

The cost-of-living advanced rapidly in the First World War. By 1918, the indu 
was 46.1 per cent above the pre-war year of 1913. Then in 1919 there occurred 
a more spectacular increase, with the result that by the time prices reached their 
peak in July 1920, they were 90.4 per cent above their pre-war level. There was 
no general price control at the time. By comparison, the cost-of-living index 
during the recent war rose only 17.7 per cent (1939 to 1945 inclusive) and while 
the index advanced 13.2 per cent between November, 1918, and January, 1920, it 
advanced only 5.9 per cent between September, 1945, and January, 1947. 

Gleaninzs:  Trade Minister MacKinnon has announced the appointment of Maxwell Thompson 
Stewart »  for the last three years Canadian Trade Commissioner at Fo3ota, to a 
3 4.11ar post in New York, succeeding James A. Strong, recently namGd Canadian 
Ambassador to Peru....More than 95 per cent of all time lost due to industrial 
disputes in March was accounted for by the Maritime coal strike....Prime Minister 
Mackenzie King is returning to Ottawa today from New York and on Tuesday will 
meet Premier Hart of British Oolumbia....The Canadian Legion  ha  s recommended 
to the Government that canteen funds of all three services be brought together 
for disbursement through a single directing body. 
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All  Hope of Rescue Abandoned: All hope of rescuing 11 miners trapped by fire since 
early Thursday in a gold mine at Malartic, Que., has been abandoned and officials 
have ordered that a portion of the mine be flooded to extinguish the fire. The 
decision that it would be "both unwise and valueless to attempt further fire-
fighting underground" was reached Saturday after consultations between the 
management and those in charge of rescue mrk. The total death toll in the disaster 
was 12, one miner having been found dead shortly,after rescue work began. 

Quebec Mines Minister Jonathan Robinson told the Legislative Assembly of the 
decision and said "the most ccmplete and searching enquiry as to the origin of the 
disaster" would be carried out by his department. (CP) 

Uanitoi reProroued: The second session of Manitoba's 22nd legislature 
prorogued late Saturday night after a 61-day sitting featured by its ratification 
of a Dominion-provincial tax agreement and a record $29,500,000 budget. The 107 
bills passed during the session included also legislation providing for a five 
per cent corporation tax as set out in the Dominion-provincial agreement, a two-
cent gasoline tax, effective April 1, when the federal three-cent tax expired; 
one week's holidays with pay for employees, new minimum wage regulations, enlarging 
of the first-year medical class at the University of Manitoba from 60 to 90, and 
a number of amendments to existing laws. 

The 58-man House, including three representatives of the armed services, 
heard in Premier Garson's budget speech that the surplus for the fiscal year ended 
1.1arch 31 was $4,485,000 instead of the $1,973,000 previously indicated. The 
coalition government foresaw a surplus of $89,000 for the next fiscal year, with 
a record revenue of $29,495,000 and expenditures of $29,405,000. 

In its dying minutes the session defeated 33-18 an Opposition bill which would 
have provided penalties for employer discrimination on racial or religious grounds.(Ce 

;Prime Minister Returns  to Ottawa: Prime Minister Mackenzie King is back in Ottawa after 
a month-long absence in the United States. He told reporters that he was feeling 
in "great shape" although he had suffered a "relapse' while in the south recovering 
from a heavy cold. 

Pressed for comment on the addresses in Britain by Henry Wallace, he said it 
was an "unfortunate example" and he would "hate to see" citizens of other countries 
discuss their domestic affairs in Canada or  Canadians take that course in other 
countries. Statements such as those uttered by Mr. Wallace only added to "the 
confusion of our times and what we need most is a total absence of confusion." (CP) 

UnionExect ashinton: President Freeman Jenkins of District No. 26 
of the United Mine Workers and two of his union's top executives are in Halifax 
today conferring with Premier Angus Macdonald of Nova Scotia as the strike of 
14,000 Maritime coal miners  vent  into its 10th week. After the Halifax meetings 
they will fly to Washington to confer with John L. Lewis and other high tr.M.W. 
officials. (CP) 

tilee Concert  Ends Music Festival:  Massed choirs, bands and orchestras from 80 American 
and Canadian schools joined Saturday in a final concert concluding the three-day 
International Festival of School Music. The majority of 12,000 children involved 
in the earlier competitions participated in the closing concert which included 
folk songe , selections from the classics and popular band numbers. All joined 
in the final number--Mascagni's "Light Divine"--under direction of the festival's 
president, Dr. Irving Cooper of Montreal, The festival wus held in Montreal. (CP) 

PAIllinmissioner  on First Flight: James Thorn, recently-appointed New Zealand High 
Commissioner to Canada, was the first passenger to alight from the four-engined 
Australian National Airways aircraft, Tatana, which arrived at Vancouver Sunday 
to inaugurate a new fortnightly air service between New Zealand and Canada. (CP) 

(over) 
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ICAO 	 LAtreu_e_tiReportsAir Iliures: The April bulletin of the International Air Transport 
Association includes a compilation of world air transport safety statistics 
showing that more than tro-thirds of scheduled international lines had a record 
of absolute safety during 1946. 

The IATA study, based on returns from 60 member airlines operating in ail  
parts of the world, indicated that a total of 8,346,000,000 miles uere flown by 
them during 1946. In the course of providing that service the scheduled airlines 
sustained 33 fatal accidents involving 298 lives. This, the bulletin said, meant 
28,314,000 miles par passenger fatality. 

Forty-two of the 60 lines reporting had no fatal accidents during the year, 
while several of them had unblemished safety records for periods ranging from 
six to 17 years. (CP) 

Gleanings:  Defence Minister Claxton entertained Sir Arthur T. Harris, former Marshal 
of the R.A.F., at an informal dinner in Montreal Saturday....Winter tried still 
another come-back in northern Ontario and Quebec during the weekend with as much 
as two inches of snow falling as far south as the Ottawa valley....Premier Drew 
of Ontario has announced the appointment of Sylvanus Apps, captain of the hockey 
champion Toronto Maple Leafs and former Olympic pole-vault point winner, as 
Ontario Athletic Commissioner....Montreal  Royale  defeated Calgary Stampeders 
7-3 in the opening  gaine of the Allan Cup series at Toronto Saturday....Vaneouver 
Heralomas defeated Windsor Assumption 63-52 to tIke a lead of two games to one 
in the series for the Canadian basketball championship. 
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Commons Clearing  Tay for Budget: Three more of the 57 orders in the Government's 
"omnibus" control bill were dealt with by the House of Commons yesterday, 
leaving.seven to be disposed of before Finance Minister Abbott's budget address, 
scheduled for tomorrow evening. Approved yesterday were measures extending 
emergency shelter regulations, steel control and industries control. 

The debate was featured by discussion of the nail shortage and housing 
situation. Thomas Reid (le--New Westminster) contended that Canadian nails were 
being spirited into the United States through a black market in British Columbia. 
He said Canadian farmers living near the border were satisfying their needs by 
buying Canadian nails in American towns at two and a half times the normal price. 
J.H. Ferguson (PC--Simcoe) declared that nails from the United States were being 
"bootlegged" in Canada. 

George McIlraith, parliamentary assistant to Reconstruction Minister Home, 
said there had been no nail exports from Canada since February and the steel 
controller, now in western Canada, would investigate the shortages there. Several 
members also clamored for faster action on emergency housing projects, with debate 
centred around the situation in Vancouver, Toronto and Halifax. 

There was also a discussion of immigration with  seine  members protesting against 
bringing more Polish veterans to Canada and asking for a policy statement from 
Resources Minister Glen, who did not speak before the discussion ended, shortly 
before the dinner recess. Leaders of all opposition parties welcomed Prime Minister 
Mackenzie King, who said he was "delighted" to be back after his recent illness. (CP) 

!IsmieLIMmmeL111222:11abled: The annual report of the Foreign  xchange Control Board, 
tabled in the Commons by Mr. Abbott, showed an all-time record current account 
deficit of $603,000,000 in transactions with the United States last year. The over-
all balance of credits on current account was $458,000,000. 

At a press conference Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada, said the 
position with respect to the United States was "far better" than people had supposed, 
"but the problem. . . remains to be solved one nay or another." While there was no 
reason for "alarmr the situation demanded "immediate attention." 

The only way open to Canada to readjust her "unwholesome" trade balance with 
the United States would be to cut down on spending there, to sell more Canadian 
produce or raw materials south of the border or to increase the influx of United 
States dollars from other countries with a surplus. There was no suggestion of a 
revaluation of the Canadian dollar at the present time in terms of United States 
currency. 

"Through her export credits, Canada has contributed to reconstruction and 
recovery on a scale which will bear comparison with any country of the mrld," said 

Mr. Towers. "For the time being, Canada is meeting her deficiency in her current 
account balance of payments with the United States in part by drawing on her 
accumulations of gold and United States dollars." 

Commenting on the current exchange situation in New York where Canadian dollars 
are being sold at a substantial discount on "unofficial" money markets, he  said  

"In the light of the restricted and highly specialized nature of the unofficial 
market for Canadian dollars it is clear that the rate quoted there has limited 
significance. All but a very small fraction of Canada's international transactions 

take place at official exchange rates." 
Credit balances reached $495,000,000 with the United Kingdom, $167,000,000 

with other sterling area countries and 4399,000,000 with other countries. Official 
contributions to relief reached 4107,000,000 leaving a net credit balance of 
$351,000,000. 

This balance compared with $1,723,000,000 in 1945, when Mutual Aid reached a 
total of $1,041,000,000 and formed the principal means of financing exports. 

The average annual credit balance in the five pre-war years was $155,000,000. (variou 

(over) 



TCA Annual Report:  The annual report of President H.J. Symington of Trans-Canada Air 
Lines, tabled in the Commons, Showed that the Government-owned service had a 
deficit of 01,115,256 last year. He said the T.C.A. was in the process or 
"Intensive  development common to all growing transport enterprises" which had 
called for unusually heavy expenditure. Services were expanded, including full
scale operation of an Atlantic route, the fleet of aircraft was enlarged and 
improved and fields extended in anticipation of delivery of 24 Douglas DC-3 air-
craft this spring. 

Daily scheduled miles increased 39 per cent during the year to 45,021, while 
route miles increased from 5,299 to 6,511, not including the new transatlantic 
route. Total miles flown during 1946 were 15,864,670, compared with 11,546,207. 
Mail, which produces about 30 per cent of the company's revenue, fell off 32 per 
cent. Air express poundage increased by 10 per cent. Total passengers carried 
were 305,442, an increase of 122,321, or 67 per cent. (CP) 

Shugar Files Suit Against RCMP Officials: Dr. David Shugar, acquitted of charges 
laid in connection with the espionage enquiry, has filed suit against Commissione 
S.T. Wood and Sub-Inspector .T.A. Churchman of the R.C.M.P. He is seeking 05,000 
damages for alleged wrongful detention, costs and "any further relief the action 
might warrant." Dr. Shugar alleges his interrogation by the Royal Commission on 
Espionnage ras concluded February 25, 1946, and he was detained until March 15 
without access to counsel or relatives. (CP) 

Proposes  "Weather" Dam Across Belle Isle:  Rene Chaloult(Ind.--quebec) wants to do 
something about the chilly weather in Quebec City. He suggested in the Quebec 
Legislative Assembly yesterday that a month could be taken from the minter and 
added to the summer by building a dam across the Straits of Belle Isle between 
Labrador and Newfoundland. He said he had discussed the matter wdth Canadian 
and United States scientists and it ras possible that stopping the flow of icy 
Arctic currents through the passage would bring a milder Climate to Quebec. He 
planned to study the problems involved and present a motion during the next 
session. (CP) 

Candy Bar Boycott Spreads: First organized by teen-agers in the Vancouver Island 
town of Chemainus, a boycott of the eight-cent candy bar is spreading to many 
other centres across the country. Last night youth arganizations in Vancouver 
and Victoria "ratified" the "strike" for a return to the pre-war five-cent bar. 
Merchants in eastern cities, reporting sales are slow and the supply plentiful, 
said parents as well as children were boycotting. Some merchants are refusing 
to accept their previously inadequate quotas from distributors. At Fredericton, 
N.B., merchants report teen-agers keep asking the price and walking out of shops 
without purchasing.  (CI')  

Gleanings:  Ontario Agriculture Minister Kennedy says there is a shortage of 5,000 
farmhands in the province....A TCA aircarft with 15 persons aboard is missing 
on a flight from Lethbridge, Alta., to Vancouver....Believed Canada's oldest 
woman, Mrs. Flora Campbell of New Glasgow, N.S., died Sunday at the age of 
115....The Nova Scotia Legislature has taken a10-day recess to give members 
the opportunity of studying new labour legislation....March steel ingot  production 
reached 259,560 tons, a record for any post-war month....The greatest ice bridge 
in 50 years has formed in the gorge below Niagara Falls....Leo Guidon, president 
of the General Corporation of Catholic Teachers, announced in Montreal that 
approximately 10,000 Roman Catholic teachers in Quebec would seek salary increaee 
ranging from e200 to$600 next September....Windsor Assumption College defeated 
Vancouver Meralomas 69-60 last night to even their best-of-five series for the 
Canadian senior basketball title at two ga mes each....L.B. Pearson, Canadian 
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs and head of the Canadian delegatie, 
has been elected chairman of the political committee at the special United Nations 
General Assembly meeting on Palestine. 

.i w  
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'sweeping  Income Tax Reduction in Budget:  Sweeping cuts in personal income tax rates, 
averaging 29 per cent, effective July 1, and elimination of the 15 par cent tax 
on excess profits, effective December 31, caught the headlines following presenta-
tion of the budget before the House of Commons last night. 

The 30 per cent tax on corporation incomes remains unchanged and there were 
no tariff changes pending outcome of the international trade negotiations at 
Geneva. For the last fiscal year, Finance Minister Abbott reported a surplus of 
.p352.144.000, an amount "larger than the accumulated total of all previous 
surpluses, in our history." 

The House applauded vigorously when Mr. Abbott announced the reduced 
income tax rates, ranging from as much as 54 per cent lower in the bottom brackets 
to six or seven per cent lower in the highest brackets. No change was made in the 
levels of allowances and tax exemptions, There were minor alterations in various 
taxes on business, but a wide range of taxes on commodities such as soft drinks, 
tobacco, liquor, radios, candy, furs, chinaware and other "luxury" items remained 
unchanged. 

For the next fiscal year, Mr. Abbott said he was estimating a surplus of 
$190,000 9 000, providing Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia do not sign tax agreements 
with the Dominion Government, or $80,000,000 if they do sign agreements. He made 
no new offers to the three provinces and disclosed no'details of further negotia-
tions, but said the Government still looked toward the day when agreement of al, 
or substantially all provinces, would make possible achievement of proposals put 
forward at the Dominion-Provincial conference which ended in May, 1946. 

The surplus of 0352,144 9 000 was the first since 1930 and compared rith a 
deficit of $2423,043,000 in the 1945-46 fiscal year. It will be applied against 
the country"s net debt of 013,000,000,000. Mr. Abbott estimated 1947-48 revenues 
at $2,450,000,000 against $2,984,000,000 in the previous fiscal year and expendi-
tures at 02,100,000,000 against $2,632 9 000 9 000. 

Recalling that the previous Finance Minister, Mr. Ilsley, had forecast a 
deficit of 0260,000,000 to $300 9 000 9 000 last year, he said the surplus was "a 
tribute primarily to the health and strength of Canada's economy but the Government 
of the day and particularly my predecessor. . °are, I believe, entitled to take 
credit for the prudent management of the country's financial affairs to which this 
result bears witness. We should not, however, be led into false optimism, nor 
should we jump to the conclusion that our present tax structure is much more than 
adequate to meet all our future requirements. There are abnormal aspects of both 
the revenue and expenditure sides of our accounts which need to be considered 
before we can obtain anything like a true picture of probable future budgets." 

On the revenue side, for instance, there were special receipts of e372,000,000, 
representing the proceeds of sale of surplus war assets, refunds of previous year' 
expenditures and other credits of a temporary character. On the expenditures side 
there were substantial sums of a temporary, abnormal or non-recurring character. 
Turning to the outlook for 1947, Mr. Abbott said: 

"The demands for our production this year are so strong that I think we may 
legitimately make our budget plans in the expectation that our gross national 
product for this year, 1947, will exceed the estimated total of 011,100,000,000 
for 1946 and may amount to something close to 012,000,000,000, calculated at 
prices somewhat above those prevailing last year. . . In terms of basic economic 
fundamentals, Canada's international position is stronger today than at any previous 
time in our history, We emerged from the war with our productive apparatus not 
only completely unimpaired but enormously enlarged and strengthened. 

"Our working force is larger, more highly skilled, and more fully employed than 
ever before. Our competitive position in warld trade had been greatly improved as 
a result of our increased efficiency and the degree of control we have been able to 
exercise over inflationary rises in prices. 

- over - 



"Since the beginning of the war we have reduced our net international in-
debtedness by about 35 per cent, and this in spite of supplying huge quantities 
of goods to our allies on a gift or mutual aid basis. In 1946 we have a favorable 
balance in our current transactions with the world as a whole greater than that 
achieved in any previouz year." 

He said one of the main supports of the current high level of production had 
been the policy of extending loans to Britain and other countries. These 
"transitional measures" had been to  Canadas  interest, but "none of us contemplates 
a continuing, large scale program. . ." He added that "we in Canada must count on 
the returns from  oui'  exports to pay for our imports and to pay other bills abroad, 
including the service of our external debt." He defended the Government's action 
of last summer in adjusting the Canadian dollar to parity with United States 
currency and set at rest rumors that this step might soon be reversed. 

Turning to domestic business, he declared that pre-tax profits still were 
"abnormally high" and business would have to show that it could keep its profits 
and prices "within reason" before it would get further tax relief. He imposed a 
new five per cent tax on dividends paid by wholly-owned Canadian subsidiaries of 
foreign companies to their parent companies abroad. (CP) 

(NOTE:  A more detailed summary of the budget will appear in C.I.S. Weekly) 

Terms Dominion-Provincial Relations Scandalous: J.M. Macdonnell, Progressive 
Conservative financial critic, opened and adjourned the budget debate in a brief 
10-minute address in which he declared Dominion-Provincial relations were becoming 
"a scandal" and called on the Government to get together with all the provinces 
and "re-confederate Canada." He described negotiations of the last year as a 
"topsy-turvy auction with the Federal Government as auctioneer, paying money at 
the highest rate reached by anybody." 

Turning briefly to the budget itself, he agreed with  Lire  Abbott that it 
justified generally "pride and confidence" in Canadians, but it was not Mr. Abbott's 
budget...It belonged to all Canada. He said the announced surplus of $156,000,000 
was not an actual surplus because of $372,000,000 in revenue from special receipts 
such as war assets profits. 

Earlier the House completed clause-by-clause study of the "omnibus" bill, 
with most debate centred on continuation of timber ccmtrol. (CP) 

Duplessis Speaks on Tax Problem: Introducing a bill rhich would authorize the province 
to make any new fiscal and taxation agreement it sees fit with the Dominion, Premier 
Duplessis told the Quebec Legislative Assembly yesterday that he wanted authority 
to "clarify and settle, once and for all. . . all problems relating to taxation." 
He charged that proposals made by the Dominion since 1944 were a danger to provincial 
rights. 

"If we, citizens of Canada, but imbued with our own provincial customs and 
principles, do not agree to live according to our rights given each of us by the 
fathers of confederation we shall find ourselves being ruled by centralization and 
deprived of our liberties," he said. "The battle now going on between Ottawa and 
the provinces is not one to ensure moneys needed there, but one in the field of 
ideology to try and centralize, to try and kill provincial freedom and autonomy."W 

Gleanings: Reconstruction Minister Howe has announced conclusion of an agreement for 
establishement of an air service between Canada and Portugal, with both countries 
exchanging the four freedoms of the air....A widespread search is continuing for 
the missing T.C.A. aircraft which failed to land at Vancouver yesterday....Mr. Howe 
has announced settlement out of court for $2,000,000 of an action for $2,663,362 
by the Government-owned Eldorado Mining and Refining, Ltd., against Boris Pregel 
of New Ybrk, Carl B. French of Toronto, the Canadian Radium and Uranium Corporation 
and International Rare Metals Refinery, Inc....The Newsprint  Association  of Canad3 
reports February exports of newsprint to the United States totalled 257,973 tons 
against 237,760 tone in February, 1946, with overseas  exporte  reaching 29,751 tons 
against 24,841000.A mass civic funeral is being held at Malartic, Que., for 12 
victims of list week's mine disaster....Vancouver Meralomas won the Canadian senior 
basketball championship at Vancouver last night, winning the final game of the 
series 59-5100•0Ca1gary Stampeders  'vent  into a tie with Montreal Royals in the 
series for the Canadian senior hockey championship, winning the second game of the 
best- of_sevenseries by a 2-1 score. 
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Friday, May 2, 1947. 

Immigration Policy Outlined:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King, speaking on second 
reading of a bill to amend the Immigration Act, gave the House of Commons a 
"broad outline" of the Government's immigration policy, including "immediate" 
plans and long-term program. He tabled an order-in-council, dated May 1, 
extending admissibility of relatives of Canadians to include members of their 
families. Formerly only unmarried relatives could enter Canada. 

Regarding immigration now, Mr. King said he wanted to clear up "confusion" 
on two fundamental points, "namely the extent to which immigrants may legally 
enter Canada and the extent to which they can physicalfy get to  Canada." At 
present the limiting factor was not legislation or regulations, but the world 
shortage of transport, which "cannot be overcome in a week or a month, or indeed 
within the next year." 

Because of these limitations the Government had decided that the present 
emphasis Should be on "admission of the relatives of parsons already in Canada 
and on assisting the resettlement of displaced persons and refugees." 

He declared that "a wise and productive policy for Canada cannot be devised 
only by studying the situation within our own country, (but). . .must be viewed 
In the light of the world situation as a Wnole." Canada was not "obliged," as a 
result of membership in the United Nations or the International Refugee Organiza- 
tion, to accept any specific number of refugees, but there was a "moral obligation" 
which Canada was prepared to recognize in helping to  net the problem. 

. Canadian immigration officers were being sent to examine refugee  groupe and 
"to take steps looking toward the early admission of some thousands of their 
number." 

Canada's long-term program was based on the conviction that "Canada needs 
population." Without immigration Canada 's present 12,000,000 population would 
increase to only approximately 14,800,000 by 1971. "Apart from all else, in a 
world of shrinking distances and international insecurity, re cannot ignore the 
danger that lies in a small population attempting to hold so great a heritage as 
ours." 

It was of the "utmost importance to relate immigration to absorptive capacity" 
which wculd "clearly vary from year to year in response to economic conditions." 
At present, with the country returning to normal from wartime disruption it was 
impossible to forecast accurately the future power of absorption. 

He said much had been said about "discrimination" in selection of immigrants 
and he wanted to "make it quite clear that Canada is perfectly within her rights 
in selecting the persons whom we regard as desirable future citizens." It was 
not a "fundamental human right" of any alien to enter Canada, but a "privilege" 
and a matter of domestic policy. 

Mr. King said he believed there was "general agreement" that the Canadian 
people did not want to make a "fundamental change in the character of our population" 
through mass immigration. Any mass immigration from the Orient would cause such 
a change and "be certain to  cive  rise to social and economic problems of a character 
that might lead to serious difficulties in the field of international relations." 

Mr. King declared that "Canada recognizes the right of all countries to control 
the entry or non-entry of persons seeking to become permanent residents. We claim s  
precisely the same right for our country." The Canadian Government was prepared at 
any time to enter into negotiations with other countries for special agreements on 
immigration on a basis of "complete equality and reciprocity." 

(NOTE: A more detailed summary of Mr. King's statement will appear in C.I.S. 
Weekly.) 

2Srlmons Passes "Omnibus" Bill:  The House of Commons yesterday gave third reading to the 
"Omnibus" Bill, extending for a year 50 orders-in-council dealing with emergency 
controls. A C.C.F. amendment which would have required parliamentary approval before 
the Prices Board could be abolished was defeated on a standing vote ° 

Vol. 5, No. 115 

(over) 



Need Not Consult Provinces on  Royal Titles: Secretary of State for External Affairs 
-----St. Laurent told the House there was no requirement that the Dominion Government 

consult the provinces on the question of changing the royal title as it concerns 
Canada. He said the only requirement in the Statute of Westminster was that 
acts be passed by the United Kingdom parliament and the central parliaments of 
the other Commonwealth nations. John R. MacNicol (PC--Toronto Davenport) had 
asked if the provinces would have to be consulted. 

Reconstruction Minister Howe announced that the Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation would be empowered to make direct loans to individuals to assist in 
construction of a house or rental housing project. He said it would make it 
possible for the Corporation to make loans in areas where lending Institutions 
were hesitant to make loana. (CP) 

lËeional Freight Rate Hearines Scheduled: The Board of Transport Commissioners was 
told yesterday that the Premiers of the three Maritime provinces would appear 
at a single regional hearing for that area. Associate Maritimes Counsel, C.J. 
Burchell, suggested Moncton or Charlottetown as the site for the hearing, 
expected to open about May 15. 

A Canadian National Railways official told the Board that the application 
for an increase of 3900,000 a year in express rates was not sought because of 
financial necessity, but because the railway did not want its express rates to 
be lower than freight rates. (CP) 

Nine Small Strikes in Ontario:  A total of 4,500 workers in nine Ontario industries 
were idle yesterday as three new walkouts increased the list. Involved in walk-
outs for wage increases ranging from 10 to 15 cents an hour or for dâorter working 
hours were the St. Lawrence Starch Company, Port Colborne; 20 Jewish bakeries in 
Toronto; 450 carpenters in St. Catharines; Canadian Wooden Aircraft, Ltd., 
Stratford; the Moffat Stove Company, Weston; General Motors, Oshawa, Massey-
Harris, Brantford; Ottawa Car and Foundry, Ltd., and Globe Furniture, Waterloo. (C 

Saskatchewan "Bill of Rights" Now in Force: The "Bill of Rights," passed by the 
Saskatchewan Legislature at the last session came into effect yesterday. 
Features of the law, introduced by the C.C.F. Government and regarded as an 
innovation, include these provisions: That every person, irrespective of race, 

creed, religion, color and ethnic or national group, shall enjoy the right to 
own and occupy property; of access to public places, hotels, restaurants and 
theatres; to membership in professional and trade organizations; and to education 
and enrolment in schools and universities. 

A maximum fine of 3200 or a jail sentence may be imposed on anyone who 
publishes, displays or broadcasts anything which might deprive or restrict 
enjoyment of such rights or in any other way does so. (Cl')  

Gleanings: Thirty seamen were rescued by a Nova Scotia fishing vessel after the 
British freighter Wicklow Head went aground off Port Mouton Island, 100 miles 
southwest of Halifax....Hundreds of children have staged parades in Toronto, 
Winnipeg and Regina in protest against the increased price of candy bars.... 
Reconstruction Minister Howe has announced a reduction in the export quotas 
and accompanying price increases of from el2 to e25 per thousand board 
measure in the British Columbia coastal timber area...United Mine Workers 

officials at Washington say a meeting is planned for Ottawa in about 10 days 

to bring to gether Dominion, provincial and union officials for discussion 

of the Maritime coal strike. 
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'iorittoBritisl_ amirantsSuestedPi : The debate on immigrâtion in the House of 
Commons yesterday produced  suggestions  from opposition members that a priority 
be granted to British immigrants and that a quota be set on immigration from the 
Orient. The quota suggestion came from Harry White (PO—Middlesex East), while 
T. Ashmore Kidd (PC--Kingston City) said the Canadian people were "disturbed" 
by the apparent "coldness" of the Government toward immigration from the British 
Isles. 

Mr. Kidd referred to an "alarming emigration" to the United States of spme 
of Canada's most promising young people. In the 1920's,he sa1d,1,000,000 
Canadians went to the U.S. and immigration policy should be framed to prevent the 
recurrence of such a movement which resulted in two Canadians leaving the country 
for every British immigrant. 

Resources Minister Glen said there was no discrimination against people of 
the British Isles, but there was a serious difficulty in obtaining transportation. 
To a suggestion that the Government should give the same assistance to British 
immigrants as being given Polish veterans, he replied that the British Government 
was paying for the transportation of the Poles brought to Canada. 

Lawrence Skey (PC--Toronto Trinity) said the British Government was restricting 
the emigration of their people to Canada and other Empire countries. He suggested 
that Canada take steps to facilitate the entry of politico-economic "refugees" from 
Britain. He said he agreed with E.G. Hansell (SC—Macleod) • that Britain was an 
"occupied country, occupied by an alien (form of) government." 

William Irvine (CCF--Caribou) and Alistair Stewart (CCF--Winnipeg North) both 
contended that even with repeal of the Chinese immigration Act there would be 
discrimination against those Chinese now in Canada who still would not be able 
to bring their families to the Dominion. Regarding the shipping shortage, Mr. 
Irvine said refugees were not looking for first class passage on the Queen Elizabeth 
and many would be glad to come if some of Canada's cargo vessels were used 
temporarily for transportation. 

Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C. (PO--Nanaimo) said the Chinese in Canada had been 
a "shining example" to other Canadians in their support of war loans and other 
financial drives and their spirit was further demonstrated by the numbers who 
volunteered for action in the Pacific in 1944. However, Canada had to be practical 
about the matter. The total of Chinese wives and children who could come to Canada 
if the law was changed might reach 40 9 0000  The Chinatowns of British Columbia were 
"terribly overcrowded" and could not absorb that many people. The Government 
should assure British Columbia that there would be no "floodtide" of Chinese 
immigrants. (various) 

Pearson Would Avoid U.N. Debate Now: L.B. Pearson, head of Canada's delegation to the 
United Nations General Assembly special session on Palestine,said yesterday that it 
was "not the case of Palestine that is to be heard, but the question of appointing 
a commission" to study the controversy and report back in September. Mr. Pearson, 
who is chairman of the Political and Security Committee, made it clear that if the 
debate strays into the substance of the Palestine case, "it will be up to the 
chairman to rule it out of order." 

The question of representation for interested non-governmental bodies, Mr. 
Pearson said, would become important only if there were general debate before the 
political committee or the General Assembly. Mr. Pearson reminded the general 
committee that the committee of investigation was supposed to complete its report 
on Palestine in time for the General Assembly meting in September. If the 
debate dragged on, he said, the committee might not be able to report its findings 
until next year. 

Mr. Pearson said he would vote in favor of the United States resolution 
asking the political committee to examine the various requests for representation. 
The first meeting of Mr. Pearson's committee is scheduled for Monday. 

(over) 



Heavy March Exports: Marked by a large rise in shipments to the United.States and 
further gains in the movement of lumber, wood pulp and newsprint, Canada's 
export merchandise trade in March increased to 0209,000,000 compared with 
0179,500,000 in February and 0178,400,000 in March last year, bringing the 
total for the first three months of the year to 0597,100 9 000 against 0520,600,000 
in the first quarter of 1946, a gain of nearly 15 per cent. 

March exports to the United States were valued at 483,098,000, showing a 
sharp gain over the figures of 369,396,000 for February and e66,465,000 for March 
last year. Shipments to the United Kingdom were lower than a year ago--$47,558,0 
compared with $50,549,000. 

Six of the main commodity groups showed gains, while three were lore'''. The 
outstanding increase was in the wood and paper group, which rose from 044,871 9 000 
in March last year to 368,912,000. Exports of agricultural and vegetable procbct 
second largest group in value--declined to 045,272,000 against 047,703,000 last 
year. 

Exports to European countries totalled 030,528,000 against $26,722,000 9  but 
the total for the quarter was lower at 076,106,000 as against 488,183,000 last 
year. There were gains in March in shipments to the Netherlands, Italy, Sweden, 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Germany and Greece, and decreases to Belgium, France and 
Norway. 

Among British countries, exports to the Union of South Africa rose to 
$7,612,000 compared with $4,137,000, and were also higher to Australia, at 
$4,181,000 against 42,439,000, to New Zealand at e2,182,000 compared with 
$927,000, and Newfoundland at 02,837,000 against $2,102,000. On the other hand, 
shipments to India dropped to 43,205,000 from 04,819,000 last year. Exports  to 
Latin America were valued at 39,261,000 compared with $6,730,000 in March 1946, 
bringing the total for the year to date to $35,212 2 000 against $21,897,000 last 
year. 

Wheat Stocks Lower: Stocks of Canadian rheat in store or in transit in North America 
at midnight April 24 totalled 95,696,666 bushels compared with 99,035,866 on 
April 17, and 85,922,046 on the corresponding date last year, according to the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries from farms in the Prairie Provinces 
totalled 2,440,718 bushels compared with 1,144,492 in the preceding week. 
Cumulative deliveries from August 1 to April 24 increased to 267,384,953 bushels 
from 203,802,231,1ast year. 

Gleanings:  Prime Nânister Mackenzie King has announced that the by-election for the 
vacant Halifax seat in the House of Commons will be held July 15 0 0.0Health 
Minister Martin said arrangements are being made to have the provinces enter 
agreements with the Dominion Government to fulfill requirements of the forth-
coming legislation on old-age pensions....The Ontarlo Jockey Club has cancelled 
the first racing meet of the Canadian season, scheduled for Woodbine Park, 
Toronto, May 9, because of a dispute over purses between track operators and 
the Horsemen's Benevclent Protective Association....Secretary of State for 
SXternal Affairs St. Laurent told the Commons the Government still is studying 
plans for the establishment of a Canadian commission for U.N.E.S.C.O. 
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Order Ground Search for Missing Airliner:  An intensive ground search of southern 
British Columbia coastal areas was ordered yesterday after a 50.ep1ane aerial 
pattern search failed to locate the TCA Lodestar which has been missing 
since last Tuesday with 15 persons aboard. The pattern search covered an 
area of 12,500 square miles. Thirteen United States Army, Navy and Coast 
Guard aircraft took part in the weekend flights in answer to a request from 
Western Air Command. After five days of air and ground efforts and many 
false reports and other leads as to the fate of the airliner, the belief 
is growing that the Vancouver-bound plane came down in the water. (CP) 

Sharp Advance in Cost-of-Living Index:  Due mainly to higher prices of food, 
clothing and home furnishings, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics cost-
of-living index moved up 1.7 points during March 9  rising from 128.9 on 
March 1 to 130.6 on April 1. At April 1 the index is somewhat more than 
two per cent higher than at the first of the year and since August, 1939, 
when it was 100.8, the index bas  climbed 29,6 per cent. 

About one-half of the latest increase was due to higher food prices, 
the food index mounting from 148.7 to 151,6 as beef, sugar, vegetables and 
fruits recorded appreciable gains. The twelve-month rise in this index 
was 16.5 points. Clothing and home furnishings were together responsible 
for most of the remaining part of the month's advance in the index, increasing 
from 133.1 to 136.9 and from 133.6 to 137.2, respectively. The miscellaneous 
index rose slightly from 118.0 to 116.3 when gasoline prices were increased, 
and the rental and fuel and light series remained unchanged at 113,4 and 
109.1 respectively. 

Dam Bursts at Malartic:  A small dam on an artificial lake near the East Malartic 
gold mine burst last night, sending water across the mine property and in-
creasing difficulties of the workers who are trying to lower water levels 
in the shaft which holds the bodies of 11 miners trapped by the recent fire. 
Bulldozers were busy filling the gap in the dam, but officials estimated it 
would be two days before water stopped seeping into the mine. The regular 
mine pumps were put out of commission by the fire. Workers also have been 
hampered by carbon monoxide fumes. (CP) 

Work Resumed at Oshawa: Approximately 2,000 employees returned to work at the 
General Motors plant at Oshawa, Ont., today, following a dispute in the 
passenger car body room last week. The dispute started when 250 wcrkers 
in the room left work to protest against an alleged speed-up plan and the 
company said it was forced to close the entire plant. The workers agreed 
to return to work today at the former speed of 23 units an hour, increasing 
the pace to 24 units during the day. (CP) 

Gleanings:  Premier Hart of British Columbia has arrived in Ottawa for conferences 

with Prime Minister King regarding a possible extension of the Pacific Great 

Eastern Railway and social security proposals of the Dominion Government.... 
Scandinavian delegates to the first assembly of ICAO arrived at Montreal 
Saturday on board the Scandinavian Airlines System i s "Rolf Viking," marking 

the first direct passenger flight from Scandinavia to Canada....Premier 
Macdonald of Nova Scotia has told the legislature that the government before 
long will consider either enlargement or replacement of the present legislative 
building, erected in 1818....Railway carloadings for the week ended April 

26 increased from 72,813 cars the previous week to 76,033, the highest total 

for any week this year....James Charles, Cardinal McGuigan, has been appointed 

Papal Legate to the Marian Congress being held in Ottawa June 18 to 22. 
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Immigration Again  Main Topic In House:  Immigration again occupied most of the time 
of the House of Commons yesterday and Resources Minister Glen estimated that 
approximately 3,500 Chinese-Canadians would be eligible to bring their wives 
and families to Canada following repeal of the Chinese Immigration Act, under 
a bill now before the House. The bill received second reading after a lengthy 
debate. 

Mr. Glen explained that one effect of the bill would be that single 
Chinese-Canadian citizens would be able to go to China, marry women there and 
bring them back to Canada as their wives. However, "picture" brides--married 
by proxy on a mail-order basis--would not be allowed entry. He rejected a 
C.C.F. suggestion that Chinese residents of Canada be given the right enjoyed 
by residents of some other racial origins of bringing in wives and families 
whether they are citizens or not. Mr. Glen said this could be done only by 
repeal of a specific order-in-council and the effect would be that all Asiatics 
would have the same right of entry into Canada as European immigrants. He did 
not think the proposal would meet with "much approval" in the country. 

C.C.F. leader M.J. Coldwell said his party was not anxious to obtain  Orientais  
for British Columbia or any other part of Canada, but wanted to see Canada, Which 
called itself democratic, remove the last vestige of racial discrimination. If 
all discrimination was to be removed, Chinese would have to be given the same 
rights as other immigrants. 

Mr. Glen reported that 77,693 immigrants of all racial origins had entered 
Canada from the end of the war to December 31, 1946--as many as had come into the 
country between 1936 and 1939. The regulations as they stood today, taking recent 
relaxations into account, would permit the entry of many more immigrants if 
transportation and other facilities were available. 

Mr. Glen spoke of the "chaotic" conditions in Europe and said that at the end 
of last year immigration inspectional posts had been established in France, Belgium 
and Holland while other facilities were available in Norway, Denmark, Greece and 
Poland. Similar arrangements would be nude shortly in Sweden, Poland and 
Czechoslovakia. Twe immigration teame were examining prospective entrants in 
refugee camps in Germany and later would go to Austria and Italy. 

Replying to questions put earlier in the debate by Walter Tucker (L--Rosthern), 
he said Canada would be prepared to accept persons of German ethnic origin living 
in the occupied zones of Germany who were not German nationals, and added that 
immigration officials overseas have been instructed to facilitate their entry into 
the Dominion. Mr. Tucker had reported that these persons could receive no aid from 
the International Refugee Organization because of their origin and asked that this 
not bar them from Canada. 

Earlier, the House heard a suggestion that the Government appoint a full-time 
immigration minister. The proposal was advanced by Leslie Mutch (L--Winnipeg 
South), who termed the need for immigrants "immediate, urgent and vital" and said 
Canadians stood in "real and imminent danger" of losing their present position as 
a free and independent power if they did not seek to double this country's popula-
tion in the next 20 years. He recalled that immigration, once a "great and 
important" individual department, had been relegated as a branch of another 
department--Mines and Resources--which "has rather been instinctively inclined to 
feel that its mission was to exclude those who sought to come here." 

Mr. Mutch also suggested the people could be moved to Canada on the "five or 
10 empty boats" which probably would arrive at the Hudson Bay port of Churchill, 
Man., this summer to load grain. 

Clarence Gillis (CCF—Cape Breton South) supported the suggestion that a 
separate immigration minister be appointed. (CP) 

(over) 



Two Premiers Discuss Social Security:  Premier Hart of British Columbia and Premier . 

Douglas of Saskatchewan are in Ottawa discussing Dominion-provincial relations 
in several fields, and both have paid what they termed courtesy calls on Prime 
Minister Mackenzie King. 

Mr. Hart told reporters that he was interested in a general conference on 
social security measures and recalled that Mr. King had said such a conference 
could be called when a sufficient number of provinces had concluded tax agree-
ments with the Dominion. "I don't think I'll get very far until Ontario and 
Quebec particularly sign agreements," he said. He believed many of the social 
security measures could only be discussed on a national basis and consequently 
no great achievements could be expected from individual conferences naw. 

Premier Douglas, accompanied by Dr. F.D. Mott, chairman of Saskatchewan's 
Health Service Planning Commission, said "we are interested in the whole opestion•
of social security measures." (CP) 

ICAO Holds First Assembly:  The first General Assembly of the International Civil 
Aviation Organization opened in Montreal today with delegates from 39 nations 
attending. The organization, initiated at a conference in Chicago in 1944, had 
carried on as a provisional (PICAO) body until a month ago when sufficient 
nations had ratified the agreements to bring ICAO into existence. 

One touchy problem facing the Assembly is the question of Spain, now a 
member of ICAO. It has been planned to have ICAO affiliate with the United 
Nations, but that body has asked ICAO to debar the Franco Government of Spain. (OP)  

Commemorate Canadian Liberation of The Netherlands:  At a green hilltop cemetry 
near Nijmegen where 2,500 Canadian soldiers are buried, the final liberation 
of The Netherlands by the 1st Canadian Army was commemorated yesterday in a 
brief but moving ceremony attended by Queen Wilhelmina, Prince Bernhard and 
some 25,000 Dutch citizens. Exactly two years ago the German 25th Army 
surrendered to the Canadian forces. 

For hours before the mid-afternoon ceremony, the throngs made their way 
to the cemetery by foot and bicycle from Nijmegen and other nearby towns and 
villages. The ceremony was initiated by Pierre Dupuis, Canadian Ambassador to 
The Netherlands. (CP) 

CNR to Try Diesels:  Testifying on present daortages of rolling stock before the 
Board of Transport Commissioners, S.F. Dingle, Chief of Transportation of the 
Canadian National Railways, said three-unit diesel locomotives would be tested 
next month on passenger trains between Toronto and Chicago, Toronto and 1-lontreal 
and Montreal and Halifax. The tests are aimed at greater efficiency and 
elimination of smoke nuisance complaints, he said. The first engines would cost 
e54,900 each and, if eventually adopted for trans-continental use, an investment 
of :;125,000,000 to $30,000,000 would be needed. (CP) 

Strike Brings Employment Down:  Industrial employment in Canada was slightly lower 
at the beginning of March than a month earlier, due largely to the dispute in 
the Maritime coal mines, but weekly salaries and wages àhowed an increase, 
according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Combined working force of 17,425 
employers furnishing data for the survey wee 1 9 853,195 March 1 compared with 
1,856,820 February 1, a decline of 3 0 625 or 0.2 per cent. As a consequence, the 
index number of employment, based on the 1928 average as 100, declined from 
180.7 to 180.3. The latter figure oomparee with 16790 on March 1 last year 9  
178.2 in 1945, 181.7 in 1944 and 181.4 in 1943. EXcept for the latter two, the 
index for March 1 this year is the highest on record  for  late winter. 

While employment eâowed a considerable contraction in coal mining resulting 
from the strike and a seasonal shrinkage in logging, there was widespread improve-
ment in the various industrial divisions, although none of the gains was pronounced. 

Gleanings: Fisheries Minister Bridges told the Commons that a shortage of United States 
and Canadian dollars had led Sweden to impose a temporary import licensing system 
on canned lobster....Labour Minister Mitchell denied published suggestions that 
there were "Nazi sympathizers" among Polish veterans brought to Canada....The 
eighth Dominion Drama Festival opened at London, Ont., last night with presentation 
of the Ottawa Drami. League's "Blithe Spirit"....Heavy rains following an unusually 
late spring have 1urther delayed seeding opDrations in eustern Canada....More than 
5,000 new automobiles were exported from Canada during March, with Australia 
receiving 2,180; South Africa, 1,526; India, 652; New Zealand, 282; The Netherlaads 
East Indies, 156, and other countries smaller numbers. 
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Budget Debate Resumed:Vigorous criticism of Finance Minister Abbott's budget by 
spokesmen for the three opposition parties featured resumption of the budget 
debate in the House of Commons yesterday. The House also gave third reading 
to the bill repealing the Chinese Immigration Act. 

The Progressive Conservative financial critic, J.M. Macdonnellpsaid he 
welcomed what Mr. Abbott had done for those with "middle" incomes, but the 
'great class" of the community that was affected mainly by indirect taxation 
found their position "worsened." This was bound to be a difficult time for 
low-income people because of the "shaking out of prices" and there was no 
doubt Canada was in for a difficult period calling for restraint and for-
bearance among the people. 

He expressed regret that the excess profits tax was not being lifted 
until the end of the year as it would induce business to "hold back." He 
considered  that despite "sunshine" features, it was a "wait and see" budget, 
a "do nothing" budget, and he proposed an amendment to the main motion, 
expressing regret that the budget offered "no relief from the oppressive 
burden of indirect and hidden taxes on staple necessities that compose the 
family budget, all of which taxes increase the cast-of-living." 

Mr. Macdonnell also criticized the Government for not calling another 
Dominion-Provincial conference and for not offering encouragement to those 
engaged in development of natural resources, particularly in mining and 
agriculture. 

A sub-amendment proposed by C.C.F. leader M.J. Coldwell criticized the 
decision which left unchanged the basic income tax exemption levels and what 
it called the Government's failure to make provision for "more than half of 
our population rho are compelled to live on incomes below the present exemption 
levels." 

He said the budget was "disappointing" because it did not relieve those 
in the lower brackets from burdens imposed "by the Government policy of rising 
prices caused by the removal of desirable controls," and it did not plan for 
the future of the Canadian people. He termed it a "big business" budget and 
estimated that personal income tax reductions would total $70,000,000, while 
cuts in excess profits taxes would total $279,000,000. 

He also called for the establishment of a national investment board to 
operate under a statute defining its responsibilities and powers. At present, 
there was no adequate machinery to direct investment into desirable socially 
useful and effective channels. "We believe", said Mr. Coldwell, "that the 
banking monetary and investment policies, as well as taxation, must be under 
the control of economic organizations responsible to the Canadian people 
through their elected representatives." 

- Social • Credit leader Low, prevented by House rules from moving a further 
amendment, declared retention of indirect taxes meant "nothing" for those below 
the income tax paying level except "higher living costs" for months to come. 
He felt the Government owed it to Canadians generely to tackle the problem of 
"hidden and nuisance" taxes which would form $1,045,000,000 of government 
revenues this year. 

Mr. Low estimated that through the reduction of these levies $100,000,000 
could have been eut from revenues in such a way as to reduce the ccet-of-living 
and still not erdanger the Government's financial stability. Nor did the 
budget give any _nd...cation of the Government's determination to keep gross 
national production and useful employment at a high level or to encourage 
business to expand to meet the pressing consumer need for more goods and services. 

He said Mr. Abbott should find a way to maintain purchasing power in the 
hands of the people and thus guarantee high production, employment and freedom from 
fear of depression and insecurity, "even if it means the necessity of cutting loose 
from the present restrictive, warnout method of distribution." (CP) 

(over) 



Herridge Opposes  Rail Bill: Herbert Herridge (People's CCF--Kootenay West) opposed 
passage of a bill incorporating the Quebec North Shore and Labrador Railway 
Company yesterday on grounds it would give the company "monopolistic control" 
over some of the country's natural resources. Edouard Rinfret (1,--Outremont), 
sponsor of the bill, said the company was being givin the right to develop and 
transmit power and to inaugurate a bus service. If the company developed more 
power than it needed, he said  ho  had assurances th..:,t it would  corne  under 
provincial charter. 

Mr. Herridge said Parliament should not be asked to pass the measure until 
it received from the company an undertaking to build the railway within a 
specified time and certain other guarantees° Rights incorporated in the bill 
had been extended to other railroads in the past to the detriment of the country 
and its people, he said. Debate was adjourned. (CP) 

lits.t.2.412_12A.2_2E2RspaLn: Garrison Morton, chairman of the United States delegation 
to the first General Assembly of ICAO, yesterday asked the organization to drop 
Franco Spain  from membership. "This organization's fundamental policy is support 
of the United Nations who have asked that Spain be excluded from ICAO before 
formal relationship is established between the two bodies," he said "Retention 
of Franco Spain as a member of ICAO would mean that the agreement of relationship 
could not come into operation. . °Support of the recommendations of the U.N. 
General Assembly is more important to the U.S. Government than is the technical 
advantage of having one country continue as a member of ICAO." 

The United States position on Spain vies  endorsed by Britain and France. The 
head of the British delegation, U.C. Cribbett, also declared it was the policy of 
the United Kingdom Government to "do everything possible to foster and accelerate 
the development of international ownership and operation of the world's trunk air 
services. If the goal of a single unit cannot be achieved at the present time, 
the possibility of more limited objectives on a regional or area basis, bringing 
together the common interests of countries concerned, should be considered." 

In welcoming the delegltes, Reconstruction Minister Howe, head of'Canada's 
delegation, described the Assembly as a "landmark in aviation history,>. with 
ICAO now enjoying the membership of 41 states, representing "most of the world's 
population." (various) 

Sa s Grain Haula e Outlook,Improved:  Testifying before the Board of Transport 
Commissioners yesterday, S.F. Dingle, C.N.R. transportation chief, said prospects 
for hauling western grain by rail were improved this year0  questioned by 
Saekatchewan counsel M.A. MacPherson, he said the CNR now was doing somewhat 
bezter than the emergency quota of 475 cars a day. He said the general volume 
of available freight would be higher, however, and the railway might not be able 
to handle all it was offered. About 4,700 new freight cars had been ordered 
this year. (CP) 

Gleanings:  Premier Drew of Ontario told a political meeting in Ottawa last night 
that strong provincial governments were the best protection of the rights and 
privileges of Canadians against the threat of a possible future radical central 
administration....A tra.de agreement between Mexico and Canada, provisionally 
in force since February, 1946, was formally signed at ceremonies in Ottawa 
yesterday....Most Rev. Peter Monahan, 65, Archbishop of the Roman Catholic 
Archdiocese of Regina, died yesterday....Because her amateur status for the 
Olympic games was being questioned, morld figure skating champion Barbara Ann 
Scott of Ottawa has returned an automobile presented to her by the City of 
Ottawa after she won the title....Air Vibe-Marshal E.W. Stedman, chief Canadian 
observer at the Bikini atom bomb test, has been named air advisor to the Director 
General of Defence Research....Brigadier H.A. Sparling, C.B.E., D.S.O., has been 
appointed Commander, Western Ontario Area, succeedine Brigadier Phillip Earnshae, 
D.S.O., M.C., who is on retirement leave....The adjudicator, Prof. E.M. Jones 
of Saskatoon, gave "excellent" rating to three performances at the Dominion 
Drama  festival  yesterday by amateur groups from kiontreal, Edmonton and Toronto. 
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Budget Debate in Full Swing;  In its second day of the budget debate, the House of 
Commons yesterday heard five speakers give their views. The first was Hon. 
Earl Rowe (PC--Dufferin-Simcoe), who charged the Government with "inefficiency 
and reckless extravagance" and said the current taxation rate was 2049. 	per 
cent of the national income against 8.55 per cent in 1938. 

Mr. Rowe contended the, total tax reduction this year would be only abcut 
seven per cent rather than the cut of 14 per cent reduction in income taxes 
estimated by Finance Minister Abbott, because approximately 50 per cent of 
the tax burden was in indirect levies. 

Ross Thatcher (CCF--idoose Jaw) declared the surplus shown in the budget 
was made possible by sales of War Assets Corporation and removal of subsidies 
on essential farm products. Liguori Lacombe (Ind.--Laval-Two Mountains) said 
Canada could not survive current trade policies whereby minerals, motor cars 
and other essential goods were sent overseas while Canadians could not buy them 
at home. IC. Lacombe said some members acted strangely and inconsistently. 
Now they were seeking tax cuts, yet they were the ones who voted Canada into 
the war and approved the sending of gifts totalling millions of dollars. 

Real Caouette(Un:on  des Electeurs--Pontiac) said that under the present 
economic syetem prosperity came only in wartime and urged abolition of taxes 
on all incomes below 03,030. The way to defeat Communism, he said, was to 
assure the people a decent living standard and national dividends should be 
paid to all Canadians. 

Rev. Dan McIvor (L--Fort William) called for elimination of a 25 per cent 
luxury tax on wedding rings, which he said were "necessary for the building 
of a good home." He also urged more consideration for veteran-pensioners of 
the First Great War who were having a difficult time in the face of rising 
costs. 

C.C.F. leader Caldwell, rising to a question of privilege said he was in 
error the previous day in saying the budget reduction in income tax totalled 
170,000,000 while the excess profits tax reduction would be 0279,000,000. He 
said the decrease in income tax Should be n10,000,0000 The figure he had 
given for excess profits taxes was the anticipated reduction in the previous 
Finance Minister's budget. During the present fiscal year the total excess 
profits tax reduction would be 0289,000,000, with the present Finance Minister 
responsible for a 110,000,000 reduction.  (OP) 

Senate Debates Control Bill: The Senate began debate yesterday on the Government's 
main control bill, extending for a year 50 emergency controls. Explaining 
the bill, Senator J.7. de B. Farris (L--British Columbia) said he believed there 
was broad agreement that emergency conditions still existed and a orderly with- 
drawal of controls was the wise method of handling the problem. When the 50 
controls in 12 main categories were compared with the "stacks" in force during 
the war they did not seem so great a number. 

The C.C.F. and Progressive Conservative criticisms of the bill largely 
cancelled out, he said. He believed the C.C.F. were for controls for their 
own sake and he urged all possible speed in decontrol so that the new generation 
of Canadians woald not grow up blind to the freedoms of the past. 

Senator C.C. Ballantyne (PC--Zuebec) declared the bill was restrictive in 
its applications to business and industry. The Government was having difficulty 
shaking off an emergency complex even after two years of peace. He believed 
complete abolition of controls would result in lower prices to the consumer 
because of increased production and lower costs. 

The Senate Banking Committee recommended the contentious bill to continue 
Government marketing of wheat without any important changes and it now goes 
back to the Senate for final reading. (CP) 

(over) 
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ICAO Hears Howe:  The senior Canadian delegate to the ICAO General Assembly at 
Montreal, Reconstruction Minister Howe, in an address yesterday said that 
Canada "places importance" on affiliation of ICAO with the United Nations 
and would favor "what is necessary to remove any obstacles to affiliation, 
which should be made as soon as possible." He did not mention Spain by 
name. 

Hon. Arthur S. Drakeford, leader of the Australian delegation, was 
elected president of the Assembly and Dr. Liu Chieh, head of the Chinese 
delegation, was named vice-president. The question of Spain's membership 
in ICAO was referred to the Commission on Constitutional and General Policy 
Questions  with instructions to report back as soon as possible. (various) 

Says CUR Freight Revenue LOwer Since War: The CNR's average revenue on freight 
tonnage has fallen off since the war years, the Board of Transport CommissiomeE 
was told yesterday by L.J. Knowles, CNR freight traffic manager. He said 
freight volume had dropped and earnings from that source had dropped at an 
even faster rate. 

Under questioning by provincial counsel, the CNR transportation chief, 
S.F. Dinele, denied there had been abnormal delay in executing a recommendation 
for the purchase of 3,700 freight cars which he made last summer and which was 
embodied in equipment orders early this year. He said it was his understanding 
that in 1946 the manufacture of railway rolling stock for export received a 
preference over domestic orders. (CP) 

Retail Sales Tending to Level Off: Trend of consumer expenditures in Canadian retail  
stores, measured by dollar volume, continued upward during March, when sales 
were six per cent greater than in March last year, according to returns received 
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The month's gain compares with like in- 
creases of 13 per cent in January and 10 per cent in February, adding to the 
evidence in recent months of a tendency for retail business to level off. The 
average gain in sales for the first quarter of this year over last amounted to 
nine per cent. 	

. 	. 

Consumer reaction to increasing prices may be a partial explanation for 
the loss in momentum of retail sales, says the Bureau's report. Another 
important factor is the fact that government payments in the form of grants 
and gratuities to ex-service personnel were more substantial during this 
period last year. 

Canada Foundation Deplores Lack at Support:  Trustees of the Canada Foundation in a 
statement issued yesterday following their annual meeting deplored "the com-
placent willingness" of Canadians to rely upon the generosity of wealthy United 
States foundations to stimulate artistic growth in the Dominion. Mr. Justice 
J.T. Thorson of Ottawa and Winnipeg was re-elected president of the Foundation, 
purpose of which is "to promote wider knowledge and better understanding of the 
life and thought of the Canadian people." 

The statement issued over the name of Walter B. Herbert, of Ottawa,  
executive director, said the Carnegie, Rockefeller and Guggenheim organizations 
were "major sources" of financial encouragement to Canadian students in cul-
tural and intellectual fields. The Canada Foundation was engaged in raising 
an endowment from Canadian sources which would permit it to give scholarships 
and grants-in-aid "on a large scale" throughout the country. Canadian  business  
men in the past had been "unfamiliar with the foundation method of public rela-
tions," but nere showing increasing interest. 

Efforts to establish the endowment fund were interrupted between July, 
1946, and March of this year when the foundation agreed to perform "a special 
mission" in Canada for the United Nations. The organization had loaned the 
U.N. its staff and office facilities in Ottawa. 

The trustees' report commented on the "difficulty of inducing Canadians 
to think nationally concerning cultural matters," but reported a "strong upswe 
in the arts" across the Dominion. (Cr)  

Gleanings:  The Defence Department has authorized the establishment of schools for 111( 
children at Shilo, Man., Borden, Ont., Churchill, Man....Sir Wilfred Eady, sece 

secretary to the Exchequer, arrived in Ottawa yesterday for talks with officies 
of the Finance Department....Montreal Royals lead the best-of-seven series  for 

 Allan Cup three games to two after being defeated 1-0 last night by Calgary 
Stampeders. 
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10Pet Debate in Third Day: A succession of speakers held the floor on a wide 
variety of subjecte, sonie  attacking Finance ::dnister Abbott's budget, others 
defending it, as the budget debate went through its third day in the House 
of Commons yesterday. 

Harry R. Jackman (PC--Toronto Rosedale) called on the Government to end 
its wartime "spending spree" and estimated it weuld cost '168 per capita to 
maintain the Government in funds this year. In budgetting for a surplus, the 
Government could have been "more generous" in making tax reductions in fields 
other than income tax. Gordon Isnor (L-Halifax) said 	Abbott's income tax 
reductions had won praise throughout the country, however, ha believed the 
25-per cent luxury tax could have been eliminated. He urged investment in 
breakwaters and wharves to aid fishermen and early construction of a causeway 
to connect Cape Breton Island with the Nova Scotia mainland. 

Clarence Gillis (C.C.P.--Cape Breton  South) said it was a "tricky" budget 
which could not be evaluated properly without taking into account the rising 
cost of living. He said 50 per cent of Canada's wage earners did not make 
enough to pay taxes. John Blackmore (CS--Lethbridge) said if the Government 
did not take steps to encourage sugar beet production there would be a loss 
of 50,000,000 pounds of sugar this year. He charged that the sugar administrator, 
S.R. !loble, was seeking "deliberately" to "destroy" Canada's sugar beet industry. 
He mentioned what he called a low ceiling price and subsidies on other crops 
and said he -would support the charge with evidence before the end of the session. 
Six others spoke during the day's debate. 

At the opening, Prime Ilinister Mackenzie King said that he had sent a 
cable to J.C. Patteson, -Canada's representative on the International Olympic 
Committee, to do "all possible" to safeguard the interests of Barbara Ann Scott 
of Ottawa, world figure skating champion. Her amateur standing is in question 
because of a gift of an automobile from her home city, which she has offered 
to return. (various) 

ta 

I 9 Senate Discusses Housim: Speaking during debate on the Government's main control 

DI4 	bill,  Senator John T. Haig, Progressive Conservative leader, said the construction 

the 	industry would not build houses for rent under existing rental controls. These 
controls were responsible for flooding the newspapers with "want ads" with 
houses for sale while there were few for rent. 

Drcll 	 "The sooner we recognize we are interfering with ordinary business, the  • 
sooner we'll get back to econoMic stability," he declared, adding, however, 
that he would not oppose the bill as a short-term measure. 

accommodation. 
I 

- 	 ng 
istrator, that the Prices Board was considering "actively, energetically 

La 	and earnestly" ways and means of decontrolling housi 

3 	 The Senate Banking Committee was told by Owen Lobby,  rentals admin- 

3ss 

Decontrol by zones and territories was under consideration, but he doubted 
that such a step would be taken without consultation with the provinces. 

L  II 	Orders making eviction very difficult had been made in 1045 because of a "lively 
fear of physical violence" if veterand families wen. evicted,he said. 

Objections raised against continuing wartime re1.2loas against Japanese-
Canadians, brought from Senator Stanley LIcKean (L--ritish Columbia) an opinion 

irgell that bloodshed might ensue if there was a repetition of pro-war conditions 
which saw 98 per cent of Japanese-Canadians concentrated on the Pacific coast. 
He said his province was willing to take a fair share, but no more. (CP) 

.22.to Commission Approves Draft U.N._Antn1111: The ICAO Commission on Constitution 
and General Policy questions has approved in principle a draft agreement on 
relationship with  the  United Nations, complying with the U.N. stipulation that 
Spain be dropped from membership in ICAO. The vote was 18-3, with Ireland, 
Switzerland and Portugal opposing the motion and Spain abstaining. A Canadian 

suggestion, facilitating the re-entry of a Spanish government acceptable to the 

U.N., was included. (CP) 	 (over) , 
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Grants for Atomic Research: Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton, Chairman of Canada's Atomic 
Energy Control Board, said yesterday that, subject to approval by Parliament, 
$150,000 would be made available to three Canadian universities for important 
atomic research in the fields of medicine, chemistry and other peacetime uses. 
McGill University, which already has built a laboratory in rhich to house a 
100,000,000-electron volt cyclotron, would receive „87,500; 24e University 
of British Columbia would be granted $32,500 to assist in provision of a Van 
de Graaf generator, and the University at Saskatchewan would get e30,000 to 
help in the purchase of a 20,000,000-electron volt betatron. 

Such equipment was not available at the government plant at Chalk River, 
Ont., he said, and the universities would be placed in a position to carry 
out studies which could not be made elsewhere in the country. 

Speaking before the Engineering Institute of Canada at Toronto, Gen. 
McNaughton said Canada had attained a position in atomic development second 
only to that of the United States. He emphasized that Canada's researct was 
"devoted to the acquisition of fundamental knowledge in nuclear physics am.. 
toward peacetime applications of atomic energy." (CP) 

Martin Addresses Welfare Group:  Speaking before the Canadian Welfare Councilis 
annual dinner meeting at Niagara Falls, Ont., last night, Health Minister 
Paul Martin said the Dominion's social security objectives which were placed 
before the provinces in August, 1945, "still stand as the objectives of the 
present Government." 

The proposals included a National Health Program, old age pensions at 
70 without means test, extension of unemployment insurance to cover all employed 
persons and a program of conservation and development of national resources. 
Proposals on health insurance were "designed to put provincial governments in 
a financial position to develop and administer" the scheme, worked out by 
progressive stages upon an agreed basis. 

The National Health Program included grants to assist and extend public 
health measures, grants for research and professional training, It inclüded 
grants for treatment and prevention of venereal disease, tuberculosis  and  
mental diseases and provided for low-interest loans for construction of 
hospitals. "The Primc Minister, the Minister of Justice and myself have made 
it clear that the proposals still remain an essential part of the program of 
this Government," said Mr. Martin. While they were "broad and sweeping in scope," 
he believed the proposals represented objectives which were "definitely obtain-
able." (CP) 

E;:rell  Member from Quebec Lees:LI:lure: Because he declined to withdraw charges that 
the GovernNGnt had "speculated" in the sale oce 'Iebec Liquor Commission permits, 
Fernand Choquette (Le-Montmagny) was named by S taker Alexandre Tache and 

- expelled from the Legislative Assembly for  ep days. The pulsion motion 
was  made by Premier Duplessis and upheld by a vote of 46 to 22. 

A want  of confidencemotion by Wilfx:.d Hamel (L--St. Sauveur), expressing 
regret that the Governnient had not encouraged milk production adequately,  las 

 defeated by a 47-28 vote;. (CP) 

Wheat Stocks Lower:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North America 
at midnight May 1 totalled 93,996,576 bushels, a decline of 1,700,090 bushels 
from the previous week, but substantiallY above the 81,561,935 bushels on the , 

 corresponding date last year, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Deliverieb from Prairie farms increased sharply to 4,544,424 bushels during the 
week, compared with 2,452 e 764 bushels the preceding week. Up to May 1 deliveries 
aggregated 271,941,423 bushels against 206,561,633 in the similar period of the 
1945-46 crop year, 

Gleanings:  Ottawa has been chosen as the site for the 1948 Dominion Draina  Festival.... 
The current festival at London, Ont., witnessed the Vancouver Little Theatre's 
production of "Angel Street" last night....The Nova Scotia Public Utilities 
Board has granted temporary rate increases to four poner ccmpanies as a result 
of increased costs of coal being imported from the United States during the 	' 
Maritime coal strike....With freezing temperatures and•even snowflurries at 
night, eastern Canada is in the grip of another cold wave and pack ice has jammed 
for 20  miles  into Lake Erie from the Niagara River inlet, holding up 20 freighters. 
The Ontario Jockey Club has accepted a compromise offer of horsemen for $1,350 
minimum purses at its spring and fall meetings at Toronto's Woodbine Park. 
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meCann Defends Budget:  Revenue Minister McCann told the House of Commons yesterday 
that the budget was a "popular" one and the Government had shown "courage and 
statesmanship" in its financial policy. Tax relief had been given where it 
was most needed "to the earners of wages or of medium salaries." 

"I think it can be safely said that our middle-class population and people 
on fixed salaries benefited less from war conditions and suffered more from var 
taxes than any other class. The budget is framed to ease the burden on those 
in this income category, rhich includes young professional and scientific men." 

Substantial relief had gone, too, to the wage earner whose reduction in 
taxes, in a "great many instances", would be the equivalent to a wage increase 
of 10 cents an hour. It was true that there were "no immediate gifts" for 
business, although the excess profits tax would be removed at the year end. The 
corporation tax remained unchanged at 30 per cent. Business men may complain but 
they should try to remember that under existing taxes business has been going very 
vieil," he said. 

He denied charges made earlier by Hon. Earl liowe (PC--Dufferin-Simcoe) of 
"inefficiency and recklese extravagance" in governmental expenditure. He said 
the Civil Service had been reduced from a wartime peak of 142,000 to 121,000. 

T.L. Church (Toronto-roadvier) declared the "over-taxation" of today never 
had been in the minds of the Fathers of Confederation. He urged adoption of 
national fuel and hydro power policies and criticized a proposed Government grant 
of 17,500 for Canadas  Olympic team. The Olympic Games caused "more disunion 
than union," he said. 

Mrs. Gladys Strum (CCF--Q,u'Appelle) said the budget would make "the rich 
richer and the poor poorer" because of rising living costs. She also suggested 
some of the airplus revenue should be used for low-cost housing for city-dwellers. 
L.D. Tremblay (L--Dorchester) criticized the stand  taken by Ontario and Zuebec 
on the Dominion-Provincial tax question, describing Premier Drew of Ontario and 
Premier Duplessis of ,,Ilebec as "Siamese twins." 

Arthur Ross (PC--Souris) contended the budget discriminated against parents 
of families and would retard development of family life and that farmers should 
not be made responsible for deducting income tax from the wages of their employees. 

At the night session the House accepted a Senate amendment to the 'Aleat Bill 
which will terminate the powers of the Canadian Uleat Board on August 31, 1950, 
when the four-year British wheat contract ends. 

Reconstruction  Minister Howe issued a warning that the supply of fuel oil 
for homes would be "definitely limited" during the next heating season. He said 
the Government had no control over the fuel oil supply and any householders 
installing oil heating equipment should make certain they had a "firm contract" 
for supply next winter.  (OP) 

Pearson Proposes Mbetiree End May 17: L.B. Pearson, chairman of the Political Committee 
of the special General Assembly of the United Nations on Palestine, yesterday set 
May 19 as the goal for concluding the present stage of the U.N. effort to deal 
with.  the  problem, On that date, he told a press conference, he hopes to see the 
problem placed in the hands of a fact-finding commission which will hear all sides 
and make its recommendations to next September's regular meeting of the General 
Assembly. Meanwhile a sub-committee of 1], powers, also presided over by r.r. 
Pearson, worked on a draft working paperfor the terms Of reference to the fact-
finding body. 

Pearson was asked if he would act for Canada if that country was made a 
member of the fact-finding commission. He said he personnally would be returning 
to his post as Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. He added that Canada 
had never had "any immediate concern in Palestine, not even as much as Australia 
which certainly has a sentimental interest because her soldiers fought in that 
area in two wars." 

(over) 
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Senate Debates ':iheat Bill: Debate in the Senate yesterday  vas  featured by discussion 
of the constitutionality of the Government bill to continue ccntrol of Wheat 
marketing. Senator J.. de B. Farris (L--British Columbia) said the bill was 
setting a far-reaching precedent by listing elevators and flour mills on the 
prairies as being to the general advantage of Canada. Under the British North 
America Act the provinces had been given jurisdiction over "property and civil 
rights" except those works declared to be to the general advantage of Canada°  

Senator Arthur Roebuck (le—Ontario) said there was no doubt in his mind the 
elevators and mills were to the general advantage of Canada. The whole movement 
and marketing of wheat was to the general advantage of Canada. That ras shown 
when the Federal treasury bonused the growing of rheat. The works to be taken 
into Dominion jurisdiction were necessary for the general process of marketing 
the crops. Ileplying to Senator Vincent Dupuis (L--Quebec), who asked if this 
section were passed,couldn't Parliarent take over jurisdiction of coal mines 
or textile mills in the seme mannex, Senator Roebuck said it could. However, 
the history from Confederation showed that Parliament had not followed such a 
course. It had not tried to steal jurisdiction from the provinces. (CP) 

Eady Gives Press Conference: Sir Mfrid Eady, second secretary of the United Kingdom 
Treasury, told a press conference in Ottawa yesterday that his present visit 
could be described as "an exchange of minds" and that he was "not here to borrow 
money this time." His two days of conferences with Canadian officials had 
centred largely on ways and means of getting Canada "on the order books" of 
British exporters. He held out a cautious hope that increased amounts of cotton 
textiles might be diverted to Canada from Britain's still limited  production. 

Britain was getting 44 per cent of her imports from the Jestern Hemisphere, 
but sending only 15 per cent of her exports here because of the present distortion 
of world economy. He estimated that both the Canadian and United States loans 
were about half exhausted. (various) 

Regional Heurin4s next Staue of Inaulm: After more than 1,500,000 words of testimony 
had flowed across the courtroom, the Board of fransport Commissioners today ended 
initial Ottawa hearings on the railways ,  side of the freight rate increase case 
and prepared to cross the country in a series of regional hearings. 

Submission of the railways' basic case came to an abrupt close late yesterday 
just a little more than 12 weeks after the railways had opened presentations in 
their claim for 30-per-cent general increases on freight rates. The period  vas 

 devoted almost exclusively to evidence of witnesses for the Canadian National and 
Canadian Pacific Railways. 

The board vent into consultation with counsel on regional hearings, which 
will open in the Maritimes late this month and move across the country to give 
shippers and others interested an opportunity to express their views. As 
indicated by provincial counsel, regional hearings may run as follows: Halifax, 
three days; Charlottetown, one day; Saint John, N.B., two days; Vancouver, five 
days; Regina, two or three days; Winnipeg, two or three days; Edmonton, about 
one week. Ontario and Quebec have had no representatives at the hearings and it 
77as not indicated whether regional sessions would be held in these provinces. (CP) 

The ;;ova Scotia Legislature is aitting today to prepare the way for 
possible prorogation ilonday00.00ntario Agriculture lanister Kennedy says Ontario 
farmers may have lost between •I30,000,000 and 40,000,000 in total crop returns 
because of the long delay in spring operutions....Percy A. Taverner, 71, retired 
Dominion Ornithologist, died yesterday at his home in Ottawa...The icebreaker 
Mackinaw hus arrived off Buffalo to attempt to free at least 36 freighters held 
up by the voe.st ice jam in years00—D. Park Jamieson of Sarnia, Ont., has been 
elected chairman of the Dominion Drama Festival....G.C. W. Browne has been 
appointed controller of radio in the Transport Department, succeeding ';;.A. 2ush 
wILD retired last year....Gerald H. Brown, former assistant deputy Labour i,iinister, 
died in Toronto yesterday. 
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Four Government Bills:  The Government gave notice Saturday, on the Commons' 
. order paper, that it is ready to initiate four bills. 

One would amend the Civil Service Act to provide a statutory - basis 
for veterans' preference in appointments, to increase the salaries of the 
chairman and members of the Civil Service Commission and to cive payment 
of annual increases in rates of compensation to temporary employes. 

A second would amend the Railway Act to increase the salaries of its 
commissioners and to make an annual grant of 200,000 f9r 10 years towards 
the maintenance of the railway grade crossing fund. 

Labor Linister Mitchell gave notice that, "it is expedient to present 
a bill respecting industrial relations and investigation of industrial 
disputes," or in other words the new Federal Labor Code. 

Fourth nove would amend the Fisheries Research Board Act to provide 
for the election of a vice-chairman, an executive director and for the 
employment of scientific, technical and other officers. 

Interim Committee of Cancer Institute:  Federal Health Minister Y_artin will 
arrive here Monday to preside at a meeting of the Interim Committee of the 
National Cancer Institute of Canada at the Academy of Medicine. 

Under authority of the minister representatives of all provincial 
governments, the Canadian Cancer Society, medical bodies and interested 
organizations met last January and representatives were invited to Ottawa 
to consider the desirability of providing some co-ordinating authority for 
the control of cancer on a national scale. 

As a result of this commdttee's work it was decided to set up a national 
body and the interim committee was formed. (CP) 

Council for Exceptional Children: Dr. Florence S. Dunlop, Ottawa psychologist 
and president of the International Council for Exceptional Children, told 
the opening meeting of the Council's annual convention that more must be 
done for the children of the world in the next 25 years than has been done 
in the last 25 years. 

The meeting, designed to investigate more efficient methods of special 
education for exceptional children and to co-ordinate Canadian and American 
programs, heard Dr. Dunlop say that although 500,000 children of this 
continent receive some type of special education in over 700 community school 
systems, hundreds of thousands of others urgently require similar tuition. (CP) 

Dominion Drama Festival Awards: Les  Compagnons of Montreal were awarded the 
Bessborough Trophy, symbolic of Dominion Drama Festival acting honors, at 
conclusion of the Dominion Drama Festival Saturday night. 

Other acting awards to participating groups went to Montreal Repertory 
Theatre and the Ottawa Le Caveau group. (CP) 

Barbara back in Ottawa:  "It's not the way I dreamed it," sighed Barbara Ann Scott. 
She has lost her illusions about the Olympics. 

Back in Ottawa  Sunday for the first time in .a month, the 19-year-old skating 
champion was not so sure She wanted to compete in the Olympics after all. "If 
it means I'm going to pet ny country into a rumpus, I'd rather not", she told 
The Journal. (O.J.) 

LULIry  ties Allan Cup Series: .....Calgary Stampeders remained in Allan Cup 
competition by defeatinp Yontreal Royals 5 to 2 here Saturday night» Seventh 
and deciding contest will be played in Montreal Monday nipht. 
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N.S. to Negotiate Tax Agreement:  kachinery was being set in motion Monday night 
to write the final chapter to a year and a half of financial negotiation after 
Premier Lacdonald announced in the Nova Scotia House today his government's 
acceptance, subject to ratification by the legislature, of Dominion government 
financial proposals. 

He said the province has been granted virtually all its demands, has been 
guaranteed a minimum of 410,870,000 yearly in subsidies and grants, and, what 
was more important, had won out in a matter of principle--that certain tax 
fields belong exclusively to the provinces. 

The premier made the announcement in a 6,000-word speech, interrupted by 
sporadic applause, during which he tabled correspondence dating back to 1945 
and disclosed contents of a letter from Finance kinister Abbott three weeks 
ago which was believed to have been the turning point in negotiations. 

The letter said the Dominion would vacate the amusement and pari-mutuel 
tax fields, because of their neture and "the special interest of the provinces 
in respect thereto," as soon as circumstances would permit. This,Mr. Macdonald 
regarded as a "most vital and important admission" by the Dominion. 

Premier Lacdonald estimated,that under the latest proposals the province 
would benefit by from 43,000,000 to 44,000,000 When viewed.in  the light of 
possible revenues if no agreement were signed. He had no coment immediately 
on how the additional reverle would be gpent. 

Subsidies and prants from the Dominion Treasury will nct solve Nova Scotia's 
economic problem, Premier i%:acdonald told the lepislature in accepting the 
Federal Government's new fin, ncial proposals. 

The economic problem had been reviewed by many Royal commissions and without 
exception the commissiœllhad found Nova Scotia had not benefited from Confedera-
tion as had certain other parts of Canada. 

"Such a condition," he said, "is not cured by increased grants or subsidies 
from Ottawa. Orants  may make it a little easier  for  this Government to carry 
on; they may make it a little easier for this Government to balance a budget; 
but how much do they do to lift up the peneral economic level of the people of 
Nova Scotia?" (CP) 

International Telecommunications Delepates:  The Department of External Affairs 
announced Tuesday the composition of the Canadian delegation to the Conferences 
of the International Telecommunications Union which are to begin on Lay 15. 

Stone, Canadian kinister in Washington, will head the deleeation and will 
be assisted by: C.C.W. 8rowne, Controller of Radio, Department of Transport; 
J•a, Bain, Senior Radio Engineer, Department of Transport; W.E. Connelly, 
Superintendent of Radio, Department of Transport; C.J. 'cton, Supervising Radio 
Inspector, Department of Transport; L.E. Coffey, Radio Engineer, Department of 
Transport; W/C S.R. Burbank, Royal Canadian Air Force; J.J.r. Coté, Department 
of External Affairs; E.W.T. Gill, Privy Council Office. 

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation will send representatives to the 
Conferences. The Canadian National Telegraphs, Canadian Pacific Railway 
Communications, Trans-Canada Airlines, Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 
Commercial Telegraphers Union and Canadian Communications Association will also 
be represented. Conferences will be held in Atlantic City, 

The Conference which will open on Lay 15 will be the International Tele-
communications Conference (Administrative) for the revision of the International 
Radio-Communication Regulations. It will be followed by the International High 
Frequency Broadcasting Conference. The Plenipotentiary Conference of the Inter-
national Telecommunication Union will commence on July 1. 

(over) 
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In Parliament Monday, May 12:-  Agriculture Minister Gardiner said the government• 
believed that during -ple transitional period farmers and consumers shouid- ,be 
guided into a sound relati -onship. 

Transport Linister-Chevrier confirmed reports the C.N.R. planned to make 
sone trial runs with Diesel engines on main lines. . 	. 

, econstruction Minister Fowe said some T.C.K. ,emjlOyes at 4innipeg Were 
laid off because a training program had produced more than necessary. 	-. 

The Commons continued the budget debate. 
The Senate gave third  and final  reading to the omnibus ccntrol bill whiCh 

flow  awaits royal assent. (CP) 

Premier Drew Seeks Farm Workers in U.K.:  Premier Drew arrived in England by plane 
early r.onday to confer with Government leaders On mirration of British farm 
laborers to Ontario and with Old-Country manufacturers contemplating establish-
rent of plants in this province, it was learned tonight. 

The Premier, who spoke at a luncheon in Toronto Saturday, left Montreal 
Sunday afternoon by Trans-Canada Airlines. He is scheduled to remain in the 
United Kingdom for two weeks, returning in time for reconvening of the legisla-
ture the second week of June. 

Mr. Drew will discuss with Prime Minister Attlee ways and means of 
facilitating immigration into Ontario of urgently needed farm workers. (C .?) 

Rt. Rev. A.1-t. Beverley New Bishop of Toronto: Rt. Rev. A.R. 3everley on Monday 
was elected Anglican bishop of Toronto to succeed the late Archbishop 
Derwyn T. Owen. Naming of the new bishop came after the second ballot of 
clerical and lay delegates. 

The bishop-elect formerly was suffragan bishop of Toronto. (CP) 

Barbara Returns Automobile: TUcked away in a garage at downtown Sparks and Lycn 
Sts., a glittering pile of cream and chromium was apparently all there wa6 
left of an International Olympic controversy. 

With black upholstery and gadgets galore--a 19-year-old's dream on 
uheels--the automobile was Monday turned back to the city by a tearful 
Barbara Ann Scott in order that she might be allowed to compete in the 
1948 Olepics, an ambition she has placed higher than Hollywood. (CP) 

Montreal Royals Win Allan Cup:  Montreal Royals defeated Calgary Stampeders in 
Montreal 8 goals to 2 Monday night to win the Allan Cup and Dominion Senior 
hockey championship 4 games to 3. The Montreal victory brought the Cup 
back to the Quebec metropolis for the first time in 17 years.  Lest  winners 
were the Montreal Wing Wheelers, in 1930. 
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Budget Debate Continues: The Canadian gold-mining induetry vie net treeted fairly 
when the Canadian dollar was brought up to par with the United States dollar, 
Joseph Bradette, Liberal member for Cochrane told the Foese of Cormons Tuesday 
in the course of the budget debate. 

Even Finance 1.inister Abbott, the Cochrene mee±er said admittrd that 
c7old-producers of Northern Ontario, Quebec and the reat of Canada were at a 
disadvantage, because he mentioned the industry specifically in his budget 
speech. 

Gold production had dropped nearly 50 per cent in the past five years, 
Mr. Bradette said. 

Hichlights of Tuesda 's Parliamentarv Proceedinas: 7caeph Bradette (L--Cochrane) 
charged that taxes would be much higher if the government had listened to the 
Progressive Conservative party during the war. 

Trude kinister LacKinnon announced wheat producers will be allowed to make 
deliveriea between Vay 15 and June 30 and take cash settlement at their option 
in 1947, 1948 and 1949. 

Finance Yinister Abbott said the taxation agree:rer2„ witn Nova Scotia 
contained nothing that had not been offered to otloel: provtacea, 

Speaker Gaspard  Fauteux satisfied himself hie.; nor= :lad not been 
transgressed as the climax to a Commons scene. 

J.R. ISeNicol rave a three-point progrum for iuprovement of the Laritime 
eccnomic picture. 

A private member's bill that would extend the life of patents held by the 
Toronto Type Foundry Conpany Limited engenderul a debate thet broke throuch 
party lines. 

The Commons continued the budget debate. 
The Senate rave third and final reading to tve) billn. (CP) 

I.C.A.O.  Ouata  Spain from Air Oranization: Franco ,:_pains lonc-anticipated ouster 
from the International Civil Aviation Organization took place late yesterday 
afternoon at the third plenary session of the first general assembly after 27 
members states--four more than required--voted ir favor of the expulsion. 

A few moments earlier, 32 of the 34 fully qualified stetes present had 
voted for affination with the United Nations, there being no reply from  two 
nations, and Spain's expulsion became a certainty although there was some 
surprise when three nations, Eire, Portugal and Switzerland, voted against the 
ouster, with Argentina and the Union of South Africa abetaining and, again, no 
reply from two states. 

As fascist, neutral Spain lost its membership in the air organization, ex-
fascist and ex-enemy Italy bid fair to gain one, after the United States proposed 
her entry, supported by Eire, France and nreece—the consent of the latter two 
being compulsory, along with that of- Ethiopia, under a special clause of I.C.A.O.'s 
Convention. (Montreal Gazette) 

Implessis  charges CBC Broadcasts "erroneous": Premier Dupleseia cherged today that 
"there is no doubt thut C3C broadcasts, in co fur as Canadian Government rela-
tions are concerned, are fabricated by centraliLers or bureaucrets who simply 
and purely sacrifice the truth to their unreetrained centealizatiou desires". 

The Prerier's remarks were made at a presa conference during which he 
criticized "erroneous CBC news broadcasts," referring specifically to accounts 
of a textiles strike at Lachute, Que., and to an aecaunt lust niFht of Prepler 
Angus L. Eacdonald's statement on a financial aereuent beteen Neva Scotia 
and the Dominion Government. (CP) 

(over) 



Prime Minister Telegraphs Royal Family: Prim Minister King, on behalf of the 
Government, telegraphed the Royal family "respectful greetings" together 
with an expression of "great pleasure" at the success of the Royal tour 
in South Africa. The telegram also noted that May 12 marked the 10th 
anniversary of the King's coronation. 

The King, replying, said the Royal family extended thanks for the 
"kind message" and concluded by recalling with "great pleasure" the Royal 
tour of Canada in 1939. (CP) 

TCA Experimenting with Jet Plane: 	Trans-Canada Air Lines are experimenting 
with a twin-engined jet-propelled passenger plane that would supersede anything 
now in operation in that category or anticipated in the near future, H.J. 
Symington, president of TCA, told the Commons railway committee Tuesday. (CP) 

Toronto Strikers Halt 50 Projects: Strike of 180 crane and steam shovel operators 
is delaying 50 construction projects and affecting 1,500 building workers, 
H.C. Nicholls of the Toronto Builders Exchange labor relations committee said 
today. He said the strike was illegal and that the builders would re-open 
negotiations only when the men returned to work. (CP) 

Canadian Receives U.S. Honor: Walter Tucker, Parliamentary Assistant to Vetèrans 
rinister Mackenzie, informed the Commons Tuesday that the United States 
Government has awarded the Medal of Freedom to F.J.A. Orchard of Winnipeg, 
former president of the International War Alliance, for "exceptionally 
meritorious service." 

Ferguson Addresses Insurance Officers:  George V. Ferguson, editor of the Montreal 
Daily Star, tonight told a meeting of the Canadian Life Insurance Officers' 
Association that "the days of old-fashioned imperialism are at an end" and 
that "it behooves each member state of tilt. United Nations to set its own house 
in order". (CP) 

H.J. Symington Retiring Soon:  H.J. Symington, CMG, KC, tireless 65-year-o1d, un-
salaried president of Trans-Canada Air Lines, said Tuesday, in effect, that 
he would be retiring from that job sometime within the next year. 

Resigns From NFB to Seek Halifax Seat: Dan Wallace, 36-year-old Rhodes scholar 
and former university instructor, said in an interview Tuesday he had resigned 
as secretary of the National Film Board of Ottawa and had offered his name 
for nomination at a Liberal convention in Halifax Friday. (CP) 

Dr. MacDiarmid, ex-M.P. Dies:  Dr. William Burton racDiarmid, MD, CM, Liberal 
member for Glengarry in the House of Commons from 1940 to 1945 9  gho re-
signed his seat to allow Prime Minister King to run in the Glengarry by-
election August 7, 1945, following the Prime Minister's defeat In the 
general election, June 11, 1945, died suddenly at 8 p.m., Tuesday at his 
home in Maxville, following a heart attack. 

Costs Halt Housincirojelts: Housing projects in Hamilton, and some in Torcnto, 
have been abandoned by Housing Enterprises of Canada, it was announced Tuesdayby 
DoLglas H. Storms, general manager. 

Combination of high labor and material costs resulted in tenders from 
contractors which would have boosted prices and rents "right out of the window," 
said Er. Storms. 

Due to increased costs projects in other Canadian cities might also have 
to be abandoned, he added. (CP) 

Commission to Probe Claîms  The Government is planning to appoint a commissioner 
to investigate claims of Japanese evacuated from the defence area of the British 
Columbia Coast during the war, Labor Minister Mitchell said Tuesday in an 
interview. (CP) 

Mine Strike Parley Fails:  A one-day conference between officials of the United 
Mine dorkers (CCL) District 26 and Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation concenirf 
the 12-weeks-old Maritime coal strike ended without settlement, a company state' 
ment at Montreal said Tuesday. (CP) 
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Estimate Canada's War Cost at eO billion: The government estimated Wednesday that 
the war and its direct aftermath cost Canada 20 9 255,865,996. Debits were 
given this way: 

Expenditures from war appropriations: 1939-40, 118,291,022; 1940-41, 
.e52,045,326; 1941-42, 41,339,674 1 152; 1942-43, ..3,724,248,890; 1943-44, 
e4,587,023,094; 1944-45, 44 9418,446,315. 

Var  expenditure and demobilization appropriations: 1945-46, 41;4,002,949,197. 
Demobilization and reconversion appropriations: 1946747, .e'd,313,188,000 (estimated) 

(Before the war Canada's national debt was  • ,152,559,314. The debt at 
March 31, 1947, was  4a3,069,261,000.) 

In another segment of a return tabled for A.M. Nicholson (CCP—Mackenzie), 
the government said Canada had expended .i;3,953 9 359,482 in wartime gifts, mutual 
aid and loans to Allied countries. 

These included: 
Gifts: United Kingdom e1,000,000,000 and Greece e9,382,079, the latter 

in wheat. 
Mutual aid: Australia, •91,119,000; British Indies, e,518,000; China, 

e6,597,000; France, e3,629,000; Greece, el2,000; India, 4i18,826 9 000; New 
Zealand, 4a5,278,000; Russia, -a59,113,000; United Kingdom, •ra,870,978,000. 

Loans: United Kingdom, e00,000,000 (reduced by $19,822,000); Russia, 
U0,000,000 (wheat--reduced to e2,500,000); Belgium, e01,006; Netherlands, 
3,590,717; Russia,  •$8,815,680. 

The last three were balances outstanding on temporary advances as of 
April 30. Post-war loans were not included. (CP) 

Says Dollar Parity Forced by U.S.:  Rodney Adamson (PC--York West), said Wednesday in 
the Commons he had been "reliably informed" that the Government moved the dollar 
to parity with the American dollar last July after Washington exerted pressure 
to have such action taken. 

His informant had told him that Washington authorities assured passage of 
the :$3,750,000,000 loan to the United Kingdom, then before Congress, if the 
Canadian Government would eliminate the 10 per cent discount on the Canadian 
dollar. (CP) 

Royal Assent for 14 Bills: Chief Justice Thibaudeau Rinfret, acting as Deputy of 
the Governor General, Wednesday gave Royal assent in the Senate to 14 Govern-
ment and six private bills. His action gave a legal basis to the omnibus bill, 
embracing 57 orders and regulations on such matters as rentals and prices; 
bills to enable government agencies to fulfil Wheat and food contracts with 
Britain; another repealing the Chinese Immigration Act, and others. 

Canada Wants Neither Communists Nor Fascists—Glen:  The Canadian government fully 
realizes the "importance of increasing immigration" but it does not want 
"either Communists or Fascists," and has no intention of facilitating entry 
of those who cannot be assimilated into the Canadian way of life, Resources 
Minister  Gien  said Wednesday. 

If an address over a national network of the CBC on freetime provided 
for political broadcasts, the minister in charge of immigration said it was 
essential that immigrants to Canada "should be, in general, people of our way 
of life and thought." 

Canada  wanted "additional population, but we do notwant to change the 
general composition of the Canadian nation. . .Specifically we do not want 
imnigrants whose philosophical, political or economic beliefs will keep them 

i1111 	from becoming good citizens in this democratic country. We do not want either 
Communists or Fascists." 

OP  CA N AD e.  

(over) 



Dr. Marshall's Submission:  The objectively cscertained economic needs of Canada 
are the only possible criterion of her absorptive capacity for immigration, 
Dr. H.S. Marshall, Dominion statistician, told the Senate Immigration 
Committee today. 

His emphasis on the economic phase came in the wake of briefs from the 
country's two major labor unions, the Canadian Conpress of Labor and the 
Trades and Labor Congress, which both agreed that no influx of foreigners 
must be allowed to imperil labor's security and the general Canadian standard 
of living. (CP) 

Statement on Farben:  State Secretary Gib9on said Wednesday in the Cormons there 
was no evidence that any Canadian firm had failed to report any connection 
with I.G. Farben Co., the giant German chemical firm now under indictment 
under charges of holding international cartel agreements. 

Replying tosa question from E.G. McCullough (CCF--Assiniboia), Mr. Gibson 
said the German firm had interests in only one Canadian firm, a Montreal 
company in Which it held 16 per cent of the stock. (CP) 	 • 

Housing Priority for Veterans:  Reconstruction Minister Howe announced Wednesday in 
the Commons that veterans  flow  could obtain priority on the building materials 
needed to build any reasonable-sized home. 

Heretofore the veterans could get priorities only if their home was 50 
per cent completed. Mr. Howe said priority forms could be obtained from any 
priority officer of the Central Housing and Mortpage Corporation. 

The priority wculd be granted if the veteran could submit proof that he 
was building or would build a house that he alone would own. (CP) 

Prepaid Medical Care Plan: A province-wide plan of prepaid medical care is to be 
launched by the Ontario Medical Association, it was decided Wednesday, by 
delegates to the association's 67th annual meeting. 

On Friday the association will vote on a bylaw to authorize the loan of 
money to establish a no-profit  prepaid medical care organization to include 
all medical practitioners in Ontario. No date has yet been set for its estahlis 
ment. 

Last year's meeting of the CLA turned down a similar plan but a mail 
plebiscite afterward indicated 82 per cent of the members favored such a scheme. 

Special importance is attached to the 0M7l's decision in view of the Canadi 
Medical Association's plan to have a conference in prepaid medical care precede 
its annual meeting in Winnipeg next month. Members feel a master plan suitable 
for adoption by  the  Canadian medical profession as a whole might result. (CP) 

Royals can Represent Canada at Olympics:  Montreal Royals as Dominion Senior Hockey 
champions will be offered first chance at representing Canada in the 1948 
Olympic games, registrar-secretary ;i.A. Hewitt of the Canadian .Amateur Hockey 
Association said. last night. (CP) 

CBC Chairman replies: Commentini: upon the charge made Tuesday by Premier Duplessis 
of Quebec that "CBC broadcasts, in so far as Canadian povernment relations are 
concerned, are fabricatai by centralizers or bureaucrats who simply and purely 
sacrifice the truth to their unrestrained centralization desires," A.D. Dunton 
chairman of the C3C Board of Covernors '::;Jtel at Ottawa; "It wculd appear 
that the C3C and the news agencies which provide the basis of CBC newscasts are 
too  objective for.Mr. Duplessis' taste." 
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Dr. Keys speaks on Atomic Research: Canada "has the opportunity to stand in front 
rank of atomic research", Dr. D.A. Keys of Chalk River, vice-president of the 
National Research Council, told the Chemical Institute of Canada Thursday 
night. The speech by the director of the Chalk River atomic project was the 
highlight of a day of nuclear discussions. 

"We are the only country outside the United States whidh has an atamic 
pile," said Dr. Keys in a dinner  speech  to the institution. "It has the latest 
instruments and offers opportunities of doing special kinds of research which 
no other pile in the world has. We in Canada have the opportunity to stand in 
the front rank of atomic research." 

He told of the National Research Council's desire to co-operate with 
universities in spreading the knowledge of nuclear research, and said, there 
was room in the new science for anyone who has the ability and desire to 
participate. The three main lines to be investigated were  The fundamental 
research in physics and chemistry; the investigations in biology and medicine 
In utilizing the new tools that nuclear scientists were placing in the hands 
of doctors and biologists and industrial applications of nuclear products. 

He spoke of the virtually "limitlear field of the future applications 
of the products of nuclear fission, radioactive tracers_ lejhoF;e nAth cp  hp 

followed inside the bod:,which has been opened up in possibilities in botany,medicine 
biology, metallurgy and inaus_r. 

Lisi 	 In technology these tracers couil investigue the propertie3 of metals anu 
aid in looking into combinations of metals. Canada's scientista also oould work 
on the nuclear applications in heatin cities,but great difficulties still were 

le° to be surmounted in that research. 
Li Ma .-eGen. Pearkes  Ur.es Sin, le Chief of Staff for all Services: Yaj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, 

VC., (PC--Nanaimo), in the Commons Thursday called for a single Chief of Staff 
for all three armed forces. 

Devoting a budget debate speech exclusively to defence, the veteran of two 
wars said the "great lesson" of the Second World War implied the necessity of 
"unification of planning and direction at the top nowo" 

"The first step in avoiding past mistakes is the establishment of a defence 
committee under the authority of the cabinet and the second is the appointment 
of a single responsible professional adviser to the Government as Chief of 
Staff of all the armed forces," he said. 

"The three staffs now charged with planning, training and organizing should 
be merged into one and told to produce a single unified plan of defence, and to 
design a balanced force to carry it out. The triple staffs now dealing with 
manpower or equipment or supply should be  uni ted  under one head instead of three." 

Gen. Pearkes approved of Government steps to combine the three defence 
departments into one ministry but, in brief, argued that they did not . go far 
enough, that they had hot been streamlined enough to meet modern conditions. (CP) 

Budget 	Establishment of a Budget committee which would advise 
the Government on ways and means of reducing expenditures was suggested in the 
Commons by E.D. Fulton, Progressive Conservative member for Kamloops in British 
Columbia. (CP) 

New Member Launches Charge: A charge that Premier Duplessis had "financed" Paul Massé, 
defeated Independent candidate, "to the tune of 00,000" in the Montreal Cartier 
Federal by-election was made in the Commons by Maurice Hartt, the victorious 
Liberal candidate and now the member for that riding. 

Mr. Hartt made the accusation in a fiery maiden speech in the Budget 
debate. (CP) 

(over) 



Mr. King to Report on Canada's Aid to Olympics:  Prime Minister King told the 
House of Commons he would report later what 	financial contribution if 
any the Dominion Government made to the Canadian Olympic Committee. (CP) 

Mr. Ilsley Denies Charge: Justice Minister Ilsley said he wiàhed to deny "withou 
any qualification" a statement yesterday by Rodney Adamson (PC--York West) 
that the Canadian dollar was revalued last July because of pressure from 
Washington. (CP) 

Premier Macdonalds Statement:  Premier Angus L. leacdonald last night took issue 
with reports which he said had stated that Nova Scotia's "offer to begin 
negotiations on a tax agreement with Ottawa was not induced by any new 
concessions by the Dominion Government." 

He said the reports had been carried in "some newspapers" but did not 
otherwise indentify them. 

In a 500-word statement, the premier cited earlier statements by former 
Finance Minister Ilsley, Prime Minister King and Finance Minister Abbott to 
show the Dominion had all along maintained that compensation must be had frç). 
the provinces if it were to give up the minor tax fields. This attitude, he 
said had been altered by an April 21, 1947, letter from Mr. Abbott. 

He quoted from the letter. "The Dominion recognizes the desire of the 
provinces to have taxation fields of their own. We are prepared therefore to 
say that in view of the nature of the amusement and pari-mutuel fields and of 
the special interest of the provinces in respect thereto, it will be our policy 
to vacate these fields as soon as circumstances permit." 

Mr. Macdonald commented that "it is obvious that the Dominion has abandm 
the idea of securing compensation in return for vacating the fields of amuseu 
and pari-mutuel taxes." 

He said the April 21 letter was the first indication from the Dominion the 
it recognized the provinces' desire to have taxation fields of their own. 

"In the minds of some people this concession may not be important and frw 
the point of dollars and cents they may be right," he:said. "But there is 
recognized here a principle against which the Dominion stood out for 20 months 
and which this province insisted upon and finally. won., . The principle, is that 
the provinces should have some taxation fields for themselves exclusively." 

"It was the recognition of this principle in April of this year, along 
with the other concessions gained at intervals previously,that finally /ed the 
province of Nova Scotia to make the offer which I made on Monday last," he 
added. (CP) 
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Motion for Human Rights Committee: Civil freedom and rights of 9anadians should 
be established in a Bill authorized by Parliament, John Diefenbaker, 
Progressive Conservative member for Lake Centre, Saskatchewan, told the House 
of Commons on Friday. 

Speaking on a Government motion fez' the setting-up of a Joint Committee 
of Senate and Commons to cànsider human rights and fundamental freedom, 
Mr. Diefenbaker said he did not feel these rights of Canadians were adequately 
protected. 

Veterans Affairs Minister Mackenzie who introduced the resolution on 
behalf of Prime Minister King said he questioned the need of a hard and fast 
bill to guarantee the freedom of the individual. He cited Magna Carta, the 
Bill of Rights, the Petition of Rights and similar acts as declarations of 
principle and voiced doubt as to the effectiveness of a written Canadian Bill 
of Rights. (CP) 

Dr. Coryell speaks on Atomic Bomb: A fire--"a terrible fire"-- threatens the people 
of the world and its civilizations, one of the pioneer nuclear scientists in 
the United States declared Friday night in calling upon Canadians to support 
him in his efforts to fight it. He was speaking in Hamilton. 

Declaring that the present status of world control of atomic bombs was 
"not very encouraging," Dr.  Charles  D. Coryelle, professor of chemistry at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, told a conference on nuclear 
chemistry that he did not feel so optimistic about the prospects of permanent 
peace as he did for the first few months after the atom bombing of Japan. (CP) 

End of Coal Strike Heralded:  End of the Laritime coal strike which has paralyzed 
Eastern Nova Scotia's most important industry for the last three months 
appeared imndnent Friday with both union and company announcing that "a 
tentative agreement" had been reached.  (CI') 

Question Robeson Appearance: Whether Baritone Paul Robeson is to make a scheduled 
concert appearance in Toronto Friday appeared doubtful. Voices, fearful lest 
he insert a political speech among the songs on his program, have been raised 
against the concert. 

Toronto's Mayor Robert Saunders, reached by telephone in Ottawa, said, 
"if the facts are such as might lead us to believe a breach of the peace 
might occur," police would be ordered to cancel the event. (CP) 

Canadian Price Rise Below that of U.S.:  "Canadian prices, in spite of increases, 
can still go up considerably before they would meet U.S. prices on most 
essentials of living," the Jartime Prices and Trade Board stated Friday in a 
bulletin on Canadian prices, related to U.S. prices, in the period April 14-24. 

A growing consumer resistance in U.S., the board said, was reflected in 
the greatly increased number of mark-down and promotion sales, and these 
special sales were much more extensive than in Canada. (Montreal Gazette) 

Says Barbara now "True Amateur":  Barbara Ann Scott's action in returning the 
cream-colored car presented to her by the City of Ottawa "makes her a true 
amateur," in the ex)ressed opinion of JOS. Edstrom, of Sweden, president 

of the International Olympic Committee. 

- over - 
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Finance Minister Addresses Insurance Officers: Lowering of United States tariffs 
as a key move in bolstering international trade was called for Thursday by 
Finance Minister Abbott before the Canadian Life Insurance Officers' Associa-
tion at the Seigniory Club. 

In an address prepared for delivery before the association's convention 
here, Mr. Abbott declared Canada and other countries had a big stake in the 
reduction of U.S. trade barriers. 

United States dollars were needed for trade, he said, and many countries 
would be short of them until their exports to the U.S. increased greatly, 
unless other steps were taken to make them available. 

"This fact," he declared, "places squarely on the United States a great 
responsibility for leading the day in the reduction of tariffs and-the removal 
of administrative practices which restrict imports. 

"Only if other countries have reasonably free access to the American 
market can they be expected to adopt the liberal, non-discriminatory trade 
policies contemplated in the International Trade organization charter. 

"Canada has a double interest in reduction of the American tariff. 
First, our own exports to the United States would benefit. In the second 
place, the ability of European countries to maintain their present heavy 
purchases from Canada depends on their ability to market more and more of 
their own products on this continent. 

"Loans can help our overseas customers for the time being, but their 
capacity to remain good customers permanently depends upon enlarged markets 
for their exports." 

Canada, Mr. Abbott said, intends to "contribute her full share" in the 
general give-and-take that will be necessary to reach a mutually satisfactory 
world trade agreement. 

However, he added, any new arrangements must be "mutually advantageous," 
and Canada did not intend to give up any advantages it now enjoyed "except 
for something which is better for all concerned." 

In this respect, the minister said, he was referring particularly to 
'Empire preferences. 

The Finance Minister, whose  speech  was devoted largely to an explanation 
of international monetary and trade institutions, declared great difficulty 
was involved in rebuilding the world's economic system from the aftermath of 
war. 

"There is," he said, "a real danger that wartime co-operation will 
disintegrate; that short-sighted nationalistic policies will be adopted to 
meet exchange and currency difficulties; that in the absence of international 
agreements, trade will be hamstrung by such things as restrictive tariffs 
and quotas; and that international trade will break down under the cumulative 
strain of war and of post-war pressures." 

Like the rest of the world, Canada would lose heavily by even a partial 
breakdown of international trade. Economic isolation for this and other 
countries was as impractical in the modern world as political isolation. 
Without good export markets and healthy export industries, Canada could not 
be prosperous. 

Canada would be using only common sense and self-interest in supporting 
the International Trade Organization, the International Monetary Fund and 
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. 

"I believe," he added, "that thinking people throughout the world are 
coming to recognize that enlightened self-interest requires that traditional 
policies may have to be modified where necessary in order to restore multilateral 
trade on a sound basis." 

Oliver Ontario Liberal Leader:  Farquhar Oliver on Friday became leader of the Liberal 
party in Ontario by a sweeping majority vote of delegates attending the annual 
meeting of the Ontario Liberal Association at Toronto. (CP) 

John Dickey Liberal Nominee:  John Dickey, 32, barrister and assistant Canadian milite 
prosecutor at trials of Japanese war criminals lust nipht wcn the Liberal party 
nomination to contest the July 14 Halifax by-election. 
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Coal Strike Settlement Possible:  Possibility of an early end to the three-months-
old Maritime coal strike was seen here Saturday niéht as leaders of 13,000 
miners began to gather for a meetimg to consider a compromise agreement for 
settling the strike. 

Should the agreement be accepted by the United Line Workers (CCL) 
District 26 membership as a Whole, it would brinp to an end the first peneral 
coal strike in 22 years, a walkout wbich has brought depression-day privation to 
the coal towns,has cost the men millions  in  wages, urie :,)percItors 1,GL0,( 0 
tons of coal and the union • 700,000 in strike relief. 

The agreement was reached at a meeting in Montreal last week between 
union heads and chiefs of the hupe Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation which 
controls 80 per cent of Laritime coal production. 

Its chief terms call for a general wape increase of fa a day from the 
time the men return to the pits untjl the contract ends next January 31. An 
additional 40 cents would be paid for the remainder of the contract period if 
coal production were restored to the prewar level by next December 1. (CP) 

Propose  Three World Air Conferences: 	mber airlines of the International Air 
Transport Association will ask their governments thiS month to approve the 
organization of three large traffic conferences to standardize and unify 
traffic matters—including rates and tariffs--on a worldwide basis, it ms 
announced over the weekend. 

Sir William P. Hildred, director-peneral of IATA, said the conferences 
may begin functioning within six weeks after the necessary governmental 
approvals of new provisions for the regulation of the IATA traffic conferences 
have been obtained. 

The new conference structure would represent an amalgamation and stream-
lining of the original plan, set up 18 months ago, which divided the world 
into nine conferences. 

Under the terms of the new regulations the conferences would deal with 
such matters as passenger fares, cargo rates, agency representation and the 
whole field of traffic matters—such as bapgage allowances, meals aloft, 
discounts, ground transport arrangements and the like—which come under the 
heading of conditions of carriage. 

Sir William emphasized, however, that the IATA conference actions on 
these matters constitute recommendations Which must have the approval of 
governments concerned before they can become effective. (CP) 

Report Messages from Missing Plane:  Weak messages heard by telephone operators in 
twainterior British Columbia centre9, re-kindled hopes over the weekend for 
a solution  to the three-week old mystery surrounding the disappearance of a 
Trans-Canada airliner carrying 15 persons. 

Search officials reported Sunday night that telephone operators on duty 
at'Ashcroft, 3.C., and Lytton, 3.C., had reported hearinp messages purporting 
to come fram the missing airliner late Saturday and again Sunday. They were 
heard over ordinary telephone receivers. (CP) 

Paul Robeson in Toronto:  Paul Robeson, world-famed Negro singer,  made only a little 
"speech" at the end of his concert program at the Coliseum Saturday nipht as 
police officials stood by with notebooks following ruling of the Board of Police 
Commissioners that Mr. Robeson must not make a speech. 

Previously speeches by Robeson mingled with his songs had brought cancella- 
tion of a concert at Peoria, Ill., and officials here feared some disturbance 
might develop. 

ilat Robeson said here was "Toronto has always been a favorite city of mine. 
It still remains so, and I know I'll be back again to sing and to make  speeches. 
Until that time I shall continue to fight for a true democracy." (CP) 
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12 1.!:2_1.1132.uss_Spi_r_robe: In launching the Soviet spy inquiry more than a 
year ago, the government had reason to believe that the secrets of the atomic 
bomb were being disclosed to a foreign power, Justice kinister Ilsley Monday 
night told the Commons. 

Participating in the debate on formation of a committee on human rights 
and fundamental freedoms, Mr. Ilsley defended the government's action in the 
famed investigation and said the disclosure of offiCial secrets might have had 
"far-reaching and devastating consequences". 

Anyone who had read books on the effects of the atomic bomb, suàh as John 
Hershey's "Hiroshima", would realize the consequences of the disclosure of 
atomic information. The situation was one of "grave and acute emergency". 

Mr. Ilsley was replying specifically to criticism of the investigation 
methods voiced by John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre) and others both inside 
and outside the House of Commons. 

He sa id  that every step taken by the government was "legal", as was 
"clearly established" by the report of the Royal Commission on espionage. 
No order-in-council was passed that did not carry with it the authority of 
legislation passed by Parliament. 

Defending the Government's action in selecting Supreme Court justices 
_as_royal commissioners, Mr. Ilsley said it was a case where the public ..ad  
to be satisfied and the Government felt "entirely justified" in poing  to the 
hiehest court in the land. 

If the inquiry had proved to be a "fiasco", those now criticizing the 
Government would have said that the investigation was a "mdtch-hunt" and 
that the "bogey of Communism was arain being raised." 

As for the publication of the commissioners' report, it was the Govern-
ment's "duty" to circulate that document. Not to  circula te  it would have 
been an "undemocratic suppression" of information to the public. 

There had been criticism of an addendum stating that evidence before 
the commission and the courts in the cases of those acquitted was not 
necessarily the same. 

Mi'.  Ilsley said that if this had not been added the liSt of acquitted 
persons in the report would have been "misleading". The rules of evidence 
and procedure before the courts and the commission were not  •  the saine and the 
evidence was not necessarily the same. 

Mr. Ilsley said he believed the concern the Government had shown over 
the espionage disclosures had been "justified to the hilt". 

He believed the investigation which brought to  light "shocking facts" 
did a service not only to Canada but to other democracies as well. 

He said that to hear Mr. Diefenbaker speak one would think the espionage 
discovery was not serious. He was sure Ir.  Diefenbaker's views were not 
sÈared by the rank and file of the Canadian people or by people of other 
countries. 

It was all right for opposition and armchair critics to criticize the 
government nour that offenders had been brought to justice and the people 
put on the alert. The criticism would have been much stronper if subversive 
activities had been allowed to go unchecked. 

Mr. Ilsley said the government was prepared to defend its "actions here 
and elsewhere." 	(CP) 

Strike Leaders Approve Compromise: Leaders of the 13-thousand striking Maritime 
coal miners have approved a compromise agreement for settling the strike. (CP) 

(over) 
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Relax Old Age Pensions Restrictions: Health Minister Martin informed the Commons 
ronday that new old age pensions regulations, effective May 15, are expected 
"Ito relax the present restrictions applying to applicants for pension and to 
the circumstances under which pensions may be granted". 

Tabling an Order-in-Council tabulating the changes, the minister said 
they were worked out in consultation with representatives of all the provinces 
at a meeting of the Interprovincial Old Age Pensions Board in November, 1946. 
The changes had been submitted to the provinces in textual form and approved. 

"The regulations have been completely revised and made more generous in 
their application", rr. Martin said. Eealth Department sources said they wer 
expected to cost ûttawa another 4500,000 a year. 

They are not directly connected, however, with new legislation, due 
shortly, which will increase the benefits of the Old Age Pension Act and 
widen its scope. (CP) 

- Mr. Ilsley on ::ar Measures Act:  Repeal of the War Measures Act might endanger 
Canada's defence in the face of a sudden and unexpected attack, Justice 
kinister Ilsley supFested Monday in the Conmons. 

If the act were repealed and war again broke out, said Mr. Isley, it 
mipht leave the Dominion with the "very serious" necessity of having to call 
Parliament together suddenly to pass lepislation for the prosecution of the 
war. 

The minister spoke in the continued debate on a government motion to 
establish a committee to study the question of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms. (CP) 

Hope to Proroeue by July 1: 7rime  Minister King indicated Monday in the Commons 
July 1 may be the target for the prorogation of Parliament. 

Fe gave this indication in expressing his intention of mmving that two 
private members' hours a week be dropped from the Commons' working schedule 
and beginning next week the House will sit 'dednesday evenings. (CP) 

2,763-Housing -Units- Singe January::  -Viârtimeelioustne ,eum:ateati'on -comIpletd-2,763 
honsing units between January 1 and Jay rZ.) 1947, Reconstructlenkinister 
Hove reported Monday in a reply tabled for E.B. McKay (CCFWeyburn) 
Another, 1,857 units were under construction Lay 3. (CP) 	' 

Talk Peruvian Airline to Montreal: Preliminary negotiations have been begun 
between the Canadian and Peruvian Governments leading to extension of the 
Peruvian International Airways service to Montreal, Air Minister Anmando 
Revoredo, of Peru, said here Monday night. 

(en. Revoredo arrived in r.ontreal yesterday by air from Peru to head 
a new Peruvian deleFation to the International Civil Aviation Organization, 
in session.at  the 'Andsor Hotel.  (CF) 

CBC Needs More Revenue:  The high cost of the CBC and the pressing need of more 
revenue were repeatedly stressed before the House Radio Committee yesterday 
by Chairman of the Board of Covernors A.D. Dunton and General Manag-er ilugustin 
Fripon. Both urged that Parliament reconsider its decision and provide that 
the listeninF licence fee of 2.50 be remitted to the CBC free from collection 
charges. (Montreal Gazette) 

4165,000,000 Loaned Under Housinp Act:  Loans totalling ;0_65,000,000 have been 
issued under Federal housing legislation since 1935, Reconstruction Minister 
Howe told E.B. LcKay . (CCF--tïeyburn) in the Commons Monday. 

rr. Howe said that in the Dominion the total number of loans had been 
33,859, covering 43,465 units. (CP) 

Would Bar CBC Publishing a Newspaper: John O. Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre) 
served notice at the Parliamentary radio committee  meeting  Monday that he 
would move to have the Radio Broadcasting Act amended to prevent the C3C 
publishing a newspaper or operating its own news service. (CP) 
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Mr. Hackett, M.P.,on Foreign Trade Poliqy:  Canada's foreign trade policies 
Tuesday were injected into the Commons Budget debate. 

The subject first was broadhed by John T. Hackett (PC--Stanstead), who 
expressed concern over Canada's dwindling reserve of United States dollars 
and said Canada should not edvance further into indebtedness through foreign 
credits until Parliament had been given "all the facts". 

Another aspect of the trade picture was developed by HOW. Herridge 
(People's CCF--Kootenay West), uho urged the government to take "immediate" 
steps to conclude a trade treaty with Russia and promote a "free exchange" 
of cultural scientific and human relations with the Dominion's great northern 
neighbor. 

Mr. Hackett said Finance Minister Abbott should give the House information 
as to what foreign markets were available and stressed that Canada needed 
more United States dollars if dhe was to meet the deficit resulting from the 
unfavorable balance of trade with that country. 

Of credits extended since the war, he had this to say: 
"If the monies which we are advancing are serving the purpose for which 

we are advancing them, that is, if they are tending, in those countries mhich 
are receiving them, to prime the pump, that is one situation. 

"But if they are not serving that purpose, if there is no hope of inducing 
the pump to bring forth water from the well, or if the well be dry, it is well 
that we should knaw it." (CP) 

Invite Premier Stalin to Canada, urges Yr. Herridge, M.P.:  Premier Stalin of Soviet 
Russia should be invited to visit Canada and this country should immediately 
open trade discussions with the USSR, it was urged in the Commons on Tuesday 
by HOW. Herridge, Independent CCF member for Kootenay West. 

President Truman was coming to Canada next month, argued Mr. Herridge, 
and he would be welcomed by all as the head of a great neighboring country. 
Canada should make the same gesture to Premier Stalin, even if he didn't 
come. "It is surprising what gestures can do at times in an unsatisfactory 
climatep" commented —the B.C. member. 

Er. Herridge's proposals came during a 40-minute speech in which he 
reviewed Canada's foreign policy over  the years and found it unsatisfactory, 
in which he came out flatly in opposition to proposed United States aid to 
the present governments of Greece and Turkey, and in which he defended the 
recent actions of Henry Wallace, former vice-president of the United States. 
Mr. Wallace recently completed a European trip during which he, too, roundly 
condemned the new American foreign policy. 

Mr. Wallace's had been "a courageous career," said Mr. Berridge. As 
one of the "people of the United NationChe had every justification for 
speaking his mind. (Ottawa Citizen Staff Special) 

Mr. Towers' London Visit:  Finance Minister Abbott said in the House of Commons 
Tuesday that Graham Towers, governor of the Bank of Canada, had not gone 
to London with any government instructions or directions about a new loan 
for Britain or reimposition of some Canadian import and export controls 
in fears of a world dollar crisis. 

(over) 



Other Parliamentary Highlights° Reconstruction Minister Howe said nail factories 
were working at full capacity. 

Finance Minister Abbott announced passage of an order-in-council 
extending to September 30 the life of the War Exàhange Conservation Act. 

Prime Minister Mackenzie King and External Affairs Minister St. Laurent 
said they would attempt to obtain information on a report of an exodus of 
Yugoslays. 

J.R. Kirk (L--Antigonish--Guysborough) urged improved navigation aids 
and other assistance for fishermen of the Maritimes. 

HOW. Herridge (People's CCF--Kootenay West) urged "jmmediate" steps to 
conclude a trade treaty with Russia. 

Roland Beaudry (L--Montreal St. James) urged that Canadian income tax 
laws be amended to grant special exemption to persons 55 years and over. 

Percy Black (PC--Cumberland) said the Maritime Provinces were not 
sharing in the prosperity of other parts of Canada. 

Discussion of the budget was continued. (CP) 

International Labor Organization Delegates:  Composition of the Canadian delegation 
to the 30th session of the general conference of the International Labor 
Organization was announced Tilesday by Labor Minister Mitchell. The conference 
begins June 19 at Geneva. 

The delegates for the government are Paul Renaud, chargé d'affaires in 
Switzerland, and Harry Hereford, special assistant to the deputy minister of 
labor. Their technical advisers are V.C. Phelan, Labor Department Director 
of Information; J.A. McClelland, of the National War Labor Board;  A0  Heaps, 
reeistrar of the Unemployment Insurance Commission, and W.L. Best, of the 
National Labor Relations Board. (CP) 

New "Citizenship" Stamps issuing: Hon. Ernest Bertrand, postmaster general, on 
Tuesday announced the printing of a special four-cent postage stamp comme-
morating the 80th anniversary of. Canadian Confederation and the birth of 
"Canadian Citizenship," the stamp to have its first day in issue on Tuesday, 
Julv 1 

Exemplifying the maturity of Canada is the figure of a youth with up-
raised arm, the base for the young man being the northern portion of the 
Western Hemisphere showing the outline of the Dominion. The stamp is vertical 
in design, will probably be blue in color similar to the recent Alexander 
Graham Bell commemorative and is to be printed in àheets of 50. (CP) 
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Canada - Argentina trade deal: Canada will meet her 1947 requirements in 
edible oils through an arrangement with Argentina involving an insigni-
ficant amount of Canadian newsprint, it was made knomn Wednesday 
in the Commons by Finance Minister Abbott. 

In return for about 18 9 000 metric tons of oil which the Dominion 
sorely needs, the South American country will receive a similar additional 
tonnage of newsprint, amounting to less than half of one percent of the 
estimated total Canadian production of 4,350 9 000 "tons for 1947. 

The Minister indicated Canada's problem in obtaining edible oil 
supplies was similar to that of the Canadian housewife trying to buy the 
shortening into which the supplies mainly are diverted. any  of the 
normal sources of supply had dried up and the Dominion finally found the 

. oil in the Argentine. 
The 18,000 tons of newsprint to Argentina would be in addition to 

commercial shipments which last year totalled 46,330 tons, valued at 
e4,058,705, but which have been falline off in 1947. Argentina, faced 
with only a 7,C00-ton supply in the first quarter - indicating a 1947 
quota of only 28,000 tons - is believed to have held out for the govern-
ment-guaranteed quota., 

Mr. Abbott did not indicate the exact amount of the total 1947 ship-
ments of newsprint, but said it would be "somewhat greater" than last 
year's shipments, although "slightly below" the 1940-45 average of 
58 1 900 tons. 

In 1946, Canada imported from Argentina 11,147 tons of oil, in-
cluding 3 9 212 tons of cotton seed valued at e962,809 »  516 tons of peanut 
oil valued at e256,651 and 7,419 tons of sunflower seed oil valued at 
e4,141,416. 

Asks Election on Provincial Agreements:  Bona Arsenault (L- Bonaventure) told 
the Commons Wednesday "the whole question of Dominion-Provincial relations 
should be put to the people" in a general election. 

With that contention, he culminated a Budget debate address in which 
he maintained that Canada had reached a stage in which her economic forces 
had to be curbed or guided to some extent by the Federal Government and 
that the threat of another depression made fiscal agreement of a split in 
direct taxation essential in the near.future. Ottawa's proposals, he said, 
contained no threat to con3titutional provincial rights. 

He took issue with an earlier speech by J. I. Hamel (BP - St. Maurice 
-Laffeche) uho said Ontario and Quebec now had three courses left to them 
and contended that the real purpose behind the Federal proposals to the 
provinces was not social security but the desire to undertake more freely 
foreign commitments such as the loan to Britain. 	(CP) 

Heavy Program still Faces Commons:  Faced with a heavy program of business for 
the remainder of this session, the Commons voted Wednesday to sit Wednesday 
and do away with the two hours weekly devoted to private members' business, 

This means that the ch3mber's sitting hours beginning next week will 
be 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. Monday through Friday. Up to now, 
there had been no Wednesday night session. 

The motion was adopted after Prime Minister King, its sponsor, listed 
for the House a heavy slate of government business still to be introduced 
in addition to, the score of motions and bills already standing on a crowded 
order paper. 

(over) 



One massive measure will be that dealing with a new Federal 
labor code, which ccmtains 70 sections. Others deal with the 
Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act, the Judges Act, external affairs 9  
the budget, various international organizations, redistribution and 
20-odd other subjects, 	(CP) 

CBCgs Shortwave Signal Clearestg  The international service of the CBC, 
in a report tabled Wednesday before the Commons Radio Committee, 
said that listeners in Europe have stated that the signal emanating 
from shortwave transmitters at Sackville, N.B., is the clearest of 
any from North America. 

The report, which outlined the programs beamed to Britain, 
Europe and South American countries, said continued study was being 
given to "problems involved in launching new transmissions, such as 
a daily service to South America and regular services to Australia, 
New Zealand and South Africa." 

New antennas were planned to augment the Latin-American service. 
The shortwave station had broadcast for 3,275 hours during the 

fiscal year ended March 31 9  1947 9  and this time was filled with ap-
proximately 10 9 711 separate program periods. 

Besides going t- britain, the West Indies and South America, 
theprpg-ams were directed to Germany, Czechoslovakia, Netherlands, 
Austria, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Finland, Poland, Yugo-
slavia, Switzerland, Belgium and Egypt. 

Mail from listeners to the shortwave broadcasts increased from 
9 9 000 to 1945-46 to 14 9 000 in 1946-47. 	(CP) 

International Civil Aviation Organizationg  Twenty-four member states 
of the International Civil Aviation Organization had, by last night, 
signified their willingness to serve on the 21-member council which 
will be elected at a plenary session Thursday afternoon. 

The following is the official list of such states: Argentina, 
Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Czechoslovakia, 
Egypt, France, Greece, Ireland, India, Iraq, Mexico, Netherlands, 
Peru, Portugal, Sweden, South Africa, Turkey, United Kingdom, United 
States and Venezuela, 

Of these states, 18 have been members of the interim council and 
are willing to serve on the first permament council while Argentina, 
Greece, Portugal Sweden, South Africa and Venezuela are standing 
for election for the first time. Each council state maintains a 
representative permanently in Montreal. 	(1ontreal Gazette) 
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Mr. Justice Rand to Represent Canada: 	The following were the-highlights 
,e,Thursday's sitting of the House of Commons: External Affairs 
Minister St. Laurent announced Mr. Justice I. C. Rand will represent 
Canada on the U.N. committee established to deal with the Palestine 
question. 

Agricultural Minister Gardiner said the government was prepared 
to discuss with the provinces plans for development of certain 
agricultural lands. 

Finance Minister Abbott promised consideratidn of a question as 
to what the government planned to do about storing of gold by McIntyre-
Porcupine Mines, Ltd. 

W.D. Wylie (S.C.--Medicine Hat) urged the government discontinue 
the system of having income tax payments deducted from payrolls. 

Donald Fleming (P.C.--Toronto Elington) termed the income tax 
reductions "trifling" and "inadequate.” 

A.L. Smith (P.C.--Calgary West) said a research staff should be 
available to assist private members of the Commons with their work. 

Marcel Boivin (L--Shefford) said workers should be given income 
tax exemptions which would allow them to meet their obligations. 

Frederic Dorion (Ind.--Charlevoix-Saguenay) argued the provinces 
had a priority on direct tax fields by the B.N.A. Act. 	. 

- 	Nearly a dozen members participated fri the budget débate.: 

Mi' . Fleming's Budget Criticism: •  Don Fleming (P.C.--Toronto Eglinton), told 
the Commons Thursday the Government was offering the people $160,000,000 
in income tax reductions with one hand and was taking away 3208,000,000 
In terms of increased cost-of-living with the other. 

He based this argument on the fact the Government this year had 
cancelled 3208,000,000 worth of subisdies being used to reduce the cost-
of-living while the income tax cuts would total only 3160,000,000 in the 
fiscal year ended next March 31. 	• 

"That", he said, "is a pretty poor sample of a reduction in taxation 
that is not going to offer any benefit to the people." 

As for the reductions themselves, he termed them "inadequate" and 
"trifling" and only the "first slender instalment" in the tax reduction 
to which the people were entitled after the war. (CP) 

Reject Votes for 18-year Olds:  The Commons Election. Committee on Thursday by 
a vote of 9 to 3 rejected a proposal that the minimum age for voting should 
be reduced from  pl years to 18 years. 

y 

The supporters of thechange were three  CC?  Members, Angus MacInnis, 
Vancouver East; E.B. McKay, Weyburn, and F.S. Zaplitny, Dauphin. Liberal 
.and Progressive Conservatives voted in favor of leaving the age at 21. 

Ihe question is likely to be àebated again when the committee's report 
comes before the Commons for concurrence. 

The committee passed an amendment that any person who served in the 
armed forces during the last war would be entitled to vote in the next 
election even if he or àhe had not reached 21 years. (CP) 

To Increase Senate Leaders' Salaries:  A bill to increase the incomes of the 
government and opposition leaders in the Senate will be placed before 
the Commons this session. 

At present, Senator Wishart Robertson (L--Nova Scotia), government 
leader, and Senator John T. Iaig (P.C.—Manitoba), Progressive Conservative 
leader, get the same e6,000 annual indemnity as any other member of that 
chamber.(C.P.) 



kir.  Mackenzie's Trade Warning: Speaking at the Fifth National Foreign Trade 
Conference of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce.at  Vancouver May 21, M. W. 
Mackenzie, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, sounded a note of 
warning to Canadian business. He declared the seller's market was close 
to its end. Producers will b e facing stiff competition and more than 
ever before, "our own resourcefulness is what is going to count in the 
years that lie immediately ahead of us." 

Of the international trade outlook he said in part:- 	 • 

"Now that the multilateral system of payments has suffered a serious 
breakdown for the second time, or perhaps one should say for the third time 
within the last generation, Canada and all other countries that are engaged 
heavily in international trade are facing a critical stage in their affairs. 
The balance of trade between pairs of countries -- that is, the bilateral 
balance -- has again become a matter of first importance and will remain so 
until the mechanism of the multilateral system has once more been placed in 
good order.... 

"During the war and since, Canada has played and continues to play an 
important part in international discussions looking to the solution of the 
longer-term problems. She has also carried a full share of the burden in 
meeting the shorter-term problems, through loans to wartorn countries, and 
contributions to international relief. These measures have come very close 
to the practical ultimate of that  was possible and have been undertaken not 
only as a contribution to a common cause, but as a matter of enlightened 
self-interest. They are not, I believe, what they are sometimes described -- 
as "generous" or something for Which others Should be grateful in the sense 
of being morally indebted. And may I here interject that without being 
cynical about the value of sentiment or other ties, I think it is a fact that, 
at least in the next few years, few, if any, of the countries of the world 
will be able to allow sentimental or other intangible reasons to outweight 
balance of payment considerations in their foreign trade decisions. It is 
unrealistic to expect that other countries will be able to do business with 
Canada merely because we have in the past carried our full share of the 
burden of common problems. We are, I suggest, heading into a period of 
great difficulty from a foreign trade point of, view -- not, because we can't 
meet free competition and would need the influence of a sentimental advantage, 
but because we start from a badly unbalanced position in a world in which 
there are still many trade restrictions and discriminatory arrangements and 
few freely convertible currencies. No matter how successful the outcome of 
the discussions now going on in Geneva, and without in any way minimizing 
their importance, we must recognize that the practical benefits of the 
propcsed world trade charter cannot be felt for some time, and the full effects 
not for a period of years. For these reasons, and because real recovery of 
world trade has as a prerequisite the rehabilitation of the wartorn countries 
who will, of necessity, be driven to considering carefully the use of every 
dollar of their foreign purchasing power, Canada is facing perhaps as difficult 
a time in foreign trade as it has ever known...." 

Canada Elected on First Ballot: Portugal, Argentina and Sweden last night were 
elected for the first time, along with 18 other contracting states Who were 
members of the PICO Interim Council, to comprise the International Civil 
Aviation Organization's 21-member Council for the next three years. Columbia, 
El Salvador and Norway lost their former seats on the organization's executive 
body. 	- 

The elections took place at the ICAO First Assembly's sixth plenary 
session in Montreal Thursday. 

Elected on the first ballot for their importance in international air 
transportation were eight states. These were the United Kingdom, the United 
States and Canada, elected unanimously, and Belgium, Brazil, France, Mexico 
and the Netherlands. All these were members of the previous Interim Council. 

Seven states were elected on the second ballot from the category of 
those providing the greatest contributions of facilities for international 
air navigation. These were Argentina, Australia, China, Egypt, India, Eire 
and Portugal. Greece, South Africa and Venezuela were the unsuccessful th.ree 
remaining candidate states. (Montreal Gazette) 

(NOTE: There will be no Bulletin tomorrow, May 24th, 1947). 

(over) 
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Highlights of Friday's Sitting of the House:  External Affairs Minister St. 
Laurent said the group of Yugoslays in Montreal preparing to return to 
their homeland "are free to go to Yugoslavia or any other country if 
they so wish.” 

Finance Minister Abbott said he mould get a report on sugar stocks 
in Canada. 

Mr. St. Laurent said a delegation from the Newfoundland National 
Convention will open discussions in Ottawa June 25. 

Mr. St. Laurent announced conclusion of an agreement with the United 
States for the "mutual exchange" of patents on RDX and simdlar compounds. 

The budget debate was continued, touching on employment, fox farms, 
debt financing and old age pensions. 

T.L. Church (PC--Toronto Broadview) waged a one-man fight for the 
defence of the British Empire. (CP) 

Amend Foreign Exchange Control Regulations:  The Minister of Finance announced 
today that the Foreign Exchange Control Regulations have been amended to 
require any Canadian resident having more than 	in U.S. currency in his 
possession to sell it to a bank in Canada. In addition, a Canadian resident 
wishing to take out of Canada more than ;e10 in U.S. funds, or more than a 
total of ,425 in both U.S. and Canadian funds, will now be required to obtain 
a Form IR" Travel Permit approved by a bank. 

The Minister made it clear that no change is being made in the policy 
of making any reasonable amount of U.S. funds available to Canadian residents 
for legitimate travel expenses. As in the past, residents may obtain 
necessary funds and permits for this purpose from the Foreign Exchange 
Control Board through Canadian banks. Mr. Abbott also emphasized that the 
new regulations would not affect the freedom of American tourists to bring 
funds into Canada or to take out any money not spent during their stay in 
Canada. 

Mr. Abbott explained that the previous regulations had permitted 
Canadian residents to retain up to el00 in U.S. currency and to use it 
for travel purposes without the necessity of obtaining a permit. These 
limits had been proposed when the foreign exchange control legislation was 
before Parliament and had been put into effect last September for a trial 
period. When these regulations were adopted it was not contemplated that 
they mrould result in any substantial accumulation of U.S. currency in 
private hands. In practice, however, it had been found that considerable 
sums of U.S. currency spent in Canada by American tourists were being held 
by individuals rather than being sold to tàeir banks in Canada. Moreover, 
some Canadian residents had taken advantage of the regulations to acquire 
and use U.S. currency for unauthorized purposes. The purpose of the changes 
no w made is to maké sure that U.S. currency earned by Canada through the 
toUrist traffic is turned in to official reserves and is thus available to 
meet the needs of the Canadian economy. At the sanie  time the ability to 
retain up to '1.0 will cover amounts of U.S. currency which residents may 
acquire through casual transactions. 

Mr. Abbott said that a period would be provided to enable Canadian 
residents holding U.S. cash in amounts exceeding '11Z) to comply with the 
new regulation by selling surplus amounts to a bank in Canada. After a 
short initial period Customs officials will be instructed to enforce the 
new permit regulations strictly and prosecutions will be instituted in 
cases where Canadians have unlawfully accumulated U.S. funds or have 
attempted to export them illegally. He pointed out that the policy of 
supplying reasonable amounts of U.S. funds for legitimate travel expenses 
cannot be applied successfully and uniformly without effective means of 
exercising control over Canadian residents seeking to evade the regulations. 

(over) 



Wartime Coal Strike Ends: The 99-day Maritime pit tie-up which had paralyzed 
Nova Scotia's chief industry, cost Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation 
more than 1,000,000 tons of coal and miners more than e4 9 000,000 in wages, 
ended Sunday night. 

Freeman Jenkins, president of the United Mine Workers (CCL) District 
26, announced the union had terminated the work stoppage and that the 
13,000 members in the district were being notified to this effect. 

The men would return to work "as when the different mines are ready 
to operate which presumably will be Tuesday." 

He said the decision of the executive board, which met Sunday applied 
to all members of the union, including those employed by the independent 
operators. The employes of the independent operators--less than 10 per 
cent of the total membership--were returning to work "pending final settle- 
ment on the contract details on the basis of the settlement made with DOSCOJ(CP) 

Reciprocal Trade Policy: A policy of reciprocal trade between nations was 
formulated at Vancouver during the three-day sessions of the fifth national 
foreign trade conference which called for free enterprise in international 
commerce and denounced trade policies dictated by governments. 

Delegates were on their way home Saturday carrying with them a declara-
tion of policy which advocated multilateral trading between nations in 
order to establish new markets and re-establish old markets disrupted by 
wur. 

A.M. MacDonald of Edmonton, chairman of the policy committee, read to 
the 200 delegates Friday a declaration stating that "bilateralism leads to 
blocks in the arterial flow of world trade and in turn, these lead to state 
trading and barter deals which tend to restrict rather than expand trade. 

"This conference believes that bilateralism and state trading are 
conductive to, if they did not actually foster, econamic warfare whereas 
private competitive multilateral trade helps create an efficient and 
peaceful trading world." 

The Conference was sponsored by the Canadian Chamber of Commerce. 

Yugoslays Free to Return:  The group of Yugoslays assembled in Montreal 
preparatory to returning to their homeland are "free to go to Yugoslavia 
or any other country if they so wish" and "no doubt" are aware of their 
possible loss of status under Canadian law, External Affairs Minister 
St. Laurent told the Commons Friday: 

In a promised statement on the circumstances surrounding the exodus, 
Mr. St. Laurent also assured the House that "every effort" would be made 
to guard against the "misuse" of Canadien  passports carried by any of the 
emigrants. 

Mr. St. Laurent added: "Allegations have been made in the press 
that improper methods have been used to persuade residents of Canada 
to return to Yugoslavia or to contribute to the fumds which have been 
raised to finance the return of other residents of Canada. Should any 
evidence come to hand as to the methods used in these or any other cases 
which would warrant action by the Government, it will not hesitate to take 
such action." 
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Elell,hts of Commons on Monday Following are the highlightsof Monday's 
sitting of the House of Commons 

Labor Elnister Mitchell said 100 Porsh women brought to Beauce 
county, Quebec, to work in spinning milla will pet "rates of wages 
no less favorable than those required by provincial laws," 

Fisheries Minister Bridges said he p:tanned to make an announcement 
in June regarding establishment of a fisheries support board, 

Rev. E. G. Hansel'. (SC - Macleod) said he believed the Atlantic 
Charter had "become a scrap of paper." 

Third and final reading was given a bill amending the Publication 
of Statutes Acts. 

Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) said there was no reason why Canada should 
not call a British Commonwealth conference. 

Mr. Graydon also regretted that the United Nations was to have only 
a "kind of toothless" security council to impose sections. 

M. I. Coldwell, CC? leader, said that if use of atomic weapons came 
about war could only be between Russia and the United States. 

.John Blackmore (SC—Lethbridge) seid the United  States  still was 
following trade and economic policies which "precipitated the Second 
World War." 

Speaker Gaspard Fauteux was urheld by a vote of 66 to 49 in ruling 
remarks by Mr. Blackmore were not relevant to a bill under discussion. 

F. E. Jaenicke (C0E--Kindersiev) said the government was continuing 
a "one-man czar" in charge of penitentiaries. 	(Cr) 

United Nations Bill Sapported Spokesmen for the Progressive Conservative 
and GCE parties Monday  gave  their support to a bill that will enable the 
government to oblige Canadian citizens to carry out the non-military 
sanction  obligations  arising out of acceptance of the United Nations 
Charter. 

Solon Low, Soclal Credit leader, declined to take a stand on the 
neasure pending ciamfication of some of its features. 

M. Z. Coldwell, CCF leader, saying that his party was behind 
the measure, stated that Canada should do everything possible to pro-
mote understandine between the United States and Russia and the United 
Nations generally. 

Stressing that a woild Favernment aras necessary for world peace, 
Er. Coldwell said critics of the United Na:dons erhould support that body 
unless they offer an alternative. 

Gordon Graydon (a--reel), while supporting the bill, expressed the 
"greatest kind or grave disappointment" that the Uniate,d Nations was to 
have only.  a "kind> of toothless" Security Council to impose sanctions. 

All throe party spokesmen urged that the bill be sent to the 
Commons comnittee on extei-el affairs und this was done after the 
measure was gien second reading. (CP) 

Canada Admits 15 000 from U.S. More.than 15,000 persons have left the 
, United States for Canada in the last là years, the government reported 

today in a return )àhich indicated that trans-border moverents in 
North America are not all. one way. 

Tabled for Hugh Castledon (CCF, Yorkton), it disclosed that 
84 451 immigrants entered. Canade between Sept. 30, 1945, and April 15, 
1947, more than 55,000 of them fror the British isles. (CP) 

(crirer) 



Asks Canada  Call  Empire Conference: Gordon Graydon (PC, Peel) said Monday in the 
Commons there was no reason why Canada should not take the lead and call a 
British Commonwealth conference during this year. 

Saying that such a conference would help "give lie to parts of the world 
uhich are saying that we are witnessing the liquidation of the British 
Empire," Mr. Graydon suggested that more frequent Commonwealth talks would 
be beneficial. 

"It seems to me that the time has come for members and units of the 
Commonwealth to become less shy about each other and have more and more 
talks with each other," said Mr. Graydon. 

He believed Canada in her "spendid position" may in years to come be 
the centre of a "greater and stronger" commonwealth. 

He said he was proud of being a Canadian and agreed that Canada was 
an autonomous country, but he believed that Canada's prospects as a nation 
would be heightened by greater association in the Commonwealth. 

He agreed with those who said the Commonwealth could play an important 
part in international peace-keeping. The Commonwealth had no national 
objective that could be satisfied by war and no international objective 
that could not be satisfied by continued peace. 

M.J. Coldwell, CCF leader, believed that in the ultimate end a group 
of autonomous nations, bound together by common ties, would lead to a 
stronger Commonwealth. 

E.G. Hansel? (SC, Macleod) said he believed the Atlantic Charter, 
drawn up by the late President Roosevelt and former Prime l'inister Churchill 
during a historic, wartime meeting on the Atlantic, has "become a scrap of 
paper." 

In negotiations since the charter had been drawn up there had been 
"little effort to give the right of self-determination to many of the smaller 
nations of the world." 

He called for a statement of the government on suggestions that Canada 
in the year ahead would have to surrender sone of her national sovereignty. 

L.B. Pearson, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, had 
"boldly asserted" in a recent speech that Canada would have to give up some 
of her national sovereignty. Mr. Hansell wanted to know if Mr. Pearson was 
reflecting the view of the government and if he had authority to express 
those views. 

If the views were official, then the government Should say uhat part 
of the sovereignty Canada would have to surrender. (CP) 

Says Home Outlook is Ebpeful: Reconstruction 
Monday night that by autumn the shortage 
eased in Canada, and that in the not too 
to provide sufficient good homes for ail  

Minieter Howe predicted at  Oshawa 
of building materials will have 
distant future it would be possible 
Canadians. (CP) 

Calls on Railways to Cut Costs:  Premier Macdonald of Nova Scotia called on the 
Canadian railways Monday to pare their spending to the bone before resorting 
to freight-rate increases. 

First Provincial Government head to testify in the National rate 
inquiry, Premier Macdonald appeared before the Board of Transport Commissione 
as it opened a three-day Nova Scotia sitting in its Trans-Canada regional 
hearings, 

Declaring the rate hoists sought by the carriers would have an "in-, 
flationary effect" nationally, the Premier said they would have also a 
"very serious effect" on the Shipment of goods produced in this province 
and would boost the cost of living of  No  Scotia's penple. (CP) 
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Budget  Amrom111122: Opposition motions calling far votes of non 
confidence in the Government because.of - the budget it brought down a 
month ago Were defeated Tuesday- nièht in the Commons • 

By a vote ,of 109 to 91 the members rejected a - CCF motion which called 
on the House to express regret that the-budget had /3ot provided for in- • 

, creases in basic - income tax  exemptions and had provided no relief for the 
half of the Canedian population Which does not earn enough•to pay income 
taxes. 

This motion was in the form of an amendment to a Progressive Conservative 
motion--defeated 109 to 90--whiCh criticized the Government for failing to 
provide relief from indirect and hidden, taxes, for failing to  encourage the 

 development of natural resources such_as mining and agriculture, and for 
failing to reconvene the Dominion-provinciel conference 

- With defeat of the non-confidence motions, the main motion cal :ling for 
members to go into committee of supply to study the budget resolutions, was 
adopted on division—without a formal recorded vote. The resolutions will 
bring into effect the tax changes announced in the budget. 

The Progressive Conservative, CCF and Social Credit parties, supported 
by some Independents, voted against the Government on the non-confidence 
motions.., It was believed, to be the first time that the Cpposition parties 
voted as a unit on a budget non-confidence  vote e The Social Credit party 
was prevented under Bouse rules from moving a motion of its own. 

The votes came shortly after'John Bracken, Prop.reseive Conservative 
Leader, announced his party's intention of supporting the CCF motion because 
he agreed that the taxation reductions were "inadequate, inequitable" and . 
provided relief only for those reasonably well-off. 

Finance ninister Abbott, speaking barely more thantmo minutes, said 
the Opposition had been "hard put to fine  any effective criticism of the 
budget proposais  themselves." Any criticisms they had made he would 
answer at the eommittee stage. (CP). • 

The Prime Minister on President Truman's Statement: Prim Minister King said 
TUesday in the Commons President Truman's request to Congress for a program 
of military collaboration with all countries of .  the Western Hemisphere did 
not mean an extension of  Canadas  military co-operation with the United 
States. 

He was replying to a question from Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel). 
Referring to a statement made by Mr. King earlier this session on 

collaboration between Canada and the United States, Mr. Graydon asked: 
"Thon in view  of the fact that the legislation requested evidently 

would open the way for Canada to make purchases from the United States 
through a new avenue, would not that be an extension of what was originally 
announced to the House?" 

"I have seen nothing in the statement which to my mind extends the 
meanihg of what I said in the House some time ago," said Mr. King. 

"I do not know if my honorable fri end  has something in mind that I 
cannot fathom, but I gather that he wishes to knew if the statement made 
by President Truman alters in any particular the statement I made here 
some little time ago, and my answer is no, that it does  note" • (CP) 

( ov er ) 
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Mr. Pearson Before External Affairs Committee: L.B. Pearson, Under-Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, told the Commons External  Affaire  Committee 
Tuesday the "ignorance" about Canada in the United States uas "appalling." 

Mr. Pearson, who formerly was Canadian Ambassador to Washington, said 
the situation was not helped much when the Canadian Information Service had 
only four men in the United States--two in New York and two in Washington-- 
as compared with the large information services of other ccuntries. 

Giving the committee information about  GIS  items in the departmental 
estimates, Mr. Pearson said no educational institution or other community in 
the United States was as "well posted about Canada as we are about the United 
States." This was to an extent understandable in view of the size of the 
two countries. 

But, said kr. Pearson, Canada could expect "a little more." The reason 
for the lack of knowledge was that Americans took Canada "for granted." 
Canada made no more impact on their consciousness than did another American 
state. 

However, things had changed over the lest year and because of Canada's 
importance in the postwar world Americans were beconing more interested in 
Canada. The "ignorance" about Canada was based on "friendship" rather than 
"enmity." 

Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) said many Americans believed that Canada paid 
taxes to Britain. 

Coldwell, CCF Leader, told of addressing a group of United States 
students and being asked by the principal how Canadians could consider 
themselves independent when they had to do es the Governor-General told them 
and pay taxes to Britain. 

Mr. Pearson said that nearly every foreign office in the wcrld had an 
information service and it was felt that it mas legitimate for the Canadian 
Department to have an information division. The service served as back-
ground  far the promotion of Canadian trade abroad. 

The External Affairs department is preparing plans for the establish-
ment of a Canadian consular service in the United States, Mr. Pearson said. 

He said a departmental official now was tourin British consulates in 
the United States to determine how much of their work was "Canadian work" 
and would report to the department uhen he returned to Ottawa next month. 

Mr. Coldwell suggested the establishment  of a Canadian consulate in 
Los Angeles and Mr. Pearson replied that the department had had this under 
consideration for soins time. There were 200,000 to 300,000 Canadians or 
persons of Canadian origin living in Los Angeles County. (CP) 

Mr. Bracken Urges Government to "Mon  UT)" Communism: 	John Bracken, Progressive 
Conservative Leader, while urging the Government in the Commons Tuesday 
night to "mop up" Communism in Canada, said Britain aTe  the United States 
were beginning to realize that a policy of appeasement with Russia was 
futile. 

"The British and United States Government are beginning to understand 
that a policy built on weakness, instability and appeasement, in dealing 
with Soviet Russia is as futile, and as ineffective, as the same policy 
proved to be against Hitler and Mussolini gangs," said Mr. Bracken. 

Then he added 
"Too many people have forgotten that it was  the Bolsheviks that set 

the precedent for the modern totalitarian leaders. Hitler and Mussolini 
were diligent students of Bolshevik tactics, and now that these pretenders 
have been destroyed 9  we find in state after state of Europe, the very 
shoes they walked in are being filled by agents of the Soviet power centred 
In Moscow." (CP) 

Briefs: Trade Minister MacKinnon said in the Commons that participation payments 
available to Western grain producers to enable them to share in the profit 
from operations of the Canadian Wheat Board have totalled el38,081,969 since 
1940: C.:E. Stephea2on (PC—Durham) said many Canadian factories nay have 
to close down because of a shortage of tin; an immediate hoist in the prices 
of coal by Acadia Coal Company,subsidiary of Dominion Steel and Coal Corpora-
tion,was announced by a company official; final date of the last shipments 
from Canada for the United Nations Relief  and  Rehabilitation Administration 
will be Dec. 31 9  Trade Minister MacKinnon said, Mr.  St Laurent  announced 
that the Government has decided to purchase Davidge House, a Washington 
residence, and use it as a Canadian Embassy. The purchase price is 000 9 0000 
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Commons Tackles Budget  Detail: The Commons Wednesday buCkled down to the details 
of Finance Minister Abbott's first budget. 

It gave approval to five clauses of a resolution enbodying alterations, 
effective April 30, in the special War Revenue Act for subjects as diverse 
as transportation tickets and the three cents tax on gasoline that has been 
returned to provincial jurisdiction. A sixth was dropped. 

Members also approved abolition of the Excess Profits Tax at the end of 
this year after Progressive Conservative urged immediate elimination and CCF 
members called for continuation. 

Mr. Abbott,answering a long series of questions on a resolution amending 
the special War Revenue Act, several times stood by his budget declaration 
that tax relief this year would be concentrated in the personal income field. 
The resolution: 

1. Removed a 15 per cent tax on transportation tickets outside Canada, 
thus giving TCA a boon for world competition .of the trans-oceanic routes. 
It also applies to ocean travel. 

2. Cut the tax on syrups, except glucose and grapelsugar, from two to 
one cent, thus bringing it into line with sugar. 

3 0  Repealed the federal three-cents-a-gallon tax on gasoline. Eost 
provinces have applied similar taxes of their own since its return to their 
jurisdiction April 1. 

4 0  Placed provincially-owned industrial and commercial firms on the 
saine  basis as privately-owned competitors for purposes of °dials tax. 

5 0  Provided that where a sale price is payable in instalments, the tax 
'should be paid at the saine  time in instalments, too, whether or not there has 
been a physical delivery of the goods. 

Mi,. Abbott agreed to drop a sixth clause requiring payment of excise tax 
in respect of any performance, exhibition or contest that included professional 
performers, horse races or motion pictures when staged by certain institutions, 
boards or other organizations. 

The minister, answering requests from Liberal and Progressive Conservative 
members that the transportation tax be removed from air travel into remote-- 
chiefly mining--areas with no other means to reach the outer world, said he 
thought an amendment could be worked out that would do so "without abuses." 

But, as a sidelight on the soft drink controversy, he killed any hopes 
that there would be a reduction in the soft drink tax--or any other except 
personal income--this year. 

During Yesterda Housedis: Finance Minister Abbott said abandonment 
of sugar rationing was "out of the question for some time to come;" 

Health Minister McCann said he hoped the Canadian Institute on Cancer 
would succeed in efforts to call attention to early treatment of the 
disease; 

Reconstruction Minister Howe asked household coal consumers to make 
"every effort" to obtain their winter supply durirg summer; 

The Commons voted 139 to 49 against permitting debate on the soft drink 
tax during discussion of budget resolutions; 

G.K. Fraser, (PC—Peterborough West) urged abolition of the 25-per cent 
"luxury" tax on alarm clocks, non-jewel watches and plated knives, forks and 
spoons; 

Mr. Abbott announced that an wider-in-council dealing with deferred 
maintenance and repairs to plants had been rescinded; 

Jean François Pouliot (L--Temiscouata) suggested a tax on banking 
transactions to eliminate income tax; 

Donald Fleming (PC--Toronto Eglinton) recommended overhaul of the Canadian 
taxation structure. 

- over - 
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Studying Immigrant Labor: A joint committee of officials of the Labor Department 
and the immigration branch of the Resources Department is working on "a 
considerable number" of applications by Canadian employers for permission 
to bring batches of European immigrant labor into Canada, officials said 
Wednesday. 

At the same time, transportation remains the crux of the whole problem 
and "every effort is being made" to arrange more dhipping for the Europe-to-
Canada run. Private shipping officials recently estimated that no mare than 
25,000 immigrants would be able to reach the Dominion this year. 

Since that time arrangements have been made to use.the liner Aquitania 
for two more runs before it leaves the Canadian schedule. Two other liners 
are about due to go into service to Halifax, but they have been counted upon 
for some time. 

Officials said there was no way of telling how many immigrants would come 
in until the shipping situation clarified. They declined to say how many men 
would be involved in the applications, chiefly stemming  frein the primary 
industries such as agriculture, lumbering and mining, but intimated that it 
involved thousands. 

Simultaneously, applications by Canadian relatives to bring in European 
families are building up and they, too, are up in the thousands. There were 
5,000 on file at the immigration branch before regulations were modified to 
allow in  viole families related to Canadians willing to guarantee their up-
keep. (CP) 

Wholesale Price Index Continues Rise: The general index number of wholesale 
commodity prices, on the base 1926 equals 100,continued the uninterrupted 
advance begun last September by rising from 120.4 in March to 122.9 for 
April, the Dominion's Bureau of Statistics reported Wednesday. This 2.5 
increase was even steeper than the 2.3 rise in the previous month. The 
April 1946 figure was 108.4. (CP) 
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House Passes Housin re_ii.11.: Reconstruction .  Minister Howe Thursday told the Commons 
he was not closing the door on suggestions for a program -  of' state subsidized 
housing to end Canada's shortage of accommodation but said he wculd be sorry 
if this was found•.to be the only solution. 

Mr. Howe stepped into a debate on second reading of a National Housing 
Act Bill to answer opposition suggestions that this method was the only one 
which weuld effectively meet the scarcity. 

The bill .was - given third and final reading after the Hous,e rejected 
several amendments proposed by the CCF party. It  no W goes to the Se-nate. 

- Subsidized houdng, eaid the ministerght be the solution  but  if 
it were undertaken, there wou.ld have to be very different organization of 
responsibility and a very different supply situation in the fields of labor 
and materials. 

Earlier, opposition menters generally joined ranks in criticism of 
government policy and to offer suggestions extending frorq lifting of controls 
into the intricate field of finance. 

Most of the opposition speakers on a bill to stimulate Canadian home 
building, urged a government - .sponso,r.ed subsidized program of low-rental 
housing, but there were differences of opinion about how it -should be done. 

Mr. Howe said if a subsidized prohr;ram were to be undertaken, it 'e.rould 
have to be handled by the municipalities with aid from the federal government. 

He pointed out that un.der the constitution housing did not come, within 
the federal ambit but was primarily a responsibility of the provinces. 
However, the Dominion had .recoenized the reeponsibi1it7 y,  of taking  cars  of the 
dislocation -ehich had de,velope,d as a result of the war. 

But the Dominion could not operate effectively eithout the active co-
operation of the municipalities, and -differencea in progress  in  the licusiong 
program across Canada were due entirely to the co-operation or lack of it 
on the part of the mu.nicipalitiea. 

'bt.here  a tolem or city co-operate.d with the federal authority housing was 
up to requirements but where there wa S no eo-eperation there waS only a 
"partial solution." If any city did not have sufficient housing, the fuit 

 was larg,ely in the hands of the municipal authorities. - 
Reporting on the progress of the progrean itse,if, Mr. Howe said there was 

dcubt whether the target of 80,000 housing, units this year would be met u.nless 
construction speeded up during the next month. This was because of rising 
costs and other factors. 

During Thursday's sitting External Affairs Minister St. Laurent denied 
the United States •had said it would apply an embargo - egainst Canadian mink 

' 	pelts; 
Labor Minister Mitchell disclosed that a movement is under way of 1,400 

European displaced persons to work .in Ontario's lumber industry .  
Justice Minister llsley said he could g,ive no assurance the R,C,,M.P0 

would not be used in strikes. 

. Ju.ne 9?, Officials of the Secr.etary of State"o Department 
said Mursday nig,ht that June 9 has been proclaimed by the government as the 
day of celebration of the King's Birthday and will be a statutory holiday 
throtighout Canada. 

(over) 



Export  Credits Insurance Renort The substantial protection afforded to Canadian 
exporters by the crown-operated Export Credits insurance Corporation was 
revealed Thursday -whe:ti the annual report was tabled in the House of Commons 
by the Hon. James A, MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Cowmerce. 

As of December 31, 1946, its policies covered diaipments valued at more 
than 42,000,000 against risks not provided for in ordinary coorercial 
insurance, including the possible insolvency of the foreign buyer, possible 
cancellation of an import licence in the country of destination, and the 
risk of adverse changes in  foret  gn exchange regulations. Details of its 
operation show that it thus facilitated exports of raw materials, agricultural 
products and manufactured goods from ninety-two exporters all over Canada, 
to seventy-five different countries. 

Staffed by only twelve officers and employees  the  Corporation showed a 
healthy financial position, with a substantial surplus of operating revenues 
over expenditures. Claims paid under policies amounted to only ' 4e11,534, and 
premiums earned for the same period totalled 451,673.65. Income from invest-
ments brought the total profits to MC,2606. 

Rains Threaten Ontario  Crois,  Power Supplr Continuinr  reins and cold weather 
Thursday had reached the point where Ontario was threatened with the worst 
crop disaster in history, 

Thousands of acres of farmlands were made sodden and unworkable by the 
rains which never let up after the long Winter finally ended. Seeding of 
Sprint  grains in wide sections was delayed until now, on most farms, seeding 
is out of the question3 

Rampaging flood watels ln the Ottawa and Gatineau river valleys levelled 
off somewhat Thursday as expected general  raina  failed to materialize but 
hundreds of persons already forced from their homes looked at leaden Skies 
and heard another prediction of rain ton=row, 

Major power companien servinn? the Ottawa and Gatineau districts again 
appealed to residents to ant power consumption at peak periods. Hundreds of 
persons are homeless. At hard-hit Gatineau Point, at the confluence of the 
Gatineau and Ottawa rivers across from the c*Ipital, people are living in tents 
put up by the Red Cross and cookinep. 1,e.a3s on outdcor stoves,  (OP)  

Railweys Face Strangulation Says C)U,R, Chief: "The railways of Canada have now 
reached that point where, with eldsttn,!,: freight rates and in the face of 
current costs and fixed charges >  tney face olow and sure strangulation." 
This warning was given at S1aerbrooke 9  Que., Thursday night by R.C. Vaughan, 
CMG, Chairman and president of the Canadien  National Railways. 

liork: Maintenance men were  withdrawn from one  Dominion 
Steel and Coal Corporation pit Thursday  nient  and pJeket lines formed around 
another after union  leaders  called 12,000 man out of the miner: again, a few 
days after they had ended their ln.-week strike, says a Glace Bay despatch. 

After announcing that negotiationa with Dosco had been "temporarily 
broken off" and advising miners "to cease work immediately, until further 
instructions", Freeman Jenkins, president of United Mine Workers (CCL) 
District 26 addressed a joint meeting of three MOnceals at nearby New 
Waterford Thursday night. 

He said the new strike was called because the company had violated 
the Montreal agreement which was accepted in a miners? referendum last 
week, ending the original walkout. 

1 807 824 Radio Licenses Issued Radio licenses inssued during the fiscal year 
1946-47 totalled 1,807,824, compared w{th 1,754,351 in 194546, it was dnown 
Thursday in statistics tabled at the Commons Radio Committee. Revenue 
totalled 4,099,795, compared with 3,964,603. (OF) 
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Abbott Defends Tax Policy:  Finance kinister Abbott told the House of Commons 
yesterday that,no matter how hard the Government tried to "soak the rich p a 
tax revenue from higher income groups wculd not provide enough money to 
meet current expenditures. He was replying to a suggestion by A.M. 
Nicholson (CCF-Mackenzie) that nobody should be left with more than e25,000 
annually after payment of income taxes. 

"No matter how hard you soak the rich you just could not get enough 
revenue from them because there is not enough of them," said Mr. Abbott. 
"I make that statement without fear of contradiction. If you wa nt  
$90,000,000 of el00,000,000 from that group you cannot get it. Moreover, 
we live alongside a country which is large and powerful and, as I have 
said before and repeat now, we cannot insulate ourselves completely from 
conditions as they exist in that country. 

"I agree it is desirable to maintain a certain minimum standard of 
living in this or any other country, but that depends on the level of the 
uroduction in the country and you cannot legislate for any standard of 
living. People have to work and produce. 

'You can, it is true, assist In the standard of living by sound fiscal 
measures, by not imposing a tax structure which deters production which 
prevents the increase of wealth. That is perfectly true. But you cannot 
raise the standard of living in this or any other country by a purely 'soak 
the rich' tax policy." 

Mr. Nicholson said he did not expect Mr. Abbott would agree to his 
proposal this year but "I assure him that he will have a constant barrage 
from this side so long as there are taxpayers left with e7,000 a year or 
more after they have paid income tax." 

"In Great Britain this year there are only 43 persons Wào are left 
with $24,000 or more after payinp taxes. I am going to be very generous 
and suppest that n5,000 should be the maximum that any taxpayer Should 
have left in Canada. 

"We have arbitary amounts at which taxation shall begin and arbitrary 
amounts when we say that a married person receiving a2,000 a year will pay 
so much." 

Mr. Nicholson said if the Government taxed everything above $25,000 for 
the 650 persons in Canada receiving mare than that a year it would obtain 
an additional $19,000,000 in revenue. 

The exchange occurred during study of budget resolutions which will 
bring into effect the tax changes announced in the budget. These were 
finally approved by the House in comnittee stage and will be incorporated 
in the new tax bill to be presented next week. 	(various) 

Drew Expects 5,000 British Immigrants: Premier  George Drew of Ontario has 
returned to Canada by air after a 19-day visit to Britain and the Continent. 
He told reporters that it was probable that 5,000 British farm workers, 
forestry workers and skilled tradesmen "will be caming to Ontario within 
the next few months." He expressed confidence that arrangements would be 
made to bring a more substantial number of people to settle in Ontario. 

Mr. Drew said his talks with British officials regarding establishment 
of Ontario branches of 200 British firms, which had applied for permission 
from their government, had been "fairly satisfactory." 

He said winter floods in Britain had wiped out 4,250,000 sheep and 
3,000,000 cattle and ruined crops in many sections and it was up to Canada, 
the United States, Australia, New Zealand and Argentina to help Britain 
get back on her feet. (CP) 

(over) 



Exrorts 	Higher in April: Canada's merchandise export trade in April 
continued the gains of previous months this year, being valued at 
4190,900,000 compared with $178 9 500,000 for April, 1946, according to the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The increase was mainly due to a substantial 
rise in shipments oflumber, other wood products and paper, which has 
featured the export trade for some months. Aggregate exports for the four 
months this year Were 11 per cent above the corresponding period of 1946, 
standing at $788,000,000 against •699,100,000. Total for the same period of 
1938 was $254,100,000. 

April exports to the United States continued their sharp upward trend, 
rising to 488,291 9 000 compared with •83,098 9 000 in March and 471,399,000 
in April last year. The four month aggregate was e320,237,000 compared 
with $257,750,00 in 1946. • Shipments to the United Kingdom also were higher 
at •$43,070,000 against $40,974,000 a year ago, bringing the total for the 
year to $185,963,000 compared with 4180,557,000. 

Exports to Australia increased sharply to 45,852,000 from 41,722,000 
in April last year,and Shipments to the Union of South Africa increased to 
$6,295,000 from 43,409,000. 

April shipments to European countries as a *hole were lower in value 
than in 1946 9  hile purchases by Latin American countries increased to 
49,663,000 compared with $7 0 212,000 a year ago, making the total for the 
fourmonths this year 444,876,000 compared with 429,108,000 last year. 

Bradley heads Newfoundland Delegation:  The delegation from the Newfoundland 
national convention p leaving for Ottawa june 19,will be headed by F.G. 
Bradley, chairman of the convention, it was announced yesterday. Other 
members of the delegation will be T.G. Ashbourne, C.H. Ballam, Rev. L. 
Burry, T.W. Crummy, G.F. Eiggine, Jr., and J.R. Smallwood. 

On July. 24--450th anniversary of John Cabot's Newfoundland landfall-- 
the delegates will be.entertained by the Canadian Government at a banquet 
in Montreal. (CP) 

Wheat Stocks Lower: Stocks of Canadian Wheat in store or in transit in North 
America at midnight, May 22, totalled 84,286,881 bushels compared with 
87,793,896 on May 15 and 67,535 9 147 on the corresponding date last year, 
according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries of wheat from 
farms in the Prairie Provinces totalled 3,498,359 bushels campared with 
4,171,601 the preceding week. During the cumulative period--August 1 to 
May 22--wheat marketings aggregated 284,365 9 325 bushels compared with 
212,812,225. 

Gleanings:  The Yugoslavian ship -Radnik sailed . from Montreal yesterday with 
approximately 500 emigrants returning to their homeland....Thirty more 
girls textile workers from displaced persons camps in Europe, mostly 
Poles and Ukrainians, have arrived in Montreal by air en route to St. 
Georges de Beauce, Que., where they will wark in a spinning mill operated 
by Ludger Dionfie  (L..-Beauce)0000Iotor  vehicle production again increased 
in April, when 22,404 Units came off assembly lines against 21 9 830 in 
March....Company and union officials have held a conference at Sydney, 
N.S., in an attempt to settle the latest dispute in Maritime coal fields 
which has resulted in 'a shut-down of 90 per cent of the industry. 
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Truman to Visit Ottawa: Prime Minister Mackenzie King will make an announcement 
in the House of Commons tOday regarding the visit of President Truman of 
the United States to Ottawa. At Washington it was announced Saturday that 
plans had been made for Mr. Truman to arrive in Ottawa about noon, June 10, 
for a three-day state visit. 

Dionne Answers Labour Criticism: Ludger Dionne (L--Beauce) has arrived from 
Europe by air with 30 Slavic girls, the final group of the 100 he has 
brought to Canada from displaced persons'camps in Europe to work in his 
rayon mill at St. Georges de Beauce, Que. Taking note of criticism of the 
Immigration scheme by union officials, Mr. Dionne said his plant had tried 
without success to obtain girls "all over  Canada" and his mills, capable of 
employing 700, were operating at approximately a half or third of that 
number "most of the time." 

"Let the unions find us some labour, then they'll be in a better 
position to talk," he said, adding that he did not care "what unions try 
to unionize my plant--they are all free to try." 

In Ottawa, C.C.F. leader Coldwell declared that Mr. Dionne was 
"exploiting Misery to make money for himself" and that he would bring the 
matter before the House of Commnns. (CP) 

Immigrant doodsmen to Receive Same Pay:  Hon. Earl Rawe (PC--Dufferin-Simcoe) 
has denied a comment at Ottawa by Andrew Cooper, international organizer of 
the United  Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, that he was 
seeking to bring Polish immigrants to Canada as "cheap labour." 

Er. Rowe, long connected with the pulp and paper industry, said Mr. 
Cooper apparently was referring to the movement of 1,400 carefully-selected 
men from European displaced persons' camps for woods work in Ontario, a 
program in which three large Ontario pulp and paper firms were co-operating 
with federal authorities. 

"Three or four companies agreed to give employment to immigrants in 
order to keep.the mills going,"  I.  Rowe said. "We need more bush labor. 
They will receive the saine rates as Canadian bush workers". 

Previously the companies announced that officials were en route to camps 
in the U.S. zone in Germany to select the immigrants who will be paid the 
rates prevailing for other bush workers in Ontario. (CP) 

Duplessis Warns Against Centralization: Speaking before the annual meeting of the 
Junior Chamber of. Commerce of Canada at Montreal Saturday, Premier Duplessis 
of Quebec told the delegates that decentralization in democracy was the "very 
basis of an enduring prosperity." 

He said the Fathers of Confederation were right in deciding 80 years ago-
that Canada, owing to its immensity and the differences of language and tradi-
tions, dàould not be administered by one government only. "We want to 
centralize our love of Canada," said Mr. Duplessis, but "we want to decentralize 
in the field of legislative and administrative powers." 

He said centralization was the system taken up by Communists, Nazis and 
Fascists, and that all dictatorships, all tyrannical regimes are the result 
of centralization. 

People in other provinces of Canada sometimes thought, doubtlessly in 
good faith, that Quebec is parochial, unprogressive and "a little bit back-
ward." They seemed to forget that in Quebec "we are firmly convinced that 
loyalty, fidelity and justice are the mainstays of progress and good under-
standing." (CP) 

(aver) 



Further Stibsidy Reductions: Effective today, a further reduction in the import 
subsidies being paid on imported cotton and cotton products, inedible fats 
for the manufacture of soap, and some imported leathers, has been announced 
by the Prices Board. 

The cotton sUbsidy reduction amounts to 2.8 cents per pound, bringing 
the Canadian base price  for  raw cotton from 24.4 cents per pound to 27.2 
cents per pound. The Board said this wculd be accompanied by a "re-alignment 
of the domestic price structure for fabrics and yarns to remove distorted 
price relationships which have developed since the base period in the Fall 
of 1941." 

The partial removal of the inedible fats subsidy would result in "price 
increases to the consumer of approximately one cent per bar on toilet soap, 
two cents per bar on laundry soap and the samll-size package of soap flakes, 
five cents on the medium-size package of soap flakes and ten cents on the 
giant-size packages of soap flakes." Officials pointed out that for the 
first time in over five years soap manufacturers' prices would be slightly 
above the 1941 base period. 

Coal Production Sharply Reduced: Coal production in Canada in February was 31 
per cent lower than in the corresponding month last year, amounting to 
1,131,878 tons, compared with 1,640,643, according to the Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics. During the first two months of the year, output totalled 
2,809,124 tons compared with 3,288 9 909 in the similar period of 1946. 

A strike which commenced February 15 reduced production in Nova Scotia 
and New Brunswick and there was  also a considerable loss of output in 
western Canada as a result of a railway car shortage. Compared with February 
last year, Nova Scotia showed a decrease in production of 51 per cent, New 
Brunswick 14 per cent, Saskatchewan 20 per cent, Alberta 26 per cent, and 
British Columbia 11 per cent. 

Airfreight Record Broken: An all time high mark for airfreight cragoes carried 
in Canadian commercial aircraft was established in March When a total of 
4,105,000 pounds was transported. This figure is almost double that for 
March, 1946, and represents an increase of 82 per cent over  February, 1947, 
operations, when the total was 2,254,000 pounds. 

Substantial increases also were registered in passenger and mail  loads 
in March, according to preliminary figures compiled by the Air Transport 
Board and the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. A. large portion of the gains 
are attributed to development of new non-scheduled air routes by private 
operators, especially in British Columbia. 

Gleanings:  Four men were killed in the crash of a seaplane near Montreal Sunday.... 
A strike of 1,200 employees of the International Nickel Company at Port 
Colborne, Ont., has been set for midnight tonight to back demands for wage 
increases of 20 cents an hour....Prender Duplessis of Quebec has announced 
that his C,overnment will finance a "boys' town" near Yontreal for juvenile 
delinquents, the first such project in Canada. ...Ontario fruit orchards 
are reported to be in fairly good condition, but the general condition of 
vegetable crops is unsatisfactory because of the cold, wet weather....The 
Gatineau River has dropped a foot below the flood peak and there has been 
no further rise in the level of the Ottawa River....The Foreign Exchange 
Control Board has announced that Canadian exporters and importers may now 
trade on either a sterling or U.S. dollar basis with Brazil. 
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Heated Debate on Immigration:  A searing attack by opposition members on 
federal immigration policy brought three cabinet ministers to the defensive 
ramparts in the House of Commons Monday in a five-hour debate swirling 
about the importation of 100 Polish girl workers to the textile mills of 
a Quebec Liberal member of Parliament. 

Members of the three major opposition parties jollied in blasting the 
arrangement for importing the girls as a form of "indentured labor" -- one 
of them charging they were going into "slavery" -- and the government 
retorted with a heavy-artillery defence in Labor Minister Mitchell, 
Reconstruction Minister Howe and External Affairs Minister St. Laurent. 

Other Liberals remained silent except for a running fire of interjections 
at the 10 attacking opposition members, while the Liberal  cuiter of the 
battle -- Ludger Dionne of Beauce, Que. -- was not in the House during the 
debate. Storm-center of the debate was Mr. Dionne's arrangement with the 
federal government under which he went to Europe and selected 100 Polish 
girl workers from "displaced persons" camps for his textile mills at St. 
Georges de Beauce, Que., where the girls were to work two years under a 
contract calling for withholding of 25 per cent of their weekly pay until 
they repaid the price of their passage. 

The debate was exploded by ro J. Coldwell, GCF leader, in a notion to set 
aside the normal business of the House to discuss the labor import question 
as a matter of "urgent public importance." It went on through almost the 
whole afternoon session and deep into the night sitting with 14  speakers 
joining in. 

Besides the 10 criticizing Opposition Members and three defending Minis-
ters, the other speaker was Anthony Hlynka (SG--Vegrevile), who split with 
his Party Leader, Solon Low, to defend the program. The only woman member 
of the House, Ers. nadys Strum (C.C.F.--Qu'Appelle) also defended the 
action of Mr. Dionne as serving in a measure to relieve European distress, 
but rapped the Government sharply for allowing a private industrialist to do 
its work. 

Most bitter criticism of the Beauce move came from Angus MacInnis (C.C.F.-- 
Vancouver East), who declared the Polisn girls "have actually gone into 
slavery". He said the Beauce Mills, employing 425 persons, had had a turnover 
of 555 in one year. 

The Federal Ministers declared the girls would have the protection of 
the Canadian Immigration Law, which guaranteed them two years employment, 
and the Canadian Labor Laws, which would ensure them a decent standard of 
living. "Are we blameworthy because the girls are here and not in a dis-
placed persons camp?" asked Mr. St. Laurent. While  he was replying to the 
Opposition charges, Mr. St. Laurent announced that further arrangements were 

 being made to bring 1 9400 workers to Canada for mining and logging camps, and 
he said other provisions for the transfer of mare workers from Europe would 
be announced. 

A caustic denunciation of the move came during the night session fron 
John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre), who termed it a,form of "voluntary Slavery" 
under which the Polish girls had to buy their freedoM by the "sweat of their 
brow" under a two-year period in which they would repay their transportation. 

Mr. Diefenbaker wanted to know why a Cabinet Minister had told the House 
April 23 there was no information on the matter, in reply to a question, when 
the Order-in-Council authorizing Ur. Dionne's action had been passed April 1. 

Because of his absence, both Er. Mitchell and Er. Howe suggested to the 
House its members should suspend judgment on the arrangements made for the 
girl workers. (CP) 	 (over) 
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Announcement of Truman Visit:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King announced details 
of the visit of President Truman to the Canadian capital in the House of 
Commons yesterday. 

"I am sure it will be gratifying to honourable members that, notwith-
standing personal anxieties of recent weeks, the President has found it 
possible to carry out his visit as planned," Mr. King said. "Honourable 
members will likewise be delighted that Mrs. Truman and Miss Truman will be 
with the President." 

The Presidential party will arrive in Ottawa at 3.30 p.m. June 10 to be 
the guests of Their Excellencies the Governor General and Lady Alexander at 
Government House. After a drive through the City, thé President will be 
accorded a Royal Salute at Rideau Gate and will inspect a Guard of Honour. A 
State Dinner in honour of the President will be given by His Excellency at 
Government House on Tuesday evening. 

On June 11, the President will address a meeting of Members of both 
Houses of Parliament in the House of Commons Chamber and later he will place 
a wreath at the National War Memorial. During the evening, the President and 
Mrs. Truman will be guests of the Prime Minister at dinner at Laurier House, 

June 12 will be left free of formal engagements. The President and membeu 
of his party will dine with the United States Ambassador and Mrs. Atherton at 
the United States Embassy Residence. They will leave Ottawa by train late 
Thursday evening. 

Plan Crop Crisis Conference:  Because of the serious effect on Canadian feed grain 
crops caused by the incessant rains following a cold, wet spring, arrangements 
are being made  for a national conference on the problem in Ottawa June 11. 
Directors of the Ontario Federation of Agriculture, meeting in Toronto 
where Ontario Agriculture Minister Kennedy said that 70 per cent of Ontario's 
seed grain crops may be lost this year, made arrangements for the Ottawa meeting 
to be sponsored by the Canadian Federation of Agriculture. 

"Consumers may face a shortage of fruits, vegetables, beef, pork, eggs, 
milk, cheese and butter during the coming autumn and winter as a result of 
continued rain and cold weather," said Robert Norrison of Alvinson, first 
vice-president of the Ontario Federation of AgricUlture. "Farmers are faced 
with a considerably reduced income as a result of weather conditions. A year's 
work may bring farm  familles  only six months' income. Farm people would face 
a situation comparable to that faced by an urban family whose income was cut 
off for six months." 

Heavy week-end rains over most of Ontario continued without let-up 
tonight, running into their second 24 hours, and warm sunshine is desperately 
needed. 

Meanwhile, British Columbia farmers are facing possible serious drought 
conditions following unseasonably hot weather during the last two weeks in 
May which has had a bad effect on many crops. (CP) 

Dutch Immigrants Arriving June 27: Immigration Department spokesmen have confirmed 
that several hundred farm workers from The Netherlands will arrive in Canada 
shortly to work in the sugar beet fields in the Chatham, Ont., district. 
Commenting on reports from Chatham that 1,000 would arrive at Montreal June 27, 
the spokesmen said there were "not that many" »  but "a few hundred" were en 
route. (CP) 

Gleanings:  Defence Minister Claxton has announced inauguration of an annual "Air 
Force Day," to be held this year on June 14.000The Government has decided in 
principle to offer a second series of "baby" Canada savings bonds this fall.... 
The deadlock in the Maritime coal strike is continuing....The flood conditions 
have delayed sprine logging drives and hindered newsprint production... .The 
Ottawa and Gatineau rivers have both receded àlightly from the flood peaks 
reached last week, but steady rains have swollen rivers in southern Ontario 
and 250 families are threatened by Etobicoke Creek at Long Branch, Ont. 
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Comment on Plan for India: Prime Minister Mackenzie King said in a statement 
last night that one of the results of the plans for an independent India 
may be "to enlarge the nmmber of states within the British Commonwealth." 

Commenting on an announcement by Prime Minister Attlee in London, he 

"The peoples of India may be assured of the sympathetic understanding 
and good-will of the government and people of Canada in their efforts to 
achieve self-government. It is of the utmost importance to the future peace 
and prosperity of other countries, as well as of India, that this end should 
be peacefully achieved. It may be taken for granted that  once the  Indian 
people, as well as their leaders, have reached agreement on their future 
political status, they will find Canada generously predisposed towards self-
government." 

Other,comment came from. CCF leader Caldwell who àaid he hoped that the 
acceptance by the Indian governments of dominion status in the interim between 
now and the departure of the British government "foreshadows their remaining 
within the British Commonwealth of Nations." 

Gordon Graydon, Progressive Conservative spokesman on external affaira, 
said it would be inappropriate for a Canadian to comment at this stage on the 
plan being considered by the Indian people. 

Like Mr. Caldwell, he said he hoped the Indian people would decide to 
remain within the British Commonwealth and Empire "and if they do Canada will 
extend to them a most cordial welcome coupled with the wish that the sunshine 
of just and lasting peace may smile upon them in the years that lie ahead." 

Seek More French-speaking Civil Servants:  The Government was urged last night to 
inject a higher proportion of French-speaking Canadians into the Civil Service 
and Secretary of State for External Affairs St. Laurent in turn called upon 
his fellow French-Canadians to work to make themselves able to meet the 
requirements and competitions of entry. 

Same 160 strong, a delegation from the Montreal Chamber of Commerce, 
backed by the Chamber of Commerce for the Province of Quebec, asked the 
Government to take steps to end an "inadequate representation of French-
speaking Canadians" in Federal employ and said this situation was both 
"chronic and normal." 

With Prime Minister King unable to be present, Mr. St. Laurent headed a 
large cabinet group and received an ovation when he replied. He told the 
delegation he would prefer not to see a French-Canadian in the Civil Service 
unless he had surpassed his competitors in getting there. Veterans Minister 
Mackenzie and State Secretary Gibson, the other speakers, promised full 
consideration of a brief read by Maurice Trudeau, president of the Chamber's 
council. It contended that French-speaking Canadians had dwindled in ratio as 
the Civil Service grew from 37,000 in 1914 to 116,000 in 1946 and that not a 
single Deputy Minister now was of French origin. 

The Chamber said 21.58 per cent of civil servants making 2,400 and over  
in 1918 were French-speaking as compared to 12.25 per cent in 1945. 

Alaska Highway Bridge Washed Out: Alaska Highway officials at Edmonton have ordered 
the highway closed for about six gaWbecause of floods which have washed out 
a bridge at Mile 670, near the British Columbia-Yukon border, and in4ndated 
other sections of the road between Watson Lake and Whitehorse. (GP) 

said: 

(over) 



-2  

Begins Consideration of Estimates:  The House of Commons has made a start at 
consideration of the estimates, beginning with the Department of Agriculture. 
Among other parliamentary developments of the day:- 

Trade Minister MacKinnon announced that Canada has already shipped 
99,000,000 bushels of wheat to Britain on the commitment of 106,000,000 
for the current crop year and he had "no doubt whatever" that the remaining 
36,000,000 bushels would be shipped in the two months remaining before the 
end of the crop year. 

Defence Minister Claxton said 35 Boy Scouts and 25 Sea Cadets mould 
cross the Atlantic to Britain on the aircraft carrier Warrior. 

Reconstruction Minister Howe said Canada will press for an increase in 
its internationally-allocated quota of tin. 

Agriculture Ministbr Gardiner said aid to drought-hit western farmers 
was not likely to be extended to the rest of Canada. 

Justice Minister Ilsley said the government does not want to centralize 
control of penal institutions, but is willing to discuss the question with 
the provinces. 

Percy Wright (CCF--Melfort) urged greater expenditures to boost farm 
production. 

The Senate rejected a motion calling for committee study of the price 
spread on milk. (CP) 

Mackenzie Speaks on Chalk River:  In a broadcast address last night, Dr. C.J. 
Mackenzie, head of the National Research Council, said that the atomic energy 
pilot plant at Chalk River, Ont., has provided the means of gaining much 
experience and enabled the scientists to obtain important and valuable data 
recorded in hundreds of secret reports and papers". 

Dr. Mackenzie said a large radioactive pile had been constructed at 
Chalk River that was capable "of producing hundreds of kilowatts of energy". 
Full scale chemical separation plants, laboratories for èhemical, nuclear and 
technical physics research as well as medical and biological research have 
been erected. A complete health division had been set up to protect workers 
from the hazards associated with radiation "and every precaution is taken 
to eliminate any possible risk to health". 

More than 400 scientists and engineers now were engaged on research 
and_ developme.nt there and there were more than 500 mechanics, electricians, 
and other workers of various kinds engaged in supplying industrial and 
auxiliary service. 

Canada, for the first time, "has the privilege of being an effective 
pioneer in a great world development. 	. We can look forward with confidence 
to taking a leading part in the development of this new field of science whia 
we believe will one day become a great benefactor of mankind." (CP) 

Mint°  Liners End Strike:  A najority of coal miners in the Minto district will 
return to work today and Thursday, and all the mines are expected to be in 
full production within a week or 10 days. 

This was announced last night by company and United Mine Workers officies 
after striking union members voted "almost unanimously" today to accept a 
75-cent daily wage increase for all classifications. 

Meanwhile settlement talks between company and Nova Scotian union officie 
are scheduled to resume at Glace Bay, N.S., today. (CP) 
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Commens _Diseussea U.S. Forces:  A full-dress debate developed in the House of 
Commons yesterday during second reading of a Government bill to delineate the 
authority,  of United States courts over U.S. troops while they are in Canada. 
Concern expressed by opposition speakers drew from Defence Minister Claxton 
a statement that "no surrender" of Canadian sovereignty was involved and 
that similar treatment was being accorded Canadian troops in the United States. 

The leader in an opposition demand' for more information from the Govern-
ment was Howard Green (PC - Vancouver South), who pictured Canada as the 
battleground of a third world war between the United States and Russia, and 
urged that the Dominion not be drawn into the eurrent international trend for 
the formation of "great world power blocs". 

Ur. Claxton, replying to opposition objections to the fact the bill was 
limited to United States forcese said: "If the House would like'to see the 
provisions • of the measure extended all around the world, let them name their 
countrie0." 

He said the United Kingdom already had extended similar treatment to 
visiting United States forces. "There is no surrender of Canadian sovereignty", 
he said, and Canada had retained "complete control" over  civil offences. Nor 
did the legislation, which was needed for co-operation for common defence, 
contravene the provisions of the United Nations charter either "in letter or 
in spirit". 

It. Col. Cecil Merrit, VC,  (PC - Vancouver Burrard) said the measure had 
e 11 "very grave implications", although there was no one in the House or in the 
et country who did not want to see Canada co-operate with the United States in 

the defence field. 
But the bill went beyond the scope of a statement made by Prime Minister . 

King in the House in February on joint defence and there were indications that 
the cabinet would be able to invite to Canada foreign armed forces of 
"unlimited power" withoutreference to Parliament. 

EaDli 	John Probe (CCP - Regina), speaking for the CCF group, said his chief 
objection to the bill was that it was premised on the fact that "foreign, if 
at the moment friendly,forces"were to be stationed in Canada. Military alliances 

ialln did not prevent war and sometimes led to them. 
H.G. Archibald (CCF - Skeena), who adjourned the debate on the bill, 

declared he had no sympathy with it. The United States, he said, was like the 
eamel of the fable. Once it got its head in the tent, "the whole works will be 
tnet 

In mcwing second reading, Mr. St. Laurent disclosed that Canada had , rejected 
a request from the United States that U.S. Army courts have wide jurisdiction 
over personnel ar its forces visiting the Dominion. While the extent of the 
authority sought by the U.S. was not defined by the minister, he indicated it 
asked for U.S. army courts greater powers in this country than are possessed by 
Canadian army courts. 

The Dominion Government had informed the United States, he said, that its 
courtnrfunctioning in this country could not have more power than Canada's own 
service courts. American servicemen now would be amenable to the ordinary courts 
of justice. 

At present, he said, a "small detachment" of American observers was at 
Churchill, Man., taking part in tests of armed forces equipment and materials. 
These were under the supreme command of the Canadian commander in the area, but 
they were directly responsible to their own officers for internal discipline. (CP) 

(av-er) 



Questions Asked in India:  Prime Minister King in the Gommons yesterday 
expressed belief the situation in India was "one of the most critical 
and delicate" existing in any part of the world today. Asked by Gordon 
Graydon (PC, Peel) for comment on. the new British proposals for Indian 
independence, kr. King referred the House to a press statement issued 
Tnesday in which he said the peoples of India may be assured of the 
"sympathetic understanding and good-will" of Canada. 

T.L. Church (PC, Toronto-Broadview) asked whether Canada had 
consented to the British proposals. Mr. King replied that the Canadian 
Government had been kept informed of the negotiations between the British 
Government and representatives from India. "It would not be correct to 
say that we had been consulted during the negotiations because we were not 

, consulted, but•we were asked_if we,wished to make any comment," said Mr. 
King. "I have no exception to take to that method of procedure because I 
do not think any other method would have been possible in the circumstances.: 

CP), 

Cost-of-Living Index Jumps: Still.on -  a heavy upsurge, the,JQ9minign Bureau of  
. StatisticE0 -  cost-of-living index,advanced 2.5.points'14":the month ended May  1. 

It,was the second greatest increased recorded in the indei - since September, 
1939, when the rise was 2.7. 

'At May 1, the index, boosted by lifted subsidies and -  ceilings, was 133.1 
compared with 130.6. April 1. This left it 6.1 points higher.than at the 
first  of  the current calendar .year, and 11.1 points aboVe. -t4e'. level. at May 1 
a year ago. The increase since August, 1939, was 32 percent. 

Housing Subsidy Urged: Senator Man T. Haig, Progressive Conservative leader, 
called Wednesday for removal of rental controls by July 1, 1948, and for 
federally-subsidized housing. Senator A.K. Hugessen (L. - Quebec) predicted 
that in "the very near future" some form of subsidy for low-income ahelter 
construction would become inevitable. 

Speaking on a Commons-approved bill to make eight amendments in the 
National Housing Act, Senator Haig said the only alternative to subsidies 
was increase of the wages paid low-income groups and establishment of basic 
floors for their incomes. 

The Senate gave the bill second reading and sent it to committee for 
detailed study. (CP) 

Crop Conditions: Temperatures and spring precipitation have remained below 
normal throughout the Prairie Provinces, the season generally being about 
two weeks later than normal, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Frosts have been widespread, but serious damage is quite restricted. Warmer 
weather is urgently required in all three provinces, and rainfall would be 
welcome in many districts. 	 • 

The  season in Quebec is the latest in years with cold weather, excessive 
rains and flooding hampering work on the land. It is estimated that at 
June 1 only five per cent of the intended grain acreage had been seeded and 

in many areas live stock are still stable fed. In Ontario unseasonably cool, 
wet weather  bas  caused-serious deterioration in the prospects  for  spring 
grains and late crops. "West of Kingston only a little more than 50 per cent 
of the intended acreage of_coarse grains has  ben  seeded witikonly five to 
20 per cent of seedings completed in the easternmost cOuntries. 

The hot dry weather of the past three weeks was relieved by good rains 
that fell in all sections of British Columbia during the past week-end. 
Conditions in the Maritimes are variable. Spring work is well advanced in 

Nova Scotia where seeding is practically completed. In New Brunswick, on 
the other hand, only 40 per cent of the grain and potatoes are in the ground. 

Cleanings: Defence Minister Claxton has announced formation of Clams "F" of the 

R.C.A.F. Reserve to be composed of university undergraduates taking training 
during the summer....Dr. W.C. Hopper, Trade Commissioner (Agricultural 
Specialist), has been posted to  Australie  where he will devote particular 
attention to problems in Canadian-Australian trade in agricultural products...• 
Health Minister Martin told the Commons Canada needs 27,000 more hospital 
beds and 8,700 nurses to meet present requirements....Twelve members of the 
crew were drowned when the freighter Emperor sank in Lake Superior near 
Port Arthur yesterday after striking rocks. 
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Continue Debate on U.S. Forces:  Debate on the Government bill to give 
United States military courts the right to try their troops for 
military offences committed in Canada went into its second day in 
the House of Commons yesterday and developed into a word battle 
between C.C.F. and Progressive Conservative members. 

The C.C.F. party had speaker after speaker on the floor arguing 
against the bill on grounds it would involve a surrender of Canadian 
sovereignity to a foreign power. Among them was H..G. Archibald(CCF-- 
Skeena), who said the bill would settle the issue over a national flag 
for Canada. "All they will have to do is add nine more stars to the 
U.S. flag," he declared. 

J.M. Eacdonnell (PC—Muskoka) said he did not fear "ulterior 
motives by the U.S." and that in many ways the bill was the outcome of 
a natural process. Dr. Pierre Gauthier (L--Portneuf) spoke of the 
"dangerous" infiltration of Communism into the U.S. and Canada and 
declared his "final argument for the bill is that Russia is against it." 
T.L. Church (Toronto Broadview) said he felt the bill should have been 
considered by an Empire conference before being submitted to Parliament. 

Stanley Knowles (CCF--dinnipeg  North Centre) contended that the 
measure should be similar to a U.S. bill which covered troops of all 
nations. He believed the House should turn down the present bill and 
say that no foreign troops would be allowed in Canada in peacetime. 
Such a move would strengthen Canada's position at the United Nations 
where she was coming to be looked upon as a tool of the U.S., he said. 

The debate was adjourned by Secretary of State for External Affairs 
St. Laurent who indicated he would make a statement before it was concluded.(CP) 

Crop Insurance Plan Urged: A nation-wide federal government crop insurance plan 
was urged in the House of Commons yesterday by John Blackmore (SC—Lethbridge) 
as the Government's bill amending the Prairie Farm Assistance Act  was given 
second reading. 

From other members in Opposition benches, the government heard requests 
that provisions of the bill - which provides payments for drought losses - 
be eased to allow payments where individual farms are hit. At present, 
certain minimum areas must be affected before the PFAA operates in a town-
ship. 

Agriculture Minister Gardiner told the House that the act was designed 
to keep farmers off sub-marginal land continuously subject to drought loss. 
If a farmer insisted in staying on drought-stricken land when other farms in 
his township were flourishing, that was his own responsibility. The govern-
ment was ready to take over his farm and move him to better land. (CP) 

German Scientific Instruments Arrive: Part of Canada 's war reparations from 
Germany, a shipment of valuable scientific instruments has arrived at 
Montreal en route to the National Research Council. The shipment includes 
kinetheodolites, said to be the only instruments of their -type in the world, 
which the Germans used extensively to trace the courses of their V-2 rockets 
during the war. 

At Ottawa, a spokesman for 
of the scientific equipment not 
scientists had selected in Germa 
and other shipments were on the 

the Council said that the shipment was part 
available in Canada which a team of Canadian 
ny a year ago. Some had arrived previously 
way, he said. (CP) 

(over) 



EcNaughton Reports on Atomic Energy: Gent, A.G.L. McNaughton, Canada's 
representative on the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission, told 
a Commons committee yesterday there was a "danger" that an aggressor 
nation might secretly manufacture atomic weapons, loose tham on the 
world and thus gain global mastery.. Giving the House Committee on 
External Affairs a detailed report of progress towards international 
control of the new power, Gen. McNaughton departed from his prepared 
text to observe that he frequently applied the word "dangerous" to 
atomic energy. 

"It is not dangerous", he explained, "in the sense that it would 
have an effect on individuals. It is dangerous in its military sense  •  
in that someone might secretly build up a war potential of atomic weapons 
and then loose them on the world and gain mastery of the world." 

Waving his glasses to give emphasis to his points, the former 1st 
Canadian Army commander time and again stressed the ease with which 
peacetime atomic plants could be converted to war uses and said the two 
were intermingled as to be "inseparable" in the work of the international 
commission. 

Gen. Mcnaughton gave a lengthy review of the tasks of the commission 
and outlined the views of Russia, which wanted immediate destruction of 
atomic weapons before controls were considered, and the Western powers, 
which first wanted to draw up a system of international inspection and 
safeguards. He said he personally had sought many timas to obtain from 
the Soviet delegate, Mr. Gromyko, a further explanation of the Soviet 
views but had been unable to obtain an answer. 

The discussions were still going on and the Canadian delegation'was 
"doing everything possible to try to get at the root of the matters on 
which it has not been possible so far to reach agreement with the Soviet 
Government". 

Mille his report was devoted mainly to atomic energy, General 
McNaughton touched, during questioning by committee members, on chemical 
and bacteriological warfare and said these forms of warfare were regarded 
as "perhaps very much more horrible than even the atomic bomb". 

"They are both two terrible weapons of war that are even more difficult 
to deal with", he added. He declined, for security reasons, to disclose 
whether Canada would be able to retaliate in a war of chemicals and germs.(CP) 

Wheat Stocks Lower:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North 
America at midnight on May 29 totalled 80,532,850 bushels, compared with 
84,286,881 on May 22, and 63,853,120 on the corresponding date last year, 
according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Deliveries of wheat from 
farms in the Prairie Provinces totalled 4,351,623 bushels, compared with 
3,625,226 in the preceding week. During the period August 1 to May 29, 
marketings aggregated 288,843,815 bushels compared with 215,500,387 in 
the similar period of 1945-46. 

Gleanings: Gen. Arnaldo Carrasco presented his credentials as Ambassador of 
Chile to the Governor General yesterday....Flood conditions in the Ottawa 
area are abating rapidly....R.C. Berkinshaw of New Toronto has been elected 
president of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association....Harbours admin- 
istered by the National Harbours Board handled 27,172,000 tons of cargo in 
1946 compared with 30,082,000 tons in 19460000Agriculture Minister Gardiner 
has announced that the Government's three main commodity boards--The Meat 
Board, the Dairy Products Board and the Special Products Board--are being 
continued to supervise the filling of existing export food contracts.... 
The Government-owned Polymer Corporation has reduced the price of Buna-S 
rubber from 18.5 to 16.5 cents a pound at Sarnia, Ont. 
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No U.S. Service Posts to be Established in Canada: No United States service 
posts are to be established in Canada umder the joint defence policies of 
the two countries and any American troops who operate in this country do 
so under Canadian command, External Affairs Minister St. Laurent said in 
the Commons Friday. 

In stressing that there was no intention to establish American bases 
on Canadian soil, the minister added this warning: 

"I hope there will never be anything like thatbut no man can  und er-
take •to say that situations will not  change and that there may not un- 
fortunately be some time When all Canadians will be glad to see posts established 
here." 

Mr. St. Laurent spoke in closing a two-day debate on a Government bill 
to authorize U.S. Military Courts to exercise jurisdiction over American 
soldiers in Canada, a measure criticized by Opposition speakers as meaning 
a'l gurrender of Canadian sovereignty and giving the Government power to invite 
into the country unlimited numbers of foreign troops.' 

The bill was given second reading--approvatin principle--after the 
House voted 104 to 26 against a CCF motion that it not be read but be sent 
to the External Affairs Committee, an action which Yr. St. Laurent argued 
would mean the measure would be "killed". 

Howard Green (PC--Vancouver South),,one of the leaders in an opposition 
drive for more information about the legislation, - Voted with the CCF party 
while other Progressive Conservative members and the Social Credit group 
supported the Government. 

Before the vote was taken, M.J. Coldwell, CCF leader, said he thought 
the measure indicated a "complete change" of government policy as to foreign 
forces and argued that if Canada was to surrender any of her sovereignty it 
should be given to the United Nations and not to "some other foreign power", 
not even a member of the British Commonwealth. 

The measure later was approved in committee stage but third and final 
reading was deferred until next week. (CP) 

Bill to Grant Immunity to U.N. Members: T.L. Church (PC--Toronto Broadview) and 
Jean François Pouliot (Ind. L--Temiscouata) combined forces in the Commons 
Friday night to oppose a resolution preliminary to a bill to grant certain 
immunities and privileges to members of the United Nations visiting Canada. 

External Affairs Minister St. Laurent, moving the resolution, said the 
immunities, provided for under the United Nations Charter, already had been 
granted by a number of states and suggested that the matter be debated When 
the bill itself came before the House. 

Mr. Church, however, touched off a warm discussion with the statement 
that the legislation would take in "all kinds of officials" and an observa-
tion that he personally did not have much "confidence" in the United Nations 
organization. (CP) 

Rev. Maurice Roy Archbishop of Quebec: Lonsignor Ildebrando Antoniutti, apostolic 
delegate to Canada and Newfoundland, announced Friday night appointment by the 
Pope of Most Rev. Maurice Roy, Bishop of Three Rivers, as Archbishop of 
Québec. Archbishop Roy succeeds the late Rodrigue Cardinal Villeneuve. 

At 42, Archbishop Roy becomes one of the youngest Roman Catholic arch-
bishops in the world. A veteran of the Second World War, he served as a 
chaplain for five years in England, Italy, France, Belgium and Holland. (CP) 

(over) 



President Truman's Visit to Canada: The conversations which President Truman 
and the Prime Minister will have during the President's visit to Canada 
next week are expected to cover most questions of mutual interest to the 
two countries, including the delicate exdhange situation. 

The heavy balance of trade in favor of the United States is believed 
to be rapidly depleting Canada's reserve of United States dollars and the 
conversations may inclüdé proposals to meet that problem. 

It is being suggested here that some plan might be evôlved similar to 
the Hyde Park Agreement during the war. At that tinm, with Canada desperately 
short of United States dollars, it was arranged during a visit by Mr. King 
to President Roosevelt that the United States would buy with United States 
funds war material from Canada for her awn use and also for lend-lease-
operations with her Allies. 

This step solved the exchange situation at the time  because Canada was 
able to deliver so much war and other material that àhe obtained not only 
sufficient United States funds for all the purchases she needed to make in 
the United States but enough to pile up substantial reserves. (CP) 

General McNaughton on Atomic Control: If the proper type of international control 
is ei#ablished, the,nàtfons of the world will have at least one year's 
warning of an atomic attack by a renegade nation, Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton 
said in Ottawa Friday. 

The wartime commander of the Canadian Army who is now Canada's delegateto 
the United Nations  Atomic Energy Commission, made this statement to the House 
of Commons External Affairs Committee. Its implications, he indicated, un- 
derlined the importance to the 12 nations in the commission of drafting a 
treaty which would limit atomic development to peaceful purposes. (Globe 
Special). 

Ask Death for Kurt Meyer: The Quebec provincial command of the Canadian Legion 
Friday at Montreal gave approval to a resolution that no further remission 
of the sentence of Nazi Major-Gen. Kurt Meyer be made without prior notifica- 
tion to parliament and then followed up by passing an amendment requesting 
that the original sentence of death be carried out. 

The provincial delegates, meeting at the third session of the 20th 
annual convention which concludes Saturday, voted unanimously in favor of 
the /notion and the amendment. (CP) 
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Firm Foundation of World Organization: External Affairs Minister 
St. Laurent said at Ottawa at the weekend that the foundations 
of world organization might still tremble under the subsiding 
shocks of the Second World War, but they were firm and "soundly 
laid". 

In an address prepared for delivery at the Ottana University 
convocation, Mr. St. Laurent said the world of today had the ad-
vantage or seeing "its perils more clearly than ever before, and 
there is  • some general agreement among the people...as to the road 
they must travel to escape those perils." 

"We have advanced from barbarism to a sort of international 
feudalism, where the feudalistic grouping of power  for security or 
foraggression has dominated the international scene and precluded 
any ordered gystem of international law and justice. 

"In any case, rhile I trust re are emerging successfully and 
finally from this condition, porer politics have not yet dis- 
appeared, and it is not yet -quite practical, or even reasonable, 
to suppose that one can omit them entirely from any working consi-
deration of current problems. This  will  continue to be true so 
long as the minds of civilized men fail to recoil from war as they 
would  frein  nurder..... 

"The difficulties are manifest, but 1-.e must not be deterred 
by them, and we are driven on by the knorledge that it is not 
mere4 'v'ar that  we  are seeking to forestall now but dev station, 
and the possible disruption of oui entire society." 	(CP) 

Supply_p_ommitlpe_Eorredl.  Formation of a Principal Supply Officers' 
Committee, composed of the Senior Supply Officer of each of the 
three Armed Services, and an associate Deputy nnister, is announced 
by Defence Minister Claxton. The Committee  will  deal rith problems 
of supply organization and ensure uniformity of practice in the three 
forces in maintenance and supply matters. In a statement the 
minister said establishment of the co-ordinating committee - in 
addition to the current practice of having supplies purchased for 
the forces joingy, by the Crown-orned Canadian Commercial Corporation 
--"ensures that the problem of one service bidding on the open 
market against another for supplies will disappear." 	(CP) 

Rain Dashes Ontario Farmers' Hofes. More heayy rains covered ride areas 
of Ontario over the week-end, dashing hopes of thousands of farmers 
attempting to make up for the loss of Spring grain seeding through 
weeks of cold, wet v,eather. The Lake Ontario level at Toronto, 
under a strong east wind and continued rain, came within a few 
inches Sunday of the all-time record and caused thousands of dollars 
of damage to shoreline properties. 	 (CP) 

Incoming executive of the Association 
of Ontario Mayors and Reeves ras directed to seek a conference with 
the Ontario and the Dominion governments to make possible an "all-
out-effort" to achieve a house-building program of a subsidized lot,- 
rental character. 

Marian CongrefiLLEr41721121u1 Church dignitaries, members of Parliament 
and members of Hull and Gatineau Point councils rith thousands of 
Catholics of the district on Saturday and Sunday took part in the 
religious ceremonies held at the various churches and institutions 
of Hull on the occasion of the arrival of the statue of Notre Dame 
du Cap, en route to Ottara for the Marian Congress. 
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5,000 D.P.'s to Enter Canada:  Reconstruction Minister Howe announced Monday in 
the Commons the passage of an order-in-council for the "immediate" admission 
to Canada of 5,000 persons fram European displaced persons camps. 

He  said priority would be given to single persons and those capable 
of being readily absorbed into Canada's industrial life. 

At the same time, he announced the government hoped to convert to the 
carrying of immigrants a vessel obtained from Germany as part of Canada's 
wartime reparations. 

The 5,000 immigrants coming to Canada would be deducted from the 
quota finally set for Canada by the International Refugee Organization. 
As it was expected to be some months before the organization machinery 
would begin operating, the government had decided to make this initial 
contribution. 

The immigrants would be handled outside of Canada by officers of the 
immigration branch of the Mines and Resources Department but once in Canada 
they would come under the Labor Department which then wculd be assisted by 
the immigration branch. 

The cost of transportation to Canada would be paid by the International 
Refugee Organization. (CP) 

Mr. Claxton on Military Information:  Defence Minister Claxton declined Monday 
in the Commons to give CCF members information on the number of American 
troops in Canada and said that "until we can secure an exchange of informa-
tion on a completely guaranteed reciprocal basis we do not propose to give 
that infornation to anyone who wants to pet it". 

Mr. Claxton sa id the number of American troops now in Canada was 
insignificant and information about them would be of no general military 
significance. However, he had to think of the future. 

"The situation as it exists today is not at all significant, or serious", 
he told M.J. Coldwell, CCF Leader and Angus MacInnis (CCF--Vancouver East). 
"But let us suppose, for example, tàat three more weather stations or five 
more Loran stations are built, and let us suppose that the number of men 
serving those stations, principally Canadian and American, has increased. 

"That can be played up in this or in other countries as a very dangerous 
and threatening sign, whereas everyone in this country knows that it mould 
be just the most reasonable kind of effort to defend our own country and to 
prepare us for any energency, dhould such emergency arise." 

Mr. Coldwell said the "right of Parliament to know what troops or armies 
are within the borders of a country, and in whose command those troops are, 
and mhat they are doing, has been a fundamental principle of air British 
parliamentary practice in these institutions". 

Other speakers in the debate included External Affairs Minister St. 
Laurent, John Hackett (PC--Stanstead); Dr. Pierre Gauthier (L--Portneuf) 
and John Probe (CCF--Regina City). They spoke before members gave third 
and final reading to a bill providing for the discipline and administration 
of American troops visiting Canada. (CP) 

(over) 
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Dairy Products Decontrolled: Removal of butter and a number of other foods and 
products from rationing and price controls was announced in the Commons 
Monday by Finance Minister Abbott in a further step in the government's 
progressive decontrol program. 

These are the effects of Monday's action: 
Derationed--butter, honey, all jams,jellies, marmalades, and evaporated 

milk. 
Decontrolled—butter; dairy products of all kinds, including cheese, 

evaporated milk and ice cream; honey; poultry and poultry products of all 
kinds; canned soups and salt; minor items of clothing, home furniShings 
and household equipment and supplies; brooders, incubators and other 
poultry equipment; hay; hardwood lumber and plywood made wholly from hard-
wood and hardwood veneere; lead, copper and zinc. Restaurant meals also 
are freed from control.] 	 i,1 

Commons Sends Good Wishes to His Majesty:  The Commons also on Monday unanimously 
adopted a resolution of good wishes to The King on the occasion of his 
official birthday. 

Eeard from Labor Minister Mitchell that he hoped to be able soon to 
introduce legislation covering a federal labor code. 

Gave second reading to a bill to provide for changes in the budget. 

The President Comes to Canada:  President Truman, Mrs. and Miss Truman left Tiashingtc 
by special train Monday night for. the first State visit a United States 
President has ever made to Canada's Capital. 

The lush green of Ottawa's trees was joined by the colors of the Union 
Jack and the Red Ensign as the flags came out to greet President Truman, 
his wife and daughter Margaret when their trip ends at, 33,0 
Tuesday with a greeting here by the Governor-General, Prime Minister King 
and others. 

Completes 20th Year as Prime Minister:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King today 
completes a record--for the Dominion--of 20 years' service in that office 
and may look forward to equalling,  saine 11 months-  hexicé,T  the COmMonwealth 
record for a Prime Ministership, established in the 18th century by Sir 
Robert Walpole. 

Through happy coincidence, Mr. King's celebration of the anniversary 
comes on the same day upon which President Truman pays his first visit to 
the Dominion as the Chief Executive of the United States. 

Mr. King, through three terms as Prime Minister, has served 7,305 days-- 
20 years. Should he continue as government leader until April 20 next 
year, he will equal the record established by Sir Robert Walpole, the 
British Prime Minister, who served from April 3, 1721, to February 11, 1742-- 
7,620 days or 20 years, 10 months and nine days. 

Mr. King already has broken the records of three previous Canadian and 
British Prime Ministers--Sir John A. Macdonald, who held the office 18 years, 
11 months and 26 days; Sir Wilfrid Laurier, who held it 15 years, two months 
and 26 days, and William Pitt, Who served 18 years 11 months and three days. 

The Prime Minister already is dean of the House of Commons, having 
held a seat approximately 30 years since he first was elected in 1908 as 
Liberal member for Waterloo North, and, through his service as Minister of 
Labor in 1909 to 1911, ranks second only to Sir Allen Ayleswwth, 93-year-
old Toronto senator, in the seniority list of Canadian 'privy councillors. 

Mr. King was chosen leader of the Liberal Party bn August 7, 1919, and 
has led the party in six general elections. He was Prime Minister from 
December 29, 1921, to June 28, 1926; returned to that office September 25 
of that year until August 7, 1930, and once again became Prime Minister on 
October 23, 1935, and has held the post since. 
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President Truman's Visit:  Proud of their joint record of friendship, Canada 
and the United States claim no monopoly on the formula, President Truman 
told members of the Canadian House of Commons and Senate Wednesday. One 
of the most effective contributions which the two countries could make to 
the cause of the United Nations, he added, "is the patient and diligent 
effort to apply on a global scale the principles and practices which we 
have tested with success on this continent." 

The President, who was cheered by thousands of Canadians when he 
arrived Tuesday, was accompanied to the Canadian Capital by Mrs. Truman 
and Miss Truman. He arrived on the day Prime Minister Mackenzie King  
completed 20 years in office as Prim Minister and he attended that evening 
a ceremony of unveiling by His Excellency the Governor General of portraits 
of Canada's wartime Prime Ministers, Sir Robert Borden and Mr. King. 

The President's address to the assembled Parliamentarians which was 
the highlight of his Canadian visit, comprised mainly a review of the 
happy relationship3which have existed between Canada and the United States, 
emphasized that the Permanent Joint Board on Defence will continue to 
function, noted that the St. Lawrence waterways project would more than ever 
unite the two countries, and concluded with the following brief outline of 
United States policy:- 

"At this critical point in history, we of the United States are deeply 
conscious of our responsibilities to the world. We know that in this trying 
period, between a war that is over  and a peace that is not yet secure, the 
destitute and the oppressed of the earth look chiefly to us for sustenance 
and support until they can again face life with self-confidence and self-
reliance. 

"We are keenly aware that much depends upon the internal strength, the 
economic stability and the moral stamina of the United States. We face this 
challenge with determination and confidence. 

"Free men everyWhere know that the purpose of the United States is to 
restore the world to health and to re-establish conditions in which the 
common people of the earth can work out their salvation by their own efforts. 

"We seek a peaceful world, a prosperous world, a free world, a world of 
good neighbors, living on terms of equality and mutual respect, as Canada and 
the United States have lived for generations. 

"We intend to expend our energies and invest our substance in promoting 
world recovery by assisting those who are able and willing to make their 
maximum contribution to the  saine  cause. 

"We intend to support those who are determined to govern themselves in 
their own way, and who honor the right of oth ers  to do likewise. 

" We intend to aid those who seek to live at peace with their neighbors, 
without coercing or being coerced, without intimidating or being intimidated. 

" We intend to uphold those Who respect the dignity of the individual, 
who guarantee him equal treatment under law, and who allow him the widest 
possible liberty to work out his awn destiny and achieve success to the 
limit of his capacity. 

"We intend to co-operate actively and loyally with all who honestly 
seek, às we do, to build a better world in whidh mankind can live in peace 
and prosperity. 

"We count Canada in the forefront of those who share these objectives 
and ideals. 

"With gach friends we face the future unafraid." 

(over) 



Prime Minister King's Address: After extending to President Truman the wardest 
of welcomesand expressing delight that he was accompanied by Mrs. Truman 
and Miss Truman, Prime Minister King said in part,- , 

"Your visit,  Ir.  President, vividly recalls the visit to Ottawa, in 
August 1943, of your illustrious predecessor. It was the first visit to 
'Canada's Capital of a President  of the  United States. That visit was  at  
a time of war. At that time, the allied nations were still two years away 
from ultimate victory. Today; we are almost equidistant from the final 
battles which brought an end to hostilities in Europe and in Asia. 

"It was on the eve of the final battles that President Roosevelt was 
taken from his people. We do not forget itwas without a moment's warning, 
and at that hour of world crisis, that the mighty burdens which he had borne 
so long and with such great fortitude were transferred from his shoulders 
to yours. Before-final victory was won, • you were called upon to take 
grave and historic decisions. Since the end of the war, you have been 
faced with the baffling tasks of reconstruction, when the grim effects of 
world conflict are still more apparent than the foundations of peace. We 
are glad to have the opportunity, which your presence here tuday affords, 
to tell you, Yr. Truman, how greatly the Canadian people have admired the 
manner in Which, under all these circumstances, you assumed and are now 
bearing the tremendous responsibilities of the office of President of the 
United States. 

"May I say how greatly we all admire the qualities of humour, sincerity 
and courage and the capacity for friendship Which you possess in such large 
measure; and which, if I may say so, have been particularly evident since 
the last Congressional elections. Far be it from me to introduce any note 
of party politics into words of official welcome, much less to say anything 
that, even to appearances, might be considered interference in the domestic 
affairs of another country. At the sanie time, I think that all of us in 
public life would agree that to be faced with a legislature of which the 
majority may be disinclined to accept the government's policies is not the 
most comfortable position in which to find oneself as head of an administra-
tion. 

"Because of a considerable experience in such matters, I may perhaps 
be allowed, in an aside to the President, to express a personal word of 
sympathy and understanding. Many Who are assembled in this Chamber can 
tell you, Mr. President, that, as leader of a political party and as head 
of the government, there have been occasions When I too have had to face 
situations not wholly dissimilar. It may serve as a note of encouragement 
to you when I say I have yet to find that such embarrassments are necessarily 
a bar to many years of office. 

"May I conclude this word of welcome on a more serious nute. You, 
Mr. President, have said 'if wars in the future are to be prevented, the 
peace-loving nations must be united in their determination to keep the peace 
under law. The breaking of the peace anywhere is the concern of peace-
loving nations everywhere'. This statement of American policy might equally 
be a statement of Canadian policy. In the solution of all world problems, 
effective co-operation between nations is a first essential. In effective 
co-operation, no finer example could be given to the world than that which 
has been developed between the United States and Canada over the years, and 
which wus especially evident during the years of war. 

"The Ogdensburg Agreement and the Hyde Park Declaration are the two 
great land marks of our war-time co-operation. During •  the war, these 
agreements were the basis of joint action in defence, in production, and 
in finance. Over and over again, we have heard it said that co-operation 
Which was so effective as one of the instruments of victory in war, dlould 
be continued as one of the means of adhieving and naintaining security and 
prosperity in a time of peace. By continuing co-operation along similar 
lines, Canada and the United States will not only be furthering their mutual 
interests, they will be strengthening the foundation of a new world order, 
an order based on international understanding, on mutual aid, on friendship 
and good-will." 
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The President Dines with the Prime Minister:  The warm enthusiasm that on 
Wednesday afternoon brought out crowds of more than 40,000 Ottawa residents 
to cheer and applaud President Truman and drew from him the comment: 
"Ottawa has accorded me the most cordial reception of my life", was still 
very much in evidence as he drove to Prime Minister King's residence at 
night. 

Ottawa had had a whole day to get used to the smiling, hat-waving U.S. 
President, but he was cheered more loudly when he ârrived with Yrs. Truman 
at Laurier House, to dine with Mr. King than on his first drive through the 
city. 

In Wednesday night's crowd, four and five deep on both sides of the 
street in front of the Prime Minister's residence, were many who had helped 
make each one of Mr. Truman's appearances in the nature of a triumphal 
procession. 

But they were back again, forming up an hour ahead of his scheduled 
eight o'clock arrival. 

President Truman on Thursday drops affairs of state -- both American 
and Canadian-- in the only official holiday interlude in his busy three-
day visit to Ottawa. 

Accompanied by Prime Minister King and officials of the two parties, 
the President will have a chance to relax in a leisurely hour-and-a-quarter, 
drive among green and rolling Quebec woodlands, to the Seigniory Club at 
Montebello. 

Then at 12.45 there will be an informal luncheon, and following this 
the President has expressed his desire to stroll in the world-famous grounds 
of the club. The outing will be marked by the minimum of formality dharacter-
istic of the presidential visit. 

Mr. Ilsley._§Inmes Responsibility of Business: Canadian business has a heavy 
responsibility for its price policies, Justice Minister Ilsley told the 
annual.conference of the association of Better Business Bureaus at Quebec 
on Wednesday. 

In an address before Canadian and American members of the association, 
the former Finance Nânister stressed that business, because of the general 
need for oruerly price adjustments in the decontrol period, had an unpre-
cedented opportunity for "economic statesmanship". 

Mr. Ilsley quoted from a report issued by the United States National 
Planning Association dealing with the position of American business,. men 
under similar conditions in the United States, and said the findings of the 
association were true of Canadian business in every respect. 

Some business men had not faced up to the responsibilities the still-
persisting dislocations of war had • imposed. Actually, business 'men had an 
obligation  to look hard at the prices being charged and those they were 
paying "and to bring down any that are too high". 

'Prices, it is truly said, must be low enough to enable consumers as 
a whole to afford to buy the consumer goods that are produced, but not so 
low as to discourage production and investment. 

"Wages and salaries must be high enough to enable workers as consumers 
to do their full share in clearing the market, but not so high as to limit 
employment opportunities." (CP) 

Pindreds of Congratulatory Messages:  Among the hundreds of congratulatory 
messages received by Prime Minister King on the occasion of celebrating his 
20 years as Prime Minister of Canada, Tuesday, were those from: Hon. Cordell 
Tîull, former US Secretary of State, and 	Hull; Hon. TrygvIe Lie,secretary 
General of the UN; àhd the esidenttbf tilt, Parliamentary Ptess Gallery on ' 
oehalf of members of , the , Press,Gallery. 	 (overr 
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House of Commons Sitting: At the House of Commons sitting Wednesday, after 
President Truman had addressed a joint session of the Commons and Senate:- 

Defence Minister Claxton said entrance requirements for RMC will be 
announced later. 

Minor legislation, ranging from income tax to compensation for 
merchant seamen, was discussed. 

Howard Green (PC--Vancouver South) charged Canada was "Shamefully" 
treating her merchant seamen and drew from Transport Minister Chevrier 
the retort the seamen were treated as well as anywhere else. 

Third reading was given a bill providing for income tax changes 
in the budget. 

Estimates of the Health Department were discussed. 

Ir. Claxton on Defence: Defence Minister Claxton said in a radio address 
ednesday night that Canada's first aim must be to work with other nations 

to prevent war and to create the positive conditions of prosperity and 
security for peace but at the same time dhe must have a strong defensive 
force. 

The Minister reviewed the steps of the Government, particularly in 
defence, and said "everyone must realize that if another war should come 
ue could not defend ourselves with the weapons of 1945". 

Canada was the first country to place defence research on the footing 
of a fourth arm of the service and she now was "working out plans for the 
closest co-operation between research and industry because industrial power 
is of paramount importance in the defence and security of our people". 

The changes in Canada's defence program were designed to give Canadians 
the most for every defence dollar they spent and he believed that in making 
the changes--streamlining her forces, reducing expenditures and simplifying 
administration--Canada was well up with "and in some ways ahead of both the 
United  Kingdom and the United States". 

"The primary object of our defence is literally the defence of Canada", 
he said.  "vie do not believe that it is a good thing to leave Canada without 
defence. We want to have defences which are adequate to meet the dangers 

O 

	

	ofairssion as they may appear from time to time. Hence the emphasis on 
rest_erch, industrial requirements, planning and training." (CP) 

Trade With Japan Resumes: Eodern Marco Polos of Canada's Pacific Coast, denied 
trade routes to the Orient through more than six years of conflict, on 
Wednesday night looked toward Japan with an interest not àhown since the 
Second Great War. 

The interest was aroused by an announcement from the United States 
War and State Departments that Japan would be opened to private trade 
after August 15. 

"We're in on the plan," said HOW. Brighton, Foreign Trade Commissioner 
in Vancouver, who advised business4maito register immediately luth the 
Dominion Trade and Commerce DepartfLent in Ottawa. (CP) 
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The President Departs: President Truman bade farewell to Canada Thursday night 
with a final wave and a last broad grin from the steps of his 12-car special 
train, after issuing a personal invitation to  Prime  Minister King to be his 
guest once again at the White House. 

Earlier in the afternoon at a press conference at the Seigniory Club, 
the President and Premier King pledged thanselves to work for peace in the 
world. 

President Truman said-the United States' first qbjective was peace with 
every nation in the world -- and he sa id the word "every" should be emphasized. 

It was on this note of goodwill that the President, Mrs. Truman and 
their daughter, Margaret, boarded the train at the railway yards at the 
Deep Cut to wind up a three-day visit to Ottawa that will go down in history 
as a triumph -in friendship. 

The red-carpeted special platform from which they stepped to the train 
was crawded with dignitaries who came to say goodbye to "Harry." 

The President shook hands with them all and had a word for each, 
including the Governor-General and Viscountess Alexander, Prime Minister 
King and some members of the cabinet. 

He even found time to go down a line of more than a score of mounted 
and city police and Canadian army men, dhaking hands with each  and to 
banter with newspaper men who swarmed around. 

To a reporter's question the President said he had invited Prime 
Minister King to visit Washington again soon -- Mr. King was last there in 
April -- and that the Prime Minister had replied that he hoped he could. (CP) 

The President Decorates General Foulkes:  The Canadian Army was honoured Thursday 
by the Commander-in-Chief of the United States Armed Forces, President Harry 
S. Truman, When he presented the United States Legion of Merit, Degree of 
Commander, to Canada's senior army officer, Lieutenant-General Charles Foulkes,CB, 
'01e,DSO, Chief of the General Staff. 

The ceremony took place at 5:15 Thursday afternoon at the Rockcliffe 
residence of the United States Ambassador, Hon. Ray Atherton. 

Lt.-Gen. Foulkes commanded the 2nd Canadian Infantry Division when it 
entered Normandy in 1944, and in November was transferred to Italy to command 
the 1st Canadian Corps there. In the Spring of 1945 the corps moved up to 
Northwest Europe, joining First Canadian Army and taking part in some of the 
final battles that led to the German collapse. At Wageningen, in Hcaland, 
General Foulkes accepted the surrender of the German General Blaskowitz and 
his army of more than 100,000 men. 

General Foulkes was appointed Chief of the Canadian General Staff on 
his returnt fnom overseas in August, 1945. 

In Parliament Thursday:  Finance Minister Abbott said he would make a statement 
"in due course" about the possibility of abandoning sugar rationing. 

The Commons committee on canteen funds recommended a five-man board 
to administer more than $9,000,000 raised at army canteens. 

Members advocated steps to increase Canada's consumption of fish. 
Agriculture Minister Gardiner estimated the feed grain crop of 

Ontario and Quebec at 45 per cent of last year's harvest. 
Dr. W.G. Blair (PC--Lanark) urged the government take action to prevent 

the spread of Bang's disease among cattle. 
The Senate passed a bill which will give disciplinary authority to 

United States officers over American forces when visiting Canada. 

(over) 
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Gen. McNaughton on Defence: Gen. MCNaughton said at Montreal Thursday night 
that until world security was accomplished under the United Nations "the 
continued production and further imurovement of all our weapons and the 
maintenance of industrial efficiency and preparedness are vital to the 
prevention of aggression by making impossible any prospect of its success". 

In a speech to the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the 
co-chairman of the Canada U.S. Permanent joint Defence 'oard said surrender 
of any special weapons such as the atomic bombs before international 
control had b,..en made secure would, in his opinion, prove "a very expensive 
delusion". 

He spoke on the co-operation of the United States and Canada in defence 
of North America. He reviewed the collaboration between the two countries, 
said the only "source of trouble" which caald threaten this continent today 
was a combination of forces in Europe and Asia and declared the need for 
well-equipped armed forces would remain so long as world security was in 
doubt. 

The defenders of North America today had to contemplate the "possibility 
of aircraft at supersonic speeds and of guided missiles of great range and 
to realize that these forms of bombardment may be rapidly followed up by 
considerable forces airborne but capable of operating with great effectiveue 
on the ground". 

It was evident that the people of the United States and Canada were 
well aware of changes governing defence considerations and wanted to be 
kt  informed on steps taken by their countries. It was in recognition of 
this that a joint statement had been issued in Ottawa and Washington last 
February outlining the defence co-operation between Canada and the United 
States and by which Canada, while co-operating pretained control of arrange-
ments within her own territory. 

Gen. McNaughton said that the frontiers of North America were the 
Atlantic, the Pacifie and the North Polar sea "where Canada finds herself 
in closest geographical proximity to the great land masses of Europe and 
Asia." (CP) 

Mr. Martin on Social Welfare Costs: Health Minister Martin said at Toronto 
Thursday night that increasing expenditures on social welfare were an 
inevitable result of Canadian industrial development. 

In an address to the Ontario Conference on Social Welfare, the 
National Health and Welfare Minister said the transition from a rural, 
agricultural country to an urban, industrialized one had brought with it 
welfare problems that were part of the price of industrial development. 

"This price is not too much to pay if we but recognize the great 
advantages which industrial and commercial development have brought to 
Canada" ,  he said. 

The transition had taken place within the last two generations and 
had been accompanied by a weakening of community spirit and, for the 
majority of the population, had meant a loss of economic independence and 
financial security. (CP) 

Mr. Skelton's Immigration Brief: In what is regarded as one of the most com-
prehensive immigration briefs ever submitted here, Alex. Skelton, Director-
General of Economic Research, stated Thursday that a scientifically devised 
policy could strengthen the fabric of the Canadian economy against future 
periods of stress. 

He told the Senate Committee on Immigration and Labor that immigra-
tion could solidify the national industrial base by adding initiative and 
resourcefulness to industry, by expanding the domestic market, by in- 
creasing consumer demand,by supplying labor to meet recurring vacancies 
and by satisfying the Shortage of trained technicians and professional 
men. (Gazette Special) 
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_the House of Commons Friday: Ludger Dionne (L--Beauce), answering criticism, 
[ said he was proud that he had bronet 100 Polish girls to Canada and would 

repeat it if necessary. 
Fisheries Minister Bridges said the government was voting more and 

more money each year for ther- isheries Riesearch Board. 
Opposition members'charged the government was giving only "half-

hearted support" to the fisheries board. 
Transport MinistereChevrier said he would consider'eile -possibility 

of introducing legislation that would make compensation for merchant sea-
men retrcective to 1939. 

Agriculture Minister Gardiner indicated the government's feed grain ' 
policy will be made known within the next three weeks. (CP) 

ktracts to Govern Employment of German Scientists:  Conditions under which 
the services of German scientists and technicians might be made available 
to Canadian indUstry and universities were indicated in letters forwarded 
this week to the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, the Canadian Manufacturers' 
Association and educational institutions. It was requested that the 
specific requirements for individual Germans àhould be submitted to the 
Department of Trade and Commerce, which has prepared form contracts in 
accordance with regulations of the United Kingdom governing the transfer 
of such nationals. For the employment of German scientists and technicians 
in Great Britain, a contract must be concluded between the government  and  
the individual concerned, and between the government and the ultimate. 
employer. This system provides for security screening, which has been 
approved by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The following provisions 
have been made: 

(a)Contracts must be signed by the German scientists  or  technicians 
before they leave Germany. 

(b) The scientists will be brought to Canada at government expense, 
which will be recovered from the eventual employer of the 
individual concerned. 

(c)Employment is for an initial period of one year, but may be renewed 
for a further period of one year. The government is free to return 
the scientists or technicians at any time. 

(d)Payment of salaries will be in accordance with scales prevailing in 
. the United Kingdom, and salaries will be subject to ordinary taxation. 

(e)Employers will be responsible for finding suitable accommodation for 
the scientist or technician, but the German concerned will be re-
quired-  to pay for such accommodation. - 	_ _ 

(f) Employers will be required to màke monthly reports in writing to the 
Minister of Trade and Commerce on the ability and conduct of the 

. German employee. 
(g)The German scientist or technician will not be permitted to write 

articles for publioation or to give interviews to the press while 
under contract in Canada without the written consent of the Minister. 

(h) The employee will assign to the government, or to whomsoever the 
Minister may designate, his title to all inventions, processes or 
improvements for which he may be responsible during the period of 
his contract. 

Mile every effort will be made to employ listed German scientists and 
technicians for whose services there is an actual need and for whom a request 
has been received by the Canadian Government, no action will be taken to 
absorb in Canada German scientists  for  whom no such requirements exist. 
("Foreign Trade"." 

(over) 
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Two-day Hearing on Indian Affairs:  Some 50 Indians fromall parts of Quebec 
ended two-day testimony before the joint parliamentary committee on Indian 
affairs Friday and as a "gesture of goodwill” presented Senator William 
Taylor, co-chairman, with a tomahawk. 

The Indians, some of whom had travelled for two weeks to attend the 
hearings, agreed on many of their recommendations. Most wanted more schools, 
freedom from taxation, greater control over band funds, higher-qualified 
teachers and no conscription. 

Yost militant were the chiefs and councillors of the Caughnawaga 
reservation, donors of the tomahawk, who demanded recognition as a sovereign 
nation. They had harsh mrcrds _for the Government.and the,Jesuit-Order.,1ÇP1, 

Mr. Massey Chancellor of U. of T.: Rt.  lion. Vincent Massey has been named • 
Chancellor of the University of Toronto, it was announced Friday night 
in a joint statement of Col. Eric Phillips, chairman of the Board of 
Governors, and University President Sidney Smith. 

Mr. Massey will take office July 1. 
The announcement followed a closed meeting of the University senate . 

which had previously refused to accept the nomination of a special nominating 
committee which had named kr. Massey to succeed Dr. H.J. Cody who was 
elected to the post in 1944. 

The senate's earlier stand had threatened to develop into a major 
crisis at the university. (CP) 

Food and Drug Consolidation: Consolidation of all work affecting food and drugs 
in the Health Department was announced by Health Minister Martin. 

The divisions of food and drugs, advertising and labelling and proprietary 
or patent medicines will be merged in a single directorate under Dr. C.A. ' 
Morrell of Ottawa, chief Dominion Analyst i to promote closer coordination. 
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President Truman Thanks Canadians:  The Prime Minister has received the following 
telegram from the President of the United States of America: "I thank you 
again for the truly magnificent welcome given me in Canada. I have 
returned to Washington filled with gratitude for the many kindnesses shown 
me and my family by the Government and people of Canada. Harry S. Truman.” 

Last Lap Drive by Parliament: Parliament is settling down to its last-lap drive 
before prorogation after an off week highlighted by the visit of President 
Truman. 

While no time was taken out from the sessional work for the presidential 
visit, a holiday atmosphere invaded the proceedings during the three days 
in which Mr. Truman remained in the Capital, a stay featured by a 45-minute 
address to Parliament. 

Now, however, the approach of hot weather has stirred thoughts of home 
and the parliamentary pace is expected to quicken in an effort to clear the 
business-laden order paper. There is talk of a prorogation somewhere between 
.July 15 and July 30, but no sooner. 

Much work still remains to be done, including the bulk of the sessional 
estimates and several thorny pieces of legislation, including that relating 
to old age pensions and the new federal labor code. (Citizen) 

Mr. Martin Honored by Michigan "U":  Hon. Paul Martin, Canada's Health Minister, 
received, on Saturday, an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from the 
University of Michigan and then told its graduating class that the next few 
years would contain the answer to the future of humanity. 

Dr. A.G. Ruthven, president, said the university had made the award of 
its highest degree to Mr. euitin because of his "outstanding public service 
to Canada, his interest in Canadian-American relations and his work in inter-
national affairs." 

The minister's commencement day address declared: "We know the effort 
and energy and patience and understanding that must be put forth if peace 
is to be achieved. That effort must be unrelenting, that energy must be 
unflagging, that patience must be unending, that understanding must be 
selfless if peace is to endure. 

"What you and I, and our brothers in all countries, do now and in the 
next few years will in large part answer the vital question of the human 
future. It is an awesome responsibility. . . In very reality we 'hold 
infinity' in the palm of our hand and 'eternity' lies in this hour." (CP) 

Progressive Conservative Quebec Convention: Demand for a royal commission 
investigation into administration of the government-owned War Assets 
Corporation was made at Montreal Saturday by the Quebec provincial section 
of the Progressive Conservative Party which wound up a two-day annual 
convention. 

Fifteen resolutions, touching on a wide range of subjects including 
Dominion-provincial relations, taxes, housing, communism and world trade, 
were approved and the meeting re-elected Ivan Sabourin, leader of the 
party in Quebec, as chairman of the provincial executive council. (CP) 

C.C.F. Quebec Convention: A bill of rights to protect minority rights, civil 
and religious liberties 9  freedom of speech and freedom of assembly, regardless 
of race, nationality, or religious or political beliefs, was called for at 
Montreal Saturday in a resolution passed at the Quebec Provincial annual 
convention of the C.C.F. 

Saturday night delegates to the twoday convention heard the party's 
national leader, M.J. Coldwell, charge both the Federal Government and Quebec's 
Premier Duplessis with failing to develop Canada's natural resources. (CP) 

-30- 
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Canada to Establish Maritime Commission: Reconstruction Minister Howe, mbving 
a resolution for establiShment of Canada's first Maritime commission, told 
the House of Commons Monday night the Dominion's ocean going tonnage was 
more than four times the 1939 figure and added, "whether we like it or not 
we are in the merdhant shipping business in a big way". 

He  said the government  "attaches  considerable importance from both the 
general economic and on the defence standpoints" to ,its objective of re-
organizing its peacetime shipping administration machinery. The purpose 
"is that we may better be able to assist and encourage our shipping and 
shipbuilding industries to maintain themselves in a healthy and efficient 
state". 

After a lengthy review of the twb wartime revivals of the Shipbuilding 
industry, the Minister said Canada had spent  4ii626,900,000 on the construc-
tion of vessels for the second World war and that through sales she mould 
recover $418,900,000 or 67 per cent, leaving an estimated net loss of 
e08,000,000. Of the loss, 47,300,000 or 3.5 per cent was due to 
casualties. (CP) 

Canada Would be Represented: External Affairs Minister St. Laurent said Monday 
in the Commons.there was no doubt Canada would be represented at the 
proposed Commonwealth Conference on the Japanese Peace Treaty if such a 
meeting was arranged. 

Replying to questions from Howard Green (PC—Vancouver South), he said 
it first had!been sugpested that the meeting be held in Canberra early in 
July but Canada and the United Kingdom had not been able to meet this date 
and it had been abandoned. Consideration now was being given to a conference 
in Canberra late in August. 

Mr. St. Laurent said he had no official information about a press 
report that the United States was prepared to "lift" consideration of the 
Japanese treaty out of the Council of Foreign Ministers and have it dealt 
with by the U. nations represented on the Far Eastern Commission. (CP) 

No Law to Prevent Making of Spy Probe Movie: External Affairs Minister St. 
Laurent told the Commnns Monday he knew of no law under which the govern-
ment could forbid a Hollywood movie to be based on the Canadian espionage 
probe. 

George Black (PC—Yukon) had asked whether, "in view of the tense 
situation" in world affairs the government considered it advisable to allow 
"this regrettable affair to be capitalized by the mpkers of sensational 
movies for the entertainment of the public?" 	• 

Mr. St. Laurent said: "If they come here and behave themselves as 
orderly citizens, there is nothing that gives the government the right to 
interfere. . . It is something for their own good taste." 

If the Commons' committee on fundamental freedom recommended "legisla-
tion: giving the government further control over individuals," it would be 
considered. 

Officials of a Hollywood movie firm have been here as a preliminary 
step in the making of a semi-documentary movie on the my probe. 

Only 12 or 15 German Scientists Seek Entrr Trade Minister Mackinnon told Howard 
Green (PC--Vancouver South), in the Commons Monday it did not appear that 
there would be more than 12 or 15 German scientists and technicians seeking 
entry into Canada. Those brought in will be listed and screened men for 
whom there is an actual need as expree3sed by Canadian firmsor universities. 

- , 	 S over- 



Ur. Pearson on World Understanding:  The greatest menace to peace today is the 
division of the world ihto two basically opposed forms of society, a divi- 
sion Which transcends all national boundaries, Lester B. Pearson, Under-
secretary of State for External Affairs, said Monday, speaking at the 
University of Rochester Commencement ceremony, where he received the 
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws. 

"If these two worlds are to survive" he added "they must find a formula 
for mutual tolerance and co-operative endeavor within the United Nations\,,  
in the hope that this co-operation between governments may lead to friendlier 
relations between peoples. Sudh relations can never be achieved, however, 
unless the peoples are given a chance to know each other, and this totalita- 

-rian-governments refuse to permit.-Furtherimre, we who  bel levé in'a free 
way of life must not compromise with our fundamental beliefs as the price 
for co-operation. 

"We must also insist that the United Nations be permitted to grow into 
, what it is not now--an organization capable of preserving the peace," 
Mr. Pearson said. "In that upward progress every.effort must be made to 
include all states, but if this is impossible, then we must decide whether 
toadjust our pace to that of the slowest member, Which may mean walking 
backwards, or to go ahead toward a really effective international order 
with those states who are willing to co-operate for that purpose. 	' 

"This last choice can be accepted only as a last despairing effort, 
because it means that two non-cooperating worlds will face each other in 
fear and suspicion, armed with the two most terrible weapons ever conceived 
in the armor of destruction, atomic and bacteriological bombs to sear and 
destroy the body, and all the media of mass propaganda to destroy the 
soul." 

Cardinal Gerlier Reaches Ottawa:  High Roman Catholic Church dignitaries Monday 
night led the vanguard of the ever-swelling stream of Marian Congress 
visitors to the Capital. First visiting Cardinal to'arrive was'Pierre, 
Cardinal Gerlier, Archbishop of Lyons, France, and Primate of Gaul. He 
reached the Capital by car from Montreal at 11.10 p.m., and proceeded 
directly to the French Embassy, where he will be a guest during his visit. 

Ten minutes earlier, at Ottawa Union Station, leading members of the 
clergy and iepresentatives of lay organizations were on hand to greet 
ArchbiShop James Duhig, of Brisbane, Australia. lie  arrived by train from 
Toronto,accompanied by Msgr. J. English of the Brisbane archdiocese. 

They were  the last of some 20 Raman Catholic prelates, including  fair 
-from Mexico and South America, to arrive in Ottawa Monday night. 	s, 

Arrivals scheduled for Tuesday include Cardinal Betancourt of Havana, 
Cardinal Tisserant of Rome, and Cardinal Frings, of Cologne, Germany. 

-30 
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Canada'à New Labor Code:  Prohibition of strikes, lockouts or strike votes until. 
the machinery for settlement of disputes has been exhausted and another 14 
days have elapsed was ordained by the Government Tüesday in the unveiling 
of its new Federal Labor  Act or code which admittedly was designed as a 
potential pattern for the provinces. 

Labor Minister Mitchell, moving in the Commons for first reading of a 
bill which "embraces the best features" of famed wantime Order-in-Council 
1003 and introduces some of its own, told the House it provided for official 
recognition of majority-backed unions as collective bargaining agents; ruled 
out company-dominated unions and "unfair labor practices"; laid down proce-
dures for negotiation and arbitration and directed that all agreements 
between companies and unions must provide for final settlement by arbitration 
or otherwise, without stoppage of work of any dispute elich arose between 
them. 

The so-called code, actually a bill that will become "The Industrial 
Relations and Disputes Investigation Act", will be debated on second reading, 
possibly Wednesday, 

Lone comments were those of M.J. Coldwell, CCF Leader, and C.E. Johnston 
(SC--Bow River), who regretted its late arrival in the House but welcomed 
the fact that it would be referred to the Industrial Relations Committee.for 
detailed study. 

Mr. Mitchell, in a later press conference, said the code could affect 
a potential force of 250,000 workers who come within Federal jurisdiction in 
such fields as the bjg railways, telegraphs, canals and like works of an 
interprovincial character, shipping and navigation, Crown companies, air 
transportation ,radio and any works said by Parliament to be for the general 
advantage of Canada as a whole. 

The rest of the Canadian working force of between 4 9 000,000 and 4,500,000 
falls within the area of provincial legislation. Provincial jurisdiction, 
surrendered in war, was returned this Spring.= 

The code, successor to PC 1003 and to the peacetime Industrial Disputes 
Investigation Act which 1003 replaced in 1944, contains two major sections. 
The first defines and prohibits unfair labor practices; lays down procedures 
for certification of unions as bargaining agents and far negotiation of 
collective agreements and settlement of grievances "without interference" 
in connection with such agreements, and contains enforcement provisions, 
based on fines. 

The second gpecifies the industries covered, provides for appointment 
of a Labor Relations Board with a dhairman and possibly eight members similar 
to that in existence now with Mr. Justice G.B. O'Connor as chairman and four 
representatives each for labor and employers, to administer certain provisions 
of the act, primarily to certify unions and to rule out company-dominated 
and minority-backed unions. 

Outlining the procedure, Mr. Mitchell said that once a union had been 
certified by the board as a bargaining agent, the parties were required to 
enter into negotiations for the conclusion of a collective agreement. 

"If they cannot settle matters between themselves then the act requires 
them to obtain the conciliation services of the Department of Labor. If that 
fails a conciliation board may be appointed by the Minister of Labor upon 
the request of either party. This applies to the negotiation of existing 
agreements. 

"An important provision prohibits an employer declaring a lockout, 
employes going on strike, the taking of a strike vote or the declaration of 
a strike until all conciliation procedures have been exhausted and 14 days 
have elapsed". (CP) 

(over) 



1'1 

Yore Generous Old Age Pensions Provisions: Health Minister Martin's amendments 
to the Old Age Pension Act introduced on Tuesday in the Commons will increase 
the number of beneficiaries from some 215,000 to almost 285,000. 

- 	It will add another )25,000,000 to )30,000,000 to the combined Dominion 
and provincial pensions cost currently running an annual )65,000,000. 

In six of the provinces, Ontario included, without further provincial 
contributions, old age pensioners will draw more than a monthly )30. And 
in the other three, Quebec, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, which 
pay no supplements now, the minimum will be e0. 

The new higher rates with the Dominion paying 75 per cent of the cost 
up to )30 monthly, will be applicable as of May 1, but actual start of the 
increases will depend on the time when the provinces sign new pension 
agreements. 

It was expected all provinces would sign, raising the basic pension 
from  325 to )30 plus whatever additional provincial contributions might  be  
made. 

Currently the basic rates are )20 plus an extra )5 paid as a war 
supplement since 1943. Of this, the Dominion pays 75 per cent and the 
provinces the remaining quarter. On top of this, the six provinces, 
Quebec, New Brunswick and P.E.I. excluded, have been paying additional and 
varying amounts. 

For the three provinces whiCh have been making no additional contribu-
tions the new basic pension will be the )30 provided they agree with the 
Dominion to increase their costs through payment of 25 per cent of the 
higher figure. 

For the other six provinces, their awn pension contributions entering 
into calculation, the monthly basic old age allowances will be: Ontario, 
)31.75; British Columbia, )38.75; Manitoba, :e31.25; Alberta, )33.75; Nova 
Scotia, a aiding scale just above )30.; Saskatchewan, )33.75. 

Since these six provinces already have been paying additional allowances, 
their costs will not be increased in contributing 25 per cent of the higher 
minimum. 

Also in Parliament: Reconstruction Minister Howe outlined a bill to establish 
a Dominion Coal Board. 

Solon Low, Social Credit leader, described the United Nations as a 
"booby-trap" baited to draw Canada into a world government. 

The public Accounts Committee recommended a commission be appointed 
to inquire into claims of Japanes6-Canadians for financial losses. 

j. 

	

	 The Commons voted to add two more hours daily to its working schedule 
and discussed Agriculture estimates. 

The Senate gave second reading to a bill changing the name of the 
Special War Revenue  Act  to Excise Tax Act. 

Revived By Heart Massaee:  Revived after his heart and breathing stopped, fair-
haired, six-year-old Brent Gayler of Sudbury fought for his life in an 
iron lung in St. Joseph's Hospital in Sudbury Tuesday night. 

Two minutes after his heart action and breathing halted on Tuesday, 
Dr. R.M. Mitchell of Sudbury started the blood coursing through his veins 
again by opening his chest and massaging the tiny heart. (CP) 

Marian Congress Throngs: Congress crowds swarmed into Ottawa Tuesday night and 
the Chateau Laurier took on the aspects of a medieval monastery as fresh 
streams of high Roman Catholic dignitaries filled the lobby and corridors 
for the opening of the Marian Congress Wednesday. (Journal) 

-  30  - 
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In Parliament Wednesday: Health Minister Martin estimated between 60,000 
and 65,000 persons will be added to the list of aged and blind pensions 
under new basic rates, 

John Bracken, Progressive Conservative leader, said the govern-
ment had brought forth a mouse in the new pension legislation, 

M. J. Coldwell, C.C.F. leader, called for abolition of the 
Immiliating" means test. 

Solon Low, Social Credit leader, said the pension bill was "just 
about the size of a peanut," 

Agriculture Minister Gardiner said supplies of cheese would not 
be requisitioned to fulfill a contract with Britain. 

Agriculture and Health Department estimates were considered. 
The Senate discussed income tax, railways, labor relations, 

penitenitaries and municipal improvements, 

Canada's Latin America Air Service Held Up:  Canadas plans to operate an 
air service southward through Bermuda and the Caribbeanarea to Latin 
America has been held up by the refusal of the United States to allow 
the Dominion to use its Kindley Army air base in Bermuda, Reconstruc-
tion Minister Howe on Wednesday told the Commons. 

At present the base, acquired by the United States in the war-
time destroyer-base deal, can be used only by the United States and 
Britain pending a formal agreement with Britain regarding civil use 
of this and other bases. 

Ur. Howe said: 
"The United Kingdom has informed us that it would have no 

objection to immediate use of Kindley Field by Trans-Canada Air 
Lines. 

"However, we are informed that the United States is unwilling 
to permit any temporary use of Kindley Field by Trans-Canada Air 
Lines or the air lines of any country--other than the United States 
and the United Kingdom--until formel agreement with the United 
Kingdom regarding civil use of this and other bases concerned has 
been signed, 

"We also are informed that the United States does not wish to 
sign this agreement unless and until an agreement is signed covering 
similar use of United States milit9ry bases in Newfoundland. Nego-
tiations between the Newfoundland Commission of Government and the 
United States in this connection have been going on over a long 
period of months but no final agreement has as yet been reached. 

"Meanwhile, the United States has not allowed Trans-Canada 
Air Lines to make use of the base in Bermuda until it has reached 
agreement with Newfoundland regarding similar use of United States 
bases there as a prerequisite to signature of the United King-
dom-United States agreement regarding the base in Bermuda. 

wUntil that time, therefore, the Canadian _sir service to Bermuda 
and farther south, mudh to our regret s  must  be deferred. 

"Mr. Howe said that the projected Canadian service would have 
been in operation "considerably before this" had it not been for the 
United States attitude. 

The necessary agreement already has been reached with Bermuda, 
Trinidad and Jamaica regarding traffic rights. . (CP) 

(over) 



Radio  Committee Receives Briefs:  The Commons Radio Committee Wednesday 
heard briefs recommending a revision of existing radio legislation, 
establishment of a royal commission to investigate the whole field 
of radio, and action to protect Canadian artists against  •importation 
of United States recorded broadcasts. 

Marcel Provost of Montreal, managing editor of Radio World, pre- 
sented a brief which sharply told the committee that Canada "was a 
dumping ground" for United States broadcasting. The brief stated  • 
that the only way native talent could be developed fairly and ade-
quately was through s system of protection which would increase the 
"ridiculously-low" costs nowburdening imported programs. 

The brief of the Association of Canadian Advertisers, tabled 
without comment, said in part: 

"Radio is an efficient tool of advertising only if it commands 
a broad populace acceptance. Since the inception of the CBC much 
progress has been made in the mechanics and the use of radio. There-
is criticism of the regulations and rulings which govern radio opera- 
tion under the regulatory powers exercised by the CBC over both the 
private and national systems. 

"Our .members are equally interested in the welfare of both sys- 
tems, inasmuch as these two are in commercial competition, it would 
seem to us to be more equitable to both and in the best interest of 
advertising and the general public if a separate regulatory body, 
independent of the CBC, were established to govern broadcasting in 
Canada. 

"Present needs and future growth suggest that any necessary 
changes night perhaps best be studied and determined by a Royal 
Commission." (CP) 

leolish Association Complaint:  The Polish Democratic Association told the 
Senate Committee on Immigration Wednesday the compulsory two-year 
tarin  of farm labor for Polish veterans brought into Canada was "ser-
vitude" and should be abolished° 

The Canadian Chamber of Commerce called for a vigorous immi-
gration policy immediately and said Canadians should look upon a 
balanced immigration as a potential bOon to all. 	(CP) 

Marian Congress Opens:  Roman Catholicism's gigantic five-day Marian Congress 
dedicated to a supplication of world peace through prayer, moved 
off to an official start here Wednesday at ceremonies in the 
Basilica, at which James Cardinal McGuigan of Toronto was installed 
as Papal Legate, and a letter from the Pope was read which called an 
Christians to "contend against those who would destroy and debase 
liberty." 

The letter from Pope Pius XII, entrusting the duties of Papal 
Envoy to Cardinal McGuigan, was read in three languages--Latin,  
French and English -- from the Basilica Sanctuary as the faithful 
crammed into every inch of the church. Onhand for the ceremonies 
were eight other princes of the Roman Catholic Church from lands 
as far away as India, and scores of other high ecclesiastical autho-
rities, 

Shortly afterwards, Cardinal McGuigan was honoured in his 
capacity as Papal legate at a reception at which Prime Minister 
Mackenzie King spoke of the efficacy of prayer, but added that it 
was essential to supplement prayer with action to preserve peace. Er, 
King, terming the times "critical," expressed belief that "the 
watchful eye and strong arm are more than ever necessary to protect 
us from injustices and wrong." 

Remarking jocularly that he was a "continuing Presbyterian,“ 
Er. King said he still wanted to assure leaders of the Congress that 
he was "at one with them in support of the crusade which their church 
is undertaking to have men and women of Canada, and of other countries 
as well, affirm anew the fundamental ideals of Christianity." (CP) 
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Controls off Rent, Eviction in New Houses:  The government, relaxing its grasp 
on one of its major wartime anti-inflation reins, on Thursday announced 
removal of rental and eviction control from all domestic accommodation 
completed after January 1, 1947, and disclosed three other moves already 
made or pending in the controversial rentals field. 

Finance Minister Abbott made the announcement in the Commons on 
removal of rental and eviction control and said it would affect all new 
houses, apartments, duplexes and other self-contained housing completed 
after the first of this year as an encouragement for the construction of 
housing accommodation for  rent at a time When it is so urgently needed. 

Disclosed simultaneously were these other moves: (1) Complete de-
control of commercial accommodation next spring. (2) Controls are 
removed immediately from vacant lots used for motor car parking or sales 
and gas stations owned by oil companies. (3) Controls are removed 
immediately from all places of public entertainment and halls or rooms 
used for public meetings and any garage let separately from the housing 
accommodation to which it pertains. (CP) 

Newfoundland Landed in Senate:  Senator A. N. McLean (L--New Brunswick) told the 
Senate Thursday that Newfoundland would be a "great addition" to Canada from 
the economic and security point of view and might prove a step toward "a 
greater unity" which he evisioned as.embracing the three Maritime provinces 
and Newfoundland in one great Atlantic Province. 

Senator McLean noted that a Newfoundland delegation was coming to Canada 
for preliminary talks on possible union and said there would be mutual 
benefits on both sides should the colony decide to become a 10th province. 

Newfoundland had great, undeveloped natural resources, a strategic 
position on the Atlantic Seaboard and she had 320,000 "good British citizens"-- 
there are no Communists over there." 

So if Canada desired to take her into the fold  "Wh  y not offer Newfoundland 
a generous deal and endeavor to bring them into partnership. They Should have 
a preference over many others we are talking about." 

Newfoundland was the oldest colony in the Empire. She had resources 
for which Canada had the "know-how" to develop and Newfoundland was "the 
real outpost of the Northern Atlantic Coast, quite similar to Alaska and 
the islands off the Pacific Coast". 

He continued: "A consolidation of our Atlantic Seaboard is most 
desirable, indeed, from every standpoint. 

"Can we, as a great nation, afford to drift along and in any way 
ignore the possibilities of the great opportunity now presented to us 
which can lead to a partnership with these fine, hardworking people, 
and the great territory they represent?" (CP) 

Senate Hears Plea for Larger Income Tax Cuts:  Senator John T. Haig, Progressive 
Conservative leader in the Senatei Thursday appealed for larger income tax 
reductions and said that Canada vs  going to have "strife and certainly 
socialism" unless the people were allowed to make enough on which to live 
at fair standards. 

"I am as bitterly opposed to Communism as anyone in this country, bat 
you can't fight it unless you give those in the low income brackets a decent 
standard of living," he said, speaking in debate on second reading of the 
Income War Tax Act which embodies tax changes contained in the budget. 

Senator Wishart Robertson, government leader, replied to criticismsof 
Senator Haig and those made previously by Senator Iva Fallis (PC—Ontario) 
that married women should be given more than  •J>250 tax exemption. He sub-
mitted that married women in Canada were better off than those in the 
United States and Great Britain from a tax point of view. (CP) 

(over) 



Senator leGeer Criticizes Railways:  Hard-li.tting G.G. (Gerry) McGeer, outspoken 
British Columbia senator and leyor of Yameouver, lambasted the railways 
for 4-1- hours Thursday before the national freight-rate inquiry at Vancouver 
as he denounced their attempt to increase charges and callddfor the removal 
of Mountain rates "discriminatory" to BritierColumblaland Alberta. 

Accusing the two major lines of "blind, reckless, ruthless and in-
different competition," the Senator declared they could save el00,000,000 
a year through unification of services compared with the 4387,000,000 they 
expected to obtain through the rate boosts. 

Fly 7,000 British Immigrants to Canada:  Premier Drew announced Thursday night 
at Toronto that arrangements have been completed with Trans-Ocean Air Lines 
to fly upwards of 7,000 British immigrants from the United Kingdom to 
Ontario this year. 

"Those coming to Ontario will be'subject to the immigration require- ' 
rents of the Dominion Government and will be passed by their aeficials in 
London," said Premier Drew. "They will however be chosen on a selective 
basis by our representatives at Ontario House (London) and in this way we 
will be able to make sure that there is priority upon the basis of our 
immediate (labor) requirements in this province. 

"The cost of transportation will be paid by the passengers. They 
will be brought to Ontario and through the selective system we have adopted 
it will be possible to direct them upon arrival here to places where they 
can obtain employment. In this way lue will be able0  to assist the immigrants 
themsleves and at the same time avoid prohLens arising from existing 
housing àhortages." 

The trans-Atlantic operation will begin by the end of July, he added. 
Ontario Planning Minister Dana ijorter's department will be responsible for 
the arrangements at this end and Mr. Porter has left for Ottawa to complete 
all necessary details with the Federal Government. (CP) 

Earian Congress:  Well over 100,000 persons--upwards of 85,000 of them at the 
Repository midnight mass--took part in Thursday's vast Marian Congress 
ceremonies, and with the Congress at halfway mark Friday, another 40,000 
to 50,000 were expected to reach the Capital by rdghtfall. 

Liturgical highlight of yesterday's packed schedule was Pontifical 
high mass at the Lansdowne Park Repository, when an hour before midnight, 
the vast seating space was jammed. (Journal) 
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Commons Studies Health Projects:.  The Federal Government's activities in the 
field of medicine, primarily a concern of the provinces, came under 
scrutiny Friday as the Commons studied health estimates. 

Spending a day in ummittee passing Federal appropriations, the 
Chamber gave searching examination to expenditures for health activities 
relating to such diversified ailments as venereal dideases, cancer, 
tuberculosis, blindness and mental diseases. 

Health Minister Martin, piloting the estimates, disclosed that the 
department hoped to obtain the temporary services of Dr. H.M. Cassidy of 
the University of Toronto to pass upon certain projects "integral and 
important" in the field of health insurance. 

He also announced the department had under consideration a project 
to build a series of hospitals for the treatment of Indians at a cost 
of e1,500,000 and said he planned this Summer to visit as many as possible 
of the institutions treating Indians. 

Also In The Commons Friday:  E.B. McKay (CCF—Weyburn) urged a ccaprehensive 
pi;ogram of mental treatment. 

__Edouard Rinrret (1,0utremont) suggested tuberculosis fund seals be 
recognized as postage stamps two days each December. 

J.R. MacNicol (PC—Davenport) suggested that all government activities 
relating to Indians be brought under one department. 

Health Minister Martin disclosed the Government had under consideration 
a series of hospitals for the treatment of Indians. 

Benoit Michaud (L--Restigouche-Madawaska) urged that the Family Allowance 
Act be amended to provide for full allowances for all Children in a family. 

Two opposition members asked that the government contribute to the 
building of community centers. 

Works Minister Fournier said shortages of manpower and materials and 
high prices made indefinite plans for federal works projects. 	- 

Military Attache to Greece:  Defence Minister Claxton Friday night announced 
appointment of Col. R.P. Rothschild of Montreal, veteran of the D-Day 
landing in Normandy, as Canadian Military Attache to Greece. He has been 	, 
director of the Canadian Staff College at Kingston since his return from 
Germany. 

Ceiling on Feed Grains:  The Prices Board announced Friday the establishment of 
a price ceiling on the sale of bagged Western feed grain and feed screenings 
when sold in Eastern Canada and said the action was aimed at maintaining 
"reasonable price levels". 

The new prices, which Western shippers may charge to cover costs of 
grinding, handling and other processing, are based on the Fort William 
bulk price in store, as set by the Canadian Wheat Board, and are effective 
immediately. (CP) 

(over) 
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Emergency Phase of D.V.A. Work Ended:  This Autumn will see "the peak load" 
of veterans in Canadian universities, but the "emergency phase" of the 
work of the Vetc:rans Affairs Department has ended, Wàlter S. Woods, 
Deputy yateransilinister, said at Quebec City Friday night. 

In an  address prepared for delivery to the Conference of University 
Advisory Sarvices here, Er. Woods paid high tribute to university advisory 
bodies and the work they had done in counselling veterans as to the type 
of DVA-sponsored education they should follow. 

"The functions of the university advisers or counsellors are absolutely 
essential to the success of our work", the D2puty Minister stated. "Our 
department, as you know, has given preliminary counselling and advice, but 
in the final analysis where it appeared to us that a veteran had the desire 
and qulificationn to enter or resume university work, we have referred him 
to the Illiversity evisory Suivices." 

More than 1,000,000 ex-service men and women had passed through the 
DVA rehabilitation centres and the emergency phase of the department's work 

• now was ended. 
We  have reached the point where we can lut greater emphasis on more 

efficient counselling and strive for steadily increasing quality. During 
the last fiscal year •673,000,000 was expendec, by the department, and during 
the present fiscal year we shall probably spend about ',480,000,000." (CP) 

Primennister Entertains Papal Legate:  The Prime Minister,  L. Mackenzie King, 
on Friday entertained the Papal Legate to the Marian Congress, His Eminence 
James Charles Cardinal McGuigan, Archbishop of Toronto, at luncheon at 
Laurier House. Also present at the luncheon were: 

His Eminence Eugene Cardinal Tisserant, Secretary of the Sacred 
Congregation of Oriental Churches in Rome; Cardinal Bidhop of Porto and 
Santa Rut ma. 

His Eminence Pierre Cardinal Gerlier, Archbishop of Lyons, France; 
Primate of Gaul. 

His Eminence 
Chicago. 

SSSSS Eis Eminence 
Eis Eminence 

Primate of Hungary 
His Eminence Emmanuel Cardinal Arteaga y Betancourt, Archbishop cf 

Havana, Cuba. 
His Eaeellency The Most Rev. John D'Alton, Archbishop of Armagh, 

Primate of Ireland. 
Eis Excellency The Most Rev. Ildebrando Antoniutti, Apostolic 

Delegate. 
His Excellency The Most Rev. Alexandre Vachon, Archbishop of Ottawa. 
The Very Rev. Msgr. Maxime Tessier, Secretary to the Archbishop, Vice-

Chancellor of the Diocese of Ottawa. 
The Hon. Thibaudeau Rinfret, The Chief Justice of Canada. 
The Rt. Hon. Louis S. St. Laurent, Secretary of State for External 

Affairs. 
The Eon. J.J. McCann, Minister of National Revenue. 

- 30- 
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Federal Surplus S160,000,000 in May: Federal Government revenues during May 
exceeded expenditures by more than ,160,000,000, the Comptroller of the 
Treasury reported in a monthly statament at the week end. 

Revenues were estimated at .,323,352,738 and expenditures at $163,- 
176,158 a difference of 3160,176,570. In May, 1946, revenues totalled 
265,675,521 and expenditures 243,078,401, a difference of 4 22,597,120. 

The figures include both ordinary  and capital expenditures and ordinary 
revenues and special receipts. 

In April, first month of the current fiscal yea'r, revenues were 
estimated at .e177,819,089 and expenditures at e35,722,092, a difference 
of 1‘;42,096,997. 

An interesting item was income and excess profits taxes which showed 
returns in May of ;200,651,558, compared with 4;178,797,082 in the same 
month last year. (CP) 

Newfoundland Group Optimistic: Optimism that the seven-man delegation from the 
Newfoundland National Convention would "come pretty close to agreement" was 
expressed Saturday by members of the delegation as they paused briefly in 
Nova Scotia.on their way to Ottawa to discuss possible political union with 
Canada. 

F. Gordon Bradley, convention chairman and head of the delegation, said 
he could see no reason why the Ottawa talks Shouldn't lead to at least 
partial agreement. He said, however, that the talks were the first attempts 
on the subject and that there were many topics to be discussed. Foremost of 
these was finance. 

Under confederation Newfoundland would have to change considerably her 
financial structure. More than 75 per cert of the colony's present revenue 
would be lost from the dropping of customs tariffs and income taxes. 

Another big problem to be faced if coniederation 'mere agreed upon,he 
said, was the actual dhangeover. Because there were large anounts of goods 
in Newfoundland on which tariffs had been paid; the merchants mould stand 
to lose financially if the financial changes were made Lnmediately. 

To combat this, he suggested, if union ever were agreed on, that there 
be breathing period between the actual confederation proceedings and the 
imposition of new taxation methods. During this period, a system of bonded 
stores might be used, he suggested. 

Both Nr. Bradley and Joseph Smallwood, strong nroconfederation mamber 
of the delegation, agreed that under no agreement would Labrador be considered 
part of any other province. (CP) 

Farmland Wages at Eighest Level: Scarcity of labor and maintenance of a high level 
of farm income pushed Nay wage rates for farm workers to their highest level-- 
e.59 per day and 07.01 per month--since comparable statistics became 
available in 1940, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported at Ottawa at the 
weekend. 

The Bureau said that with the month of August usually marking the high 
point for farm wages in any year, it was significant thut current May wages 
in many provinces were approximately the same as those prevailing at August 
15, 1946. (CP) 

(Ceer) 



Cardinal Spellman Speaks:  Francis Cardinal Speilman of New York Sunday told 
pilgrims to the world Marian Congress here that only prayer could save 
the world from another war. 

"In these bitter days, while nations stand helpless to cope with 
infernal forces which they have unleashed upon one another -- evils 
which have but boomeranged upon themselves -- we who believed in God 
must in prayer dedicate ourselves to penance, in reparation for the 
sins of those who will war and do not love God." 

Speaking-from the 150-foot high altar in Lansdowne Park, beneath 
its pinnacled statue of the young Virgin-Mother, the Cardinal spoke 
at the Pontifical mass-  of the peril of the atomic bomb, the threat of 
a third world war and cf the need for heeding Pope Pius' "recent power-
ful plea for peace." 	 , 

Cardinal Spellman told thousands filling the park grandstand and 
the Congress sanctuary that "it is folly for us to deceive ourselves 
that we are at peace. We know that naught for Whichwe fout  has come 
to fruit. 

"We know that secretly nations gird themselves for another  var  -- 
a war of annihilation." (Citizen) 

Dinner Tendered Cardinal McGuigan:  More than 500 invited guest:s, including 
representatives of Church and State among them Viscount Alexander, Prime 
Minister King, Premier Drew of Ontario and eight cardinals of the_noman 
Catholic Church, were in attendance Saturday at a dinner tendered by 
Archbishop Vachon for Cardinal McGuigan, Papal Legate to the Marian 
Congress. 

- 30 - 
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Newfoundland Talks Commence: ""The question of Newfoundland's future form of 
Government is one for the people of Newfoundland themselves to decide...0 
whatever the decision might be, it would be received by the Government 
and people of Canada with understanding and goodwill," said  Prime  Minister 
Mackenzie King in the House of Commons Monday in announcing that seven 
Cabinet Ministers have been appointed to represent Canada in the discus-
sions which open Wednesday on the question of Newfoundland's entry into 
Confederation. 

"The delegation vhichwill arrive in Ottawa toMorrow," proceeded 
Mr. King," will consist of the Hon. F.G. Bradley, K.C., who led the 
delegation to London, and six other members of the convention. The six 
other members of the delegation to Ottawa were not members of the London 
delegation. They are Mr. J.R. Smallwood, Secretary of the delegation, 
Mr. T.G.W. Ashbourne, Mr. C.H. Ballam, the Rev. L. Burry, Mr. P.W. Crummey 
and Ir, G.F. Higgins, K.C. 

"I have asked the following members of the Government to act as a 
committee to meet with the delegation from Newfoundland: the Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, The Minister of Justice, the Minister of 
Reconstruction and Supply, the Minister of National Defence, the Minister 
of Finance, the Minister of National Revenue, the Minister of Fisheries 
and the Leader of the Government in the Senate. 

"An atmosphere of mutual friendliness and understanding will, I am 
sure, characterize the forthcoming discussions. The peoples of Canada 
and of Newfoundland are closely associated through strong and enduring 
ties. We owe a common allegiance to the Crown and have a common heritage 
of British political and legal institutions. We have many close personal, 
professional and commercial associations. We are neighbours in a North 
American environment. We face many column problems. We have memories of 
dangers dhared and victories won together. These associations afford a 
broad basis for full and frank discussion of many of the considerations 
of which, in the event of union, account would have to be'taken by both 
countries. 

"The Newfoundland delegates, having, with their colleagues in the 
Convention, studied intensively the problems and prospects of Newfoundland 
will be able to throw much light on the questions to be explored. They 
will have an opportunity to learn at first hand about the working of the 
Canadian federal gystem and will thus be in a better position to advise 
their colleagues on what maid be involved for their country in the event 
of union. ,  As a result of the discussions the Canadian people also will be 
in a better position to appreciate What would be involved for Canada were 
Newfoundland to become a province. The Newfoundland delegation will report 
their views of the situation to the National Convention. It will remain 
for the Convention to recommend to the Government of the United Kingdom 
whether the question of union with Canada should be referred to the people 
of Newfoundland for a decision. 

"The question of Newfoundland's future form of Government is of course 
one for the people of Nemfoundland themselves to decide. It is not a matter 

in which either the people of Canada or the Government of Canada would wiàh 
to interfere. Should the question become a matter of referendum, whatever 
the decision might be, it would be received by the Government and people of 
Canada with understanding and goodwill. 

"On the part of Canada no final decision would, of course, be taken 
without the approval of Parliament. Section 146 of the British North America 
Act makes provision for procedure in the event of the admission of Newfound- 
land to the Union. So far as Canada is concerned, the action provided for 
in this section is an Address by both Houses of Parliament." 

(over) 
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Also in the House of Commons Monday: Third and final reading was given a bill 
to enable Canadian insurance companies and foreign insurance companies 
doing business in Canada to invest in securities issued by the International 
Bank. 

Four members criticized the International Bank Bill saying some 
questions would bear further answering. 

Two Progressive Conservative members criticized the government for 
alleged failure to lay down a definite shipping policy: A C.C.F. mber 
argued Canada probably would have to go into the ship-building industry. 

Reconstruction Linister Hbwe said amendments to the Canada Shipping 
Act were under consideration. 

A.J. Brooks (PC--Royal) and Er. Howe clashed over the wartime treat-
ment of the coal industry in New Brunswick. 

Third and final reading was givento eight bills; two were approved 
in principle--given second reading and one was given first reading. 

Estimates of the Public Works Department were considered. 

Polymer Corporation Report:  Officials of the government-owned Polymer Corpora- 
tion of Sarnia warned in a report tabled Monday in the Commons that the 
Company will face a critical period during the next year or two because of 
the increasing amount of crude rubber being offered for sale at low prices. 

The report,tabled by Reconstruction Minister Home, showed that the 
Company completed the 1946-47 fiscal year with a net surplus of 33,857,472 
after transferring ,35,427,321 to the reserve for depreciation and obsoles-
cence of the plant. Since the plant began operations in 1942 its net 
surpluses have totalled 37,663,116, with S'3,805,643 of the amount being 
paid to the government in lieu of dividends. (CP) 

B.C. Logeers Reject Offer:  British Columbia's labor picture remained tense Monday 
night as some 27,000 members of the International Wood-workers of America 
(C.I.0.) overwhelmingly rejected a proposed 10-per cent wage increase and 
the Canadian Congress of Labor announced an ail-out fight against new 
provincial labor legislation. 

Alex McAuslane, vice-president of the C.C.L. anncunced an intensive 
oranization of labor's resources to net Bill 39--the recently passed 
B.C. industrial conciliation and arbitration act. (CP) 

Yedical Association Convention: Opposition to legislation which might force 
unionizatianof any part of the medical profession was expressed here 
Monday by doctors from Canada's nine provinces. 

The stand on this matter was one of several subjects discussed by 
the 1,500 delegates attending the Canadian Ledical Association's 78th 
annual convention. Cther items on the agenda of the meeting, which 
opened Monday and will conclude Friday, included: 

Drafting of plans for a suggested Canada-wide prepaid medical 
scheme more widely - embracing than the present provincial "Blue Cross" 
organizations. 

An expression of concern over the decrease in the number of general 
practitioners and discussion of plans to encourage more young men to enter 
the general rather than the specialized field of medicine. (GP) 
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Canada to Spend e20,000,000 on European Relief:  Prime kinister Eackenzie King 
announced in the Commons Ttlesday the Government plans to recommend an 
appropriation of •20,000,000 for post-UNRRA relief in Euro. 

Of this amount, e5,000,000 will go to an internatioLal children's 
relief fund organized by the United Nations mhile the remainder will be 
used to provide relief in certain specified countries. 

Er. King's announcement was followed by another  in  which Fisheries 
Minister Bridges disclosed that e8,000,000 of the appropriation would be 
used for the purchase of fish and fish products in Canada. 

Mr. King said in part:- 
"As  all honourable members are are one of the great problems of the 

post-war period has been the provision of food and other basic essentials 
of life to the devastated countries of Europe. It will be recalled that 
the question of Post-UNRRA relief was urgently discussed by the United 
Nations General Assembly at its last session in New York. Because the 
programme of UNRRA was coming to an end before the real need of the peoples 
in war-devastated countries had been fully met, the General Assembly 
recognized that certain countries must receive financial assistance in 
1947 to avert hunger, privation and suffering. Canada has played a leading 
role in relief operations both during and after the mar, and the Canadian 
Government was in strong support of continuing international action to meet 
genuine relief needs. However, it became clear at the second part of the 
First Session of the General Assembly that a new approach to the problem 
would be necessary. To this end, the Canadian delegation introduced a 
proposal Which was embodied in a resolution adopted by the Assembly on 
December 11, 1946. This resolution established a Special TeChnical Committee 
of Experts, on which Canada was represented to study the minimum import 
requirJments of needy countries. The Committee thus constituted took into 
consideration the carry-over of relief goods from UNRRA into 1947 and 
estimated the probable receipts from exports from each country together 
with resources which could be regarded as available from foreign loans and 
credits, shipping receipts, remittances and other sources of foreign 
currency. According to the Committee's report, European countries which had 
been receiving relief required e583 million of financial assistance. 

"Intimately linked with this proposal was the question of providing to 
specially vulnerable groups, such as children and adolescents, in the war 
devastated countries the food, clothing and other essential supplies whic'h 
they require. To meet this requirement, a concrete  United  Nations plan was 
agreed upon. The General Assembly established by unanimous resolution the 
International Children's Emergency Fund. The prime purpose of the Fund is 
to provide for children, adolescents and nursing mothers in countries which 
were victims of aggression, but it will also be used for child health 
purposes generally. The Fund has presented a tentative budget of $50 
million, having as its principle objective one 700 calorie meal a day for 
20 million children. 

"The Fund is to be financed by any residual assets made available by 
UNRRA, by direct contributions from Governments and by contributions from 
voluntary agencies or individuals. The amount of assistance available 
from UNRRA for this purpose is not likely to be large. Receiving countries 
might, however, contributt e200 million from their own resources. This 
would leave a balance of approximately -,I250 million to be secured from 
government and from voluntary contributions in other countries. 

(over) 



"In the absence of relief on a scale at least approadhing  t.  sums 
recomniended by the United Nations Technic2 (7ommittee, there will be 
serious hardship and possibly actual starvation in a number of European 
countries this year, particularly in the period prior to the harvests 
in Europe this summer and autumn. In May 1947 the United States Congress 
authorized an appropriation of $350 million for relief purposes, to be 
dispensed by arrangements made directly uith the needy countries and 
expressly limited to Austria, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Poland, China and 
the Free Territory of Trieste. This amount includes a sum of ç;340 million, 
all or part of which may go to the International Children's Emergency 
Fund. We have been informed that other states have responded to this 
emergency by providing fumds for relief. 

, 
"In the light of the need which we believe exists, the action of other 

countries in that regard, and the availability of surplus food supplies in Canada  
the Government has decided to recommend to Parliament an appropriation of $20 
million far post-UNRRA relie needs.in 1947. Thfs sum, -vhfch would' be spent 
subject to such  ternis and conditions as maybe approved  L thê'bovernor-in-
Council, would include a contribution of approximately 5 million to the 
International Children's Emergency Fund. The remainder of the sum would 
provide relief to certain specified_ccuntries, and would be administered b'y 
Canada in consultation - with other States which are adcpting similar measures." 

Pcs ewfouandDelates.: For the third time since 1864, Canada and 
Newfoundland today enter on discussions over the possibility of Newfoundland 
becoming the tenth province of the Dominion. 

At a press conference Tuesday afternoon, Eon. F.G. Bradley, K.C. head 
of a seven-man delegation from Newfoundland stated that the delegation was 
in Ottawa  "to see if we can ascertain a fair and equitable basis, fair both 
to Canada and Newfoundland, by which Newfoundland can enter Confederation 
as a tenth province". 

Warmly welcoming the delegates at this morning's meeting, Prime Minister 
King said in part:- 

"An  atmosphere of mutual friendliness and understanding will, I am sure, 
characterize the forthcoming discussions. There will be many phases of this 
important matter which will call for very careful exploration. It might be 
well were we to realize, at the outset, that however close the association of 
our two countries may be, and houever mudh our two peoples may have in commen, 
union is not a course to be undertaken lightly by either side. It wculd 
involve for both Newfoundland and Canada far reaching administrative and 
economic changes. For each of our peoples it wculd involve some alteration 
in their traditional outlook. I do not suggest that these and other problems 
which may arise are obstacles to union, but rather that they merit serious 
and unhurried examination by both sides. The matter of union can only be 
rightly approached from the broad standpoint of whether, for Newfoundland and 
for Canada alike, union would be mutually advantageous. This, of course, 
does not exclude cuieful consideration, aswell, of the position of both our 
countries as members of the British Commonwealth. 

"Let me in conclusion repeat uhat I have already said to alr purliament, 
namely that the question of Nemfoundland's future form of government is  one 
for the people of Newfoundland themselves to decide. It is not a matter in 
which either the people of Canada or the Government of Canada would wish to 
interfere. Should the question become a matter of referendum, whatever the 
decision might be, it mould be received by the Government and people of 
Canada with understanding and good-mill. On the part of Canada, no final 
decision would, of course, be taken without the approval of Parliament." 

- 30 - 
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Newfoundland Studies Begin: Representatives of Canada and Newfoundland gathered 
around a conference table for about three hours Wednesday and then decided 
to adjourn for a week to permit study of an exchange of documents touching 
on the question of the Island's entry into Confederation. 

The documents, described by External Affairs Minister St. Laurent as' 
voluminous e were exchanged at a closed meeting. 

The closed session followed the historic inaugural meeting at which 
Prime Minister Mackenzie King and F. Gordon Bradley,K.C., head of the 'seven-
man Newfoundland delegation, outlined the position oe the two countries in 
the talks. 

• Mr. King warned that "however close the association of our two countries 
may be, however much our two peoples may have in common, union is not a 
course to be undertaken lightly by either side." 

Mr. Bradley said he and his colleagues had come to Ottawa with instruc-
tions to find out whether union could be accomplished on a fair and equitable 
basis. The island was looking for a new form of government but it was not 
looking for "economic crutches." The people of Newfoundland would never 
enter Confederation if they felt they could not contribute to the common 
good. 

Bradley also said, in part: 
"It was a great dream that the founders of this Canadian union had 

eighty years ago, When they foresaw on the northern half of this continent 
a vast British nation stretching from St. John's to Victoria. Two of our 
own Newfoundlanders shared that dream and did what they could to give it 
birth--Sir Frederick Carter and Sir Arthrose  Shea, who will go down in 
history as two of the Fathers of Confederation. Newfoundland did not elect 
to enter the new union at that time, but when we remember that the union 
itself was very new, and was not at all understood by our people; and the 
more important fact that Newfoundland did not then enjoy a democratic 
franchise or the secret ballot, it is easy to understand why that first 
invitation to Newfoundland to enter the partnership was rejected. 

"The  other rejection was not made by the Newfoundland people, for it 
was not suhmitted to them. That was the occasion, in 1895, when your 
Dominion,was administered by the government headed by Sir rackenzie Bowell. 
The failure of that attempt at federal union of the tm countries was due 
largely to the hurried nature of the explorations and conversations between 
the parties, for the conference of 1895 occupied a mere twelve days. I 
believe I can say that if the present discussions corne to nothing in the end 
by way of effecting federal union between us, it will not arise from any 
repetition of the inadequate explorations of '95 or from the undemocratic 
franchise of '69. We of this Delegation believe it to be our plain duty to 
Newfoundland to make as thorough an investigation of this whole question as 
your co-operation and ,forbearance will permit. 

nIr. Prime Minister, it was Providence that placed our two countries 
beside each other, with a narrow ribbon separating us--a ribbon of salt 
water scarcely as wide as some of your own magnificent lakes. We are both 
British, the only two British countries in this northern half of America. 
We owe allegiance to a common Crown. Our relationships are already intimate 
and co-operative at a thousand points of contact. Is it too much to hope 
that out of these conversations commencing today there may emerge a fair 
and equitable basis of federal union which both peoples, Canadian and New-
foundlanders, will willingly, indeed gladly, accept?" 

Mr. Bradley and I.  St. Lahrent were elected joint chairmen of the 
meetings which will continue in camera once they are resumed. 

(over) 



SuFar Ration Increased:  An increase of three to fcur pounds in the sugar ration 
for the balance of the year, was announced to the House of Commons Wednesday 
by Finance kinister Abbott. 

The additional coupons would be made val id in August and November. 
At the same time  I.  Abbott announced the continuance of rationing at 

least until the 1948 sugar crop prospects could be accurately forecast. 
The per capita annual ration currently runs around 87 pounds and the 

increase will take it to beyond 90. 

Labor Bodies to Present Briefs:  The Industrial Relations Committee of the 
G ommons prepared Wednesday to inaugurate its study of the proposed new 
Federal Labor Act with agreement to invite 10 major labor and management 
bodies to present briefs next Monday and Tuesday. 

Its acceptance of a motion by Labor Minister Litchell, the man respon-
sible for a measure bearing directly on roughly 12 per cent of the Canadian 
labor force, cives the right to enunciate their views eft 7 er orally or as 
filed submissions to: 

The Trades and Labor Congress, Canadian Congress of Labor, the 
Amalgamated Unions, the National Catholic Syndicates, the Railway Brotherhoods; 
and the Canadian Eanufacturers Association, Canadian Chamber of Commerce, 
the National Construction Association, Railway Association of Canada and the 
Canadian Bar Association. 

Cld AFe Pension Bill Get Second Reading: Nealth Minister Liartin, answering caustic 
criticism of the Government's old age pension legislation, told the Commons 
Uednesday the measure "places us ahead of New Zealand, ahead of Australia and 
ahead of rreat Britain" and declared that anyone voting against the bill was 
voting against 60,000 persons being added to the pensions rolls. 

The bill, increasing the basic old age pension from25 to  •30 a month, 
was given second reading without a vote. (CP) 

Briefs: State Scretery Gibson said in the Commons - Jednesday that 10,329 citizen-
elip certificates have been issued since January 1; Senator Norman Paterson, 
gpeaking in the Senate and moving second reading of a bill to establish a 
three-man Maritime Commission, predicted that Canada would remain an important 
factor in the vorld's carrying trade; Hon. William Donald Ross, former 
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, died Wednesday. 
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Han. _Paul Martin to Head Delegation: ,Eon. Paul Martin, Minister of National 
Health and Welfare, will head the Canadian delegation to the fifth session 
of the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations opening in New 
York next month, Prime Minister Mackenzie King announced Thursday in the 
Commons. 

Yr. Martin's alternate will be Dr. G.F. Davidson, his Deputy Linister, 
while other m.embers of the delegation will include officials of the Health 
and External Affairs Departments, 

Er. King said: 
"1. Honourable Members will be aware that this day marks an important 

anniversary. On June 26, 1945, at the city of San Francisco, the Charter 
of the United Nations was signed in the name of the peoples of 50 nations. 
These nations, which had fought together successfully in mar, now resolved 
to combine their efforts to accomplish the noble aims which they had written 
into the Charter. 

"2. The Organization which they thus created was to have within its 
purview every aspect of international action. In the important field of 
International Economic and Social co-operation Canada has had a particular 
interest. Export trade is the basis of this country's employment and 

Tprosperity'and Canada has'therefore a real stake In the' ecônaMid- Weli-bbing 
of the world. It is in our own interest  for us to do all we can to assist 
in its restoration and maintenance.  Economic isolation is for Canada, as 
for all nations, as impractical a policy as political isolation. 

•"3. The importance of this aspect of the wark of the United Nations is 
recognized in the preamble of the Charter in the resolution "to employ inter- 
national machinery for the promotion of economic and social advancement of 
all peoples" and thus "to promote social progress and better standards of 
life in larger freedom". For the achievement of these ends the Economic and 
Social Council was created. It was given responsibility, under the authority 
of the General Assembly, for the solution of International Economic, Social, 
Health and related problems. 

"4. In the discharge of this extensive task the Economic and Social 
Council supervises and controls the subordinate machinery of commissions and 
sub-commissions and coordinates the activities of the various specialized 
agencies with which it has entered into relationship. This important work 
is less spectacular and less well-known than that of other United Nations 
organs. It is, however, the real foundation of international cooperation 
and lasting peace. 

-------"5e--The-United-Nations _and its organs have given us , the opportunity of 
cooperating to rebuild a world economic system. It is too easy, in the midst 
of the difficulties and risks involved in this great task, to surrender to 
impatience and dissatisfaction with the measure of proFress which has been 
made in these two short years. We must, however, remember that the aims of 
the Charter cannot be lightly won. Every effort is required to make the work 
of the Econamic and Social Council a success and Canada has, I think, a 
particular contribution to make. 

"6. I am particularly pleased to announce on this day the Canadian 
Delegation which will attend the fifth session of the Economic and Social 
Council, scheduled to commence in New York on the 19th of July. My colleague, 
the Honourable Paul Martin, Minister of National Health and Welfare, will 
head the Delegation. Dr. George F. Davidson, the Deputy Minister of Welfare, 
will be Mr. Martin's alternate and Officers of the Departments of External 
Affairs and of National Health and ';,'elfare will serve as advisers. -  I am 
sure Honourable Members will join with me in wishing our Delegation every 
success in its endeavour." 

(over) 



34 Criminal Code Amendments: The Commons Thursday gave first reading to a bill 
making 34 amendments to the Criminal Code, including authority to sentence 
habitual crirainals to indeterminate periods of detention.  This  section 
would aPply to criminals 18 years and over who have been convicted three 
times on indictable offences and sentenced to terms of imprisonment of not 
less than five years on ee..ch occasion. 

Justice Minister Ilsley said this section of the legislation  'ras 
 similar to that now in force in the United Kingdom. 

He said no one wc.uld be charged with being a habitue criminal without 
the consent of the Attorney-General of the province vicere the accused 
resides. 

The  bill would confine ha.bitual criminals apart from other prisoners. 
Such criminals would be subjected to such disciplinary and reformative treat-
ment as might be prescribed by prison regulations. 

Every three years the Minister of Justice could review the - condition, 
history and circumstances of detention and determine whether parole was 
indicated. (CP) 

Also in Parliament Thursday: Finance Minister Abbott announced an increase in 
the fixed Ontario winter wheat price of ,U.55 a bushel for the 1947-48 season. 

External Affairs Minister St. Laurent said the goverrunent had attempted 
without result to obtain an exit visa for the Russian wife of a Canadian.. 

The Commons voted 82 to 61 to uphold a ruling that a CCF amendment to 
increase the old age pension to 50 instead of „330 was out of order. 

The Senate discussed Canada's coal situation and heard a warning that 
the  Dominion  W3 S drifting tovzird government by order-in-council. (CP) 

Death of Viscount Bennett of Calgary:  Canadians learned with profound sorrow Friday 
of the death at his home in Dorking, England, on Mursday, of Viscount Bennett 
of Calgary , f ormer Prime Mini ster of Canada. 

M.r. Wilgress to Serve in London:  Dana 1.algress, former Canadian Ambassador to 
Moscow, will act as Acting Canadian High Commissioner in London to 
serve ,duzing  the.  sick _leave .of norran Robertson,- it was..annotuac ed- Thursday 
on behalf of Prime Minister Mackenzie King. 

Mr. ailgress, now head of the Canadian delera.tion at the International 
Trade Organization meeting in Geneva, will continue to serve on the:delega-
tion, travelling to London only when he is needed there. 

Mr. Robertson recently was ordered to take two or three months rest to 
recover from a general rundown condition. 

When  Li'.  -jilgress was withdravm from koscow a few months ago, it was 
announced that he would be appointed Canadian Ministel2 in Switzerland. He 
wa.s not to present his credentials until conclusion of the trade talks. 
He will take up bis post after his duties in London are concluded. 

Envoy's 'k'ife Detained in Russia:  A Canadian citizen is being held by Soviet 
regulations in Moscow and refused permission to  corne  to Canada to rejoin 
her husband. 

The case of Lrs. George F. Power, wife of an official of the Depart- 
ment of External Affairs was disclosed to the Commons Thursday by External 
Affairs Minister St. Laurent. He appeared to be directing his statement 
as mach  to the Soviet Government as to the Canadian people. 

"The  Canadian Governraent," he declared with emphasis, "sincerely 
trusts that, in the interests of friendly relations between our two 
countries, the Soviet authorities will, without further delay, grant 

. Mrs. Power an exit visa allowing her to rejoin her husband in Canada." 
He described the refusal of the exit visa as "an incomprehensible 

action on the part of a friendly state." 
In answer to a question by R. H. Winters (L--Queens-Lunenburg), 

Mr. St. Laurent gave the House a complete view of the Power case. (Globe) 
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In Parliament Friday Two members suggested more bridges across the Ottawa river 
between Ontario and Quebec. 

John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Center) asked federal raction to preserve 
Saskatchewan's last mountain lake. 

J. R. MacNicol suggested the city of Toronto sue the government for 
unjustified record level of Lake Ontario. 

Postmaster-General Bertrand said his department hoped to build "quite 
a lot" of post offices next year. 

Two members protested that taxpayers were subsidizing newspapers to 
the extent of $7,200,000 a year because they were carried as second class 
matter. 

Royal assent was given to 33 bills in the Senate. 

Canada Pays Tribute to Lord Bennett:  Canada paid a heartfelt tribute Friday to 
Lord Bennett, the man uho as Prime Minister, plotted the course of her affairs 
through five years of the hectic 1930's and who was forced by ill-health to 
seek retirement in Britain where he died Friday morning, 

Tributes came from British Columbia and the Maritimes and from French-
speaking Quebec. They came from political partner and political opponent 
alike for the former Conservative leader who headed the Government from 1930 
to 1935 .  

To a hushed House of Commons Prime Minister King paid tribute on behalf 
of Canada and behalf of himself and said the feature of Lord Bennett's life 
was his "whole-hearted devotion to public service." 

Jdhn Bracken, who as Progressive Conservative Opposition Leader, now 
holds the post Lord Bennett held in Parliament for six years, said he was 
a nman of great courage, of great personal integrity and, above all, a great 
Canadian." 

The town of Hopewell Cape, N.B., where Lord Bennett was born, was in 
mourning. Residents there remembered him as their most famous native son 
and a great benefactor. 

Premier Hart of British  •  Columbia, expressed "profound regret" at Lord 
Bennett's death and said Canada had "lost one of its great leaders." 

At Halifax, Dr. A. E. Kerr, president of Dalhousie, from which Lord 
Bennett graduated in lawln 1893, described Lord Bennett as a man who served 
with distinction and one of the great benefactors of Dalhousie where he served 
on the Board of Governors from 1920 to 1939. 

At Montreal Ivan Sabourin, leader of the Quebec Progressive Conservative 
Party, described the former Prime Minister as "a great Canadian" and said he 
had had the moral courage to campaign on a platfam of Canada first. 

In the House of Commons there were other tributes besides those of Prime 
Minister King and Mr. Bracken ,  

Angus MacInnis (CCF--Vancouver East), speaking for his party, said he had 
considered Lord Bennett "one of Canada's greatest men and most colorful 
political leaders." 

(over) 



Solon Low, Social Credit leader, had not known Lord Bennett ..263nally 
but he knew of his great capacity and his brilliant career and waated to 
associate his party with the tributes. 

Others who spoke were External Affairs Minister St. Laurent, John 
T. Hackett (PC., Stanstead), Hon. Grote Stirling (M, Yale), who sat in the 
Bennett Cabinet, Arthur Smith (PC—Calgary West), A. J. Brooks (PC--Royal) 
and Jean François Pouliot ( Id. L--Temiscouata). 

Rising as the House opened, Mr. King said he wanted, on behalf of the 
Government and members of all parties, to express something of the sorrow 
that must have been felt throughout Canada when Lord Bennett's death became 
known. 

"It would be difficult for anyone, and most of all for one in my posi-
tion, to attempt at this time, to estimate the place which will be given by 
posterity to Lord Bennett's services to Canada, to the British Commonwealth 
of Nations, and to the world. In the affairs of each of these arenas he 
took, over many years, an active and conspicuous part. 

"It would be still more difficult, and at this moment, wholly inap-
propriate for me to attempt to weigh the merits of political controversies 
in this House and on the public platform in which, as leaders of opposing 
parties, we were engaged, whether in office or in opposition. 

"It is rather of those things which political supporters and opponents 
alike will wdsh to remember, that I Should like to say just a word at this 
time." 

Later he said: 
"It would not be true were I to say that my relations with Lord Bennett 

were, at all times, the pleasantist. I hope I do his memory no injustice when 
I say that as a man of strong feeling he found it difficult not to resent, as 
personal, much that is inevitable in the vicissitudes of party political fortunes 
and strife. 

"It is hard for any of us in public life to escape that feeling. I like, 
however, to believe that between public men whose views may be strongly opposed, 
there is often an underlying sympathy more profound than any of which the public 
can possibly be aware." 

King spoke of the three divisions of Lord Bennett's life - his early 
manhood and the beginnings of his participation in public affairs of his native 
New Brunswick,his long Parliamentary career, which beg,an with his election to 
the Commons in 1911, and the period of his activities in the years of his resi-
dence in the United Kingdom. 

"As we look in turn at each of these periods of Lord Bennett's public life, 
there is one feature common to all three. By it, I am sure it would have been 
Lord Bennett's wish to be remembered. That feature was his whole-hearted de-
votion to public service." 

Mr. King read copies of the last two letters exchanged between himself and 
Mr. Bennett. 

first was Er. King's letter to Mr. Bennett in March, 1938, expressing 
regret at word of his retirement from the Conservative leadership; the second 
was Er. Bennett's reply, in which he wrote that "anyone who  bas  been through 
the political campaigns I have participated in would lislike abandoning the 
field." 

Mr. Bracken said "death comes very close to us ail when it takes away one 
who for five years sat where the Prime Minister now sits, and who for three 
years prior to that time and three years subsequently sat in the seat it is 
now my privilege to occupy." 

He added: 
"When Mr. Bennett was Prime Einister I was one of the Western Premiers. 

It was a time when men in public affairs carried heavy burdens and had to act 
decisively and often quickly. It was a time when governments could not be 
guided by theories, but from day to day had to face practical realities ... 

"He felt he had to dosome things which were unpopular at the time, but 
which with the passing , years the publid has  corne  better to understand and appreciat 

"Among the achievements that will stand as an enduring monument to  bis 
 memory is the Empire Trade Agreements. And among the great institutions which 

will stanfl to his credit is the establishment of the Central Bank, the Bank of 
Canada. The man to wham we pay '-,ribute lived a rich and fruitful life. The 
last occasion on which I saw him me some two years ago on a trip to the conti-
nent. I found him somewhat impaired in physical strength, somewhat mellowed 
In his approach to controversial questions, but with the love of Canada undimin-
ished and his faith in the future of the Commonwealth unimpaired." 
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In Pari lament  Tuesday: Health Minister Martin announced the Qovernment had 
decided to reduce from 40 to 21 years the eligible age for pensions to the 
blind.  • 

The Commons sang "0 Canada" and "God Save the King" in celebration of 
Dominion Day. Party leaders (spoke -of Canada's progress. 

Walter Tucker, Parliamentary Assistant to Veterans Minister Mackenzie, 
said if veterans were not getting a fair deal from banks in the matter of 
loans they could complain to the Veterans Departmentc  

Justice Minister Ilsley said the Government has not considered Changing 
the divorce law as it applies to veterans. 

Agriculture Minister Gardiner said a five-man board would decide on the 
distribution of water from the Rocky Mountain watershed. 

The Commons considered Justice and Transport Department estimates. 
The Senate paid tribute to Viscount Bennett, marked Dominion Day with 

speeches and adopted the report of the Tpurist Committee. 

Auditor General's Recommendation:  A comprehensüve plan for improving parliamentary 
control over Government expenditures was placed before the Commons Public 
Accounts Committee Tuesday by Watson Sellar, Auditor-General. 

Mr. Seller recommended legislation to regulate the form in which Federal 
estimates are presented to Parliament, the use of revenue arising out of 
services performed for the direct benefit of individuals s the management of 
revenues, the valuation of assets and the management of stores and equipment 
inventories. 

"There may have been a time when the Commons' Committee of Supply 
minutely examined estimates," he said  "but demands now made on the time of 
the House of Commons are such that complete examination of the estimates is 
impracticable. Estimates should be presented in such a form that members 
do not have to guess purposes to which votes will be applied." (CP) 

Confidential Newsprint Report:  The Combines investigation commissioner has made 
a confidential report to the Government on a reported combine in the 
manufacture of newsprint, Justice Minister Ilsley disclosed Tuesday nJght 
in the Commons. 

"No proceedings have been taken", he told the House in announcing that 
he had received representations_on the alleged "combine" and had referred 
them to the commissioner. 

Senator finds_ "Faulty Teaching":  A Quebec Senator told the Upper Chamber TUesday 
night it was all very well to talk of Canadian unity but "you cannot teach 
history from one history book in one province and from another in another 
province which contradict one another". 

- Senator L.A. David (L--Quebec) said that sometimes prejudices have been 
born and have thrived in Canada because of "faulty teaching". 

Peace Pacts Approved By Commnns:  The Commons Monday approved the treaties of 
peace with Italy, Roumania, Hungary and Finland and thus took the first 
legislative step towards the ending of the state of war existing with those 
enemy. satellites. 

The treaties now await Senate approval but do not become effective 
until after the Dominion has deposited her Instrument of Ratification, signed 
by the King, with the Council of Foreign Ministers. Only than will the 
state of war end. 

It is not anticipated that Canada will deposit her .  instrument until the 
great powers have deposited theirs. Thus far, Britain, France andtthe United 
States have obtained Parliamentary approval of the treaties but have not taken 
this final step. 	 (over) 



-  2-. 

Mr. King, moving adoption of the treaties, said their ratification was 
a necessary first stage in the reconstruction of European economic life and 
stressed that under the armistice terms it was impossible for the occupied , 
satellite states to undertake work on many all-important matters which had 
to be settled. 

Gordon Graydon (PC—Peel), speaking for the Progressive Conservative 
Party, approved the treaties but expressed disapproval--echoed later by 
kr. King—about the way in Which they were drawn up by the Big Four without 
a proper voice being granted the smaller powers. 

Solon Low, Social Credit Lead,3_, also bespoke agreement with adoption 
of the treaties but warned at the saine  time that they might, through - transfers 
of territories involved, contain the seeds of a future war. 

Angus MacInnis (CCF--Vancouver), speaking for the COP group, urged that 
Parliament do all possible to put Europe back on her economic feet and 
suggested expenses involved be labelled "war expenses". 

Other speakers included Defence Minister Claxton, who headed the Canadian 
deleèation to the Paris Peace conference, External Affairs Minister St. 
Laurent, J.M. Macdonnell (PC—Muskoka-Ontario) and G.K. Fraser (PC--Peter-
borough West). 

Later, clause-by-clause study was resumed on a Government bill to extend 
certain immunities and privileges to United Nations officials when visiting 
this Dominion. 

In addition; the House approved the constitution of the International 
Refugee organization and an instrument for anendments to the constitution 
of the International Labor Organization to encourage wider implementation 
of labor standards. 

In brief debate on the IRO constitution, Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) 
associated the Progressive Conservative party with its aims but drew 
attention to the system of contributions, under which Canada's financial 
burden was 3.2 per cent of the administrative costs while Russia, with a 
vastly greater population, contributed only 6.3 per cent. 

He also urged that the UN not get "too tied up in red tape" and stressed 
the need for action lest the refugee organization turn out to be "just a nice-
looking organization on paper". 

Mr. St. Laurent, moving the adoption of the constitution, reported 
Canada's contribution to the budget of e55,860,000 for the first year of 
operation would be e5,440,717 and said he believed it would be only a 
matter of days before a sufficient number of countries ratified the constitu-
tion and the body began operating. 

Mr. King, closing the treaty debate, said Canada was advancing the cause 
of peace when she enacted treaties of peace which would end a state of war 
"and let us continue our discussions with other nations on the basis of 
peace". (CP) 

Committee to Meet in Private:  On Monday in the House of Commons, during discussion 
of the Peace Treaties, Prime Minister King announced that the next meeting 
of the External Affairs Committee of the House of Commons would be held in 
camera, at which it was hoped members would discuss and get as full informa-
tion upon conditions in Europe at the present time as could be given by 
those who are informed in the Department of External Affairs. 

The possibility has been canvassed of holding that meeting jointly with 
the Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate. 
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In the House of Commons Wednesday: External Affairs Minister St. Laurent said 
only one application has been received for passports for a Mennonite family 
wishing to migrate to Paraguay. 

Progressive Conservatïve members opposed second reading of a bill to 
authorize the Canadian Commercial Corporation to buy supplies for the 
Defence Department and on a vote were defeated 119 to 42. 

First reading was given bills to establish a benevolent fund for army 
veterans and to implement financial agreements with a number of provinces. 

John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre' .a id  wrong interpretation of the 
railway pension legislation had resulted in "injustices." 

Transport Department estimates were considered. (CP) 

Senate Approves Peace Treaties: Disappointment that Canada was prevented by "one 
power" from participating in drafting of peace treaties was expressed in the 
Senate Wednesday by Senator John T. Haig, Progressive Conservative leader. 

Senator Haig voiced his objection as the Upper Chamber gave formal 
approval to draft peace treaties with Italy, Roumania, Humgary and Finland 
in a sitting which also saw the passage of several Commons bills through 
second reading. 

Opposing as useless a motion to refer the treaties to the Senate 
External Relations Committee, Senator Haig said the Committee had "no power 
to strike out one word. • .to change one syllable" on the treaty drafts. 

AS a Canadian, he regretted that the smaller powers had not been allowed 
to take part in the treaty-making. It would have been a good thing for 
Canada's national pride and would have given Canadians a feeling of inter-
national responsibility. 

Canada had made a great contribution to the winning of the war and 
could make as great a contribution to the drafting of the peace. He was 
disappointed that "one power, which I shall not  naine but honorable Senators 
will know Which power I mean", had prevented Canada's taking part. 

Senator Wishart Robertson, Government leader, said he agreed in 
principle with Senator Haig's remarks. He withdrew his motion to refer the 
treaties to Committee on the understanding that Senators would have an op-
portunity of learning more about the treaties at a meeting in camera of 
Parliamentarians next TUesday. 

The Senate gave second reading to a Commons bill to establish a Canadian 
Maritime Commission, a bill to amend the Veterans Business and Professional 
Loans Act, and a bill to provide for privileges and immunities for Canadians 
attending United Nations and related meetings. The latter two were referred 
to committees. (CP) 

sprint Report: A report received from the Combines Investigation Commissioner, 
F.A. McGregor, on a reported combine in the newsprint industry said that 
allegations made did not appear to be sufficient to warrant an inquiry, Justice 
Minister Ilsley said Wednesday in the Commons. 

The report, in the form of a memorandum commenting on a letter Mr. Ilsley 
had received from Percy Bengough, president of the Trades and Labor Congress 
of Canada, had drawn attention to the fact a world-wide shortage existed in 
this cammodity. 

Mr. Ilsley made the statement in clarifying his disclosure to the Commons 
Ttlesday night that he had received a "confidential" report from the Commissioner 
but that no proceedings had been taken. 

He said Wednesday he was afraid his references Tuesday night had given 
an erroneous impression that an inquiry had been made. 
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In Parliament Thursday:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King said he thought the 
Commons could prorogue the current session by July 12. 

Approval was given a bill providing indefinite imprisonment for 
habitual criminals and other amendments to the Criminal Code. 

Third reading was given a bill to establish a benevolent fund to be 
created of ,9,000,000 worth of funds from wartime service canteens. 

Two members opposed Parliament passing Quebec divorce bills. 
The Senate adopted a resolution calling for approval of the Inter- 

national RefugeeOrganization which will look after placement of Europe's 
refugees. 

Survey Immigration Machinery:  The Government has sent two senlor officials 
overseas to survey possible expansion of existing overseas immigration 
machinery in keeping with Canada's expanding immigration policy. 

Already on their way to Britain and Europe are A. L. Jolliffe, 
Director of Immigration, and Dr. C. P. Brown, Assistant Director of 
Health Services and their work is expected to take about two months. 

Mr. Jolliffe will examine immigration and civil and medical establish-
ments Canada has located at various centres in Britain and on the continent 
to determine if further expansion is necessary. 

He also will consult with authorities concerned with the organization 
at present set up to locate, assemble and examine displaced persons in 
Germany with a view to expediting movement to Canada of those admissible 
under the regulations. 

Dr. Brown will survey the overseas health organization which has im- 
migration medical officers located in. London, Paris, Brussels and the Hague 
and local, part-time medical officers located in more than 500 centres 
throughout the British Isles. 

The survey follows the passing of a recent order-in-council by the Govern- 
ment for the immediate admission to Canada of 5,000 displaced perpons as a 
preliminary step in taking a yet unannounced quota of these people through 
the International Refugee Organization6  (CP) 

Northern :leather Stations: Right Honourable C.D. Howe, Minister of Reconstruction 
and Supply, on Thursday announced developments in the plans, announced by 
the Canadian Government on March 4 last, to establish several weather stations 
at points in Northern Canada lAdth the assistance of the United States Govern-
ment;, 

"The first of these stations has already been established at Eureka Sound, 
Ellesmere Island, and weather reports are now being received from this post," 
the Minister said. "The second station will be established this summer near 
Winter Harbour on Melville Island." 

The Minister further announced that "in accordance with this programme, 
three ships, the U.S.S. EDISTO (icebreaker), U.S.S. WYANDOT (supply ship) 
and the U.S.S. WHITEWOOD (icebreaker) will sail July 15th, from Boston, Mass, 
carrying supplies for these northern stations and plan to return in October." 

- over - 



Dominion-Provincial Taxation Bill:  The Dominion-Provincial taxation zkpeement bill 
given first reading Wednesday in the Commons  was  so drafted as to be applicable 
to all provinces including Ontario and Qube, the two provinces with which new 
agreements are lacking. 

The legislation would thus eliminate the necessity of bringing in a new 
bill should Ontario and Quebec sign agreements at  some  future date. 

A clause of the bill states that the Minister of Finance, with the approval 
of the Federal cabinet, may enter into an agreement with the government of "anyn 
of the provinces. 

Another section outlines the minimum payments that would go to the provinces 
on their agreeing to give the Dominion practically exclusive use of the income, 
corporation and inheritance tax fields. The minimum payments for Ontario and 
Quebec are listed in this section. 

The minimum payments to the provinces under the agreements that would 
terminate in 1951 would be as follows: 

Alberta, $14,227,882; British Columbia, $189 120„124; Manitoba, $13,540,038; 
New Brunswick, $8,773„420; Nova Scotia, $10,870,140; Ontario, $67,158,027; Prince 
Edward Island, $2,100,000; Quebec, $56,382,127, and Saskatchewan, $15,291,490. 

The method by which the payments would be worked out were not contained in 
the bill, but were contained in the draft agreements negotiated with the 
provinces, 

In return for the tax concessions, the provinces were offered two options. 
They could take a subsidy of $12.75 per capita of the 1942 population of the 
province, plus 50 percent of the provincial tax receipts from income and corpo-
ration taxes in 1940, plus statutory subsidies. Under the second option they 
could take el5 per capita and the statutory subsidies,. 

These payments would fluctuate with changes in population and in the value 
of the gross national production, but would not fall below the fixed minimum. 

The agreements would replace the 1942 wartime taxation agreements under 
which the provinces relinquished personal income and corporation tax fields 
to the Dominion. Most of these agreements expired last March 31. 

The bill provides for payments to the provinces between the expiry of the 
wartime agreement and the conclusion of a new agreement. It also authorizes the 
Minister of Finance to amend terms or conditions of an agreement. One section 
states: 

"The Minister of Finance, with the approval of the Governor-in-Council 
may, on behalf of the Government of Canada, enter into an agreement, not in  - 
consistent with the provisions of this act, amending the terms or conditions 
of an agreementon 

Another section indicated that whether an agreement is signed now or in a 
few days hence it still would end on Dec. 31, 1951. The bill contains no 
provision for the extension of agreements beyond that date. 

Brigadier Kitching Honored: Hon. Brooke Claxton, Minister of National Defence, 
announced Thursday that the Government of the United States had awarded the 
Legion of Merit, Degree of Officer, to Brigadier George Kitching, CBE, DSO, 
of the Canadian Army. The investiture took place at noon Thursday at the 
United States embassy in Ottawa, the award being conferred by Mr. Julian F. 
Harrington, U.S. Chargé d'Affaires. 
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In Parliament Friday:  To expedite the business of Parliament, the 
Prime Minister introduced a resolution which the House en- 
dorsed, providing for morning and Saturday sittings from next 
Wednesday to the end of the Session. 

Two bills, one containing amendments to the Election Act, 
the other the proposed Labour Code, were set over until the 
next Session. 

Reconstruction Minister C. Do Howe announced that Canada 
and Sweden had signed a reciprocal air agreement. 

External Affairs Minister St. Laurent said establishment 
of a diplomatic mission in Italy was contemplated. 

First reading was given to a bill to amend the Civil Serv-
ice Superannuation Act • lowering the retirement age to 65. 

A radio committee report tabled Friday recommended that the 
C.B.C. be given full revenue from the 4.50 radio license tee. 
At present collection costs lower the amount to 4,15 per 
license. 

The House began study of the External Affairs estimates. 
Transport Minister Chevrier disclosed that the National 

Harbours Board plans to spend more than $7,000,000 on improve-
ments to Canadian harbours this year. 

Foreign Policy Discussed: Opening of discussion of foreign policy as 
the House began a study of his Department's estimates, External 
Affairs Ulnister St. Laurent declared  that "We must not com-
placently allow any one state or group of states to use the Un-
ited Nations for their own selfish, national, or propaganda 
purpose." He later added that the U.L must be "a forum for the 
expression of the collective will of all the peoples and not just 
a sounding board for false and misleading propaganda." 

Mr. Sto Laurent expressed the hope that  Canadas collabora- 
tion with the United States in the north could be extended to 
other interested powers. 

"On our part, there is no reason why this should not be 
done", he said. "We seek the closest and friendliest contacts 
with all northern powers so that the development of that great 
area of the world may be for the welfare and progress of all 
peoples and that it takes place without kindling of national en-
vies or national fears." He said a possible serious danger to the 
peace of the world was its division both political and ideological 
into two great groups, ann,4hat some method must be found to make 
possible peaceful co-operation, political and economic, between 
these opposing groupso  He  still hol)ed that the U.N. could be 

, the agency to counteract these dividing forces, and that it could 
aet as an organization of civilized states within which universal 
and friendly co-operation was possible, and could be realized." 

In a single reference to possible war, Mr. St. Laurent warned 
"It certainly is no exaggeration to say that should there ever 
be another war, what we have experienced in the past in the ap-
plication of human ingenuity for purposes of destruction would be 
merely child's play to what this unhappy planet would be subjected 
to in the future." 

Mr. Macdonnell (P.C.: Muskoka -- Ontario) stressed the need 
for a greater opportunity within Parliament for discussion of 
foreign affairs. 

mr. Bradette (L& Cochrane), Chairman of the House of Commons 
External Affairs Committee, reviewed the activities of the com-
mittee and suggested more had to be done to keep the people in-
terested in foreign relations. 



Mr. Church (P.C.t BroadvieW) stressed the need for an Empire 
Conference and wondered whether Canada was going to stand idly by 
and watch the dissolution of the British Empire. Mr. Knowles 
(C.C.F.: Winnipeg North Centre) said there would not be peace 
until there was unity among the people of the various nations 
and urged that Canada place stress on those things that aim  for  
such unity. Mr. Graydon (P.C.  Peel) urged that Canada try to 
speak with a single voice in international affairs -whatever her 
differences at home. Parliament was not spending énough time in 
the discussion of international affairs and this made it more 
difficult for the country to speak with a single voice at inter-
national meetings. He would like to see the Government set aside 
a definite period each week for EXternal Aefairs discussions 
during the Session. (C.P.) 

Changes _proposed in Civil Service Superannuationt A bill to amend the 
Civil Service Superannuation Act introduced in the Commons by 
Finance Minister Abbott yesterday, would make the following changes: 
(1) Reduce the voluntary retirement age to 60 for both men and 
women and the compulsory retirement age to 65. (2) Count the per 
bd  spend by civil servants on active service overseas in both 
wars as part of their superannuation years. (3) Extend the Act 
to apply to staffs of Dominion Government bpards and commissions. 
(4) Grant deferred annuities to civil  servants  retiring under 60 
and those wno have served short terms rather than the old "lump 
sumM retirement allowance. (5) Maintain the wartime Retirement 
Fund plan for temporary civil servants. (6)  Lirait salaries for 
superannuation purposes to el5 0000 a year. 

• Cost-et Living Index raises 1.8s Canade0s- cost of living rose 1,8 
points during May, reaching the figure 134.9  on Une 2nd, the Dom- 
inion-Bureau .  of Statistics reporte& yesterdayet  'une 2nd the 
index, computed on the base 193539 equals lop, was7.,..9 points 
higher than at January 1st andale points abeve itsllêvel at 
the beginning of June last yea -i- 
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Tuesday in Parliament: By a vote of 93 to 76, members upheld a Speaker decision 
ruling out of order a CCF motion which would have extended veterans preference 
to merchant seamen. The vote came after an hour-long debate, 

Three western members urged government assistance for the flooded areas 
of Manitoba. 

Reconstruction Minister Howe said Trans-Canada Air Lines shortly expects 
to have 20 pressurized aircraft. 

Transport and Fisheries Department estimates were considered. 
Senator T.A. Crerar, former Resources Minister, said Canada's neglect 

of natural resources had been "almost tragic." 

Radio Committee Report:  The Commons' Radio Committee in a final report tabled 
Tuesday in the Commons recommended against the establishment of a new body 
to license and regulate radio in Canada on the ground that the circumstances 
did not justify a fundamental change in the existing set-up. 

The report tabled by Ralph Maybank (L--Winnipeg South Centre), chairman 
of the committee, also recommended: 

10 The CBC Board of Gôvernors hold public hearings on matters pertaining 
to broadcasting regulations and the granting of broadcasting licences. 

2. The Transport Department consider increasing the fee for broadcasting 
licences. 

30 The CBC consider raising the five kilowatt power ceiling on private 
stations particularly where some future potential coverage by a Canadian 
station might be affected. 

4 0  The GEC speed its expansion and development program and include in 
that program the establishment of a second French network. 

5 0 The licensing period for broadcasting licences be extended from 
one to three years. 

6. The CBC Board of Governors give more consideration to measures and 
recommendations encouraging the use of Canadian talent on private stations. 

7 0  Newspapers be treated the same as other applicants for broadcasting 
licences. 

8. Preference be given to a non-licence holder in cases where applications 
include some from persons already holding licences. 

9 0  Frequency modulation licences be granted to qualified applicants. 
10 0 Licences for experimental television work be granted in cases where 

the work is to be undertaken as soon as practicable. 
- 11. The Radio Committee be made a standing committee that would scrutinize 

annually the operations of the CBC. 
In an interim report tabled Friday the Committee recommended that the GBC 

be given full revenue from the 42.50 annual radio licence fee. The corporation, 
which told the Committee it needed more revenue to carry on its existing services, 
now pays collection and administration costs and nets about 42.15 a licence. 

(over) 



Mr. Pearson Discusses jorld Conditions:  Underseéretary of State for External 
Affairs L. B. Pearson, who discussed world conditions at a joint 'meeting  
of the External Affairs Committees of the liousé of - Commons and Senate held 
in camera TUesday, stated afterwards that he had not given "secret information 
because there is no secret information today." 

Be said he valued the meeting because "I.could give information that I 
couldn't give if it was to be publicly attributed to me as a government 
official." 

Be had given members some of the reasons for the breakdown of the Paris 
Conference, called to discuss the possibility of all European states getting 
together to plan their own reconstructions and thus take advantage of an 
offer of aid from the United States. 

The offer was recently made by State Secretary Marshall of the United 
States, and Mr. Pearson outlined the background of it for members. 

He also talked on Canada's economic and strategic relations with 
the United States. 
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In Parliament dednesday:  Finance Minister Abbott reviewed Dominion-provincial 
relations on a bill to authorize the government to enter agreements with 
the provinces. 

John Bracken, Progressive Conservative leader, said he would support 
Dominion proposals for a new Dominion-provincial agreement so far as they 
provided for the fiscal need of the weaker provinces. 

Trade Minister MacKinnon indicated the government is concerned over 
United Kingdom plans to cut imports. 

First reading was given to a bill to increase the allowances of Govern-
ment and Opposition leaders in the Senate. 

The Senate Divorce Committee recommended that some other non-parliamentary 
body be responsible for granting Quebec divorces. (CP) 

Hon. Mr. Claxton on Military Affairs:  Canada 's  military experts do not believe the 
Dominion will become a theatre of war "for a good many years", Defence Minister 
Claxton said Wednesday night in the Commons. 

Be also disclosed, with a short, sharp "No", that peace-time compulsory 
military training will not be instituted in the Dominion this year. 

Mr. Claxton's two brief comments, given in reply to questions by Jean 
François Pouliot (Ind. L--Temiscouata), were the climax of a day-long debate 
on military affairs which opened with a 'warning by the Mdnister that it still 
was "too early" in a restless postwar world for Canada to rest on its arms 
"with the assurance that there will be no aggression". 

Under prolonged questioning at the night sitting, Mr. Claxton asserted 
that Canada was capable under the present circumstances of taking care of 
anything that might happen to her in the near future. 

Be made the statement in response to a charge by Howard Green (PC-- 
Vancouver South) that the Government had abandoned its avowed policy of 
keeping a permanent field force ready for immediate action anywhere in 
Canada. Now, Mr. Green contended, the force was under-strength and scattered 
across the Dominion. 

Princess Elizabeth's Engagement:  Prime Minister King informed the Commons Wednesday 
night of the engagement of Princess Elizabeth and Ldeut. Philip Mountbatten 
and said parliamentarians would want to join in wishing them every good wish. 

In a brief statement he said the Canadian Government had been consulted 
by the King and had been glad to give its concurrence. 

John Bracken, Progressive Conservative leader, Angus MacInnis, acting 
CCF leader and John Blackmore (SC--Lethbridge) added their best wdshes. 

It was learned that a member of the Privy Council of each Dominion will 
go to London later this month to endorse the King's permission for the 
marriage. There was no indication which member of the Canadian cabinet will 
sign for Canada. 
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In Parliament Thursday:  The Prime Minister announced that Defence Minister 
Claxton will head a delegation to the Commonwealth conference at Canberra 
to discuss possible Japanese peace  ternis.  

Prime Minister Mackenzie  King  verbally spanked the CCF for "thinking they 
are the only righteous and honest men in the country." 

The Commons voted 102 to 69 to reject a CCF motion to kill a bill to in-
crease the sessional indemnities of Senate leaders. 

The Indian Affaire committee recommended a separate department to administer 
Indian affairs, now under the'Ilesources Department. 

second  reading - approval in principle - was given a bill to implement 
taxation agreements with seven provinces. 

Supplementary estimates totalling '114,989,219 were  tabled. 
First reading was given to a bill which would delete the words "Indiae 

Imperator" and "Emperor of India" from- the official title of the King. 
Senator Wishart Robertson, government leader in the Upper Chamber, called 

for alteration of Senate rules in an effort to have more government legislation 
initiated there. 

The Senate Immigration Committee recommended harnessing of Canada's natural 
resources to support an increased population. 

Acting Service Ceases September 30:  Naval, military and air forces of Canada officially 
cease to be on active service on September 30, 1947, by order of His Excellency the 
Governor General in Council, Hon. Brooke Claxton, Minister of National Defence, 
bas  announced. 

Eight years and one month will have elapsed between the effective date of the 
stand down order and the day, September 1, 1939, when Canada's armed forces were 
placed on active service; although war was not declared on Germany by the Govern-
ment until September 10, 1939. 

Recently, in the House of Gommons, Mr. Claxton said that the termination 
date, September 30, will be marked by appropriate ceremonies, "particularly to 
recognize the part played by Canada's reserve forces in our total war effort 
and to emphasize the great part that the naval reserve divisions, the Canadian 
Army reserve force and the air force auxiliary squadrons can, and we trust, will, 
play in the postwar forces which should the need arise again will be available 
to serve our country". 

The theme of these ceremonies will be that the essential place of the reserve 
forces in Canada's national life, in both peace and war, calls for strong support 
in every community. 

The order terminating active service recognizes the long period elapsing 
between cessation of hostilities -- May 9, 1945, in the case of Germany and August 
15, 1945, for Japan -- and the signing of the peace treaties.  As a result, Canada 
still remains legally in a state of war with various countries; but it has been 
found expedient that the armed forces shall be declared no longer on active service. 

The date, September 30, 1947, coincides with that set for the final disbandment 
of all remnants of Canada's wartime forces and the interim organizations that 
followed it. Henceforth, only men belonging to the newly constituted regular forces 
will serve full-time. 

(over) 
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Immigration Committee Report:  The Senate Immigratin Committee, in a report 
prepared by Senator Arthur Roebuck (L., Ontario) on Thursday recommended 
harnessing of Canada's natural resources to support an increased population. 

Tabled by Senator James Murdock (L., Ontario) the report said that 
public opinion approved a "carefully selective immigration" and urged that 
the government find some way to provide necessary ocean transportation, 
"failure of which is the only physical bar now to a successful immigration 
movement". 

Canada's natural resources were sufficient to support a very much larger 
population than it now possessed and these resources should be "intelligently 
used for production." 

The committee said that a considerable expansion of manpower in both 
primary and manufacturing industries would be brought  about  by "a better 
balanced economy, the result of an expansion of industries other than farming." 

A number of skilled artisans were available in Europe and "such men should 
be welcomed to this country in all cases where there is a resonable insurance 
that they will add to our knowledge, capacity or efficiency, contribute to our 
economy, or assist us in competition." 

The report mentioned successes obtained in the past by immigration of 
- national groups and said that public opinion would approve a carefully-selective 
immigration in numbers "not exceeding from time to time the absorptive capacity 
of our country because industrial and economic conditions at present are favor-
able." 

The report criticized the "inflexibility" of immigration regulations and 
said rigidity should be avoided and admission of the act made as "humane and 
considerate as possible." 

Also recommended was formulation of a long-range policy of reception and 
settlement for immigrants because, generally speaking, the best immigrants 
were relatives of persons already in Canada and therefore it would be advisable 
to broaden regulations to include "relatives of all degrees together with their 
families and wdthout limit as to age." 

The committee favored the married immigrant over the single one. (CP) 

Propose More Work for Senate:  Senator Wishart Robertson Thursday asked the Senate 
for "speedy consideration" of a move aimed at diverting to the Upper Chamber 
some of the legislation that was making such °tremendous demands" on the Commons. 

The Government leader revived a proposal that has sporadically been suggestei 
since 1868, the last time 13 years ago, but never carried through. 

It would allow Cabinet ministers to pilot Government legislation and debate 
it in the Senate when it originated there. This, Senator Robertson said, might 
be the answer to contentions that more Government business should be initiated 
in that chamber. If it didn't, he was willing to try others. 
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n Parliament Friday:  Mr. Howe said existing immigration regulations which preclude admit-
tance of Asiatics into Canada were under study. 

Mr. Howe criticized Premier Drew's plan to fly immigrants from Britain. 
Mr. Hbwe said he could make no commitment on the part of the Government 

regarding a trans-Canada highway. 
First reading was given a bill to give the CHO the full return from radio 

licence collections. 
Resources and Reconstruction Department estimates were considered. 
Third reading was given a bill providing for cancellation of relief debts 

of western provinces. 
The Senate voted 23 to 6 to amend rules in an effort to have more govern-

ment legislation initiated in the Upper Chamber. Taxation agreements with the 
provinces were defended° 

Immigration Policy:  Reconstruction Minister Howe said Friday in the Commons that 
the Government has decided to allow an additional 5,000 persons from displaced 
persons camps in Europe to come to Canada. 

Mr. Howe, acting Minister of Immigration, said the move would bring to 
10,000 the number of displaced persons to be admitted. 

In the immigration debate Mr. Howe said Government policy may be described 
as follows: 

. 	1 0  There is practically free entry for all citizens of the United Kingdom, 
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Ireland. 

2. There is equally  free entry for'all citizens of,the United States. 
3. ,Citizens of non-enemy European countries may enter Canada ifdestined to 

relative here who are in a position to assist them to get started, or if they 
are coming to work in agriculture, mining, lumbering or other basic industries. 

4. Agriculturalists from Such countries whoiaave adequate means also are 
admitted ieeely. 

5. Individuals in the Displaced Persons' camps are admitted to Canada when 
applied for by relatives in this country. This is outside the special quota of 
10,000 which was authorized as to 5,000 on June 6, 1947, and to a further 5 9 000 
on July 9 last. 

6. Persons applying for admission to Canada for the purpose of marrying a 
legal resident of this country are admitted if the prospective husband is in a 
position to maintain his intended wife. 

7. In order to carry -this policy into effective operation, Canada established 
offices which can handle immigration cases, not only in the United Kingdom and 
the United States, but also in Paris, The Hague, Brussels, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, 
Greece, Czechoslovakia, Portugal, Poland, Russia, Ireland, South Africa, Australia, 
New Zealand, China, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru, Cuba, Mexico, Switzerland and 
India. In addition, special teams are operating in Germany, in co-operation with 
the Prèparatory Committee of the International Refugee Organization to handle 
the -movement of persons from the displaced persons' camps. 

8. From time to time movements such as that of the 4 9 500 members of the 
Polish armed forces who were recently admitted, are approved and their admission to 
this country facilitated. 

9 0  Except for the wives and mdnor families of Canadian citizens erChirese origin 
and similar relatives of Canadian citizens or resiaents or East inaian origin, 
there is at present no provision for Oriental immigration to Canada. 

(over) 



National Research Council Report: The wlde variety of Canada's publicly-supported 
industrial and scientific experimentation.- everything from 'atomic bombs to 
radiant heating - was indicated Friday in the 30th annual report of the National 
Research Council. The report was tabled in the Commons by Reconstruction Min-
ister Houe. 

Three new divisions and several new laboratory sections were established 
during the year and existing facilities had been "greatly expanded" to provide 
the "best possible laboratory services for Canadian industry". 

The new divisions were the atomic energy research division at Chalk River, 
Ont., previously administered jointly by NRC and Defence Industries Ltd., the 
division of medical research and the building research division. 

The report had this to say on NRC's atomic work: 
"As the project developed, both Defence Industries, Ltd., and the Govern- 

ment authorities came to the conclusion that, as the undertaking was really a 
pilot plant which must be closely integrated with the research laboratories, it 
would be better if one Government organization had the overall operating respons-
ibilities of both the research laboratories and the industrial establishments. 

"On consideration of this problem,the Atomic Energy Control Board at its 
first meeting recommended that the National Research Council be asked to under- 
take the integration of the various projects and their operation on behalf of 
and in accordance with the policy of the Atomic Energy Control Board. 

"This was agreed to and on Feb. 1, 1947, the council took over full respons-
ibility for the administration and operation of the entire atomic energy develop-
ment at Chalk River, and will carry on these activities in accordance with broad 
general policies fixed from time to time by the Atomic Energy Control Board.* 

Projects included experimentation in radiant heating in two model homes near 
NRC's Ottawa laboratories, establishment of an information service for scientists 
and industries, translaiJon and distribution of German scientific documents and 
other experiments. 

Other sections on textiles, corrosion, rubber,colloids and plastics, explosiv 
gliders, flight research, de-icing, wind tunnels, engine research, fuels, hydrauli 
lubricants, structures and artificial limbs had done valuable work during the war. 

The council had developed an artificial latex hand by making use of procesres 
discovered during research on moulded aircraft components° 

Greek Government Honors Canadians:  The Government of Greece has awarded the Golden 
Aristion Andrias (Order of Gallantry) to seven Canadian army officers, Defence 
Minister Claxton announced Friday° 

A -general citation covering the awards indicated they were bestowed for 
moral and technical support given the Third Greek Mountain Brigade during the 
Second "World Jar. 
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In the House of Commons Saturday: Finance Minister Abbott introduced a bill to 
simplify drastically existing income tax laws. 

Reconstruction Minister lbw° said there was no doubt that production of 
atomic energy raw materials by private interests would appear in the future, 

Mr. Howe said the Government's obligations with l regard to housing ended 
with veterans, and the Government could not assume full responsibility for 
the housing shortage. 

Revenue Minister McCann met opposition when he moved second reading of a 
bill to give the CBC full return of the $2.50 radio licence fee. 

Donald Fleming (PC—Toronto Eglinton) and Douglas Ross (PC--Toronto St. 
Paul's) charged the CBC with "legalized robbery" in taking over wavelengths 
of private stations, (CP) 

Parliament May Prorogue Tuesday:  The Government hopes to have Parliament prorogue 
by Tuesday, Veterans Minister Mackenzie told the Commons late Saturday. 

Leading the Government in the absence of Prime Minister King, Mr. Mackenzie 
made the announcement as he asked the members to curtail the length of their 
speeches on a radio bill that had been under debate through most of Saturday's 
session, 

Earlier, Mr, King:had expressed the hope Parliament would prorogue 
Saturday. (CP) 

Mr. Jaques' Charge: Charges of Communism in the ranks of the CBC were made in the 
Commons Saturday by Norman Jaques, Social Credit member of Wetaskiwin„ nnted for 
his strongly anti-Communistic views, 

In an attack on what he called GEC °propaganda" during the debate on a radio 
bill, Mr, Jaques named two executives and two commentators, and he referred to 
three of them as having had Communist affiliations. (CP) 

Chalk River Plant Revenue: Heavy costs of operating the Government's Atomic Energy 
Plant at Chalk River may be offset largely by revenue in the future, Reconstruction 
and Supply Minister Hbwe told the House of Commons on Saturday afternoon. 

In defending an item in his estimates for $5 9 573,000 for the Chalk River plant 
for this year, the Minister said that the Government's total investment in the 
plant was slightly over 320,000,000 and that the current estimate would largely 
complete the capital expenditure estimated. 

Mr0 awe did not reveal from what source the expected revenue of the Chalk 
River plant would COMB and admitted that "at the present time we are not in a 
position to dispose of any materials which would bring in revenue". He told the 
Commons that the plant was producing plutonium and certain isotopes which are the 
by-product of the plutonium process and that all these materials are being held 
at Chalk River. None of the material, he emphasized, was being exported from 
Canada. 

Speaking of the protection afforded scientific experiments in the Upper 
Ottawa Valley Atomic Energy Plant, Mr. Howe said: 

"Everyone at Chalk River is an employee of the Government. We do admit 
visitors from the United Kingdom and the United States, properly sponsored and 
coming there in the interests of pure science; but only Government employees 
of those two countries sponsored by their governments and coming there for pur-
poses which the Government believe are desirable." 

(over) 
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The Mlnister declined to specify exactly what is being done at Chalk River 
when questioned as to whether anything was being done at the plant to ensure the 
materials were not being used for war purposes. 

elk are malcing materials and all the materials are being retained at Chalk 
River for experimental purposes. That is all I can saye, he commented. 
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In the House of Commons Monday:  Finance Minister Abbo4said he did not intend to 
make any statement on the gold situation. 

Trade Minister MacKinnon said work would start almost immediately on 
distribution of payments on wheat participation certificates. 

L. D. Fülton (PC--Kam1oops) said "political considerations" were in CBC 
policy. 

Opposition members charged "political gerrymandering" in the new Re-
distribution Bill. 

Veterans Minister Mackenzie and Stanley Knowles (CCF--Winnipeg North Centre) 
engaged in a tiff in which they said there was too much yapping. 

Final Reading for Radio Bill: A Progressive Conservative move to kill a bill to give 
the CBC the full amount of the e2.50 fee collected from indi -iidual radio owners, 
was defeated on a vocal vote in the Commons Monday night and the legislation, 
target for heated debate, was given third and final reading. 

The debate on the principle of the measure came to an end with speeches by 
Revenue Minister McCann, Minister through whom the corporation reports to Parlia-
ment, John Bracken, Progressive Conservative leader, Ralph Maybank (L--Winnipeg 
South Centre), committee chairman, and Rodney Adamson (PC--York West). 

Dr. McCann re-enunciated the Government's backing of the CBC as Canada's 
dominant force in radio and Mr. Maybank suggested that the Commons' Radio Commit-
tee had been stepping out rather far for two sessionsin laying down policy rather 
than reviewing its financial operations. 

Mr. Bracken termed the granting of the full 4;32.50 - the CBC now bas topay costs 
of collecting it - a "hidden subsidy" and said it violated the principle that 
the CBC should carry its own weight. 

Oposes 	From Prince Edward  Island 's  Government and 
the 24 million apple industry of  Nova  Scotia, the Board of Transport Com-
missioners Monday heard submissions against the railroads attempt to raise 
freight rates. 

Reconvening here after an 8,000-mile tour of the country in its rate in-
quiry, the board was told that the economy of Canada's smallest province would 
be "very seriously shaken" by the railway proposal and that rate boosts would 
spell the doom of Nova Scotia's Annapolis Valley as a great fruit belt. 

Premier J. Walter Jones, who presented the island brief, urged also that 
if any rate inéreases are granted, their cost should be borne by the federal 
government insofar as the Maritimes are concerned. 

Otherwise, he held, they would detract from the beneficial effects of the 
Maritime Freight Rates Act  - which provides lowered charges on hauls in those 
provinces - and upset the benefits obtained by P.E.I. under its new tax 
subsidy agreement with the Dominion. 	(CP) 

Peak Location of Magnetic Pole: The meandering  North  Magnetic Pole, known by 
navigators to have been moving in a northward direction over the years, is 
due for a check-up. 

The Resources Department announced Monday that scientists of its surveys 
and engineering branch this summer will visit the Arctic islands on Lancaster 
Sound northwest of Hudson Bay in the region where the pole was first deter-
mined more than a century ago. 

(over) 



In conjunction with the RCAF, the scientists will establish 14 ground 
magnetic stations gurrounding the general area of the pole. At each post, the 
horizontal and vertical angles of the compasses will be taken to determine the 
exact location of the pole and the strength of its magnetic field. 

In addition to regular compasses, the men will use a new electronic 
instrument recently developed by the branch which records with precision the 
strength and position of the field. The usefulness of the instruments will 
depend primarily on the fact that all compass readings at surrounding stations 
will point directly at the pole. Its location can then be determined by compu-
tation. 

The party, headed by 1.F. Clark and P. Serston of the Dominion Observatory, 
Ottawa, will be supplied by an RCAF Canso aircraft. 

The area to be examined was selected by the department after preliminary 
analyses were made of several hundred magnetic observations north of latitude 
60 during the last five years. 

The observations, officials say, indicate a position of the Magnetic Pole 
in the vicinity of Somerset Island, near the peninsula at Latitude 73.15 N and 
longitude 94.30 W. This is considered "the most reliable estimate of position 
now available in spite of the fact that the calculations of a number of English 
and United States scientists had placed it several hundred miles farther north." 

The surveys and engineering branch of the Resources Department expect the 
summer's operations will "remove doubts" as to the pole 's position and permit 
accurate location of the main magnetic force. 

Liberals Win in Halifax:  The electors of the Halifax Federal riding Monday chose 
John Dickey, a 32-year-old Liberal barrister and army veteran, as one of their 
two representatives in the House of Commons in succession to the late  W.  C. 
Macdonald, also a Liberal. 

The Liberal candidate won the three-cornered fight in a contest which upset 
all  pro-election predictions as the CCF nominee, H. L. Macintosh, was runner-
up with A.A. (Big Alex) MeDonald, Progressive Couburvative candidate, trailing. 

Mr. Macintosh, in a post-election statement, said the result showed that 
"the CCF has replaced the Tories as the opposition party in Nova Scotia" and 
revealed "the growing dissatisfaction of thousands of people with  Libéral  policy. 

Final returns for the night showed the vote in 338 of 359 polls as Dickey 
(L) 22,880; Macintosh (CCF) 14,575; and MeDonald (PC) 12,897. 	(CP) 
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In Parliament Tuesday:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King, among others, said he person- 
ally favored a commission of judges to probe the question of redistribution. 

The Senate and Commons resolved differences over amendments to the Criminal 
Code, 

The Public Accounts Committee recommended a three-man board to examine 
reported defects in veterans houses. 

Various departmental estimates were considered. 
Senator John T. Haig, Progressive Conservative leader, asked the Govern-

ment to convene a new Dominion-provincial conference. (CP) 

Redistribution Bill: After 13 hours of debate, the Commons on Tuesday accepted 
a committee's recommendations for increasing House seat strength from 245 to 
255 and changing most of the boundaries in various constituencies. 

A debate that started Monday and ran through morning, afternoon and into 
the evening sitting Tuesday ended with the enabling bill going through commit- 
tee-of-the-whole with only one amendment - one proposed by the Government to 
maintain Halifax as a dual riding. 

A cluster of other amendments, moved by Progressive Conservative and 
Cal' members, were rejected on standing votes in the last stage of consideration. 
Third and final reading was postponed until Wednesday, however, at the request 
of John Bracken, Progressive Conservative leader. 

C.S. Superannuation Bill:  The Government's Civil Service Superannuation Bill which 
provides for voluntary retirement of civil servants at the age of 60 and com-
pulsory retirement at 65 ran into a snag in the Senate Tuesday night when members 
decided to hoist the bill overnight to think over its terms. 

The action followed a move on the part of Senator Arthur Roebuck (L-- 
Toronto Trinity) to have the bill referred back to the committee stage to 
restore the retirement ages to the present 65 for voluntary retirement and 70 
for compulsory retirement. 

Leading the attack on the government measure, Senator Roebuck declared 
"no good can come of this change," He said that a man of 60 years was in his 
prime and that "it is unfair to the Dominion of Canada which probably had spent 
money and given him experience" that he should come up for retirement, 

He said that many members of the Senate had reached the age of 60 and they 
were in their prime. Be added that he was sure that at 60 "you realize your 
powers better than at any time before." 

He asked members of the Senate to_consider what would have happened to 
their careers if they had been compulsorily retired at the age of 65. 

- "There is nothing so cruel as to take a man out of the activity he has 
been engaged in all his life and tell him he is through," declared Senator 
Roebuck. (CITIZEN) 

(over) 



F.A.O. Delegation:  The Department of External Affairs announced Tuesday composition 
of the Canadian delegation to the third session of the Conference of the Food 
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations which opens in Geneva on 
August 26th. The Conference is expected to last between two and three weeks. 

The delegation which the Canadian Government will be sending is as follows; 

The Right Honourable James G. Gardiner 	. Head of the Delegation 
Minister of Agriculture 

G. S. EL Barton 
Deputy Minister of Agriculture 	 Alternate 

J. A. Chapdelaine 	 Department of External Affairs 

I. D. IL Cameron 	 Deputy-  Minister of National 
Health and Welfare (Health) 

D. G. Wilder 	 Department of Fisheries 

J. P. Manion 	 Department of Trade and Commerce 

E. S. Archibald 	 Department of Agriculture 

J. F. Booth 	 Department of Agriculture 

S. C. Hudson 	 Department of Agriculture, 
Secretary. 
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InParliament Wednesday: •  The Commons defeated by a vote of 84 to 54 a CCF motion 
Prime Minister Mackenzie King described as want of confidence in the Government. 
Progressive Conservative and Social Credit members voted with the CCF. 

The rejected CCF motion asked the Government to glveimmediate consideration 
to increases in pensions' allowances for veterans. , 

Donald Fleming (PC--Toronto Eglinton) asked for a Royal Commission to 
investigate houses built under the Veterans Land Act. 

Trade Minister MaCKinnon said cheques covering payment of 10-cent barley 
adjustment for western producers will be mailed Friday. 

The Senate passed the Redistribution Bill increasing Commons representation 
from 245 to 255 members. 

Canada 's  lar Pension Liability:  Canada 's pension,liability from the two world wars 
is increasing at the rate of 4800,000 t  month, although other expenses in this 
field are declining, Veterans Minister Mackenzie told the Commons Wednesday. 

Giving the Chamber a review of departmental activities as study of veterans 
estimates was opened, Mfr.  Mackenzie pointed to a e,000,000 increase in this 
year's pension appropriation of 480,750,000 and said it was based on belief that 
the monthly rate of increase would continue throughout the 1947-48 fiscal year. 

As the discussion proceeded, the Minister announced he would suggest the 
appointment of three doctor-members of the House as an interim committee to 
investigate complaints of veterans that their pension rights were being ignored, 
particularly where serious charges were levelled at departmental officials. 

Mr. Mackenzie's estimates came before the House in the midst of a last-
minute drive for prorogation, a prorogation which some members had hoped would 
be reached last night but which now appeared to be at least another sitting 
day away. 	(CP) 

Senate Passes SuDerannuation Bill:  Members of the Senate gave final approval to the 
Government's Civil Service Superannuation Bill Wednesday and at the same time 
beat down a determined move by Senator Arthur Roebuck (L--Toronto) to keep the 
compulsory retirement age for Government employees at 70 and the voluntary 
age at 65. 

Senator Roebuck moved three amendments to the bill, each of which was 
defeated in turn by the Senate. Before he moved the amendments, which took 
place in the rarely-seen committee stage of the Upper Bouse, he spoke bitterly 
about "young men trying to push out older men from Civil Service posts." 

The bill was sponsored in its final phase by Senator Charles Bishop 
CL--Ottawaj dho declared that "some of the clear minds in the Senate seem a 
bit confused over this measure." 

, Be said that "no wholesale retirement of Government employees at 60 is 
to be expected unless such employees themselves want to retire." Those who 
are capable and efficient and are willing to be kept "are not likely to be 
extensively dispensed wlth," he added. (CITIZEN) 

Panadian General Service Badge:  Defence Minister Ilaxton told the Commons 
dednesday that the Canadian General Service Badge - the shield-shaped dis-
charge button - could now be issued to Canadians who served with any other 
British Commonwealth or Allied forces in the recent war. 

(over) 
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United Kingdom Immigrants: Reconstruction Minister Howe said in the Commons Wednesday 
the Federal Government viewed as serious arrangements by the Ontario Government 
to fly 7,000  United  Kingdom immigrants to Canada and thereby "break across our 
treaty arrangements with the International Civil Aviation Authority and also thn 
Air Transport Authority. 

He said the Federal Government had not been formally consulted on the project 
but added that any province or agency was quite welcome to sponsor plans to bring 
British immigrants. The Dominion's only function in such cases would be to provide 
facilities for examination. (CP) 

Halifax Byelection Returns:  Final complete returns Tuesday gave John Dickey, elected 
Liberal candidate, a margin of more then 8,000 votes over  H. L. Macintosh, CCF 
candidate and his nearest opponent in Monday's Halifax Federal byelection. 

The 359 polls gave the 32-year-old barrister a total of 24,065 votes while 
the 43-year-old COI' standard bearer had 15,821. Progressive Conservative candidate 
A. A. McDonald had 13,595. 

The last two  polis,  which sent in their results by mail, were small ones at 
Mooseland and Preston New Road on the East side of Halifax harbor. 

The official count will be announced July 22. (CP) 

Farmers Oppose Freight Rate Increases:  National disadvantages of freight-rate increases 
would outweigh their advantages to the railroads, President H. H. Eannam of the 
Canadian Federation of Agriculture on Wednesday told the Board of Transport Com-
missioners. 

The farm official - spokesman for a body representing 400,000 organized 
farmers - was testifying at the National Freight-Rate Inquiry after iresenting 
a Federation brief declaring increases asked by the railways would be seriously. 
detrimental to agriculture. 

Mr. Hannam, in oral testimony after delivering the brief, declared the 
farmer bears the brunt of freight charges. He saw as a "very serious national 
problenr the fact that the fariner  would be compelled to pay more thade20,000,000 
a year in additional freight under the 30-per-cent general hoist asked by the 
carriers. 	(CP) 

Destroyer Micmac in Collision:  Her deck twisted into wreckage and her forward guns 
crazily askew, the Canadian - built destroyer Micmac put into port at Halifax 
Wednesday night with five of her crew dead, 16 others injured and six more 
missing somewhere in the foggy waters between here and Sambro light after a 
collision at sea. 

Meanwhile, her sister ship Eàida patrolled the murky seas 15 miles off here 
searching for the five naval ratings and civilian dockyard workers who were 
believed to have been thrown into the water when the 2,000-ton destroyer 
collided with the 10,000-ton freighter Yarmouth County. 

It was the Canadian navy's worst peacetime accident as the sleek destroyer 
ripped through the plates of the freighter and telescoped her awn bow back to 
number five bulkhead, crushing naval ratings in their messdecks. 	(CP) • 
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In Parliament Thursday: The third session of the 20th Parliament was prorogued at 
at 1.05 a.m. EDT Friday. 

Mr. Justice Patrick Kerwin, Acting Administrator, read the Speech from 
the Throne in the absence of Viscount Alexander, Governor-General. 

Mr. Abbott said plans had been completed for payment of compulsory 
wartime savings. 

Closing debates featured finance, Veterans Land Act, sugar beet and wheat 
subsidies. 

Donald Fleming (PC-Toronto Eglinton) suggested  establishment of a 
parliamentary committee to study the National Film Board. 

Mr. McKinnon promised a "fair return" when negotiations start with the 
United Kingdom for a 1948 wheat contract. 

Transport Minister Chevrier said the government had not abandoned the 
possibilities of a britige or causeway across the Straits of Canso. 	(OF) 

Adverse Trade Balance Causes Concern: Trade Minister MacKinnon said in the 
Commons Thursday that Canada's growing adverse trade balance with the United 
States was causing great concern to the Canadian government and said efforts 
were being made to make more purchases in the sterling countries and less from 
the U.S. 

The minister's statement came as Donald Fleming (PC-Toronto Eglinton) 
criticized the fact that with Parliament about to prorogue, there had been no 
statement on trade policy from the government and particularly on the trading 
deficit with the United States which had reached 3O3,000,000 in the first four 
months of this year. This adverse balance could reach e00,000 9 000 this year, 
he said, if it continued to increase at the present rate. 

Mr. MacKinnon said the Canadian-U.S. trade balance was a matter of great 
concern both to himself and government financial officials but it was not 
possible to stop Canadians from purchasing in the United States, except pos-
sibly by erection of tariffs. 

But it was possible to endeavor to buy within the sterling block and the 
government was doing just that and was trying to buy as much as possible in 
the United Kingdom. 

Mr. Fleming said there had been a drop of one quarter in the volume of 
Canadian imports from Britain in the first four months of this year compared 
with  the same period a year ago. This, he declared, did not indicate the govern- 
ment was having any success in a campaign to buy in Britain. At the same time 
imports from the U.S. continued to increase. 	(CF)0  

Mr. Abbott Denies Devaluation Plan: Finance Minister Douglas Abbott set at rest 
again Thursday in the House the persistent stories about devaluation of the 
Canadian dollar as a means of arresting the adverse exchange trend against 
Canada and in favor of the United States. 

These stories were flatly denied by Mr. Abbott, and he declared further that 
he would not recommend to his cabinet colleagues any such move. Mhat was said 
in the budget speech on this question still held good, he said, namely, that such 
a monetary step would not appreciably improve Canada's exchange situation. 

This statement from the minister during opening proceedings inThursday's sitting 
of the House was reiterated in the afternoon during discussion of finance 
estimates when, in reply to question of Rodney Adamson (PC-West York), the 
minister read from a business letter issued by the Bankers Trust Company of New- 
York which asserted that devaluation of the Canadian dollar would do more harm 
than good. (GAZETTE) 

(over) 



The Speech from the Throne:  Unsettled world conditions resulting from the failure 
to conclude peace settlements with Germany and Austria were emphasizee Thursday 
night in the Speech from the Throne read by Mr. Justice Patrick Kerwin, Acting 
Administrator, at the prorogation of Parliament. 

The opening words of the 1,500-word speech, largely a review of legisla-
tion passed in the session now ended,concerned the slow progress towards peace 
and world recovery. 

"The restoration of peace and world recovery", it began, "have not 
proceeded as speedily as had been hoped for. 

"Failure to conclude peace settlements with Germany and Austria has 
complicated the political and economic situation, not only in Europe, but 
throughout the world. Several countries, including Canada, have approved ' 
treaties of peace with Italy, Roumania, Hungary and Finland. 

"In Europe, the delay in the re-establishment of industries has continued 
to affect adversely the balance of foreign trade and of international payments. 
The severe ninter and the shortage of necessities, particularly of food, have 
added to human suffering, and aggravated the problems of •  relief and rehabilita- 

t t tion. 
These conditions, the Speech said, were reflected in many of the measures 

passed by Parliament. There was, for example, a substantial appropriation voted 
for the purchase of food and other essentials for the peoples of war-devastated 
lands. 

The Speech made passing reference to Canada's work in the international 
field, particularly her rarticination in the Economic and Social Council, the 
Atomic Energy Commission and other agencies of the United Nations. 

Turning to the dom.estic sphere, it referred to the mass of legislation 
passed at this session, including measures for the continuation of wartime 
controls on prices, amendments to the National Housing Act, increases in old age 
pensions, changes in the Civil Service Superannuation Act, consolidation of the 
administration of the Defence Department and establishment of a Dominion Coal 
Board _and a Maritime Commission. 

The speech pointed to preliminary consideration which had been given to the 
government's bill to establish a Federal labor code, not proceeded with at this 
session, and said the measure would be re-introduced at the next session. 

Touching on measures relating to primary products, it said: 
"Notwithstanding the unsettled conditions abroad, employment and national 

income at home have remained at high levels. The demand for the products of our 
primery industries had, in almost all cases, been sustained.... 

The maintenance of our prosperity will increasingly depend upon how 
conditions develop in other parts of the world." 

As to immigration, action had been taken to encourage this field and the 
government's policy involved the "careful selection of immigrants and adjustment 
of their numbers to the absorptive capacity of the country". 

The Speech observed that the question of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms had been given preliminary conside'ration by a joint committee of both 
Houses and said it was the Government's intention to re-appoint the Committee at 
the next session. 

It also was noted that a delegation from the National Convention of Newfound 
land now was in Ottawa "exploring the possibility of finding a basis, which would 
be mutually acceptable, for the federal union of Newfoundland with Canada". 

Meferring to the engagement of Princess Elizabeth to Lieut. Philip Mountbatt 
the Speech said it would be the wish of all "that health, happiness, and Divine 
guidance may gladden their path through life". 
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Hon, Mi'• Martin Heads Canadian Delegation:  Headed by Eon •  Paul Martin, Minister 
of National Health andWelfare, the Canadian delegation to the fifth session 
of the United Nations' Economic and Social Council will leave for Lake 
Success, ITY, over the week-end •  

Arong the nore controversial natters likely to be discussed are State 
Secretary rarshall's program for economic aid to Europe. The meeting is not 
expected to end before August 16. 

Dr. G.F. Davidson, Ottawa, Deputy Linister of Welfare, is the alternate 
Canadian delegate. The advisers are Arnold Smith, Department of External 
Affairs, Ottawa; G. Ignatieff of the Canadian Embassy, Washington, and 

Biais,  Department of National Health and idelfare, Ottawa. R.P. Cameron 
of the Department of External Affairs, Ottawa,  will  be secretary of the 
delegation. 

External Trade 511,500 t000 in May:  Canada's external trade passed the half-
billion dollar mark in Lay for the first tine in a peacetime month, 
totalling 0511,500,000. 

On only one previads occasion, Lay, 1944, had it reached a higher 
level at 3529,900,000. The Lay total for this year uus c:;i92,500,000 above 
that for April and 3148,500,000 ahead of Lay, 1946, 

External trade,for the five nonths ended in May was valued at 
2,094,500,000 against l e 627,400,000 for the sanie  period last year. 

Merchandise exports at c:e67,800,000 in May reached their highest 
monthly level since the end of the war and compared with  $190,900,000 in 
the preceding month and 3197,000,000 in Lay, 1946. 

Commodities imported in May totalled Ç,;240,300,000 conpared uith 
$225,600,000 in April and U64,200,000 in May e  1946. Foreign connodities 
were  re-exported in Lay to the value of ,;33,400,000 compared with 1 2,500,000 
in the preceding nonth  and  01,900„000 in the corresponding nonth last year. 

Largest contribution to the increased value of imports in May was made, 
as in previous months, by the iron and iron products group, mhich rose from 
41,700,000 in May, 1946, to 068,700,000, Gains were widely distributed 
throughout the croup during 1:ay, with rolling rdll products, farm  machine,  
household machinery, business and printing nachineryi other non-farming 
machinery, automobiles and parts, engines and boilers and cooking and heating 
apparatus, providing the principal increases. 

Imports from the United States in Lay were valued at ,3184,708,000 
compared with 115,420,000 in the corresponding nonth last year, bringing the 
five-month aggregate to  4807,707,000 against ;:1',511,762,000 in 1946 .  

Goods received from the United Kinc;do.ra in May  were  valued at U5,170,000 
conpared mith 310,780,000 a year ago, and in the five months, („%66,518,000 
compared mith e7,500,000. Imports from the United Kingdom last year, however, 
included returned military eouipment valued at approximately e8,000,000 for 
May and Ç;i37,700,000 for the five nonths, while such imports have dwindled to 
law figures this year. (ap) 

(over) 



St. Laurence Dredf;ing_ Contract:  The government has embarked on the final stage of 
its program for deepening and uldening the St. Laurence ship channel to 
provide.a passage to Lontreal for large  and faster cargo vessels. 

The plan involves dredging expenditure of 14.7 millions over a five-yeax 
period. The contract has been auarded to the SiMard'familyts rarine Industries 
Ltd. The estimated amount to be expended this year is U.5 millions. 

The program is based on the report of an interdepartmental committee 
last December, but not released until Friday. Objective is to expand the 
facilities of river ports in the hope of diverting trade now going to the Unite 
States, but the timing coincides with plans for international St. Lawrence 
seaways developments. The completed ship channel would be adequate to take 
care of any traffic which nicht result from the larger plan. (GLOBE) 

rines and Resources Appointments: Ben. C.D. Bowe, acting rinister of the 
Departnent, has announced that as a result of a consolidation carried out 
in the Department of Mines  and Resources the editorial and informational 
work of the department uill come under the immediate supervision of Chief 
Editor A.J. Baxter. 

The chief function of the section will be the complete editorial 
supervision of the publication of the department. 

Col.  H.S.  Robinson will be assistant chief of the section and will deal 
particularly with National Parks  publicity,  and Ers. Irene Baird, formerly 
of the Canadian Film Board and the Canadian Information Service,  will  head 
the information unit. (ap) 
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UNESCO Conference: Representatives of more than 100 organizations have been 
invited to meet in Toronto Iuly 29 to consider the scope of Canadian aid in 
the urgent mork of relief and rehabilitation in war devastated countries being 
undertaken by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization. 

The Conforcnée is cal  led by the United Naticas Association in Camda at the 
request of the Departmenz of It:ternal fairs. 

Delegates mill study the nature and extent of Canadats contribution to 
the campaign recently launched by UNESCO for the purpose of providing supplies 
and equipment for the schools, universities _libraries, scientific laboratories 
and museums in the mar-torn countries of Europe and the Far East. A. National 
Reconstruction committee will be set up to organize and direct the campaign in 
Canada* 

"For the work of educational, scientific and cultural reconstruction, 
UNESCO asks the support of every Canadian who can help"- Eric W. Morse, 
National Secretary of the United Nations Association in Canada stated yesterday. 
"Vast quantities of school supplies, scientific equipment and books are required. 
The shortage of skilled personnel among the teachers, professors and scientific 
workers must be net by the training of additional personnel to aid those that 
remain in carrying  out  their task". 

"I am confident that the people of Canada  will  respond spontaneously and 
generously to the appeal of UNESCO in this challenging task, and that the 
conference at Toronto will  provide the inspiration for the campaign." (United 
Nations Association in Canada) 

Radar Ship Commissioned:  The 65-foot motor vessel Radel, acquired by the National 
Research Council for experimental work on radar aids to marine navigation, was 
formally commissioned for her new task at the week-end by Reconstruction 
Minister Howe, chairnan of the Committee of the Privy Council on Scientific and 
Industrial Research. 

Formerly a customs patrol vessel in the Halifax area, the craft was declared 
surplus to War Assets Corporation and purchased by the Research Council last year. 
She was brought to Ottawa last October and dry-docked in the Rideau Canada for 
modification. 

Investigate Novadoc Sinking: Transport-NInister Chevrier on Saturday announced 
appointment of Mr. J'ustice W.F. Carroll of' Nova Scotia as commissioner in a 
formal investigation to be launched into the circumstances of the sink1,Xag of 
the S.S. Novadoc last March while in passage from Deep Rock, U.S. to Staten 
Island, N.Y. 

The Novadoc„ owned by Patterson Steamships Ltd., and Chartered by the 
Canadian Gypsum Company Ltd., of Windsor, N.S., was loaded with Gypsum when àhe 
disappeared mith a loss of all hands. 

2a622,463 Motor Vehicles in Canada:  A total of 1,622,463 motor vehicles were regis- 
tered in Canada during 1946, an increase of almost eight per cent over the total 
registrations of 1,497,081 in the preceding year, the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics reported Saturday* All provinces share in the advance. 

Drivers' licenses issued during the year totalled 1,863,324 as against 
1,675,887 in 1945, and chauffeurs' licenses, 627,100, compared with  5O9 ,537.  

(30) 
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Arctic Supply Ship Nascopie Sinks: Heavy gales were sweeping the lonely, misty 
Hudson Strait at 4 a.m. Tüesday when the sturdy 2,500-ton Arctic supply 

, ship Nascopie foundered on rocks near Cape Dorset. Her 50 passengers and 
'crew escaped safely to the shores of Baffin Island. The Hudson's Bay Co. 
motor vessel is reported to be beyond recovery, but before she is abandoned 
to the treacherous currents of the strait, the crew members are reported to be 
contemplating a last trip aboard to salvage part of her cargo. They must await 
an improvement in the weather, however. 

Her passengers are reported to be safe and well, despite loss of all their 
belonging, and are being cared for at a trading post at Cape Dorset, on the 
barren southern tip of Baffin Island. 

These few meagre details reached Ottawa Tilesday in terse messages received 
at the Transport and Resources Departmentsfrom a radio post on Nottingham  Island, 
In the mouth of the strait and approximately 100 miles from where the Nascopie 
ran aground. 

Responding swiftly to an appeal for aid, the Government has ordered the 
ice-breaker N.B. McLean, 1,200 miles away near the Belle Isle Straits, between 
Newfoundland and Labrador, to steam into the northern waters to pick up the 
Nascopie survivors and take them to the Manitoba port of Churchill, on Hudson 
Bay. 

The McLean, her sharp steel prow already cutting a northern course, will 
reach Cape Dorset in four or five days. 

Disaster overtook the Nascopie on what was expected to be the last of 33 
annual 11,000-mile jaunts into the far reaches of the North, carrying provisions 
for northern posts and missions and government officials and others visiting 
the barren lands. A replacement for the vessel already is under construction 
in Britain. 

Details of the mishap were lacking pending further messages from the scene, 
but the report that the passengers and crew had lost their personal belongings 
indicated the vessel must be largely submerged. This message also said the 
supplies in her holds would have to be replaced. 

Aside from the brief mention of their welfare, no word is available 
of the condition of the passengers, including three women, or the crew, but they 
presumably have adequate.accommodation and necessary treatment at Cape Dorset, 
site of a Roman Catholic mission and posts of the RCMP, the Ihdson's Bay Co. 
and the Baffin Trading Co. 	(CP) 

Mr. Dickey Declared Elected:  John Dickey, 32-year-old Liberal barrister, was 
declared elected Tuesday to a Hbuse of Commons seat for Halifax as the re- 
turning officer issued the official returns on the July 14 Federal by-election. 

The final returns, made public by Returning Officer Parker Hickey, gave 
the young lawyer and army veteran a margin of 8,409 votes over his nearest op-
ponent in the three-cornered contest for the seat left vacant by the death last 
November of W.C. Macdonald, Liberal. 

The official count: 
Dickey 24,530; H.L. Macintosh, CCF candidate and 43-year-old carpenter 

16,121; A.A. McDonald, Progressive Cohàervative candidate 13,828. 

(over) 
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National  Employment Service Report:  Canada's vast and intricate labor machinery, the 
National Employment Service, has handled more than 2,250,000 job-seekers in the 
26 months since VE-Day. 

In a report on the work of his department, Labor Minister Mitchell said 
Tuesday that the service and the Unemployment Insurance Commission staff June  J.  
totalled 7,985 persons compared with 9,896 at the peak period during the war. 
The services are provided through 308 centers across the Dominion. 

Outlining the work of the NES, he said its main role had been to act as 
"the nerve-center of a shifting labor market." It was "notable" that during the 
period of transition the volume of employment at no time exceeded five per cent 
of the total civilian labor force. 

During the fiscal year ended March 31, 1,900,000 persons had been interviewe 
by NES and 865,000 of them placed in employment. Contributionstotalling 
e76,000,000 had been collected by the Unemployment Insurance Commission from 
employers and employees. In addition, the Commission had acted as agent for the 
Veterans' Affairs Department- in'dibbursing $18;000,-000-in-outof-work -benefits 
to ex-servicemen. 	(OP)  

Resumes Regular Atlantic Service: The  Empress of Canada, flagship of the Canadian 
Pacific fleet, paused briefly at Quebec Tilesday night on her way from Liverpool 
to Montreal. The vessel, formerly the Duchess of. Richmond, is the first big 
passenger ship to ply the route in regular service since before the-war. 

Aboard the vessel were about 30 European delegates to the International 
Federation of University ibmen's Conference to be held in Toronto August 11-16 
and a group of lOwar ,,veterans,last Canadian active service personnel to return 
to the country. The men are under Lt.-Col. J. L. Blaisdell of Montreal. (CP) 

Reimpose Export Regulations on 011:  Moving to assist the United States in controlli 
exports of American petroleum products, Canada has re-imposed export regulations 
on oil« 

(Note  - Nb Bulletin was issued yesterday . • 	. 
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Tburist Influx May be Record:  After a slow start, a rising tide of American 
tourists is flowing into Canada, raising speculation that tourist 
traffic this year may set an all-time record. 

TWo events of widespread importance, the Marian Congress 
and President Truman , s visit, served to focus world attention on 
Canada during June, and the Dominion Bureau of Statistics announced 
today that records for the month were set both in foreign tourist 
car entries and in short-term traffic. 

Meanwhile, the total incoming flow jumped sharply over the 
same month last year, swelling total traffic for the first six months 
to a point well above that at the same time in 1946. 

Where 773 9400 foreign vehicles crossed the border for Canada 
in June last year, 862 9400 crossed in June this year. Among the 
foreign inflow there were  203,916  tourist permit cars, 431,926 short-
term entries and 17,477 United States commercial vehicles. 

At the same time Canadian homeward-bound traffic comprised 
209 9212  cars, about a 17 per cent jump from June last year. This 
total was made up of 18,528 cars that had remained abroad over 24 
hours, 175 9000 on brief stays and 15,684 commercial vehicles, 

During the first six months of the year nearly 2 9 214,000 
foreign vehicles entered Canada compared with 2 9 014,000 in the same 
period last year. Short-term traffic was up 7.2 per cent, commercial 
traffic 1.8 per cent and tourist car entries 0.7 per cent. (C.P.) 

Scorching Sun Menacing Wheat:  A scorching western sun burning the flat 
- treeless tablelands of the Prairie Provinces is menacing the pro-

spects for a bumper wheat crop this year and daily is adding more 
and more acres - to the ever-widening drought areas dotting the 
western plains« 

The hot, dry spell has come to the West at a time critical 
to the growth of the grain crop, and reports 1-eelching here indicate 
that the outlook for a bumper harvest  bas  "deteriorated somewhat" in 
the last week or so .  

However, wheat experts here place the condition of the crop 
at about the same as it was this time last year--a year in which a 
"good" crop of 418,000,000 buàhels was harvested--and they consider 
it likely that that production can be equalled this year, although 
not exceeded .  

The most serious drought areas are in Saskatchewan and Alberta 
while Manitoba is reporting "satisfactory" conditions with its fields 
showing heavy and uniform stands of golden grain. 

In Saskatchewan, a severe drought area in the northern districts 
now has extended well into the northern half of the west central dis-
tricts, while prospects in the generally - satisfactory central and 
southwestern sectors have been reduced by high temperatures. 

Chances of a good crop have slumped in southeastern and east 
central Alberta because of a rainless hot spell. In the southeastern 
third of the province, wheat staleeplor,instancelare reported to be 
"burning up" under the fierce sun.  

Ii  

(over) 



Foot and Mouth Disease:  An outbreak of foot and mouth disease among cattle, sheep, 
goats and hogs has been reported in Mexico, the first for 15 years to be 
reported on the North American continent, and the Dominion  Department of 
Agriculture is considerably concerned, said Dr. T. Childs, Veterinary Director 
General, Wednesday. This disease, the most contagious and the most costly to 
which farm animals except horses, are readily susceptible, has never occurred 
in«Canada. The most exacting measures of precaution are always in effect at 
Canadian seaports and at international boundary points, but since the Health 
of Animals Division has been advised of the outbreak of the disease in Mexico 
every inspector at seaports and points on the international border have been 
advised to be doubly watchful. Dr. Childs has been advised that the outbreak 
extends through 16 Mexican States and the Federal District of Mexico City, 
involving 335 municipalities. Up to the end of last June 168,400 head'of 'cattle 
and 68,000 sheep, goats and swine have had to be s/aughtered in an effort to 
prevent the spread of the disease. The Bureau of Animal Industry, United States 
Department of Agriculture is, says Dr. Childs, naturally gravely alarmed over 
the outbreak of the disease in Mexico, so much so that the U.S. Government has 
appropriated $8,000,000 to assist the Mexican Government in the efforts to 
prevent the spread of the disease and if possible eradicate it. Mexico is 
presently spending $8,350,000. The U.S.D.A0 has a staff of 144 qualified 
persons co-operating with the staff of the Mexican Department of Agriculture 
in combatting the disease. 

Foot and Plmth diseaséin Mexico creates a menace to Canadian 
farmers in that the disease has been confirmed on the North American continent. 
The whole situation is being very closely watched with a view to preventing 
the intoduction of the disease into Canada, (Dept. of Agriculture). 

- Canada Air Agreement: The Department of External Affairs announced Friday 
that the Government of Canada bas  concluded an Agreement with the Govern- 
ment- cf thelinited Kingdom covering air services between Canada 'and United 
KinFdam territories in the West Indies and Caribbean areas. This Agreement, 
which is similar in form to other bilateral air Agreements which the 
Canadian Government has already concluded, makes provision for an exchange 
of traffic rights between Canada and three United Kingdom.colonies - 
Bermuda, Jamaica and Trinidad. In addition,. the Agreement gives Canada 
the right to carry traffic betwen certain of these colonies. For a period 
of four years starting January 1st, 1947, the United Kingdom has undertaken 
not to exercise its reciprocal traffic rights under the agreement. 

High Commissioner for Indiat.  The Government of India has appointed Mr. Sardar 
Eardit Singh Malik, C.I.E., 00B0E., High Commissioner for India in Canada. 

Mr, H.S. Malik has been a member of the Indian Civil Service 
since 1922, and has held several important posts, j1.-,luding that of Deputy 
Trade Commissioner in London, Deputy Secretary of Commerce  Department, 
Indian Trade Commissioner for North America.in  New York, and Prime Minister 
of Patiala State. The new High Commissioner  bas  also served as delegate on 
several international conferences . 
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Japanese  Peace Treaty Conference:  The Department of External Affairs announced 
Saturday that the Canadian Government had received a communication from the 
United States Government proposing a conference of representatives of the 
eleven member nations of the Far Eastern Commission to discuss a peace treaty 
with Japan. The date tentatively suggested by the United States for such 
a conference was August 19th. 

The Canadian Government has replied, welcoming the proposal made by 
the United States Government for the convening of a conference at an early 
date, and expressing satisfaction with the provision in the proposal for 
the eleven Powers primarily interested in the settlement with Japan to 
participate fully fram the beginning in the preparation of the Japanese 
treaty. 

The Canadian reply further indicated that since the Canadian Govern-
ment had accepted an invitation from the Austral jan  Government to attend 
a meeting of representatives of Commonwealth Governments in Canberra on 
August 26th for the purpose of exchanging views informally on the Japanese 
peace settlement, it wculd find it difficult to be represented at a 
conference in the United States on the suggested tentative date of August 
19th. The hope was expressed that some other early date could be agreed 
upon that would not conflict with the discussions arranged to take place 
in Canberra. 

Major General Odlum's Appointment: 	The Secretary of State for Lxternal 
Affairs announced Saturday the appointment of Major General Victor 
Wentworth Odlum, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., formerly Canadian Ambassador 
to China, as Canadian Ambassador latraordinary and Plenipotentiary in 
Turkey. 

Fallowing a long ald distinguished military career, General Odium 
has served as High Commissioner for Canada in iLustralia and as Canadian 
Ambassador to China. 

TrEns-Canada May Fly Immigrants:  The Canadian Government in collaboration with 
United KinLdom authorities and airlines of the two countr_Les, has offered 
Ontario a means of circumventing technical transportation difficulties 
whichthreatened plans for flying 7,000 British immigrants to the province. 

hu offer announced .Friday in the name of Reconstruction Minister 
C.D. Howe to move the immigrants under the sponsorhip of Trans-Canada 
Airlines vas under consideration in Toronto. No word of its acceptance had 

'been received here Friday, but from London, Eng., Ontario Planning Linister 
Dana Porter announced confidently that movement would proceed as scheduled 
with the first plane load leaving August 2. 

Most serious obstacle to the movement appeared on the horizon about 
two weeks ago when Ottawa, and presumably also queen's Park, heard, 
that the United Kingdom would not issue a permit to the transporting 
company, Trans-Ocean Airlines, to pick up their passengers in Britain. Mr. 
Howe's proposal, which has been agreed to by the United Kingdom, is to have 
Trans-Canada Airlines take over the transportation job on a charter basis 
and make a sub-contract with Trans-Ocean to make the early trips until TCA 
is in a position to handle the traffic. (Globe). 

(Over) 



, 

_Friday's -Federal Government statement said in partt uSi-nce the flow 
of 1 Trrnii  gration -would be in accord with the general immigration policy of the 
federal government, Mr. Howe stated that the Canadian governmen.t did not 
iish to _put any impediment in the way of the Ontario movement, and. the 
coope rati -on of the limnigrati on Bran ch of the federal government .has been 
offered. In -addition, realizing the difficulty that may be paused .as a 
result of the government's ina.bility to grant special traffic rights in 
Canada to the U.S. carrier for  this  movement,  Trans-  Canada .  Air Lines has 
offered to the Ontario u,overnment its services as a charter carrier for 
this purpose on -terms generally equivalent to those which it is understood 
would apply in the case of the U.S. -carrier, If necessary, TTrens-Canada 
Air  Lines would be prepared to make temporary arrangements to sub-contract 
the work to the United States carrier rather than impede the -early 
commencement  of the mu-vement." 
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OanadatreofSat_: On Sunday Prime Linister Mackenzie King sent the 
following telegran to President Truman of the United States expressing 
bis  sympathy and that of the Canadian people in the death Saturday of the 
Prasidentts mother:  "My  dear President: You will knowr without mords haw 
much my thoughts are of you at this time and how sincerely I feel for you 
in your present bereavement. Lay I add that you are also much in the 
thaughts of the Canadian people as a whole, and that you have their 
sympathy in fullest neasure and that they too mould mish to have an 
expression of their synpathy made known to you. Kindest personal regards." 

Hon. Er. Eartin on Freedom of Information: Pollowing is partial text of Hon. Paul 
Martinis statement on freedom of information and of the press before the 
Economic and Social Council at Lake Success: 

"The people and the government of Canada believe that freedom of 
information and freedom of the press are not only basic freedoms in themselves, 
but are essential to the fruitful exercise of other basic freedôms. In 
particular, freedom not only àf  expression  but free access to information, is 
essential to the functioning of true democracy. Democracy implies that the 
ultimate responsibility for government policies is determined by the people 
of each democratic nation e Unless the people have free and unfettered access, 
through their independent news media and otherwise, to significant facts and 
opinions, mlerever these may originate throughout the world, the people will 

 be limited and impeded in their efforts to judge wisely the issues Mhich they 
face. This could be a serious limitation on the efficiency of demccraey. 
Indeed, without adequate access to comprehensive and objective information 
on the morld in which we live, not merely the efficient functioning, but the 
very existence of democracy could be endangered. It is, therefore, Er. 
President, with the deepest conviction and sincerity that I emphasize the 

, importance which my Government attaches to freedom of information. 
"My Government  lias  profound confidence in the common sense and good-will 

of the mas.,, of mankind. We believe that if the peoples of the world are given 
the facts and are given free access to opinions, including varying and indeed 
often conflicting opinions on these facts, they will choose wisely between them 
and will  mime to correct decisions* 

Mje believe therefore that facilities for full comprehensIve and objective 
reporting, and the right of access of all  men  to such information, will  
contribute to international understanding and friendship. 

mae believe also that the principles of freedom of information and freedom 
of the press are essential to the other rurposes of the United Nations: to the 
maintenance of . international peace, and to the solution of problems of an 
economic, social, cultural and hunanitarinp character,  lie believe that it is 
essential to the promotion of tsocial progress and better standards of living 
in larger freedoe. 

"There are still nany inadequacies and indeed many dangers in this 
imperfect world in which we live.  As the Prime Einister of Canada has 
frequently emphasized, one of the most useful methods of securing improvements 
and progress is the shedding of light on dark places. Like everyone else, we 
Canadians like to hear good news 0  but we do not underestimate the importance 
also of hearing about bad news if unpleasant developments take place, or about 
dangeraus or disturbing situations, if such exist. Eankind has not yet 
forgotten the dangers inherent •  in those totalitarian techniques developed and 

(Over) 
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used 13,-- 	Ger.r.n.ny. Mankind  ha  s lccumel, at a terrible cost, the danger and 
the pot critinl efficiency of what Hitler hinc -'1f, in. a penetrating chapter  of  

described as the tecJinique  of 'The Big  

Heat Endaneicring Crops: rinety dormer,  and hicher temperatures were common on the 
prairies Sunday as a hot, 	 which has pltk;uoi lestern Grain and other 
crops for days now continued to hold its 	upon th,., rec,lon. 

A3ricu1turists said every hot day means a further decrease in sub-soil 
noisture, deterioration in grains and. a slowly widening circle of burned-out 
crops where the drought has been nost serious. 

Highest temperature recorded wa.s at Medicine Hat, .1`.1ta., where it was 99. 
(aP)• 
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Good 	Tho  cairns, which have been erected near the 
International Boundary betweonWaterton Lakes  National  Park in Alberta and 
Glacier rational Park in rontana, will be unveiled at a dedication ceremony 
at 1-laterton Park townsite on Saturday August 2, it is announced by the 
Hon. J.A.. Glen, rinister of Lines and Resources. The cairns, one on the 
Canadian side and the other on the United States side of the boundary, are 
on the Chief Mountain Highway linking the tuo mar1=. 

The erection of these cairns is the result of thoughtful suggestions 
and efficient efforts by Rotary International. It u as Rotary International 
that originally sponsored the action which resulted in legislation being 
massed in 1932 by the Parliament of Canada Prd the United States Congress 
establishing the Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park. 

Besides uniting tuo parks, the establishment of the Uaterton-Glacier 
International Peace Park links the national park gystams of Canada and the 
United States. 

Those taking part in the dedication ceremony on August 2, uill include 
Senator •.A. Buchanan, representing the Governnent of Canada; Ernest T. Eaton, 
Governor of  Montana;  Hon. J.C. Bowen, Lieut. Governor of Alberta; Venerable 
Archdeacon S.H. Middleton, Chairran of the Waterton-Glacier International Peace 
Park Conaittee; Tom J. Davis, Past President Rotary International; L.C. 
Regional Director of the UnitedStates National Park Service; J.;i. Emmert, 
Superintendent of Glacier National Park; and H.A, de-Veber, 	Hutchison; 
J.A.. Wood, the Superintendents of Waterton Lakes, Banff and Jasper  rational 
Parks in Alberta. 

rasconie:Passene'ers Aboard Ice-breaker: Lt.-Cmdr. C.P. Edwards, Deputy Transport 
rinister, announced ronday that the ice-breaker H.B. iclican arrived at 
Cape Dorset at midnight Sunday and took aboard the EUS rascopieis passengers, 
creu, and baggage. She left for Churchill at 2 p.m.. EDT Londay and is ex-
pected to arrive there July Sl. 

Immediately the Nascopiels passengers and crcu are landed dt Churchill, 
the rieLean uill return to  Hudson  strait to rect the first incoring British 
ship bound for Churchill, which is scheduled to enter the eastern end of the 

strait August 4 or 50 
The r.cLeants captain reported he had rade an inspection of the rascopie, 

and that in his opinion, there uas no possibility of salvaging the ship* 

ElLkona1 Fnue.sumes21111.=: Financial practices of the Canadian Pa.cific Railuay 
came under fire ronday at the national freight-rate inouiry. 

Sone phases of the conpanyls accounting s7,rsten. were described by an 
accounting expert as out of step  with generally-accepted methods, and he 
euggested its depreciation allouance setup should be rejected - on the basis of 

present information - as a factor in setting rates* 
The witness - chartered accountant Walter J.  MacDonald of Winnipeg, 

appearing for the Llanitoba and Saskatchewan Governrents - indicated further 
his belief that the C.P.R.Is depreciation rates uere at least partly designed 
to recoup earlier financial deficiencies from its patrons in the war and post- 

war years. (ap). 

800 D:isinlaced  Persons arrive Thursday:  More  than COO nen and uonen from Germany, the 

fi -  large-scale roveaent of displaced persons to Canada, uill arrive at 
Halifax Thursday aboard the former  -United States victory ship General Steuart, 
Canadian National Railways announced ronday nicht. (GP). 

(so) 
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Canadat_Greece Trade  Pact: 
that a commercial modus 
euly 28 in  •  Ottawa by an 
the Greek Ambassador to 

The Department of External Affairs announced Tuesday 
vivendi between Canada and Greece iras  conpleted on 
exdhange of notes between the Canadian Government and 
Canada, 

The modus vivendi provides for the reciprocal exchange of-unconditional 
most-favoured-nation treatment. This means that the products of eadh country 
on importation into the other country will not be subject to customs duties or •  
Charges greater than those which apply to any third country. Similarly any 
Concessions which either Canada or Greece may grant in the future to a third 
country will be automatically extended to the other. Thus imports into Canada 
from Greece•will be subject to the Intermediate tariff and lower rate rather 
than the General Tariff as heretofore, The tariff treatment which Canada 
affords to British countries is specifically excepted from the operation of the 
modus vivendi so that the British Preferential system is not affected by it. 

The new arrangement is the first commercial agreement concluded between 
Canada and Greece by direct negotiation. It will continue in force for a 
definite period of one year. Following the one year period, it will continue 
in force until terminated by either country on three monthsv notice, 

Cro canait on s in the Prairie  Provinces: Above-normal temperatures and moisture 
deficiencies have caused further deterioration in the crops over wide areas 
of the Prairie Provinces, particularly in Saskatchewan and Alberta, according 
to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Fairly general rains over most of 
Nanitoba have maintained quite satisfactory conditions in that province t. but 
only scattered shaaers have fallen in Saskatchewan and Alberta, Unless heavy 
raine are received in the very near future the already large drought areas in 
these two provinces will expand still further. Extremely hot, dry weather 
during the past three weeks has largely destroyed the promise of good yields 
which existed earlier in southimeestern and west-central Saskatchewan and in 
much of the eastern hall of Alberta. In large portions of north-weetern and 
north-central Saskatchewan, and in parts of south-easteei and east-central 
Alberta, where adverse reports have been reeelved throughout most of the season, 
deterioration  hue  reached the stage where any substrntial recovery cannot be 
expected. 

Rains over a large part of Lanitoba have maintained the generally good 
crop conditions previously established in that  province.  Insect and bail damage 
throughout the province has been very light to date. Correspondents in some 
vest-central areas of the province and in a few localities north ofWinnipeg 
indicate, however, that considerable deterioration due to heat and dry weather 
has occurred, particularly in stubble crops. Cooler .weather in most areas 
would be welcomed, the heat of the past three weeks having advanced maturity of 
many crops somewhat too rapidlY. 

Continued warm weather with only scattered local showers has resulted in 
further general deterioration to crops in Saskatchewan. While prospects in 
the south-east„ east-central and the east half of south-central districts 
continue good to fair, the general downward trend has not been arrested over 
the remaining large areas of the province in some of which pronounced feed 
shortages are indicated. Cutting of rail  rye is now general in some districts 
and wheat fields are showing premature ripening* 

Further deterioration of crops occurred in Alberta during the past week. 
Crop prospects continue fair to good in sauth-western s  northern and narth-central 

(Over) 
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Alberta and in the Pea.ce River district but elsewhere in the province the 
outlook has depreciated. In the south-eastern and east-central districts 
deterioration of crops on stubble land is far advanced and good rairg  
inraediately would be beneficial, particularly to surrimerfallow crops. Rain 
is urgently needed in all districts to prevent further declines in the crop 
outlook. Terrperatures were well above normal during the week while only 
scattered showers were received in most districts. Wheat is reported to be 
80 per cent headed out over the province as a whole. 
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Wond Supply Ship Lost in Hudson Bay:  The winter food and fuel situation at trading 
posts, RCMPstations and missions along Hudson Bay took on an increasingly serious 
aspect Wednesday as word was received at Churchill, Man. that the 97-ton Hudsonts 
Bay Company motor vessel Neophyte had run aground and had been abandoned off Fort 
Severn, 250 miles south of Churchill. The crew of six is reported safe. 

It was the second of the company's supply ships to be lost within less than 
two weeks. On July 21 the Nascopie, main supply vessel for the Northland, was 
caught on a reef off barren Cape Dorset, 675 miles northeast of Churchill, and 
also had to be abandoned. 

The Neophyte left Churchill last Friday, bound for York Factory, Fort Severn 
and other posts along the Hudson Bay south from Churchill to the entrance to James 
Bay. 

She was carrying supplies to smali centers which normally the Nascopiets 
itinerary would not touch. (CP) 

ir Traffic Report:  Decreases in most phases of air traffic operations are disclosed in 
the May preliminary report covering activities of domestic air carriers in Canada 
which was released Wednesday. 

This report, issued by the Department of Reconstruction and Supply, and 
compiled by the Air Transport Board in co-operation with the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics, reveals that while the number of passengers fell only slightly, from 
58,000 in April to 57,000 in May, the decrease in mail and goods cargoes carried by 
Canadian commercial aircraft was more marked. Goods traffic declined very sharply, 
falling to 1,605,000 pounds from 3,028,000 in the previous month, while mail loads 
were down from 497,000 to 418,000 pounds. 

Goods cargoes were below those of May, 1946, when 1,773,000 pounds were 
transported. However, passenger and mail loads were substantially above the 50,000 
passengers and 377,000 pounds of mail carried in the corresponding month one year ago. 

The financial position of domestic carriers in May deteriorated both by 
comparison with the previous month and May of last year. The operating deficit 
for the month was $329,000, a substantial increase over the deficit of ?228,000 in 
the previous month and a complete reversal from May, 1946, when a profit of $59,000  
was obtained. 

ea Cadets to Visit Britain:  A group of 22 Royal Canadian Sea Cadets and two ofeieers, 
representing every province in the Dominion, arrived at Halifax Wednesday night to 
board the Canadian aircraft carrier Warrior for a voyage to the British Isles. 

The cadets will join aboard ship the Canadian contingent of 32 boy scouts for 
the international jamboree at Moissan, France. 

The sea cadets are accepting the hospitality of the British Admiralty which sent 
25 cadets to Canada last year. (CP) 

17jMsh  Air Cadets tour Canada:  Forty-six boys of the British Air Training Corps, the 
counterpart of the Royal Canadian Air Cadets, will visit Ottawa Thursday as part of 
a three-week exchange tour that sees a similar group of Canadian boys visiting the 
United Kingdom. Air Marshal Robert Leckie, CB, DSO, DSC, DEC, Chief of the Air 
Staff, will welcome them on behalf of the Service. The visitors, making their 
Canadian tour in three RCAF Dakotas, are being conducted by Wing Commander W.F.M. 
Newson, DSO, DFC and Bar, Air Cadet Liaison Officer at Ottawa Headquarters, while 
in Canada. 
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Canada - Newfoundland Discussions: 	Discussions between Canadian 
and Newfoundland representatives regarding the possibility of 
Newfoundland becoming the tenth province of Canada have now 
reached the stage where it is thought possible to determine, in 
the terms of reference of the Newfoundland delegation, uhat 
fair and equitable basis may exist for the federal union of 
Canada and Newfoundland. This announcement was made late on 
Thursday, July 31, at the conclusion of a plenary session of 

 conference presided over by the Right Honourable L.S. St.Laurent, 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, and attended by the New- 
foundland delegation, other Canadian Linisters and their advisers. 

Since the Newfoundland delegation arrived in Ottawa on June 
25, both the Canadian and Newfoundland representatives have 
been engaged in a factual study of the question of how Newfoundland 
might fit into the Canadian federal system. After the field had 
been explored generally, a number of sub-committees were appointed 
to look into certain specific matters - notably fisheries, 	- 
public finance, transportation and the public debt. At Thursday's 
meeting reports were made on the latter two questions, thus 
largely completing investigations in the factual field. 

A sub-committee has now been set up to examine the question 
of what would constitute a fair and equitable basis for union in 
the event that, in due course, the people of Newfoundland and 
the Parliament of Canada should decide that union is desirable. . 
In announcing the setting up of this sub-commtee, the spokesman 
for the conference emphasized that the Canadian and Newfoundland 
members of the sub-committee are in no sense undertaking 
negotiations; they are merely undertaking to determine, in the 
light of the relevant facts, what might constitute a suitable 
basis for union for consideration by the people of Newfoundland 
and the Parliament of Canada. It is expected that the sub-
committee will  Indue course report its findings to the general 
conference. 

(Over) 



Subsidies on Feed Grain: The Honourable Ernest Bertrand, Acting  Minister of 
Agriculture, on Thursday issued the following statement: 

*The need for continuing the payment of subsidies on feed grain has 
been _reviewed. Having in mind the present disappointing crop prospects and 
the delayed harvesting of the hay crop in Eastern Canada, the Government has 
given assurance that payment of subsidies on feed wheat, oats and barley 
will not be withdrawn until the ceilings on all major animal products are 
removed. It should be understood also that, as previously announced by the 
Minister of Agriculture, -provision has been made by the Government for the 
continued  payent  of fre.htssistance in accordance with present regulations 
until July Zlst, 1948." 

Royal Wedding:  The Prime Linister announced that at 12.00 noon Thursday (the 
saine  hour of the day as 7;.ids Lajesty the King met members of His Privy Council 
for the United Kingdom in London), the Honourable Mr. Justice Kerwin, acting 
as DeputyGovernor General, in the unavoidable absence of Viscount Alexander, 4 
met with Members of His Majesty's Privy Council for Canada who had been 
specially summoned, and, on the instructions of Els Majesty, conveyed to 
them the following message, which had been sent this morning by the King to 
the Governor General: 

1 	 "Buckingham Palace, 

1 	 Most Tmmediate 	 31st July, 1947. 

1 	 The Governor General of Canada, 
Ottawa. 

July 31st. I should be glad if you as my personal representative in Canada 
would convey to my Privy Council for Canada that I have today, in accordance 
with the provisions of the Royal Marriages Act 1772, declared in Council my 
formal consent to the marriage of my daughter the 2rincess Elizabeth to 
Lieutenant Philip k;ountbatten. 

George R.I." 
Sir Allen àylesworth and Sir Thomas ante as senior Privy Councillors 

were among those summoned to be present with cambers of the Cabinet for the 
vg 	 special meeting of the Canadian Privy Council. 

o Wheat Contract Fülfilled:  The Hon. James A.  MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, announced Thursday that the last sales of wheat to complete the 
quantity clauses of the United Kingdom - Canada wheat agreement for 1946- 

o 47 had been made within the past few days. He stated that the quantity 
clauses for the first year of the agreement were now ftilfilled. The last 
flour bookings for the crop year had been made son months ago. 

1C  
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Rains Delay Western. Harvest:  Wet, cool weather during the past week  lias  delayed 
harvesting throughout the Prairie Provinces, according to the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics, Dry weather is urgently needed to prevent loss in 
southern Manitoba where a large part of the crop is mathed or cut and 
the remainder is fully rtpened. Elseuhere in the west this problem,is not 
so pressing and rai is benefiting late crops* 

Harvesting has been held at a standstill in Manitoba. The Red River 
Valley area is very wet and nost crops are ripe. West of the Valley to the 
Saskatcheran boundary and south of the nain line 50 per cent has been swathed 
or eut.  Unless the weather changes there will be considerable sprouting. 
In central and northern sections the problem is less pressing. In southern 
maritoba the sample and yield of grain has been affected by heat with the 
outturn soneuhat below expectations. 

Rains during the past meek also have delayed harvesting operations in 
central and northern districts of Saskatchewan but are proving beneficial to 
late fields of coarse grains and flax. Sawfly danage is causing considerable 
loss in wheat over wide areas, especially in southern and western districts, 
and grasshoppers are becoming more numerous in some areas. Good progress 
has been nade with harvesting in the south-west *  

In Alberta, continued cool weather and  raina  have delayed harvesting 
operations and retarded ripening of the nore advanced crops. However, the 
added rainfall was beneficial to filling of late crops in most districts* 

 Harvesting is expected to become general over  the southern ha.lf of the province 
nertweek, but in the northern areas only some barley fields will be  eut  before 
the end of the nonth. 

The weather has been very hot and dry in Ontario for the past several 
weeks with the exception of local thundershowers in south-western Ontario last 
week-end. Late crops need rai badly. Pastures arettying up and the flow of 
milk is beginning to decline. Haying is nearly conplo-t;ed and the cutting of 
oats and barley is becamiug general. 

' 	During the last two weeks of hot, dry weather farmers in Quebec have 
almost finished the harvest of a heavy yield of good quality hay. However, 
pastures have sufferel from the drought *  The harvesting of grains is fust 
getting started and present indications suggest fair yields in the Quebec area. 

Satisfactory harvesting weather has prevailed throughout the week in the 
sauthern coastal and interior areas of British Columbia. Harvesting of grain 
crops is undermuy and yields, except in the Prince George and Peace River areas, 
are• satisfactory. The weather continues to be hot and dry throughout the 
Maritime Provinces. Haying is completed in most areas and harvesting of grains 
is now under way. 	 • 

Gleaninns:  Forest rangers have declared the forest fires  on Cape Breton Island 
"beaten" following a 10-hour rainfall.... Another 40 immigrants from Britain 
landed at Toronto Tuesday bringing to 358 the total already brought to Canada 
under the Ontario government's aerial immigration program.... Oil exploration 
acttvities have reached an all-time high in Alberta, where the total footage 
drilled in Tune reached 100,830 feet,  more  than 54,000 in search of new fields, 
against the previous record of 80,000 feet in April, 1944.... The Agriculture 
Department has announced arrangements for the  marketing of 3,500,000 bushels of 
Canadian apples in the United States during the current season..., Dr. W.P. 
Percival, Director of Education and Deputy Minister of Education for the 

(over) 



Province of Quebec, wms elected to succeed  D. S.R. Igycock of the 
University of Saskatchewan as president of the Canadian Federation of Home 
and School during the 10th annual convention at Sackville, E.B. 

Observe Diepe Anniversary. :  The Canadian Press reports from Dieppe that 100 
Canadian officials and war veteran's attended observances of the fifth anniversary 
of the Dieppe raid, carried out by seven Canadian reginents and two British 
commando units. The observanee included a torchlight parade to the Canadian 
Military Cemetery of De Vertu ,  

Greece ThaÉks Canada:  The Prime Minister has received the follawing message, dated 
egust 19th„ from the Prime Minister of Greece: 

"On the occasion of the approval by the Canadian Parliament of an appropriation 
of 20,000,000 dollars as a Canadian contribution to meet the relief needs of 
Europe I wish to express dn the name of the government and people of Greece 
sincere thanks and appreciation for this reneged mark of Canadtan interest mid 
association to the urgent postwar problems ubich affect Greece  more  deeply than 
Etny other European country« The Greek people are determined to devote all their 
efforts to achieve reconstruction and to preserve their free institutions.  
Therefore they feel particularly grateful to the friendly nations who are 
extending them their valuable assistance in this critical time where' the cause 
of freedom and their very independence are at stake. 

Demetrios Maxims 
Prime Minister of Greece," 

New School at Churchill:  The Defence Department has announced that a school for the 
children of Canadian Armed Forces personnel stationed at Fort -Churchill, Man., 
will open on September 29  The school will also be open to children of American 
servicemen posted to Churchi1J, with equal privilege. 

It will be the fourth such school authorized by the Departrent. Others 
established earlier_this year are at Shilo,  Man,;  Borden, Ont., and Barriefield, 
Ont. In each case the educational facilities offered are available free of 
charge to the children of Servicemen living in married quarters at the camps 
concerned. Children of other military personnel living in private quarters out 
of canp and the children of civilian employees of the Department, also may attend 
but  will be required to pay school fees .  

At other camps, uhere children of Servicemen are attenling nearby public 
schools, fees paid to the local School Boards are to be refunded by the 
Departmeat. This will apply, however, only to Sertioanen living in married 
quarters provided at the camp.  • During the coming Fall it is planned to open 
additional schools at Goose Bay, Labrador, and at Rivers,  Man.  

Browne Named to Karachi Post: George Alleyne Browne, assistant Canadian Trade 
Commissioner at  Bombay  since June, 1946, has been appointed Acting Trade 
Commissioner to Pakistan, according to an announcement by Trade Minister MacKinnon. 
er. Browne will open offices in Karachi at once the Minister said, recalling the 
Prime Ministerts recent statement that Trade Commissionerahips would be established 
by both countries as a preliminary step to the eventual exchange of High 
Commissioners. 

Annual 	Trek Or ized: labour Minister Mitchell has announced that 
arrangements have been completed with the Provincial Departments of Agriculture 

and the railways for another organized movement of farm workers from Ontario and 
Quebec to help with the harvest in the Prairie Provinces. 

The first groups of workers are leaving from points in North Western Quebec 
selected centres in Eastern Ontario thisuelk. Due to the lateness of the season, 
uorkers will not be leaving from other Ontario points until later. 

Provincial officials estimate that Manitoba  will need 1,000 eastern workers, 
Saskatchewan 600, and Alberta 500, this year. While these numbers are somewhat 
snaller than in former years, the Minister stated that it is important for men 
to leave as soon as possible in vie  of harvesting being already under way in the 
West. Mr, Mitchell added that dastern farners are "very appreciative of the 
assistance of the 1,000 men mho came from the Prairies to help 'frith haying and 
early harvesting." 
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Canadian Delegation to the U.N. General Assembly:  The Prime  Minister, Mr. 
Mackenzie King, announced Friday that the Secretary of State fcr External 
Affairs, the Right Honourable Louis St. Laurent, M.P., will lead the 
Canadian Delegation to the second session of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations, which will meet at Flushing Meadow2 in New York on September 
16. The Delegation wi.11 consist cf the following: 

REPRESENTATrVES: 

The Right Honourable Louis S. St. Laurent, M.P., Secretary 
of State for External fairs Chairman of the Delegation. 

The Right Honourable J.L. Ilsley, M.P., Minister of Justice. 

Senator the Honourable Norman P. Lambert, Chairman of the 
Senate Standing Committee on External Affairs. 

Yr. Walter A.  Tucker, M.P., Parliamentary Assistant to the 
' 	MiniSter of Veterans' Affairs. 

Mr. Joseph Bradette, M.P., Chairman of the House of Commons 
Standing Committee on External Affairs. 

ALTERNA1E REPRESENTATIVES: 

Mr. L.B. Pearson, Under-Secretary for External Affairs, 

Dr. George F. Davidson, Deputy Minister of National Heelth 
and Welfare (Welfare) . 

Mr. L.R. Beaudoin, M.P. 

Mr. Sidney D. Pierce, Canadian Ambassador to Mexico . 

rr. Escott Reid, Department of External Affairs. 

PARLIAMENTARY ADVISERS: 

Senator the Honourable A.J. Leger, 

Mr. J.T. Hackett, M.P. 	 • 

Mr. Walter Harris, M.P. 

Mr. Solon Low, M.P. 

Mr. ângus MacInnis, M.P. 

PRINCIPAL ADVISER TO DE1EGATION: 

Mr. R.G. Riddell, Department of External Aifairs. 

(Over) 



SISC2..T.22Y-GENT'bRAL TO THE DEIEGATION: 

Mr. COL. Drury, Departm.ent ofxternal .Affairs. 

4 

1 
e 

1 

Other advisers, representing the Department of External Affairs and. 
other Departments of C-overrunent, will be named to the Delegation either for 
the full duration of the Assembly or for such periods as their services are 
required. 

On this occasion, only members of the government, /embers of Parliament 
pelo support the government, or officials, have been appointed as representatives 
or alterneite:s...„,..P.e. 4ettezati_on will, in this respect, differ from,the,,Delecatio;(1 , 

 to the San _Îlrancisco  Conférence  in 1915 and the delegatiens to certain other 
conferences during the formative stage of the United Nations. On these 
delegations, members of opposition parties served as representatives or alternates 

Since the United Nations has noiu passed through the period during which 
it was dealin€,_,  raainly ,itrith• Dr oc edu r al questions, there is a possibility that 
political, economic or social questions may arise at the Assembly on which 
members of the opposition parties might find it embarrassing to be spokesmen 
for the Delegation on Assembly Committees, as they would be if they were 
representatives or altern.ates. For this reason., à new category at "parliamentary 
advisers" has been established, and. members of the opposition parties have been 
named within this category. In this way, it is made clear that the government, 
as is its duty, accepts full responsibility for every action of the Delegation 
and does not ask the opposition parties to share this responsibility. illraongst 
the Parliamentary. Advisers, one Lember of Parliament who supports the Government 
has also been included. 

o. 

a C 
H 

The Current Lansower Picture:  Industrial expansion has been so great that demand for 
-workers now exceeds the supply. The usual seasonal upswing in employment was 
delayed this 7ear because of the late spring. As a result, seasonal pressure 
was intensified during, July and early"August -in all industries-, and the 
accompanying demand for Jorkers has created a  labour  'Shortage of alraost 
wartime proportions. 

There were 93,000 =placed applicants registered with the National 
Employment Service at August 14, Applicants are 2,000 less than the vacancies 
on file; this labour shortaFe will become even more acute next month since 
peak activity is not usually reached until the end of September when agriculture, 
inanufacturing, construction and transportation are working at top capacity. 
The August 1,1 figure for unpla.ced applicants is 19,000 below the July 10 level, 
and 56,000 less  thon one year ago.  Dy  sex, there were 65,000 male and 28,000 
female applicants, as against 79,000 and 33,000 respectively a month ago. 

Unfihled vaca.ncies totalled 95,000 at August 14, as compared with 91,000 
at July 10. By sex, there were 62,000 unfilled vacancies for men and 33,000 
for women. (Dept. of Labour) 

o: 
( UCTE - No Air Yell Bulletin was issued Thursday.) 
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Employment Nears 5,0091000: Employment in Canada reached the high level 
of 4,821,000 in the last week of May, an increase of about 250,000 
over  the last week in February, and nearly 120,000 higher than in the 
same week a year earlier .  Unemployment in the last week of Lay fell 
to 91,000, a decline of 50,000 since the end of February and 35,000 
lower than at the end of May, 1946. The civilian labour force, which 
includes persons at work, with a job or looking for work was 4,912,000, 
about 90,000 short of the 5,000,000 nark. 

These estinates, released by the Douinion Bureau of Statistics, 
give the highlights of the largest sample survey of its kind every 
conducted in Canada. The survey, carried out in Zane, covered a 
scientifically selected cross-section of approximately two per cent of 
the civilian population of Canada living outside of institutions. Ebro 
than 50,000 households  were  interviewed in this survey. 

The main changes in the enployment status of Canadians 14 years of 
age and over between the end of May and three and taelve months earlier 
are shown in the following summary table: 

June  l,1946  

Civilian labour force  •... 
Employed steoeseeetieto..e.Ir 

Unemployed 
Eot in the labour force „ 

4,828,000 
4,702,000 

126,000 
 3,890,000 

4,706,000 
4,565,000 

141,000 
4,230,000 

31 t  1947  

4,912,000 
4,821,000 

91,000 
4,018,000 

Agriculturel enploynent was  at high level at the end of Nay, accounted 
for nainly by the seasonal increase in farm activities, but it mas still 
about 100,000 lower than in the comparable period last year. Number enployed 
in agriculture was 1,163,000 conpared mith 931,000 at the end of February 
and 1,274,000 at the end of  May  last year. 

Employment in industries outside of agriculture totalled 3,658,000, an 
increase of about 20,000 over the end of February, but a gain of 230,000 
over May last year .  In manufacturing, employnent rose to 1 1325,000 at May 
31 this year from 1,303,000 at the end of February and 1,256,000 a year ago. 

• In construction, employment figure stood at 254,000 -- 67,000 higher than 
at the end of  February, and 13,000 nore than at the saine  tine- last year. 

J:!:
abour  Day MessaAe:  In a Labour Day message issued Friday, Labour Minister 

Eunphrey  Mitchell  said in part: "One of the notable features about the 
present day situation is the greater measure of indlistrial peace which 
exists throughout Canada. That, of course, is a prime requisite in taking 
advantage of our stability to Teoceed- to increased prosperity. There are 
one or two spots where labour and management are in disagreement, but, 
taking the picture. of the country as a whole,  I  think we have cause to be 
pleased with the ternony that prevails. It is a tribute to the common 
sense of both the workers and management." 
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Opens Second Council Session: Urgent problems of world air transport will 
be brought before the International Civil Aviation Organization's second Council 
session which opens Tuesday at ICAO Headquitrters in Montreal. 	. 

The 21-member Council will receive progress reports on ICAO's campaign to 
cut down on the red tape of customs, immigration and other facilities that dela 
and obstruct air transport'at international borders. It will consider means to 
further the adoption of the facilitation standards it has drawn up to meet the 
problems of border crossing delays. It will examine the comments of Member 	. 
States on the desirability and practicability of international ownership of all' 
trunk airlines. It will discuss the special problems of non-scheduled flying 
operations. It will study ICAO's machinery  for the collection and dissemination 
of air transport statistics and it will initiate studies on vu -Ch economic problems 
as double taxation, insurance, international airmail rates and the standardiza-
tion of airp9rt charges. It will consider requests from various nations for •' 
financial and techhical help in establieing and operating the havigation 
facilities necessary for international air transport; and the setting up of an 
aviation training program for those nations Whose lack of teghnical knowledge 
makes internatibnal airline operation difficult. 

On the air bavigation side the Council will consider the progress made in 
bringing into force ICAO's air navigation standards. It will 'formulate uniform' 
methods of reporting on the inadequacies of air navigation facilities. It will 
receive an account Of two regional air navigation meetings which were held 
recently in the South American and South Atlantic Regions, and will initiate the 
study of the problem of checking the rapidly mounting costs of the huge runways, 
required for modern transport aircraft. 

This is the second session of the Council and, as many of the former national 
representatives are not returning, its composition has undergone a substantial 
change. The first Council session was held immediately after the ICAO Aesembly 
•'meeting in Montreal•last May. At that time the Assembly selected the membershiP 
of the Council, which is ICAO's executive body. The membership of the Council is 
as follows: 

Argentina, Australia,-Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Czechoslovakia, 
Egypt, France, India, Iraq, Ireland, Mexico, Netherlands, Peru, Portugal, Sweden, 
TUrkey, United Kingdom, United States.  • 

During its first session the Council elected Dr. Edward Warner as its President 
and appointed Dr. Albert Roper as Secretary General. It began its work of setting 
up the structure of the permanent Organization and it will continue this work at 
the present session. 

• 
Cuadian Bar Association Meets:  Ottawa welcomed three outstanding figures in the legal 

profession of the English-speaking world on Monday as members of Bench and Bar 
assembled in Ottawa from the nine provinces of Canada, the United Kingdom and the 
United States for this week's meetings of the Canadian Bar Association; 

Special guests of the Association to arrive on Mcmday were: Viscount Jowitt, 
Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain and head of the administration of justice 
in the United Kingdom; Carl B. Rix, of Milwaukee, president of the American Bar 
Association, and Sir Norman Birkett, Judge of the Kines Bench Division of the High 
Court of England who for the third time is a guest of the Canadian Bar Association. 
(Journal) 

(over) 
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Canada Savings Bonds:  It was announced Tuesday by the Hon. Douglas Abbott, Minister 
of Finance, that a second series of‘Canada Savings Bonds will be placed on sale 
on October 14th0 Er. Abbott pointed out that this will enable the continuance 
of the Ptyroll Savings Flan now in operation in thousands of organizations 
throughout the country, and will also permit its installation by other companies 
who recognize its value. The new Canada Savings Bonds will also be available 
for purchase by the general public, who have found them to be a convenient and 
profitable investment for personal savings. They will be available for cash or 
on instalments. 

The Minister of Finance described the features of the second series of Canada 
Savings Bondsi  Which will be dated November 1st, 1947, and will bear interest at 
the rate of 2e each year for ten years. They may be redeemed at any time at any 
bank in Canada for full face value plus interest and will be registered in the 
owner's  naine - affording protection against loss. Not more than e,OOO of thià 
series may be registered in any one name. 

Mr. Abbott said that the offering of this second series has been prompted by 
the reception given to Canada Savings Bonds since their introduction latt October. 
Purchases have been made by more than 1,200,000  Canadians. This total includes 
623,840 employees who used Payroll Savings Plan facilities provided by their 
employers. 

Although the decision to offer a second series is based primarily on 
demonstrated public demand for these facilities, it was explained by Mr. Abbott 
that the Government also has in mind the valùe of widespread holdings of Canada 
Savings Bonds in the national Economy. Present holdings have already rendered 
more than a million Canadians better able to meet personal emergencies or to 
carry out personal plans. Such  personal resources are regarded as an element of 
strength and stability in the nation. 

Reports Milton F. Grege, V.C. to be Fitheries Minister:  The Canadian Press reported i 
had learned authoritatively Monday that Milton F. Gregg, V.C., President of the 
University of New Brunswick, has accepted - an invitation by Prime Minister King to 
assume the Fisheries portfolio in the federal Cabinet, succeeding Hon. Frank 
Bridges who died three weeks ago. The news service reports that Mr. Gregg will 
stand for election to the House of Commons as Liberal candidate in the federal by-
election called for October 20 in the New Brunswick constituency of York-Sunbury, 
formerly represented by Mr. Bridges. 

Study of Poliomyelitis: Scientific studies of the  poliomyelitis (infantile paralysis) 
virus are being undertaken by the Department of National Health and Welfare, 
Hon. Paul Martin announced Tuesday. 

The studies will be carried out in the Vancouver area under the direction of 
Dr. D.V. Hutton, paediatric specialist of the child and maternal health division 
of the federal department, in collaboration with Dr. Stuart Murray, medical healU 
officer for the metropolitan area of Vancouver, and assisted by the pathologists 
and staff of the Vancouver General and St. Paul's hospitals. Work wdll begin  about  
September 5. 
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jtatement by Mr. Abbott:  Honourable Douglas Abbott, Minister of Finance, left 
Tuesday for London, England, to attend the second annual meeting of the 
Board of Governors of the International Monetary Fund and of the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development. He is being accompanied by Mr. L. 
Rasminsky, Executive Director for Canada of the Fund, and Mr. J. F. Parkinson, 
Alternate Executive Director of the Fund and the Bank. He will be joined in 
London by Mr. R.B. Bryce of the Department of Finance, who is already in 
London and who has been appointed Alternate Governor of the Bank in place of 
Mr. Graham F. Towers, who is unable to attend the London Meetings. Ir. Abbott's 
party will sail from  New York Wednesdaym the "Queen Elizabeth". 

Mr. Abbott indicated that he was not going to London for the purpose of 
negotiating any agreement with any other country but stated: "My visit to 
London at this time will provide a useful opportunity to discuss world financial 
problems with the many other Finance Minesters and officials who will be attending 
the meetings of these international institutions. In particular it will give an 
opportunity of discussing with the British authorities the world dollar situation 
and its bearing on the existing financial arrangements between the United Kingdom 
and Canada." 

Repeating his earlier statement that the action of the British Government 
- in ending the automatic convertibility of sterling held by foreigners did not 

affect the arrangements made between the two governments for drawing upon the 
Canadian credit, he took occasion to give an explanation of the nature and 
purpose of those arrangements. Mr. Abbott added, in part: 

"Some people have expressed surprise," said Mr. Abbott, "that there is an 
arrangement under which Britain at present.pays for one half of the net balance 
of its purchases and other requirements in Canada in cash, and receives the 
other half on credit. There is nothing new in the fact that the United Kingdom 
has paid cash for part of its Canadian requirements, although the exact percentage 
has varied from time to time. In my Budget Speech last April I referred to the 
arrangements and there were references to them in the British House of Commons 
prior to the statement of the British Chancellor of the Exchequer on August 7th 
last. 

It  is by no means an easy thing for Canada to extend credit to cover as 
much as 50% of net British requirements in Canada. The normal and natural thing 
would be for Canada to receiYie full payment in cash for all its exports just as 
it makes full payment in cash for all its imports. The entire economic 
development of Canada was based on having a surplus of exports to Europe, which 
Europe paid for in cash, and by which means Canada got enough foreign exchange 
to be able to purchase the things it needed from the United States and other 
countries. That has always been our situation in the past and that is what our 
situation will have to be once more in the future, unless we are to make radical 
and revolutionary changes in the entire economic structure of our country. 

"The only reason that we were able to export such large amounts on credit 
during the past two years is that we ended the war with very large reserves of 
U.S. dollars. These large reserves enabled us to pay for the imports necessary 
to keep our economy going while at the saine  time making it possible for us in 
our own long run interests to contribute towards restoring the economic life of 
our chief customers by extending substantial credits to them. 

(over) 



"Our loan to the United Kingdom was exactly one-third of the size of the 
U.S. loan to Britain, and, as everyone knows, in proportion to the relative 
magnitudes of population,and national income that was several times as large 
as the U.S. loan. A loan of that magnitude was only feasible for Canada on 
the assumption that it would be used gradually. When it was negotiated, the 
understanding was that itwas to help cover British requirements in Canada 
over a five-year period, although it was anticipated that the bulk of it would 
be used in the first three years of that period. 

"In actual fact it has been used far more rapidly than was intended. 
During the many months between the negotiation of the American loan and the ti 
when Congress finally ratified the loan, Canada made advances freely to the U: 
Kingdom for the full amount of its requirements. By the end of 1946, advances 
on the Canadian loan were e40 million as compared with advances on the Americ 
loan of Ï 600 million. Early this year British requirements increased and had 
Britain drawn fully on the Canadian loan for all her requirements the credit' 
would have been fully exhausted by early this fall, contrary to the desires of 
both countries and the intentions of both governments at the time the loan was 
arranged for. 

"It is obvious that a loan of a,250 million to be fully utilized in a ye 
and a half would be completely beyond Canada's capacity and would have been so 
regarded by everyone. A substantial part of Canada's exports must always be p 
for in cash or convertible exchange, otherwise we could not continue to pay fo 
the U.S. imports upon which our economy depends. It was therefore understood 
the beginning that we would mntinue to receive a certain flow of convertible 
foreign currency from the United Kingdom as well as from the other countries 1 
purchases here we were partly financing on credit. This is simply another way 
saying that it was understood that the credit would not be used up too rapidly 
but would be spread out and would be available for use over a period of severa 
years. 

"This is all that the present arrangement with the United Kingdom means. 
It is simply an arrangement under which the United Kingdom draws upon the 
Canadian credit at a rate more nearly in accordance with that originally inten 
The remaining half of the net balance of Britain's requirements in Canada must 
therefore be met by the payment of cash or convertible exchange." 

New Fisheries Minister: Milton Fowler Gregg, V.C., President of the University of 
Brunswick, on Tuesday entered the Federal Cabinet as Fisheries Minister, succe 
lion. Frank Bridges, who died three weeks ago. Official announcement of his ap 
ment and swearing in as Privy Councillor at Government House came from Prime 
Minister King Tuesday evening. 

Dental SuDolies Combine:  Justice Minister Ilsley announced Tuesday that investigat 
has uncovered a combine in the distribution and sale of dental supplies in Can 
but the govérnment has not yet decided to take any action. 

Mr. Ilsley released a report by F.A. McGregor, Commissioner of Combines 
Inîiestigation, who.said: 

"It is my opinion that a combine exists in the distribution and sale of d 
supplies in Canada, mdthin the meaning of the Combines Investigation Act, and 
all the members of the Canadian Dental Trade Association have been parties and 

• to this combine and have knowingly assisted in its formation or operation." ( 
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ladio-isotopes for Science:  The Right Honourable C.D. Howe, Minister of Reconstruc-
tion and Supply and Chairman of the Privy Council Committee on Industrial and 
Sciencific Research, announces that the main atomic energy pile at Chalk River . 
bas  now been in operation for some time and that selected radio-isotopes have I 
been produced and will be available to qualified research workers in Canada 
immediately. It is proposed to expand production in this field and to increase -
the range of isotopes for research  purposes. 

The action of the United States in making available isotopes to foreign 
governments as announced by the President will facilitate the immediate 
procurement by Canadian scientists of a wide range of radio-isotopes. Under 
this arrangement, isotopes not available in Canada may be procured from the United 
States. The procedure for the acquisition of isotopes will be announced later. 

. Pearson Discusses Veto: Irresponsible use of the veto by one nation possessing 
the veto power is the greatest menace to the success of the United Nations, and 

. may result in déath of the organization if not checked,L.B. Pearson, Tinder-Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, said at Tuesday's International Day lunàheon at 
the ONE. 

Before the decision to accept the veto was reached, he pointed out, nationb 
had given a solemn pledge that they would use the power only with a due sense of 
responsibility. The pledge, he continued, had not been kept. He gave the Soviet 
Union's veto of Eire's application for entry as an example. The application waa 
turned down, he said, because the USSR did not have diplomatic representation in 
Dublin. 

As possible cures for the situation he suggested that regulations be applied 
to exercise of the veto. Another step could be in the form of regional arrange-
ments within the United Nations, such as the Inter-American conference. Such a 
move might strengthen the organization without killing it. 

The "final and last resort," he added, would be to scrap the present UN in 
favor of a ne  W organization with "power to preserve the peace." It might, ,he 
said, be necessary to sacrifice universality for effectiveness in the United 
Nations, by dropping those countries not willing to undertake essential obligations. 

In such a case there would be two worlds, and conflict might only be avoided 
by fear of catastrophic consequences. In the United Nations today, he said, many 
countries are using the organization as a platform for propaganda and to "make 
troubled waters so that they could be fiahed." 

, 	"Smaller nations," he charged "have often taken advantage of their equality 
to attack larger countries." 

On the credit side, though, the United Nations had brought grievances intol 
the open, and ha à been the custodian and the prodder of the conscience of man. 
Machinery of technical organizations within the UN, he said, has been working 
well. (Globe) 

(over) 
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teply to Argentine Note:  The Department of External Affairs released Thursday the 	; 
text of the Canadian reply to the Argentine note of July 6 requesting the Govern 
ment of Canada to join with Argentina, the other American States, and the Holy 
See, in a declaration of pacific principles. 

The Canadian note which was signed by the Right Honourable Louis St. Laurent, 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, said that while the Canadian Government 
was gratified by the motives inspiring the Argentine appeal, it felt that the 
solution of present world difficulties might more effectively be sourht through 
the United Nations and its gpecialized agencies. Canada, by its support of the 
United Nations, had made known to the wcrld its intention of working with like-
minded nations for peace and for economic and social co-operation. Though 
entirely in accordance with the objectives set forth in the note,e9 CanadiAn 
Government considers that the best way of reaching these objectives Is by continuing 
to work with and through the United Nations. 

The Argentine note had suggested that-the Governments and people of the 
American continent support a draft resolution calling upon all countries of the 
world to work for internal and international pacification and to promote the 
factors leading to world balance and mutual understanding. 

Text of the Canadian reply follows: 
Ottawa, August 19, 1947. 

His Excellency Juan Atilio Bramuglia, 
Minister of External Affairs and Worship, 
BUENOS  AIRES,  Argentina. 

Your Excellency, 
I have the honour to refer to your note of July 6, 1947, requesting the 

Government of Canada to join with Argentina, the other American states and the 
Holy See in a declaration of pacific principles. 
2. The Government of Canada anpreciates the motives which have inspired your 
Government to direct-such an appeal to this country. It is gratifying to learn ' 
that your Government feels that there is a need for urgent action to keep in Check 
the forces which prevent the establishment of peaceful relations and the settle-
ment of the numerous economic, social and political problems now facing the world. 
It is also a source of encouragement to the Canadian Government in these difficult 
times to receive  frein  Your Excellency the assurance that the Argentine Government 
is opposed to the use of force in solving these problems and that your government 
is anxious to secure similar assurances from other governments. 
3 0 Canada has already shown by the action of its people in the recent past its 
belief in the principles so impressively outlined in Your Excellency's note. In 
defence of these principles Canada went to war against Nazi and Fascist dictator-
ships and during six years made heavy sacrifices of men and materials. Since the 
war ended Canada has made large contributionn through UNRRA and in other ways to 
the relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction of the devastated countries of Europe 
and Asia. 
4. • Furtherimre, by adhering to the Charter of the United Nations, Canada'has made 
known publicly its intention to -work with like-minded nations for a world of peace 
and for economic and social co-operation.  Canadas  record is one of support of 
agencies, set up by the United Nations, or brought into relationship with it, for 
the purpose of translating into practical action the general principles set forth 
in the Charter. In the view of the Canadian Government,lt is through these agencies 
and as a result of cooperation anongst the member nations, that order, prosperity, 
understanding and peace can eventually be restored in the world. For this reason, and 
to the limit of our ability and resources, we have given whole-hearted support to the 
United Nations and to the specialized agencies. 
5 0 	The Canadian Government considers that the solution of the difficulties of the le 
might more effectively be sought through the implementation of the programmes suggested 
by the United Nations and the specialized agencies than through any new declarationof 
general principles. The Canadian Government, though entirely in accordance with the 1101Cos1 
objectives set forth in your statement, considers that the best manner of reaching ues,  
objectives, is by continuing and progressing on the course that members of the United 
Nations ,including Canada »  have been following and to Which Canada is publicly  and • fully 
committed. A recent public manifestation of the intentions of the Canadian Governmenti 
this regard was made on January 30, 1947 when it was declared in the Speech from thel 
opening the Third Session of the 20th Canadian Parliament that "the establishment of e 
ing peace continues to be the first concern of all nations. It is the cornerstone ofour 
external policy." 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration. 
(Signed) Louis S. St. Laurent, 

Secretary of State for 
External Affairs. 

Toi. 

Cane 

New 
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Wade's Food Objectives: Canada will continue to honor contractual food agreements 
with the United Kingdom but would prefer long-time multilateral agreements to 
the bilateral arrangements built up during the war, Agriculture Minister 
Gardiner said Friday. 

The Minister, now attending the Food and Agriculture Organization at Geneva, 
made the statement in a speech prepared for broecast to Britain over a BBC net-
work. 

"We will hold to any security which has already been achieved through 
contracts with the United Kingdom until such time as multilateral arrangements 
are possible which will stabilize returns to the advantage of all, and thus 
encourage increased production," the Minister said. 

Er. Gardiner also pledged Canada to "join in any world-wide effort which 
is mutually beneficial to so distribute our surpluses as to do the greatest good 
to the greatest number throughout the world," and said that through immigration, 
the Dominion would Make a special effort to assist in "so adjusting the popula-
tions as to improve the standard of living of all concerned." -- 	-- - 

This threefold objective was being backed by an effort to increase the 
quantity of food which can be shipped to the U.K., "partly because you need it 
and partly because we need you to assist us in putting our farmers on a sound 
producing and marketing basis." 

Canada would like as many British people to come to the Dominion as 
possible, but failing these, she must take people from other countries if she 
was to help to the utmost in solving the world's problems of food and shelter.(CP) 

New  Uranium Deposits: Existence in Canada of the world's largest heavy water atomic 
pile ,  and discovery in the Canadian northland of new uranium deposits were disclosed 
Thursday by Reconstruction Minister Howe at a press conference. 

He said the new atomic energy pile has been operating since last spring, 
converting rare uranium into even rarer plutonium, and is "twice as big" as the 
low-energy atomic pile:, which Britain brought into production last month. 

He declined to say where the new uranium deposits are or to estimate their 
size but said the Belgian Congo still is the world's largest supplier of the 
element, with Canada still second as a source of supply. 

The Minister made the disclosures during a press conference at which he and 
Dean C.J. Mackenzie, President of the National Research Council, detailed Govern-
ment plans to make radioactive isotopes, by-products of plutonium manufacture, 
available to medical and other scientific researchers. (CP) 

,Csost  of Living Index: Reflecting higher prices for clothing, fuel, food and home 
furnishings, the cost-of-living index continued to creep higher during July, 
rising .7 points, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported Thursday. 

On the base 1935-1939 equals 100, the index was 136.6 on August 1, compared 
with 135.9 on July 2. It was 9.6 points higher than at the beginning of the 
year and 11 points higher than on the corresponding date last year. 

When adjusted to the base Aligust 1939 equals 100 the index moved to 135.5, 
compared with 134.8 on July 2. (CP) 

(over) 



France Honors Canadians:  The Croix de la Legion d'Honneur has been con-
ferred by the French Government on five serving or retired officers 
of the Royal Canadian Navy and has also been conferred posthumously 
on the late Vice-Admiral G.C. Jones, C.B., R.C.N., who died on Feb. 
8, 1946, while Chief of the Naval Staff, Naval Service Headquarters 
announced Friday. 

The Croix de la Legion d'Honneur, with the rank of "Commandeur", 
has been awarded to Admiral Percy Walker Nelles, C.B., R.C.N. 
(Retired) -, former Chief of the Naval Staff, who is now living in 
Victoria, B.C. and to Vice-Admiral H.E. Reid, C.B., R.C.N., present 
Chief of the Naval Staff. 

The  award is made, with the rank of "Officier", to Commodore 
H.G. DeWolf,.C.B.E., D.S.O., D.S.C., R.C.N., Senior Canadian 
Officer Afloat and commanding officer of the aircraft carrier H.M.C.S. 
"Warrior". 

The rank of "Chevalier" accompanies the award of the honour 
to Captain Eric S. Brand, 0.B.E., R.C.N. (Retired) of Ottawa, who 
was Director of Trade Division at Naval Service Headquarters during 

› the war, and Captain J.M.B.P. de Marbois, C.B.E., R.D., R.C.N. 
(Retired), of Toronto, who was Director of Operational Intelligence. 

Civil Aviation Organization:  The International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion will submit for the comment of the world's airline operators a 
proposal deSigned to bring uniformity to the various publications 
by which aircraft crews are kept informed of changes and additions 
to international air navigation facilities. By means of a brief 
to be presented at Nice, France to a technical conference of the 
International Air Transport Association, which represents 63 
international airline companies, ICAO is requesting the viewpoint 
of the actual operators on'its - proposal that one'standard form be 
used by all nations for the production of Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS) 
and other state aeronautical publications relating to air navigation 
facilities and procedures. 
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New Consulates in the United States: The Department of External Affairs 
announced Friday that it is intended to open a Canadian Consulate 
General in Chicago on November 1 and to follow this by opening a 
Consulate General in San Francisco at the beginning of next year. 

Together with the Consulate General alreadY established at 
New York, these three offices will form the bases from which the 
Canadian Consular Service in the United States may be gradually 
expanded as circumstances demand. 

In the appropriations of the Department of External Affairs 
passed by Parliament at the last session, provision was made for 
four new Consulates in the United States. The plans announced 
Friday consitute the first step in implementing the programme. 
Two further Consulates will be opened before spring at points not 
yet finally determined. 

In making this announcement a spokesman for the Department 
observed that except at one or two points Canadian Consular work 
in the United States has been done by British Consuls. The 
Department, he said, will always be grateful for the service which 
the British Consuls have given us so admirably - it is in no mood 
of dissatisfaction that we now feel the time has come gradually 
to relieve them of the responsibilities they bear on our behalf. 

Farm Income Increases 17  percent.  Canada 's farmers, the Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics reported Friday, received 053,900,000 fram the sale 
of farm products and from supplementary payments during the first 
six months of this year, a gain of 17 percent over their cash income 
of e647,100,000 in the same 1946 period. 

This latest total, which compares with ei1 9 000,000 in the 
corresponding period of 1945, approaches closely the record year 
of 1944, when farmers earned e66 9 000,000 within the six-month 
period. 

Cash income from the sale of grains and other field crops 
is estimated at el5,000 9000 for the first half of 1947 9  more than 
40 percent above the  •150 9000,000 realized during the saine  period 
a year earlier. This substantial increase is largely attributable 
to generally higher prices for grains and larger marketing of wheat 
and barley in Western Canada. 

Cash income of >164 » 000,000 from the sale of livestock and 
- livestock products, which accounts for about 60 percent of the 

total cash income so far this year, is approximately eight percent 
above the cash income from this source during the January-June 
period of 1946, (CP) 

Canadian Bar Association Officers:  John T. Hackett »  K.C., Progressive 
Conservative member for Stanstead,was elected President of the 
Canadien  Bar Association for 1947-48 at the annual elections held 
on Friday afternoon at the Chateau Laurier. He succeeds Mr. Justice 
Joco McRuer, Chief Justice of Ontario. Stanley H. McQuaig, K.C., of 
Edmonton is vice-president. . 
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Address by the Prime Minister:  In an address on Monday to the Waterloo County 
Federation of Agriculture, at Waterloo, Ont., Prime Minister King, said in 
part, as follows: 

"If in the management of our internal affairs, we in Canada can 
preserve that spirit of tolerance, of understanding and good-will among 
men and wamen of different origins, occupations, races and creeds, which 
has became a recognized characteristic of the Canadian way of life, we mdll 
do as much for the advancement of good relations thrOughout the world, as 
it would be possible for usto do in any other way. There is no force 
like the force of example. This is as true of Nations as of individuals." 

In the growth and development of Canada, he said, individuals and 
industries had, for the most part, retained the widest freedom of 
initiative, then he proceeded:- 

nThe  State s  of course »  has had its place. Neither individuals nor 
industries could be left wholly unrestrained. The State s  so to speak, 
has prescribed the rules of the game. Also, where there have been 
essential services of a character too great to be carried on by individuals, 
the State has rendered assistance. Today, as a means of ensuring a wider 
measure of equality of opportunity, and of social security, the State is 
taking the necessary steps to secure a national minimum standard of living 
and human well-being for all. This is being done a step at a time, as the 
need for State action becomes apparent. There has been no attempt to change 
a social order, which we have developed along lines which have served us 
well  over  the years, and which experience has shown makes for progress. 

"Let me warn you to beware of change just for the sake of change, or 
what, in national affairs, is even more dangerous, against accepting at 
its face value any untried Utopia, or any proclaimed panacea for social ills, 
real or imaginary. Make certain before you act upon them that conclusions 
drawn from conditions as they exist in other parts of the world follow 
logically tram conditions as we know them to be in our own country. 

"I was much interested, in reading a day or two ago, the report of a 
nation-wiee broadcast by one of Canada's leading parliamentarians. Let me 
give you a quotation from the broadcast, as it appears in the press. Here 
it is:  • 9 Any student of world events recognizes that there is a terrific 
struggle going on today between the forces of dictatorship and those of 
democracy. In Europe and Asia, the old capitalist imperialist system is dead. 
It failed to save the world from depression and war. It has proven coleiletely 
incapable of restoring the economic well-being of war-ravaged countries. 
Everywhere, therefore, the people are seeking a new way and a new social 
and economic systemo g  

nNow nothing could be truer than the statement that there is a terrific 
struggle going on today between the forces of dictatorship and those of 
democracy. This is the strongest reason why we who enjoy democratic institutions, 
and are the exponents of democracy, should seek at all costs to preserve our 
institutions and be careful to see that we do not permit any form of dictatorship 
to gain the least foot-hold in Canada. But is it true, as the quotation I 
have read would have you believe, that because some totalitarian order in 
Europe and Asia has been proîren a failure, and to appearances at least, is 
dead, and that countries which have suffered from dictatorship are now_seeking 
a new order p -that everywhere  the people are seeking a new way and a new social 
and economic system? That is a strange sort of sequence. That people are 

(Over) 
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seeking a new way, a new social and economic ystem, may be true of the 
people of Europe; it may be true of Asia, but it certainly is not true of 
Canada. How easy it is to,generalize, but to what fatal errors generalization 
often leads: Would it not have been nearer the facts to have said that When 
the war was started by totalitarian forces in Europe and Asia, it was the 
free democracies, Canada among the number, whiàh saved freedom Wherever it 
exists in the world today? This surely is no argument for introducing into 
Canada some  new and untried system: 

"As an appreciation of the struggle in the world today, I prefer the view 
recently expressed by a well-known Canadian writer on economic and social 
problems, when he says: 'The real division in the world today is not between 
socialism and capitalism, it is between freedom and totalitarianism. 4  

"I have frequently said that all the world needs a new social order 
based on human freedom. But that is very different from saying that we, in 
Canada, are seeking or require a new social and economic gystem, especially 
where the gystem referred to is based on ideas which, in sone countries, have 
been found to lead to dictatorship and tctalitarianism. 

"In Canada, up to the present, there has been no trend towards dictator-
ship or Imperialism. The whole trend has been away from both. We have 
become increasingly democratic. Neither have we sunk nor lost our identity 
in any Imperialist system. Nor can it be said that Canada today is the 
victim or the exponent of any system:- Capitalism, Imperialism, Socialism, 
Communism, or any other "ism". It is generally conceded there is no happier 
or more prosperous nation in the world today than our own. Why then indeed 
should we seek any "ism", new or old? 

"Is not our way, our Canadian way of life, based as it is on freedom, on 
initiative, on opportunity, on tolerance, on co-operation and on good-will, 
deserving of a further trial before we risk our happiness and prosperity by 
taking on something that is new and untried. Let us not be too ready to 
forsake some at least of the old and tried paths. Let us in our national 
life, and in our relations with other nations prove all things and hold fast 
that which is good. 

"The Canadian nation is composed of peoples with origins in every 
country of Europe and many other parts of the world. In building a nation 
In the new world, we have sought to leave behind us the enmities and 
hatreds of the old world. In that, we have largely succeeded. In no other 
country will you find today greater tolerance, wide understanding or more 
good-will than our people manifest towards one another. Instead of seeking 
to import new systems from other lands, might not the giving, by example 
and otherwise, of more of our own Canadian way of life to other countries be 
the highest contribution Canada can make to the well-being of mankind?" 

-  30 - 
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World Wheat Situation: Little more than 200,000,000 bushels of wheat, 
including wheat and wheat flour, will be available for export ilrom 
Canada during the current crop year, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
estimated Monday. 

With 160,000,000 of this amount earmarked for the United Kingdom 
under the Anglo-Canadian wheat contract, only "token" amounts will 
be left for shipment to other countries. 	- 

The Bureau observed in its monthly review of the world wheat 
situation that the first estimate of Canada's 1947 wheat crop has been 
placed at 358,000,000 bushels, a decline of 62,000,000 froni the 1946 
harvest of 420,700,000 budhels. 

Although old-wheat carry-over stocks of 85,500,000 bushels in 
all wsitionswere somewhat larger this year than last they failed to 
off-set the smaller production with the result that supplies of the 
current crop year will total only 443,300,000 bushels, against 
494,300,000 a year ago. From this amount must be taken mough_for 
domestic consumption and next year's carryover. 

The only bright spot in the world wheat picture is the all-time 
record crop being harvested in the United States this year. At 
August 1, the total production was at 1,427,000,000 bushels, 272,- 
000,000 bushels above last year's previous record crop of 1,155,- 
700,000 bushels. 

Total supplies for 1947-48, including carry-over of 83,300,000 
budhels, amount to about 1,511,200,000 bushels and are exceeded only 
by the 1,600,000,000 bushels in 1942, when the carry-over was at a 
record high level, and in 1943 When imports were large. Consequently 
United States authorities feel that more wheat can be exported this 
season. 

It is estimated at the present time that dhipments, including 
flour, may reach 450,000,000 budhels or more in 1947-48, compared 
with exports of 395,000,000 budhels in 1946-47. A greater proportion 
of the United States grain exports in 1947-48 must come from wheat 
supplies because of the unfavorable crop prospects for most of the 
other grains. 

The extent of aid forthcoming from the major wheat exporters of 
the Southern Hemisphere is open to conjecture. (CP) 

To Honor Prime Minister:  Prime Minister King will be called to the Bar of 
- Ontario to become an honorary bencher of the Law Society of Upper 

Canada at regular convocation exercises at Osgood  Hall  September 18, 
it was announced at Toronto Monday. 

10-Year Coal Mine Program: A 10-year program of expansion for Canadian 
coal mines was urged Monday in a report from provincial mines 
ministers following a four-day conference. 

Coupled with the expansion program, the report said, Should be 
"any necessary assistance.  • oto encourage this expansion", and a 
program of improved coal preparation and proper grading. 

"The.form of assistance might vary with the differént coal fields 
but would consist mainly of transportation subventions and/or re-
duced freight rates to facilitate the marketing of Canadian coal in 
non-producing areas. (CP) 

-30- 
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British Scientists to Visit Canada:  Four eminent British scientists 
will visit Canada during the last two weeks of September as part 
of a general plan for discussions and exchange of information on 
research programmes between members of the Commonwealth, it has 
been announced by the Department of National Defence. They will 
be guests of Canada's Defence Research Board. . 

Those in the party will be: Sir Henry Tizard, K.C.B., A.F.C., 
F.R.S., Chairman of the Defence Research Policy Committee, Ministry 
of Defence; Sir Ben Lockspeiser, Chief Scientist, Ministry of 
Supply; Dr. 00H0 Wansbrough-Jones, 0.B.E., Scientific Adviser to 
the Army Council War Office; and Dr. J.A. Carroll, Deputy Controller, 
Research and Development, Admiralty. 

While in Canada, the British scientists will be given an 
opportunity of inspecting the research and industrial facilities 
of the country from Montreal as far west as Calgary and Edmonton. 
They will visit the Canadian Armament Research and Development 
Establishment at Valcartier, Que.; the Experimental Stations at 
Suffield, Alta., and Forth Churchill, Man.; and w! 11  inspect the 
research facilities of the Defence Research Board and the National 
Research Council in the Ottawa area. 

Dr. 0014. Solandt, 00B0E0, Chairman of the Defence Research 
Board, will be  ho et  to the party. Details of the tour are being 
muumged by Mr. R.G. MacNeil, Secretary of the Board. 

Vice Chief of Naval Staff:  The appointment of Acting Commodore F.L. 
Houghton, C.B.E., R.C.N. Assistant Chief of Naval Staff, to the 
additional post of Vice Chief of the Naval Staff, with the acting 
rank of Rear Admiral, while holding the appointment, was announced 
TUesday by Hon. Colin Gibson, Acting Minister of National Defence. 

Rear Admiral Houghton's appointment is effective as from 
September 10. He will continue to carry out the duties of ASsistant 
Chief of Naval Staff, and Fourth Member of the Naval Board to which 
he was appointed on January 18, 1947. As Vice Chief of the Naval 
Staff he succeeds Vice Admiral H.T.W. Grant, C.M., D.S.O., R.C.N., 
recently appointed Chief of the Naval Staff. 

Trade In Securities:  Trade in securities between Canada and other countries 
fell off in June; the month's sales of 411 million were the lowest 
since September, 1943, and purdhases of 412.2 million were the lowest 
since August, 1946 according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Sales in May were 416 million and in June last year, 441.4 million, 
while May purchases were 417.3 million, and in June last year, 319.1 
million. 

Net purchase balance for the first half of 1947 was 47.5 million, 
against net sales of 4118.6 million in the first half of 1946. 
Total sales to all countries for the half year totalled 4116.8 million 
compared with 4265 million in the similar period of 1946, while 
purchases amounted to 4124.3 million compared with 3146.4 million 
a year ago. 

Net purchases of e0.5 
were slightly less than in 
little more than half that 
balance of 30.5 million0 

million from the United States in June 
May. Trade with the United  Kingdom was 
reported for May, and provided a purchase 
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Employment at  M1-Time High: Employment and payrolls are at an all-\;ime 
high in Canada, according to figures released by the Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics Wednesday. 

Substantial increases in industrial employment at the beginning 
of July over a month earlier were reported by 17,760 employers in 
the eight major industrial groups. General eprovement was indicated 
in all provinces and in most groups, both manufacturing and non-
manufacturing. 

Although the expansion was seasonal in character, the percentage 
gain in Canada, as a whole, was slightly above  the  average. The 
combined working force totalled 1,946,032 men and women, an increase 
of 46 9 964 persons, or 5 percent aeer the June 1 total. Weekly 
salaries and wages rose 2.8 percent. 

Based on the 1926 average, employment advanced to 189.0 at the 
beginning of July, compared with 184.5 for June 1, and 173.6 at the 
first of July last year, when several industrial disputes affected 
the figure. The latest July index is the highest recorded for the 
month, comparing with 175.5 for 1945, 183.5 for 1944 and 183.7 for 
1943. 

The increase in employment thus indicated as compared with the 
war years, the Bureau report mild, is due in the main to improvement 
in the non-manufacturing dlasses. (CP) 

367 Seizures of Currency:  The Exchange Control Board reported Wednesday 
Canadian customs officers made 367 seizures of United States and 
Canadian currency in the possession of departing travellers without 
necessary export permits. 

The seizures, made during June, July and August, involved 
amounts of el00 or less. Where larger amounts were involved, 
prosecution was instituted before the courts. 

The board reported that 16 convictions were obtained in the 
courts during the three months for violation of exchange regulations, 
while 22 cases still are pending. 

Convictions involved totals of •16,000 in United States funds 
anee16

9
462 in Canadian. Prosecutions pending involve another 

e36 9 641 in American currency. 
Fines have ranged up to 1,00Q and costs. There have been six 

convictions in British Columbia, four in Ontario with seven cases 
pending, four in Quebec with six pendi4g„ one conviction in Alberta 
and one conviction and eight cases pending in New Brunswick. A case 
also is pending in Manitoba. 

The board reported that the current RCMP survey of the handling 
of United States currency by merchants, restaurants, service stations 
and other commercial premises is meeting with a good response. 

Officers have visited 800 establishments across Canada to 
explain the applications of regulations and stress the need of turning 
United States funds into banks.  (OP) 

(over) 
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Chief of Naval Services:  The appointment of Acting Commodore (E) 
J.G. Knowlton, 00B0E0, R.C.N., to the newly created post of Chief 
of Naval Technical Services and as Fifth Member of the Naval 
Board was announced Thursday by Hon. Colin Gibson, acting Minister 

_ of National Defence. Commodore Knowlton will also carry out 
temporarily the duties of Chief of Naval Administration and Supply 
and third member of the Naval Board the posts vacated by Vice-
Admiral H.T.W. Grant, C.B.E., D.S.O., R.C.N., newly appointed 
Chief of the Naval Staff. 

Maritime Meteorology:  The Commission on Maritime Meteorology, meeting 
for the first time since June 1939, has just concluded its session 
at Toronto. Said its president, Cdr. C.E.N. Frankcom 
"This Commission was founded in Paris in 1907 and is one of the 
oldest of the IMO technical commissions. It is of interest thirt a 
North American seaman, Matthew Fontaine Maury, of the U.S. Navy, 
was instrumental in convening the first international meteorological 
conference in 1854 and was responsible for the commencement of 
organized meteorological work at sea. 

"At the Toronto meetings a very long agenda was studied by 
experts from some 25 countries and a total of about SO resolutions 
were adopted. The commission's chief activity centred on the 
creation of a world-wide scheme for improving the network of 
meteorological reports from over the oceans. For these reports we 
are largely dependent upon the goodwill of voluntary observers in 
the merchant àhips of all nations and one of our tasks was to draw 
up a plan for the co-ordination of this work. 

"One difficulty is that even if we had all the ships of the world 
sending in messages at each international hour (these are fixed at 
06, 12, and 18 hours GMT), there would still be immense gaps in the 
marine network because ships tend to keep to fixed tracks. Ocean 
weather ships will overcome this difficulty in part (they combine 
their weather reporting duties with those of air-sea-rescue). There 
are also communication problems to be considered as many ships have 
limited radio facilities. 

"To close the gaps in the marine network, the Commission 
considers that the solution may lie in the establishment of automatic 
weather stations on islands and buoys and in the detection 9f distant 
storms by radio means, by micro-seismic observations and by aircraft 
reconnaissance. One of the most difficult areas under consideration 
is Antarctic, which is an area of very great meteorological importance. 
There the only shipping is ccmposed of whaling vessels (during the 
whaling season) and these are reluctant to disclose their position 
for commercial reasons. 

"The Commission has, in co-operation with other commissions, 
made recommendations as to methods of obtaining improved accuracy 
in reports from the sea and has also drawn up proposals concerning 
an international meteorological publication for the use of seaman. 
The question of appointing meteorological liaison officers to keep 
contact with merchant shipping in major ports of the world  bas  been 
decided." 

Packinghouse Plants Strike:  The threat of a Dominion-wide meat ebortage 
assumed greater seriousness Thursday following new walkouts by 
packinghouse workers in plants across the country. 

As more than 2,600 went on strike yesterday in Montreal, 
Edmonton and Vancouver, the total climbed to 6,120. Another 7,500 
workers are taking strike votes which likely will be completed by 
the week-end. 

Some 300 employes of the Burns Packing plant at Calgary, at 
a crowded meeting last night, voted overwhelmingly to reject the 
company's wage offer and to join in the swiftly developing nation-
wide strike. (CP) 
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Trade Union Membership: Hon. Humphrey Mitchell, Minister of Labour, in 
summarizing Thursday. the thirty-sixth Annual Report on Labour 
Organization in Canada announced that trade union membership in 
Canada at the end of 1946 was almost 15 per cent higher than the 
previous record figure established in 1944. 

The report, whichwill be issued àhortly, contains information 
on trade unions for the calendar year 1946. Total union membership 
is given as 831 9 697 at December 31 as compared with 711 9117 at the 
end of 1945 and 724,188 in 1944. Membership figures from 1938 to 
1946, Which are based on reports from headquarters of the various 
unions at the end of each year, are reported as follows: 

Trade Union Membership Table 

1946. . 	o o o . 831,697 
1945. 	o o o . 711417 
1944. .  O o o o o - 724,188 

664,533 
573,380 
461,681 
362,223 
358,967 

l938 	o o o . 381,645 
Trade union membership in the metal industries, uhich had 

shown declines in 1944 and 1945, registered an increase of more 
than 11 per cent in 1946. With 164,630 members, this is the 
largest industrial group and has 19.8 per cent of total Canadian 
union membership. The number of union members in steam rallWay 
transportation, which has shown increases each year since the 
present classification was established, stood at 134,927 and made 
up 16.2 per cent of the total 0  

uThe  largest percentage increase  far  1946 occurred in the wood 
and wood products group  i ere union memberShip rose from 49,259 
to 76,959 for a gain of 56.2 per cent. Eembership in the foods 
group increased 46.7 per cent  frein  28,464 to 41,749 uhile the 
textile group Showed an increase of 18.2 per cent from 28,248 to 
33,382. 

Meat-Packing Strike:  Canada Packers and Burns and Company Thursday 
night addepted a formula drawn up by the Ontario Department of 
Labour and based on conciliation for ending the spreading meat-
packing strike. But rejection of the plan by the United Packing-
house Workers of America (CIO) appeared certain. 

The settlement plan announced by Louis Fine, chief concilia-
tion officer of the Ontario Labcur Department, called for striking 
meat packers to return to work While matters in dispute were placed 
between arbitration or conciliation. 

As  union officials met Thursday night to consider the proposal, 
the strike in Canada , s packinghouse industry involved 6 9 570 workers 
and two walkouts sdheduled for today would boost the total to 
almost 9,000. Meanwhile, strike votes by another 5,000 employes of 
Canada Packers, Limited, and Burns and Company are nearing comple-
tion. (CP). 
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Mr. St. Laurent's Address: Speaking before the Ottawa branch of the 
United Nations Association in Canada at the Chateau Laurier Friday 
night, Right Honourable Louis S. St. Laurent, Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, said in part:- 

"We intend, at the forthcoming session of the Assembly, to 
stand as a candidate for memberàhip on the Security Council..... 
We have already informed other members of the United Nations of 
our candidacy for membership on the Security Council. We have not 
asked any state to pledge its vote to us, because it is not the 
policy of the Canadian Government either to seek or to give pledge's 
of this nature. We have, however, asked that gympathetic considera- 

- tion be given to our candidature and that our qualifications be 
judged on our record. I may say that the response has been most 
gratifying. 

"This decision in respect of the Security Council has been 
made only after the most careful consideration. We realize, in 
the first place, that if we are elected the people of Canada will 
13e confronted with new and onerous'responsibilities. We realize 
also that me shall have the weaknesses and difficulties from•which 
the United Nations suffers brought home to us in an urgent and 
direct manner that will test to the utmost our confidence in that 
organization...." 

"Our faith in the organization will also be tested by the 
practical experience which we uill have of the frailties of the 
United Nations. I know of no more frustrating experience,, either 
for an individual or a nation, than to be engaged in an enterprise 
which is not prospering. We dhould indeed be misrepresenting the 
situation if we did not make clear our realization that we are 
standing for membership on a body with a discouraging record. We 
must not delude either ourselves or anyone else about the fact 
that membership on the Security Council will embody greater risks 
and responsibilities and fewer rewards and honours than it seemed 
to offer two years ago when Canada withdrew its candidacy in the 
original elections, in order to enable Australia to be elected 
without further contest. 

"The Security Council was established in the hope that it 
would provide means to dissolve threats to,the peace through that 
gradual process of negotiation and discussion which is at the hear 
of the democratic process. It was founded in the faith that there-
is no problem in human relations which it is beyond the power of 

- 	human ingenuity and intelligence to solve. It was also established 
in the belief that the nations which constituted it would be able 
and ready to judge world problems, not only in the light of their 
own national interests but in terms of the welfare of the world 
community. 

"It is a great disappointment to us all that the organization 
has fallen so far short of realizing these expectations. The 
Security Council has become a forum in which the issues of merld 
politics have been subjected to public debate. It has so fa 
failed to provide a conference table at which reconciliation might 
be achieved through compromise. There has been little evidence ar 
sincere desire to reach agreed solutions. All too frequenty, On 

(over) 



the other hand, there has been the continual re-statement in un-
compromising terms of inflexible positions. The misuse of the veto, 
which we all so much regret„ has been a disturbing symptom of the 
failure to reach agreed solutions on any of the major problems 
brought before the United Nations. 

"I would not like to suggest that, in seeking membership on 
the Security Council, we feel ourselves in a position to provide 
the remedy for these difficulties. The remedy can only lie in the 
attitude of the Permanent Members of the Council. There Ls no 
form- of wcrrds, nor method of procedure which w ill b e pr of  against 
the determination of any state to misuse its position as a Member 

•  of  the Council. The Security Council is essentially a democ .:atic 
political device. It is basic in democratic practice that no 
memb-er  of  a-democratic community 'shall ào use hrs' 	 e, 
the syst era by which his community is governed is weakened or •dis-
credited. In a true democracy there is no end which justifies a 
means that brings into contempt the instrument of government. It 
is only  by the practice of these restraints that the Security 
Council can _be redeemed. 

"IATe have, of course, our own ideas about the ways in which 
the operations of the United Nations could be improved and we shall. 
make these views known, wherever and whenever it is possible, in 
our contacts with that organization. In this respect, I think our 
record is particularly good. From the very inception of the United 
Nations, Canadian Delegations have advocated methods of procedure 
which would simplify and expedite its work. We shall continue to 
make these views knomn and to press for the improvements in organiza-
tion which we think would be beneficial. We have views, also, 
about constitutional problems such as the veto .0  liVe realize that 
this provision of the Charter was a necessary expedient for resolving, 
on..e, temporary basis at least,_ the basic problem of voting procedure 

Jin a..;world_of._ unequal powers. We shall never be reconciled,-  however, 
to ,a.permanent situation , in.  which a 'distinction - 	between five 
nations 'of the world which are defined as Great PoRrers and -  all' 
other nations which, despite the great differences amongst them, 
are placed together in a.less privileged position. The solution 
of this -problem will not be easy, and I do not think that any 
simple constitutional amendment nor any mere reform in procedure 
will solve it. Our difficulties will he removed only by the establish-
ment -,‘ over a period of time, of precedents and praçtices vihich will 
lead to a modification of the veto power. We arè. fully conscious, 
therefore, that if we are elected to the Security Council, our 
influence on that body will be limited by the superior voting powers 
which are enjoyed by some members of that body.... 

e in. this -country continue to believe that the best hope for 
mankind lies in the establishment' of a world organization for the 
maintenance of peace. . We ourselves in this country have built a 
nation which is as wide as the continent and which is based on the 
consent -of many diversified groups. There is no reason to believe 
that our _experience here and the experience of other peoples who 

,_;,11,avej-;bglt_pplitical organizations, over_ -wide areas.,,cannotLhe 
. - . , repeatire -amongst the nations 0  rVie• believe that particularly for 

a people such as our own which wishes to  mai  ntain  its freedo m  . and 
to leave other people in the enjoyment of theirs, the greatest hope 

. for.our• survival lies in the development of machinery for inter-
national_ cooperation. 

"If we wish to enjoy the benefits of- such a development we must 
also accept its responsibilities. We must even be prepared to 
accept these responsibilities at a time milen the going is hard and 
when the future is by no means certain. I do not think that the 
people of this country would tolerate any other attitude on the 
part of its representatives to the United Nations. I am certain 
that we carry the support of every thoughtful Canadian in our 
determination to make every effort towards the success of this 
new experiment in international organization...." 

-30- 
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Price Decontrol Statement:  The Acting Minister of Finance announced 
Sunday night that: "Effective Monday, September 15, the Wartime 
Prices and Trade  Board  is suspending all price ceilings except 
those on sugar, meats, wheat coarse grains, the principal oils and 
fats, certain dried fruits, iron and steel and tin in primary forms. 

"At the same time all subsidies are being withdrawn on all de- 
controlled items. The principal subsidies beihg discontinued are 
the domestic subsidy on flour, and the import subsidies on cotton, 
hides and skins, corn and soya beans. 

"The Board is also revoking most of the supply and distribu-
tion control orders relating to commodities for which price ceilings 
have now been discontinued. 

Rental ceilings and eviction controls remain unchanged, and 
sugar rationing continues. 

"Complete details on all these matters are being issued today 
by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board. 

"Commodities still under price control will be decontrolled 
later at appropriate times; the general test being when supply 
conditions and prospects justify the expectation that no excessive 
or disorderly price increases will occur. It should be emphasized, 
however, that rent and eviction controls may be expected to outlive 
the ramaining commodity controls." 

The Acting Minister fbrther stated_ that -the government  haa 
. instructed the Board to maintain a careful watch an the priCes of 
decontrolled items and called particular attention to Section 8 (1) 
of the Wartime Prices and Trade Regulations which Provides that "no 
person shall sell or offer for sale or supply any goods or services 
at a price which is higher than is reasonable and just" to the 
fact that the Board has power to reimpose ceiling prices where it 
is satisfied that unreasonable and unjust price increases have 
occurred. 

Detailed Statement:  Following the announcement made Sunday by the Acting 
Minister of Finance that the majority of goods and services remaining 
under price ceiling would be removed from control, effective September 
15, Wartime Prices and Trade Board issued a detailed statement 
covering the latest decontrol move. 

The principal items remaining under control after September 15 
are as follows: sugar and edible molasses; meat and meat products; 
dried imported fruits, (currants, raisins, prunes); the more  
important oils and fats, both edible and inedible, except corn and 
olive oil; soap and soap based detergents of all kinds except, 
shampoos, shaving creams,  dentifrices,  paste hand eleanersi, soft 
soaps, liquid soaps and dry cleaners' soaps; wheat;  corse  grains, 
whole or ground; used bags; flaxseed; rapeseed; sunflower seed; 
iron and steel in primary forms; .  primary and secondary tin and 
alloys containing morè than 95 per cent tin. 

Sugar rationing is being continued and there are no changes 
in rental or eviction controls. 

(over) 



Services remaining under control are: the supplying . of meals 
with sleeping accommodation for a combined charge, except on an 
employer employee basis and those services entering into the produc-
tion of goods still under control, performed on a custom or commis-
sion basis. 

The principal groups of goods being removed from control 
include: flour; bread; peas; beans; prepared cereal products; corn 
and corn products; canned goods; all cotton, jute, sisal and 
synthetic fibres; textiles and clothing; agricultural implements; 
lumber and building products; nails, wire and fencing; household 
heating equipment; hides and leather; wood pulp. 

Prices Boardcontrols relating to transportation, warehousing 
and storage' rates are  being withdrawn at the saine time. 

All subsidies on decontrolled items are being withdrawn. 
These include domestic subsidies on flour, and the import subsidies 
on cotton, hides and leather, corn and soya beans. 

At the same time most of the supply and distribution orders 
covering the items being decontrolled are also being revoked. 
These include: limitations on the quantity of flour which could 
be supplied from any mill to the domestic market; requirement 

. respecting price tags and labelling; the standardization of 
packaging; restrictions on the weight and type of book, writing and 
specialty papers; the canning of pork and beans; the control on 
the varieties, types and qualities of paper products which could 
be manufactured; the limitation on the varieties of bakery products 
and the prohibition on the sale of sliced bread. 

The prohibition on the use of White sulphite bread--wraps 
remains in force. 

Mr. Gardiner Sworn In As Privy Council Lember:  Agriculture Minister 
Gardiner of Canada was sworn in as a member of the Privy Council 
during a week-end visit to Balmoral Castle as The King's guest, it 
was announced by Canadian Press from Balmoral 9 Scotland, Sunday. 

Saturday night'r g  Gardiner attended a council ràeetiüg along .  with 
the Duke of Gloucester, the Earl of Athlone, former Governor 
General of Canada and Joseph Westwood, Parliamentary Under-Secretary 
of State for Scotland. 

Details of the business transacted were not given in a brief 
court circular. 

Mr. Gardiner was appointed a Privy Councillor last January 29, 
but had not been previously sworn in. 

- 30 - 
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Canada's Eaternal  Trade In Jul : Total foreign trade of Canada in July 
was valued at e466,400,000, showing an increase of 32 per cent 
over the corresponding month last year, but a decrease of eight 
per cent from the June total, according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. Aggregate value for the seven months ending July was 
33,068,400,000 compared with e2,306,700,000 for.the similar period 
of 1946, an increase of 33 per cent, and slightly more than three 
und one half times as high as the seven-month average for 1935-39. 

Merchandise export trade in July was valued at 3236,600,000, 
an increase of 25 percent over last year's July total of el88,700,- 
000, but 13 per cent under the peacetime monthly high of e272,700,- 
000 for june. Total for the first seven months of this year was 
31,565,000,000 9  also 25 per cent above the same period of 1946 When 
the figure was e1,251,500 9 000. 

Value of merchandise imported in July was 3226,800,000, an 
increase of 40 per cent  over  July last year, but slightly below the 
figures for May and June this year. During the first seven months 
of this year, the aggregate value was 31,483 9 500,000, an increase 
of 42.6 per cent over the same period of 1946 and four times greater 
than the five-year pre-war average for the period. 

Foreign commodities were re-exported in July to the value of 
e3,100,000, compared with ,e3,700,000 in June and e2,600,000 in July 
last year, bringing the total for the seven months of this year to 
$19,800,000, as against e13,700 9 000 in the corresponding period of 
last year. 

Imports fram the United States in July were below the high 
levels of the three preceding months but sharply higher than last 
year, amounting to el68,884,000 as compared with 3174,669,000 in 

. June, the top figure of 3184,708,000 in May, and 3112,486,000 in 
July last year. Aggregate for the seven months ended July was 
•e1,149,822,000 compared with e730,845,000. 

Deducting Canadian goods returned (mainly military equipment), 
July imports from the United Kingdom rose from $12,092,000 last 
year to el7,688 9 000, and in the seven months from 05,860,000 to 
$101,870,000. Value of Canadian goods returned in July'this year 
was e23,000 as compared with e9,804,000 a year ago e  and for the 
seven months only $476 9 000 as against 356,930,000 last year. 

Imports from Latin American countries continued their upward 
trend in July, amounting to el3,196,000 compared with $10,348,000, 
with totals for Cuba, Guatemala and Venezuela showing the largest 
gains. The month's imports from India rose sharply from e650,000 
to e4,251,000, and from British Malaya from nil to e1,107,000. 
Imports from Australia at  • 2,434 e000 were virtually unchanged. 

Meatpackers' Strike:  An appeal by the Alberta Federation of Agriculture 
for recognition of the meatpackers' strike as a national emergency, 
emphasized the growing fear that only  Dominion-wide conciliation can 
avert the worst meat shortage in Canadian history. 

The Federation asked the Canadian Federation of Agriculture at 
Ottawa to request the Dominion Gmernment to re-open and take over 
operation of all strikebound meat-processing plants pending settle-
ment of the wage dispute between the United Packinghouse Workers of 
America (CIO) and the "big three" of the industry. (CP) 

-30- 
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Yr. Edward J. Garland Appointed:  The Prime Minister, Yx . rackenzie 
announced Thursday the appointment of Yr. Edward J. Garland as 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Canada in NOrway. 
Mr. Garland succeeds Dr. Henry Laureys who was Canadian Minister in 
both Norway and Denmark. Er. Laureys will now be Canadian Minister 
to Denmark only. 

Er. Garland was born in Dublin, Ireland, on Larch 16, 1886, 
son of Dr. and Mrs. John Garland. He received his education in 
Ireland, first at Belvedere College, Dublin, then at Trinity College, 
Dublin, where he received his Arts degree in 1909, and studied 
medicine for three years, leaving the University as Senior Sophister. 
Mr. Garland came to Canada in 1909, and was active in agricultural 
Associations. He was elected to the Canadian House of Commons in 
1921, re-elected in 1925, 1926 and 1930; 

In 1940 Mr. Garland entered the Department of External Affairs, 
and from 1940 to 1947 was Secretary of the Office of the High Commis- . 

	

	sioner for Canada in Ireland. During much of this period he was 
Acting High Commissioner. In 1946 he was Canadian delegate to the 
International Civil Aviation meeting in Dublin. 

Right Honourable  kir. Gardiner Returns: Continuation of the packinghouse 
workers' strike "may seriously affect Canada's commitments for meat 
shipments to Britain" Agriculture Minister Gardiner said Wednesday 
night on his arrival at Dorval from the British Isles. 

Mr. Gardiner who spent the night in Montreal returned from a 
tour of Europe during which he headed Canada's delegation to the 
United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization at Geneva. 

The Minister, who spent last leek-end at Balmoral Castle with 
His Majesty the King after being sworn as a Privy Councillor, aléo 
had "very satisfactory" talks with the British Government on future 
food agreements between Canada and Britain. 

Er. Gardiner said another factor threatening commitments to 
Britain this year im the poor crops in Canada. This has reduced 
considerably the amount of Wheat which Canada will bend to the 
European countries. 

As for the meatpackers strike, the Minister said that he was 
kept informed of all the developments and that he wouid take a 
hand in the matter when he reaches Ottawa. 

Discussing the general European food picture,  tir. Gardiner 
said that he visited most of the western countries. "Statistically, 
the picture is very bad, but the people on the street generally 
appear healthy," he said. 

The Minister visited Great Britain, France, Switzerland, 
Belgium, Holland, Northern, Italy and Germany. 

All these countries are anxious to buy food from Canada. 
The Dominion cannot supply them with meat because all its 

exports are taken by the commitments to Britain. 
Nr. Gardiner said he had satisfactory talks with the British 

authorities regarding a wheat agreement for 1948-49. He declined 
to say how many buShels and what prices were involved. 

(over) 



"These figures will be announced by London and Ottawa when 
the time comes," he said. "But I think everyone will be satisfied." 

The British dollar crisis has no effect on present contracts 
as the agreements provide for part payment in dollars while the 
remainder comes out of the Canadian loan to Britain. (Montreal 
Gazette) 

International Meteorological Organization:  After 6 -weeks of continual 
meetings, the 10 Technital Commissions àf tÈ; International 
Veteorolopical Organization have just concluded their Toronto 
Conference, the first world-wide weather congress in 10 years. 
One hundred and seventy nine delegates from 44 countries have met 
to reorganize international meteorology and to bridge the gap of 
the war years. Now many of the delegates are leaving for Montreal 
to attend the September 17 meeting of the Meteorological Division 
of the International Civil Aviation Organization, where co- 
ordination with ILO decisions are looked for. Other delegates 
are proceeding to Boston to participate in the annual meeting 
of the American Meteorological Society on September 18, and on 
September 22, the heads of the world's weather services will 
convene in Washington for the Conference of Directors, expected to 
last two weeks, where the Toronto and Montreal resolutions will 
come under review. Canada's delegation, headed by Andrew Thomson, 
Controller of the Canadian Meteorological Division, will include 
Dr. J. Patterson, controller emeritus, P.D. MeTaggart-Cowan and 
C.C. Boughner. The remaining delegates are returning to their hOmes 
via New York, Montreal and San Francisco. 
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Mr. St..Laurent's Statement to General Assembly: Following is partial 
text of the statement made Thursday by Right Honourable Louis S. 
St. Laurent, Secretary of St,ate for External Affairs, and leader 
of the Canadian Delegation, to the United Nations General Assembly:- 

wrhere is a growing feeling in my country, as in other.countries, 
that the United Nations, because of the experience of the Sdeurity 
Council, is not showing itself equal to the discharge of its primary 
tasks of promoting international confidence and ensuring national 
security. The Economic and Social Council is functioning successfully. 
The Specialist Organizations are doing good work, but the Security 
Council, founded on what is called the unanimity of its permanent 
members, has done little to strengthen the hopes of those who saw 
in it the keystone of the structure of peace. It has done much to 
deepen the fears of those who felt that, with the veto, it could 
not operate effectively in an international atmosphere of fear and 
suspicion, where price is allowed to take precedence over peace and 
power over reason. 

-- r- - -- "This'veto-privilege-,-attacked and defended wi th  equal vigour, 
if it continues to be abused, may well destroy the United Nations, 
because it will destroy all confidence in the ability of the Security 
Council to act internationally, to act effectively, and to abt in 
tine. There is no point in deceiving ourselves. Our peoples cannot 
be expected to accept indefinitely and without alteration, voting 
procedures and practices which, in the name of unanimity, underline 
disunity; and which reduce agreement to a lowest common denominator 
of action that in practice often means inaction. For this reason 
the Canadian Delegation warmly supports the United States suggestions 
concerning voting procedure in the Security Council. 

"Our Delegation also supports the United States proposal designed 
to extend the usefulness of the Assembly. Je think that its accept- 
ance would infuse new life and vigour into the whole organization. 

'In the concentration of attention on the vital role of the  
Security Council, it should not be forgotten that the Assembly, or a 
continuing Committee of the Assembly, can do many of the thiegs for 
which the Security Council was intended to take primary responsibility. 

- , It can discuss a dispute or situation at open public meetimes and at 
small private ,COmmittee Meetings; it can investigate by calling 
witnesses and by sending out commissions of enquiry. It can pullish 
the findings of its Committees as soon as the Security Council ceases 
to deal with a dispute or situation. The General Assenbly can make 
recommendations and can send these recomeendations to the Security 
Council or to the states concerned, or to both. The Canadian Delega-
tion sees no reason, therefore, why these functions of the Assembly 
should not be put to greater use for the solution of problems that 
are not solved elseWhere. 

"The fact remains, however, that these problems must be solved 
and that procedures and practices which obstruct such solutions must 
be Changed. This can be done by the voluntary abandonment of these 
practices; by agreed conventions or understandings which will regulate 
them; or, if necessary, by amendments to the Charter. We must hope 
that no member of the Security Council will flout clearly 'expressed 

(over) 
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" world opinion by obstinately preventing change and thus become 
responsible for prejudicing, and possibly destroying, the Organiza-
tion wiliCh is now man's greatest hope for the future. 

"Nations, in their search for peace and cooperation, will not 
and cannot accept indefinitely and unaltered a Council which liras 
set up to ensure their security, and which, so many feel, has 
become frozen in futility, and divided by dissension. If forced, 
they may seek greater safety in an association of democratic and 
peaceloving states willing to accept more specific international 
obligations in return for greater national security. Such associa-
tions, if consistent with the principles and purposes of the Charter, 
can be formed within the United Nations. It is to be hoped that 
such a development will not be necessary. If it is unnecessary, 
it will be undesirable. If, however, it is made necessary, it will 
take place. Let us not forget that the provisions of the Charter 
are a floor under,rather than a ceiling over the responsibilities 
of member states. If some  prefer to go even below that floor, 
others need not be prevented from moving upwards. 

"Two, or more, apartments in the structure of peace are 
undoubtedly less desirable than one family of nations dwelling 
together in amity, undivided by curtains or even more substantial 
pieces of political furniture. They are, however, to be preferred 
to the alternative of wholly separate structures. 

"This, you may say, is defeatism of the worst kind. It is 
not, it is merely sober realism. It is folly to deny that certain 
events of the last twelve months have weakened the position of our 
organization. It would equally be foliy to deny that a continua-
tion of this trend may cause it ultimately to collapse. 

"Our . Delegation, our Government, and our Canadian people are 
determined to do everything they can to prevent this tragic develop-
ment. Our faith and hope still shine, though now through an over-
cast of anxiety. The work of-this'Asselblyç - to-Nwhich - wepledge our 
contribution, will, we trust remove that anxiety, justify that faith, 
and heighten that hope." 

Principality of Liechtenstein:  The Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, the Right Honourable Louis St. Laurent, announced Friday 
that there had been an exchange of notes between the Governments 
of Switzerland and Canada extending most-favoured-nation treatment 
in tariff natters to the Principality of Liechtenstein. 

-  30  - 
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Peace Treaties With Italy, Roumania, Hungaru Finland:  The Department 
of External Affairs announced today that the Canadian Instruments 
of Ratification of the Peace Treaties with Italy, Roumania, Hungary 
and Finland had been deposited, thus terminating the state of war 
existing between Canada and these countries. The Instruments of 
Ratification were signed by His Majesty the King en the recommenda-
tion of the Canadian Government, after approval had been given by 
the Parliament of Canada. 	 - 
2. The Instruments of Ratification of. the Peace Treaties wi th 

 Roumania, Hungary and Finland were deposited by the Canadian Embassy 
in Moscow with the Soviet Foreign Ministry at 6.p.m., Moscow time, 
September 19th. The Instrument of Ratification of the Peace Treaty 
with Italy was deposited bY the Canadian Embassy in Paris with the 
French Foreign Office at 6 p.m., Paris time, on September 15th. The 
Peace Treaties came into force,as between Canada and each enemy 
state, on the date of the deposit of the Canadian Instrument of 
Ratification. 
3. The Instruments of Ratification executed by the enemy states 
and by the United Kingdom, the United States of America, the Soviet 
Union and France, were deposited on September 15th. 
4. The deposit of the Canadian Instruments of Ratification bri n s 

 to a close the process of peace making with the ex-Axis satellite 
states of Europe and is the final step in the procedure which, as far 
as Canada is concerned, commenced with its participation in the 
Paris Conference, July 29th to October 15th, 1946. The Treaties 
were signed by Major General G.P. Vanier, Canadian :imbassador to 
France, on February 10th, 1947. 
5. Canada is still legally in a state of war with Germany and 
Japan, with whom peace treaties have not yet been completed. 	- 

International Trade Fair:  Applications for space in Canada's Interna-
tional Trade Fair, to be held in Toronto, May 31 to June 12, 1948, 
have so far exceeded original estimates that two additional build-
ings have had to be taken over, bringing  the total amount of floor 
gpace required to house the Fair to nearly three quarters  of a 
million square feet,  'ade Fair headquarters announced Friday. 

The additional applications have come not only from Canadian 
manufacturers but as well from almost every corner of thé ,globe, 
including Great Britain, United States, Holland, China, India, 
Turkey, Switzerland, Colombia, Brazil, France, Cyprus, South India, 
Portugal, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Singapore, New Zealand, Australia, 
Central America, Norway, Italy, Denmark, Ireland, Hong Kong, Malay. 
States. 

A gpecial two-day session of the Meteorolog-
ical Division of the International Civil Aviation Organiu/uion, 
just concluded at Montreal,  has  approved "a family of codes" for 
supplying weather data for international air services. The codes 
are designed to ensure umiformity in weather reporting standards 
in all procedures in all parts of the world. (Gazette) 

(over) 
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Tribute to Fiorella H. LaGuardia:  The Prime Minister, kr. Mackenzie King, 
m2de the following statement to the Press Saturday morning. 

"There will be genuine regret in Canada, and in our Capital in 
particular, at the word of the passing of Fiorella H. LaGuardia. 

. "To Canadians, Mr. LaCuardia will be particulurly remembered 
as the first American Chairman of the Permanent Joint Board on 
Defence and as a stalwart and faithful friend of our country. 
Throughout the Whole of the freedom-loving world his name will 
alwways stand high among the champions of freedom and of human 
brotherhood. 

"In the years of his relationship with the Joint Board on 
Defence, I came to have a close association with Mr. LaGuardia 
and greatly to enjoy his friendship. Only a few weeks ago I• 

had a characteristic reply to a letter concerning his health, 
- which was cheerful and optimistic in its outlook. Ills friends 

meant very much to him and he to his friends. I shall miss him 
greatly." 

Canada at UNO General Assembly:  The Committee on Procedures and 
Organization, of which the Chairman is Er. Escott Reid, an alternate 
representative of the Canadian Delegation, on Friday completed a 
proposed new procedural code to speed the Assembly's work. 

In the first meeting of the General Assembly's fifth comnittee 
' dealing with administrative and budgetary questions, estimates of- , 

the UN budget for the next two years were presented. The Canadian 
representative on this body is Senator  Norman P. Lambert. 
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Mr. MacKinnon at Johannesburg:  Trade Minister J.A- MacKinnon and other 
members of a Canadian trade mission to South Africa arrived at 
Johannesburg Sunday night by air, according to a Canadian Press 
cable. 

The Canadians were met at the airport by S.F. Waterson, South 
African Minister for Economic Development, J.D. McGeer, Canadian 
nigh Commissioner to South Africa, and other government officials. 

Mr. MacKinnon said that since South - Africa during the first 
six months of 1947 was Canada's third largest customer "it was 
particularly gratifying" when the South African Government extented 
the invitation for the Canadian visit. 

He said Canada was most anxious to buy as well as sell. 
"We have established an import division for the first  tune in 

the history of Canada. While heretofore our trade commissioners 
were concerned mainly with the sale of Canadian goods, it is now 
their duty to find out what additional goods can be purchased 
particularly in those countries like South Africa where we have 
very substantial trade." 

Packineouse Strike: With no sign of any mutually-acceptable concilia- 
tion plan, the packinghouse workers' strike is into its second 
week of full-scale tie-up, edging Canadians gradually closer to 
the worst meat shortage in Dominion history. 

A Saskatchewan proposal that the eight strike-affected provinces 
join in naming a conciliator apparently is shelved for the time 
being. Althouph six provinces are agreed on the suggestion, Ontario's 
Premier Drew has announced his government cannot yet consider it. 
There has been no word from Prince Edward Island. (ci') 

Income Increase 17 per cent:  Total Canadian wages, salaries and sup-
plementary labor income in the first half of this year is estimated 
at e2,845,000,000, an increase of el0,000,000 or 17 per cent  over  
the saine  period of 1946, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported 
at the weekend. 

The total labor income in June is estimated at 1 497,000,000, 
an increase of ,- 14,000,000 over the estimate for May and e6,000,000 ,  

or 18 per cent above the estimated total of 4421,000,000 for June 
last year. 

_Canada Pays,Ti'ibute to Air Heroes: Church services throughout Canada 
Sunday honored the memory of the gallant men of the R.A.F. who 
fought and won the Battle of Britain just seven years ago. 

Air Force veterans of the First and Second World Wars held 
church parades and placed wreaths on cenotaphs. Sermons, many of 
them by wartime chaplains, recalled the heroism of the airmen Who 
over England turned back the savage onslaught of the Nazi Luftwaffe 
at heavy cost. (CP) 

- over - 
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Mr. St. Laurent's Statement on Death of Mr. La Guardia:  Following is 
text of statement made to the General Assembly by Right Honourable 
Louis S. St. Laurent, head of the Canadian Delegation td the United 
Nations General Assembly and Canadian Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, on the death of Fiorello La Guardia:- 

"The passing of Fiorello La Guardia is a matter of deep sorrow 
to all Canadians. He knew our country and our people almost as 
well as his own United States and he was loved by all who had the 
good fortune to meet him and work with him. 

"As Mayor of the world's largest city for a decade he aroused 
in the hearts of hundreds of thousands of Canadians who visited 
New York admiration for his boundless energy, his imagination and 
his civic courage,  in  fighting for things he believed in. When 

- in 1940 the late President Roosevelt and Prime Minister King of 
Canada arred to establish the Permanent Joint Board on Defense, 
it was Mr. La Guardia who was at once designated as Chairman of 
the United States section. From its inception and in the course 
of his work during and after the war, Mr. La Guardia missed only 
one meeting of the Board. Tl%at meeting was held only a short time 
ago and it is an indication of his stout heart that only after his 
physician said it was impossible did he inform  bis  colleagues that 
he would not be able to be present. 

"His interests were as wide as humanity itself, and in the 
relief work of UNRRA, in which Canadians were proud to be associated 
with him, he was a symbol to millions of human beings the world  over  
of a brighter future and a better world. 

"At every International Conference which he has attended he 
was a prominent and beloved figure. He would always put his views 
forward with vigour and in colourful language. There was never any 
doubt that his views on any issue were determined by his conception 
of the interests of the people of the world. 

"La Guardia's loss will be felt far beyond the bounds of his 
own country and of Canada to the frontiers of the freedom-loving 
world." 
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Defence Minister Claxton Returns: Completing his'five-day flight from 
Australia, Defence Minister Claxton was reported as saying on 
arrival at Ottawa Monday night that "it is our hope that a prelim- 

' inary conference on the Japanese peace settlement will be held 
within the next few weeks." 

He added that it also was hoped that the Japanese Treaty may 
be concluded early next year. 

Fresh from the Commonwealth talks in Canberra which considered 
questions concerning the Japanese settlement, kr. ClaXton indicated 
that the preliminary conference, which would prepare for the full-
dress peace conference, may be held in New York. 

Asked about the Japanese reparations, the Minister said "it 
is generally recognized by all the experts that the possibility of 
securing reparations from Japan is almost entirely limited to 
Japanese assets held abroad." 

Speaking of the Canberra Conference, he said it was successful 
in every way. 	 - 

"There was a brief exchange of views between the Commonwealth 
Nations on the Japanese question and the saine point of view 'was 
arrived at on all important points. 

"There Should be no difficulty in working a peace settlement 
with Japan as far as the Commonwealth is concerned. And this 
should apply to most other nations as well." 

In the interview at Rockcliffe Airdrome,  Ir.  Claxton said that 
an important development at the Canberra meeting was the presence 
of representatives from the new Indian States,. And he said "there 
was no consistent difference of opinion between these delegates and 
the other commonwealth representatives." 

Claxton said that the main lines of the Japanese settlement 
were laid down by the great powers at Yalta and .Potsdam  end thé 

, treaty would confine Japan to the four main Japanese Islands. 
- 	Japan  bas  lost all her merchant marine and no armed forces 
would be allowed at all. (CP) 

.Chief7-Justice.Appointed to Privy Council;.T:The_Prime Minister,Mr. Mackenzie 
King,'annoUnced Tuesday that y it ,  had beee,:learbed , :fro&the'United - - 
Kingdôm Gôvethmérit thét  the  King had been.graciously-pleasédto approve 
of the appointment_of the Honourable Thibaudeau Rinfret, Chief Justice' _ 	. 

, of  ,Canada, to be a member of  His  Majesty's Lost Honourable Privy Council 
for the United Kingdom. 

U.S. Honors Canadians: Nine men who took top roles in Canada's war effort 
were honored Monday with United States decorations in a ceremony 
at the U.S. Embassy. Hbn. Ray Atherton, U.S. Ambassador ,  conferred 
the awards. 

Heading the list were awards of Commander in the Legion of Merit 
to Maj.-Cen. E.G. (Bunny) Weeks, Air Marshal G.O. Johnson and Air 
Vice-Marshal Ernest W. Stedman. (CP) 

(over) 



Surplus Heralded: Federal Treasury figures for the first five months 
of the current fiscal year indicate that Finance Minister Ahbott 
may complete the year with a surplus possibly greater than the 
052,000,000 surplus for 1946-47. The fiscal year ends March 31, 
1948. 

While Finance Department officials are cautious about 
predicting the year's final outcome, one of their number said 
today he believed the surplus would be greater than the surplus 
of ,i 190,000,000 forecast by Mr. Abbott in his Budget speech last 
April 29. He felt it mould be less than .500,000,000, although 
the surplus for the first five months amounted to .à3443,699,258. 

In the first five months of the 1946-47 fiscal year the 
surplus was only i151,600,393. That figure grew to 452,000,000, 
largely as a result of e72,000,000 received from sales of surplus 
war materials by War Assets Corporation. These sales now are 
droppine off to a mere trickle. (CP) 

L.  Abbott Back in London: Finance Minister Abbott of Canada arrived in 
London Monday night by air from Dublin where he held weekend talks 
with Finance Minister Frank Aiken of Eire, a C.P. cable announced. 

U.S. Canada Discuss ArcticAir Operations: High ranking officers of the -L  

American and Canadian air forces opened a two-day conference at 
Edmonton Monday to discuss winter operations in the northwest  area  

Brit:I.-Gen. Dale V. Gaffney of Washington, D.C., member of the 
air force staff of the commanding general of the United States Air 
Forces and in charge of Arctic operations headed the American delega-
tion. 

He will confer with Air Vice-Marshall K.M. Guthrie, air officer 
commanding Northwest Air  Toimnand and other R.C.A.F. officers. 

Other American Cfficers attending the conference include Maj.- 
Gen. Archibald Old of California,in command of the Pacific wing 

' 

	

	of the 'U.S. Army Air Force Transport command and his chief of staff, 
Col. W. Jones- (CP) 

Czechoslovak Statement:  The Czechoslovak Consulate General has announced 
that, according to Czechoslovak Law No. 134 of May 15, 1946 pertaining 
to property taxes, firms and individuals awning property in 
Czechoslovakia are required to make declarations of their assets by 
October 31, 1947. 

The assets in respect of which the tax is chargeable cover a 
wide range, including land, buildings, machinery, currency, bank 
accounts, securities, insurance policies, patents, valuable metals, 
precious stones, jewelry, dbjects of art, antiques and Coin, stamp 
and other collections, etc. Returns must also be filed for claims 
arising from the confiscation of property as a result of racial or 
other legislation, war damage to property, or nationalization of 
property by the Czechoslovak Government. 

'TT 2 	‘. 	 ;.„11  
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French National Solidarity Tax:  The Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, the Right Honourable Louis S. St. Laurent, announced 
today that arrangements had recently.been concluded with the French 
authorities defining the liability of Canadian nationals and 
Canadian corporations and their subsidiaries in - France to the 
French National Solidarity Tex. This tax was imposed on French 
and foreign nationals by a French ordinance of August 15, 1945. 
It is a tax on capital and capital gains (enrichment) between June 
1, 1940 and June 4, 1945. Companies who own assets in France are 
subject to the capital tax on the value of such assets as of June 
4, 1945 0  Individuals are subject to the capital tax and the capital 
gains tax. 

The arrangements concluded with the French authorities provide 
for the exemption of certain categories of Canadian assets in France 
from the imposition of the tax. Funds brought into France after 
the liberation and before June 4, 1945 shall not be subject to the 
capital gains tax. Assets awned by Canadian nationals which 
accummlated in France before or during the war and which have the 
character of normal payments on international current account and 
do not represent transfers of capital are exempt from both the 
capital and capital gains tax. Canadians subject to the tax are 
entitled to deductions for debts contracted and payable in France 
or elsewhere under conditions as described in the French taxing 
ordinance. 

Canadian nationals who may have already made Solidarity Tax 
declarations (returns) may amend such declarations and have re- 
funded such portions of instalments of any tax paid to which they 
are entitled under the terms of the new arrangements. 

Because of the modifications which may have to be introduced 
into the t ax declarations of Canadian nationals subject to the tax, 
the French authorities have agreed to remit, as far as possible, 
penalties which might be incurred by Canadians for late declaration 
Or non-declaration as laid down in the French taxing ordinance. 

Current Manpower Picture:  The seasonal expansion of Canadian industry 
continues to cut into the supply of labour on hand. Jobs available 
at Employment Service offices now outnumber applicants for work by 
33,000. This is the most extensive labour shortage which the 
country has experienced since the end of the war. 

An uninterrupted production of goods during the past few months-- 
due to the smoother flow of materials and the lack of major industrial 
unrest--has led to a steady growth in the need for workers. As a 
result unemployment now is less then 2 per cent of the civilian 
labour force. By the beginniné of October, the general scarcity 
of labour will likely be even more acute. 

There were 84,000 unplaced applicants registered with the 
National Employment Service at September 11, 1947. Agriculture, 
transportation, manufacturing and construction industries are 
operating at or near capacity, absorbing all available workers. 
Unplaced applicants declined by 9,000 in the past month to reach 

(over) 
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a level 60,000 less than one year ago. By sex, there were 58,000 
male and 26,000 female applicants as against 65,000 and 28,000 -at 
August 14. 

Uhfilled vacancies totalled 117,000 at September 11, an up-
swing of 22,000  since August 14. Students returning to school and 
university after temporary summer employment, have left quite a 
gap, especially in the ranks of unskilled workers. BY sex, there 
wère 75,000 unfilled vacancies for men and 42,000 for women. 

The farm labour situation, always a problem at this time of 
year, is well in hand. The inter-regional movement of harvesters 
hès progressed smoothly, rith over 2,000 workers being moved to the 
'Prairies since the middle of August. The annual transfer of workers 
to the United States now is beginning in Eastern areas. 

The current dispute in the meat-packing industry is -the first 
major strike this year with Dominion-wide repercussions--in marked 
contrast to the stormy situation in 1946. 

Trade Minister at Johannesburg: Trade Minister MacKinnon of Canada said 
at- Johannesburg TUesday that the many difficulties which stand in 
the way of international trade do not hamper the commercial rela-
tibns between Canada and South Africa and it is hoped to expand 
trade between the two countries. 

Mr. MacKinnon gpàke to Johannesburg industrialists and 
commercial men representiné Chambers of Commerce ,  Industries and 
the Commercial Exchange of South Africa. 

-  30  - 
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Canberra Conference «Useful Be  orts  Mr.  Claxtonà nIt has been a profitable trip 
and wonderful experience but it is fine to get home", said Honourable Brooke 
Claxton, Minister of National Defence, on returning to Ottawa from Australia 
where he headed the Canadian delegation at the Canberra Conference on the 
Japanese peace settlement. 

Mr. Claxton said that the Conference had been useful. During its 
meetings from August 26th to September 2nd representatives of the nations of 
the Commonwealth had freely and frankly exchanged views on the terms of the 
Japanese settlement. He said he often thought it would be a good thing for 
other nations to be listening in at discussions among the free nations of 
the BritishCommonwealth. Had other nations been listening in they would 
have heard nothing with which they would have disagreed. The fact that the 
eight nations represented at Canberra shared similar views •  on most of the 
important points shows that it should be possible to wcrk out a peace 
settlement without delay. The United States took  the - initiative in asking 
the eleven nations on the Far Eastern Commission to come to a conference to 
begin work on the Japanese treaty. The next move may be further delayed by 
events at the Assembly of the United Nations. Our hope is that a meeting 
to set up the machinery to draft a treaty will be held as soon as possible, 
and preferably in New York. Many of the most controversial points in marking 
a treaty have already been dealt with in the Yalta and Potsdam agreements. 
Japan has been disarmed. Provisions assuring against future aggression could 
be speedily agreed to but the machinery for continuing enforcement may give 
rise to difficulty. However, granted the kind of attitude shown at  Canberra e  
it would be possible to complete the treaty by 1948. 

This was the first conference at which the representatives of the new 
India e  of Pakistan and Burma had bee resent and it was a honeful sign 
that they had taken an active and constructive part in our discussions. 

Adc arolloyre: Following is an extract from an address delivered to the 
Maritime Board of Trade, at Saint John, N.B., by Rt. Hon. C.D. Howe, Minister 
of Reconstruction and Supply, on september 24: 

"I know you share with me a feeling of optimism over Canada°s economic 
prospects. However, I feel that I should sound a note of warning at this 
time about the situation in regard to rising prices and its probable adverse 
effect on economic conditions next year. You are being warned of this danger 
repeatedly, but I fear that the facts brought forth to support this rarning are 
not always very convincing. I would like, therefore, to view the over—all 
'situation briefly as I see it. 

"Limited evidence is now accumulating that the first flush of post—war 
investMent is over, and that investment outlay may therefore level off in 
1948. This levelling off is already noticeable in the United States, In 
the consumer& goods market, the rate of consumption expenditures since the 
end of the war has been increasing faster than the disposable income of 
individuals. There is evidence that individuals are reducing their rates of 
savings from wartime levels. While the current rate of savings of our-citizens 
is still materially higher than before the war, it is unlikely that it will 
continue to be reduced for the sake of making income available for the 

(Over) 
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1 purchase of consumer goods. Therefore, consurœr expenditure should soon 
bear a very close relationship to current consumer income. As a result, 
a levelling off in consumer demand, can be expected next year. ECOnOnie 
conditions abroad, and our 01111 difficult foreign =Muse position, could 
also case the denand for exports. Uithoub 2urther increases in price levels, 
therefore, it  sens  fairly certain that therc will_be a General softening of 
denand next year* By a 'softening of demand' I do not mean a decrease in 
denand, but a failure of demand to continue to expand at the rates  that have 
prevailed since the ending of hostilities, a rate set, in rost cases, by the 
rate of expansion of supplies. This phenomenon is not a cause of merry, - 
and is to be expected. It represents the usine  up of purchasing power 
accunulated during the war years. Thereafter, the dynamic factors 
supporting mrosperity rust be those Generated from day to day. 

, erhere are not now the reserves of demand in the narket to tolerate 
naterial increases in prices, and if businessmen as a whole adopt the 
short-run point of vie u that they should rake windfall profits while the 
opportunity exists, they will most likely find that the opportunity does 
not in fact exist, and that they have priced thenselves out of the nerket." 

Packinghouse  Strike .Conference:  Seven provinces will be represented in Toronto 
Friday at a conference called by Ontario Premier Dreu to discuss means of 
settling the nation-wide packinghouse workers' strike and ending the threat 
of the -corst meat shortage in Canada's history* 

British Colunbia Wednesday night declined 1r. Dreu's invitation* Prince 
Edward Island has not yet announced its decision. But Alberta, Saskatcheuan, 
Lanitoba, %uebec, Ueu Brunswick und I:ova Scotia have accepted the conference 
bid* (ap) 

E=ort of Plnk Salnon: Permits for the export to any destination of pink salmon 
(fresh, frozen, salted or woked) will be issued freely as from Thursday s  
September 25, according to sirultaneous announceuents by the  xport Permit 
Branc -L, Ottawal and the Chief Supervisor of Fisheries, Vancouver. The run of 
pink salmon thus far this year ensures an adequate supply for domestic needs 
.akinc_; possible this relaxation in en-rort controls. Pernits -Jill be issued 
by H.U. Brighton, the Department of Trade and Connerce,representative in 
Vancouver. 
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Ers. George F. Pe*er: The Department of D.4ternal Affairs issued Friday the 
follauing press release. 

Mr. George F. Power of the Department of Ezterna.1 Affairs was posted 
to the Canadian E.mbassy in the U.S -.S.R in April ,  1943. While in Moscou, 
he met and married E.riss Eleanora V. KUznetseva, a ballerina. The marriage 
was perforn.ed by civil contract  on February'4, 1945, and waa solemnized 
in a Roman Catholic church a -  few days later.  I. Power left Moscow on July 
6, 1945, to return to the DepartMent of External Affairs in Ottawa. 

Mrs. Power applied for a Soviet exit visa in February, 1945, shortly 
after her marriage. This .application 113.5 refused in July, 1945. Since tb.en 
the Canadian Government approached the Soviet Government seven times on 
behalf of Mrs. Power in unsuccessful efforts to secure permission for her 
to leave the U.S.S.R. 

The first approach was made to the Soviet Government in September, 1945. 
On 'une 26, 1947, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Ridat 
HoneUrable L.S. St. Laurent, made a statement in the House of Commons outlining 
the representations made by the Canadian Government on behalf of Mrs. Power 

.up to that time. The seventh'approachIms made in July, 1947, when the 
Canadian Government reauested the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R 
to approach the branches of the Soviet Government responsible for such 
natters, in order to secure without further delay en exit .  visa for Mrs. 
Power. A reply was received from Kr« A.Y. Vishinsky, the Soviet ViCe-
Minister of Foreign Affairs, in Au.gu.st , 1947, to the effect that the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R. saw no rea.son at the present 
time to raise that question again before the coMpetent Soviet authorities. 

Information has now been reCeived that  kirs.  Power has applied to the 
. Soviet authorities for a divorce. 

British Scientists' Visit: Sir Henry Tizard, Chairroan of the Defence Research 
Advisory Committee of the British Defence Ministry, said in an interview at 
Edmonton Thursday that Britain is interested in testing rockets under cold 
weather conditions and "northern. Canada looks to be a good place for these 
tests when we want to mair.e them." 

Sir Henry 	a member of a British scientific group touring Canada «  
Other raembers are Dr. O.H. Wansbrough-Jones, a scientific advisor te the 
British War Office, and Sir Ben lockspeiser, chief scientist to the British 
Ministry. They plan leaving Edmonton tomorrow by plane for Winnipeg, 

- In an interview Sir Henry indicated he believes it possible Britain 
and the United States are the only 'countries capable of producing an atomic 
bomb. 

'Production of the atomic bomb", said Sir Henry, Chairman of the 
Defen.ce Research Advisory Comraittee of the British Ministry, "represents 
almost the highest degree of technical and scientific methods." 

He added the United States and Britain are the "most advanced" in such 
fields. 

Sir Henry arrived at Edmonton Thursday by plane from Calgary with Sir 
Ben Lockspeiser, chief scientist to the British Supply Ministry, Dr« . 0.11. 
WansbrouE,,h-Jones, a scientific adviser to the British War Office s  W.G. -Mills, 
Canada's deputy defence minister, and R.G. /:icNeill, secretary of the 
Canadian Research Defence Board. (OP) 
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'Icelandic Lekation: The Prime Minister, Mr. Mackenzie King, announces the establish-
ment of an Icelandic Legation in Ottawa and the appointment of Mr. Thor Thora  
as EnVoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Iceland in Canada. -Mr. 
Thor Thora  is the present Icelandic Minister in the United States and will have 
dual functions in Washington and Ottawa. 

Mr. Thor Thors was born in Reykjavik, Iceland, November 26, 1903. He 
received a degree in lew at the University in Reykjavik, in February 1926, and 
continued his studies in international law and economics at Cambridge University, 
England, and at the Sorbonne, in Paris. 

- 	From 1928 to 1934, he was managing director of Kveldulfur Limited, ship- 
pawners and fishing firm, while from 1934 to 1940 »  he acted inthe  saine  capa-
city-for the Union of Icelandic Fish Producers. 

The political career of the new Minister of Iceland to Canada can be summed 
up as follows: Chairman of the Icelandic Committee to the World's Fair held in 
New York  in  1939; Member of the Icelandic Parliament from 1933 to 1941; Consul 
General of Iceland in New York from August,1940, until his appointment as Iceland's 
first Minister to Washington in Novemberp 1941, a post he has held.since. 

Mr.  Thora  has represented his country at many international meetings, namely, 
the United  Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture, in Hot Springs in 1943; 
the International Aviation Conference in Chicago in 1944; the International 
Labour Organization Cenference in Montreal in 1946; and the annual meeting of 
the International Bank and Fund in Savannah, in 1946. 

He was Chairman of the Icelandic Delegation to the General Assembly of the 
United Nations, in November 1946 9  and, in August 1947, he was appointed Permanent 
Delegate of Iceland to the United Nations. 

Annual Review of  Employment: Employment in Canada as a whole was maintained during  146  
at a relatively high level although there was some falling off from the wartime 
peak, acconding to the annual review of employment and payrolls by the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. The situation was greatly affected, directly and indirectly, 
by industrial disputes, which involved many workers for lengthy periods. Scarcity 
of materials,end in some cases »  shortages of Skilled labour, continued seriously 
to hamper reconversion and other activities in certain industries and areas. On 
the other hand, the pent-up demand for commodities and services at  home and abroad 
constituted a decidely buoyant influence to counteract the unfavourable effects of 

-, slow-dawns due to reconversion operations, strikes and shortages of essential mate-
rials. As a result of these various factors, the general level of employment showed 
comparatively little change from month to month from the opening of the year until 
the summer. 

During the period, January 1 to August 1, the monthly indexes of employment 
were uniformly lower than in the same part of 1945, there being an average decline 
of 4.2 per cent in the index during these months. In the latter part of 1946, this 
situation was reversed, and the indexes for the period, September 1 to December 1, 
averaged 5.2 per cent higher than in the corresponding months of 1945. On the whole, 
hawever, the annual index in the eight leading industries showed a falling off of 
1.1 per cent from 1945; the loss from 1944 amounted to 5.4 per cent, while as com-
pared with the all-time high in 1943, there was a decline of 5.9 per cent. The 
level of activity in 1946 nevertheless continued substantially higher than in 
pre-war years, there being an increase of some 52 per cent over the 1939 index. 
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Packinghouse Strike: With the two-weeks-old wages strike of packing- 
house workers declared illegal by six provinces and with the 
Prince Edward Island Government prepared to take over that province's 
one strike-bound plant Ttlesday, 70 Charlottetown strikers announced 
flatly that they will not go back to work at their old rates. 

The PEI seizure announcement came soon after a conference of 
provincial government representatives in Toronto agreed, with 
Saskatchewan dissenting, that the strike is "illegal in that it 
violates provincial law". Prince Edward Island was represented 
only by an observer. 

Meantime, union director Fred Dowling announced that 21 
independent local unions would take strike votes this week over 
wage demands sinilar to those of UPWA locals. Affected will be 
three plants in British Columbia, one in Alberta, three in 
Saskatchewan, eight in Manitoba and six in Ontario. 

The four provinces attending the meeting of provincial govern-
ments' representatives at Toronto favored appointment of a common 
gonciliator, Hon. C. Rhodes, Manitoba Minister of Labor, said in a 
statement Sunday night. 

The four--Alberta, Saskatchewan, New Brunswick and Manitoba-- 
"expressed the view that the appointment of a common conciliator 
would be the most hopeful approach to the solution of the present 
strike". The statement added that, while British Columbia was not 
present at the conference, in view of published statements "it is 
thought likely that the Government of that province approves of 
this procedure in principle". 

In a statement issued Sunday night Labor Minister Daley of 
Ontario said that in his opinion the conference was "a great 
success. •  •a great step forward in the real interests of labor". 
He added: 

"Tailing been granted the assured legal right to organize, 
to bargain collectively and to obtain certification under provincial 
laws, organized labor now must understand as a result of this 
conference that they cannot use these laws up to the point which 
suits them and then, with utter disregard for public welfare, 
flagrantly flout the other provisions of the saine  laws by refusing 
to follow the procedure legally prescribed." 

Only one other province commented immediately on the Prince 
Edward Island action. Premier Hart of British Columbia said that 
his Government would not take over any of the strike-bound packing 
plants in that province. Ontario Labor Minister Daley declined 
comment. So did officials of the United Packinghouse Workers of 
America (CIO). (CP) 

(over) 



Mr. MacKinnon at Cape Town:  Addressing a joint meeting of the Chamber 
of Commerce and Chamber of Industries in Cape Town on M6nday, 
Hon. James A. MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Commerce, said in 
part:- 

"Canada has a keen interest in the development of a better 
balanced two-way trade. We realize, as a good business man must, 
that in order to sell we must also buy. In line with this idea 
it is a matter of some concern to us that our exports to South 
Africa are so much in excess of our imports from your country. 
We are genuinely anxious to buy more from you. 

"The Canadian Government is, I believe, the first among 
world trading countries to set up within my own Department a 
division t.uncerned exclusively with the development of imports. 
Our Trade Commissioners in Cape Town and Johannesburg mill be very 
glad to assist your exporters in developing new markets for your 
products in Canada. Cape Town has a really substantial stake in 
the development of Canadian markets for South African products in 
order to promote this two-way trade. 

"As  a positive step to the encouragement and re-establishment 
of multilateral trade our Government is  sponsoring the first 
Canadian International Trade Fair which will take place in Toronto, 
Canada, from May, the thirty-first, to June, the twelfth, next 
year. The response from world producers and manufacturers has been 
truly remarkable". 

Stocks of Wheat:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store showed a further 
sharp rise during the week ending September 18, the total standing 
at 103,479,556 bushels, an increase of 16,787,517 bushels over the 
total for September 11, according to figures compiled by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Visible on the corresponding date 
last year was 97,229,224 bushels. 

Deliveries of wheat fromfarms in the Prairie Provinces during 
the week ending September 18 amounted to 22,453,066 bushels, 
compared with 32,958,141 in the preceding week. Total for the 
first seven weeks of the current crop year was 80,143,756 buàhels, 
compared with 84,844,177 in the similar period of the crop year 
1945-46. 
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Canadian Statient in UN Social Committee:  Speaking for the Canadian 
delegation in the UN Social Committee on Monday, L. Rene Beaudoin, 
Liberal member of Parliament for Vaudreuil-Soulanges said in part:- 

"Same reference has been made in these discussions to the 
movement of labourers to Canada. In this connection, I Should like 
to make clear beyond all possibility of contradiction that no person 
has come to Canada except of his own free will. There is no means 
by which we can compel refugees to accept our hospitality, and we 
have no desire to have any men or women come to our shores except 
of their own choice. Moreover, we are fully aware of the shortage 
of labour which exists in eastern European countries. We have not.taken 
and shall not take any steps to discourage the repatriation to their 
places of origin of all persons who are willing to accept repatria- 
tion. If there are Ukrainians or other workers in Displaced Persons 
Camps who will return freely to the fields and forests of Eastern 
Europe, we earnestly hope that they will do so. Countries of origin 
are welcome to every refugee who will accept repatriation willingly, 
provided meither force nor guile are used to influence individual 
decisions. 

"I can go further, Er. Chairman, and say that as far as Canada 
is concerned, residents of my country, either refugees or other-
wise, are, under the laws of Canada, at perfect liberty to leave 
Canada tomorrow and to go and live in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 
Republic for instance, or in any other part of the world. Indeed, 
within the past two years, representatives in Canada of U.S.S.R. 
'and of Yugoslavian interests have gone about freely on Canadian ,  soil 
and gathered together groups of people of European origin whom they 
have led back to the U.S.S.R. or Yugoslavia. Not only have these 
persons been free to go, they have also been allowed to carry with 
them the resources, money and machinery, which they had gècumulated 
on Canadian territory. 

"There has been some talk here, Mr. Chairman, of slavery in the 
forests of Canada. Will my Ukrainian colleague tell me that I could 
go freely into the Ukraine and ask people to emigrate to Canada; and 
even if I were permitted to organize such a migration,  would the 
persons whom I persuaded to migrate be permitted to bring with them 
to my country idhatever possessions they may have managed to accumulate 
in the Ukraine? Uhtil my Ukrainian colleague can give me such assur-
ances, he has little right to come here and talk of slavery in Canada. 
No refugee, of Ukrainian origin or otherwise, is enslaved in the 
forests of my country and anyone who doubts this fact is at liberty 
to go there and -see for himself. I invite my Ukrainian colleague to 
do so and_until he has madeiais observations, we should hear less in 
this Committee of slavery. 

"There has been some talk also about refugees being exploited in 
the labour market of Canada. Er. Chairman, the labour conditions in 
my country are open to examination at any time. As far as refugees ' 

are concerned, they have been assured the right to work in Canada at 
prevailing rates of wages and under existing labour regulations. 
Those regulations are established in a free labour market in which free 

(over) 



labour unions have the right to organize. In return for the assur- 
ance of employment, the refugees have in  some  cases entered into 
agreements to do work which has been offered them for stated periods 
of a short duration. It is nothing new in history for men to enter 
into agreements to undertake specified work in return for certain 
remuneration. Such agreements are a matter of everyday practice. 
They have the force only which the law gives to any contract amongst 
citizens. They do not impose a form of servitude nor do they 
establish inferior working conditions. I  am sure  that my Ukrainian 
colleague will not wish me to enter here Ilpon a comperison, in 
tarins of /Yurchasing izr`ower or in terms of freedom of 'movement, of the 
conditions of labour of refugees in Canaua and in other countries. 
I would, however be quite happy to haVe such a comparison made. 

"It is a sad reflection, however, that the fortunes of these 
unhappy 	Should become the occasion for controversy in the 
United Nations.. We regard them as genuine refugees, cast adrift 
by the flood of war which has overtaken their homelands, torn . from 
their moorings, without hope except as new limes can be found for 
them. We are not ar:Uous to complicate the social and economic 
riattern of our own dommunity by introducing more persons than we 
can take care of, but within.our means we tare endeavouring to 
respond to appeals which have been made on behalf of these refugees.“ 

Newfoundland Discussions:  External Affairs Minister St. Laurent stated 
Monday night that the Newfoundland delegation discussing possible 
union terms with Canada will leave for St. John's today without any 
specific terms. 

At a press conference following the conclusion of the union 
discussions, Mr. St. Laurent said that no specific terms under which 
the island might enter confederation would be laid down until there 
is a full representation in the Cabinet. 

He said it was unfortunate that Hon. Frank Bridges, former 
Minister of Fisheries, died while the discussions werenin progress. 
Ris  successor Milton Gregg, V.C. now was standing as Liberal 
dandidate in the byelection for the New Brunswick constituency of 
York-Sunbury.. 

When the Cabinet agreed on terms which each and every Minister 
felt might be recommended to Parliament they would be forwarded to 
the Governor General of Newfoundland, Sir Gordon Lacdonald. Then 
arrangements for_release of the terms would be made simultaneously 
in Ottawa and St. John's. 
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Mr. Ilsley's Statement at UN Assembly:  The following statement was made 
by the Right Hon. James L. Ilslèy, to the United Nations General 
Assembly, on the election of Canada to the Security Council, Tuesday, 

. September 30:- 
"The Canadian Delegation is deeply conscious of the new 

responsibilities which Canada will assume by virtue of our election 
today to the Security Council. Before the Assembly met, the Canadian 
Government made known its willingness to accept the duty of member-
ship on the Security Council, should we be chosen for that office. 

"We made this decision because Canada whole-heartedly supports 
the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter. We 
believe that security and peaceful progress éan best be obtained  for 
the  peoples of the world through!an effective international organiza- 
tion. If we are to enjoy the benefits of such an organization, we 
must accept its responsibilities. That we are prepared to do. 

"We are glad that other members of the United Nations have 
agreed in such large numbers to confer this charge upon us and we 
thank them for this expression of confidence. 

"Two world wars within a single generation have found Canada at 
the side of freedom-loving peoples in the struggle against aggressive 
and evil forces. The people of Canada wish now to play an equally 
constructive role in the peace. This is the objective which we shall 
keep steadily before us in fulfilling our duties as a member of the 
Security Council." 

Office of the Governor General:  The Prime Minister,  Vire  Mackenzie King, 
announced today that new Letters Patent governing the office and 
appointment of the Governor General of Canada had been signed by 
Eis Majesty the King on September 8, 1947, and countersigned by the 
Prime Minister of Canada. The new Letters Patent (the principal 
document relating to the office of Governor General) come into force 
on October 1 9  1947 9  and will supersede on that date the existing 
Letters Patent of 1931 (as amended in 1935) and the Royal Instruc-
tions of 1931 0  

The Royal documents relating to the office of Governor General 
had not undergone a careful revision since 1931. The Canadian 
Government accordingly recommended to His Majesty the issuance of 
new Letters Patent consolidating the former documents and bringing 
them up to date. 

Apart from textual alterations designed to bring the new Letters 
Patent into line with constitutional developments and practices in 
Canada and within the Commonwealth, the principal alterations may 
be summarized as follows: 

(a) By the introductory words of Clause 2 of the new Letters 
Patent, the Governor General is authorized to exercise, 
on the advice of Canadian Ministers, all of His Majesty's 
powers and authorities in respect of Canada. This does 
not limit the King's prerogatives. Nor does it necess-
itate any change in the present practice under which 
certain matters are submitted by the Canadian Government 
to the King personally. However »  when the new Letters 

(over) 



Patent come into force, it will be legally possible for 
the Governor General, on the advice of Canadian Ministers, 
to exercise any of the powers and authorities of the Crown 
in respect cf Canada, without the necessity of a sub-
mission being made to His Majesty. (The new powers and 
authorities conferred by this general clause include, 
among others, Royal Full Powers for the signing of treaties, 
Ratifications of Treaties, and the issuance or Letters 
of Credence for Ambassadors). There will be no legal 
necessity to alter existing practices. However, the 
Government of Canada will be in a position to determine, 
. n  any prerogattve matter affecting Canada, Whether the 

. submission should go to His Majesty or to the Governor 
General. 

(h) The new Letters Patent revoke and supersede the existing 
Letters Patent and the existing Royal Instructions. The 
Royal Instructions have been incorporated in the new 
Letters Patent 'Which have been issued under the Great 
Seal of Canada. 

No new Commission of Appointment will be issued to Vlscount 
Alexander, the former Letters Patent having been revoked "without 
prejudice to anything having been done lawfully thereunder". More- 
over, Viscount Alexander's present Commission is a continuing one 
expressed to be subject to the existing Letters Patent "or any other 
substituted for the same". 

An appropriate Proclamation will, as required by Clause XVI of 
the new Letters Patent, be published today in the Canada Gazette. 

Annexed to this statement is a copy of the new Letters Patent, 
with appendices giving the text of the documents in force prior to 
October 1 , 1947. 

Petsamo Nickel Mines:  Canada bas  agreed to an extension of 15 months in 
the period in which the Soviet Union is to complete payments of 
$20,000,000 in United States dollars as compensation to the Canadian 
Government for expropriation of the Petsamo nickel mines, formerly 
in Northern Finland and now in Russian territory. 

The Department of External Affairs released Wednesday the text 
of the Supplementary Protocol to the Protocol of October 8, 1944, 
regarding the payment of compensation by the Soviet Government to 
the Canadian Government for the :Petsamo Nickel mines. The Supple-
mentary Protocol was signed on September 29, 1947, at 11.30 a.m. by 

_ Mr. Laurent Beaudry, Acting Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, for the Government of Canada, and by Mr. M.V. Degtiar, 
Charge d'Affaires a.i0 of the Soviet Embassy, for the Government 
of the U.S.S.R. 
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Canadas  Population Over 12,500,000:  Canadas-population bas  been 
boosted C.-  z the 12 9 500 9 000-mark by a population gain of 275 9 000 
between *Time 1, 1946 9  and June 1, 1947. 

This was disclosed Wednesday by the Dominiœ Bureau of 
Statistics, which estimated the June 1, 1947,popu1ation at 12,582,000 
compared with a population of 12 9 307 9000 on the corresponding date 
of 1946. The gain in the year waà the largest numerical increase 
for any year since Confederation. 

The increase since the last Dominion-wide census was  taken in 
1941 was 1 9 075 9 000, a gain of more than nine percent. All provinces 
except Prince Edward Island showed higher population figures in 1947 
than they did in 1946. The Island's population remained unchanged 
at 94,000. 

Population of Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia made the 
largest gains. Ontario's population rose 88 0 000, Quebec 82,000 and 
British Columbia's 41 9 000 0 Alberta showed a gain of 19,000, Manitoba 
an increase of 16,000 and Saskatchewan an increase of 9,000. New 
Brunswick's population rose 11,000 9  and that of Nova Scotia by 
9,000. 

Estimated population by provinces (totals for the preceding 
year in parenthesis): Prince  Edwurd Island, 94,000 (94,000); Nova 
Scotia, 621,000 (612,000); New Brunswick,  491,000 (480,000); 
Quebec, 3,712,000 (3,630,000); Ontario, 4,189,000 (4,101 0 000); 

• Manitoba, 743,000 (727,000); Saskatchewan, 842,000 (833,000); 
Alberta, 822,000 (803,000); British Columbia, 1,044,000 (1,003,000). 
Estimates for the Yukon and Northwest Territories were 8,000 and 
16,000, respectively. (CP) 

Canada-U.K. Wheat Contract: A wheat price of $2.00 per bushel for the 
third year of the Canada-United Kingdom'wheat contract has been 
agreed upon by the governments of Canada and the United Kingdom. 

The price, basis in store Fort William, Port Arthur, Vancouver 
or Churchill for Number One Northern Wheat, applies to 140 million 
bushels of wheat to be sold to the United Kingdom in the 1948-49 
crop year under the terms of the contract which require that the 
price for the third year be 'negotiated and settled not later than 
December 31, 1947,9  the Prime Minister has announced. 

In the negotiations which took place during the past month 
both parties recognized the obligation contained in Clause 2 (b) 
of the Agreement, Which requires that in settling the price to be 
paid in the last two years of the Agreement period regard should 
be had to the difference in the first two years between the world 
prices and the Agreement price. Having in mind the magnitude of 
the Agreement and thé long term security Which it provides, a 
precise arithmetical calculation of the difference•in price was 
not suggested. The Government is satisfied that the considerations 
which have prompted the United Kingdom Government to offer and the.  
Canadian Government to accept a price of  42.00 a bushel for 1948- 
49, will apply, fully and in the same spirit, in the negotiations 
for the settlement of the prices to be paid in 1949. The negotia-
tions for this purpose are to take place before the end of 1948. 

(over) 



Er. St. Laurent's Statement:  Following is text of a Statement by the 
Right Honourable Louis S. St. Laurent on the occasion of the 
election of Canada to the Security Council of the United Nations. 

"Canada's election to the Security Council of the United 
Nations confronts the Government and people of Canada with new 
and grave responsibilities. During the years 1948 and 1949, the 
Government will be faced, as never before, with the necessity of 
making decisions on the major questions affecting the peace and 
security of the world. Many of these questions will arise tram 
situations having their origins far from our shores. At first 
glance these might not appear to affect directly the interests of 
the Canadian people. In so far, however, as these far away events 
are factors in world security, they are of first importance to the 
future of this country. 

"During our tenure of office on the Council we shall be obliged 
to play our part in trying to settle international disputes many of- s  
which ar_ complicated by differences between the Great Powers. One 
has only to read the front page of any nefflpaper today to realize 
the magnitude of the job to which we are about to put our hands. 

"Canada will be one of the eleven states on which will rest 
the main responsibility for oyercoming the obstacles on the road to, 
a just and lasting peace. We shall have to stand up and be counted 
before the eyes of a hopeful morld. 

"A. year ago the Canadian Government made known to its fellow 
Eembers of the United Nations the cardinal principle which it 
considered should determine the actions of a member of the Security 
Council. We maintained that each member shculd exercise its rights 
and responsibilities not in its awn special national interests, but 
for the good of the United Nations as a whole, and the peoples of 
the world the United Nations represents. The States which yesterday 
elected Canada on a first ballot knew that this was our conception 
of the duty of 'a member of the most important executive organ of the 
United Nations. To the utmost of our ability and in full conscious- 
ness of the weaknesses of the machinery with which we will have to 
deal, Canada undertakes to live up to this principle and to try to 
justify this trust. 

"Under the terms of the Charter, the Security Council is 
organized so as to be able to function continuously. Each member , 

is, therefore, to be represented at all times at the headquarters 
of the United Nations. This will involve the appointment by the 
Canadian Government of a permanent representative living in New 
York. The experience of other non-permanent members of the Council 
has shown that our representative will need the assistance of at 
least six experienced officers of the Department of External Affaire, 
together with an adequate  den cal staff. At the same time, me shall 
have to strengthen the Division of my Department which deals with the 
problems of the United Nations. Reports from Canadian diplomatic 
missions abroad will become increasingly important and will have to 
be widened in scope to give us up-to-date information on which to base 
considered and independent judgments. All this will be an added burden ,  
on a Department of Government which is already carrying a heavy load. 

"It is now more important than ever that the people of Canada 
understand the serious obligations and responsibilities whiCh this 
country. accepted when it signed the Charter of the United Nations. 
Our election to the Security Council brings us face to face with the 
heaviest of these responsibilities. 
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Mr. Beaudoin's Statement:  The following is text of a statement delivered 
by Mr. L.R. Beaudoin, M.P., Member of the Canadian Delegation to 
the Second Session of the General Assembly'of the United Nations, 
before the UN Social and Humanitarian Committee, Thursday afternoon, 
October  2:- 

,1I regret having to take the time of the Committee again, but 
I feel that I must correct in a very few words at least one  of the 
errors in regard to my country which has been put on the record here. 
A false and misleading statement has been made that wamen Who have 
emigrated to Canada from DP camps are prevented by a contract from 
marrying. This statement is 100 per cent false. I desire to state 
emphatically that any immigrant, Polish, Ukranian or otherwise, who 
comes to Canada is under the law of Canada at liberty either to 
remain single or to marry as he or she wishes, so long as the mar-
nage  laws Which apply to all persons equally, citizens or aliens, 
are observed. 

"My Ukranian colleague himself pointed out that the action of 
Mr. Ludger Dionne, a Canadian Member of Parliament, in bringing 100 
Polish girls from European Displaced Persons Camps to Canada, has 
been thoroughly and fully discussed in the Parliament and press of 
Canada. 

"We are proud that this discussion could take place. It 
revealed that these girls enjoy working and living conditions and 
wage scales which generally apply to any persons similarly employed 
in Canada and that they are not in any way denied either their right 
to marry or any other human right. I may assure my Ukranian colleague 
that if he wishes to visit Canada and propose marriage to one of these 
girls, and if he is accepted by the girl of his choice, he.may marry 
her and take her  home  on the next boat. 

"This freedom is in sharp contract with the situation created 
by marriage laws which have recently been adopted in the USSR. 
Under these laws it appears that no alien resident of the USSR is 
permitted to marry a Soviet citizen. Not only that, but, as we 
have found from the unhappy experience of a member of our own 
diplomatic service who served in Moscow, a Soviet woman who had married 
a foreigner before this law-had been passed would not be permitted to' 
emigrate to join her husband. 

"Since my Ukranian colleague has raised this question, I wish 
to say that it may be advisable to examine in the Human Rights 
Commission this denial of a fundamental human right, which to some 
of us, more especially those of us who are husbands, is also a 
fundamental human happiness." 

Mr. George Spence Appointed:  The Prime Minister, Mr. Mackenzie King, 
announced Thursday that Mr. George Spence, of Regina, at present 
Director of the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation  Administration ,  had 
been appointed a Canadian Member of the International Joint Com-
mission. At the same time Mr. King announced that Mr. J.E. 
Perrault, E.G., who is already a Member of the Commission, had 
been designated Acting Chairman of the Canadian Section. 



)fr.  George Spence has been Director of the P.F.R.A. since 
1937. Prior to 1937, Mr. Spence was in public life, as a 
Member of the Saskatchewan Legislature from 1917 to 1925; a 
Member of the House of Commons in 1925 and 1926; and a Member of 
the Legislature of Saskatchewan again from 1926 to 1937. He 
served as Minister of Highways of Saskatchewan from 1926 to 1929; 
and Minister of Public Works from 1934 to 1937. 
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RailJgorkerS Threaten Strike: DelegateS representing 150,000 railways 
- 	Maintenance workers throughOUt - the  Dominion on -FridaY -directed 

strike action, if necessary, tO obtain wage increases of 34 cents 
an-hour and two weeks annual holidays with pay. 

The  decision was taken at a convention of delegates at..: 
Winnipeg representinglnvision eour, Railway Employes Department 
of the  American Federation of Labor. The division represents all 
maintenance employes departments of all Canadian railrdilds. 

The convention directed that a conference of all general chair-
men of the 18 organizations represented be called to serve 30-days' 

. notice to railway managements in the Dominion of its demand for an ,  
increase. (CP) 

1,700 Mile Mercy Flight: Well within the Arctic Circle, four parachutists 
will descend through far Northern skies Saturday to climax a 1,700- 
mile mercy flight to the bedside of a Church of England missionary. 

Now at Coral Harbor,t1 three hour flight from Moffatt Inlet on 
lonely Southampton Island, where Rev. Canon John H. Turner lies with 
an accidentally-discharged bullet lodged in his bead, the compact, 

, 

	

	well-equipped little team tonight made its last preparations for 
tomorrow's drop, 400 miles north of the*Arctic Circle. 

Capt. Ross Willoughby ,  army doctor; Capt. Guy d'Artois, Montreal 
parachutist veteran of leaps into German-occupied France during the 
war, and Signals Sgts. H.C. Cook and W.W. Judd reached core  Harbor 
today from Churchill where they spent Thursday night after flying 
from 'Winnipeg. (GP) 

To Encourage Pension Funds:  'Premier Duplessis announced Friday night 
the Quebec Government will grant taxation exemption under provincial 
laWe to employers on the amounts they devote to the establishment of 
pension funds for their employes. (CP) 

Canadian 1.1:91; Stocks: Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit 

	

in 	_a âmerican at midnight on September 25 amounted to 105,843, 
532 ,Jushels as compared with 103,696,166 on September 18 and l0?,-
024,607 on the corresponding date last year, according to the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

	

, 	 . 	 . 
Car rOadings:  Car loadings on Canadian railways for the week ended 

September 27 increased to 83,563 from 81,344 for the previous week 
and 79,706 for the corresponding week last year, according to figures 
releàsed by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
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Merchandise Exports in  • August: Merchandise export trade of Canada in August 
was valued at $221 9 300 9 000 9  showing a decline of 6,5 per cent from the 
July total of $236 9 600 9 000 9  and a decrease of 8,9 per cent from the 
August 1946 figure of $242 9 700 9000 when exports reached a high point for 
the year, according to figures released by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. Aggregate value for the first eight months of this year was 
$1,786 9 300 9 000, an increase of 16,4 per cent over last year's corresponding 
total of $1 9494 9 200 9000. 

Exports to countries of the British Empire during August were valued 
at $100.i340 9000 a decrease of about five per cent fram,last year's August 
total of $105 9 653 9000. Eight-month aggregate at $756 98. 9000 9  however 9  
was 31 per cent ahead of last year's corresponding total of $577,143 9000. 
August exports to foreign countries were valued at $120 9 957 9000 compared 
with $137 9032,000 a year ago, a decline of 12 per cent, while the total for 
the eight-month period was $1 9029 9 526,000 compared with $917 9022,000 in the 
like period of 1946 9  an increase of 12 per cent. 

Exports to the United States in August rose to $81 9408 9 000 from 
$74 9 961 9000 a year ago 9  bringing the eiet-month total to $645,521 9000 as 
against $546 9 161 9000. 

British Army Officer& Visit: Three senior British Army officers will visit 
Canada from October 20 to 28 to confer with Canadian Army heads and visit 
military points of interest. They are: Major General Sir Arthur A.Bi. Dowler, 
KBE, CB, Director of Infantry 9  the War Office; Brigadier Mold. Alston-
Roberts-West, DSO »  Commandant of the School of Infantry in the United Kingdom; 
and Lieutenant Colonel J.0. Crewe-Read, GS° I, Directorate of Infantry, 
War Office. 

Arctic Mercy Flight:  Canon John H. Turner was alive »  but believed in serious 
condition when four paratroopers dropped from Arctic  skis  neer  bis  lonely 
mission at Moffat Inlet, 560 miles north at here, to bring medical aid to 
the Church of England clergyman 9  szys a Canadian Press despatch from Coral 
Harbor, Southampton Island. 

The mercy flight, which started fromEivers, Man., last Thursday, 
reached its climax Saturday when Capt. Ross Willoughby, an Army doctor, 
and three other Army men parachuted  trou an RACF Dakota aircraft to a lake 
six or seven miles from the mission where Canon  Turner,  his wife and their 
two children are the only white inhabitants. 

Dominion Drama Festival: The 1948 Dominion drama festivarwill be held at 
Ottawa the we-k -de April 26 9  it was deeded at an executive meeting of the 
DDF here at the week-end. The executive also set dates for the regional 
elimination festivals starting in the Maritimes January 12. 
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Ur. Tucker's Statt_ueat at U.N.: .%)eaking in the Economic Committee of the United 
. Nations on Monday, Ur. Walter A. Tucker, Canadian Representative, said in 
part:- 

"Canadians subscribe to the belief that prosperity, like peace, is 
Indivisible. The truth of this has again been brought home to us by our 

. present position. By some economic criteria Canadians are fortunate. 
Our people  by energetic efforts have been able to maintain our standard at 
living, and at the sa  ne time to grant substantial amounts of relief to 
countries devastated by war. We have been able to extend large credits to 
western European and other countries to enable them to obtain food and 
supplies from Canada. Production and employment are at high levels; 
external trade is at its highest peacetime level. But in spite of this 
We, in common with so many other countri es, have a serious exchange proLtm. 
It arises from the heavy deficit that cannot be covered today as it' was in 
the past mainly by the surplus in our trade wtth the rest of the world. 
These countries cannot now, as they could in the past, furnish us with the 
exchange to make good this deficit. Unless Europe again becomes prosperous, 
our present high level of prosperity, so largely dependent on trade, cannot 
last. 

"Ut must then,..having in mind both the good of our world neighbors 
and that of our own country, welcome the constructive approach of the 
Marshall  plan, as we understand it. It seems-to us to hold out the promise 
of a multilateral solution of the economic problems of Europe, to offer 
the hope of correcting the unbalance in the commercial relations of many 
countries, including our own, and; in solving the problems of some, of 
solving the problems of all. 

"Ut are indeed like mountain climbers. We are roped together by 
economic ties. But economic ties cannotbe cut like a rope. We cannot, 
even if we were so inhuman as to be «willing to do so, drop into the abyss 
the climbers who have momentarily lost their footing. The economic ties 
of this hemisphere with Europe, cannot be severed. We must rise together 
or we ihall fall together. 

"In regard to the resolution introduced by Poland, the Canadian 
Delegation endorses the general principle of the economic interdependence 
of European countries. Indeed we would ddfurther and emphasize the 
economic interdependence of all Countries if the highest possible measure 
of development and well-being is to be attained. My delegation also 

,-, endorses- the desirability of international action preferably through the 
United Nations • But this does not mean that the veto or refusal to cooperate 
by any nation or group of nations can be permitted to prevent other nations 
or gromp of nations from promoting the principles, ideals and objectives of 
the Chartêro The peoples of the world, who are ready to cooperate are 
determined that they will not be thwarted by opposition,or non-cooperation 
from any one nation or group of nations, whether by the use of the veto or 
otherwise. They will have action. 

nAgain I say that the Canadian Delegation would prefer to see suCh 
action taken within the United Nations. But, we think it is better to have 
action out aide the framework of the United Nations than to have no action 
at all, The Tesources of the wcrld if intelligently,  developed, utilized 
and distributed, are suffiéient to banish much of the privation and misery 
now prevailing in so many parts of the world. In this field we can work 
together and we  lift end to'work together." 

( Over ) 



-2 

Mr. Ilsley's Address: Mr. James L. Ilsley, Acting Leader of the Canadian Delegation 
to the United Nations, told the Political Committee Monday that Canada mulct 
support the  United States proposal to put a special U.N. watching commission 
on the Greek-Balkan borcer (CP - text later) 

Indian Health Services: To care for the growing work of Indian health services the 
Civil Service Commission has appointed two assistant directors, Dr. W.L. 
Falconer and Dr. H.A. Procter, both of Ottawa, the Minister of National 
Health and Welfare, Hen. Paul  Martin, announced Tuesday. 

Under the direction of Dr. P.E. Moore, head of Indian health services, 
Dr. Falconer will be responsible for medical treatmant services for 	 • 

approximately 125,000 Indians and 7,000 Eskimos in all parts of Canada while 
Dr. Procter will handle administrative problems connected with the 
directorate's hospitals, nursing stations and field health services. 

General Marshall-Honored at McGill: rwenty-five years after attending a similar 
ceremony at Montreal  for  General John Pershing • State Secretary Marshall 
of the United States returned to McGill University Monday to receive an ' 
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws. (CP) 

Major-General Williams' Visit: Major-Genere W.D.A. Williams, CB, CBS, Director 
of Movements at.the British War Office, at present visiting the United 
States,  will make a brief trip to Ottawa on October 10. He will be 
accompttnied by Mrs. Williaàs and Lt. Col. A.W. Henderson at the British 
Army Staff, Washington. 
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Mr. Ilsley's Statement at UN: Following is partial text of the statement 
on the Greek Border situation made on October 6, in the Political 

. 	Committee by the Rt. Ion. J.L. Ilsley, Member of the Canadian Delega- 
tion to the General Assembly of the United Nations:- 

"In view of the serious situation which has been shown to exist 
in the Balkan Peninsula, the Canadian Delegation considers that the 
Assembly àhould take action immediately towards the maintenance of 
peace and security in that area. We do not, however, consider that 
the resolution submitted by the Soviet Delegation, insofar as it is 
based on mere counter charges against the Greek Government, contributes 
towards the solution of the problem. 	. 

"We have come to the conclusion therefore that we ààould support 
the operative parts of the United States resolution and especially the 
proposal to establish a special committee. 

"we have, however, been impressed by the amendment put forward by 
the French Delegation to paragraph 3 and 4 of the preamble to that 
resolution and by the argument that what is required now in respect 
to -this unhaggy business is conciliation rather than condemnation, 
prevention rather than punishment, a forward rather than backward 
look.  

"There can be no doubt that a situation which endangers the 
peace exists on the northern borders of Greece. This is the very 
kind of problem envisaged in article 14 of the Charter which empowers 
the Assembly to recommend measures for the peaceful adjustment of a 
situation which it deems likely to impair the general welfare or the 
friendly relations among naiions. The question is whether all parties 
will accept the establishment of a special committee and cooperate in 
its work. We were glad to learn that the Greek Government is prepared 	• 

to do so and we join in the appeal in this sense which has been made 
. to Greece's neighbors to give similar assurances. Agreement along 
these lines would make it possible for the United States Delegation 
to incorporate in its resolution the amendment contained in the French 
motion. The United States Delegation has already offered to do so and 
the resolution before us would, with this change, become the joint 
proposal of both the United States and France. 

"If, however, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Albania refuse to accept 
this special committee and undertake to cooperate in its wcrk, great 
doubt would arise as to the willingness of these three States to reach 
a peaceful solution of the problem and the case for the acceptance ef 
the United States proposal ln its original form would then be compelling, 
and we would be prepared to support it." 

over) 



Packinghouse Workers° Strike: Plans of the four western provinces and 
Ontario and New Brunswick to initiate conciliation proceedings in 
the Dominion-wide strike of packinghouse workers were halted 
Tuesday with the announcement by Premier T.C. Douglas of Saskatchewan 
that Leonard W. Brockington of Ottawa, the proposed conciliator, 
had proved unacceptable to the packinghouses. 

Mr. Douglas said the provinces would submit another name to 
the packinghouses and the striking workers, members of the United 
Packinghouse Workers of America (CIO) and he hoped the new nominee 
would be acceptable to both parties. 

"It was unfortumate that the companies rejected Mr. Beockington, 
since he had been the choice of the provinces and acceptable to the 
union," e9 4_d Ur. Douglas. "I am sure he would have handled the 
matter with fairness and dispatch." 

The four western provinces agreed to suggest a joint conciliator 
to mediate the dispute after a conference of provincial labor 
ministers in Toronto, and subsequently were joined by Ontario and 
New Brunswick. (CP) 

U.S. Newsprint Committee:  Premier Drew of Ontario Ttlesday night in 
Toronto described as "extremely ill-advised" the present attempt 
by a United States grand jury to subpoena records of Canadian 
companies in its investigation of newsprint shortages. 

"I would be extremely disappointed if any company in this 
country complied.mdth a subpoena to produce its records in the 
United States. I would expect any American to be equally disappointed 
if any company in his country complied with similar demands should 
they ever be made in connection with proceedings instituted in this 
country under our anti-combine laws against companies carrying on 
business in the United States." 

The Premier made the statement in an address prepared for 
,delivery to - a dinner given. for- the'Committee'on Newsprint , ofthe 
United States House of Representatives, American publishers and 
members of, the Canadian industry, now  meeting  in Toronto in round-
table conference. 

Mr. Martin on I.T.O.:  Speaking at the Canadian Chamber of Commerce 
annual convention dinner in Quebec City Tuesday night, Homo Paul 
Martin, Minister of National Health and Welfare, spoke in part as 
follows of the International Trade  Organization: 

"The minds of all men are today concerned with the immediate 
pressing problems which have been raised by the economic crisis in 
the United Kingdom, Europe, and elsewhere. Even now, new restrictions, 
and further trade cuts are taking place. While we are busy writing 
the laws of multilateralism, the world is drifting into the dangerous 
waters of economic nationalism, tradé blocs and uneconomic bilateral 
deals. Is it realistic to expect any success from our efforts in 
the present situation? The current problems are urgent problems and 
fraught with great danger. We cannot under-estimate them. But, 
gentlemen, here we must maintain our perspective and make balanced 
judgment. 	 , 

"It was never intended that the I.T.O. would solve our present 
transitional difficulties. It is basically an effort to provide the 

- long-term solution to our economic ills once some normalcy and 
equilibrium has been restored. Unless a sound groundwork is laid 
for the future all  the  palliatives and emergency measures will come 
to nought. The I.T.O. provides such a groundwork. The present 
problems are great problems and they can and must be solved. But 
it is equally true that unless they are met by bold and courageous 
action, along the lines envisaged by the MarshalLPlan, the tremendous 
effort to establish a new order in international trade and create 
better conditions for the future will have been in vain." 
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Er. St. Laurent's Quebec City Address  The following is partial text 
of the address made on October 7 9  1947, at a meeting of the Chamber 
of Commerce at the Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, by the Right Honourable 
L.S. St. Laurent, Secretary of State for External Affairs. 

"...It requires no extensive  research  to enable one to come to 
the conclusion that things are not going well with the United Nations. 
The attitude of our Russian friends, though perhaps not surprising, 
has certainly been disappointing, one might almost say exasperating. 

"I have said that it was not surprising because it has been from 
the very first stubbornly consistent. At the International Conferences, 
while the Mtr was on, it appeared quite natural to Stalin that all the 
important decisions be made by himself, by Churchill and by Roosevelt. 
When Er. Churchill and Er. Roosevelt suggested a United Nations 
organization, Ur. Stalin agreed, but stipulated that the organization 
would have nothing to do with the peace terms to be imposed upon our 
former enemies and these terms would be determined by the foreign 
ministers of the big three, which might become the big four if France 
joined them. - He also stipulated that the United Nations would only 
act through a Security Council and that no important decision in the 
Security Council could be made without the concurrence of his 
representatives Le0  that each of the big powers would have an absolute 
veto. 

"When the rest of us signed the United NationsCharter at San 
Francisco we had to accept these conditions and we did accept the& 
after it had been stated by representatives of the big powers,_in 
the presence of the Russian delegates, that no one of them would use 
his right of veto except in the interest of the United Nations as a 
whole. Since then, the Russian representatives have used it ova' 
twenty times and, as a consequence, they have made the Security 
Council practically unworkable as the main instrument of the United 
Nations to secure and maintain peace. That is apparently what they 
want and they are now waxing very indignant over what they call the 
efforts of the United States, the United Kingdom and the powers 
friendly to them to by pass the United Nations and get something 
accomplished in spite of their vetoes. 

"I say again that this is not surprising because we have long 
known that the attitude of the Russians is to insist that 'no inter-
national question can be solved correctly and justly if an at:tetnpt 
is made to solve it without the Soviet Union, or against its  Ia 
terest'. Now, it is perfectly clear that the Soviet Union wishes 
to see imhat it calls "apitalistic ftegimes destroyed  and  Communistic 
totalitarianism established everywher.r... 

"W6, in Caneda, have an economy based upon the principle of 
multilateral trade and multilateral currency conversion... We are 
vitally concerned in the prompt restoration of European economies 
and in the removal of those troublesome threats to peace and 
stability which block: the path to such restoration... 

"Nations, in their search for peace and co-operation will not 
and cannot accept» indefinitely and unaltered a Council which was 
set up to ensure their security, and which, so many feel, has become 
frozen in futility, and divided by dissension. If forced, they may 

(over) 



seek greater safety in an association of democratic and peace-
loving states willing to accept more specific international 
obligations in return for greater national security. Such 
associations, if consistent with the principles and purposes of, 
the Charter, can be formed within the United Nations. It is to be 
hoped that sudh a development will not be necessary. If It is 
unnecessary it will be undesirable. If, however, it is made 
necessary, it will take place. Let us not forget that the provi-
sions of the Charter are a floor under, rather than a ceiling aver, 
the responsibilities of member states. If sonie prefer to go even 
below‘that floôr; others need'not be prevented from moving upwards." 

"Sf_a then, we have been elected to membership on the Security 
Council. Our conduct there will be along the lines of the above 
cited statement. We will go to the most extreme limits to make the 
United Nations work as a universal oneworld organization, and I - 
still hope we can do it. We are the majority in numbers, we possess 
the greatest production capacity, we possess the strongest armaments 
and me have on our side the freedoms that seem so indispensable to 
the true nature of God-made men. We are willing to devote all that 
to the welfare and uplifting of all Men. But if theory-crazed total-
itarianism groups persist in their policies of' frustration and 
futility'we will not, for very much longer, allow them to prevent us 
from using our obvious advantages to improve the conditions of those 
who do wish to cooperate with us and thereby overcome the diffidulties 
we ourselves are experiencing from the present disruption in the normal 
flow of trade and the normal exchanges of specialized services between 
nations and between their respective peoples. 

"To overcame those difficulties, Governments may have to resort 
to some measures of regimentation and direction of the economies of 
their peoples and if and when that is done the efficiency and real 
helpfulness of those measures will depend upon the manner in which 
they appeal to you and -to the other informed members of our Canadian 
public. 

"You may be assured this whole problem is being given and will 
continue to be given the most careful consideration by the govern-
ment and by those from whom it takes expert advice in that regard. 
We are not eing to jump at hasty conclueions, but we  are  not going 
to stand idly by and allow situations to develop to the point where 
they would be apt to be irremediable. 

"We will count upon your whole hearted co-operation and I am 
sure that if our policies are wisely conceived and put forward in 
a truly constructive way, we will all be able to rise above considera-
tions of ordinary partizan politics and push them forward with the 
same patriotic fervor and unselfish unanimity that characterized our 
national efforts during the strenuouà days of the shooting « war. 
Those days are over but we still have with us the profound disloca-
tions which they brought about and those dislocations have got to be 
dealt with in the same unselfish spirit,that gave us victory in the 
shooting mar. It can be done. Let's, each one of us, make' it our 

' business individually and collectively, to see that it is done.“ 
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Wedding Gifts for Princess Elizabeth:  The following statement. with 
• respect to wedding gifts to be made to Her Royal Highness The 

Princess Elizabeth was issued by the Prime Ministerilhursday: 
"In considering what present dhould be made to The Princess 

Elizabeth on the occasion_ of the marriage of Her Royal Highness to 
Lieutenant Philip Mountbatten, the Cabinet felt that no gift could 
be quite so acceptable as one which would meet with the wishes of 
Princess Elizabeth herself. 

"Throuih the good offices of Her Royal Highness The Princess 
Alice, Countess of Athlone, with whom the Government communicated, 
it was learned that Princess Elizabeth was in need of silver for 
setting up house and would particularly welcome silver for her table. 
The Cabinet has accordingly authorized Princess Alice, on behalf of 
the Canadian Government, to make a selection of antique silver which 
will accord with the personal wishes of Princess Elizabeth. The gift 
will be suitably inscribed to indicate that it has been presented 
by and carries with it the best wishes of the Government and people 
of Canada. 

 O 	 "The Government had also decided to present Princess Elizabeth 
with a mink coat made of Canadian wild mink'skins and to be of 
Canadian workmanship. The firm of Holt, Renfrew & Co., one of the 
very few Canadian firms which had a Royal Warrant as supplier of 
Futs to Her Majesty Queen Victoria, has been commissioned to supply 
the coat-  which will be made in accordance with a design to be approved 
by Princess Elizabeth." 

Mr. Mackénzie's Address..;  Following is an excerpt from remarks by Mali 
Mackenzie, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, at the meeting of 
the Canadian Electrical Manufacturers' Association, Niagara Falls, 
October 9, 1947: 

"Whenever the subject of increasing our exports of manufactured 
products to the United States is raised the standard bogies are 
thrown up of the American tariff and administration of their customs 
laws, Which undoubtedly are the rocks on which a number of plans have 
foundered. I have yet to be convinced, however, that it'is not 
possible to make substantial increases in our exports to that country. 

"After all, United States businessmen have invested some e2,300,- 
000,000 in 2,000 branch plants, subsidiaries and controlled companies 
in this country, more than half of which are in manufacturing 
industries. Even in these days, when one becomes hardened to astronom- 
ical figures, that is still a substantial investment. Furthermore, 
during this year, although perhaps not typical, Canada will buy 
goods in the United States to the approximate  valu p of 41,800,000,000, 
Which places us away out in front as their best cash customer. Under 
these circumstances, there can surely be no dispute about the real 
interest of American businessmen in Canada's welfare. 

(over) 



"Given that real interest and the will to see a solution 
developed, it does seem to me that there must be ways and means by 
which, particularly in the branch plant and associated company 
field, it should be possible so to integrate the operations of 
Canadian and American companies that there could be a mutually 
advantageous exchange of products. After all, Canada has some 
real advantages in the manufacturing field, not the - least of which 
are our resources of waterpower. There is practically no limit 
to the extent to which the Canadian people, given good times, will 
buy products of the United States; but, unless some ways can be 
found by which the United States will buy more of our products, 
it is difficult to see how we can continue to be such a valuable 
customer of the United States." 

Chamber of Commerce Convention:  With election of officers and final 
clarification of both guiding policies, the Canadian Chamber of 
Commerce Thursday ended its three-day national convention in the 
Chateau Frontenac in Quebec City. The final decisions were key-
noted by emphasis on the need for the Chamber and its component 
organizations to take decisive, well-publicized stands on questions 
of economic and political principle, rather than for or against 
political bodies as such. 

Delegates elected C. Bruce Hill, industrialist of St. Catharines, 
Ontario, as President of the Chamber tb —eucceed C. Gordon Cockshutt, 
of Brantford. (Montreal Gazette) 

Gerson Sentenced: Harold Samuel Gerson, of Montreal, 42-year-old former 
key man in the Munitions and Supply Department, was convigted 
Thursday night by an Ontario Supreme Court jury in his second trial 
on a charge of conspiracy to supply confidential information to 
Russia, and was sentenced to four years in prison. (CP) 
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Canada-NewfouLdland Talks Summary:  The Federal Government estimates 
that its annual revenue from Newfoundland, should that colony become 
Canada's 10th province, would be e20,185,000, but the Dominion 
would have to pay the Island some e26,000,000 a year on taxation 
agreement payments, old age pensions, family allowances and other 
expenditures outside of any gpecial subsidy. 

This was disclosed Friday in a 300-page document, released 
simultaneously in Ottawa and in St. John's, which sketched part of 
the picture in any Newfoundland union with Canada but which made 
only a passing reference to possible financial terms, 

The document was a summary of the proceedings at meetings 
between Newfoundland and Canadian representatives held from June 
25 to September 29. These meetings ended with a statement by 
External Affairs Minister .  St. Laurent that the full financial terms 
Canada would be prepared to offer would not be disclosed until some 
time between October 21 and November 15--after the York-Sunbury by-
election and before the Royal wedding. 

The bulky document said that Newfoundland as a province could 
raise annually an estimated e9,600,000, including a e5,111,756 tax-
ation agreement payment from the Dominion. But it would have to 
gpend el4,500,000 for provincial services. Possibly the financial 
terms, when announced, will make some provision to close the gap 
between these two figures. 

It is possible that this might be done by a special subsidy, 
such as now is paid the Maritime provinces. But the question of 
such a subsidy and those regarding the extent to Which Canada would 
be prepared to take over Newfoundland's net direct debt of e69,613,- 
359, remain to be worked out. 

The Newfoundland National Convention, elected  la st  year to 
recommend future form or forms of government for the now Commission-
controlled Island, will study the document and decide whether union 
with Canada dhould be placed on the ballot paper When Newfoundlanders 
vote for their future form of Government in a referendum possibly 
next May. (CP) 

Mr. Ilsley's Statement on Balkan Problem: Following is text of statement 
by the Right Honourable James L. Ilsley, Representative of Canada.at UN, 
delivered in the First Committee, October 10,  1947:- 

"The  statements regrébably made in this Committee yesterday by 
.the representatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 
certain other Governments indicating that they would neither 
participate in the establishment of the Special Committee nor co-
operate with it after it has been established, make it all the more 
important to reflect carefully before we decide upon the composition 
of this Committee. 

(over) 



"Now that we have agreed by a large majority to establish this 
Com.mittee for the purpose of endeavouring to apply procedures of 
conciliation to the explosive situation which exists on the northern 
borders of Greece, and to supervise and facilitate the implementation 
of the resolution of the General Assembly »  we must not be diverted 
from our purpose. 

"It was suggested yesterday in this Committee that our purpose 
might best be served by the exclusion of all permanent members of the 
Security Council from the Special. Committee. 

"In this  connecti  on, a parallel was drawn between this Special 
*Cca-mmittée 'arid 'the Càxiiidittfee whi ch was sent by the Gener-al-  Ass emlly — 
to Palestine to investigate and recommend solutions of  the . Palestine  
proble.m. 

"Surely we have now reached a point in the Greek case in which 
it is not further investigation tha.t is reciiiired; but action--urgent 
action, to conciliate and bring - about adjustment in the  relations 
between Greece and her northern neighbors. 

"In the present situation, which nvolves  the  maintenance of 
international peace and security, the permanent members or the 
Security Council bear a primary and special  responsibility  in  trying 
to find a solution. 

"The representative Cf the United States said that 'the United 
States was motivated by the desire to press as far as possible for 
conciliation among the permanent members'. 

"The significant statement in our view is sufficient growad for 
asking that all the permanent members that are willing to serve 
should be members of this Special Committee and that the door should 
be left open to that permanent member vhich has expressed its inten-
tion not to cooperate in this effort »  to serve as  .a .member cif the 
Committee as well. 

4 "Another imPOibtiint-'factdr teicii'mdàt bbetâkién_inteeè'ofàfit - is 
that  1f  this Special Committee -  is to be effective »  it must have real 
prestige and authority and its composition must be  such  as to assure 
that this is the case. One cannot read paragraphs five and six of 
the resolution without realizing how desirable it is that the Great 
Powers be represented on this Committee. 	 , 

"Under paragraph five, Greece and  ber  northern neighbors are 
called upon to carry out certain specific measures of cooperation in 
the settlement of their disputes and under paragraph six, the Spécial 

 Committee is set up not vholly and not mainly to observe and report 
whether they do or not »  but .mainly to assist them in doing So. The 
Committee will have grave and high respon.sibilities. It may even 
recommend that a special session  of the United Nations be convoked 
to deal with the situation, should it further deteriorate. 

"I would therefore urge that this Committee, after reflection, 
might accept as a basis for the composition *of the Committee the 
view expressed by the United States. 

"Specifically my proposal is that the Special Committee shall - - 
consist of representatives of Australia, Brazil, China » ..teralace,. - : 
Mexico the Netherfancid9 	 kndom lan.d: -the' tini'-èed  the tiMte
States, seats being held open for Poland and the U.S.S.R." 

• 
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Mr. Wrong's 	York Address: Mr. Hume Wrong, Canadian Ambassador to the 
United States, addressing the Canadian Wamengs Club in New York at 
the week-end, predicted that it would take three or four years before 
consumption and production were balanced in Western Europe. He 
referred to Canada as aninformal. partner" of the United Stateà.Je • 

trying to bring about recovery in Europe and emphasized the enormuUs 
stake Canada has  in International  affairs because she exports 35 per 
cent of her production as compared to 10 per cent exported by the 
United States. 

He said: "That is why the Canadian delegations to the United 
Nations and at the tariff conference in Genevalave been working 
very hard for lower tariffs and to overcome obstacles to trade." 

He stated that Canada and the United States are the only two 
important countries in the world currently producing more than they 
consume but termed the Canadian -teconomic situation unbalanced because 
Canada buys more from the United States than it sells to the United 
States and sells more to the United Kingdom and other European 
countries than it buys. Europe cannot pay in dollars,said Mr. Wrong i 

 so Canada must sell on a promise to pay. 

Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg Delegation: A joint Netherlands, Belgian 
and Luxembourg delegation, headed by the Belgian Minister of Supply, 
M. Moens de Fernig, will arrive in Ottawa Ttlesday, the Belgian lega-
tion said Monday. 

The delegation will confer with Canadian officials about the 
wheat position of the three countries. E.H. Blink will be the chief 
Netherlands delegate. 

Members of the joint delegation will remain until October 16. 

Export of Salmon: Psrmits for the export to any destination of all 
varieties and forms of Pacific Coast Salmon (fresh, frozen §  salted, 
smoked or canned) will be issued freely as of WednesdaY, - October 
15th, according to simultaneous announcements by the Export Permit 
Brandb, Ottawa, and the Chief Supervisor of Fisheries, Vancouver. 
This action has been taken in view of the fact that the pack of 
canned salmon is now adequate to meet the requirements of the 
domestic market and the reduced requirements of the British Ministry 
of Food. 

Further Arrival of Domestics:  The Honourable Humphrey Mitchell, Minister 
of Labour, announced that the second group of girls for domestic 
service in hospitals and service institutions will arrive at Halifax 
on the "General Heinelmann on October 15th or 16th0 They sailed 
from Bremer-Haven on October 7th0 There are 316 girls  selected from 
displaced persons camps by a selection team representing the Depart- 
ments of Immigration, Labour, National Health and Welfare, and the 
R.C.M.P. 

- 30 - 
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Mr. lisley's Scatexaent  on  Palestinian  Question: Following is partial 
text of statement delivered by the Rit Honourable James L. Ilsle.y, 
Representative of Canada, in the United Nations ad hoc committee on 
the Palestinian quèst1 çfl ,Tuedy Oetobi1 	1947 

"The discussion thich has taken place in this Committee bas, 
in  our view, tended to eonirmthe principal argument given by a 
majority of the Oiumittee in support of its proposal for partition 
with economi  e 	i0  . . 	 ,  

"Our own experience predisposés us in favour of national unity 
- . 	In  some form. In Canada we bavé had to work out a probli ich 

while not analogous has points  oi resemblance to that vthich confronts 
the Committee for we ourselves are a nation of two'peoples with tw  
cultural traditions. During almost two centuries, both before and 
after the attàinrnent of self-government in Canada, a number of. solu-
tions bave been tried, including both pattition and complete union. 
Eventually we reached a satisfactory working arrangaent in a federal 
state which is now 80 years old. Every year thich. passes confirms 
the wisdom of the decision we made and strengthens the Interdependence 
and the mutual respect iIch made it possible. Confederation in 
Canada, was, however, based on agreement. The representative: of 
Pakistan has said here that partition should not take place without 
cônsent  but the question arises as to whéther it is any better to 
try to raalntainunity without consent0 There is no  videnceyet  in 
anything we have seen or heard that both Arabs and Jews. will accept 
accommodation within the framework of a singlestate. We maintain 
the hope, based on our own experience in federation, that they will 
sOme day find in federation a means of solving their problns. For 
thé moxnent,however, we must accept the factthat they have emphat. 
Ically rejected even  the form of federation suggested in the minority 
report. In the circumstances we have been lead. to accept, somewhat 
reluctantly, the majority proposals for partition as a basis for dis-
cussion. 

"Since  the reportof the United Nations special committee on Palestine 
as  written, the problen bas bean greatly altered by the 

arinouncenent by  the mandatory power of its intenti on to withdraw 
from Palestine. This is a statement of serious import and we must 
take it into full account in making our decisions. 	. 

Confronted with  the situation which will  arise when the 
mandatory power withdraws, we must, I think, consider urgently three 
problems. First, bow canwe work  out quickly and efficiently the 

. details  of the plan for Palestine thich we are preparing to adopt? 
Secondly, who will take over the responsibilityfor the administra-
tion of Palestine ithich the mandatory power proposps to surrender? 
And thirdly how shall we go about putting our decisions into effect 
in the absence of agreement by both Jews and Arabs to accept them? 

"In  rethrd to the first of thesé questions, we share the views 
of other delegations that the partition scheme niust be made workable 
if either political pacification or economic unity is to bé achieved 
in Palestine. Therefore a sub-committee should be set up vItbout 
delày, as the United States delegation has suggested, to wôrk out the 
details  of a scheme particularly in respect of boundaries for re-
commendation to the Committee and , if ap proved , the Assnbly. 

(over) 



"There remain to be considerel the other two questions, the 
acceptance of responsibility for administration and the problem of 
implementation. Various suggestions have been put forward in the 
course of discussions in this Committee as regards possible measures 
for giving effect to a settlement in Palestin.e. In particular we 
note that the United States has expressed its willingness to 
participate in a United Nations programme for meeting economic and 
financial problems and the problem of internal law and order during 
the transition period. For the purpose of meeting the problem in 
internal law and order the United States delegation has suggested 
the establishment of a special constabulary recruited on a voluntary 
basis by the United Nations. 

"F.rora a preliminary 	ination of this proposal, we believe 
that suc -  a scheme has possibilities which must certainly be explored. 
It should be recognized, however, that the authority of the United 
Nations over such a force must be established beyond_ doubt, ‘ while 
the basis of recruitment should be such that it will not further 
inflame either community in Palestine. To establish United Nations 
authority it may be necessary to explore the possible application 
of chapter 12 of' the Charter during the period of transition to 
indep end ence. 

"The Security Council  bas  also been mentioned as an appropriate 
organ mid eh might be charged with the responsibilities of implementa-
tion since the immediate question involved 'would be that of safe-
guardire peace and security. 

"It is to be hoped, however, that in spite of the uncompromising 
words which have been used in this conunittee, the . executive functions 
of the Security Council will not have to be invo.ked. We must assume 
that the decision we make will be a collective and responsible one. 
Once that decision has been reached, all members of the United Nations 
will realize that precipitate action to challenge it in violation of 
the charter Would set in train event's  of  - sérious ard.iunpredictable 
con-sequence not only to Palestine, but also to the United  Nations 
it self . 

"The problems raised by these questions concerning administration 
after the withdrawal of the mandatory power and the implementation of 
whatever plan we adopt should be in our view := the subject _of special 
and separate study by a second sub-committee in which the five 
permanent members of the Security Gou.ncil should be included. This 
sub-committee would take into consideration, among other things, the 
suggestions regarding réthods of implementation vhich have been made 
in the course of this debate. 

"In conclusion, I must reiterate vd.th  emphasis the view I have 
already expressed that only through compromise and accommodation can 
the people ce Palestine hope to fin i  the freedom and the control of 
their destinies which they so rightly and urgently desire. The United 
Nations, for its part, will have to be prepared collectively to support 
the decisions reached during this Assembly. Only in this way will it 
be possible to provide the conditions of stability whic.h are necessary 
if .Arabs a.nd Jews are to be enabl ed eventually to f ind p ea ce and under-
standing within the arrangement whic.h -  is -iria:de'off  

- 30 - 
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Ir.  Glen on Immigration:  Some 16,400 immigrants front  displaced persons 
camps in Europe are expected to reach Canada between now and next 
May, it was disclosed Wednesday at a press conference at which Mines and 
Resources Minister Glen announced reorganization of his department. 

The flow of immigrants is expected to increase greatly after 
the first of the year when the Huascaran, a Ship obtained from 
Germany as reparations and capable of carrying 800 passengers a trip, 
inaugurates a three-year immigration service between Canada and 
Europe. 

Mr. Glen said that Canada has agreed to take 20;000 from the 
displacedipersons camps. Some 2,800 have already arrived and 800 
more are expected to land tomorrow. The remainder, said Dr. Hugh 
Keenleyside, Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources, would be here 
by next'lffilrch, April or May. 

They declined to make any estimate of the number of immigrants 
other than displaced persons likely to reach Canada during the next 
six months, although they admitted the transportation situation was 
improving somewhat. (CP) 

Flying Penicillin to India:  An RCAF Dakota transport is on its way from 
London, England to Pakistan and India, carrying a shipment of 
penicillin for use in refugee camps, it was announced Wednesday 
night by Defense Minister Claxton. 

The penicillin, the gift of the Canadian Red Cross to the two 
countries, was flown to the United Kingdom by a Trans-Canada Air 
Lines aircraft and transportation fromthere was arranged by the 
RCAF.  • 

Aboard the plane is Group Captain V.H. Patriarche, Senior Air 
Staff Officer in the United Kingdom, who will conduct certain items 
of official business along the way. 

The Dakota which is based in London for official use by military 
and civil government officials in the United Kingdom, left London 
Tuesday morning and remained the night at Malta. It took off this 
morning from Malta and is to put down for the night at Habbaniya, 
in Iraq. It is due to leave there tomorrow and will arrive at 
Karachi, Pakistan, at 5 p.m. (EST) the same day, where it will un-
load part of the shipment. Distributiôn'there will be handled by 
Mr. George, Brown, Canadian Trade Commissioner at Karachi. 

The Dakota will continue to New Delhi, India, where it will 
leave the remainder of the Shipment with Mr. J.D. Kearney, Canadian 
High Commissioned to India. (CP) 

RCAF Hockey Team For gmaLeAL The RCAF team in the Ottawa City Hockey 
Léague will represent Canada at the Olympic Games next Winter,A1 Plckard, 
President of the Canadian Amateur Hockey Association announced 
Wednesday night in a despatch from Regina, which confirmed a 
confidential report that plans were being advanced in Ottawa for 
the team. 

The RCAF team will be made up of the best ice talent from 
that service across the country. (Journal) 
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Canada to Support Interim Committee:  Canada will support the United 
States proposal regarding the interim Committee of the Assembly, 
but likely will suggest a few changes, a spokesman for Canada told 
press representatives at Lake Success Thursday. 

Undoubtedly, he said, frustration in the Security Council has 
been the cause of the United States proposal for this Committee but 
in addition to functions it could perform in the general field of 
peace and security, other valuable tasks might be turned over to it. 
In the administrative  field it might prepare agenda, deal with 
certain minor items and clear away much of the business that now 
makes long sessions necessary. It might also act as a follow-up 
body, see how Assembly proposals are being implemented, etc. In 
this way, it might save considerable time for the Assembly so that 
the annual meeting cculd be brief and could concentrate on only major 
issues facing the United Nations. Without some such sdheme,he said, 
it is conceivable that each year Assembly sessions will grow longer 
and last upwards of four_or five months. 

If set uii, the spokesman continued, the interim Committee will 
have less than a year to function before the next session of the 
Assembly. It is possible that no major questions of peace and 
security will be submitted to it during that time by the Security 
Council. If the Committee had no other continuing functions, its 
position night thus be somewhat ridiculous. Therefore Canada thinks 
its terms of reference Should include some precise jobs as mentioned 
above. 

On the Palestine question, he referred to the suggestion made 
in the Canadian speech that a second sub-Committee be set up. The 
Delegation now feels that one sub-Committee might be able to do both 
Jobe: work out details of the partition plan (U.S. proposal) and 
deal with.implementation of whatever plan is adopted during the 
transition period. Canada has circulated an amendment to the United 
States proposal to this effect. He felt that big powers should be 
on this sub-Committee. 

Strike Settlement Hopes:  New hope for early settlement of the Dominion-
wide strike of some 14,000 packinghouse workers was voiced in Toronto 
Thursday night amid a variety of developments in several major cities. 

Wilfred J. Henderson, public relations officer for Swift Canadian 
ComPany, said he saw no reason why agreement should not be signed with 
the United Packinghouse Workers of America (C.I000) 

This statement followed by several hours a temporary breakdown 
in negotiations between Swift and the union. Canada Packers, Limited, 
and Burns and Company, the others of the packing industry's "big 
three" have agreed with the U.P.W.A0 on a settlement procedure. 

The strike-ending formula wàs rejected last week-end by Swift 
Canadian and by its parent company, Swift and Company, in Chicago..(CP) 

(over) 



Yr. nicker's Radio Address: Following is partial text of an address by 
Er. Walter A, Tucker, M.P., member of the Canadian Delegation to 
the United Nations General Assembly, broadcast by CEC Thursday, 
October 16, 1947: 

"....As you know, it is the Security Council which has been 
given the primary responsibility for the maintenance of international 
peace and security. The record of the Council to date has been 
discouraging. So far it has not been able to make any substantial 
headway in dealing with problens which might give rise to war. There 
are 11 membezs on this Council, five permanent and-six non-permanent 
elected members. 

"Ex.;ept on questions of procedure, no decision can be taken even 
if 10 members favour it, so long as one of the permanent members 
disagrees. This rule has come to be known as the veto and hes even 
been used to prevent the Council from acting as a conciliator in 
disputes. 

"The sorry record of the Soviet veto in the Council is well 
known. Even the memberShip of a friendly nation with every qualifica- 
tion to enter the United Nations, such as Eire, has been prevented 
by the Soviet Veto. The last and most flagrant example, however, 
of the exercise of the veto, was the case of Greece.... 

"On the other hand----one encouraging case of successful action 
shows what can be done If there is Great Power cooperation. I refer 
to the agreement between the United States and the Soviet Union on 
the necessity of partition as a solution of the Palestine question. 
We can now be more confident that the Assembly will be able to settle 
this vexed problem. 

"Ile Economic and Social Council of 18 members, on which Canada 
holds a seat, is going ahead studying and giving advice in the solution 
of world economic and social problems. It will correlate the work of 
Important agencies like the International Labour Organization, the 
World Health Organization, the International Trade Organization, the 
International Refugee Oreanization, the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development. 

"In this work Canada has taken and is taking an earnest, active 
part. It was a real thrill to me as a Canadian to see how highly 
regarded Canada is for the part she has played and is playing in 
world affairs. She is particularly respected for the decisive and 
helpful part she played in the second World War. A striking example 
of this was our election at this Assembly by a vote of 41 out of 55 to 
the Security Council. And this, incidentally, While still a member 
of the  Economic and Social Council. We are the only nation, apart - 
from the big five, to be a member of the two Councils at the sanie time. 

"Now, if I may I would like to conclude with a word expressive 
of my own personal views. External vigilance is still the price of 
liberty. The United Nations cannot guarantee the freedom and liberty 
of any state today against the expansionist policies of the Soviet 
unless it is vigilant itself against internal enemies and unless 
the forces of communism know that if they resort to violence the 
freedom-loving peoples of the world have the will and the prOwer to 
stop them. Speeches like those recently made by Er. Vyshinsky, in 
which he displayed an uncompromising antagonism to our free way of 
life, should cause all free peoples to realize their danger if they 
become weak or disunited. The forum where it was possible for this 
to be shown, the United Nations, is therefore a.valuable forum. The 
lesson  bas  not been lost on the free peoples of the world. I do not 
believe it will be lost and if, as a result, free peoples are vigilant, 
the forces of hate and violence will not be unleashed again in a third 
world war. 
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nelitithouseStrikereel : The United Packinghouse Workers of 
America (CTO) announced early Saturday that agreement had been 
reached with the Swift Canadian Company on the basis of negotiations 
to settle the packinghouse workérs' strike. 

Announcement of an agreement on procedure between the union 
and Swift Canadian Company meant that prospects of settlement of 
the wages strike of all Canada packinghouse workers was measurably 
nearer. 

Fred Dowling, Canadian director of the union, said that agree-
ment had been reached between union negotiators and Swift Company 
negotiators. 

The agrèement reached with the Swift Company is subject to 
ratification by the union membership at Swift plants. 

The  union said that details of the agreement with Swift would 
not be disclosed until later. 

Earlier it had been understood that deadlock in negotiations 
between the union and Swift was holding up a settlement procedure 
with the other companies. 

H.H. Stedman on behalf of the Swift Canadian Company said that 
an agreement was reached with the union at 1.25 a.m. 

Terms of the agreement were not announced pending formal signing 
of the contract. 

It was assumed that if the union-Swift agreement wereratified 
the whole dispute between the union and the big three packing chains 
would be before an arbitrator still to be named. (CP) 

Six Months Treasury Surplus: A surplus of 4482,605,520 was reported by 
the Federal treasury Friday for the first six months of the current 
fiscal year. 

Last year at this time Treasury reported a surplus of $119,340,- 
342 and the finencial year was completed with a record surplus of 
4352,000,000. 	- 

From April 1 to October 1 revenues amounted to $1,381,667,849 
and expenditures to $899,062,329. In the corresponding period for 
last year revenues were $1 9 344,296 9 506 and expenditures $1,224,956,- 
164. 

In the revenue section, the yield from customs imported duties 
for the six months totalled 4146,191,650 compared with 495,826,656 
in the corresponding period of last year. Revenue from incore and 
excess profits taxes dropped from  •4729,193,242 to 4721 9 274,370. 

Special receipts from War Assets Corporation dropped from 4105,- 
387,528 to 426 9 644,467. 

On the expenditures side, the demobilization and reconversion 
expenses of the Veterans Affairs Department dropped from 4302 9 596,732 
to 4113,895,800. Expenditures of the Defence Department declined 
from 4210,976,775 to $71,103 9 534. (CP) 

To Destroy German Sub: Preliminary arrangements have been completed for 
the destruction b7 ships and aircraft of the Royal Canadian Navy of 
the former German submarine U-190 off Halifax on Trafalgar Day, 
October 21, it was announced at Naval Service Headquarters. 
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U.N. Statement by Mr. Pearson:  Following is partial text of statement 
delivered by Mr. L.B. Pearson, member of the Canadian Delegation 
to the Second Session of the United Nations General Assembly, in 
the First Committee (Political and Security) on October 18, 1947:- 

"....We are in a situation where the unanimity rule has become, 
in effect, both a rule of dissent, and a guarantee of inaction. We 
must therefore ask ourselves whether those countries which have 
waited with patience but with growing uneasiness for effective 
action on behalf of the United Nations by the Security. Council, 
should continue to stand idly by and see their hopes for peace and 
security dissolved by the acids of controversy which have been 
distilled during the discussion in the Security Council of interna-
tional problems. It seems to us that we must act, or surrender 
ourselves to perils of negation and frustration which we ourselves 
cannot influence. 

"There are two things we may do. First, we may continue our 
efforts to remedy the situation mhich has arisen in the Security 
Council in such a way that it will fulfil the functions for which 
it was designed. We face here, however, the formidable obstacle 
of the veto which cannot be changed except by amendment•to the Charter 
Or by self-denying ordinances by the Permanent Mgmbers. • Secondly, 
we may seek means to expand and strengthen the functions of the 
Assembly, so that it may stand as a second line of defence when the 
Security Council has failed. 

' "I have mentioned first this major cause for concern because, 
like the delegate from Australia, I think we should be quite honest 
with ourselves in admitting that it is primarily the paralysis which 
has fallen upon the Security Council that leads us to contemplate 
the establishment of an Interim Committee of the Assembly. There 
are, however, other reasons for expanding the functions of the 
Assembly. In the short space of two years we have brought our organiza-
tion into full operation and we are now finding that it has even more 
responsibilities than we had anticipated. 

"Even if the political and security questions which might be 
discussed in an Interim Committee, are, as we hope, settled elsewhere, 
there are other urgent matters with which a Committee of this nature 
might usefully occupy itself.. Our agendas are crowded and there is 
evidence that they will be even more crowded in the future. The 
experience of our own Cofmittee is not such as to warrant any exaggerated 

- 	optimism that the regular session of the Assembly will deal with these 
additional items with energy and despatch. Furthermore, our agendas 
will include complicated items mhich require More careful consideration 
than can be given within the short space of time at our disposal during 
a regular session. Even more important is the fact that many of these 
items require preparatory mork by way of study and investigations 
between sessions to enable delegations to form considered judgments. 

"Finally the full membership of the United Nations should be 
concerned to know from month to month whether or not the more 
important recommendations uhich it has embodied in its resolutions 
are being observed. In the course of a regular session, the Assembly 
adopts many resolutions,  sonie  of which are of great importance. 

(over) 



It would be desirable to have between sessions a Committee specifically 
charged with observing and reporting on the implementation of the 
most important of these resolutions. 

"There remains the question: are we entitled to take action 
of the kind we contemplate? Is it legal and constitutional? Serious 
questions have been raised in this connection, and we should not 
dismiss them lightly. The only limitations which we face are the 
provisions of Articles 12 and 24. In our opinion and in gpite of 
dogmatic but unsupported statements to the contrary, the U.S. proposal 
does not contravene either of these Articles. On the contrary, it 
falls within that provision of the Charter, Article 22, which provides 
for the establishment of subsidiary organs of the Asseribly.'.:Ï'' 

"....2he terms of reference to be given to such a Committee 
must be studied carefully. We do not agree entirely with those 
which have been suggested in the United States resolutiOn and for 
this reason have submitted certain amendments to that proposal. 
It seems to the Canadian Delegation that there are important functions 
which night be performed by anInterim Committee and which are not 
mentioned in the proposal before us. The United States delegate, 
himself, in introducing his proposal, referred to the important 
duties which an Interim Committee might perform in preparing the 
way for the regular session of the General Assembly. He has not, 
however, made provision for performance of these duties in the 
resolution which he has presented. 

"It seems to us also that the Interim Committee dàould consider 
the extent to which the more important resolutions of the General 
Assemhly are being carried out. We realize that these resolutions 
are no'more than recommendations to member nations. They are, however, 
expressions of international opinion which must carry great weight. 
During the experimental year which is proposed, it is probable that 
the Interim Committee should consider the effect of only such important 
resolutidels as are referred to it by this Assembly. The Committee 
itself might later consider whether, in the long run, it would be 
useful for the Assembly to have before it, when it meets, a report 
on the implementation of tts resolutions. 

"There are also certain parts in the United States resolution 
which we think might be deleted. The Interim Committee will be both 
temporary and experimental in character, and we are not satisfied 
that at this stage it should be asked to assume the very general 
responsibilities which arise from Article 11 (1) and 13 (1) (B) of 
the Charter. The instrument which we are proposing to create may 
well prove so useful that we shall wish to extend its duties in this 
respect. At first, however, we should like to see excluded from its 
terms of reference the wide-ranging responsibilities which were 
suggested by these tve Articles. The Canadian delegation is, however, 
in full agreement with the idea that the terms of reference of the 
Committee should give it full authority ta 'consider all matters in 
regard to peace and security which come within the compétence of 
the General Assembly. For this reason we would favour a reference 
to Article 35 as well as to Article 14 in the terms of reference of 
the Committee. 

'Within the areas which I have suggested, we consider that the 
Interim Committee should be given clearly defined responsibilities. 
It should have the right to discuss fully any subject which c ornes  
on its agenda, to conduct investigations and to make reports and 
recommendations to the General Assembly, either in regular or gpecial 
session. We do not think that it should have any other powers, nor 
do we consider that it dlould be established at this time for longer 
than an experimental period of one year. We agree with the United 
States proposal that it should be a Committee of the whole Assembly. 

"Before I conclude may I support the appeal, or was it a warning, 
made yesterday by the Delegate from France: that this Committee 
should not become a platform for the rehashing of political propaganda 
of the kind we are becoming all too familiar with in this Assembly...." 
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Meat Packers Returning to Work: Canades strike-gripped meat packing 
plants appeared headed TUesday forresumption of normal operations 
as more than 1,000 workers returned to their jobs Monday in seven 
independent plants in Western Canada. 

On top of this trickle of workers back to employment from the 
total 14,000 involved in the over-all strike, there was the promise 
that another 1,950 workers in four plants in Toronto, Montreal, Ed-
monton and Winnipeg might return to work Diesday. 

The back-to-work movement which started Monday involved the 
Public Abattoir Limited, Farmers' Abattoir Company and St. Boniface 
Abattoir, Limited, at St. Boniface, Man.; Brandon Packers, Limited at 
Brandon, Man.; the Intercontinental Packers, Limited, and the Empire 
Mat Company at Saskatoon; and the Pacific Meat Co., of Vancouver. 

In Toronto, one of Swift Canadian , s plants is to reopen Ttlesday 
with about 800 workers returning to their jobs. In Montreal, another 
150 Swift employees will return to work either Tüesday or Wednesday 
morning. Approximately 300 workers in the Gainers plant at Edmonton 
and 700 in the Swift plant in Winnipeg also are to end their walkout 

' TUesday. 	(CP) 

Threatening Rail Strike: Canadian railroads late Monday received notice 
that approximately 125,000 of their employees in 17 unions - with the 
exception of railway express department employees and telegraphers - 
"will concertedly and peacefully withdraw" from their service November 
3 at 8 a.m. in a demand for two weeks ,  annual vacation with pay. 

Shortly afterwards the Canadian National Railways and Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company said in a joint statement that a meeting to 
discuss the matter will be held Tdesday afternoon with union leaders. 

(CP) 

Mr. Gregg wins byelection: With 112 out of 136 polls counted this morning, 
standing in the York-Sunbury byelection of Monday was; Minister of 
Fisheries Milton Gregg, (L).10,255;It. Gen. E.L Sansom,  (PC) 6,617; 
Murray Young, (CCF) 2,773 votes 

The result raised the liberal standing in the Hk)use of Commons 
to 127, against a total of 118 for ail  other parties. . 

The present House standing nGliT; according to Canadian Press 
tabulation.is as follows: 

Liberals, 127; Progressive Coneervatives, 66; C.00F.,,28,..1SOcial 
Credit, 13; Independent, four; Bloc Populaire, two; Independent Libe-
ral, one; Independent Progressive Conservative, one; Independent C.C.F., 
one; L'Union des Electeurs, one; vacant, one (Yale, B.C.). 'Dotal 245. 

(CP) 
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Decontrol of  Meats and Grains 	In a joint statement issued by the 
Minister of Finance and the Acting Einister of Agriculture, it was 
announced that, effective October 22nd price ceilings are removed 
on oats, barley and screenings in all forms and positions. At the 
same time price ceilings on meat and meat products (except animal 
fats) will be removed. The subsidies on grains used for livestock 
feeding amounting to 250 per bushel on wheat and barley and 100 per 
bushel on oats are being discontinued at the same time. 

As already announced, the feed grain freight assistance policy 
will remain in effect until  the end of the current crop year, July 
31, 1948. 

In July the Government announced that ceilings and subsidies 
on feed grains would be continued for as long as price ceilings 
remained on any important livestock products. It has been intended 
to decontrol meat prices in September, but when the principal packing 
plants were closed down by an industrial dispute, the Government felt 
that it would be unwise to decontrol meats at that juncture. Now 
that it seems certain that the dispute in the packing industry has 
been settled, it is expected that meat supplies will rapidly return 
to normal and that ceilings can safely be removed. 

To ensure fulfillment of Canada's overseas commitments of live-
stock products, and in view of the shortage of feed grain in Canada, 
the Government reiterates its policy of allowing no exports of oats 
and barley during the current crop year. 

The grains remaining under price control are: wheat, flaxseed, 
rapeseed and sunflower seed, 

New Arctic Weather Stations: Two weather reporting stations have been 
established in the Canadian Arctic this year as part of the three 
year programme announced by the Right Honourable C.D. Howe last 
March. This programme called for the establishment of nine weather 
stations in the Arctic to be gperated by the Department of Transport. 
The first Arctic weather station was established on Ellesmere Island 
at Eureka Sound within 600 miles of the North Pole. Personnel and 
equipment for this station were flown in by aircraft. The second and 
main station was  established by a water-borne expedition on Cornwallis 
Island at Resolute Bay near the western end of Barrow Strait. Both 
stations are now reporting four timesdaily. 

In announcing this year's progress Er. Howe stated that a supply 
expedition, headed by the U.S. Icebreaker Edisto, had been able to 
reach the newly established station at Eureka Sound this summer and 
had landed further equipment and supplies. The Einister added "this 
is the first time any vessel had navigated these waters. Ice condi- 
tions in this area were exceptionally goOd this summer and it was 
possible to land àpecial instruments to measure wind velocity. As a 
result it will be possible to record the wind velocity and direction 
within 600 miles of the North Pole and such observations will open a 
new dhapter in the knowledge of air movements in the polar regions." 
Two additional meteorologists were left at this station to operate the 
additional equipment.  • 



J.D. Cleghorn of the Canadian Meteorological Division and a party 
of seventeen Canadian and United States meteorologists, together with 
equipment and supplies, were landed at Resolute Bay. Prefabricated 
buildings and houses' were erected and equipment assembled. When the 
supply vessels left on September 13 all major construction work had been 
completed although a group of United States Air Force Engineers were 
still on the job extending an air landing strip to be used for servicing 
the station. They will be evacuated by air. 

In addition to the two weather reporting stations at Eureka Sound 
and Resolute Bay, an automatic weather station was established by the 
expedition at Devon Island. This will be serviced by the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police. “Considerable survey work of the areas visited was under. 
taken by the supply expedition supplemented by aircraft facilities and 
as a res:', valuable information has been secured which will aid in de-
termining the location for stations to be established next year under 
the programme", Mr. Howe said. 

The Minister gave credit to the United States authorities for the 
valuable assistance they had rendered in establishing these weather 
observation stations. The supply ships and the icebreaker were provided 
by the United States Government. The expedition left Boston in mid-June 
and returned to its home port early this mnnth. 

Appointments to Canadian Maritime Commission ;  The Prime Minister announced 
the appointment of. Mr. John V. Clyne as Chairman of the Canadian Maritime 
Commission, which was established by the Canadian Maritime Commission Act 
passed at the last session of Parliament. Mr. Clyne is a member af the 
legal firm of MacRae, Montgomery and Clyne of- Vancouver, B.C. Er. King 
also qnrounced the appointment of Mr. L. DeC. Audette and Mr. Henry J. 
Rahlves to be members of the Canadian Maritime Commission. Mme Audette 
is a member of the Quebec bar. He formerly practised law in Montreal, 
and is now in the Legal Division of the Department of External Affairs. 
Mr. Rahlves is President of the Park Steamship, Company,Limited. The 
appointments are the firSt to b'e made' tip-the CoMmission.' 

In accordance with the provisions of the Act  concerning the initial 
appointments of members of the Commission, Mr. Clyne has been appointed 
for a term of five years; Mr. Audette for a term of four years; and Mr. 
Rahlves for a term of three years. 

Federal By-Election Figures: Figures for all 136 polls in the York-Sunbury 
federal by-election gave this vote division: Milton Gregg, Minister 
of Fisheries, (L) 11,963; Lt. Gen. E.W. Sansam, (PC) 8,116; Murray Young, 
(00F) 3,504. 	(CP) 

Meeting to Avert Rail Strike:  Company and union officials will meet at the 
conference table again Wednesday in another attempt to head off a 
threatened strike of 125,000 Canadien  railway men called for Nov. 3o 

Representatives of the Canadian National Railways and Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company conferred Tuesday with 17 representatives of 
railway brotherhoods and after an hour's session, adjourned mith the 
announcement they would meet again Wednesday. 

The chairman of the union negotiating committee, said tonight 
that railway men would not work during the strike on international 
trains coming into Montreal. 

Also American crews would refuse to operate on trains entering 
territory where a strike was in progress. (CP) 
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Rail Settlement Expected:  Peaceful settlement of the railway dispute over the 
number of paid holidays demanded by 17 railway employees unions is expected 
to be announced this week, according to union Jfficials who said Wednesday 
that a joint statement on the result of conferences held here between the 
union and transportation system officials would be made public, possibly 
Thursday. 

The fact that officials of Canadian National Railways and the Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company - the two main transportation systems involved in 
a strike proposed for November 3 if the 14-day annual vacation-with-pay con-
dition is not met - had expressed willingness to resume negotiations 
Thursday was interpreted by union leaders as a "definite sign that the 
arisis has passed". (CP) 

Mr. MacKinnon in Rom:  Canadian want to be "fair traders and good neighbors in a 
peaceful and prosperous world," Canadian Trade Minister MacKinnon said in 
Rame 'Wednesday in a speech prepared for delivery to a group of Rame business-
men. 

Heading a Canadian Trade Mission which has just completed a tour of 
South Africa, the Minister said that "Canada does not want to see the world 
divided into rigid trading groups, each with special trading privileges and 
selfish advantages. 

"We want to see a world trading community formed and functioning on 
the widest possible scale. We want to see the greatest possible degree of 
freedom in the movement and exchange of goods across national boundaries and 
across the seven seas. 

"Canediansare confident that when this is accompliahed, the broad 
highway of the future will once again open up to the benefit and advancement 
of millions of people in every land." 

He told his audience also about the International Trade Pair to be held 
in Toronto next June to which the manufactrers of evacy couhtry have been 
invited. Its chief purpose was to stimulate the transaction of business 
between nations. 

The Minister is due in Lisbon Octdber 24 where the Canadian Trade 
Mission will break up. Most of its members will return to Canada but Mr. 
MacKinnon and two Canadian business men are flying to London from where the 
Minister probably will make a visit to the Continent. (CP) 

Packers Strike  Settled:  The five-and-a-half-weeks-old packinghouse workers strike, 
invo/ving a total of 14 9000 employees across the country at one stage, ended 
Officially Wednesday night, uhen Fred Dowling, national organizer of the 
United  Packinghouse Workers of America (CIO) cal/ed on all locals to "contact 
their managemont offices to arrange for returning to work." 

Mr. Dowling said a majority of the local unions of Canada Packers and 
Burns and Company had indicated their acceptance of the arbitration formula. 
Swift Canadian, other member of the big three, agreed with the union on 
strike settlement'terms earlier this week. 

Dowling 2 s announcelflent followed the disclosure that Charles P. EcTague, 
chairrian of the Ontario Securities Commission, has been called upon to serve 
as arbitrator in the dispute between the union and the Canada Packers and 
Burns companies (CP) 
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Following is partiaI•text e stateka.ent by Riglit Han. 
Ilsley, member of the Cana.dian Delegation -to  r4 he Second Section of the General 
Assembly of the United Nations, made in the First Political Committee, October 
23 0  1947:- - 

...."Tb.e Canadian Delegation feels that all propaganda  fion  a.ny source which 
is designed to provoke international ill-feeling is to be deprecated and condemned 
without rescwation. Such propaganda is, of course, especially to be condemned 
when it ià sponsored and directed by goverrnuen.ts. It defeats the purposes for 
which this or:anization was established .  These purposes as stated in article I 
not onl •  bind us to develop friendly relations among nations, but to achieve in-
ternational cooperation in soliring international problems of an ecenon.ic, social, 
cultural or humanitarian character. Any kind of prnpaganda, I repeat, which 
deliberately defeats the peaceful purposes and principles of the Charter should be 
condemned along with the particular kind singled out by the Soviet resolution.. 

"There is, for instance, the spreading of false and malicious reports by one 
government, through press and radio, about the people and evernment of another 
countiy. This practice is even raore dangemus to peace  and interna tional goodwill 
when the offending government prevents normal social and cultural relations with 
the people of the country it misrepresents; when it stops the full and free ex-
change of information; when it puts obstacles in the way_ of visits by foreigners 
to its own -coturbry and refuses permission_ for its own citizens to visit °tiller 
countries. 

"iiie have had some erperience of all this in Canada.  We  have, for instance, 
been disheartened and discoura.c,,ed in our sincere wish for friendly relations with 
the courageous Soviet people, to learn that false and misleading statements have 
appeared in the U.S.S.R. press a,nd radio about our country; statemen.ts desi.ed t,o 
stir up ill-feeling and misunderstanding about our people s and which in that sense 
might be termed war mongering. The official organ of the Soviet government has said 
that German prisoners of war and the government of Canada (a countr  hich, in-
cidentally, helped to capture these prisoners) forn  a iizinship  o  o.zi souls'. 

"The Soviet people, who seen to have only one source o-1.-  news about Canada are 
told for instance that rni country is  usinE its supp1ies of -aheat` to -.profiteer a.t 
the expen.se of starving Europeans, although. Soviet officials must know tiled-, Canada, 
when it has not been giving wheat awa-y as relief has been selling it abroad at one, 
two or three dollars a bushel below the price charged by certain other countries. 
They have also been told - though Soviet press re-oresentatives eezi(7, efficials in 
Canada know it is untrue - (we let people travel wherever they seis:e. te go in Canada 
and find or.t, about tl-,.ings) - that instead of a few hundred so1din-2s, e;e,0720 c,:ce 
great forrations -  of  G.S. troà-_Ds'_on our 'soil; that we have sold onrsnelVeseut to t,he , 

Tlackeys of Wall  Street' - 	theïr efa-v-ourit e if unoriginal  •e:_n_pression ard 
thut we have allo-aed large foreicp. military and air bases JGO be este.blished on our 
territory from which the 'U.S.S.R. is to be a.tta.cked. The whole hicture is beins 
distorted, to build up eninity toward my country in the mind of the Soviet -rp -.Yele, 
That, Lir, Chairrea.n., is war mongering, though the authors of this esolution obviously 
did not have  it  in mind when  they  presented it to us. 

"There is another kind of war nongering not covered by -  the Soviet repolution, 
Mr. Chairman; a most 'insidious and evil kind. It might be called teiv 
mongering'. ThiS kind of wa.r mongering sora.etimes works in the open; more often it 
works in the dark. Its ai rri  is to stir domestic strife; to set cla.ss aga.inst, class; 
to turn the people against their freely elected governments; to inRtil hatreds and 
fears; in short, to do ever.ything that can be done to stir up unrest  zhich will lead 
to revolution  and civil Tiar. The exploitation by a foreign power, acting directly or 
through domestic a.gents, of the hopes and aspirations, the political fecers and 
econorliç .allxieties of Peoples of other countries, in the interest of its owr selfish 
national purposes and of its ovn power politics, is possibly the wo -nst war monzering 
of all 

(Cv,er) 



11/4ïr. Pearson Sub-Conmittee Chairrian:  At its fir.st  meeting  Wednesday morning,. Mr. 
Lester D. Pearson, Alternate Delegate of Canada to the United Nations General 
As,serably izas unnrimou.sly elected Chairraa.n of the sub-Committee éstablished by 
the First Committee (Political), This sub-Corraittee is charged with stuclyirr,  
the United States proposal to ee.3tab1ish  an Interira Committee of the General 
Asr.ser.C...;ly m.d "any amendmentri therto, and any other proposals on the same 
subject and report thereon to the Committee, with any recomendations it thi 
fit." 

Lr. Pearson was n.ominated by John  Foster Dulles of the United States, and. 
was seconded by Dr. Jose Arce of Argentina. His election was unaniraous. 

Thirteen nations are represented on. the sub-Committee, including.Cana.da. 
According to the decision of the First Comittee, seats on the sub-Committee 
17ere  loft  open for Czechoslovakia and. the USSR, 

Senator Lambert on  J.N. Budpiet:  Recommendation that home leave be given members of 
the U.N. Secretariat every three instead of two years was made by Senator 
N.A. Lambert of Canada in Committee Five (A.dministrative and Budgetary) 

Wedn.esday afternoon.. This %-lou.ld result in a saving of approxinately one  taira,  
or çii%600,000 on the bais  of the 1948 budGet figures for this item. Jo further 
511r-rested that as the U.K. -nays the fares of staff _umbers and de pendants who 

receive su_bsistence allovrances Wh.ile  in  transit, ,a further sz.-3.7.ring could 
be effected there. 

Unesco Dele(-..>ation:  The Secretary of State for Z-zternal Affairs announ.ced Timrsda.y 
the composition of the Cana.dian Delsation to tile Second Session of the 
General Conferen.ce of the United rations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization. 

The Delegation willbe headed by Mr. S.D. Pierce, Canadian. A.L.ba.ssador to 
Lerico, and will include the following person.s: 

1.1r.. A.D. Dunton, Chair=1., Board of C-overnoe, Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation. 

Er. E.0, I.:cCurry, Director of the rational Gall'ery. 

Dr. Varius Barbeau, Ethonologisti . rational Museum of Canada. 

Mr. Adelaide Sinclair, Executive Assistant to the Dc -iputy 1.1inister 
of 'Welfare. 

Lir. Arthur Crawford, Director of Training, Department - of Veterans 
Affairs. 

Mr. F.A. Hardy, Librarian of Parliament. 

Dr. Iohn. E. Robbins, Chief', Education Statistics, Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics. 

Mr. Gilles Sicotte, Canadian Embassy, Mexico City. 

M•. L.A.D. St-ophens, Department of External Affairs. 

The Conference is to be held in.1:exico City coraLiencing riovezber 6th and 
is erm_ected to last until December 3rd. It will receive a report on the worl: 
of DIMSCO during the past yezar and will consider t7'a 1") -.-caft Progranne and 
Budget of the Organization for 1948. 

4,679  D.P.ts now in Canada:  One thousand. six hundred and thirty homeless Europeans 
from the Displaced P7erzons camps of Europe landed in Canada wi -bhin the first 
sir.teen days of October, brinEr,inG the total of Displaced Persons who have so 
far reached the Dominion to 4,679, according to the latest figures released 
Dy  the Inrairation Bran.ch, Depar.tr-..ent of Lines and Resources. 

:S 
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lileployment in Canada .-z:cceded :;.,C00,000 -2oD2 the first 
tirie on record 	,th , , week endinz Ancust 16, -,..Jhen -'.--;._Lere were 3,880,000 enuloyed 
:n  ai1 1,128,C00 'Gm-Lao:Ted. women. Tho totu.,1 of ;13,00C,OGC 	about 187,CCO 

Ulmn  the p -....evious recorded hish for the last 	 and nearly 
130,000 -i-roater thun for a compale period in L.,Ii- 7-ct.st nast :car.  

.r.inerz_plorymt in the  &inc 17 e ek fell to 75,000, om 18„(,00 since t-,L.e end 
of Lay 	 lef,s tho.n at the end of AuGust, 	 nurber out of 

was c1c.»..30 	the low level reached durinpr: the 	when  thousands of men 
i'om.e_a were in uniform. 
The civilian labour for.co, which includes posons  at -.Jerk, with a job 

at not at werik,  and  looL:in3 for work, thus stood well over the five million 
11:1.:Irk a•  5,081CC°. Total number of persons 14 and ore  r- no).; in the labour 
force was 3,090,000, down. 123,000 from  Lay  :Jut  75,00r.) hiGhor thn a year 
earlier. (DDS) 

Conlercial Rent Decontrol:  Airnouncin& the de-control of rent,e.lo  o1  corzaercial 
acconmodo.tion effective'March 3, 148,  Honourable D.C. Isibbet .'c,, Linister of 
Finance,  said 7.Priday: "On 3une - 19th I advised tho ause  o  Comons tho.t it 
lias not the intention of the Government - to c.-isk Parlit.:uaent fo -2 po-aor to 
continue the control of rentals of cormercial o.ccorzuode.tion to  the 
expiration of the Continuation e the Transitional Leasures .âct. 

"Tho time  ha s no w corne  to implement the Governmentts intention by an 
appràpriate Order of thc Wartime Prices and Trade Board so - .,1.1.at landlords 
and tenants may safely and legally make -.Zonrwzd-contracts  a  coramitnen.ts  in  
anticipation of the conditions which will prevail after the control on 
commercial acce=odation  ha  s been lifted.. 

"An  Order of the Wartime Prices and. Trade Board : ta  a aceordincly been 
.rrnde which revokes all the reGulations controllinG the rentuls and tenures of 
comercial accorreodation with oect Lurch  8 #  1948. 

"The timing of.' this revocation will enable arzr landlord, .brho is entitled 
:ulder provincial law to cive  hi  s tenant a monthes notice to vacate, to Give 
or servo such Lotice at any tine after lia.rch  ?th  but no earlier.," 

First Preos Cenfe2enco: A meeting between the Fisheries Depo.rtment  and 
represcnto.tives of tho fishins industry will  be  held :lo:co 	woe:: to fi:: 

icei for fish, rur.c1-...).sed with the e8 9 000,000 votcel  1.y  Parl_Liont at the last 
seion for European food relief, Fisheries liinistor 	 Fride.y. 

At his first pres3 conference since  hic  victer7 in 	1. onday by-election 
-1-'or the 2..x.lorz.3.1 constituency of York-Sunbury. 1\-Œ. C1-2.en; said ,.:; ,1,600,000 of the 
relief fund is to be spent, on the West Coast  aiCL some r,..)',L1CO 3 ;,,r‘.K) in the 1,itimes 
and Quobec. 

The fund represented part of the ,t1320,000,C00 voted for post-;Cr.i.T.R*R.L.• 
relief to such countries as Greece, Austria and Italy. (CP) 
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Rail-Strike Averted: Threat of a nation-wide strike by 125,000 railway workers 
was removed Saturday when the railways and their employees' unions reached 
agreement on the question of paid vacations. 

A brief statement issued jointly  •  on behalf of the major railway lines 
and the brotherhoods disclosed that recommendations made by a conciliation 
board last June, rejected then by the companies but accepted by the unions, 
were the basis for the agreement. 

The statement said: 
"The question of increased vacations with pay for railway  • mployees has 

been settled on the basis outlined by the report of the Board of Conciliation... 
"Details of the application to the various classes of employees will 

be a matter of negotiation between the respective organizations and the , 
railways." 

It was stgned by F.H. Hall, chairman af the negotiating committee for 
17 unions, and by William Manson, vice-president of the Canadian Pacific 
Railmmy, and N.B. Walton, leecutive Vice-President of Canadian National 
Railways. 	. 

The announcement followed a three-hour meeting in the CNR board room, 
the third conference between the parties since the union announced at the 
beginning of last week that November 3 had been set as a àtrike date unless 
agreement was reached. 

Under the agreement, employees with one year's service will receive 
six paid holidays a year; employees with three years will receive nine days, 
and employees with five years will receive 12. 

The railways had contended such a scheme would cost them e5,000,000 a 
year and, while approving the plan in principle,' had rejected it because of 
the cost. (CP) 

Frei:et  Rates Findines:  Two members of the Board of Transport Commissioners have 
written minority judgments dissenting with the Board's majority decision 
rejecting an attempt by the railways to raise their competitive freight rates 
by 30 percent immediately. 

The judgments made public Saturday àhowed that four commissioners voted 
for rejection, which was announced a week ago, and two held that the railways 
should be allowed to hoist the competittve tariffs. 

Seven provinces engaged in battling the carriers' main application for 
several months lodged objections to the latest railroad action. 

The majority decision upholding the provinces, it was shown Saturday, 
was supported by Chief Commissioner J.A. Cross, Deputy Chief Commissioner 
Armand Sylvestre and Commissioner G.A. Stone and F.M. MacPherson. 

Ruling in favor of the railways were Assistant Chief Commissioner Eugh 
nardrope and Commissioner J.A. Stoneman. 
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Cereci.o. e.t United rations: Following is tert ce:2 joint r000lution submitted by 
• ...OM .11.••■••••.■ -■■•■■•••■■•••■•••■• 	••••■•■■•• 

Canada, Auetralie ez..d Free.ce to Cormittee, One of .bee UniteCk. -.C.ations 	anizatiofl  

7..enanilpun1y renCtay:- 
'fbZierces in the Ch...1rter of the Ilnitea i.-..atioes tee peo:ples el:press their 

3.eterraf_I-Lation to saee succeed:1/1G gen.crations fro.le the scoarge uf war, which twice 
in. our lifetime: has brought webold sorral to Lan'eird., ieuti to practice tolerance 
one_  live toge;;her ie peace with one uelo•her as good neiejaleo-urs,  and  

"Whereas the C3....iirter ale.- o cells for the pror_ot,ion of universal respect for, 
and. observance of, fundamenc.1 freedoms, which include freedora of empression, 

renbers laving pledeed thenselves in Article 56 to toke joint and separate 
action for such  observance  of fundamental freedons„ 

"The General Assembly 
"1. Condemns all forme of :_-)ropeeanda, in whatsoever counteer condu.cted, 

which is either designed or li.kely to provelze or encourage any threat to the 
reace, broach  of the peace, or act of aggreesion. 

"2. Requesto the Government of eacn member to take a.ppropriate step  s within 
its constitutiond limieetione; 

' 	 (a) to proreote by all means of rublicity and protaganda avo.ilable to them. 
friendly e‘elations anen3 nations 'based upon the purposes an.cl principles of 
the Chs.rter ; 
".And 

) to encourage the dissemination of ull information desigled to  cive  
e.-..r."-eession to the undoubted desire of all  Dooples for peace. \ 
"3,, Directs that thiï.,« recolution be coreeunicated to the forthcoming 

Conference on Freedom. of Infoneation.” 

Year: - The Dominion Bureau of Statistics Monday predicted a record 
tourist year with all provinces sharing in the.general c.dvance in the number of 
tourist cars entering Canada during September. 

Ur to the end of September a total of 1,431,604 tourist 'permits were issued 
compureCi. with 1,492,106 clurtog all of 1945, 	"Tee , eext reported. Thi s year ' s . 

increase for the eight months ended September  i  ..leele:esents a 12-7à-  per cent rise 
• over the first nine months of  1.st year. 

`Leis Sep'tember 198,855 cars crossed the border compared With - 181,754 for the 
same month:last  •year. Total volume of automobiles entering the Dominion was 
359,340.. comprieing 641,807 cars of_ foreigzi  registry and 217 ,533  Canadian vehi-
cles, (CP). • 

Vol . rc. 

Election: Prince Edward. Island will have a general election on December 
11 it wc_n announced at Charlottetown 1.,..on.dr.ly  niceit. Present standing in the PEI 
Reuse, elected Septceber 	1045, is: Liberals 20; Progressive Conservatives 10; 
vacanc ies , -none. 
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: The Right Honourable W.L. Mackenzie King, Prime Minister, 
annou-Aced tlednesda-2  that Canada had successfully conc.lud.ed at Ge:aeva 
negotiations respecting tariffs and preferences ulth the United States of 
.Amexica, Belgium-Luxembourg and the Netherlan.ds (comprising the new Customs 
Union of "Beneltuz" ) ; Brazil, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,  France, 
Norm*,  arid Syria-Lebmon.; as well as with the United,Kingdo.m, South Africa, 
India an.1 Ceylon; and that, the Goverment had authorized L.D. Wilgress, 
Canadian Llinister to alitzerlan.d, to siui. tomorrow, on behalf of the 
Government of Canada, the nultilateral General .k;ieenerit on Tariffs and 
Trace and the Protocol of Provisional Application. 

In thus makin3 ferrai announcclunt of the cor:Dlction cf the Geneva 
negotiations, the Prime Tlir.ister said that :lam,-  of these, could not, 7.- ,D.V0 
been brouzht to a successful conclusion had it not been for the co-operative 
attitude c.:dopted b:r those countries o .2 the  British  Co:a:on:wealth with which 
Caneda had trade a3,reements, notably the United 1:_ircdon, Australia, South 
Africa,. Neu Zeala.r.d and the British West Indies. 

The Prime Linistcr stated further that full details of the multilateral 
Agreement to which Cans.d.a is party would be rade  public in the. relatively 
near future and that it wz:Is the expectation of tl. e, Geveri-..nent that, under the 
Proter,e1, the provisions of the Agreement would.  cote  provisionally into force 
on Zanuary 1st nart. 

Immieration Scheme:  Poesible extension of the Outario ai irn...iigration scheme 
beyond its present objective cf 7,000 ir.r..igrants 2:2oLt Britain by the end of 
the 7eur sugsested in the Ontario Legislature lied:aes:lay by both Premier 
Drew and. Planning Éliniater Porter. 

Both termed the sch.eme which has so far SCOn clo3e to 5,500 Britons 
arriving in Ontario as entrefaely satisfe.ctory. /,:r. Porter said in a corridor 
intervier that the 'scheme may be continued into ne:r.t year. ie estirated that 
ut least 20,000 persons in the British Isles  have  indicated their readiness 
to come to Ontario and the.t no major difficulty Ltands in the way of continuins 
the s chcme indefinitely. 

Prerr_'.er Drew reported 't-,o the Legisla.ture th.at .rives and families of air 
unizrants had  started to arrive, in the second staL,,e of t13.e plan to bring 
new citizens from the United Kingdom. 	(aP) • 

Current Lai-Tower: Jobs available at National Fu.iploy.-..lent Service offices currently 
outnumber applicant,s for worl: by about 10,000, it -.ias stown by the mon.thly 
report on manpower issued Tuesday by  lion. Huraphrer Litcholl , Minister. of Labour. 
This situation prevails despite the fact that 1,-..bour eznd now is starting 
to slacken as seasonal 3.ctivity tapei-.3 off in the foo,:. -e:zocessing, agriculture, 
trade s  and service industries. This is a normal dcveloprIent since the Yearly 
peak of er.ployment usually wines at -Lie beginnins of October.. 
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ICAO Canadian Delegations  The Department of External Affairs announced 
, Thursday the composition of the Canadian Delegation to the Conference 

of the International Civil Aviation Organization to be held in Geneva, 
Switzerland, commencing on November 3. 

The Canadian Delegation will be headed by Mr. J.R. Baldwin, 
Assistant Secretary of the Cabinet, while the other members will bes 
Mr. A.C. McKim, Vice-President of Trans-Canada Airlines and former 
Council Member for Canada on ICAO, and Mr. 0.G. Stoner of the 
Department of External Affairs. 

All member states of ICAO will attend this Conference during the 
course of which an attempt will be made to draft a Multilateral 
Agreement on Commercial Rights in the Air. 

Misunderstanding Investigated:  The attention of the Department of External 
Affairs has been drawn to the possibility that an employee of the Polish 
Legation in Ottawa was responsible for the decision of two Polish girls 
who came to Canada from displaced persons camps in Germany to leave  the  ir '  

employment in Ottawa in order to take up positions in Toronto. 
As such an action by an employee of a diplomatic or consular mission 

in Canada would be improper, particularly as one of the girls was engaged 
in a category of employment to which the Canadian Government is attempting 
to direct immigrant labour, the Department called this matter to the 
attention of Dr. Z.R. Bielski, Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the Polish 

- Legation in Ottawa. 
Dr. Bielski stated immediately that this was the first he had heard of 

the alleged activity of an employee of the Polish Legation. If the 
allegation were true, he agreed that the action of the employee was 
reprehensible and he would take steps to ensure that activities of this 
kind should not recur. He said that he would investigate the allegation 
at once. 

Dr. Bielski looked into this matter and established to his 
satisfaction that, although a member of his staff had, in fact, visited 
the Polish girls, it was for an altogether different purpose from that 
alleged, and that at no time did his employee urge the girls to leave their 
present employment. The employee had heard that a Polish girl was in Ottawa 
and went to visit her to discover whether she could be of any assistance to 
the newly arrived girl. The two Polish girls had already decided to leave 
Ottawa for Toronto where jobs were being arranged, possibly by a Polish-
Canadian association and this decision could not therefore have been the 
responsibility of the Legation employee. 

Dr. Bielski has advised his employee that, in view of the public 
criticism which had been occasioned by this incident, actions of this sort 
should not be repeated. He added that he thought that part of the 
misunderstanding might have arisen because of language difficulties. 

Moscow Appointment:  The Department of External Affairs announced today that 
. Jar. Holmes, First Secretary at the office of the High Commissioner for 

Canada in London, has been posted to the Canadian Embassy at Moscow as 
Charge d'Affaires, replacing Mr. 11.A.D. Ford who has been transferred to 
the High Commissionerls office in London as First Secretary. 

(Over) 
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Message  of Thanks  g A message of thanks has been received through  •  the High 
Commissioner for Canada in the United Kingdom from -the High Commissioner 
for Pakistan in the United Kingdom, Habib Ibrahim 2alàmtaola 9  for the 
recent gift of penitoillin fr:ort the Canadian Red Cross Society.  The 

 High Commissioniir says  
"I am stirle' - reCrOvei-run' 	»âncthe people of Pakistan will greatly 

appreciate this gestüre of goodwill and friendship which the people of 
Canada and the Canadian Red Cross have shown in this our hour of need., 

Inay I add my awn sincere thanks to you and to your Government for 
the trouble you have takeno n  

National Income and Expendittares  g Estimates of gross national product as 
revised to date are 811,417 million in 1946 and $5„141 million in 1938 9  
according to a report issued Wednesday by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics on 	iona1 accounts, income and expenditure, 1936 4946 9  
containing revised figures of national income and gross national product 
and expenditure as well as a number of new series not before published. 
Previous estimates of gross national product for the two years were 
$11,139 million in 1946 and $5 9 075 million in 1938. Changes from one 
year to another in the above and the following figures, the report points 
out, reflect changes in prices as well as in the physical volume of 
production of goods and services. 

National income is now estimated at c9 9 464 million in 1946 and 
$3,972 million in 1938. Salaries, wages and supplementary labour income 
were $5,113 million, or 54 per cent of total national income in 1946. In 
1938 the figure was $2,476 million, or 62 per cent of the total. The . 
industrial distribution of salaries and wages indicates that the 
percentage of total labour income originating in manufactliring increased 
fr om 29 per cent in 1938 to 34 per cent in 1946. Military pay and 
allowances declined from $1 9 132 million in 1945 to $315 million in 1946. 
In 1938 the figure was $9 million. 
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Yr. Abbott's Montr91 Speech:  Following are extracts from an address by Eon. 
Douglas Abbott, Minister of Finance, before the Canadian Exporters'. Association 
In Montreal, October 30:- 

basic problem which we have to face in our foreign economic 
relai,ions'is the breakdown for the time being of the multilateral settlement 
of international accounts or more specifically the inconvertibility of 
Sterling and other currencies resulting froft the effects of the war. Now 
make no mistake. This problem did not take us by surprise. Canada's foreign 

, 

	

	economic policy since the latter war years has been designed to help solve - - 
this difficulty. All our efforts to that end have been based on two funda- 

1 	mental propositions: 
(1) the restoration of a multilateral trading world 

on a sound and lasting basis. . 
(2) an effective contribution to recovery and 

rehabilitation of the United Kingdom and Europe, 
without which multilateral trade could not possibly 
be restored...." 

"...Our immediate objectives as exporters can, I think, be clearly and 
simply stated. 
1. We must seek to narrow the gap in our trading accounts with dollar countries 
by exporting more goods to those countries. 
2. We must seek to diversify our exports to the dollar countries,by combining - 
a greater proportion of processed and manufactured goods. In more concrete -
terms, because the United States has been and will remain a market for our 
goods which exceeds all others, these objectives can be restated more positively; 
"sell more goods, including processed and manufactured Foods, in-the.U.S.A. 
markets...." 

"....The tasks are not easy; there are many very real obstaeles in the way, 
some of which are almost entirely outside our control. But no one expects that 
a task of this kind would be simple. Of course there are difficulties, mainly 
in terms of the tariff structures of the countries to whom we must export. Ways 
and means must be found to overcome these difficulties. The present Canadian 
dollar problem is as much a danger to the stability of the U.S.A. economy as it 
is to ours. It is in the interest of both countries that measures to facilitate 
the further development of exports including manufactured goods be adopted, 
particularly where the raw material essential for such-production is indigenous 
to our country and can be processed here to the mutual advantage of all concerned. 
I assure you no effort will be spared •  on the part of the government to work out 
mutually advantageous accords to encourage and facilitate this type of development 
which must and will come...." 

Parliament to Open December 5:  Prime Minister Mackenzie King announced Thursday that 
the fourth session of the twentieth Parliament will open on December 5 for the 

, primary purpose of dealing with the trade pacts with 17 countries. He also 
,announced appointment of six new parliamentary assistants to Cabinet ministers, 
as follows,- Ralph Maybank (Winnipeg South Centre), will be assistant to National 



Health and Welfare Minister Paul Martin; Walter Harris (Grey-Bruce), to External 
Affairs Minister Louis St. Laurent; Paul Cote (Verdun), to Labor Ministex; 
Humphrey Mitchell; Robert McCubbin (West Middlesex), to Agriculture rinister 
James Gardiner; Gleason Bélzile (RiMOUSki), as another assistant -4  , Finance 
Minister Douglas Abbott; and Robert Winters (Queents-Luneri), 	National 
Revenue Minister James McCann. 

Prime Minister King left for New York Thursday afternoon and on Friday is 
to be given an award at a luncheon of the Canadian Club of that city. On 
Saturday he will sail for Southampton by the "Queen Elizabeth", and soon after 
arrival in London will go to the Continent in response to invitations from 
President Auriol of France, Premier Spaak of Belgium and Princess Juliana of 
the Netherlands. 

Returning to L-1don, Mr. King will attend the Royal wedding and during his 
stay in the metropolis will meet with the British Cabinet as a whole, and with 
individual ministers, as well as with Prime Minister J. C. Smuts of South Africa 
on various problems of common concern. He said that on the Continent he hoped 
to get first hand reports on conditions there. He will return to New York by 
the "Nieuw Amsterdam" on December 3 and be here in time for the opening of the 
session. 

Mr. Turcottets Appointment:  The Department of External Affairs announced Thursday 
the appointment of Edmond Turcotte of Montreal as Consul General of Canada 
with headquarters in Chicago. This appointment marks the first step in the 
expansion of the Canadian Consular Service in the United States which was 
recently announced by the Department. Offices of the new Consulate General 
have been established in the Chicago Daily News Building at 800 West Madison 
Street, Chicago, and business will be transacted from that address on and after 
Monday, November 3rd, 1947. 

Ur. Turcotte will be assisted by Mr. O. W. Dier of the Department of 
External Affairs whose appointment as Vice-Consul was concurrently announced. Ex. 
Chris West at present Vice-Consul in New York City will  act temporarily as Consul 
in Chicago during the early weeks of the establishment. 

Ontario Législature Prorogues: 	The third session of the 22nd legislature prorogued 
at 8.55  pan.  Thursday night after sitting since Oct. 22 in resumption of the 
session started last spring. 

Lieutenant-Governor Ray Lawson gave Royal assent to 28 government bills 
and one non-Government measure, product of the short session. 

It saw passage of amendments to the Milk Control Act to permit negotiated 
changes in the price of milk, amendments to the Power Commission and: -Public • 
Utilities Act to enable power rationing, and introduction of a new measure to 
regulate trading in securities. (C.P.) 
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The Prime Minister in New York: Prime Minister Mackenzie  Kin c; on Friday 
attended a reception of the_Canadian Club of New York, where he was 
awarded the club's medal for his contribution  tourd  promoting friendly 
relations between Canada, the United States and the British Common-
wealth. 

In his address the Prime lanister wasquoted by Canadian Press as 
saYing, that Canada will increasingly be "one of the great influences 
for world co-operation and Peace as the years go by." 

Hb said that Canada's scope in this sphere is "all t'cla larer" 
because she is located alongside the United States and that "nothing 
is more important" than for the United States and Canada to continue 
to share a "community of ideas in furthering international friendship." 

Following the reception Lr. King met all the members and the 
staff of the Canadian delegation to the United Nations and attended 
a Private dinner at the Harvard Club where he was staying. 

Saturday morning he sails- on the Quèen Elizabeth for  ngland to 
attend, the RoyU wedding, confer informally with British and Comuien-
wealth leaders and make a brief visit tO the Continent. 

in London he said he will extend an invitation  to I-rincess 
:Elizabeth and Lieut. Philip - Mountbatten to visit Canada. 

In an ,interview on his arrival here; the Prime Minister ws 
reported as saying that the decision has not - yet  been Ana de for Canada's 
representative on the  United Nations  Security Council,but indicated 
it would likely be announced in.Ottawu by External Affairs 1,-inister 
St. Laurent while he is absent. 

Develop Yukon Coal: Hon. James A.  Glen, Minister of Mines and Resources has 
announced that the Dominion Government is assisting in the Dpening up 
of a coal deposit in the Yukon  Territory. 

Increasir4D; remoteness of wood  fuel  supplies is currently 
hamperin minire,and other development in the Territory, and although 
several of elicon's coal depasits had been previously mined to a small 
axtent, colu,orcial development has not taken place because of,the 
àitherto liLdted markets and the avAlability of ood for fuel. 

The deposit to be developed is at Tantalus Butte, near Carklacks, 

on the Lewes River, which is the principal tributary of the Yukon 
River. It is approximately 100 air miles northwest of Whitehorse and 
on the main navigation route bewtween Whitehorse and the  Dawson  and 
Mayo mining areas. The geological and engineering exauinations that 
have  been made indicate low mining costs and that the deposit contains 
good quality bituminous coal in quantity regarded as sufficient to 
provide the commercial und domestic coal requirements of Yukon for many 
years. 

/ocational Training Uouncil:  Delegates to the Canadian Vocational Training 
Adefsory Council brought under intensive study all aspects of civilian 
vocational training, during the two-day conference just ended in Ottawa. 

It is now certain that the training of veterans will be completed 

as a project in the summer of 1948, a much earlier date than had 
been anticipated three years ago, it was reported by R.F. Thompson, 
Director of Training, Dominion Department of Labour. The deadline date 
for new applications for training remains fixed at December 31, 1947. 
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Former Italian Colonies:  The Secretary of State for External Affairs 
announced Saturday that in a letter dated October 20, 1947, the 
Canadian Government had been invited to express its views regarding 
the disposal of the former Italian Colonies to the Conference of 
Deputies of the Council of  Foreign  Ministers of the U.S.S.R., the 
United Kingdom, the United States of America and France, which is 
in session at Lancaster House, London. 

The Government of Canada has replied that at this initial 
stage it does not wish to take advantage of the opportunity to 
present the Canadian viewpoint on this question. The Canadian 
Government may, however, wish to make known its views on the 
disposal of Italy's former African possessions at a later date when 
the reports are available of the Commission of Investigation which 
it is anticipated will be sent out to the former Italian Colonies 
in accordance with the terms of the joint resolution of the Govern- 
ments of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, the United States 
of America and France, contained in Annex XI of the Peace Treaty 
with Italy. 

The Government of Canada expressed a further wish to be kept 
informed to the fullest extent practicable of all important develop- 
ments in the consiCeration of this question by the Conference of 
Deputies, includin,; the substance of any opinions on the final 
disposal of the colonies mihich may be presented by other interested 
Governments. 

Sugar  Rationina Ends: The Honourable Douglas Abbott, Minister of Finance, 
announced Sunday evening that effective Monday morning, all rationing 
of sugar and edible molasses, in effect in Canada since July 1942, 
would be discontinued by the Wartime,  Prices and Trade  Board. 

Price ceilir,gs, Mr. Abbott stated, would be retained on both 
these items but at the same time an increase of one cent per pound 
in the lawful maximum price of sugar has been authorized. 

This one cent per pound advance in the permitted ceiling will 
cover not only the regular statutory  import  duties which are 
concurrently being reinstated, but also the increased costs of cotton 
and jute bngs and other materials. The ceiline trie  on reasses 
remains unchanged. 

The Yinister also stated that unless completely unforeseen 
circumstances arise there should be no further increese in sUgar 
prices for the next year, and that if there is any significant and 
sustained decline in world market prices it is the intention of the 
Government to reduce Canadian prices on refined sugar accordingly. 
In accordance with past practice, the Sugar Administrator will re-
capture the full adv[mce in price on all stocks of raw and refined 
sugar in the hands of refiners. 

U.S. Navy  and Marine Corps  Visit: Halifax will play host to more than 
4,000 officers and men of the United States Navy and Marine Corps 
when 16 unjts cf Transport Division 22 of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet 
pay an informal visit to the East Coast seaport and naval base 
November 17 to 19, it wr:ts announced at Naval Service Ileadquarters. 

(7..r1 
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Li*. St. Laurent's Toronto  ..i.ddress: Following are extracts from, the 
address delivered by àight Honourable L.S. St. Laurent, Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, before the Canadian Club of Toronto 
November 3 1947: 	 . 

"....Canada has tak..en the position that the abuse of the veto 
' power night well destroy the United rations because it destroys all 

confidence in the ability of the Security Council to act effectively 
and.to act in time. 

, 	hen I stated that position on behalf of the Canadian Delega- 
tion before the General ikssembly, I added that our peoples could not 
be expected . to accept indefinitely and without alteration voting 
procedures und practices which in the name of unanimity underlined 
disunity and which in the quest for agreement on action more often 
than not resulted only . in  inaction. 

rI also added that nations in their search for peace and co-
operation might, if they -dere forced to do so, attempt to achieve 
their g.oal otherwise than through a council frozen in futility and 
divided by dissensions. The solution adopted for the Greek border 
difficulty and the estublisikaent of a continuing coteuittee-of  the  - 
Assembly may be one such way and may also serve to convince our 
Russian friends that the Charter can be made to work even over and 
.in spite of their objections. 
, 	"ohould they cone to that conclusion, - and they must if they 
stay in und I think they will - they are apt to modify their attitude 
in the Security Council. Coning to the conclusion that decisions 
can be made ar' 	eeted -lithout their concurrence, they may'prefer 
to have the controversies discussed and dealt with in the Security 
Council where they are one of fiVe perr-ianent members and one of the
total membership of eleven, rather than see them go to a committee'of 
the 2isse.libly where they are only one of 57 members. 

' 	"It is rith such  13 US for Laprovenents that the Department of 
External Affairs faces its tas k of providing Canadian representation on 
the Security Council to -.;hich we Ilere elected by an overwhelming 

jority three ueeks 
11 	1c, in this country heve built a nation'uhich is  as wdde as 

the continent and -which is bused on the consent of Liany diversified 
groups. Is it unre:Isonable to hope that our  on  experience and the - 
experience of other peoples who have built -political organizations 
ov'er -vidtreareas can be r epeated 	J 	11 1 1 ;' '!(_JiS4 

"Mat we want in this country, is to Lointain our awn freedom 
and  to leave other people in the enjoyment of theirs. 

' 	"We know our neighbours to the South of us pretty well and in 
spite of all these wild charges of ielperialisn brought against thele, 
we are convinced that they also wish to reaintain their freedom and 
like ourselves wish to leave other people in the full enjoyment of 
theirs. 

"We feel, however, that isolation is no longer possible even if 
it could be recarded as desirable, and that the greatest hope for our 
own survival and for the survival of other national units of free 
people lies in the developnent of efficient machinery for internal 
co-operation, such machinery us will make sure that certain principles 
are recognized as binding in the international field and thay any 
violation of these principles will be repressed and punished as surely 
and as relentlessly as law breaking is repressed and punished within 
a state...." 

• 	• 
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Dr. G.S.H. Barton is F.A.O. Representative:  The Department of External Affairs 
announced today the appointment of Dr. G. S. H. Barton, Deputy Minister of 
Agriculture, as Canadian representatives on the Council of the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. 

The Council of F.A.0..was set up at the third General Conference of 
LA-0., mtdch was held in Geneva .August 25 to September 14,1947. It 	' 
consists of the repreSentatives of eighteen of the 53 member nations and 
replaces the former Executive Committee of experts serving in their in-
dividual capacity. It will act as the executive body of the organization 
between the annual sessions of the Conference, keep the world food and 
agriculture situation and inter-governmental commodity arrangements under 
constant review, and will stimulate action by and co-operate with governments, 

The Conference recommended that, in addition, the new Council should 
take oozer  the functions of the International Emergency - Food-  Council 14nd-- 

 during the present acute shortage of foods continue the recommending of 
international allocations of commodities in short supply. 	' 

This final recommendation will be one of the majorltems on the agenda 
of the.Council, 'which opened its first regular session in Washington today. 

Dr. Barton has been active in building F.A.O. from its Inception. Be 
headed the Canadian delegation to the United Nations Conference on Food and 
Agriculture in Hot Springs,  Va., 1943; he was Canada's alternate delegate 
(alternate to the Minister of Agriculture) to FAO Conferences in Quebec 
City, 1945; Copenhagen, 1946, and Geneva, 1947. 	' 

He was a member of FAOes Executive Committee and Chairman of FAO's 
sub-cbmmittee on finance since their establishment in 1945. At Geneva 
in 1947 he mas vice-chairman of Commission III (Constitutional, Admin-
istrative and Financial Problems of FAO). ' 

Canada's Foreign Trade: Foreign trade of Canada reached  record proportions  during 
the first nine months of this year, being valued'at 33,927,500,000 compared 
with $3,043;900,000 in the same period of 1946, an increase of 29 per cent, 
accOrding to figures released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The 
previouS high for the nine-mbnth period was registered - in 1944 at 33,907,000,000. 
In SeptetiberithesitradeLeas-'Valücd'âti429;7 .001;'000'Weà8tià11Y-i thé -âàfilé"ââ in 
August, but 31 per cent higher than in September last year when the total was 
3328,000,000. 

Domestic exports in the first nine months were valued at 32,004,900,000 
compared with 31,663,900,000  in  the similar'period of 1946, an'increase of 
20.5 per cent. In September, there was a further slight -recession from the 
record levels-of May and June, but the month'S total was substantiallY higher 
than in-September last year. Exports in the month were valued at. 3218,600,000 
compared wlth $221,300,000 in August and e169,800,000 in September last year. 

Commodities were imported to the value of 31,892,600,000 during the' 
first nine 'months of this year compared with 31,360,800,000  in the  same 
period of 1946, a gain of 39 per cent. In September, the value was 3208,100,- 
000, slightly higher than in August when the total was 3204,600,000, but one-
third.higher than last year's September  figure of 3156,100.000. . 

Foreign commodities were re-exportéd to the value of e26,400,000, in the 
nine months of this year, compared with $19,200,000 in the like period of 1946. 
In September, the value was 33,000,000 compared with 33,500,000 dn 'August and 
32,100,000 a year ago. 

In the nine months,  the  balance of merchandise trade with all countries 
was favou./:ab,4, .V)„Panada to the extent of $135,000,00.0 _compared wlth 3322,- 
300,-006- in the sanie  period of 1946, and the pre-war five-year average of 
$132,200,000. Net  exports of non-monetary gold -- additional to the balance 
of trade -- amounted in the nine months to $71,900,000 compared with  $74,63O,-
000 in 1946, and the pre-war five-year average of $89,700,000„ 
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Mr. Pearson on Palestine Question:  Following is partial text of statement 
on the Palestine question delivered by Mr. L.B. Pearson in sub- 

" Committee. One of the United Nations ad hoc Committee on Palestine, 
November 1 , 1947:- 

"....The°urgency of determining the methods of implementation 
is magnified by the declared intention of the mandatory power to 
withdraw from Palestine in the near future. Whatever plan is adopted 
for the settlement of the Palestinian question, there is danger that 
events will over-reach us, that we will be unable to take effective 
action in time, and that confusion and disorder will follow upon the 
withdrawl of the mandatory power. It is with these possibilities in 
mind that the sub-Committee must consider how best the majority report 
could be put into effect; leaving it for the ad hoc Committee and the 
Assembly to decide whether or not these or other measures shall be 
adoptèd. 

"We now have three sets of proposals before us - one presented 
by the Delegate of Guatemala, one by the United States Delegation, and 
a third by the USSR Delegation. None of us, I think, is at this 

, stage prepared to do more than discuss the merits of these various 
proposals and in the hope that it may assist in the process of finding 
common ground on which to base a solution for the Palestine problem 
the Canadian Delegation wishes to add tts comments to the general 
discussion. 

"In the first place, we must recognize that what is contemplated 
by the report is a major political operation for the successful execu-
tion of which, if the General Assembly decides to take affirmative 
action, the United Nations itself must assume grave responsibilities. 
We are now confronted with a problem Which will strain the resources 
and endanger the prestige of this organization, and it is urgently 
necessary, not only for the people of Palestine but for the whole 
United Nations that we find a solution. 

"If the political operation recommended in the majority report 
is to be undertaken, we must make sure that the means chosen have 
three qualities, in particular: namely that they are constitutionally 
sound, practicable and effective. In our view, the withdrawal of the 
mandatory would create a legal vacuum in Palestine. The legal question, 
therefore, resolves itself into the question of what action the United 
Nations can take, or institute, whereby the legal vacuum may be filled 
In the manner contemplated by the majority report. In regard to the 
second point, the means chosen must be practicable. They must be the 
means best calculated to bring about a rapid and peaceful settlement 
In Palestine when the mandatory withdraws. There will be great 
administrative difficulties under any gystem. We must, by anticipatory 
action, endeavour to make sure that these administrative difficulties 
are kept to a minimum. Careful consideration should also be given 
in advance to the steps which could or might be taken by the United 
Nations should the settlement not work out paaceably in the manner 
contemplated. 

(over) 



"Uhat then could the United Nations do to take or initiate 
action whereby this major political operation might be brought 
about? _Both the Guatemalan and United States delegations have 
suggested that the General Assembly itself might take responsibility 
for the administration •  of Palestine and carry into effect the 
majority report. However, the powers of the General Assembly, - 	- 
under Articles 10 and 14  of  the Charter, are, explicitly, powers 
of 'recommendation'. To argue that it may establish subsidiary 
'organs to enforce its decisions without reference to whether or 
not these decisions are acceptable to the parties concerned is to 
assume that these decisions are not recommendations, but commands. 
Our delegation, therefore, cannot reconcile such a construction 
with the plain language of the provisions of the Charter. 

"The United States delegation has proposed that the General - 
Assembly 'recommend' the energence of the two states on the with-
drawal of the mandatory power, and that the mandatory  'band  over' 
governmental responsibility to the Provisional Governments immediately 
on withdrawal. The mandatory power would also be responsible, 
under the United States proposal, for maintaining law and order 
until withdrawal and for making preliminary arrangements, in 
consultation with an Advisory Commission appointed by the General 
Assembly, for the energence of two states in Palestine under the 
arrangements proposed by the General Assembly. 

"The Canadian Delegation believes that under Article 14 of the 
Charter, the General Assembly would be competent to make th& 

 proposed recommendation. Article 14 recites that 'subject to the 
provisions of Article 12, the General Assembly may recommend 
measures for the peaceful adjustment of any situation, regardless 
of origin, which it deems likely to impair the general welfare or 
friendly relations among nations'. It seems to me that the General 
Assembly could recommend the contemplated measures to the members 
of. the United Nations (including the mandatory power) and also to 
the Arab and Jewish people of Palestine. I do not think that the 
General Assembly is limited legally under this article, as-to-the 
States or persons to whom it may address its recommendations, or 
as to the measures it may recommend to adjust situations peacefully, 
or as to the situations it may deem likely to impair the general 
welfare. This authority is, of course, subject to the qualifica-
tion I have alread mentioned, that this Assembly cannot enforce 
Its own decisions. 

"The position under the United States proposal, as I under-
stand it, would be that the mandatory power, on withdrawal, would 
terminate the mandate, thus creating a legal vacuum in Palestine 
which would however (all necessary preliminary arrangements 
having been made) be immediately filled by the emergence of the 
two projected states. The mandatory would, in effect, merely hand 
over the keys. The question of the international identity of the 
two states would presumably require to be followed by some ex 
post facto action by way of recognition.(e.g. by admission to the 
United Nations.) No legal obligation would be created by the proposed 
Assembly resolution and, from the legal point of view, the success 
of the United States plan would depend on the willingness of the 
parties concerned to co-operate in initiating it. The Canadian - 
delegation believes, nevertheless, that the emergence of these two 
states could be accomplished in the way contemplated in the United 
State plan, if the necessary co-operation were forthcoming. On the 
other  band, unless there is this co-operation, the desired results 
night not be achieved. Failure of the mandatory, or of the Jewish 
or the Arab people to co-operate, or the active resistance of any 
of these, would prevent the accompliement of the objective. The 
legal vacuum would not be wholly or satisfactorily filled. 

"This delegation is inclined to agree with the United States 
view that there dhould be no further transitional period following 
withdrawal of the mandatory. It seems to us that whatever settlement 
is decided upon, the sooner the people of Palestine accept direct 
responsibility for their Government, the better...." 
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Newfoundland Proposals: Following is partial text of Press release of 
Thursday from the Office of the Prime Minister on the eProposed 
Arrangements" for the entry of Newfoundland into confederation:- 

tt ....Under union Newfoundland would have to adjust its system 
of public finance to the status of a province. It would lose its 
main source of revenue, the customs tariff, which still produces ' 
over 50% of its revenue. If a tax agreement, similar to those for 
other provinces, were entered into, Newfoundland would also forego 
Tiet . to levy corporation,;income and inheritance taxes which now 
make up close to 30% of the revenue. Unlike existing provinces, 
Newfoundland has not a well-developed system of municipal and local 

_ government to carry part of the burden of taxation by local rates 
and real estate taxes. It has only a very snail mileage of good 
roads, and can raise little in the way of gasoline taxes, one of 
the main sources of revenue for existing provinces. It is thus 
obvious that Newfoundland could not contemplate becoming a province 
of Canada unless Canada were prepared to consider its special 
financial needs, particularly during the early years of union 
pending the development of new sources of revenue. 

"Under the proposed arrangements, Canada will take over the 
sterling debt guaranteed by the United Kingdom «Which amounts to a 
net of about e63,000,000. Although this is a much higher per capita 
debt than that taken aTer for the original provinces or allowed 
for the western provinces when they were created, Canada will 
acquire title to very much more property in the way of public works 
than in the case of the other provinces. It will take  over  the 
Railway and its steamàhip services, the drydock, Gander airfield, 
the Newfoundland Hotel if desired by the provincial government, 
lighthouses, public wharves and other aids to navigation, etc. As 
the proposals also state, the debt to be taken  over  represents, in 
the opinion of the Canadian Government, a fair estimate of the debt 
incurred for eurposes which would have been the responsibility of 
the federal government had Newfoundland been a province at the time 
the debt was incurred. 

"Newfoundland will also retain its accumulated surplus, one-third 
of which, however, is to be set aside during the first eight years 
of union to meet possible budget deficits on current account Should 
they  arise. The remainder will be available to Newfoundland to use 
as it sees fit for developmental and other purposes, provided it is 
not used for subsidizing Newfoundland producers in unfair competition 
with other Canadian producers. 

"A Second problem was that of assuring Newfoundland of sufficient 
current revenue to carry on as a province, since u : . der  federaticn 
only about e3,000,000 of its present revenues of between e35,000,000 
to $40,000,Q09 would remain to the province. Under the 'Poposed 
Arrangements "  it will receive in addition to the subsidies provided 
by the B.N.A. Act of 1907 (180,000 for the support of its government 
and legislature, and 80i per head of its population) a special 
statutory subsidy of e1,100,000 in lieu cf the various fixed annual 
payments, allowances and awards made to the Maritime provinces from 

(over) 



time to time, and in recognition of its special problems as an 
Island mdth a sparse  and  scattered population. These statutory 
subsidies which aggregate about ,,;i1,542,000, will be included in 
the computation of a tax agreement if Newfoundland elects to enter 
suèh an agreement after union. The irrèducible minimum payment - 
under a tax agreement is estimated at about , 200 000 and a . pay-
rent for 1947 at about  •6,800,000. 

"Provision is also made for a series of diminishing Transitional 
Grants to give Neufoundland time to develop new revenue-producing 
services. The transitional grant will be 0,500,000 for the first 
three years and will diminish thereafter by  •50,000 annually. 
These transitional grants will not be included in computing tax 
agreement payments. 

"In view of the difficulty of predicting at all accurately 
how Newfoundland will fare financially under federation, provision 
is also made for a review of its financial position within a period 
of eight years by a Royal Commission with a view to recormmnding what 
additional financial assistance, if any, Newfoundland will need to 
enable it to carry its provincial services at then existing levels 
without resorting to heavier taxation, having regard to capacity 
to pay, than that of the Earitime provinces. 

"Representation of Newfoundland in Parliament is covered by 
existing legislation. The British North America  Act  of 1915 provides 
for six members in the Senate, The British North America  Act of 1946, 
-hich'provided for representation in the House of Commons on the basis 
of population, when app1ied to Newfoundland, provides for seven members 
in the House of Commons. 

"The 'Proposed Arrangements' also provide that Newfoundland 
will be brought within the Maritime region so far as the regulation 
of freight rates is concerned. It will thus come under the Maritime 
Freight Rates Act which provides for a 20% reduction in freight rates 
on goods moving within or out of the Maritime region. Provision 
is also made for extending unemployment insurance benefits to workers 
in insurable employment,should they lose their employment within 
six months before or six months after union. Oleo-margarine may 
also continue to be manufactured and sold within Newfoundland but 
not exported to the rest of Canada. 

"It is anticipated that the, 'Proposed Arrangements will be 
presented today to the National Convention in St. John's. The National 
Convention is entrusted udth the responsibility of making recommenda-
tions to the United Kingdom Government regarding future forms of 
Government for Newfoundland, the ultimate decision to be made by the 
people in a referendum. It will thus remain with the National Conven-
tion to decide in the first instance whether confederation on the 
proposed basis should be put before the people and, if so, for thé 
people to make the ultimate decision. The Prime Minister's covering 
letter to the Governor states: 

'The Government of Canada would not wish in any way to 
influence the National Convention nor the decision of the 
people, should they be requested to decide the issue of 
confederation. Should the people of Newfoundland indicate 
clearly and beyond all possibility of misunderstanding 
their will that Newfoundland should become a province of 
Canada on the basis of the proposed arrangements, the 
Canadian Government, subject to the approval of Parliament, 
would for its part be prepared to take the necessary 
constitutional steps to make the union effective at the 
earliest practicable date.'" 
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World Wheat Situation:  Nothing of significance has ,happened during 
recent weeks to change the prospects of a general worla need for 
more wheat. • In the September 1947 report of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations it uas estimated that require-
rents for grain imports for deficit - countries in 1947-48 uill total 
approximately 38 million metric tons. Last year the stated require-
ments were 37-1„7 million tons and approximately 281  million tons were 2 
received by importing countries. It was estimated by FAO at the 
end of September that 29 million tons might be available for export 
in 1947-48 from grain exporting countries. 

The report of the FAO conference emphasized that unless special 
efforts are made in both exporting and importing countries to mobilize 
more food and reduce this wide gap the calorie intake in deficit 
countries must inevitably fall to still more unsatisfactory levels 
and stressed the necessity of using every available device to save 
grain for human consumption. 

The United States this year harvested the largest wheat crop 
on record and it is expected that the major part of world wheat àhip-
ments will come from this country during the present crop year. One 
deterrent to high wheat exports from the United States this year is 
the very unsatisfactory corn harvest uhich may result in a greater 
quantity of Wheat being utilized for domestic feeding purposes. 
Another factor which may adversely affect American exports this year 
is the prevailing dry weather in the westerh states which may lead to 
a larger than normal carry-over to safeguard supplies for next year. 

A slight improvement in crop conditions has occurred in the 
Argentine during the last month, but this country will not have a 
very large surplus fer export during 1948, . Prospects for the wheat 
crop in Australia improved greatly during the past month and the 
latest forecast is for a total yield of not less than 215 million 
bushels which will ensure an exportable surplus considerably  in 

 excess of that of last year. 
No change in the Canadian situation occurred during the last 

month. It is still estinated that around 200 million budhels of 
wheat and wheat in terms of flour will be available for export 
during the present crop year. This figure, however, may have to be 
revised in the light of conditions which have prevailed since the 
last crop estimate was issued early in September. (D.B.S. Bulletin) 

Approve Admission of 15,021 D.P.'s: In response to requests for workers 
submitted to the Immigration-Labour Interdepartmental Cammittee by 
Canadian industry, approval has been granted for the admission to 
Canada of 15,021 Displaced Persons in group movements, it is 
announced by the Immigration Branch of the Department of Mines and 
Resources. pp to the present time 3,533 people have come to Canada 
from European refugee camps under this group plan; 3,007 to uork' 
for lumbér companies; 100 for textiles, and 426 as domestics. 

Requests dealt with by the Committee have been for the following 
classes of workers: 

(over) 



Hydro Electric Power Commission of Ontario 	• 2,000 	•- . 
Mining  	2 , 301  
Railroad maintenance  	705 
Woodsworkers  	4,210 
Foundrymen  	114 
Steel workers 	• 	 375 
Construction  	500 
Domestics  	2,000 
Clothing industry  	2 , 316  
Dressmakers  	200 
Terrazo workers  	100 
Textiles  	200 
Approximately 25 percent of the Displaced Persons admitted to 

Canada have been first degree relatives of residents of this country. 
No quota has ever been placed on the numbers of Displaced Persons or 
other European immigrants who may enter Canada under provisions of 
the Inedgration regulations which relate to relatives. On May 1, 
1947, the scope of these regulations was further broadened to 
include the husband or wife; son, daughter, brother or sister, with 
their unmarried àhildren; father or mother; or orphan nephews or 
nieces under twenty-one, of any person legally resident in Canada 
and in a position to guarantee their full support. Requests to the 
Immigration Branch for the admission of relatives from Displaced 
Persons camps number 21,217. 

Polish Veterans May Purchase Own Farms: Polish veterans who came to 
Canada to work on farms last year are now permitted to purchase 
their awn  farina,  it is announced by Hon. Humphrey Mitchell, 
Minister of Labour, They will also be permitted to rent farms 
which they intend to operate themselves. 

This meets with the general plan for which the Polish Veterans 
were brought to Canada 	to increase food production in the Dominion. 

Nearly two-thirds of the 2,876 Polish Veterans who came to 
Canada last November are still employed on the original farm to which 
they were assigned. It is felt that those veterans who have so 
fully co-operated should be given some freedam of choice of the farm 
on which they will be employed during the second year of their two-
year contract. Where the Polish Veteran has completed one year's 
employment with the same employer, he may be allowed to make his awn 
arrangements for employment in the second year with a farmer of his 
own choice. 

These arrangements are to be made through the local placement 
officers of the National Employment Service of the Department of 
Labour, or the provincial department of agriculture concerned. 
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Mr. Ilsley on Admission of New Members:  Following is text of statement 
delivered by Mr. Ilsley on Friday, November 7, 1947, in the first 
Committee of the United Nations on the admission of new members:- 

"The attitude of the Canadian Delegation towards admission of 
new  members to the United Nations is based on Article 4 of the 
Charter. Applicants should be considered on their merits. Their 
qualifications should be judged on the principles defined in the 
Charter. The applicant must be a peace-loving state. It must accept 
the obligations of the Charter and it must be able and willing to 
carry out these 'obligations. This basis of judgment was approved 
by the General Assembly itself in a resolution'of November 19, 1946, 
which states that each application must be examined on its nerits 
'as measured by the yardstick of the Charter in accordance mith 
Article 4. We therefore reject any considerations extraneous to 
the Charter, such as whether or not the applicant state is in 
diplomatic relations with certain members of the United Nations. 

"This Delegation also recognizes that a decision of the General 
Assembly with regard to the admission of any state-membership 
requires under Article 4 a recommendation of the Security Council; 
I say that after listening carefully to the argument of the represent-
ative of Argentina, mho  contends that the General Assembly can admit 
new  members without a. recommendation of the Security Council. We 
do not think that that is correct. We think that the recommendation 
of the Security Council required by Article 4 involves a decision 
to make such a recommendation, and that such decision is governed 
by the provisions of Article 27 of the Charter and requires the 
concurrent' vote of the permanent members. Whether that legal 
contention is correct  or not, if. a state of cooperation is to exist 
between the General Assembly and the Security Council, the General 
Assembly should certainly secure the recommendation of .t4 Security 
Council before attempting to admit new members itself." 

"The question arises: 4  What is the Assembly to do about applica-
tions for admission of states which fail to secure the necessary 
approval in the Security Council? Confronted by this situation, we 
cbuld'take up each rejected application and consider its qualifica-
tions in the lipht of the criteria established in Article 4 and 
come to a decision in the Assembly recommending that the Security 
Council re-examine the applications of those states which have been 

.favourably considered by the General Assembly. 
"We feel, however, that there is no use in adopting this 

procedure if the conclusions which we reach here in the Assembly are 
to be judged in the Security Council and altered on the basis of 
an entirely different set of considerations. I think that we might 
very well reach agreement by an overwhelming majority that the 
Security Council was not justified in rejecting the application of 
certain states which have applied for membership. Indeed, this 
Delegation would favour the admission of a number of new states, 
and I think that the Assembly might well fird itself in agreement 

(over) 



on quite a comprehensive list. As ratters stand, however, we may 
be certain that no matter how impressive a majority may be recorded 
here in the Assembly same ar all of the applicants we may favour 
will continue to be vetoed in the Security Council. 

"Now we recognize, Er. Chairman, that there is a real difficulty 
in deteemining in some  cases as to whether in fact an applicant 
qualifies under the criteria of Article 4, particularly Whether the 
applicant can be regarded as sable and willing to carry  out the 
obligations of the Charter. This difficulty exists even if the most 
objective judgment is applied in determining each case. Discussions 
in the Security Council as well as in this Committee at the last 
session, as well as today, amply demonstrate that such a difficulty 
exists. But surely this is exactly where the discussion of individue 
applications in the Assembly is particularlyeelevant in making a propéir 
determination of whether a state is eligiblelor memberShip und er :  

Article ‘Lor note Where, after full discussion of the relevant facts, 
an overwhelming majority of the members of this organization have 
stated as their judgment that an appiiCant is a peace-loving state 
and able and willing to carry out the obligations of the Charter, 
and Should therefore be admitted to membership, this would be a 
fairly solg basis for a proper determination of the case, a basis, :  
I submit, which would justiey favourable consideration being given 
to an application by the Security Council. 

"On the other hand, if after a favourable=determination with 	. 
respect to any application by the General Assembly the application 
is to be vetoed in the Security Council, then, in the opinion of 
the Canadian Delegation, action on the subject of membership by this 
Committee or the Assembly serves little or no useful purpose. •  The 
Canadian Delegation therefore believes that consideration of each 
application rejected by the Security Council on the part of the 
Assembly can be justified only if all the permanent members of the 
Security .Council will agree not to use their veto-to prevent  the' 
admission of a state, Which  bas  been approved by two-thirds of the 
General Assembly as having qualified under the conditions of Article 
4, paragraph 1. 

"If the permanent members of the Security Council were to give 
such  an 'assurance,  the Canadian Delegation would be happy to state 
its position with regard to each applicant mentioned in the resolutions 
before us and to participate in a vote in order to record a decision 
of the Assembly recommending the Security Council to reconsider the 
particular cases in question. In the absence of such an assurance, 
the Canadian Delegation considers that it would be futile to go 
through the process once again of expressing opinions on the 
eligibility of various applicants and unless the discussion  bri n s  
out more points which we have missed in our consideration of the 
matter, we would be disposed to abstain from voting." 

"With regard to the proposal of the Belgian Delegation for 
reference of certain points of law to the court, we should be  • 
disposed to support that resolution.“ 

- 30 - 
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Wheat Stocks and Yarketings:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in 
transit in North America at midnight on October 30 amounted to 
147,943,543 bushels compared with 144,199,252 on October 23 and 
149,577,750 on the corresponding date last year, according to the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Visible on the latest date comprised 
145,126,846 bushels in Canadian positions and 2,816,697 bushels in 
United States positions. 

Further Gain in Industrial Employment: Industrial employment in Canada 
at the beginning of September, as reported  th the Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics, showed a further slight advance over the high level 
reported at the beginning of August, with the working forces of 
18,072 reporting employers totalling 1,989,302 as compared with 
1,985,914 at August 1. Reflecting the already high volume of employ-
ment, the advance of 0.2 per cent was smaller than in any preceding 
monthly survey since that for the first of May and less than average 
for the time of year. The September gain raised the Bureau's index 
of employment, based on the 1926 average as 100, at 192.9 from the 
previous all-time maximum of 192.6 at August 1. Standing of the 
Index  at September 1 last year was 175.5. 

Air Force Officers Tour U.S. Air Force Units:  A party of RCAF  senior  
officers, headed by Air Marshal W.A. Curtis, CB, CBE, DSC, ED, Chief 
of the Air Staff, is to undertake a 20-day tour of American Air 
Force units in the United States, it was announced by Air Force Head-
quarters, Ottawa. 

The tour is being carried out on the invitation of General 
Carl Spaatz, Chief of Staff, US Air Force, and the pnrty will leave 
Rockcliffe air station, near Ottawa, Monday, November 10. An RCAF 
aircraft will fly the group to Washington, I.C., Where final plans 
for the tour will be worked out. The tour will not only allow the 
Canadian officers to inspect the latest American equipment and 
organization but will also enable them to become more closely 
acquainted  with  US Air Force personnel. 

Included in the party, in addition to the Chief of the Air 
Staff, will be Air Commodore J.G. Kerr, CBE, AFC, Deputy Air Member 
for Operations and Training, AFHQ, Ottawa; Air Commodore F.R. Miller, 
CBE, Air Officer Commanding Maintenance Command, Ottawa; Air Commodore 

 J.L. Plant, CBE, AFC, Air Officer Commanding 12 Group, Vancouver and 
dâortly to take over as Air Member for Personnel at Ottawa Head- 

. 	quarters; Air Commodore L.B. Wray, OBE, AFC Air Officer Commanding 
No. 9 Transport Group, Headquarters at Rockcliffe; and Flight 
Lieutenant J.W. Cowan, Staff Officer to the CAS. 

(Tuesday being "Remembrance Day" there will be no Airmail Bulletin) 
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Canadians Honored:  Four PrOminent Canadian business men have , been 
naméd Knights of ('race in the , Venerable Order of the :Hospital 
or St. -John of Jerusalem, it mes made lcnown ,Tuesday, in a-list of 
promotions and appointments to the Order released through Govern-
ment, House. 

.Announcement of, the promotions, sanctioned by the King; 
was_made by the Governor-General, Prior to the Priory in Canada. 
Forty-three persons were named as having been "conspicuou's in 
services to the Order in Canada." 	 - 	 I 

- Those made Knights : of s Grace were John Henry Molsôn, Mont-
real; William, Merton, Neal, C. B.E. , Montreal , president of the 

 Canadian Pacific RailwaY;' Robert Charles Vaughan, C:tri.G. ,'•Mont- 
real, president_ of the Canadian National Railways,..Charles ' 
-Arthur Banks. Victoria. 	- 

Mr. MacKinnon Returns:, Under _lowering skies and, in chill rain the 
Queen Mary arrived from Southampton late Tuesday, • bearing mem-
bers of a Canadian Trade Mission and a Quebec cabinet minister 

_ 	among :her 1,987 passengers. 	 ,r 	 . 
.,Hon. James A.•MacKinnon, Minister of Trade, headed 'the 

.trade MiSsion which has just  comPleted a tour of more than 
25,000 niiez,  visiting 11 countries in Africa  and. Europe Dr. 
J.H.A. Paquette Quebec Minister ,  of Health and Welfare,  and Ers. 
-Paquette, also were aboard. 	. 

- 	"The tour bas  been very timely and yery successful," said 
MacKinnon, ,whose group of departmental officials  and  Canadian 
industralists included R.C. Berkinshaw of Toronto,. representing 

, the Canadian Manufacturers' ,  Association; 'and Victor , Drury of. 
Montreal, president of ,the Canadian Car, and Foundry Co.; ' Lass. 
Drury accompanied her ,husband. 

, MacKinnon àaid he preferred to withhold details of - the s trade 
, mission's achievements until he reaches Ottawa, where hé expects 

to hold a press conference tomorrow .or Thursday: 

Freight Rates Hearing: Present freight rates are "unjust and unrea-
sonable to the railways," the Board of Transport Commissioners 
was told Tuesday. 

C.F.H. Carson, chief counsel for the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way in the national freight rate inquiry, called on the Board to 
adjust the "obsolete" rates in line with current costs as he 
continued argument for a 30 per cent increase. 

Opening a C.P.R. presentation expected to last a week, Ir.  
Carson followed Isaac Pitblado, chief counsel for the Railway 
Association of Canada, who had called for increases as necessary 
to enable the railways to "continue to be first class in every 
respect and to perform their services efficiently;" (CP) 

Mr. Ilsley's Statement on U.N. Membership:. Following is text of 
statement on membership made by Right Hon. James L. Ilsley in 
Committee One of the United Nations Organization:- 



- 

"I should like to say a very few words to explain the vote 
-- which  the  Canadian Délépatia -intànds-  t-b-Câât dd the  resolution 
before us. 

"As I -  iàid in 'mY à'tatement last Friday, our Delegation felt = 
that it west somewhat futile to recommend the Security Council 
to reconsider-applications for membership previously rejected in -
the Council, unless the permanent members would agree not to use 
their veto to prevent the admission of a state which had been 
approved by two-thirds of the General Assembly as having qualified 
under the conditions of Article 4, parapraph 1. 

Iln:.effect; if I under'starid :them , col4rcictly; fdàrdf: the per-
manent members have sa id that they would waive their right of 

, veto in the «Security- Council in the matter of admission-of 
members. This, in the view of our Delegation, is a significant , 
step forward. In viewof the:àtqteMent'ofithe Soviet!lerégate-
_expressing willingness to conàùlt f  With his Colleagueà -:on . this 

i )  matter,- we .can 'only hope that Ultimately there :will be Unanimity 

	

- between the permanent memberà on this point. 	- 
"Our Delegation believes that the Assembly is perfedtly 

within Its rdghts in expressing its -  opinion on the 'Individual 
aPplications for,membership and in:making requests on.recom-
mendations to the ,  Security Council: Of the ,  Variodà'reàdlûtions 
on individual applicati ons which hàve ,  been submitted; 'wè -believe 

- that those submitted by:Australia most correctly interPret the 
rights and  duties, of the Assembly under i the  Charter. :  In  the‘ 
absence  of_ an:assurance from all'five of the permanent members 
that. theywill not exercise,their vetà,--we 'still retain oûr 
doubts as to the usefulness of requesting"Ithe'becieity CoünCil to 
reconsider individual applications. But we feel that an ab-
stention on our part might be'interpréteea&meaning thatl_oiir 
-Delegation is not  in favour of the 'admission of  the  meMbers - 
concerned.  

- 
"Our Delegation is moàt definitely in favourfof'-a favourable 

considerati on of the -applications covered' by  the 'Australian 
resolutions, viz;, Eire, Finland, Italy,  Portugal  and Transjordan. 
In  particular we . would draw attention -tb -what we .ii'égàrd' :as: the 
completely unjustifiable grounds ,  which havé been  advanced for  
the rejections of the application of Eire. On  thelother-'applica-
tions,,that have been .rejected by the Council;:we'shal17 -have an 
opportunity-to make our position'clear on ( these:applicatiô'ris in 

-,the,Security Council:. ' de  'should' also be glàd' to  support the  

	

resolution of  t.he representatives df BelgiuM. 	' 	- 
.; "For. reasons which I ,  have stated already c)n a .previoUs 

'occasion our Delegation will not be able to giv6-support 'to'the 
proposal of the ,  Delegation 'of Argentina, ii6r to  the  proposal of 
the Delegation  of  Sweden.l .  We will vote  on the other -r'esolutions 
before the, Committee .in accordance with the 'principles -I àtated 
the other day and those I have just stated." 
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Ilsley- on Relations With Syain-:'-  Folloiringlis -text' sbf -statement by the 
Right-Honourable '3 . .L -0 Ilsley in-ôohnection 2 with:the Polish -Resolution 
on the relations of Members -  Of : the United NationS'Irrith Spain, in the 
First Committee of the ‘United Nations Organization, on Tuesday, 
November 11; 1947,, 	.`,  

• - - 	"I should- like'tô-say à - few worde in explanation of the vote that 
the Delegation of Canada proposes to cast on these-resolutions that are 

*before- the Committee.- 	- 	•- 
"We feelthat 'we' will haire-  to- vote in oppositton-to the resolution 

of Polandc; If - we were 'tô select Speeches that'conie closest to 
'representing our'point of view, the3r woUld b -et the spéeéhe&by the 
representatives of  Pakistan  and  the Netherland's 'made this 'morning. 

"Briefly , ' stated,  the  reasons whY we -feel that:we -mttst 'oppose the 
Polish resolutiOn are:: 	 • 	 ' 

' "First, because nothing in - the we of- effective sanctions can flow 
from it. The Security Council can.n.ot aPply 'Artiole -41 Withôut first 
determining that there ià a threat- to the.peace under. Article 39, and 
there is no serious allegation of - II threat to the peace:,  IZwou1d  be 
very .doubtful if any such" allegation could be'proved- if it-were made. 

"Therefore we feel that the resolution, if passed, • wolild be 
entirely' ineffective and côtild not. proPerly -  be-  acted ujion. It would be 
a futile gesture by 'the United Natione,- much 'as -if.--‘tve'were making a 
face at Franco, making a' face across. thé •Atlantic atinr. 'We do not 
think it is likely that a step of that kind wouId 2 add to'the dignity or 
the  prestige  of  the  United Nations, and we - think that it would go some 
distance ' in diécreditilfg -- the  United  Nations.  That is our first reason. 

"Our second - reason for - voting -  against that- resolution 	because 
'passing of such reeolution•would, 'we think; be•helpful rather 

than- harmful to 'the Franco regiMe'; - We - do not w'ant to help , Franco in 
any ::way. Last year:we expressed Our abhorren.ce'ôf  the Franco  regime. 
The  words which our :rePresentativ&' used were these: 	t • 

'Vie  abhor the record and the present policies'ôr - .'the-Frânco 
' 	dictatorship. 	" 

'We earnestly hope that "the Spanish `peoPle-kay be . able• to rid 
themselves of Franco by peaceful means and establish a democratic, 
respon.éibie and enlightened 'adminiétration.-,..-  

'We are not *prepared to support at 'this'time outside;intervention 
in Spain which - Might impede European',-recovery .,'er revive in Spain the 
horrorsi and sufferings of Civil War.' 	 ' 	' 

"Our Delegation sees no reason to change its position' às stated 
last year. 

"The Canadian people and Government do not favour authoritarian 
or totalitarian government, whatever may be its political complexion. 
If we are to spend our time in passing ineffective resolutions, we 
are afraid that they would simply cause the Spanish people to rally to 
the support of Franco, instead of bringing the Franco regime into 
disrepute. That is the reason why vi:e think passing a resolution of 
this kind would help him rather tlaehurt him. 

"Our third reason is that laàt year we voted against this provision 
of last year's resolutions with respect to specialized agencies. We 
did not think it was wise to pass that part of the resolution, and we 
still are of that opinion. We would not like to vote for a reaffirma-
tion of lasz« year's resolution for that reason. While we abstained in 
the vote last; year, we feel that the reasons, under the present 
circumstances, for opposing the resolution are so strong that we should 

vote against it this year.“ 



; 

-2 - 
_ 
Tir. 	Beaudoin  on  Teaching  of  U.e.  Principles: Following is  texte 

staate.ment, by 	LGR, - Beaudoin,  LP ,  on the Norwegian resblu.' tionf  
regarding, the teachi,ng df_the principles of the United Nati One 

in theThi.rd - Committee of United Nations OrganizatiOn; 
on Monday, NàveMber`10; 1947: "I would like to state the bOsition 
of my Delegation in connection with this proposal. It recommends 
the teaching of the purposes and principles, the structure and 
activi.ties of the,- United Nations :, in., the schools of _member states, 
with particular emphasis on such instruction in elementary and 

"In Canada, under our system of Confederation, there is a 
.fed.eral , Governmentand,.-,ni.ne provincial Legislative Assemblies. 
..-Bys'on.r,constitution., : th.e-,GoveriMentOf .  each''PrO;einde.7,hiii- ,c6mplété 
,and -exclusive,. jurisdiçtton,and j control over educational matters. 

,,; .flTherefore,:everyone,will understand th.at my Government 
coul&  not, if this proposal is adopted, take.  meastui_es to encourage 
thç teaching,.of. , :theUnited Nations-,Charter,., etc .. -in the schools 

— — 	 , .. 

"We will refrain from expressing ot.ur opinion on the merits of 
the proposale,--Tif it is,,adopted, emy, Government  will gladly 

•transmit the-,reCommendation to the proper -authorities ,in - each of 
•;our_ nine, proyincial . Gpverriments. As ,.it is.  from them u and for them 
- only; o.,decide ',what ,t‘o do,-, as far as-., its implementation:is !- 

: .concerned, :my:Government -will g•ladly, communicate .. to the Secretary- 
General whatever informàtion our provincial,. Governmen.ts :will care 

o send in as. tothe measures. or- steps,, if. e.ny, taken...by them to 
mplement -the 1.ecomaelidat4n. The contri.bution.of my Government 

would necessaril.y -be:confined to  acting as  correspondent ,between 
the Secretary-General..and .the çonpetent authorities over :  

, ..:educational matters in,Canada, na.mely, our _nine provincial , 
GOY ernments. • ....... ■•• 	 • 	 a., • • • 	 ••• 

s 	am, , sure thatthe. ilionourablé Delegate of Norwa.y, who 
„introduced :the, proposal and other raemhers • cf-.this Committee will 
-understand and f  appreciate ,the scrupulous -respect which.my ,  Gov ern - 
ment entertains tovrards, provincial rights. ;.,. , 

has ,been suggested .that_the-proposal -  be amended by,-.adding 
such-,words :  as: !Within ,theframework .of .,their -constitution ..? 

,,We ,d.o not . .think that .an _amendment- of this forra would • change our 
,:..; position.! yip :  contend that ,such,an. amend.ment, is unnecessary ,because 

anything that.we do here mustbe, andit cannot be otherwise, 
within, the -.frameworkof our respective, constitutions.. This view 
has already .beenexpressed, by:the head .  of :oiir del'egati.on in., the 

; First'Coirunittee. 	- )-. 
"We feel, Sir, that the proper course for us tc›: follow-is to 

abstain-,on the norwegianproposal, and amendments to it." 

Retail Sales up 16 per cent;  --Recording the ; largest -monthly .  gaii.;t so far 
ithis year, retail .sales in : September rose 16 per. cent over the 
level of the corresponding month last year- and .were eight per cent 
higher than in August, according to the , Dominion Bureau of 

- 	,$tatistics. -4 	< - 	- . 	• 
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U.K.  Mission to Canada: The Department of External Affairs announced 
Friday that a mission will leave the 'United Kingdom for Ottawa 
next week to discuss w1th Canadian authorities questions relating 
to finance, trade and food supplies. This mission will be headed 
by Sir Percivale Liesching, Permanent Secretary of the Ministry 
of Food, and members will include representatives of the Treasury, 
Board of Trade, Bank of England, and Ministry of Food. It is 
expected the mission will arrive in Canada around November 25th 
and discussions will take place with the appropriate Canadian 
officials of External Affairs, Agriculture, Trade and Commerce, 
Finance, and other Government Departments as required. 

Mr. Goker Presents His Letter of Credence: Mr. Muzaffer Goker on 
November 12 presented to His Excellency the Governor General at 
Government House his Letter of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of Turkey. The Rt. Hon. Louis S. St. Laurent, 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, was present. 

Mr. Goker has had wide and varied experience in public life. 
He was elected a Deputy to the Great National Assembly of Turkey, 
and was President of the Committee for External Affairs. His last 
foreign appointment was that of Ambassador of Turkey in Tokyo during 
the last war. After graduating from the School of Politi cal Sciences 
in Istanbul and from the Ecole Libre des Sciences Politiques in Paris, 
Mr. Goker was professor of political history in Turkey. 

Mr. Howard Measures, Chief of Protocol, Department of External 
Affairs, presented Mr. Goker to the Governor General. The Ambassador 
was accompanied by the following members or his staff: Mr. Rifki 
Zorlu, Counsellor; Mr. Kenan Gokart, First Secretary; Lt. Col. Pertev 
Gokce, Military Attache; Staff Major Necmettin Erguven, Assistant 
Military Attache. 

Mr. Guy Beaudry, Assistant Protocol Officer, Department of 
External Affairs, was also present. 

The new Ambassador delivered a short speech  to which His 
Excellency the Governor General replied. 

Mr. MacKinnon Returns: Honourable James A. MacKinnon, who led the 
Canadian Trade Mission to South Africa last September, has returned 
to Ottawa after travelling well over 25,000 miles - over 20,000 
by air - visiting eleven countries for trade conversations and 
touching briefly at seven others. 

Notwithstanding talk to be heard these days in Southern 
European and Mediterranean countries about the possibility of war, 
Mr. MacKinnon expressed definite optimism over the prospects of 
general world recovery, and of Canada's prospects for maintaining 
her foreign trade. Mr. MacKinnon, as a result of his extensive tour, 
with its opportunities for observing at first hand conditions in 
many countries, felt that a substantial improvement in world condi-
tions would come more rapidly than is now generally anticipated. 

( ov er ) 



The Minister based his,opinion partly on the United States proposals 
designed îô achieve'greater international stability. In part also 
his confidence was 'based  on  the growing realization which he found , 
everywhere of the supreme necessity for avoiding drift and inaction 
in the face of today's challenging conditions. 

-30- 
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U.N. Trade and Employment Conference:  The Department of External Affairs 
Saturday announced the composition of the Canadian delegation to the 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment which opens in 
Havana, Cuba, on November 21st. All members of the United Nations 
are invited to participate in the Conference wlich will have the 
task of giving final consideration to the draft charter for an 
International Trade Organization which was drawn up at the meeting 
of the Preparatory Committee held in Geneva from April to October 
1947. The Canadian delegation will be as follows: 

Head of Delegation: 
Dana L. Wilgress, Minister of Canada in Switzerland; 
Delegates: 
C.P. Hebert, Counsellor, Department of External Affairs; 
W.F. Bull, Director of Export Division, Department of Trade 
and Commerce; 
F.A. McGregor, Chief Commissioner Combines Investigation 
Commission, Department of Justice; 
A.W. Brown, Assistant Chief Dominion Customs Appraiser, 
Department of National Revenue; 
Advisers: 
S.J. Reisman, Department of Finance; 
A.E. Richards, Department of Agriculture; 
L.E. Couillard, Department of Trade and Commerce; 
Secretariat: 
R.W. Rosenthal, Secretary of the Delegation, Department of 
Trade and Commerce; 
R.K. Henry, Department of External Affairs, Assistant Secretary 
to the Delegation. 

Third Estimate of 1947 Field Crops of Canada:  Canada's wheat crop is now 
placed at 340.8 million bushels as compared with the revised estimate 
of 413.7 million bustels for the 1946 crop, according to the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. Oat production for 1947 is estimated at 282.7 
million (371.1 million in 1946); barley at'141.5 million (148.9 million 
in 1946); rye at 13.2 million (8.8 million in 1946); mixed grains at 

' 35.7 million (53.0 million in 1946); and flaxseed at 11.5 million 
bushels (6.4 million in 1946). 

The third estimates of wheat and coarse grains are, in general, 
moderately lower than the second estimates released on September 12. 
The wheat estimate has declined approximately 11.4 million bushels 
due dhiefly to the very unsatisfactory harvesting and threshing 
weather experienced in northern sections of Saskatchewan and mudh of 
Alberta. The full effects of the mid-summer heat wave were probably 
underestimated, too, in earlier estimates for all three Prairie 
Provinces. Declines of 5.5 million bushels of oats; 9.8 million of 
barley, 0.9 million of rye and 0.2 million bushels of flaxseed largely 
attributable to similar factors. 

For the Prairie Provinces the Wheat crop is now expected to yield 
319 million bushels as compared with the revised estimate of 393 
million bushels in 1946. 

-  30 - 
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Ur. Bradette on the Holding  of Third Session of General Assembly: Following 
is text of statement on the holding of the Third Session of the 
General Assembly of the United Nations Orpanization in Europe, 
delivered Saturday, November 15, in Plenary Session by Mr. J.A. 
Bradette, Representative of Canada. 	 . 

"Members of this Assembly will recall that at the First Session 
of the Assembly in London, Canada was one of the states which urged 
strongly that the United Nations permanent headquarters be fixed 

- 

	

	 in Europe. This viewpoint failed, by a very few votes, to carry the 
day. The remarks I am about to make dhould therefore be judged , 
against that background. : , 	 "I can see a number of arguments for holding the Third Session 
of the Assembly in Europe: the rules of procedure foresee this 

, 	 possibility; delegation costs will not require to be paid in dollars; 
Europe is more readily accessible to many States. There are also 
other arguments, whether expressed or implied. 

"These are, however, equally valid reasons for not holding the 
Third Session of the Assembly in Europe: the additional United 
Nations costs which all members must pay in dollars, the grave 
dislocation of the Secretariat over a period of about four months, 
and the transfer to Europe of well over 2,000 people who will add , 
to the strain upon the resources of Europe. 

, 	 "While appreciating the motives of the States which have 
proposed that the Third Session of the Assembly be held in Europe, , 
the Canadian delegation feels, on balance, that the weight of the 
arguments militates against the holding of the Third Session in 
Europe. 

"In view, however, of the fact that, because of the proximity 
of Ottawa to the headquarters of the United Nations, our own 
convenience would be better served by a decision to remain in New 
York, we consider that Canada eould abstain on this vote." 

Treasury Statement: A surplus of 4541,673,240 was reported by the Federal 
, 	 Treasury Saturday for the first seven months of the current fiscal 

year which ends next.March 31. The surplus in the corresponding 
period of 1946 amounted to U66,720,354. 

From April 1, 1947, to October 31, revenues amounted to $1,611,- , 
282,904. Expenditures were e1,069,589,744. In the 10-month period , 

, , 	 of 1946, revenues were $1,581,398,404 and expenditures 31,414,678,- 
, 	 050. (CP) 

Further Gain in Industrial Employment: Industrial employment in Canada at 
the beginning of September, as repor'ed to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics, showed a further slight . lvance over the high level rèported 
at the beginning of August, with the  rorking forces of 18,072 reporting 
employers totalling 1,989,302 as compared with 1,985,944 at August 1. 

Argos Defeat Roughriders: Toronto Argonauts defeated Ottawa Roughriders 
21 to 0 in Toronto Saturday to win the two game total-point series 
for the Interprovincial Ruey Union championship. Argos, last year's 
champions, took the round 24 to 0 and play Ottawa Trojans in the 
Eastern Canada final next Saturday in Toronto. 
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Internationai Tariff Agreements:  A complete ,international agreement to 
slash tàriff rates, bringing promise of wider markets' for Canadian 
goods and a lowering of Canada's 1Darriers against, foreign imports, 
was  announced Monday night by the Government.' ' 

The cuts come into force j-anuary 1, ,4948, for -a- ithree-year 
period  and are e.mbodied 	arrangements..which, Canada negotiated , 
with 17. other countries at the Geneva Trade Confer,en.ce :this summer. 

These ,are featà res from a 25,000 worci, press release: 
1.. Canada receives, and grants, .tariff concessions on hundreds 

products of -  the land, the sea,. the forest, ,the mine and the factory 
iiich she both. imports and exports ranging from agricultural products 
,to fiSheries, fron  lumber to rainerals and:frianufactured gocds. 

2. She receiVes her greatest and most numerous concessions 
from her. No. 1 customer—the United States--,and this heralds an in- 
creas flow of Canadian goods to,the American market and a consequent 
,increased ,income of badly-needed U.S. dollars to right the Dominion's 

. worsening currency shortage. 	• 	, 	• • One estimate is that 90 per cent of .the, U4S. ta.riffs standing 
against Canadian zoods will be reduced.,up to d.pdxirnurn of 50 per 
cent. 

3. . A, considerable number of U.S. and foreign goods, principally 
foo-ds, 	will sell in Canada at lower prices' through th'e reduction of 
Canadian ta -riff, walls erected against «  those products. ,  (Imports of 
U.S. anthracite will enter duty free. Duty . on bituminous coal has 

a  been cut from. 75 - Cents to 50 cents per ton.),_.. 
4. The 1947 trade agreement between Canada -,and,:the United 

Kin.gdom has been revised and Canada proposes.to suggest similar 
action to other members of the British Commonwealth. 

5. In some  cases, foreign.tariffs—other than,U.S.--against 
Canadian goods will be eliminated entirely. , 
, 	The' .agreement embod.ying the 'tariff concessions provides that 
a country v;rith an adverse balance of payments, such as,Canada has 
with the United States, may take steps to restrict .  the quantity 
and_ value of merchandise to be imported. - • 

In,brief the agreements mean that Canada and the 17 countries 
conCerned have agreed to substantial reduction of the self-protective 
tariff walls standing against the importation of goods . from one 
another. They thus mean an incrœsed flow of Canadian products to 
foreign markets with consequent prcspectd of greater production and 
greater, employment at home to _meet the  stimulated eXpôrt-dema.n.d. 

On the import side, the prospect is far lower-priced foreign 
' 

goods on the domestic market, particularly in the field of  foods, 
, as .a  result of Canada's decisions : to reduce tariff barriers against 
those  imports. lbese arrangements I-•,av'e been completed with the 
following countries: The United Sta--;es, the United ,Kingdom, Belgium, 
,Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Brazil, 	ile ,  China, .Cuba, Czechoslovakia, 
'France,' Lebanon-Syria, Norway,  the Union  of South .Africa, Ceylon, 
India and 'Pakistan. The agreements will remain in effect for three 
years. (CP) 

Prime Minister's Speech from London: Prime Minister King spoke to Canadians 
in a broadcast from London, England, shortl.y after the first details 
were announced. (over) 



'J. 

7, "7 

Finance Minister's AnnouncemEnts: , Aimed at conserving Canada's rabidly 
dwindling supply of 2:11.3-dollars ,  sweeping, though tempora.ry, - 

 emergency measures headed by drastic important and traver'restr1d 7 
 tions and 'a300-,000000-  AMericari . 1-oan uere 'aiinatinced Mon -dai night 

by Finanç e Iunistr Abbott following_ Prime 1inister King ' d broad- 
cast 

'
_from London. ,.,Thesexere effective at midnight. 
Both Mr: King' and Ti  Abbott stressect the temporary nature o 

the restridts. • -'11.41'e Prime Minister told Canadians, "YOU'Wi11 
read with mixed feelings the news in tomorrow morning's papers. 
You will be greatly pleased to learn of the vastly enlarged 
opportunities for Canadian trade. You will be disappointed to learn 
of ::the necessity for illimediate thotigh t»o±ary  ;restrictions to 
prevent a too rapid depletion of our rer,r,rves . of United States 
dollars." Mr. Abbott added later that the' dura'tion: -of -the temporary 
import and travel restriction would depend_ on propress made in 
Canada'a -  long term dollar saving - prograrne . ' 	• 

Here are highlights of  the  new restrictions:: 
- 1. Short-term 300,000,000 credit' f• rbm ..the U.S'..Export-Imp ort 

bank to fil-1  in the -gap until  the  import and traVel bans become 
'fùlly effective. - •  

2. Outright import  restrictions on stich items' as automobiles, 
jewelry,: candY, novelties, typewriters r• adios,  refrigerators, 
washing machineS, outof-season 	canled goods and furniture. 

.-- 3.- Import quota restrictions- to be impôSed  on  oranges, grape-
fruit, lemons., fruit juices, potatoes, appleS' and  "Onion'S as well 
as  all textiles 'other than raw mat eri al s and' ..arns. 1 ' .«  , 	- 	, 

-- 4. Canadian dollar is to be maintained -at -` its - present level 
and will not be devalued. 

Imposition of an excise tax  of 25 per  Cent On a wide variety 
of -durable consumer goods  contai ning a high perCentage -  of parts or 
•

„ 
MateriEils from the U.S., and including sporting goOds, outboard motors, 
pleasure launches, fire-arms, oil burners, 'inôtôrcyc'les -, musical 

- instruments, cameras, radios, phonographs,  as  -well' as most electrical 
- - appliances of all types. 	 - 	 — '- 

6. Tax on automobiles is to be increased from 10 per cent to 25 
• •1` per  cent on the value up to :;1,200 with 50 per cent applyinp to the 

xcess over 
'42,000 - Taxes to apply on manufacturerS' pri .ce. 

V. Canadians to be limited to '150 each in U.SY'flinds for 
pleasure travel. He,alth, educational -  and business trips  requiring 

• - U.S. funds to be conbidered on individuk -  apiplications. 
Mr: Abbott at the same time announced taX. redutions designed 

to lower the prices of some essential .  coodd- '- in Canada. They include 
- 

	

	-r'emôval  of  the one cent per pound excise tak  on  sugar, removal of 
the import duty on tea, reduction of duty' on'cOffee and elimination 

--of the eight per cent sales tax on electricand' gas used for 
domestic 'purposes. 	 • 

• The Minister of Finance also outlined à'pian to .  assist rapid 
and substantial increase in Canada's cold ' output by  defraying for 

' 	three years the costs of additional' gold production above the amounts 
" 	- produced in the year ended  Tune 30 to the extent•''6f 	for each 

- 	'fine ounce of .additional production.  (Citizen) 
, 

-- Mr. King Receives Order of Merit:  Prime Minister MackenzieKing on 
2  • - 	 Monday accepted -from the King meraliershiP 'in . 'thé Order - Of erit, 

restricted to 24 members and the hiph.est" aI;Jard --His Majesty can 
bèàtOw which does not carry a title. 

The Prime Wini ster, first Canadian to 're Céive ) the' - 'honor, 
'spent five hours with the Royal` Farri:„.y, `and ."`PeissonallY .̀1èave 
-Princeds Elizabeth an invitation to 	at >  Canada  I'vith'lier prospective 
bridegroom, Lieut. Philip Mountbatten .; . as . Soon - as  possible  after 
the 'Royal 'Wedding Thursday, a C.P. Cablé'frosif London  announced today. 

•_ 	•. • 
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Mr. Ilsley on the Veto: Following is text of statement made November 18 
by the Rt. Hon. J.L. Ilsley, Representative of Canada, in Committee - 
One of the United Nations Organization on the veto:- 

"I àhall content myself with a very few words. The Canadian 
Delegation agrees with those delegations which consider that an 
opportunity is now required for fuller study of various proposals 
Which have been made with regard to the exercise of the veto in the 

.Security Council. 
"When the question was discussed so fully last year the Canadian • 

Delegation made certain proposals in order to try to secure practical 
reforms, within the framework of the Charter, in the exercise of the 
veto. We have other suggestions to make. However, we feel that the 
question cannot be dealt with effectively without fuller discussion 
and consultation with the permanent members of the Security Council 
than is possible in the days remaining of the present session. 
Indeed the discussion in this Committee today clearly indicates that 
this is the case. 

"We feel that to remove this item from the Agenda would not end 
the controversy over the veto but would rather increase it and be 
undesirable and unfortunate. The Canadian Delegation will therefore 
support the proposal of the United States delegation. If wider co-
operation could be secured by referring the matter to an ad hoc 
committee rather than to the Interim Committee, we would, I need 
hardly say, be glad to support an alteration to tàis effect in the 
United States proposal." 

Vocational Training: In a statement commending the effectiveness of 
veterans rehabilitation training carried out under the Canadian 
Vocational Training Plan, Hon. Humphrey Mitchell, Minister of 
Labour, announced Tuesday that mare than 80 per cent of all veterans 
who completed training in Vocational Training Centres were now 
employed along the lines for which they were trained. 

The Minister stated that recent reports indicate that the 
vocational training of veterans is rapidly drawing to a close, 
and will be completed much earlier than was anticipated when the 
war ended. This bas  been made possible by the rapid demobilization 
of the armed forces, and the adequate facilities for their training 
established throughout the country through the excellent co-
operation of Provincial Governments and other organizations. 

Up to October 31, 1947, apDroximately 130,000 veterans have 
been enrolled for - training. Of these,  over 80,500 have completed 
their training; about 38,000 discontinued their training prior to 
its completion; and 11,535 were still in training on November 1st. 
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Immigration Polic: Dr. Hugh Keenleyside, Deputy Einister of Mines and 
Resources, Wednesday night enumerated six points of present 
imedgration policy when he appeared as a speaker on the CBC's 
"Citizens' Forum," broadcast fram Montreal. The subject under 
discussion was "Is Our Immigration Policy Satisfactory?" 

Dr. Keenleyside stated that the immigration policy had six 
points. These he enumerated as follows: 

There is almost complete freedom of entry for persons from 
the British Commonwealth. There is almost the saine  freedom for 
residents of the United States. We do arrange to allow relatives 
of Canadians to enter if their Canadian friends guarantee their 
support. The admission of 20,000 displaced persons has been 
arranged. Others may be admitted if they have agricultural experience, 
if they Peree to agricultural employment or if their resources are 
sufficient for them to set up a business. Orientals are barred. 

He then pointed out that difficulties were being encountered 
in carrying out the policy. Although some are coming by air, he said, 
most rely on shipping. "Shipping is hard to find," he stated. 
"Thousands are being delayed because there are not enough ships." 

In answer to a criticism from Rodney Adamson, MP, for York 
West, another speaker on the program, that Canadians should be 
discouraged from leaving for the United States, Dr. Keenleyside 
pointed out that the loss to the U.S. is offset by a contrary movement: 
by the end of this year, he said, from 12 to 15 thousand Americans 
will have entered Canada to stay and 11,000 Canadians will have 
returned from across the border,a number twice as large as last 
year. (Citizen) 

13 Chosen for Olympic Hockey Team:  Air Force Headquarters on Wednesday 
announced the names of thirteen hockey players tentatively selected 
to represent Canada at the forthcoming Winter Olympics in Switzerland 
and England.. From a total of sixty potential players, coach George 
Boucher has selected 13 out of the 17 Itiho will eventually form the 
team. Names of the regular and alternate goal-tenders have not yet 
been announced, and two other players are still to be selected. 

The team will have a heavy practice schedule and a series of 
games will,,in all likelihood, be arranged 1;y the CARA before the 
team leaves for Europe on January 3. The only game arranged to 
date will be played on "Olympic Night" Dec. 13, at Ottawa against 
McGill University. 
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Mr. Howe Discusses Economic Program:  -Reconstruction Miniater C.D. Howe, 
who will euide Canada's economic program to save American dollars, 
said Thursday night in a nationwide broadcést that if Canadians 
make the building up of U.S. dollar exports a national objective, 
"we should be able to balance our trade in a natter of months". 

Be said further in part: 
"I have great faith in the stimulus of a national objective as 

t Means of solving a national crisis. Having had a part in dealing 
with two crises during the past seven years, first war, and then 
reconstruction, I am well aware of the almost incredible results 
that can flow from a united and co-ordinated effort by industry, 
the worker, and government, joined in partnership for a definite 
objective.... 

"....As 1948 approaches, our national objective must be to 
produce the goods needed to meet a U.S. dollar shortage. We must 
make this every man's job.  Every manufacturer must know of ways 
and means by which his industry can help. We hope that he will 
pass on his ideas to us, without delay.— 

"....Canada is presently undertaking the greatest expansion 
programme in the history of this country. Largely as a result of 
this abnormal programme, about 30% of our U.S. dollar expenditures 
pay for steel and other structural materials, and machinery and 
equipment. Naturally, we welcome the expansion thus indicated, 
which will enable us to produce more goods, sell more abroad, employ 
more people,  and be more self-contained. However, some types of 
expansion are less productive than others. We are faced with the 
necessity of conserving our resources, and diverting the greatest 
possible surplus to export markets. Therefore, we must distinguish 
between capital expenditures which will immediately strengthen our 
economy, and those which will simply add to the amenities and 
amusements of living. Low cost housing and industrial expansion 
must have a high priority, but a good part of investment for commercial, 
office, service, and amusanent purposes, can and must be deferred. 
Non-productive public works, whether Federal, Provincial or Municipal, 
should be deferred, even though some temporary inconvenience may 
result, in order that the materials which they would consume may 
be diverted to more immediately essential use.... 

"...Manufacturers using important supplies of semi-manufactured 
materials imported from the United States, must examine ways and 
means of reducing such imports, either by obtaining their needs 
from Canadian production, or otherwise. Those selling goods having 
a substantial U.S. content and selling them for other than dollars, 
must endeavour to find dollar markets  that will at least restore 
the U.S. dollar drain resulting from their transactions. No dcubt 
management has foreseen these requirements, and is already exploring 
ways and means for meeting them.... 

Vol. 5, No. 279 

(over) 
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"....I have been asked whether the measures that I am discussing 
this evening will lead to unemployment. My answer  bas  been that 
I do not think sCi; - Certàinly the long-range programme of Making 
Canadian industry more self-contained will mean more jobs; rather 
than fewer jobs. Provided we can have the whole-hearted cooperation 
of all Canadians in the working out of this programme, there need 
be little dislocation. Many industries must change their programmes, 
and a few persons must change their employment...." 

World Mieat C1  ampionship:  Mrs. Amy Grace Kelsey, of Erickson, BC, who 
won the North American wheat queen title at the Chicago International 
Grain and Livestock:Exposition last year, has been awarded the 
mmrld wheat championship at the Royal Winter Fair at Toronto. 

The 55-year-old housewife's hand-picked kernels  of  Reward 
Spring wheat, grown between trees on a six-acre fruit ranch in 
the Kootenay Valley, won ber  the world title and a ,P2,000 'cash 
award donated by the Canadian,National Railways. 

From- that triumph, announced Thursdeyby fair officials, she 
Plans to go to Chicago to defend  tue NorthrAmerican championship. (CP) 
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Newsprint Subpoenas Withdrawn:  The Secretary of State for External Affairs 
announced Friday that the subpoenas issued in the United States 

. against Canadian newsprint companies were being withdrawn at the 
instance of the Attorney General of the United States, the Eonourable 
Tom C. Clark. 

Er. St. Laurent stated that senior officers of the Department 
of Justice of the United States had recently visited Ottawa and had 
conferred directly with representatives of the Canadian newsprint 
industry who attended at the request of the Department of External 
Affairs, under whose auspices, with the cooperation of the State 
Department of the United States, the meetings were conducted. At 
these meetings friendly discussions were held and the factual situation 
examined, with the consequence that the subpoenas are now being with-
drawn. 

Mr. St. Laurent Teleased the complete text of a letter sent on 
November 20, 1947, by the Attorney General of the United States to 
the Secretary of State. In concluding, the letter stated: 

"In the event that any new questions arise in the future, 
involving records kept in Canada, we will, in the first instance, 
request further assistance from the Canadian Government in view 
of the cordial cooperation already afforded our representatives by 
the Canadian authorities." 

Mr. St. Laurent expressed the view that all will welcome the 
action of the Attorney General in thus terminating, in an atmosphere 
of goodwill, a situation which had been construed in slme quarters, 
both in the United States and Canada, as a contest of jurisdiction 
between our two countries. 

Two Canadian Officials Detained By Soviet Union:  The Department of 
External Affairs confirmed in a press release Friday that Er. J.D.M. 
Weld and Captain A.W. Clabon of the Canadian Military Mission in 
Berlin were being detained by the Soviet authorities pending full 
enquiry into the circumstances connected with their having illegally 
crossed the Polish-Soviet frontier near Kaliningrad, the former 
Koenigsberg  in East Prussia. 

Mr. Weld and Captain Clabon were returning, in Captain Clabon's 
car, from an authOrized visit to Warsaw. They set out from Warsaw ' 
on Monday afternoon, November 10th, with_the_intention of returning 
to Berlin via Danzig and of arriving in Berlin on Wednesday, November 
12th.. 

On November 13th the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs informed 
the Canadian Embassy in Moscow that Mr. Weld and Captain Clabon 
had been detained on November 12th south west of Kaliningrad for 
the purpose of ascertaining all the circumstances connected with 
their presence on Soviet administered territory. 

It would therefore appear as if Mr.  Veld and Captain Clabon 
had strayed from their intended route. 

Mr. John Holmes, the Canadian Chargé d'Affaires in Moscow, 
has under instructions from the Canadian Government, thanked the 
Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs for drawing this matter so promptly 
to the attention of the Canadian Government, and has requested that 
Messrs. Weld and Clabon be permitted by the Soviet authorities to 
return to Berlin. 
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Reimposed Vegetablé_Pricest  The honourable  Douglas  Abbott, Minister 
of' Finance, announced Monday that thé •

Government ,would mot:  hesitate 
to take action to curb price speculation in foodstuffs of a basic 
,character. 	 7  

• 

' . "The .government has noted with- èoncern that. marked"' price 
increases have taken place du.ring the‘ past week, particula.rly , :iii 
some ,processed foods, under circumstances which cannot be justified 
by increased costs," Mr. Abbott declared. 	 - 

"Furthermore, rumours about 'present and _potential :shortages 
-of _some food supplies are being , bandied «aboutin suchlrmanner as 
- to intensify fear of -scarcities.' Such stories .are having' the '.effect 

. of_ disturbing consumers and increasi.ng the -pressure on prices. 
• "I cannot state .too Einphati callrthat fears about-shortages; of 

essential foods or, indeed, of an.y essential, of - life.An - Canada, .are 
entirely unwarranted. 

is true that  the progran,- recently announced by government 
to meet the drain on our U.S.. dollar:reserves, does restrict . .or- 	- 
prohibit, a wide range of imports of, commodities  and  some foodstuffs 
which hitherto have been*imported -.from foreign markets.- s • 

"But, as r stressed in--the, statement I-  _made when this program 
was announced, it le essential ,  that'-we keep, a-proper ,  liersPective* 
about, the meaning of the restrictions 

"There is absolutely no justification Whatever fcir any 'panic 
buying of basic foodstuffs such as has been reported in the press over 
the past week. Domestic supplies of such items as potatoes, cabbage, 
onione and•carrots are fully adequate for .  this season àf':' the year 
and for several months to  corne. 	• 	 , 

"Moreover», - on items of such a basic character, the, government 
will not hesitate to .  augment the: supply ,if rear- shortageS are being 
experienced and would do 	in- case of:real-  need; either*throiig,h 
direct purchase from foreign markets, as was done during the war, 
or by facilitating import through'-ameridments:,to : the'list ,  of goods_né?-vi' 
prohibited - or, under quota.' ‘, 

"I have too .  much , confidence in the good Sense: of the Canadian 
people to believe that these stories cf panic buying accurately 

--reflect the general state of_ the p .ublic mind.- - , 
: "On thé -  other hand, - I know_ too, that there is always' a' small 

minority seeking to take an advantage': at any tiro when . c onditions 
are such as to favor speculative positions. 

"Consequently, in view -  of  some ,ser.iou.a pri.:ce increases  ich 
;-have 'recently taken place;. I have directed. the 1#ilartime Prices are 
7  Trade Board to re-impose price ceilings on  the more important 
varieties*of 'canned fruits and  vegetables and,- as well, -  to be .. 

- prepared .to.re-impose mark-up ,  cont'rol on fresh fruits and vegetables 
and canned fruit 'juices. 	. 	 . 	• 

. 	mIt ,.is not  the intention ,  of the government to move 'back toward 
any,. general system. of .price control., , The case -of ' -basic 'vegetables, 

'both fresh and canned, is a special one. The whole year's supply 
, has_ now; been produced and*.a: large part .has left the hands of the 
grower  and  producer. , The costs of the year's supply  have  been 
established and it would not be fair ,  to either producer or.' consumer 
to permit unjustifiabl"'price increases. 



"As was the case in wartime, the restraint and well-discipline 
----of -  the -publ ic - itself Is -the---really -  effective .  weapon -against the • 

elements which aim at inducing chaotic and disorderly action on our 
_markets. 

"Government can point the way, but, fundame.ntally, it is an 
aroused and enlightened,public opinion Txhich will provide the , real 
checks. 

"Consequently, I ask every consumer not to be misled by stories 
of coming shortages and not to play into the hands of speculative 
interests 'by bi dding _up pric és on 'every .-rumour .:,that may ., 'b e 's et in 
motion from time to time. 

II.zrepeat .theithing.'s that may be scarce in time :to corne will 
not be the essentials of life. If there are scarcities, they will 
be, :of -those things onl ,which we can •qUit e easily 'reduc e our constugo= 

or.get •a.long. .quite well iwithout._ 	. 

Dana Wilgress Named to Head Impartant UN Committee: Dana L..•Wilgress, 
Canadian, Minister .to. Switzerland'and head _of the 10-man Canadian 
del egation,. on 'Monday in Havana ,Cuba .,: was named head• of •the Catitmercial 
Policy Committee of the United Nations .Conferencé on Trade , and 
Employment. 

- 	Canadian' Minister , was•,.backed' by. , the United States in nomina-* 
, tions, by, the -sub-committee of -  the committee „of the heads of, delegations. 

:  The,Conference,, which - ,opened .Fridall• -giVe final consideration 
to the _draft charter: ,  for'. an international :trade organization _drawn 

`‘..,.) up, at a meeting of , the preparatory committee,held in Geneva from April 
to, October...this year. (AP) 	..• 

Canada-Samaiva Union is _Urged by Business ,  Afan: Garfield, Weston  of Toronto, 
Canadian-  industrialist, arrived. in . Ottawa . .Monday. from Montreal 

, following a visit to ,the British  West; 	and urged a union 
between Canada- (and ...Jamaica asi. -a Jrwonderful.‘„ti e-up!' :for:the Dominion. 

rJamaica, ,ha ,89„ many of,th.e: products, :inclUdIng -climate , ii ch 
weary',Canadiana néed during the ,  wi.nter; ,he told,_:-•interviewers., "If 
we can't go to Flodaor. California' for a:,..winter, holiday,. we -still 

Jamaica _That's one sure way -of. getting back our awn 
.dollars‘ 	. 	 . - 	 • 	, 

,"These people want to join the Do,minion,!" he added -. 	have 
•spoken toi, business people 	.the 	and)they• are strongly) in) 
favOr of such a move." 

,•;. 	Weston's state.ment recalled that Winston Churchill, during 
aU  ' unofficial- visit, to Canada- before ;the war, advocated.that Canada 
take the: British, West, Indi•es --under-. her- wing ." 

‘,, 	 - 	••! 
Pakistan Becomes ICAO Member: ,  Pakistan,has -  completed the necessary • 

formalities and will become a member of. thé - International Civil; 
:.Aviation Organization on December 10, according to -  an  announcement 

made.today ,  by Dr.. Albert Roper, Secretary;-General;-of ICAO. By 
dep.  ()siting its instrument ofladherence to , the Convention on,Inter-
nationaL Civil Aviation, the newly-created _state_ of Pakistan Tell 
increase, the membership of ICAO: to 	 - 	• 

Jr.  Weld 'and Captain Clabon to -Leave for Berlin:-., The Department of 
External 'Affairs is happy' to announcé that, the Mini ptry of -For.eign 
Affairs of, the Union of Soviet Socialist ,Republics, having completed 
its investigation of the circumstances 'connected with the illegal 
crossing by Mr. J.D.M. Veld .and' Captain A.W.:-.Clabon of the Polish-
Sovi et frontier near Kaliningrad, informed the ,  „Canadi an Embassy: i.n 

':Moscow, November 23rd, that Mr. Weld. and.rCaptain Clabonl had been 
, given permission to leave for Poland. From Poland they will. return 

to Berlin. 	• . 	 , , 

The lCanadian Government is expressing -. its appreciation .to' the 
Soviet Government 'for  the  despatch with Waich the Soviet, Government 
completed its investigation of this incident. - _ i••• 

(No Airmail Bulletin was issued Monday r November ,24. 
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Mr. MacKinnon Addresses C.E.A.:  Following is an extract from the address 
delivered by Hon. James A. MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, before a meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, 
in Montreal on November 26, 1947: 

"....In all our speeches in South Africa and elsewhere, we of 
the (Trade) Mission stressed Canada's desire to assist the exporters 
of other countries as well as to sell Canadian products. It was a 
fundamental aim of the Mission, of course, to survey and develop 
markets abroad for Canadian goods but we emphasized that in order 
that international trade should flourish, it must, of necessity,be a 
two-way affair. We munted them to know also that in the light of 
Canada's present trade position, we were anxious to direct our 
purchases in such a may as to bring about a better balance of trade 
generally. This attitude on the part of the Mission was the more 
appreciated by the countries visited, because in most cases Canada 
had a b,lance of trade in its favour so prohounced as to be almost 
embarrassing. I am satisfied that as a result of this Mission of 
ours, paths of goodwill and better understanding were opened up, 
along which private firms and individuals can follow in future 
trading transactions. 

"Although our tour was actually planned and arranged long 
before the unfolding of the United Kingdom dollar crisis, this 
development did give us an opportunity to make very clear Canada's 
position and attitude on the problem. We were able to explain to 
other parts of the British Commonwealth some of our own dollar 
difficulties. We lost no graceful opportunity to impress both 
government officials and business communities with the true extent 
of the financial and other forms of aid which we have been giving 
and are still continuing to give to the United Kingdom. 

"In most cases these facts came as a complete surprise to our
•listeners. I am certain that our efforts in this connection resulted 

in a definite revision in the viewpoint of those who otherwise might 
have supported proposals not calculated to promote Canadian exports. 
As a result I should say that there is practically no likelihood of 
any harsh discrimination against Canadian goods on the part of the 
Union of South Africa. In that respect alone I regard the visit of 
our Trade Mission as having been most timely and worthwhile. A 
great deal of progress in this same direction was made in other 
countries...." 

- October Border Traffic:  Automobile traffic across the International 
Boundary into Canada continued active during October, total border 
crossing amounting to 730,000 vehicles as compared with 630,000 
in the corresponding month last year, according to the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. During the ten months ending October, vehicle 
border crossings totalled 7,241,779 compared with 6,304,056 in the 
like period of 1946. 
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Mr. Ilsley s Palestine Statement:  -Following s,parti al text. of state- 
ment on Palestine in Plenary Session, -  onrrIovember'.26, b3r Mr. J.L. 
Ilsley,  , member  of  the ,Canadi an, -Delegation to the . Second.  Session  
of the General Asse.mbly of  the  United .Nations: . -:,' 	= 

wvie are-voting ,for.the partition plan, .becaudedt:.is in our 
judgment the best of four u.nattructive and difficult 'alternatives. 
These alternatives are: to-do-nothing,.:to set up -a•unitary Arab 
state in accordance with the plan of sub-Oo.mmittee II,  to set up 

,a federal . state in accordance with the ‘minority -recommendations 
,of the United Nations Special Commission on. Palestine, and parti- 

"Let. us take these one by one. First, the objections to doing 
nothing are obvious. For the United Nations to do nothing in this 
situation would be an abdication', a 'shirking of its responsibilities 
in a situation which is pregnant" with peril. to peace. - It would 
invite not only confusion bit widespread violence, involving not 
on.l.y the people of Palestine, but people elsewhere. It would, not 
improbably, result in blood-shed and, a kind of irregular and murderous 
warfare which might spread Par.': We dismissed .this .first alternative 
as not worthy of the United Nations, highly dangerous in its probable 
consequences, indeed as virtually unthinkable. 

"The second alternative is to set up a unitary Arab state 
along the lines recommended by sub-Committee II of the ad hoc Committee, 
or at least to let such &unitary .Arab state emerge _at -the time of 
the terminat ion  of the mandate. -  This course would -  have been the 
normal and natural one to pursue had  it not been for the Balfour 
Declaration,, the League of Nations mandate, the encouragement given 
to the immigration of Jews into Palestine over a quarter, of a 
century, the establishment of a well .rooted community of nearly 
700,000 Jews in Palestine who have invested'there,  as wer, are told, 
600 000 000 and. the devotion on the part  of jewsl all over the 

world to the idea of a Jewish national home in a country, which once 
at least was a Jewish land.... 

"....The third  alternative, a federal state, mhire more 
defensible.than the one I have just discussed, has nride in this 
org'anization -  very little appeal. Espoused by ,YugoSlavia', which 
has argued the case with care, patience and  conviction; the minority 
report of the United Nations Special Commission 'on Palestine has 
made no headway, received little support from other n.ate ons and,was 
not presented for consideration by a section of the ad hoc ,Committee 
large enough even to justify the setting up of a sub-Comittee to 
explore its possibilities. Embodying as it does the essential 
features of a federal scheme, the Yugoslav plan, as I shall call 
it;has certain elements of attractiveness to Canadians. -  As I 
indicated in my opening speech on the Palestine question before the 
ad hoc Committee, the Canadian delegation wished that a federal 

- plan could be worked  out along these  or  similar lines: They::• are 
the lines along which our oun . national development has proceeded, 
with, reasonable satisfaction to both racial elements -  in our popula-
tion. But Palestine is not Canada, and the YugoSlav , plan has received 
no' support whatever either from the Jewish Agency or the Arab Higher 
Committee.— 

over - 



eet 
leàves ,the'„fOurth plan - the plan of  Partition .  - which 

we have decided to support as the least objectionable .of the fdur. • 
plane-with -heavy-  hearts-and-many misgi vings. No , 

responsible delegation could do otherwise »  after listening to the 
threats of' reel bale 'arid all the talk of fire and sword which we 
have h-eard .  from both.,-sicles to this controversy » in the Ad Hoc 
Co.mmittee, and today. But it would be folly to assume that there 
would be any less likelihood of disorder if any of the other' alter-
natives were adopted. Indeed, in our judgment , this likelihood in 
the case of every one of them 'would be not less but greater. •  The 
fact,that after _25-years -of international ' action 	relation to 
Palestine, culmin.ating with months of consideration by the Gereral 

. 

	

	Assembly _of the -..United Nations, we should find 7citirselires in this 
atraosphere of acrimonious recrimination is a melancholy one. The 

— air-i s :heavy with gloomY( .forebod.ings1:---_rerresenterd.br_One2,sicVe`, or 
the Other ..as .,..-savage threate ony:reePonsi blè ,:erèd fet ions; 

.7'eomethririg,,rauet',:be: 	th-  :th 1s ``.problem'aiid- *;-We are 
sa'tisfi ed -that :tun ofdïfficûlt îdas thprtftiàn àoluti on is, 
any ot her « soluticin wouldja e(vfor -de Ther è Is,' of 'course, the hope 
that , one e tdefi nitive actioneis taken?•thére'- -will be , Change of 
heart on ,..the part ,of ;their eeponsible lead ealis `of- , ..the ctVio-«Opposing 

ucarape. This ,  is -the fribre - likelY fion the :«fabt -that .  of Lail the 
7) :.;F solutions proposed', -:«partition alone fha's ,.receiVed . 'the stipport of the 

twQ greatest'. world ;powers ; 4.1e ,  mu.et !'-take .'it , ae** c ertain .that well 
meant and fervent  exhortations  to conciliation, the-kind- of 
exhortati on' that - We haVe.....hee'rd :duringlithe 	et two' 'months are getting 
noivh ere , These .apPeale 'and ',entreaties ,trnay:'hiake-imore !Progress after 

.'a_decisiori by thi.-erbrganization  on the'partitibri -«solutien is arrived 
,-,This i-s the .ray of hope in the situatiOno; J.  

'is *not« for - Canada' tà,«adviee *other.. natiOns :On the  -course they 
ake -this -  votéi . .andlwe :dOubt 'whether - . at eh* adVice would be 

either «welcome-or' eff ective.' - But we- -find' it.. diffibulttO understand 
the .large; ntimbe of abstentions -whieh  eassurieewill- take place when 

,« 

	

	we come. to  the  vote. In the  case  of  stifle- natl.-0ns-  reasons have been 
given. In other cases the :explanation. probably. ,Jia.that:nations like 

: I  our-  own, .. far: removed from Palesti - ne., - , Which' had no:Part in the events 
leadi ng- up t 0 this denouement which -.made :no, promisee :t0-: th3 Arabs 

-_- arid_ n.o promises to the Jews .,..least, of -  a_11 	both,: which2, played no 
vrith the ;situation, and whiCh have. nothirng> but the kindliest 

feelings toward .both Arabs, and Jews,P.,'firadit« -  diffi ciiltx to see why 
-,„there,should -  be  thrown upon' their shoulders  a prOfoundly .,  disturbing 
responsibility ,  for.. a« «grave:, and farreadaing 	sion.: .,à 

7 	77,Tiae Canadian. Delegation'. appreciates' these' sentiments on the 
-; part ,  of many nations. Indeed-„to some -,  extent we *Ishare. th'em. But 

we çlo not feel that tiler- would --  justify.' us  in abstainin&from this 
'vote ;, We  have as this  Assembly knows, tak.én.:., :ouri:ful.1-. share of 
responsibility in this matter, throug,h.out, the -entire -  session. We 
have  worked un.remittingly; in an _attempt -Ate s; obtain. a solution which 

;«! would be practi cal and workabl 	and.: we (f eel t hat .; our.: Obligations , 
jaot. only , to this organizati on» ,  but : to «burr ownlpeciple » 	e sue,h that 

,we eould' not justify  an  abstention', and , .should :voteifor -,the resolution. 
This  we  propose, to do'i,*_t 	 : • 

110 000 'DUtch .Farmers -  for Canada:: Tneir: -. aim') theAultimate -  ei..vnership of 
':::: I  farms in thi s c ountry .10,000 s  Dut ch. . agricult uriste- will a. migra te 

0-  Canada next-year, itwas .announc èd  T  join.tly Wednesday !by the 
Hon. J. Allison C-1-en,>,Eintster: of , Mines an.d ReSourc 	and 
Dr„.:: . A; S.': Tui nrna2.,Agri tult ural 'Attache .0f ..thé -..Netherlancl ...Embassy 
at,  Ottava 	: 	̀ «7 	..: 	. 	 ) 

e. 	 • :.",` 	 %, 

effectiveeNember 27, 
canned peaches>, pears »,- -„plums peas»,  .. -corn,; ...greerriand ;:viaxed beans, 

-_... , tomatoes_ and tomato- juice, ,; the: Wartime .:Pric es : and :*.Trad . Board has 
ann.ounced. 	_ 	. 	 • 
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Current Vanpower Plcture:  At the peak of industrial activity last summer, 
only 1.4 per cent of the total labour force was unemployed, according 
to the current manpower summary released by Hon. Bumphrey Mitchell, 
Minister of Labour. 

Seasonal employment is nearing completion and many displaced 
summer workers now are being channelled into winter industries. In 
the meantime, the number of applicants for work is on the increase. 
This is the usual seasonal trend, and is largely due to employment 
declines in agriculture, transportation, and construction. 

Labour shortages have been so acute during the past few months, 
that this  expansion  in supply will greatly benefit many industries. 
At peak activity this summer, ohly 1.4 per cent of the total labour 
force was unemployed, and the actual pool of available labour was 
even smaller since many of these persons were older, physically•
unfit,, or unqualified workers. 

There mere 106,000 unplaced applicants registered with the 
- National Employment Service at November 13, 1947, some 35,000 less 

than the number one year ago. 

Observatory at Baker Lake:  The Mines, Forests and Scientific Services 
Branch of the Department of Mines and Resources, has announced plans 
for the operation by the Dominion Observatory of a temporary magnetic 
observatory at Baker Lake in the District of Keewatin, Northwest 
Territories. 

Establishment of the observatory at Baker Lake indicates the 
continued emphasis being placed by the Division of Terrestrial 
kagnetism of the Dominion Observatory on the study of magnetic 
conditions in northern Canada. Changes in the earth's magnetic field 
which are peculiar to northern Canada will come under careful study. 

Magnetic data necessary for a study of the movements of the 
North Magnetic Pole will be collected, in order that accurate magnetic 
charts of the Canadian Arctic may be constructed for air navigation 
purposes. In addition, the effect of sun spots and aurorae on the 
magnetic field in relation to radio communication in the Arctic will 
be studied- 

John Clark, B.A., of Bounty, Saskatchewan, who accompanied 
Paul Serson on the recent airborne expedition to the environs of 
the North Magnetic Pole, and Jeldon Hannaford, B.Sc.-,.of Ottawa, a 
graduate of St. Patrick's College, will be stationed at Baker Lake 
for an indefinite period. 

Conversion of Pre-War Yugoslav State Internal Debts:  The Department of 
External Affairs on Thursday announced that a translation of the 
text of a summons concerning the conversion of pre-war Yugoslav 
State Internal Debts has been received. The summons calls on all 
legal and physical persons who have not yet submitted owners' 
declarations in respect of State papers of value which they have 
deposited with former banking institutions to submit declarations 
to the National Bank of Yugoslavia as soon as possible in order 
that the bank may hand such declarations to the State Investment 
Bank (Debts Directorate) at the latest by December 31st, 1947. 
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44;2co,poo for UNESCO:  The Secretary of State for External Affairs announced 
today that the Canadian Council for Reconstruction through UNESCO 
has been established to carry out a nation-wide appeal for necessary 

. 

	

	supplies for the educational reconstruction of war-devastated countries 
in Europe and Asia. The Government has decided to rake a contribution 
of ,i'200,000 from thé Post-UNRRA Relief Appropriation to be used by 
the Council for the purchase in Canada, of supplies for the educational, 
scientific and cultural reconstruction of these areas. 

Quebec Lineral Dicovery:  Premier Duplessis announced Friday mineral 
deposits of "unsurpassed quality" have been located in Quebec 
territory in Labrador peninsula and that the potentialities of the 
area are "fantastic". 

> 	Tha Premier told his weekly press conference that mining experts 
who have explored the territory have definitely located deposits of 
200,000 tons of high quality minerals. 

The Premier said the reports indicated two-thirds of the 
mineral wealth ms located in territory "incontestably in Quebec" 
and the remaining third "in a part of territory in which we consider 
we have rights",. (CP) 

Department Store Sales'Up:  Dollar sales in Canadian departrent stores were 
12 per cent higher in October than in the same ronth of 1946, but 
ere practically unchanged from September, according to the Dominion 

Bureau of Statistics. Mille the increase over October last year 
was more than the 20 per cent gain shown in September, it fell only 
slightly short of the average increase of 15 per cent for the first 
ten months of the year. Unadjusted indexes of sales, on the base 
1935-39=100, stood at 286.4 for October, 287.7 for September and 
254.8 for October, 1946. 

Seamen's Strike Averted:  The Canadian Seamen's Union announced Friday 
night that an agreement was reached with the Shipping Federation 
of Canada and that a contract for 1948 was signed covering all un-
licensed personnel on Canadian ocean-going vessels. 

The signing of the agreement was followed by an order of CSU 
-President Harry Davis  to call off a proposed nation-wide strike of 
7,500 seamen on both coasts scheduled for midnight Friday night. (CP) 

U.K.  Canada Discussions: Behind closed doors, members of a British 
mission continued Friday their preliminary discussions with Canadian 
officials on financial and other arrangements which will govern 
the food and other contracts existing between Canada and the United 
Kingdom. (CP) 
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Export of Softwood Lumber:  The existing system of control governing the 
-- --export of softwood lumber produced in Ontario, Quebec and the 

Maritimes, and which has been in effect during the year -1947, will 
bé Continued during 1948, but with changes having far reaching 
effects for the producers, wholesalers and exporters in-those areas, 
it:Was announced  Sun-;  by Rt. Hon. C.D. Howe. 	-- 

,In releasing the Government's 1948 export policy for softwood 
lùmer:produced in Eastern Canada, Mr. Howe said 

"The free export quotas authorized a year'ago'totalled 290 
million feet of softwood lumber for shipment during 1947; the 
largest,portion of which was for shipment to - the United Kingdom. . 
However, beCause of the severity of the dollar shortage in the , 
Uniter.Kingdom, and consequent delay in receiving orders'from that 
country for softwood lumber, provision is now made in the 1948 
programme for the free export of an  overall quantity or 2 90 million 
feet of softwood lumber to.any country with which trading is allowed 
under'Canadian laws."' 

'"Under'thia provision an exporter may ship to  ail markets a . 	_ 
total amount not exceeding his original 1947 free export quota alloca- 

VeeititInâ In addition to these free export quotas, further quantities - 
of lumbèr - can be exported through export credits earned by shipments 
into -the' doîestic market " said Mr. Howe. "It is hoped that under 
this new arrangement efforts will be made by exporters to obtain pay-
menU.for their lumber in United States dollars, thus assisting our 
current campaign in building up our own dollar -shortage." 

- The;Minister also stated that as soon as reports of softwood s 
production in Eastern Canada for 1948 were available consideration 
would be given to increasing the overall free export quota set for 
1948.- 

On the question of continued restrictions and controls on the 
export of softwood lumber and lumber products, kr. Howe.said that 
these were still necessary in order to insure sufficient requirements 
for,domestic needs. 

"The Timber Controller is continually stùdying the complexities 
.,involved in our lumber industry, and only recently tt , was founi - 
possible  to increase export quotas on certain grades of'softwoods' 
in Western Canada," he said "Further relaxations to existing export 
,quotas must be considered from the standpoint of domestic require-
'ments." .  

Canada - at  I.L.O 	It was announced:Saturday bythe Hon: Humphrey Mitchell, 
..,Minister_of Labour, that,Canada will be represented at'the-103rd 
Sesston - of:theGoverning Body of - the'International Labour:Organization, 
,whichloPens:in'Geneva on December 6th, by . Dr. P.E. Renaud', Canadian 
Charge:d'Affaires,'Berne Switzerland, and by  Paul Goulet, 0.B.E., 
,Assistant'to:the Deputy:Minister of Labour and Director:Of:the Depart- 

': . inent's:I.L.O. Branch, Ottawa,  
'.:By - reaSOn of her industrial-importance Canada holds one of , 

»theeight - permanent'seats . On the Governing Body' of the  International 
LabourOrganilation,--which is - now  one  of the specialized agencies of 
the United Nations.-_  

Vol. 5, -;No. 286 
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Dominion-Provincial Conference:  Called to discuss a new model vital 
statistics act for use as a guide in the revision or re-framing of 
provincial legislation, the fifth Dominion-Provincial Conference 
on Vital Statistics was opened ebridày4/10\Mint br,thelioriiebJamesM. 
MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Commerce. The conference is being 
attended both by officers in charge of vital statistics and legislative 
counsels of the provinces, representatives of the Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics and of various federal departments, and by represeat-
atives of national organizations interested in vital statistics. 
Present from the United States as observers are Dr. Don C. Peterson, 
president of the American Association of Registration Executives, 
and Dr. Albert E. Bailey, National Consulting Service United States 
National Office of Vital Statistics. 

In his address of welcome, kr. MacKinnon pointed out that the 
first two Dominion-Provincial conferences on vital statistics were 
held in 1918, when the first model vital statistics act for Canada 
was discussed and approved. As a result of the labours of  these 
conferences, a Dominion-wide gystem of vital statistics was established. 
During the intervening years many important changes had taken place. 
The present conference was for the purpose of considering revisions 
in legislation relating to the registration of vital statistics 
that are necessary or desirable for meeting present-day needs. 

Dr. Paul Parrot, Demographer, Ministry of Health of the Province 
of Quebec, was elected chairman of the conference; G. Rutherford, 
AttOrney-Generalls Department, Manitoba, vice-chairman; and J.T. 
Marshall, Assistant Dominion Statistician, secretary. 

Merchandise Exports Higher:  Reversing the downward trend of the preceding 
three months, the value of Canada's merchandise exports moved up 
sharply in October to $250,800,000, showing an increase of 14.7 
per cent aver the September figure of $218,600,000, and a gain of 
22.8 per cent over  October last year when the total was -i3204,200,000, 
according to figures released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
The October trade was the third highest monthly total in the post-
war period, being exceeded by May and June this year. In the first 
ten months of this year, exports aggregated $2,255,600,000 compared 
with $1,868,100,000 in the like period of 1946, an increase of-20.7 
per cent. 

Trade ulth the majority of countries showed expansion in October. 
Shipments to countries of the British Empire rose from 01,600,000 
last year to $104,500,000, and to foreign countries from $132,600,000 
to $146,300,000. In the ten-month period, exports to British Empire 
countries advanced from $725,200,000 to 050,000,000, and to foreign 
countries from e1,142 9 900,000 to $1,305,700,000. 

Exports to the United Kingdom in October showed a substantial 
increase, standing at $66,776 9 000 compared with $47,665,000 a year 
ago, while the aggregate for the ten months rose to $609,403,000 from 
$480,261,000. Exports to the United States in the month rose from 
$99,086,000 last year to $102,443,000, and in the ten months from 
$714,845,000 to $835,422,000. October exports to both countries 
showed marked gains over September. 
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Statement By Prime Minister on His Return From Europe:  On his return 
from Europe, after five weeké4 absence, Prime Minister King on 
Tuesday issued the following statement from New York: 	- 

"I should like to have a little more timeyto ,  think over the 
many impressions gathered in the course of my present  trip  to the 
Continent and the United  Kingdom, before attempting to be too 
definite,in any opinions I night express. 	 ' 

"en  I arrive in Ottawa on Thursday, it will be exactly five 
weeks .from the day I left. In that time, I will lave visited no 
less than five countries: _United States, France, Belgium, Holland 
and the United Kingdom--in all of Which I have had the privilege 

, 	of meeting with.many of those Who are best informed on public affairs; 
but the yiews of all of Whom were necessarily expressed with consid-
erable caution and reserve., 	 . 

- 	."As I travelled by ship, both to and from the United Kingdom, 
the actual time possible for studying conditions was reduced almost 
to a period of three weeks. However, the exceptional nature of the 
opportunities afforded to meet with leading personages in the several 
countries was such as to make possible the gaining of more in the 
way of informed opinion in that short time, than would have been 
feasible under other circumstances. 

"The purpose of my trip was, of course, to be present as the 
representative of Canada at the marriage of Her Royal Highness the 
Princess Elizabeth to Lieut. Philip Mountbatten, the present Duke 
of Edinburgh. To accounts of this historic event, one could add 
nothing of significance to what is already familiar to readers of 
the press. 

"I might perhaps, in a purely personal way, say that I believe 
the marriage to be one of the happiest possible, so far as the 
Royal couple are concerned, and an exceedingly fortunate marriage 
in its relation to the nations of the British Commonwealth. 

"There can be no doubt that the Royal wedding with its notes 
of joy and color afforded to the people of the United Kingdom a 
welcome interlude in a long period of monotony and austerity. For 
a day at least, it looked as if domestic happiness and national 
rejoicing was once more the lot of a people who have suffered 
heroically though terribly over many years. The wedding celebrations 
seemed almost prophetic of a new dawn about to break at last. 

"With this thought in mind, and having also in mind the spirit 
of the British people as I witnessed it in the course of that 
eventful week, I could, as I said on leaving Britain, have gone on 
my way rejoicing at the prospect of all being well in the end, had 
that promise of a brighter day not been aver-shadowed by the cloud 
of uncertainty which has been hovering over Europe for some time 
past, and which, of late, has become charged with ominous portents. 

"There can be no doubt that the situation in Europe has becmme 
much more serious than most people have begun to realize. 

"The condition of the world is such that the incipient civil 
strife in France, in Italy and in Palestine and other countries 
that might be named, may be said to be but symptomatic of an unrest 
which is world-wide; and which, unless the greatest caution and 

(over) 



wisdom is'exercised, may Sob/1er or later menace anew the well-
being of mankind. I am, I trust, not an alarmist, but I have seen 

- hidden forces menace the security of nations in the recent past, 
and have been more or less behind the scenes ever since. In too 
many directions the parallels between conditions as they were some 
years ago,'and,  as We know them today, are becoming all too apparent. 

"It is, I believe, not too much to say that the present meeting 
of the council of foreign ministers in London is of greater import-
ance to the world than the combined conferences and meetings which 
have been held since the termination of hostilities. If it becomes 
apparent at the meetings of thé council that on the part of all the 
powers there represented good-will rather than ill..will is to be 

, the path along which the problems before the council are to be • 

solved, all will be well. If, however, the contrary should be the 
case, and more in the way of frustration be experienced. I believe 
it is difficult to say to what pass matters might come at any 
moment. 	 , 

"It is clear that, in her present distress, Western Europe 
is looking to America with a hope only second'to that mhich ahe 
manifested during the years of war. The immediate aid already 
largely assured under the Marshall plan may enable her peoples to 
face again the hardships of another winter. The promise of continued 
assistance toward recovery will help to serve the larger need. 
Without aid, however, such have conditions become that the people 
may despair., The impression above all • which one gains, at this 

_time, is that this is indeed one world, and that if nations are to 
save themserves from the appalling conséquences of  continuous 
discontent, their salvation will only be found in the salvation of 
other nations. The hope for the world of today lies in closer and 
more effective co-operation among all free nations to ensure 
preservation of,freedom itself." 

■ 
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Han. Mr. Gardiner- on"Food Contracts: :Min.' James  G Gardiner,  Minister 
'eAgriculture,declared Wednesday that7a very difficult finahèial 
situation has arisen in the current negotiations fOr,the-renewil of 

- fOod cOntracts between'Canada and  the United.  Kingdora0 , 
. 	in:a : 'cloSinÈ address, he ,t014 200 delegà.tes.t“he,DOMinion- 
ProVnbial 'Agricultural Conference thatither'e'waS à .great,difficulty 
'ils . to What Britain:1s going to - nuee'for Money" if she:PiirchaSes'. 
food from Canada in 1948 9  but  added the OPtimistic nOtethat he hoped , 
the  difficulty.can be oVercome.  

-And', in  an  apParent'Suggestion -that the  United  States might 
help both countries, he observed that State  Secretary  Marshall had 
urged at the Big Four -fo?''eign  ministers conference .  that Canada be 
given a larger place in.:the makille .: of t.hefilln'Peaee . 111i) ; Gardiner 
then added: 

"I think that if other cOuntries want to  be  kind  to  us theY 
can buy our food and make it 'possible for others to bdy 

1 	 • 

He thought he said that Canadians were greatly çoncerned 
that fundi be provided to make it possible for Cana'alan' farm' produce 
to be sold on the markets av 

The uncertainty over the renewal  of the British food contracts, 
Which'cover shipment of meats, cheese and poultry produbts, was 
reflected in the final actions of the conference itself. 

While it normally  sets  food production objectives for the following 
year based on domestic and export needs, the meeting Wedfiesdaymerely 
suggested that the 1947 program be continued  for 1948  
- This means that wheat acreage will remain unchanèed at thé 1947 

total of approximately 24,000,000 acres while that of the important 
feed grains, oats and barley, will stay at 14 9 310 9 200 and 8,000,000 
acres, respectively. This also- applies to output of meats, dairy 
products, poultry, fruits and vegetables. (CP) 

Sir Andrew Jones' Statement:  ASir Andrew Jones, head of the permanent 
British Food Mission here, said Wednesday that if the United Kingdom 
found herself driven to reducing her food imports from Canada it 
was only because of "dire necessity." 

Addressing the closing session of the Dominion-Provincial 
Agricultural Conference, he said that currency problems dominated 
the current negotiations for renewal of food contracts with Britain 
and added that if that hold could not be broken the outlook was 
"very unpleasant for us because we do need your food." 

No government would take action which would make it "unpopular" 
with its own people and the British Government would be "only too 
glad to obtain greater supplies if it could only atford to pay for 
them." (CP) 

I.C.A.O. Second Assembly:  The Second Assembly of the International Civil 
Aviation Organization will be held at the Palais des Nations in 
Geneva, Switzerland, it is announced by Dr. Albert Roper, ICAO 
Secretary General. The session will begin on June 1, 1948, and is 
expected to last about three weeks. 

(aver) 



J.H. Berry Appointment:  Reconstruction Minister C.D. Howe Wednesday , 
announced that J.H. Berry, President of War Assets Corporation, 
would zeturn.on loan to the Department of Reconstruction and Supply. 
Mr. Berry will take charge of the administration of the emergency 

O  regulations governing the importation of capital - goods. 

,/ 
Canada's Part in UNRRA: 'How Canadian medical supplies have saved millions 

of lives in'the'devastated. countries of Europe, particularly in . 
the Balkans, and the extent of Canada's share in the work of the 
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration was exPlained 
wednesday by Leslie Atkins, Director of Medical Supplies of UNRRA, 
during a press conference at the Mount Royal Hotel in Ecmtreal. 

Mr. Atkins and his assistant, Dr. J.J. Weisskopf, arrived in 
Montreal to complete arrangements fora shipment of supplies still 
to be sent to Europe under Canada's oblipation toward UNRRA. 

"Canada's contribution, particularly in the supply of medicines 
and medical machinery, has been most generous and the people Of the' 
devastated countries have become thoroughly acquainted with the 
Maple Leaf trucks that carry these supplies into their towns and 
villages." Ur. Atkins stated.  He  paid tribute to L.B. Pearson 
Canadian'Under-Secretary of State, who was Chairman of ,the UNRR1 
committee on supplies. Mr. Atkins cited the case of Yugdslavia 
'where 3,500,000 children were supplied with antitoxin to protect 
them against diphtheria. He remarked that the delivery of these 
supplies was made wdthin rive  weeks. 

Among other àhipments made by Canada to UMMA in Europe were 
six Canadian-built plants for the manufacture  or  penicillin. 
(Montreal 'Gazette) .  

Canned Citrus Juices Subject to Control: ' The Wartine Prices and,Trade 
Board . announced Wednesday night that effective Thursday' all 'Canned 
citrus juices are subject to mark-up control at all trade levels. 

The new order limits  the  mark-up which inporters, wholesalers 
and retailérs may take to the amotint allowed when these,goods were 
subject to price - contrcl previously or their basic pericd mark-up 

- 	(October 1941), whichever is - the'lower. - 	 - 
This action follows the statement  made onNovember 24, by the 

Honourable Douglas Abbott, Minister  of Finance, that he hed . directed 
the Prices Board to re-impose price controls on the more impdrtant 
canned fruits and vebetables and to be prepared to place mark-up 
controls on canned fruit juices. 	 . 

Canned peas, corn, beans, tonatoes and tcMato juice, and,canned 
peaches 9  pears and plums waeolaced under control on NOvember 27. . 	 , 
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Cost of Living Index Up 1.4 Points:  Higher prices for food, clothing 
and home furnishings sent Canada's official cost-of-living up another 
1.4 points during October and stretched the gain over the past to 
more than 16 points, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported 
Thursday. 

The index, calculated on the basis 1935-39 equals 100, reached 
143.6 at November 1, against 142.2 at October 1, and 127.1 at 
November 1 last year. On the basis of August, 1939, equalling 100, 
the index stood at 142.5 as of November 1. 

At 143.6, the index was fast approaching the level of 145 at 	'- 
which Finance kinister Abbott predicted two months ago it might 
settle. At that time, with the index below the 140 mark, he told 
a press conference that if it settled somewhere between 140 and 
145 he would consider the situation "pretty good." 

Mile the index continued its advance during October, the rate 
of increase had lessened. During August and September, for instance 
the jump was 2.8 points in each of those two months, although the 
advance for September was traced directly to the major decontrol 
step taken during that month. 

Reporting on the October increase, the bureau said that'higher 
food prices continued to dominate the advance, although each of the 
sub-group indexes, excepting rentals, moved higher. 

The index for the food group rose 2.3 points to 173.6, due 
mainly to higher prices for eggs, fluid milk, certain meats and 
canned vegetables. Butter, lemons and a few fresh vegetables, on 
the other hand declined slightly. 

The clothing group advanced 2.8 points to 157.0, with prices 
rising in all subsections, while home furnishings and services 
climbed 1.5 to 151.4 on the strength of increases for furniture, 
floor coverings, furnishings, dishes and cleaning supplies. 

Slightly higher costs for medicinal supplies, personal care 
items, newspapers and gasoline were responsible for a gain of 0.6 
to 118.2 in the miscellaneous items index. Higher prices for coal 
and coke boosted fuel and lighting by 0.7 to 122.6. 

Rentals, under rigid control, remained unchanged at 119.9. (CP) 

World Wheat Situation: World production of bread-grains in 1947 is now 
indicated at 5.8 billion bushels of Wheat and 1.5 billion of rye, 
according to the monthly review of the Wheat situation by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The wheat crop is currently estimated 
at about the 1946 level but is four per cent less than the 1935-39 
average, while the 1947 rye crop is four per cent above 1946, but 
only 88 per cent of the 1935-39 average. The 'record  wheat crop in 
the United States and the anticipated record outturn of the Australian 
wheat crop now being harvested bring the world total for the year 
near average, despite much below-average crops in Europe and the 
Soviet Union. 
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Speech from the .  Throne:  The speech from the Throne, witirwhich Viscount 
Alexander . on Friday opened the .Fourth Session -of.:the 20th Parliament, 
read as follows:- 

- 	. 	- "Honourable Members- of the Senate: 
..Members of the House of Commons: 

"Conditions throughout the world continue to be difficult' and 
_disturb-ineThe dislocations - resulting from the ravages of war have 
; become increasingly apparent. 	Europe production has made ortly a 
,-.partial-,recovery. . In Asia, over large areas, active fighting 
continues. Shortages of the necessities of life, particularly of 

,tood; are still acute; In many countries; polit . ical and social un-
rest sis serious. Failure -  to agree .on peace, settlements with 'Germany 
and Austria is -preventing the recovery of Europe. 

"Canada was recently represented at a meeting of the nations 
of -.the Commonwealth in. Canberra. Problams ,.related to the peace 
settlement in the Pacific were discussed in an exploratory.manner. 
The Government has welcomed the initiative of. the United States in 

..proposing an early conference on the Peace, Treaty with Japan. 
• 	"Mae Canadian delegation to the General Assembly of the United 
Nations took an active part in its proceedings. Canada ve s elected 
to a seat on the Security Council. Canada was also represented on 
the-United Nations Special Committee on Palestine. Support of the 

- Charter of the United.Nations remains an essential feature of Canada's 
:foreign policy: 	 , 

"While unsettled conditions still prevail in Europe and Asia, 
Canada has c ontinued ,  to en joy general -prosperity. Employment and 
national income. have reached levels never , before attained. -•  Our 
country  has ,not been unaffected,- however,  , . by the problems and 
difficulties of other countries. Ma.ny nations-with vdlich we trade 
have  been unable to -resto.re their full productive capacity'. Their 
consequ.ent inability, to increase their  exporte in sufficient measure 
to pay for their imports has greatly complicated Canada's:foreign 

, exchange position.,  
. A permanent solution of our exchange problems and the future 

well-being ;of the nation depend upon. the revival of world,trade. 
An important step forward in this direction has been the successful 

, conclusion of the recent discussions'at Geneva -. A positive achieve-
ment ,was ,the conclusion of trade -agreements with eighteen. other: 
nations. You will be,asked to approve .these agreements., - .Canada is 
now represented at the United Nations Trade Conference in .Havana, 
iwhich,it is hoped will result in the establishment of an _International 
Trade Organization along lines agreed to at Geneva. The trade agree-
ments .and the  establishment of. an International Tralde Organization 

- will, provide a sound foundation for the  expansion of world commerce, 
production and employment.  

"Provision of a temporary character has been .made to -cânserve 
and supplement Canada's reserves of United ,  States dollars: The 

,measures recently , announ.ced to deal with the various aspects  of 
the _immediate foreign exchange diffi -culty will be submitted-. for your 

(over 



The prebent shortage of United *States dollars will necessarily 
limit Canada's capacity to render .further_ economic  assistance  to other 
countries. Canada, ,nevertheless, remains one of the few great.' 
producing countries With capacities unimpaired by the war-. It 1's -- 

 deeply:gratifying- that bur'  country has been able to play so large a 
role in rendering-, assistance to war-devastated lands. In Proportion 
to population, Canada's record has not been equalled by any other 
country. In the effort to further the great task of world recovery, 
Canada will continue, so far as is possible, to apply the principle 
of mutual assistance. Further assistance must, however, take into 
account ,the , exchange .  difficiaties which.have arisen:- 

"My Government has progressively removed the controls made 
,,neCessery)by)war., - 'To--:meet a continuin.g need for some!--côntrOls'; 
you will be asked to approve an address praying that certain orders 
and  regulations covered by  the Continuation or ,TransitiOnar Éeasurea. 
Act, 1947, which'‘will terndnaté on December 31, be -Continued 'in 
force for a further period. 	 - .•; 	 ' 

"Due to the gradual and'orderly -procedure that hasen followed 
in the removal of controls,.such increases in pries as  have occurred 
_have:been less than:would àtherwise have :been'the éâàe.':' ,  My-  Ministers 

.:, are concerned with increases in.prices which'-have added=to the'cost 
living.: In certain instances, increa.ses veére.felt- ,to havé- , been 

unjustified  and. price: ceilings have been reStored -. Officials ,  in the 
- departments. of .government :most immediately conCerned haTe'been,'; 

. directed -.to , keep under:: cànstant supervision : conditi ôns of  production 
andsupply which 'tend -.-to raise the level' ofLcon.sumer - 

"The demand f or the, products of our ;fail mary 'industries generally 
_-:continues to remain at high levels.' In.view of the , Price' fixed for 

the,1948-l949_crop year, under the Wheat Agreement with  the United 
....L:Kingdo.m,: you.. will...be asked to consider a' measure .to ‘-provide -for an 

increase in the - initial .payment to 'producers. . 
"Despite, the continuing:. scarcity of - certain supplies and'high 

.buildinE:. - costs, a greater number of houseS.are being,coMPleted this 
-year,than - in any previous year. You will:be asked to consider- 

	

; for - a low rental housing project for veterans. 	- 	 - 
,"A ,  measure similar to the one -  introduced. at :the last session 

of >Parliament to provide more 'effective machinery: for the .a.djuStment 
of differences between employers and employees will;be' submitted 
for '3rou.r. consideration.. 	 , 	s: 

“Ta.e demobilization of the' wartime forces, of Canada wasi:câncluded 
in  September. Steps. are ,being continued -to Co-ordinate :the -;drëaniza-
tion and administration'-of the three armed services... -A measure to 

.consolidate  ail  statutes relative' to defence :will be laid ..-béfôre you. 
-‘, "The Fisheries Prices Support Boa.rd., the'Dominion Coal Board, and 
the Maritime 'Commission atithorized by legiSlation have been dtily 
constituted. 	 ; 

Measures to which your attention will be direbted include Bills 
to revise , the Income Tax Lally,' the Dominion Electionà Actsand the 
Canada Shipping. Act. Bills relating to-veterans' will -  also` - beIrought 
before ycu. . 

"It -;is. _the intention  •of the' Government' to recommend 'the .reappoint - 
merit •of::theSelect Joint Committees on Human '«Rights; and -Fundamental 
Freedoms, and on the revision of ,the Indian  At; ; : 	' 

"Lengthy discussions between a,delegation 'from the National: Conven-
' tion. of ,Newfoundland and a Committee , 'of. .11.,emberà of .  the Government have 
-:been -held,to explore the possibility of finding a.mutually acceptable 
.,basis  for the union of Newfoundland with Canada. -  The Government has 
announc•ed . terms which it believes-  to be'a'fair' and equitablel,basis 
for union should the people of Newfoundland desire to:enter -into 

''Confederation. 
"The marriage of. Her Royal Highness the Princess'Elizabethhas 

been the occasion of widespread rejoicing.. To Her Royal - Highness 
the Princess Elizabeth and .to His Royal; Highness  the .Duke of Edinburgh, 
the people of Canada extend all good wishes for their future -happiness." 
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Boundary'Commission Appointment:  'The Secretary of State for:External 
Affairs announced that the Government has appointed Mr. Janes M. 
Wardle, C.B.E., to be the Canadian member of the International 
Boundary Commission in place of Er. Noel J. Ogilvie, who has retired. 
The appointment was effective NoVember 15, 1947. 

Mr. Wardle is also Director of Special Projects in the Depart- 
ment of Mines and Resources. In addition to his departmental duties, 
he was a member of the International Fact-Finding Committee appointed 
by Canada and the United States to study the construction of a high-
way to Alaska. From 1938 to 1941 he was a member of the British 
Columbia-Yukon-Alaska Highway Commission. 

The International Boundary Commission was set up under several 
treaties between Canada and the United States to demarcate various 
parts of the boundary and to maintain an effective boundary line 
between the two countries. The three treaties involved are: 

Article VI of the Alaska Boundary Convention signed January 
24, 1903; 
The International Boundary Demarcation Treaty signed April 
11, 1908; 
The Boundary Demarcation Treaty signed February 24, 1925. 

(Copideeetreaties are printed in the collection entitled 
"Treaties' and Agreements Affecting Canada in force between His 
Majesty and the United States of America 1814-1925"ipublished in 
1927 by the King's Printer.) 

Ttibute to Dr. Butler:  The Prime Minister, Mr. Mackenzie King, on Subday 
issued the following statement: 

"In the passing of Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, Canada will share 
with the United States the loss of one who has been foremost in the 
promotion of international understanding, amity and co-operation, 
and a fearless defender of human rights, of liberty and democracy. 

"Though his immediate interests were those associated with the 
University of which for forty-four years he was the President,  Dr.  
Butler was equally interested in the politics of his own country and 
in international affairs. He accepted in full the obligations of 
citizenship. Fe was an effective speaker and a prolific writer, 
ever ready to advise on public matters and, according to his convic-
tions, to support or criticize public men and public measures. On 
many occasions, and in other countries as well as his own, his views 
were sought on important international issues. 

"As President of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 
Dr. Butler's contributions to vexed problems in the field of inter-
national relations were continuous and constructive. His wdse 
counsels, begotten of an exceptionally wide knowledge of men and the 

problems of nations, will long continue to make their influence felt 

in world affairs. 
"I had the honour of enjoying the personal friendship of Dr. 

Butler over  many years. He never failed to welcome an opportunity 

to further the friendliest relations between the United States and 
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Canada. 'He repeatedly referred • to  the relationships between Canad.a , 
and the United States as an example to the world. His own life 
will remain an example to men of all countries of the type of 
citizenship which values intellectual leadership, the maintenance 
of high  standards in personal and public life, and a wide tolêrance 
in all human relationships. His name will have an honoured place 
in the roll of citizens of the world who, as intellectual leaders 
and fearless defenders of Truth, Right and Justice, have faithfully 
served their day and generation in the most significant epoch of 
history." 	 . 

Bayer  'Convicted:  A King's Bench court jury at Montreal Saturday ,  convicted 
Dr. Raymond Boyer, Montreal scientist,, of conspiracy to violate the 
Offinial Secrets Act. Mr. Justice Wilfrida lazurem postponed 
sentence. (OP . ) 
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